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Preface and Acknowledgments

xx

The Musqueam people are now largely the residents of the Musqueam Indian
Reserve on the North Arm of the Fraser River, adjacent to the city of Van-
couver, British Columbia. Their language, which they call h;∫œ;mí∫;µ, is
one of the Downriver dialects of the language known to anthropologists and lin-
guists as Halkomelem. This latter term is based on the Upriver form of the
name, and the Musqueam see it as inappropriate for the Downriver and Island
forms of the language. I will have to use it, however, when referring to the lan-
guage as a whole.

A “reference grammar” is said to be one written for laymen rather than for
linguists, describing the language with as little technical jargon as possible,
illustrating its various features with abundant examples, and cross-referencing
and indexing so that readers with some knowledge of the language can indeed
look something up and find an answer. I have tried to follow these princi-
ples in the hope that this grammar will be useful not only to linguists special-
izing in Salishan languages but also to interested non-linguists, students of
Salish literature, and above all the Musqueam and speakers of other dialects of
the language.

In writing this grammar I have not been able to dispense with all technical
jargon. As much as possible, I have tried to use traditional terms, which reflect
a rather traditional sort of analysis. In organization, however, I have not been
traditional, placing morphology largely after syntax. For placing syntax before
morphology, I have the Thompsons’ sketch of Clallam (Thompson and Thomp-
son 1971) as a precedent. I was probably also influenced by my early exposure
to the teaching method of Professor Henry S. Tatsumi, who began his course in
Japanese with an outline of syntax, allowing the students to create Japanese
sentences with a largely English vocabulary, or, in the case of nisei who were
already doing this at home, making them aware of the principles they were
using. But perhaps my choice was made largely on the basis of the feeling that
tables and lists of affixes and particles are pretty dull anyway, especially if one
does not yet know where and how these things are likely to be encountered.
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Once the choice was made, however, it turned out to have a practical conse-
quence. In the chapters on syntax, the sentences used as examples are graded
according to what has already been introduced; I have tried to use no sentence
with a construction that has not been previously accounted for. In the chapters
on morphology, however, coming afterwards as they do, I have laboured under
no such constraint and have been able to illustrate an affix, particle, or word
with a special function in a construction of any sort.

This grammar is based on work I have engaged in from time to time over a
period of many years. (For a history of the work, see Appendix 3.) Primarily it
reflects the speech of Christine Charles (1894-1968) and James Point (1881-
1979), as exemplified in elicited sentences and dictated texts. Some of the texts
dictated by Mrs. Charles originated with her husband, Andrew Charles (1893-
1961).

I reviewed all the texts dictated by Mrs. Charles with Mr. and Mrs. Charles’s
daughter, Della Kew (1929-1982), getting some additional material from her.
Later I worked with Arnold Guerin (1910-1987), checking on many features of
the language and going over many of the texts dictated by Mr. Point. Mr.
Guerin’s speech was, as he readily acknowledged, influenced by long residence
in the Cowichan dialect area and so may be less representative of Musqueam.
But working with him was doubly rewarding because he was a linguist in his
own right and a colleague in the enterprise of exploring the language. I am pro-
foundly grateful for all of the help these speakers of the language have given
me and for the great pleasure it has been to work with them.

I should also express my gratitude to Professor Melville Jacobs for introduc-
ing me to the Native languages of our region and to Professor Harry Hawthorn
for making my work at Musqueam possible. There are many others who have
also given me help and encouragement in my work. In its early stages, Aert
Kuipers generously gave me many hours of much-needed guidance. W.W.
Elmendorf shared a summer’s work with the Charleses and provided the con-
cept and motivating force behind our joint paper on Halkomelem dialect dif-
ferences (Elmendorf and Suttles 1960). Over the years, William H. Jacobsen,
Laurence and Terry Thompson, Thomas Hess, and M. Dale Kinkade, among
others, have shared insights and given advice. I have learned much about
Halkomelem from the work of Brent Galloway on the Chilliwack dialect and
of Thomas Hukari, Adrian Leslie, and Donna Gerdts on Island dialects. I must
thank Barbara Efrat and Robert Levine, then of the Linguistics Division of the
(then) British Columbia Provincial Museum, for inviting me to write this gram-
mar for a projected series. Through no fault of theirs, the series did not materi-
alize, but without their invitation and encouragement, I might not have
completed the work. I thank Randy Bouchard and David Rozen for sharing
information and references, Brent Galloway for computer help, and Mercedes
Hinkson for suggestions on formatting. To Donna Gerdts I am especially
indebted for her time and patience in reading and criticizing drafts of this work
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and for her efforts to keep me from blundering in logic and usage. I thank Dale
Kinkade for carefully reading and correcting the version prepared for the muse-
um. I thank Patricia Shaw for catching a number of errors in the present ver-
sion, and Francis Chow for catching still more errors and inconsistencies in the
course of his meticulous copy-editing. Remaining errors and inconsistencies
are, of course, mine.

I am grateful to the University of British Columbia Press for agreeing to pub-
lish this work, to Holly Keller-Brohman for her guidance, and to Charles Ulrich
for the use of his Straight font and his long work in preparing the manuscript
for publication. I thank my son Cameron for his frequent advice and help with
my computer and for the maps. And finally to Shirley, who has cheerfully lived
with this for an unconscionably long time and unfailingly given good advice on
style and sense, my heartfelt thanks.

I must also express gratitude for financial support for my work with Halkom-
elem from the Leon and Thea Koerner Foundation in Vancouver, the President’s
Committee on Research at the University of British Columbia, the American
Council of Learned Societies, the Phillips Fund of the American Philosophical
Society, the Desert Research Institute in Reno, the Faculty Committee on
Research and Publications at Portland State University, the Royal British
Columbia Museum, and the Melville and Elizabeth Jacobs Research Fund. 
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Introduction
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Halkomelem
Halkomelem is one of the twenty-three languages that belong to the Salish
Family of Northwestern North America. It is the language of the Native peo-
ples of southeastern Vancouver Island from the west shore of Saanich Inlet
northward to somewhere beyond Nanoose Bay, and of the mainland from the
Fraser Delta eastward upriver as far as Harrison Lake and the lower end of the
Fraser Canyon. These peoples are known by a number of names – in their Eng-
lish forms, Malahat, Quamichan, Penelekuts, Nanaimo, Musqueam, Kwantlen,
Katzie, Chilliwack, Tait, and many more. These are names that once designat-
ed single villages or clusters of villages. Many have come to designate “bands,”
the administrative units established by the colonial and later federal authorities
in the middle of the nineteenth century.

Within the Halkomelem area, the language is spoken with some marked dif-
ferences in phonology, lexicon, and even grammar. Three main dialect groups
are distinguishable: (1) an Island group, spoken by people whose old winter
villages were on Vancouver Island and in the Gulf Islands, including the
Cowichan, Chemainus, and Nanaimo dialects, with differences especially bet-
ween Nanaimo and the rest; (2) a Downriver group, spoken by people whose
old winter villages were around the mouth of the Fraser and upstream to the
Stave River, including Musqueam, Tsawwassen, Kwantlen, and Katzie; and (3)
an Upriver group, spoken from Matsqui on upstream, including Matsqui-
Sumas (which shares some features with Downriver), Chilliwack, Chehalis,
and Tait (Elmendorf and Suttles 1960; Galloway 1977, xii; Gerdts 1977). The
Musqueam dialect, described in the present work, belongs in the Downriver
group.

The language is identified in Island dialects as h;¬œ;mí∫;µ, in Down-
river dialects as h;∫œ;mí∫;µ or h;∫œ;mí∫;m, and in Upriver dialects as
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h°lœ;m°yl;m.1 James Point identified h;∫œ;mí∫;m as the language as “all as
far as understand one another, on the Fraser River and the Island.” The term is
thus the Musqueam equivalent of “Halkomelem.” This name (pronounced
hælk;méyl;m in English) is an anglicization, first used by Charles Hill-Tout
(1903), of the Native term for the language in its Upriver form. About the same
time, the Downriver form was anglicized as “An-ko-me-num” by Crosby
(1907). Wilson Duff used Hill-Tout’s version of the term in his ethnography of
the Upper Stalo Indians (Duff 1952, 11), and the term has been in general use
among anthropologists and linguists since then.2

The Halkomelem language and its speakers were formerly often identified 
as “Cowichan” (spelled variously), as by Boas (1890, 806; 1897, 320), Hodge
(1910, 1:355), and the Department of Indian Affairs (Canada 1970, 28-35), but
this usage runs counter to others. On the one hand, in Native usage the name
“Cowichan” (or its native form) is restricted to the people of the Cowichan River
and environs on Vancouver Island; on the other hand, some writers (Tolmie and
Dawson 1884; Newcombe 1909; Goddard 1934) at one time extended the name
“Cowichan” to all of the contiguous Coast Salish north of Puget Sound, includ-
ing speakers of as many as seven Salishan languages. All in all, it seems best to
restrict “Cowichan” as in Native usage.

Halkomelem within Salish
In the most recent classification of the Salish languages (Thompson 1979, 693;
Thompson and Kinkade 1990, 34-35), Halkomelem is one of the ten members
of the Central Salish branch, which includes all of the Salish languages of the
Strait of Georgia–Puget Sound Basin. There are four other branches of the fam-
ily: Tsamosan, consisting of four languages in southwestern Washington; Inte-
rior Salish, consisting of seven languages in the Fraser and upper Columbia
river drainages east of the mountains; Bella Coola, a single language on the cen-
tral coast of British Columbia; and Tillamook, a single language on the northern
Oregon coast. Bella Coola and Tillamook are geographically isolated from the
rest; the other three branches are contiguous. The speakers of the Central and
Tsamosan languages are identified in the ethnographic literature as “Coast Salish.”

xxiv

1 My phonetic recording of the word in the Tait area was [hælœ;mél;m] ~ [hælœ;bél;b]. The
Island form has been written “Hul’qumi”mum”” by Hukari and Peter (1995). The name is said,
perhaps only in the Upriver area, to be derived from l;œém;l or n;œém;n, a village on Nicomen
Slough, below Chilliwack (Duff 1952, 22; Galloway 1977, xviii). It is a progressive form with
the suffix -;m ‘intransitive.’ My guess is that if indeed it is derived from ‘Nicomen,’ its literal
meaning is ‘be Nicomening,’ i.e., ‘be speaking in the Nicomen manner.’ There is a close paral-
lel in the Northern Straits term for that language, given to me in the late 1940s by Samish and
Lummi people as l;˚ø;ºín;º, from l;˚ø⁄º;n, the name of the people around Victoria.

2 The term Stalo is from stá¬;∑ (Downriver) or stá≥lo (Upriver) ‘river.’ James Point believed that
as a term for the peoples of the Fraser Valley it was first used by the early priests. Duff (1952)
used the term “Upper Stalo” for the Halkomelem-speaking peoples from Chilliwack upstream. The
spelling Stó:lo- was adopted by the Coquileetlza Education Training Centre in the late 1970s.
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In spite of the linguistic differences, the Coast Salish region appears to have
been, before European settlement, a social and biological continuum within
which speakers of each language had ties of marriage with their neighbours and
participated with them in joint social and ceremonial activities (Elmendorf
1960; Suttles 1987b; Kennedy 1993, 2000). Nevertheless, there were cultural
differences, and on the basis of these differences, four segments of the contin-
uum have been distinguished: Northern Coast Salish, consisting of the speak-
ers of Comox, Pentlatch, and Sechelt; Central Coast Salish, consisting of the
speakers of Squamish, Halkomelem, Nooksack, Northern Straits, and Clallam;
Southern Coast Salish, consisting of the speakers of Lushootseed and Twana;
and Southwestern Coast Salish, consisting of the speakers of the Tsamosan lan-
guages, Quinault, Lower Chehalis, Upper Chehalis, and Cowlitz (Suttles 1990).
Thus, the Halkomelem language belongs to the Central Branch of the Salish
Family, while the traditional cultures of the Halkomelem-speaking peoples
belong to the Central Coast Salish group of Coast Salish cultures.3

Diversity within Halkomelem
As we might expect, the differences are greatest between Island and Upriver
dialects, with Downriver providing a link between the two other groups. An ini-
tial study (Elmendorf and Suttles 1960) suggested that Downriver Halkomelem
is closer to Island phonologically and closer to Upriver lexically.

Phonologically, the most obvious differences are: Island has ß where Main-
land dialects have x, and Island and Downriver have both n and l, while Up-
river has merged these as l. Upriver speakers often use ß, ∆, and ∂, where Island
and Downriver speakers have s, c, and ç. Upriver lacks the glottalized reso-
nants and post-vocalic glottal stops of Island and Downriver, vowel length usually
but not consistently appearing where Downriver and Island have post-vocalic
glottal stops. Upriver dialects also have greater pitch differences, with some
words being distinguished by pitch alone. All of these differences, together with
an overall laxness of the voice, make Upriver speech sound remarkably differ-
ent from Downriver and Island. In this last respect, Downriver falls between the
laxness of Upriver and the tenseness of Island speech. Downriver speakers
often drop final glottal stops and glottalize resonants more lightly, making them
harder to detect.

xxv

3 Thus “Central Salish” as a taxon in a linguistic taxonomy should not be confused with “Central
Coast Salish” as a taxon in a cultural taxonomy. The linguistic taxonomy, I should add, is based
on much solid research, while the cultural taxonomy is somewhat impressionistic and was adopt-
ed for Volume 7 of the Handbook of North American Indians in part as a means of coping with
the task of describing the cultures of the whole Coast Salish region. The term “Central Coast Sal-
ish” has been used for some time, however (Suttles 1968, 1977, 1990; Kew 1980; Kennedy
1993), to designate a culturally distinguishable segment of the Coast Salish continuum. The pos-
sible confusion of the taxa is unfortunate.
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Map 1 Halkomelem Territory

Lexically, the most immediately recognizable difference among the major
divisions of the language is in the third-person personal word ‘he/she/it is the
one,’ ní® on the Island and √á on the Mainland, which occurs with great fre-
quency and forms the basis for a set of frequently used demonstratives. But
there are many other lexical differences (see Elmendorf and Suttles 1960;
Gerdts 1977).

The grammatical differences remain to be worked out, but the detailed gram-
mar by Galloway (1993) suggests to me that at least some of the grammatical
differences are the result of phonological changes like the loss of the oblique
particle, the merging of the interrogative particle with a preceding auxiliary,
and the loss of the locative meaning of the auxiliaries (for examples, see Sut-
tles 1994).

In earlier times, there was probably greater diversity within each of these
dialect areas than there has been in the last generation or two. It is said that once
every village had some unique features of speech, and even segments of a village

xxvi
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might differ. Some of the differences between my two principal sources at
Musqueam were said to reflect such local variation, but even greater differ-
ences reportedly once existed there.

The diversity of Halkomelem dialects and the relationships among them (yet
to be worked out) must be the products of complex social and economic forces
as well as processes of linguistic change. The diversity certainly cannot be seen
as simply the result of geographical barriers separating regions or of social and
economic self-sufficiency isolating villages as “little communities.” On the
contrary, during the period for which we have historical and ethnographic infor-
mation, there were neither geographical barriers nor isolated villages.

The Regional Social System
In particular, the Strait of Georgia was not a barrier. For the summer runs of
salmon, many Island people crossed the strait and camped along the Fraser
River, mainly in the Downriver area, while both Downriver people and Island
people went on up the river to fish in the Upriver area. Northern Straits and
Squamish speakers were also involved in this activity (Duff 1952, 25-26; Sut-
tles 1998, 172-74). Thus, the Lower Fraser seasonally drew people together
from all over the Halkomelem area and may have helped preserve the unity of
Halkomelem even while promoting external contacts.

Both internal and external contacts were also promoted by the marriage sys-
tem. As elsewhere in the Strait of Georgia–Puget Sound Basin, families with
the means in each village arranged marriages for their children with families in
other villages, often in other dialect or even language areas. Marriage ties estab-
lished economic ties and led to participation in inter-village ceremonies and
games. Without anything resembling European political institutions, the
Halkomelem-speaking peoples were participants in a regional social network
that had no discernible limits (Suttles 1960, 1963, 1987b; Elmendorf 1960,
277-305; Kennedy 1993). This regional social network probably extended, in
spite of occasional conflict, throughout the Georgia-Puget basin and beyond.

Within this region, Halkomelem occupied an important position. Its territory
lies close to the geographical centre of the Georgia-Puget basin and also close
to the linguistic centre of the Central branch. To the north are (or were) four lan-
guages – Squamish, Sechelt, Pentlatch (now extinct), and Comox-Sliammon; to
the south are another four (or five) – Nooksack (perhaps now extinct), Straits
(perhaps divisible into Northern Straits and Clallam), Lushootseed, and Twana.
These nine or ten languages constitute the Central Salish branch of the family.
Traditions and genealogies indicate that the speakers of Halkomelem were
aware of and had at least indirect ties with speakers of these other Central Sal-
ish languages. They were also aware of and occasionally intermarried with the
nearest Interior Salish to the east and with the nearest Wakashans to the west
and north.

xxvii
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Before the great epidemics that first came in the late eighteenth century,
Halkomelem may also have been a demographic centre. In 1928 James Mooney
estimated the pre-epidemic population of the Halkomelem-speaking peoples as
12,600, greater than that of any other Salishan language. A recent review of the
data by Robert Boyd reduces the Halkomelem figure to 10,534, still much
greater than the immediately adjacent languages but less than the 11,835 he
gives for Lushootseed. For a comparison of Mooney’s and Boyd’s estimates for
the whole Coast Salish, see Boyd 1999, 264-65.

It seems likely that the environmental richness of the Lower Fraser could
account for a relatively larger population in the Halkomelem area. If this was
the case, it may have had some influence on the course of linguistic history in
the region. Hess (1979b) has shown that Halkomelem may be the centre of
innovations in the terms for ‘deer,’ ‘rabbit,’ and ‘lake,’ and Kinkade’s analysis
(1986) of terms for ‘blackcap’ suggests a similar history.

Musqueam
“Musqueam” (pronounced m⁄skwiy;m in English) is from xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m
‘place of m⁄ƒkø;¥ or m⁄©kø;¥ ’ (a plant no longer identifiable, but see Appen-
dix 2 for further discussion), the name of a village at the mouth of the North
Arm of the Fraser, just southeast of Point Grey, on the present Musqueam Indi-
an Reserve. According to tradition, the Musqueam people once had villages at
Jericho, the mouth of the Capilano River, and perhaps elsewhere on Burrard
Inlet, at Marpole up the North Arm, and elsewhere in the delta (see Appendix
2 for place names). The people of Indian Arm are said to have spoken the same
as the Musqueam. How homogeneous the speech of this area was and how
much it resembled recent Musqueam are questions we cannot now answer. By
the latter half of the nineteenth century, the Native people of Burrard Inlet were
becoming mainly Squamish in speech, and Musqueam was the only
Halkomelem village on the North Arm. 

At that time, Musqueam itself consisted of two principal groups of houses,
mál;y, toward Point Grey, and sç;léxø, at the head of a now vanished slough.
There are said to have been some differences in speech between these two
settlements, and some even within sç;léxø, where the people of the row of
houses called sc;lqøáƒ;n used n for l, making theirs an all-n dialect, maxi-
mally contrasting in that feature with the all-l dialects of the Upriver area
(Elmendorf and Suttles 1960, 7). By the late 1940s, there was said to be only
one old person left who used n for l, Old William at Coquitlam. However, for
several words I have found individuals differing in which sound they used.

In recent times, there have been other differences among families at
Musqueam. My two principal sources, Christine Charles and James Point, dif-
fered in their treatment of the second-person possessive, in a few lexical items,
and in some preferences in syntax. I cannot say to what extent these differences
reflect older differences within Musqueam or differences in their life histories.

xxviii
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Andrew and Christine Charles and James Point were all native speakers of
Musqueam and had lived as children at sç;léxø, the upper part of the village,
but each had some familiarity with another dialect of Halkomelem. Mrs.
Charles was raised at Musqueam by her Musqueam mother and stepfather. She
went to school for three years near Chilliwack and was familiar with the Up-
river dialect. Mr. Charles was born at Musqueam of Musqueam parents, but
after his father died, his mother remarried at Duncan in the Cowichan area, and
he lived for a few years there and spoke Cowichan as well as Musqueam. Mr.
Point also had Musqueam parents, but he went to school for several years on
Kuper Island in Island Halkomelem country and learned that dialect. His first
wife was Katzie, and he lived for a time with her family, who must have spo-
ken a form of Downriver Halkomelem very close to Musqueam.

The differences among Musqueam speakers seem slight when their speech is
compared with samples of Upriver or Island dialects, however, and my impres-
sion is that there were no great differences in speech within Downriver
Halkomelem. James Point mentioned one or two words that were different at
Tsawwassen, but I do not believe he mentioned any differences at Katzie. The
people at Coquitlam were Musqueam families who had moved upriver a gen-
eration earlier. Mr. Point once asserted that what the Musqueam speak is really
“Langley,” and when we reconstructed one of Hill-Tout’s Kwantlen texts, he
found only two or three places where he would have chosen different words.
This similarity between Musqueam and Kwantlen may simply reflect earlier
proximity. According to tradition, the Kwantlen once lived nearby, at the site of
New Westminster, and after Fort Langley was established in 1827, they moved
further upstream to be near the fort. However, records of the Hudson’s Bay
Company’s first contact with the Kwantlen show that they were already in the
area where the fort was built (Suttles 1998, 170-71). Alternatively, the similar-
ity between Musqueam and Kwantlen may reflect a later influence resulting
from the prestige that the Kwantlen enjoyed after 1827 as the neighbours, allies,
and affines of the Hudson’s Bay Company men at the fort.

In recent years, however, the source of influence has clearly been from the
other direction. In the 1950s and ’60s, younger people at Musqueam who spoke
Halkomelem were said to speak more in the Cowichan fashion. This probably
had several causes. One may be that a number of Musqueam, beginning before
the turn of the twentieth century, attended the residential school on Kuper
Island, where they were exposed to Island forms. Another must be that the
Island people have for a long time been more numerous and more active in
maintaining the Native ceremonial system. This has given Cowichan a pre-
ferred status for some people in some situations. Speeches at the big dances are
more often in Cowichan than in anything else, and speakers of other dialects
may switch to Cowichan for formal speeches if they can do so. Referring to
this, Mike Underwood of Duncan once remarked, “Cowichan is our national
language, you might say.” At present, however, there is a strong feeling among
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the Musqueam that they ought to preserve Musqueam as a distinct form of
speech. 

Today, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, in all Halkomelem bands,
Halkomelem speakers are a small minority. Most are middle-aged or older and
very few are monolingual. Speakers are greatly outnumbered everywhere by
children and young people who speak English only. It was probably inevitable
that the Native people would learn English when, in the middle of the nine-
teenth century, English-speaking settlers and potential employers came into their
country in overwhelming numbers, but their loss of their language must be
largely the result of the policy of the government and of the church-operated
residential schools to stamp out the Native languages (Levine and Cooper
1976). In several parts of the area, however, Native people are making efforts
to teach the language to the young, and it has even been taught in public
schools.

A Note on the Examples
Most examples of sentences are identified as to source by initials. The princi-
pal sources are Christine Charles (CC) and James Point (JP). A number appear-
ing after these initials refers to the number of the text from which the example
comes. I have tried whenever possible to use examples from dictated texts
rather than from elicited sentences. I have used examples elicited from Della
Kew (DK) and from Arnold Guerin (AG) to show differences among speakers
and to supplement material from the principal sources. I have especially relied
on Mr. Guerin in exploring problems that I was quite unaware of when work-
ing with Mrs. Charles and Mr. Point. Andrew Charles (AC) is the source of a
few examples. (Actually he contributed a great deal as the source and inspira-
tion of much of the material given by Mrs. Charles, but I have credited him only
when the record shows that the example came directly from him.) A few forms
came from Simon Pierre (SP) of Katzie. One sentence is from Herman Guerin
(HG), Arnold’s much older brother.

The examples often appear in four lines. The first is simply the Halkomelem
as recorded, ignoring what may have been or ought to have been there, such as
glottalization of resonants. The second line gives the Halkomelem segmented
into morphemes, except that I have not tried to represent components in the
internal morphology of roots (infixes, forms of reduplication, and so on) as sep-
arate elements. In this line, I have also indicated what the rules of grammar
imply ought to be there, most often oblique particles. The third line identifies
the segments of the second line. Many of these segments, especially the most
commonly occurring grammatical elements, are identified by abbreviations,
listed below. But I have not given labels to all grammatical elements; those eas-
ily translated are simply translated in the third line. The fourth line is a fairly
close, but normal, English translation. If a sentence is such that a closer trans-
lation might help explicate it, I have added one, following “lit.” (meaning
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“closer to a literal translation”). I have tried not to repeat an example but occa-
sionally I have had to use the same sentence in two different contexts simply
because it was the best example available.

Where the first and second lines in an example would be identical, I have
given the example in only three lines.

Abbreviations
ACT, act. activity suffix -els, -;¬s
ADV adversative particle ƒ;®
ART article t;, ƒ;, køƒ;, ®;, ˚ø;, køs;
ART(OBL) oblique article √
ATT attributive formant suffix -a≥÷®
AUX auxiliary verb ÷i, ni ~ ni÷
BEN benefactive suffix -®c-
BE3P ‘be third person’ personal word √a
BE3PL ‘be third person plural’ personal word √ál;m
CAUS causative suffix -st;xø1 ~ -st-
CERT certainty particle µ;
CJ Chinook Jargon
COM comitative suffix -st;xø2 ~ -st-
CON concern suffix -m;t, -⁄m;t, -mit, -me÷t
DEM demonstrative
DIM, dim. diminutive
DISP dispositional aspect
DUR durative aspect
EMPH emphatic particle œ;
EST ‘established’ aspectual prefix w;-
EXP expectable particle ye®
FN feminine nearby (article or demonstrative) ®; et al.
FP feminine present (article or demonstrative) ƒ; et al.
FR feminine remote (article or demonstrative) køs; et al.
FUT future particle ce÷
gen. generic
GOAL goal-causal suffix -n;s
INF inferential particle y;xø
INTR, intr. intransitive suffix -;m
INSTR instrument (lexical suffix) -t;n
LCTR limited control transitive suffix -n;xø ~ -n, -l;xø ~ -l-
MN non-feminine nearby (article or demonstrative) køƒ; et al.
MP non-feminine present (article or demonstrative) t; et al.
MR non-feminine remote (article or demonstrative) ˚ø; et al.
n. noun
NOM nominalizer s-
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OBL oblique particle ÷;
OBLNOM oblique nominalizer ßxø-
OBREL oblique relater xø-1

p.n. place name
PAS passive
PER imperative particle ®e
perf. perfective
PERM permissive suffix -s
PL, pl. plural
PLPER plural imperative particle ÷e≥
PRES presumptive particle wa÷
PROG, prog. progressive aspect
QUOT quotative particle ç;
REAS reassuring particle ÷ew;®
RECIP recipient suffix -;s
RES, res. resultative aspect s-
ROG interrogative particle ÷;
ROG! emphatic interrogative particle ÷a÷a
s.t. something
sev. several
SPEC speculative particle çtwa÷
STAT stative suffix -t
SUBPAS subordinate passive suffix -;t
TR, tr. transitive suffix -t ~ -;t, -n;xø ~ -n-, -l;xø ~ -l-, -x
v. verb
2PLPOS second person possessive suffix -÷;l;p
3PL third-person plural particle ÷e≥®t;n
3POS third-person possessive suffix -s
3SUB third-person subordinate subject -;s
3SUBPAS third-person subordinate passive -;y;- ~ i≥-
3TR third-person transitive subject -;s

Symbols Used in Phonological Formulas
A any full vowel (i, e, a, or u) R any resonant
C any consonant T any obstruent
H /h/ or /÷/ V any vowel (full vowel or schwa)
* reconstructed phoneme or form ** ungrammatical form
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1
Phonology

3

Halkomelem shares many of the areal features of phonology that made the
Native languages of the North Pacific coast of North America so long imper-
meable to European understanding. It has a (seemingly) simple vowel system
but a richly developed consonant system with several features unparalleled in
the languages of Western Europe. These include the presence of lateral and
uvular obstruents, the opposition of glottalized to plain plosives and resonants,
and the opposition of labialized to plain velars and uvulars. Well over half of
the consonants of Halkomelem have no counterpart in English.

1.1. CONSONANTS
The following consonants have been recorded in the Musqueam dialect of
Halkomelem:

Obstruents

Plosives Spirants Resonants

Plain Glottalized Voiced Voiceless Plain Glottalized

Labial p π {b} {f} m [µ]
Dental (tƒ) ¸ – ƒ – –
Alveolar t c † ç {d} s n [∫]
Lateral √ – – ® l [¬]
Palatal (∆) – {j} (ß) y [¥]
Velar (k) (˚) – x {r} –
Lab. velar kø ˚ø – xø w [∑]
Uvular q œ – ≈ – –
Lab. uvular qø œø – ≈ø – –
Laryngeal – ÷ – h – –

Of these, twenty-eight (those not enclosed above) occur frequently and have
unquestionable phonemic status. Five (enclosed in parentheses) occur less fre-
quently or in limited environments and are of recent and/or peripheral phonemic
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status. Five other sounds, the glottalized resonants (enclosed in square brack-
ets) occur frequently but pose a problem in phonemic analysis. And in addition
five consonants (enclosed in braces) occur only in a few foreign words and their
derivatives and in one sound-imitative word.

1.1.1. Obstruents
For descriptive economy, stops and affricates are grouped together as plosives.
There are thus four series of obstruents: plain plosives, glottalized plosives,
voiced plosives (of marginal status), and spirants. The plain plosives are gener-
ally less aspirate before vowels than in English but more aspirate finally. The
glottalized plosives are ejectives but are usually not strongly released.
Sequences of plosives are rearticulated; that is, the first is not released into the
second. The obstruents are produced at as many as nine places of articulation.
Adding accompanying labialization, we have thirteen sets of obstruents.

Labials. /p/ and /π/ are bilabial stops. /f/ is the labiodental spirant of English.
It occurs only in recent loans from English and their derivatives, e.g., /káfi/
‘coffee,’ /ßxøkafiél;/ ‘coffeepot,’ /skíkf/ ‘little skiff,’ /∆íf/ ‘chief.’ In the past,
older monolingual speakers reportedly used /p/ in such words. I have recorded
/b/ only in /bá≥s/ ‘boss,’ said to have been used for the first government-
appointed chief.

Dentals. /ƒ/ is usually a dental or interdental spirant somewhat like the Eng-
lish ‘th’ in thin. /¸/ is a glottalized affricate [˙].1 Some speakers, I believe,
articulate these somewhat further back, reducing the difference between /ƒ/
and /s/ and between / /̧ and /ç/.2 Halkomelem /ƒ/ and /¸/ are the reflexes of
Proto-Salish *c and *ç and may have reached their present phonetic forms only
recently.

I have recorded an unglottalized affricate, [©], at Musqueam in only two
instances. First, AC gave [m⁄©kø;¥] as the name of the plant, now long gone,
for which Musqueam itself was named, while CC and JP pronounced it
[m⁄ƒkø;¥]. To explain AC’s pronunciation, I can only suggest that he may
have been using an old-fashioned realization of /ƒ/ in this little-used and per-
haps emotion-laden word. Second, JP occasionally used [©;] instead of the
expectable [t;] for the non-feminine visible article. This is the Cowichan form,
as JP acknowledged. In Cowichan, [©] seems to be a fusion of the sequence //t-ƒ-// that

4

1 Elmendorf and Suttles (1960) used the symbol ’ç for this phoneme, basing it on Boas’s use of ç
for ƒ. Galloway (1977) uses ƒ’, noting that the phoneme has, in Upriver, a glottalized spirant
allophone. Hukari et al. (1977) use ˙. Until the present work, I have used Ω simply for convenience.

2 Working with SP, who was missing some front teeth, I often mistakenly recorded “s” for /ƒ/ and
“ç ” for / /̧. With CC and JP I had little trouble with the spirants but occasionally had to recheck
the glottalized affricates. Early to mid-nineteenth-century spellings of Native names using “s”
for /ƒ/, as in “Musqueam” for /xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m/, suggest that at the time /ƒ/ was more general-
ly pronounced with the tongue more retracted.

1.1 | Phonology
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occurs in the demonstrative system, and I have written the Cowichan article
/©;/ when it has appeared. However, in Musqueam demonstratives, the
sequence /tƒ/ is clearly a stop followed by a spirant; cf. Cowichan [©é¥] with
Musqueam [tƒé÷] ‘he, that.’ I do not believe we need to posit a phoneme /©/
for Musqueam, though it may be needed for Cowichan.

Alveolars. The stops /t/ and /†/ appear to me to be articulated as a point per-
haps slightly forward of that of the usual English “t” and “d.” I have recorded
[d] in two items, [skødáædæ] ‘chickadee’ (also a person’s nickname), which may
be imitative of the sound made by the bird, and [dáæd^s], a pet name for a little
girl, probably Chinook Jargon for ‘flower’ (Jacobs 1936, 12). This does not
seem to justify positing a /d/ phoneme.

It appears to me that the affricates /c/ and /ç/, phonetically [ts] and [†s], and
the spirant /s/ are somewhat more retracted than the /t/ and /†/, but this may be
true of some speakers only, and the difference may not be great.3 Before a
vowel, the affricate /c/, as in /cám/ ‘go inland,’ /c⁄s;t/ ‘be telling him,’ is quite
distinct from the sequence /ts/, as in /tsás/ ‘poor,’ /ts⁄t/ ‘approach it.’ In final
position, as in /y;p;néc/ ‘going with the wind’ versus //s-kø;n-é-t-s// ‘his
holding it,’ there may be little or no phonetic difference. However, in forms like
the last, where the [t] and [s] represent different morphemes, it seems only sen-
sible to write /ts/, and so I do. I have no contrasting examples with /ç/ versus
/†s/ but expect that they would be distinct.

In Musqueam, with rare exceptions, /c/ and /s/ do not occur before /xø/.
Where we might expect them for morphological or historical reasons, we find
instead /∆/ and /ß/.4 However, /ç/ does occur freely before /xø/, as in /çxøát/
‘add to it.’

Halkomelem /c/ and /ç/ are the reflexes of Proto-Salish *k and *˚, while
Halkomelem /s/ is the reflex of Proto-Salish *s. The source of /c/ in *k is
reflected in one feature of the morphology (see §1.5.10 below).

Palatals. /∆/ is a palatal affricate, phonetically [tß], like the English ‘ch’ in
‘cheap.’ /ß/ is a spirant like the English ‘sh’ in ‘sheep.’ There is no glottalized
palatal affricate. As indicated, /c/ and /s/ are usually replaced by /∆/ and /ß/,
respectively, before /xø/. If these were the only instances of [∆] and [ß], we
could simply identify these two sounds as allophones of /c/ and /s/. However,
there are a few words that have [∆] and [ß] in other environments, and these
require, I believe, that we posit /∆/ and /ß/ phonemes. These include a very
small number of words apparently of Native origin, as /∆;∆í÷œ;n/ ‘mink’ and

5

3 In Upriver dialects /c/, /ç/, and /s/ can be as palatalized as [∆], [∂], and [ß] (Galloway 1977, 5-9).
4 One exception is sxø;÷í≥nt ‘what meaning,’ which was, I believe, consistently pronounced with

an initial /s/. AG used an initial /s/ in /sxø;xøá/ ‘lowered,’ the resultative of /xøét/ ‘lower it,’
but JP used /ß/. It may be that for some speakers, the s-2 ‘resultative’ behaves differently from
the s-1 ‘nominalizer.’

Consonants | 1.1
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as /∆⁄m;≈/ ‘pitch’ (identified as Cowichan but evidently also used at
Musqueam) and the interjections /ßé÷/, /ßá≥/, /ßá≥œ/ ‘pshaw!’ and so on. They
also include a small number of loan words from Chinook Jargon (CJ), French
(Fr) via Chinook Jargon, and English (E), as /∆íkm;n/ ‘metal’ (CJ), /∆é≥k/
‘iron kettle’ (< E jug?), /∆é≥ym;n/ ‘Chinese’ (< E Chinaman), /ßét/ ‘lead’ (the
metal, < E shot), /kø;ßú/ ‘pig’ (CJ from Fr cochon), /l;pláß/ ‘board’ (CJ from
Fr la planche), /píßi/ ‘sin’ (CJ < Fr péché), /ßípmenq;n/ ‘English’ (< E ship-
man and -q;n ‘speech’), /ßúkø;/ ‘sugar’ (E), and from an unknown source
/ß;kø;lúy/ ‘turnip.’ I have recorded [j] (as in English judge) only in /kinjáj/
‘Englishman’ (CJ < E King George) and /kinjájq;n/ ‘English (language).’

Laterals. /®/ is a lateral spirant. /√/ is what is usually described as a glottal-
ized lateral affricate, phonetically [†®], but the apex of the tongue at the onset is
in the position for the lateral release rather than for a /t/ and there is little of the
friction heard in the other affricates. /√/ is quite distinct from the sequence /†®/,
cf. /√á/ ‘be third person’ and /†®áœøt/ ‘pry it off.’ As in most other Salishan
languages, there is no unglottalized lateral affricate.

Velars. /x/ is a strongly palatalized front velar spirant, phonetically [xy].5 It is
the reflex of Proto-Salish *x, which has become /ß/ in Island dialects of
Halkomelem and in neighbouring Coast Salish Languages.

/k/ is a plain, and /˚/ a glottalized, unrounded front velar stop. These are less
strongly palatalized than the spirant. They are rare and, because Proto-Salish *k
and *˚ have become /c/ and /ç/ in Halkomelem, they may be of recent origin.
I have recorded /k/ in two presumably Native words, /xø;nkét/ ‘hold on, wait
a bit’ and /skáti/ ‘crazy.’ It occurs in a small number of loan words from Chi-
nook Jargon and English, as /k;pú/ ‘coat’ (CJ < Fr capote), /l;sék/ ‘bag’ (CJ
< Fr le sac), /l;klí/ ‘key, lock’ (CJ < Fr le clef), /lá≥k/ ‘log’ (E), /ká≥/ ‘car’ (E).
It occurs in “baby talk” as a substitute for /q/, as in /ká÷/ for /qá÷/ ‘water’ when
speaking to a child. I have recorded /˚/ in only one word, where it is the baby-
talk substitute for /œ/ (see §1.6).

Labialized velars. /kø/, /˚ø/, and /xø/ are, respectively, a plain stop, glottal-
ized stop, and a spirant produced at about the point of articulation of English
/k/ in cool and accompanied throughout by the lip-rounding of /w/.

In the sequence /ßxø/, especially in the common compound prefix //s-xø-//
‘oblique nominalizer,’ the rounding and velar friction of the /xø/ can occur, it
seems, simultaneously with the palatal friction of the /ß/. In the Cowichan dialect,
in most environments the /xø/ of this prefix is lost, and Cowichan has /ß-/
where Musqueam has /ßxø-/. This pronunciation is also occasionally heard
from Musqueam speakers, probably from Cowichan influence.

6

5 Elmendorf and Suttles (1960) and Galloway (1977) have used the symbol xy for this phoneme,
but because there is no [x] contrasting with [xy], it seems more convenient to write /x/.

1.1 | Phonology
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Uvulars. /q/ and /œ/ are a plain and glottalized stop produced further back
than English /k/, probably varying in place of articulation from uvular to back
velar. The limited occurrence of /k/ and /˚/ may permit a wider range of artic-
ulation than might be permitted otherwise. Nevertheless, velars and uvulars are
distinct, in the adult and baby-talk forms cited above and in the only near-min-
imal pair discovered, /ká≥/ ‘car’ and /qá÷/ ‘water.’6 /≈/ is a uvular fricative. It
is produced with a good deal of friction or uvular vibration and contrasts
strongly with /x/.

Labialized uvulars. /qø/, /œø/, and /≈ø/ have a uvular or near-uvular place of
articulation and are accompanied throughout by lip rounding. /qø/ and /œø/ are
not always easily distinguished from /kø/ and /˚ø/, but the uvulars have a dif-
ferent resonance produced by a different shape of the oral chamber and there
may be some uvular friction. /≈ø/ is more easily distinguished from /xø/
because of its more audible friction or uvular vibration.

Glottals. /÷/ is a glottal stop and /h/ a glottal spirant. They are listed here with
the obstruents but possibly belong in a class by themselves. They are limited in
their co-occurrence with other obstruents (obstruents proper), and they play
unique roles in the morphology of the language.

1.1.2. Resonants
There are five plain resonants: two nasals /m/ and /n/, a lateral liquid /l/, and
two semi-vowels /y/ and /w/. Perhaps /h/ too should be classed as a resonant,
as Kuipers (1967, 21) has done for Squamish and Hukari (1976b) has suggest-
ed for Cowichan. I have also recorded [r] in [santusprí], also given as [santus-
plí] ‘Holy Spirit’ (< Fr Saint-Esprit, possibly through Chinook Jargon), and in
∆éris ‘cherry.’

There may also be five glottalized resonant phonemes. Phonetically, there are
glottalized resonants (i.e., resonants with accompanying glottalization), sym-
bolized [R], and resonants preceded and followed by glottal stops, [÷R] and
[R÷]. There seems to be some free variation between [÷R] and [R], and there is
certainly a good deal between [R÷] and [R], but never between [÷R] and [R÷]. I
have found no instances of contrastive distribution among any of the three.
These observations allow for two possibilities: that there are two sequences of
phonemes, /÷R/ and /R÷/, with overlapping [R] allophones, or that there is a
single phoneme /R/ that is realized in three ways. I have come to prefer the latter.7

Positing /R/, we can say that its allophones seem to be determined by the
stress and quality of adjacent vowels. In all environments where /R/ occurs, [R]
seems to be a possible realization, but following a stressed full vowel (one other
than schwa) and before an unstressed vowel, it is usually realized as [÷R], e.g.,

7

6 Early in my work, I often recorded “k” for what turned out to be /q/, but much less often con-
fused /kø/ and /qø/ or /˚ø/ and /œø/.

7 In his own transcription, AG treated [÷R] as /÷R/ and what I hear as [R] and [R÷] as /R÷/.

Consonants | 1.1
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/láµ;t/ [lá÷m;t] ‘throw it at him’
/pí∑;t/ [pí÷w;t] ‘freeze it’
/s¸áµaqø/ [s¸á÷maqø ~ s¸áµaqø] ‘skull’

Following an unstressed vowel and before a stressed vowel, it is usually [R÷], e.g.,

/p;∑éls/ [p;w÷éls] ‘freeze’
/l;µéls/ [l;m÷éls] ‘throw something’
/ßxø¸;µíw;n/ [ßxø¸;m÷íw;n] ‘pit, seed’
/h;µá/ [h;µá ~ h;m÷á] ‘pigeon’

Between a stressed schwa and an unstressed vowel, it varies between [R] and
[R÷], e.g.,

/m⁄∫;/ [m⁄∫; ~ m⁄n÷;] ‘child, offspring’
/l⁄µ;ƒ;t/ [l⁄µ;ƒ;t ~ l⁄m÷;ƒ;t] ‘bend over’

Elsewhere, between unstressed vowels and between a vowel and a consonant
or zero, it is realized as [R], e.g.,

/s¸;µ;lé≈;n/ [s¸;µ;lé≈;n] ‘arm bone’
/s¸⁄µc;s/ [s¸⁄µc;s] ‘hand bones’
/s¸áµ/ [s¸áµ] ‘bone’
/spí∑/ [spí∑] ‘ice’
/láµ/ [láµ] ‘get hit by something thrown’

As may be seen from the examples, a root such as /pí∑/ ‘freeze’ or /ş áµ/
‘bone’ can appear in several forms with the /R/ alternately [÷R], [R÷], and [R].
Assuming /R /, we can identify this variation as purely phonetic. But one could
of course posit /÷R/ and /R÷/ and consider the variation to be one of phono-
logically conditioned allomorphs.

Glottalized resonants do not occur as freely as the plain resonants. They do
not occur in morpheme-initial position, with three exceptions: the particles
/µ;/ ‘certain’ and /¥e®/ ‘as usual,’ and /µi/, a reduction of /÷;µí/ ‘come.’

Although glottalized resonants can occur in roots, I have not noted any pairs
of roots contrasting for glottalization of resonant only. Nevertheless, minimal
pairs do exist. The glottalization of resonants plays a role in the morphology.
For example, in progressive forms of the verb, resonants occurring after the
stress (some, but not all, following rules not yet worked out) are glottalized; cf.
/†íl;m/ ‘sing,’ /†í†;¬;µ/ ‘be singing.’ In most progressive forms, this aspect is
signalled by reduplication (as in the example) or a different vowel, and so the
glottalization of any resonants is redundant and need not be very audible. How-
ever, for a few verbs the progressive differs from the perfective form by the
presence of a glottalized resonant only; cf. /̧ í≥m/ ‘pick berries’ and /̧ í≥µ/ ‘be
picking berries,’ /®í≥m/ ‘pick’ and /®í≥µ/ ‘be picking,’ /≈é≥m/ ‘cry’ and /≈é≥µ/
‘be crying.’

8
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There is some variation in the strength with which Musqueam speakers glot-
talize resonants. Transcribing texts dictated by JP, I often wrote plain resonants
and only later discovered that they were glottalized. The glottal constriction of
[R] was especially gentle, the glottal stop of [÷R] more apparent. CC’s glottal-
ized resonants were more easily heard but I missed some. In most Upriver
dialects, glottalized resonants do not exist, while on the Island, they are, I
believe, more sharply articulated. Downriver Halkomelem stands between
the other dialect areas, linguistically as well as geographically, and possibly its
speakers vary in this and other features depending on Island or Upriver
influence.

1.2. VOWELS
Musqueam has five vowel phonemes:

Front Central Back rounded
High i – u
Mid e ; –
Low – a –

Two distinctions can be made among these vowel phonemes. First, four of
them, /i/, /e/, /a/, and /;/, are common, play important roles in the morphology,
and are old in the language (being reflexes of earlier *i, *a, *u, and *;, respec-
tively), while /u/ occurs mainly in loan words, has no morphological role, and
is very likely of recent origin.

Second, the full vowels, /i/, /e/, /a/, and /u/, can be distinguished from schwa
/;/. All five vowels occur both with and without stress, but schwa is by far the
most common unstressed vowel. The full vowels occur with phonemic length,
as /i≥/, /e≥/, /a≥/, and /u≥/, while schwa does not. The full vowels can be followed
by glottal stops without restrictions, but schwa can be followed by a glottal stop
only when it is unstressed and with a stressed vowel following the glottal stop.
In the morphology, there is an alternation between schwa and the full vowels
/i/, /e/, and /a/.

Unlike the consonant phonemes, which show little phonetic variation, the
vowel phonemes vary considerably phonetically. The phoneme /i/ has three
fairly distinct allophones. Following unrounded uvulars, it is realized as [e].
Preceding both unrounded and rounded uvulars, it is realized as [^] with a cen-
tral off-glide. Elsewhere, it is realized as a low [i] or high [e]. It can be lower
before a glottal stop or glottalized resonant, but speakers seem to vary in this.
The /e/ is realized as a low to mid-front vowel, [|] or high [æ]. The /a/ is low
and central to back, usually close to [å]. The /u/ is fairly high, back, and round-
ed, a low [u] or high [o].

The schwa phoneme /;/ when stressed appears in most environments as a
mid-central [;], but before /x/ it is fronted and higher, approaching [^]; before

9
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/y/ it is also fronted, approaching [|]; before /w/ it is lower and back, approach-
ing [å]; and before rounded velars it seems mid-back, toward [o].

Unstressed /;/ is by far the most common unstressed vowel, and it seems
even more chameleon-like than stressed /;/. Before /x/ and /y/ it can be as high
as [^] or even [i], and before labialized velars and /w/ it can be realized as [o]
or [¨]. Moreover, an unstressed /;/ can be assimilated, by a kind of vowel har-
mony, to a stressed /e/ or stressed /a/ in an adjacent syllable.

Vowels before semi-vowels are especially troublesome, the schwa coming
close to one or another of the full vowels. To complicate things further, there
are some instances of forms with /-⁄¥/ and /-í÷/ alternating, such as /sƒ;ƒ⁄¥/
~ /sƒ;ƒí÷/ ‘right,’ ‘fixed,’ /ßxø;xø⁄¥/ ~ /ßxø;xøí÷/ ‘awake.’ In these cases,
the morphology should yield the /-⁄¥/ form. 8

The following sequences of stressed vowel and (plain or glottalized) semi-
vowel can be distinguished:

/⁄y/ in /xø⁄y/ ‘wake up,’ /ƒ⁄yt/ ‘fix it,’ /ç⁄yxøt/ ‘dry it,’ /÷⁄¥/ ‘good,’
/sw⁄¥qe÷/ ‘man, male,’ /sm⁄y;ƒ/ ‘deer.’

/éy/ in /s˚øéy/ ‘impossible,’ /ƒé¥t/ ‘be fixing it,’ /çé¥xøt/ ‘be drying it,’
/sqø;mé¥/ ‘dog,’ /ƒé¥;m/ ‘be baking,’ /hé¥/ ‘go ahead.’

/áy/ in /háy/ ‘stop,’ /œáy/ ‘die,’ /cqøáy/ ‘yellow,’ /÷áy;m/ ‘slow.’

/⁄w/ in /s⁄wœ/ ‘seek,’ /÷⁄w˚ø/ ‘be used up,’ /ßxø´;∑q;n/ ‘swan,’ /÷⁄w;/ ‘no,
not,’ /n⁄w;/ ‘you.’

/éw/ in /héwt/ ‘rat,’ /sqéwƒ/ ‘potato,’ /sé∑œ/ ‘be seeking,’ /÷éw˚ø/ ‘possessions.’

/áw/ in /y;s÷a∑ƒ/ ‘in a rush,’ /÷á∑˚ø/ ‘being used up’ (DK), /÷áw;/ ‘hour.’

10

8 With both CC and JP, I often wrote “éy” for what turned out to be /⁄y/ and “áw” for what turned
out to be /⁄w/. (A few of these errors appear in Elmendorf and Suttles 1960.) I had less diffi-
culty hearing the differences in the speech of DK and AG, because, I believe, in their Cowichan-
accented speech there is more vocal tension differentiating full vowels from schwa. But they
were also able to state explicitly, “That’s a schwa.”

No wonder Hill-Tout (1903, 370-71) complained bitterly that in the mouth of an informant, 
“-i, ai, and -e, as -o and au, were constantly interchanging in the most bewildering fashion.”
More recently, Thompson (1979, 697-98), discussing Salishan in general, has written:

Vowel systems are usually small, although vowels often exhibit wide variation. The cen-
tral lax vowel ;, in particular, adapts strongly to its consonantal environments, and in many
cases the foreign ear has great difficulty recognizing whether a variant of ; or one of a tense
vowels is being heard.

I would add that there may be difficulties even for Native ears. A younger but fluent speaker
once assured me that ‘be burning’ is /h⁄¥qø/ and that ‘fire’ is /hé¥qø/. For older speakers, how-
ever, there is only one word, /h⁄¥qø/ ‘be burning,’ which if preceded by an article is ‘that which
is burning,’ that is, ‘fire.’ One must suppose that for this younger speaker, and perhaps others,
the two words in English and the closeness of /⁄¥/ and /é¥/ promoted a reanalysis of the Native
word, splitting it into two.
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/íw/ in /spí∑/ ‘ice,’ /qí∑≈/ ‘steelhead,’ /sní∑/ ‘advice,’ /xøíw;l/ ‘go
upstream,’ /ní∑;t/ ‘advise him.’

/úy/ in one presumably borrowed word, /ß;kølúy/ ‘turnip.’

I have recorded no instances of /íy/, /í¥/, /úw/, or /ú∑/.
The unstressed vowels differ from the stressed vowels in several respects.

Unstressed /i/, /e/, and /a/ are relatively uncommon. In the interpretation pre-
sented here, unstressed /u/ does not occur, /;/ is the only unstressed vowel that
occurs with semi-vowels, and many instances of [i] and [u] are realizations of
/;y/ and /;w/, respectively.

When stressed full vowels of roots lose their stress, as when they take
stressed suffixes, they usually appear as schwa or zero. In affixes, too,
unstressed vowels are usually schwa, and a stressed vowel, with loss of stress,
usually becomes schwa.

Unstressed /i/ does appear as an unreduced full vowel in some words with
stressed suffixes, as in /ƒiƒál;s/ ‘big-eyed’ (from ƒí ‘big’), and in the
unstressed auxiliaries /÷i/ and /ni÷/ ~ /ni/. It also appears as an infix in some
verb forms, as in diminutives and duratives (for unstressed /i/ in progressives
of duratives, see §7.5). Unstressed /i/ also appears as a rapid speech variant of
the prefix /y;-/ ‘along,’ as an individual variant of the initial of /y;sé¬;/ ~
/isé¬;/ ~ /÷isé¬;/ ‘two,’9 and as a schwa assimilated to /í/, as in /ti÷í/ for
/t;÷í/ ‘this.’

Unstressed /e/ and /a/ occur in a small set of noun roots of the form CáVCV÷,
e.g., /méqe÷/ ‘snow,’ /†éqe÷/ ‘salal berry,’ /skøáye÷/ ‘squirrel,’ /n⁄ça÷/ ‘one,’
/sq⁄ma÷/ ‘breast,’ /≈áca÷/ ‘lake,’ /sçá®a÷/ ‘leaf,’ or CáVRCV÷, as in /sw⁄¥qe÷/
‘man, male.’ Historically these unstressed vowels may be assimilated schwas;
/e/ occurs most commonly following /é/ and /a/ most commonly following /á/,
and there seems to be no schwa before a glottal stop in such an environment.
But the occurrence of /e/ or /a/ here is not (at this point) entirely predictable.
There are also individual differences. A reduplicated form of n⁄ça÷ ‘one’ mean-
ing ‘one person’ was pronounced /ná∫;çe÷/ [ná÷n;çe÷] by CC but
/ná÷;nça÷/ by JP. From both CC and JP I recorded syá¬;xøa÷ ‘old person,’ but
from AG I recorded syá¬;xøe÷. Unstressed /e/ and /a/ also occur in a few suf-
fixes. And they occur as ex-schwas that have become assimilated to nearby full
vowels (of which more below).

Unstressed /;y/ and /;¥/ occur in such words as /y;ƒél;¥/ ‘those,’ /œál;y/
‘die (pl.),’ /sƒéƒ;¥;n/ ‘blood,’ /ç;¥xøéls/ ‘dry something,’ /÷;¥ƒát/ ‘become
better,’ /s®én;¥/ ‘woman,’ ‘female,’ /œéµ;¥/ ‘young woman,’ /sl⁄w;¥/
‘shredded cedarbark,’ and /÷;¥/ ‘and.’ The unstressed /;y/ is phonetically [^y]
or [i]; unstressed /;¥/ can vary from [i¥] to [^¥] to [i÷]. I have three reasons for

11

9 Thinking I heard it from someone this way, I asked CC if ‘two’ could be pronounced [y;sé¬;].
“No,” she said, “that’s wrong. But of course a lot of Indians say it that way.”
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interpreting these as /;y/ and /;¥/ rather than as /i/ and /i÷/, as others (Gerdts
1981; Hukari and Peter 1995; and Galloway 1977) have done for other dialects.

First, in CC’s and JP’s speech (though not in AG’s), there seemed to be a pho-
netic difference between unstressed /;y/ and especially unstressed /;¥/ on the
one hand and unstressed /i/ and /i÷/ on the other. The word ‘woman,’ for example,
can appear as [s®éni÷] or, especially in slower speech, with the final nearly as
diphthongized and low, as [;¥]. The conjunction ‘and’ I have recorded as [i],
[;¥], and even [÷e¥].10 On the other hand, there are unstressed [i] vowels that I
have never heard as diphthongs, e.g., those in the auxiliaries /ni÷/ and /÷i/;
/ni÷/ is usually /ni/ and can be reduced to /n;/, but it is never [niy], nor is the
auxiliary /÷i/ ever [÷iy]. Phonemicizing these variable elements as /;y/ and
/;¥/, even though they may overlap allophonically with /i/ and /i÷/, thus pre-
serves what I believe is a real distinction.

A second reason for this choice is that it simplifies the description of the
morphology. For example, /œál;y/ can be described as /œáy/ ‘die’ with the
infix /-l;-/ ‘plural,’ paralleling /néµ/ ‘go,’ /nél;µ/ ‘go (pl).’And it preserves
the basic form of the root; cf. /ç⁄¥xøt/ ‘dry it’ and /ç;¥xøéls/ ‘dry something,’
/÷⁄¥/ ‘good’ and /÷;¥ƒát/ ‘get better.’ (In these last two and in parallel forms,
however, there may be an alternation of /;¥/ and /i÷/ such as mentioned in note
8 for /⁄¥/ and /i÷/: ‘dry something’ may be /ç;¥xøéls/ ~ /çi÷xøéls/.)

Third, I am sure I have been influenced by the fact that for some of these
words there is comparative evidence for /y/. For example, cf. Halkomelem
[s®én;¥] ~ [s®éni÷], Squamish s®ánay÷, Lushootseed s®ád;y÷ ‘woman.’

Unstressed /;w/, phonetically [;w] ~ [u], occurs quite often as an allomorph
of the aspectual prefix /w;-2/ ‘established.’ It appears prefixed to roots as /w;-/
but can also follow other elements as /-;w/, e.g., following /s-/ ‘nominalizer’
as /s;w/ ([s;w] ~ [siw] ~ [su]), generally translated ‘then.’ (In AG’s speech,
/w;-/ ‘established’ was never [w;] but invariably [÷u] or [÷u÷].)

Unstressed /;w/ also appears in one set of demonstratives, /t;w√á/ ([t;w√á]
~ [tu√á]) ‘he, that non-feminine visible one,’ /ƒ;w√á/ ‘she, that feminine vis-
ible one,’ etc. And it probably occurs in the prefix /t;w-/ ‘somewhat.’

Unstressed /;∑/, phonetically [;∑] ~ [o÷], appears in a number of words like
/stá¬;∑/ ‘river,’ / él;∑/ ‘arm, wing,’ /˚ø⁄l;∑/ ‘skin,’ /®é®;∑/ ‘be escaping,’
/®;∑élq®/ ‘miss a shot, lose a fish, have one’s prey escape.’ In this case too,
phonemicizing /;∑/ simplifies description of the morphology. For example,
/®é®;∑/, the progressive of /®é∑/ ‘escape,’ is a case of CV reduplication with
the second vowel reduced to schwa, paralleling /˚øáqø/ ‘get hit,’ /˚øá˚ø;qø/
‘be getting hit.’ Moreover, for some of these words there is comparative evidence

12

10 Transcribing texts dictated by CC, I usually wrote ‘and’ as [i], occasionally as [÷i], and a few
times as [÷;¥]. CC’s daughter DK went over these texts with me later and expressed the opin-
ion that [i] was correct. Perhaps the form was actually /yi/. In the example sentences, I have
tried to leave the first line as I heard it.
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for /w/; cf. Halkomelem /stá¬;∑/ ‘river,’ Lushootseed stúl;kø ~ stúl;gø- ‘river’
(cf. Halkomelem n;∑-, Lushootseed díkø ~ dígø- ‘be/go inside,’ Halkomelem
/n⁄w;/, Lushootseed d;gøí ‘you,’ Halkomelem /wét/, Lushootseed gøát
‘who’).

1.2.1. Vowel Length
Vowel length, written /≥/, is phonemic in Musqueam. Long and short full vow-
els (but not schwa) contrast, as in /wí≥¬/ ‘tule’ and /wí¬/ ‘appear,’ /té≥m/
‘shout,’ and /stém/ ‘what,’ /smé≥nt/ ‘rock, mountain’ and /mén/ ‘father,’
/pá≥t/ ‘blow on it’ and /l;pát/ ‘cup,’ /œá≥yt/ ‘kill him’ and /œáy/ ‘die,’ /tú≥xø/
‘nine’ and /pús/ ‘cat.’

Phonetically some of the long vowels followed by resonants differ from the
others in that the lengthening is shared by the resonant, but these two varieties
of long vowels have not been observed to contrast and so they are marked the
same way. Probably all of these long vowels are the products of either recent
phonological change or ongoing morphophonemic processes. These sources
will be discussed in §1.5.3. and §1.5.6.

Short vowels can vary somewhat in length. Stressed full vowels before final
resonants may appear longer than normal short vowels in deliberate speech, as
in [n; há≥y] ‘It’s finished,’ but re-eliciting shows these vowels to be short.11

Rhetorical lengthening also occurs in conversation and narrative. A speaker
may prolong a vowel in a key word for several times its normal length for
emphasis. I mark this /≥≥/, for example, /cá≥≥kø/ ‘It’s faaar!’ (cf. /cákø/ ‘far’),
/s;w h⁄ye≥≥÷s t;w√ál;m xøíw;l/ ‘Then awaaay they went upstream’ (cf.
/h⁄ye÷/ ‘go away’).

1.3. STRESS AND PITCH
Stress consists of an increase in intensity and a rise in pitch. There are three levels
of stress: primary (marked /´/), secondary (marked /`/), and weak (not marked).
In every full word (as opposed to particles), there is one vowel with primary
stress. Its occurrence is not wholly predictable at this time and so it is best
marked.

In uninflected words with more than one vowel, the primary stress is gener-
ally on the first vowel, as in /lél;µ/ ‘house,’ /cél;x/ ‘hand,’ /l⁄w;≈/ ‘rib,’
/m⁄∫;/ ‘child,’ /̧ íxø̧ ;xø/ ‘fishhawk,’ /√⁄≈ø√;≈ø/ ‘oyster.’ But there are
exceptions, such as /w;œ⁄q/ ‘snail,’ /≈ø;÷ít/ ‘wedge,’ /x;mén/ ‘enemy.’ If the
word contains a full vowel and one or more schwas, the full vowel usually
bears the stress, as in the last two examples. But again there are exceptions,
such as words with final glottal stop, which cannot be preceded by schwa, e.g.,

13

11 Kava (1969, 39), writing on Cowichan, identifies these as “half-long allophones” of the short
vowels.
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/n⁄ça÷/ ‘one.’ As will be seen, various morphological processes involve shifts
in stress.

Minimal pairs contrasting stress are rare but do exist. When a verb root con-
sisting of a resonant, a schwa, and an obstruent is followed by -t ‘transitive,’ the
primary stress can be on either the root or the suffix, giving us the minimal pair
/m⁄˚ø;t/ ‘salvage it’ and /m;˚ø⁄t/ ‘finish it all.’ Compare also /m⁄œ;t/
‘swallow it’ and /m;†⁄t/ ‘bend it.’ For roots with schwa, dispositional-iterative
and plural forms may differ in stress only; cf. /s⁄œs;œ/ ‘likely to split’ and
/s;œs⁄œ;t/ ‘split it up, split several.’ (There may be an intransitive /s;œs⁄œ/
‘several split,’ but I have not recorded it.) Also, the assimilation of schwa to an
adjacent full vowel (discussed in the next section) results in the minimal pair
/sté÷e/ (~ sté÷;) ‘on the way’ and /ste÷é/ (~ st;÷é) ‘like, resembling.’

The secondary stress appears often in words composed of a root that has
retained the stress and a stressed suffix. I find that in recording such words I
have been inconsistent in marking which stressed vowel had the primary stress
and which the secondary. For example, I recorded ‘help me’ as çéw;ƒämx and
as çëw;ƒámx. I believe now that my perception was probably influenced by
the sentence intonation pattern. What I recorded as a secondary stress in words
like çéw;ƒämx may have been falling pitch, which seems to be characteristic
of the last stressed syllable of a phrase, rather than heightened intensity. But I
prefer not to try to determine which is “right” and “correct,” so in the illustrat-
ing sentences I have left the stresses as I recorded them.

I have not attempted an analysis of the sentence intonation pattern or pat-
terns. This needs to be done.

1.4. PHONOTACTICS
Obstruents (excluding the glottals) commonly follow one another in sequences
of up to four. A sequence of five is possible, as in /txøst≈øás ÷a¬/ ‘just stand-
ing in shock.’ There seem to be no restrictions on the kinds of sequences of
obstruents that can occur. Plosives in sequences are rearticulated. Sequences of
/ss/ are not uncommon and are clearly audible, usually as a lengthened [s≥].

Resonants occur only adjacent to vowels. An initial resonant must be fol-
lowed by a vowel and a final resonant preceded by one. Medially, sequences of
resonant-obstruent, resonant-resonant, and obstruent-resonant occur.

The laryngeals are more restricted. /÷/ occurs only adjacent to a vowel. With-
in the words, it does not occur following an obstruent other than /s/. It can (and
commonly does) occur following /s/, when /s/ is a prefix. It can occur before
any vowel but does not occur in final position following a schwa. (Its occur-
rence with resonants has been discussed in §1.2.) /h/ occurs only before vow-
els. It can follow a resonant or one of the spirants /s/, /®/, or /xø/ at a morpheme
boundary, but does not occur following other obstruents. It can appear between
an unstressed and a stressed vowel. It does not appear between a stressed and
an unstressed vowel. (See §1.5.1 and §1.5.8.)

14
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1.5. MORPHOPHONEMICS
Under this heading, I will discuss alternations that occur fairly commonly. They
will also be identified, however, in the appropriate sections on the morphology,
as will any alternations of limited occurrence.

1.5.1. Losses in Rapid Speech
In other than slow, deliberate speech, there may be optional loss of some
instances of schwa, glottal stop, glottalization of resonant, and /h/.

An unstressed schwa following an initial nasal resonant may be lost. It there
is a vowel preceding, the nasal may be heard as part of that syllable, as in /t;
n;mén/ ~ /t;n mén/ ‘my father’ (t; ‘article,’ n;- ‘my,’ mén ‘father’), /t;
m;st⁄y;xø/ ~ /t;mst⁄y;xø/ ‘the person’ (t; ‘article,’ m;st⁄y;xø ‘person’).

Occasionally /n;/ with no preceding vowel appears as a syllabic [n] (written
simply /n/), as in /xøn;çáw;ƒ/ ~ /xønçáw;ƒ/ ‘one kind.’ I have recorded no
instances of syllabic [m] or [l], but instances of /i/ alternating with /y;/ and
/;w/ with /w;/ are perhaps comparable.

Both medial and final glottal stop may be lost in rapid or casual speech. A
glottal stop between a stressed full vowel and an unstressed vowel (which is
likely to be assimilated to the preceding one, as discussed below) can be lost,
leaving a long vowel but one with a falling pitch contour that seems distinct
from the long vowels identified in §1.2.2, such as /má÷;qø/ ~ /má÷aqø/ ~
/máäqø/ ‘larger bird,’ /spé÷;ƒ/ ~ /spé÷eƒ/ ~ /spéëƒ/ ‘black bear.’

A glottal stop after an unstressed final (and so necessarily full) vowel may be
lost, in which case the vowel may appear as schwa, as in /méqe÷/ ~ /méqe/
~ /méq;/ ‘snow.’

The glottalization of resonants after unstressed vowels in final position is
often inaudible, as in /lél;µ/ ~ /lél;m/ ‘house.’ In rapid speech, it may
become inaudible elsewhere after unstressed vowels, as in /sm;∫é≥m/ ~
/sm;né≥m/ ‘descendants.’

An /h/ before a stressed vowel may be, but is not invariably, lost when pre-
ceded by a spirant, as in /w;®híƒ/ ~ /w;®íƒ/ ‘be already a long time,’ com-
posed of /w;®-/ ‘already,’ /híƒ/ ‘last long’; /shá≥¥/ ~ /sá≥¥/ ‘finished,’ the
resultative of /háy/ ‘stop, finish.’ On the other hand, between a spirant and an
unstressed vowel, /h/ is probably never heard, as in /ßxø;lí/ ‘life,’ from /ßxø/
‘oblique nominalizer’ (here ‘means of’), /h;lí/ ‘be alive.’

1.5.2. Assimilation of Schwa
An unstressed schwa may take on the quality of a full vowel adjacent to it or
separated from it by a glottal stop. In the Musqueam of CC and JP, this is usual
within the word when the stressed vowel is first. In such cases, the schwa will
echo the first vowel, as in ‘large bird’ and ‘black bear’ given in §1.4.1. For CC
and JP, /má÷aqø/ and /spé÷eƒ/ are usual and those with the glottal stop lost are
rapid or casual forms. For AG, /má÷;qø/ and /spé÷;ƒ/ are usual. Within the

15
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root, progressive assimilation of schwa to a following full vowel may be less
regular. For CC and JP, /ste÷é/ may be more usual than /st;÷é/ ‘like,’ but I
recorded /≈ø;÷ít/ ‘wedge’ in the one form only.12

Across morpheme boundaries, the assimilation of schwa to a full vowel is
also variable, as in /ni÷;xø/ ~ /ni;xø/ ~ /ni≥xø/ ‘that you did’ (/ni÷/ ~ /ni/ ‘aux-
iliary,’ /-;xø/ ‘you (subordinate subject),’ /st;÷é ÷; tƒé÷/ ~ /ste÷é ÷e tƒé÷/ ~
/steé≥tƒe÷/ ‘like that’ (/st;÷é/ ‘like,’ /÷;/ ‘oblique particle,’ /tƒé÷/ ‘that’),
/t;÷í/ ~ /ti÷í/ ‘this’ (/t;/ ‘article,’ /÷í/ ‘be here’). The more assimilated forms
are heard in more rapid or more informal speech.

There are also instances of a sequence of two schwas realized as /é≥/. This
happens when a word-final schwa is followed by a schwa in a particle (with or
without an intervening glottal stop). The result is a stressed full vowel, as in
/sï¬é≥®/ ‘deceased grandparent,’ composed of /sí¬;/ ‘grandparent,’ /-;®/ ‘past’;
/÷;wé≥/ ‘isn’t? didn’t? etc.,’ composed of /÷⁄w;/ ‘not,’ /÷;/ ‘interrogative.’ These
particular forms and a few others with /-;®/ ‘past’ seem to be usual if not oblig-
atory. This realization of the two schwas as /é≥/ suggests the possibility that the
final vowel in words like /sí¬;/ ‘grandparent’ is basically (or historically) an /e/
reduced to /;/ because it is unstressed.

There are also a few roots that seem to consist of just a consonant and a full
vowel. When such a root is followed by a suffix beginning with an unstressed
schwa, the result is necessarily a long vowel, as in /pá≥t/ ‘blow on it,’ from /pá/
‘get hit by the wind,’ /-;t/ ‘transitive’; /qøé≥t/ ‘make a hole in it,’ from /qøé/
‘get through,’ /-;t/ ‘transitive.’

One root of this shape, /ƒí/ ‘big,’ assimilates to the initial vowel of some suf-
fixes, as in /ƒá≥qø/ ‘big-headed,’ from /-aqø/ ‘head’; /sƒé≥wtxø/ ‘big house
(“smokehouse,” winter dance house),’ from /-ewtxø/ ‘house.’

1.5.3. Metathesis of Non-Labial Resonant and Schwa
There are a number of words or forms of words in which there is phonetically
a somewhat lengthened vowel followed by a resonant other than /m/ or /w/ that
may also be somewhat lengthened or syllabic, as in [sm°≥nt] ~ [sm°≥n≥t] =
/smé≥nt/ ‘rock, mountain’; [œá≥yt] ~ [œá≥y≥t] ~ [œá≥it] = /œá≥yt/ ‘kill him.’ For
such words, there is evidence for a basic shape //CAR;T// (C is any consonant,

16

12 Looking at variation such as between [má÷;qø] ~ [má÷aqø] ~ [máaqø] or [st;÷é ÷; tƒé] ~
[ste÷´≥tƒé÷], I decided not to overphonemicize and therefore I have written variants as I heard
them. For one reason, dialect and idiolect differences are such that what is an occasional casu-
al form for one speaker may be the usual form for another. For another reason, it may be use-
ful to preserve stylistic differences for the same speaker. In the examples, therefore, I have
generally written the assimilated schwas as I heard them in the first line and what I believe to
be the basic form in the second line. It might be useful to have some diacritical mark to indi-
cate a schwa that has taken on the value of an adjacent full vowel, as in /má÷‹qø/, /t‹÷í/, and
/st‹÷é ÷‹ tƒé÷/, but I have not attempted this.
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A a full vowel [i.e., /i/, /e/, /a/, or /u/], R a resonant, and T an obstruent), indi-
cating a shift in position of the resonant and schwa and the assimilation of the
schwa. Perhaps historically the resonant became syllabic before the preceding
vowel was affected.

The clearest evidence for this is in the forms of the verb roots of the shape
/CAR/ with the suffix /-;t/ transitive, as in /√é≥lt/ ‘stick it on, apply it,’ from
/√él/ ‘get stuck’; /œá≥yt/ ‘kill it,’ from /œáy/ ‘die’ (see §7.2.1). The process is
also seen in the subordinate passive paradigm; the person markers /-él-/ ‘I’ and
/-ál-/ ‘we, you (plural)’ and the subordinate passive suffix /-;t/ are realized as
/-é≥lt/ and /-á≥lt/ (see §10.2.6).

This process no doubt also accounts for the long vowels in nouns of the shape
/CÁ≥RT/, as in /smé≥nt/ ‘rock, mountain,’ /˚øá≥n†/ ‘porpoise,’ /÷é≥yt/ ‘lingcod.’ In
the case of /smé≥nt/, the morphology shows it; the diminutive /sméµn;t/
implies a base //smén;t// (see §8.4.1). There is also comparative evidence in
Northern Straits s˚én;t ‘rock,’ ˚øán;† ‘porpoise,’ ÷éy;t ‘lingcod.’

Although phonetically the resonant may share the lengthening in words like
/smé≥nt/, there seems to be no ambiguity in phonemicizing them this way, but
it might be as defensible to write /smén≥t/ or /sménnt/. The lengthening must
be marked in some way, however, for it is not simply an automatic phonetic
phenomenon in words of the shape /CART/; cf. [mémt] /mémt/ ‘pass out
food.’ Nor is the metathesis automatic in words of the shape /CÁR;T/; cf.
/†éy;œ/ ‘get angry,’ /smél;˚ø/ ‘warrior’s hide shirt.’

1.5.4. Glottalized Resonant Disengagement
When a root of the shape /CAR/ takes the suffix /-;t/ transitive, the resulting
form has the shape /CA÷;Rt/; cf. /wí¬/ ‘appear,’ /wí÷;lt/ ‘make it appear.’ The
expectable form would be */wí¬;t/ phonetically *[wí÷l;t], and so it appears
that the resonant and schwa have switched positions (as in §1.5.3) but with the
glottal stop protecting the schwa from assimilation. This process is also seen in
the progressive forms of verbs with initial /n/, as in /néçt/ ‘change it,’
/né÷;nçt/ (from //né∫;çt//) ‘be changing it.’ The term “glottalized resonant
disengagement” is, of course, defensible only if one accepts [÷R] as /R/.

1.5.5. Coalescence of Glottal Stop and Resonant
Occasionally a sequence /V÷VR/ (V is any vowel) undergoes an optional
change in which the vowels coalesce and the glottal stop appears as glottaliza-
tion of the resonant. This can happen to the possessive /÷;n-/ ‘your’ after an
article; for example, /t; ÷;n-/ can be realized as /t; ÷;n-/ ~ /te≥∫/ ~ /t;∫/.

1.5.6. Loss of the First of Two Identical Resonants
There are words in which long vowels are followed by final resonants (some
glottalized, some not) that can be phonetically longer than usual, as in [œøí≥∫]
~ [œøí≥n∫] phonemicized /œøí≥∫/ ‘ear,’ and [spá≥¬] ~ [spá≥l¬] phonemicized
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/spá≥¬/ ‘raven.’ For these we can infer a basic shape //C‰VR;R// in which the
two resonants are identical, except possibly for glottalization. In some instances, 
it appears that the stressed vowel is a full vowel, in others a schwa. The process
//CáVR;R// ≠ /Cá≥R/ (or /CV≥RR/?), like that identified in §1.5.3, may have,
historically, involved metatheses of the first resonant and the schwa (with or
without a stage in which the resonant and schwa became a syllabic resonant)
rather than involving a simple loss of the medial resonant.

One instance of this process appears in the passive paradigm where /-ám-/
‘you (passive)’ and /-;m/ ‘intransitive’ are realized as /-á≥m/ (see §10.2.6).
Another clear case is /≈øí≥m/ ‘flow fast,’ composed of /≈ø´;m/ ‘fast’ and /-;m/
‘intransitive.’The source of the full vowel /i/ is not clear, but since schwa does not
occur long, a lengthened vowel would have to be one full vowel or another.

Similar bases for /œøí≥∫/ ‘ear’ and /spá≥¬/ ‘raven’ are suggested by two
diminutive forms. For ‘ear,’ JP offered a diminutive, saying that although he
had never heard it, it would be /œøíœøn;∫/ ‘little ear.’ This form implies a base
//œø⁄n;∫//. A diminutive plural given by CC, /sp;lápl;l/ ‘lots of little crows,’
implies a singular diminutive (not recorded) */spápl;¬/, which in turn implies
a base //spál;¬// (see §8.6).

Comparative evidence from within Halkomelem supports the case for this
process; the Nanaimo dialect has medial resonants in several of these words
where Musqueam and other dialects have long vowels (see Elmendorf and Sut-
tles 1960, 32).

This process may also occur in instances of /l/ followed by /®/, as in
/spé≥®≈;n/, probably //sp⁄l;®≈;n// ‘prairies,’ the plural of /sp⁄®≈;n/ ‘prairie’
(see §8.3.4).

1.5.7. Emergent /ƒ/
Historically, Halkomelem /ƒ/ is the reflex of an earlier *c. The lexicon seems
pretty consistently to reflect this. In two places in the morphology, however,
there is a /ƒ/ that is probably the result of a coalescence of *t and *s. In the tran-
sitive verb paradigm, /ƒ/ appears as the realization of /-t/ transitive and a first-
and second-person object marker that I identify as //S// (see §10.2.5). In the
possessive paradigm in JP’s and AG’s speech (but not in CC’s and DK’s), /÷;ƒ-/
appears as the realization of an allomorph of the second-person possessive that
I identify as //÷;T-// and an initial /s/ in the noun or nominalization (see
§10.2.4).13

1.5.8. Intrusive /h/
There are a few roots that appear alone as CA, as in /ƒí/ ‘big,’ /qøé/ ‘pass
through,’ /pá/ ‘get blown on.’ When such a root is followed by a suffix beginning

18

13 My model for this use of morphophonemic symbols was William H. Jacobsen’s treatment of
Washo morphophonemics in his course in the language at the University of Nevada.
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with a stressed vowel, an /h/ appears, as in /ƒ;hín;s/ ‘barrel-chested’ (< /-ín;s/
‘chest’), /qø;híl;m/ ‘go through’ (< /qøé/ ‘pass through,’ /-íl;m/ ‘move
toward’), /sp;héls/ ‘wind’ (< /s-/ ‘nominalizer,’ /pá/ ‘get blown on,’ /-éls/
‘activity’). It may be that these roots have an underlying CAC shape (a very
common one) in which the final /h/ is not realized after the stressed vowel (a
position in which it cannot occur); for example, //ƒíh// is realized as /ƒí/ ‘big.’
Or it may be that /h/ is simply automatic when an unstressed vowel is followed
by a stressed vowel. (For possible CAh roots, see §7.2.4.)

1.5.9. Alteration of /n/ and /l/
A few suffixes with initial /n/ have forms with initial /l/ when added to a root
or stem ending in /l/. The transitive suffix /-n;xø/ ‘limited control’ appears as
/-l;xø/ in /®⁄œ;ll;xø/ ‘know it’ and /c⁄ll;xø/ ‘catch up with him’ (cf. /cé≥lt/
‘follow him’). But this may vary with speakers; JP said /t⁄ll;xø/ but CC said
/t⁄ln;xø/ for ‘understand it, learn about it’ (cf. /t⁄¬/ ‘be understood, be settled’).
The suffix /-nam;t/, the reflexive of /-n;xø/, appears as /-lám;t/ in
/kø´é≥lläm;t/ ‘manage to get a hideout’ (< /køé≥l/ ‘hide’; cf. /køélx/ ‘hide
him’). The applicative /-n;s/ ‘goal’ appears as /-l;s/ in /÷éy;l;s/ ‘leave him’ (cf.
/÷éy;l/ ‘get out of the way’). And the lexical suffix /-n;c/ appears as /-l;c/ in
/s®⁄ll;c/ ‘bum’ (from /®;l-/ ‘behind’), /s÷⁄ll;c/ ‘stump, base of standing tree’
(from /÷;l-/ ‘dummy root’), and /ßxø√⁄p;ll;c/ ‘tail’ (cf. /√⁄p/ ‘deep,’ /√píl/
‘go downward’), and as /-;ll;c/ (probably composed of a connective /-;l-/
and /-n;c/) in /xø ;œø⁄ll;ct/ ‘cut its tail off’ (from /†⁄œø/ ‘get cut off’). There
is also a form /-;l;c/ in /xø÷⁄π;l;c;m/ ‘wipe one’s bum.’ The lexical suffix for
‘tooth’ has the forms /-nís/, /-n;s/, and /-⁄l;s/, the last in /ƒiƒ⁄l;s/ ‘big teeth,’
/√;lqt⁄l;s/ ‘long teeth,’ etc. The Cowichan form corresponding to /-⁄l;s/ is
-;ln;s (Hukari and Peter 1995, 318), suggesting that the Musqueam /-n;s/
became assimilated to the connective /-;l-/.

1.5.10. Alternation of /c/ and /kø/ and of /x/ and /xø/
In the progressives and resultatives of a few verbs with initial /c/ or /x/ fol-
lowed by /a/, the /c/ is reduplicated as /kø/ and the /x/ as /xø/. This is seen in
/cám/ ‘go/come inland’ and its progressive /cákø;m/ ‘be going/coming
inland,’ in /xá˚ø/ ‘get bathed’ and its progressive /xáxø˚ø;m/ ‘be getting
bathed,’ and in /xøxáπ;ƒ;t/ ‘sit cross-legged’ (from the root √xaπ) and the
resultative /sxáxø;π/ ‘seated cross-legged’ (see also §7.2.1.1). This irregulari-
ty is probably the result of historical change. The process must have been:

*kúm > *kúkum > *kúkøum > *∆úkø;m > cákø;m

First, the root was reduplicated by a grammatical rule. Then, the second */k/
was labialized under the influence of the preceding /u/. Next, the initial */k/ was
palatalized to become */∆/, and perhaps at this point the second vowel was
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reduced to /;/. In this process, the second */k/ was protected from palataliza-
tion by labialization. Finally, the */u/ became /a/, and the */∆/ became /c/.

There is one apparent root with /c/ that reduplicates as /kø/ in which the fol-
lowing vowel is not /a/. This is the /c;-/ ~ /ce-/ that appears in several inter-
rogative words (see §17.7-17.13), as in /xøcél/ ‘go where’ and its progressive
/xøcékø;l/ ‘be going where.’ This irregularity must be the product of a more
complex history.

1.5.11. Vowel Gradation
Alternation of a full vowel, schwa, and zero, depending on the type of root or
stem, type of suffix, and placement of stress, occurs widely in the morphology
and will be described there, where relevant.

1.5.12. Vowel Mutation
The joining of some suffixes to some stems results in a change in the quality of
the stressed vowel, from one full vowel to another, in the stem, or, rarely, in the
suffix. Three kinds of mutation of this sort have been discovered. Only the first
occurs commonly.

(1) Stem /e/ to /a/. There are several suffixes that have this umlaut effect,
causing an /e/ in the stem to appear as /a/. These include both grammatical and
lexical suffixes. For some the effect seems quite regular, but for others only a
few mutated forms have been recorded. These suffixes are listed below with a
few examples showing the mutation. The first three are grammatical suffixes
that seem to have this effect quite regularly.

-ƒ;t ~ -ƒát ‘oneself’
†á÷ƒ;t ‘test oneself’ (cf. †é÷t ‘test him, try it’)
páƒ;ƒ;t ‘spread out’ (cf. péƒ;t ‘spread it out’)
˚ø®áƒ;t ‘capsize’ (cf. ˚ø®ét ‘spill it, tip it over’)
ƒá¥ƒ;t ‘be fixing oneself’ (cf. ƒ⁄yƒ;t ‘fix oneself,’ ƒ⁄yt ‘fix it,’ ƒéyt

‘be fixing it’)
náçƒ;t ‘become different’ (< néç ‘differ, be different’)
si÷áµƒ;t ‘become rich’ (< si÷éµ ‘rich, upper-class person’)
-t;¬ ~ -tá¬ ‘each other’
†;†á≥t;¬ ‘keep testing each other’ (cf. †é÷t ‘test him’)
n;çnáçt;¬ ‘differ from one another’ (< néç ‘differ’)
ç®mánt;¬ ‘half-sibling with the same father’ (< ç®- ‘fellow-, co-,’ mén

‘father’)
-a÷® ‘attributive’
snáça÷® ‘different, somebody else’s’ (< s- ‘nominalizer,’ néç ‘differ’)
si÷áµa÷® ‘wealthy person’s’ (< si÷éµ ‘rich, upper-class person’)
sy;wá∫a÷® ‘old-time, ancestral’ (cf. sy;wé∫ ‘ancestor,’ y;wé∫ ‘before’)
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There are two combinations of grammatical suffixes that have this umlauting
effect, at least in some words. These are the passive endings /-n;m/ (the pas-
sive of /-n;xø/ ‘limited control transitive’) and /-st;m/ (the passive of /-st;xø/
‘causative’). We see this effect in the following:

√á∫;m ‘be brought back as a bride’ (cf. √é÷t ‘go and get him, invite him’)
h;yá÷st;m ‘be taken away’ (< h;yé÷st;xø ‘take him away,’ < h⁄ye÷ ‘leave’)
n;÷ám;st;m ‘be taken away’ (< n;÷éme;st;xø ‘take him away,’ causative of

néµ ‘go’)
xtám;st;m ‘be swum away with’ (< xtém;st;xø ‘swim away with it,’ xtém

‘swim’)

Three lexical suffixes have this effect. Examples with the first are numerous,
with the second fewer, and with the third only the one given.

-ás ~ -;s ‘face, round object’
xø√áqt;s ‘long-faced’ (< √éqt ‘long’)
÷isá¬;s ‘two dollars’ (< ÷isé¬; ~ y;sé¬; ‘two’)
pá÷aƒ;s ‘bear mask (a type of sxwayxwey)’

(< spé÷eƒ ‘black bear’)
aqø ~ -;qø ‘head’
√áqtaqø ‘high (of a mountain)’ (< √éqt ‘long’)
√;láqtaqø ‘long-heads (i.e., the Kwakiutl with

Quatsino-style head-lengthening)’
yesállaqø (probably y;sá¬aqø) ‘two-headed’ (in a translation of a 

Snohomish song) (JP) (< y;sé¬; ‘two’)
-;®c; ‘water’
ƒá÷t;®c; ‘dark tide (i.e., a low tide on a moonless

night)’ (< ƒé÷t ‘dark’)

(2) Stem /a/ to /e/. This has been recorded in one word only, /pé≥ļ e÷/ ‘buzzard
(turkey vulture),’ which appears to be composed of the root of /spá≥¬/ ‘raven’
and the suffix /-i̧ e÷/ ‘clothing, blanket.’

(3) Suffix /e/ to /a/. This has been recorded in one word only, /sœ;œ;xán/
‘partner,’ which is composed of /sœ;œá÷/ ‘accompanying’ and the suffix /-x;n
~ -xén/ ‘foot.’

These vowel mutations are no doubt the product of the assimilation of one
vowel to that of an adjacent syllable at an earlier stage in the history of the lan-
guage. In the first and second types, the vowel mutation is comparable to the
umlauting effect of a suffix on the stem in Germanic languages, while in the
third it is comparable to the effect of the stem on the suffix in the vowel har-
mony of Uralic and Altaic languages.
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1.6. SPECIAL FORMS OF SPEECH
I am aware of some distinctive features that are heard in songs, baby talk, and
the speech of a few animal characters in stories. I do not have many examples,
however, and so there may be other features I have not recorded.

In songs, to judge by a very few examples, vowels may be lengthened and to
some extent changed in quality. In a song composed for a s≈øáy≈ø;y perform-
ance, the phrase t; n;mém;∫ ‘my dear father’ appears as te neme≥m;∫. In this
song, the compound prefix ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer’ appears as s;xø-. I do
not know whether this is an older pronunciation of the prefix or an instance of
a schwa being introduced simply to separate the consonants.

Adults speaking to babies, as mentioned in §1.1.1, will substitute the rare
unrounded velars for unrounded uvulars, as in ká÷ for qá÷ ‘water’ and in
/ké÷ek/ for /qé÷eq/ ‘younger sibling’ used affectionately. AC’s much older
half-brother addressed him this way throughout life. The /k/ also substitutes for
/œ/ in /skán;k/ for /sœán;q/ ‘dear.’A Tsawwassen woman is said to have been
called this as a pet name by her family all her life. I have recorded /˚/ in only
one word, /s˚í˚;n;k/, the baby-talk form of /sœíœ;n;q/, the diminutive of
/sœán;q/ ‘dear.’ A Musqueam man is said to have been called this as his ordi-
nary name, and a younger sister might be called this.

In stories told by James Point, the characters Raven and Mink both begin
words, generally the initial words in a clauses, with ≈-. He also said that an ini-
tial ≈- was used in talking to dogs, adding, “A trained dog is supposed to talk
that way; it will show it’s teeth and laugh ‘≈≥≥≥, ≈≥≥≥, ≈≥≥≥.’” A niece talked to her
dog Daisy that way, saying “≈stém køeeƒ√í÷ (‘What do you want?’),” and
when offering food, “≈√⁄w;ls ∆xø y;∑én (‘Bark first’).”

The very few examples I have of spells (verbal formulae with inherent
power) suggest that while they contain esoteric vocabulary, there is nothing dis-
tinctive in their phonology.
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2
Synopsis of Morphology

23

2.1. WORDS
A word may consist of a root standing alone and unaltered, or of a root altered
by one or more processes of internal modification or accompanied by one or
more affixes or both. We can distinguish several classes of words. Verbs (§7)
and nouns (§8) constitute two large open sets, adjectives (§9) a smaller open
set, and adverbs (§18) a still smaller one. There are also several small closed
sets: personal words (§14.2.7), possessive words (§14.2.8), demonstratives
(§15.2), interrogative words (§17), numerals (§19), and exclamatory words
(§20). Four (lexical) verbs also serve as auxiliary verbs (§3.2.1), and several
verbs also serve as prepositions (§3.1).

Except for a few adverbs, all words can function as predicate heads and so
there is no basis in this function for distinguishing verbs, nouns, and adjectives.
Nevertheless, there are other bases for distinguishing these classes and not
doing so would, I believe, needlessly mystify the language, making it seem
more exotic than it really is. The most obvious differences are these: verbs have
progressive forms and (with a few exceptions) cannot take possessive affixes,
nouns do not have progressive forms and do take possessive affixes, while
adjectives neither have progressive forms nor take possessive affixes. Verb
roots and noun roots also have different canonical shapes.

Compounding seems rare or non-existent. For possible examples, see §12.3.3
and §13.3, and for noun modifiers of nouns, see §4.1.3.1

2.2. ROOTS AND THEIR INTERNAL MODIFICATION
The great majority of verb roots have the shapes CAC, C;C, and C;CC (C is
any consonant and A is any full vowel), while noun roots most commonly have

1 A few recent coinages that are constructed from borrowed elements or are loan translations may
perhaps be identified as compounds, such as l;m;tú tínt;n ‘sheep bell’ (CJ l;m;tú ‘sheep,’
tínt;n ‘bell’) (see §4.1.3), píp; tél; ‘paper money’ (CJ píp; ‘paper,’ tél; ‘money, dollar’),
∆íkm;n tél; ‘coins’ (CJ ∆íkm;n ‘metal, iron’), k;lísm;s ƒqét ‘Christmas tree’ (ƒqét ‘tree’).
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the shape CVCVC (V is any vowel), but show a greater variety than verb roots.
Adjective roots are more like verb roots in that the most common shapes are
C;C and CAC, but there is some variation.

We can identify roots as verbal, nominal, and adjectival, but we must note
that there is a prefix that nominalizes verbs and adjectives, there are several prefix-
es that make verbs of nouns, and there are several ways of making adjective-
like words out of nouns.

Processes of internal modification of the root include reduplication (of initial
CV and CVC), infixation, shift in stress and vowel grade, and glottalization of
resonants. The first two affect the root only; the last also affects suffixes. These
processes express progressive and other aspects, plural, and diminutive. Over-
all, there is no one-to-one relationship between process of internal modification
of the root and grammatical form. Roots of different shapes can undergo dif-
ferent processes to produce grammatically identical forms. It appears that most
forms can be predicted from the shape of the root, although there are also many
irregular forms.

Verb roots can be internally modified for progressive, durative, iterative-
dispositional, and resultative aspects, for the plural, for the diminutive, and for
various combinations of these. Nearly all verbs have progressive forms. The
verb root is identifiable as perfective, as opposed to progressive, aspect (com-
pare the perfectives πé¸ ‘sew,’ s⁄œ ‘split, tear,’ and ˚ø⁄® ‘spill, flow’ with the
progressive πéπ;¸ ‘be sewing,’ s;s⁄œ ‘be splitting, be tearing,’ and ˚ø;˚ø⁄® ‘be
flowing’). The choice between perfective and progressive forms is obligatory.
A number of verbs also have a durative aspect, which can appear in both per-
fective and progressive forms (compare œí˚ø;t ‘bite it’ and œíœ;˚ø;t ‘be biting
it’ with œ;œ˚øét ‘hold it in the teeth’ and œiœ˚øét ‘be holding it in the teeth’). A
number also have an iterative-dispositional aspect (as s⁄œs;œ ‘easy to split,’
˚ø⁄®˚ø;® ‘cranky, easily tipped over,’ sœ⁄˚øœ;˚ø ‘prone to bite’), which for a
few roots appears in a progressive as well as a perfective form. Most verbs have
resultative forms (as spéπ;¸ ‘sewed,’ ss;síœ ‘spit, torn,’ and s˚ø;˚øí® ‘spilled,
capsized’), which are adjective-like and do not have the perfective-progressive
distinction. The plural can be marked, optionally, in nearly all of these forms,
that is, there can be plural perfective, plural progressive, plural durative, plural
iterative-dispositional, and plural resultative forms. The diminutive and
diminutive plural are also optionally marked, but only in the progressive and
resultative aspects. The internal morphology of the verb is presented in §7.

Noun roots can be internally modified for the plural, the diminutive, and the
diminutive plural (compare cél;x ‘hand,’ c;lcél;x ‘hands,’ cécl;x ‘little hand,’
c;lécl;x ‘lots of little hands’). A few have what seem to be resultative forms.
As nouns, they to not have progressive forms, but a noun may be made into a
verb by means of a verbalizing affix and then have a progressive form. The
internal morphology of the noun is described in §8.
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Adjective roots, like noun roots, can be internally modified for plural,
diminutive, and diminutive plural. They have progressive forms only if made
into verbs through an affix. Their internal morphology is described in §9.

A small set of roots that do not undergo any internal modification can be
identified as adverbs. These and a number of other words and phrases that per-
form adverbial functions are described in §18.

A few of the demonstrative words, personal words, interrogative words, and
numerals also undergo internal modification.

2.3. AFFIXES
Strictly speaking, there are prefixes, suffixes, and infixes. However, I have cho-
sen to describe the infixes, along with reduplication and other processes, under
the heading “internal morphology of the root,” as described above. This leaves
prefixes and suffixes to be accounted for under “affixes.” In theory, affixes
should also be divisible into inflectional or derivational, depending on their
involvement in paradigms, and grammatical or lexical, depending on their
meaning. In reality, however, a number of Halkomelem affixes mix these cate-
gories. For descriptive purposes, I have simply divided the affixes into non-
personal affixes (§11-13) and personal affixes. The latter are included in the
person system (§14).

The non-personal affixes are described under four headings: suffixes of the
voice system, aspectual and modal affixes, derivational affixes, and lexical
suffixes.

Suffixes of the voice system (see §10) include transitive, intransitive, causative,
permissive, applicative, reflexive, reciprocal, and subordinate passive.

Most verb roots are semantically inactive or patient-oriented (i.e., they have
glosses like ‘get hit,’ ‘get buried,’ or ‘get washed,’ there being no roots with
glosses ‘hit,’ ‘bury,’ or ‘wash’), but there are a few that are semantically active
or agent-oriented (e.g., ‘look,’ ‘seek’). All are grammatically intransitive. They
take subjects only.

With the suffixes of the voice system relations are different. A verb composed
of an inactive root and an intransitive suffix is still grammatically intransitive
but is semantically active (agent-oriented) and can take an oblique object. A
verb composed of either an inactive or active root and transitive suffix is gram-
matically transitive and can take an object. The transitive suffix also provides
the necessary base for an object or passive person suffix. The applicatives
change the valence of the verb root, allowing what would have been in an
oblique relationship to it to be its grammatical object.

The two most commonly used transitive suffixes, as well as their reflexive
counterparts, distinguish actions performed with limited control or done acci-
dentally from those performed with full control or purposefully.
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The aspectual and modal affixes (§11) include aspectual prefixes and modal
suffixes. The aspectual prefixes (§11.1) are a small set of elements with aspectual
or adverbial meaning that can precede a predicate head and that express main-
ly temporal distinctions such as ‘already,’ ‘still,’ ‘habitually,’ but also ‘become’
and ‘somewhat.’ One of these, w;-2, tentatively identified as ‘established,’
occurs very often and in a variety of ways that still present problems in analy-
sis. (Further analysis may also identify some or all of these as particles rather
than prefixes.)

The modal suffixes (§11.2) are a still smaller set of elements that can follow
suffixes of the voice system. The only two recorded indicate desire or intention
and search or arrangement.

The derivational affixes (see §12) include some that have purely grammati-
cal meaning, simply converting a word from one class to another; some that
combine grammatical and lexical meaning; and others that have purely lexical
meaning. On the basis of form, function, and meaning, we can distinguish a
small set of purely grammatical affixes, a small set of verbalizing affixes, and
a small set of lexical prefixes.

The purely grammatical affixes (§12.1) include a nominalizing prefix, a pre-
fix that appears in resultative forms of the verb, a prefix that seems to show an
oblique relationship between a verb root and lexical suffix, a compound of the
nominalizer and the last, and a suffix that forms adjective-like words. Of these,
the prefix s- ‘nominalizer’ deserves special mention here. It appears as an
essential part of a number of nouns and appears prefixed to verbs and adjec-
tives, which can thereupon take possessives. But it does not function simply as
a component of nouns. It plays a role in the formation of one type of relative
clause (§4.1.1.2) and in the formation of nominalized clauses (§4.3). The com-
pound prefix ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer’ plays parallel roles. In their roles as
clause nominalizers, s- and ßxø- may also be identified as particles.

The verbalizing affixes (§12.2) combine this function with lexical meanings,
as c- ‘get, make, do, go to,’ ®- ‘partake of,’ txø- ‘buy,’ and -;l ~ -íl ‘move
toward, become,’ -á≥® ‘travel by,’ -í≥m ‘die from.’ The lexical prefixes (§12.4)
include t;m- ‘time of,’ -t;n ‘originating from,’ and ç®- ‘fellow.’

Logically the lexical suffixes should be included among derivational affixes,
but they form such a large class that I have given them a separate section (§13).
They are nominal in meaning, referring to body parts (as -;s ~ -as ‘head,’ -aqø
‘head,’ -c;s ‘hand’), common artifacts (as -;wtxø ~ -éwtxø ‘house,’ -w;®
‘canoe’), natural phenomena (as -;®p ‘plant, tree,’ -;n;p ‘ground’), and a vari-
ety of other things. They are often joined to the root with a connective element,
which may give the suffix a narrower meaning. A lexical suffix can be related
to a verb root as object, locus, or instrument; to an adjective root as noun head;
or to noun root as noun possessor or as noun head of noun modifier. Words
formed with lexical suffixes can be verbs, adjectives, or nouns.
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2.4. THE PERSON SYSTEM
The personal affixes are only a part of the personal system, which is presented
as a whole in §14. The language distinguishes first, second, and third persons
in singular and plural. (There are neither dual forms nor inclusive/exclusive dis-
tinctions.) These persons are expressed in two sets of words, in particles of two
sorts, and in affixes of six types.

For the first and second persons, particles and suffixes distinguish subjects
and objects and, among subjects, non-passive from passive and main-clause
from dependent-clause subjects. For third person, in main clauses a suffix
marks transitive subjects while intransitive subjects and objects are unmarked,
but in dependent clauses both transitive and intransitive subjects are marked.2

There is also a set of possessive affixes; these are prefixes for first and second
person singular, suffixes for first-person plural and third person, and a combi-
nation or prefix and suffix for second-person plural. A particle marks plurality
for third-person subjects, objects, and possessors.

The two sets of words are personal words and possessive words. The per-
sonal words (§14.2.7) can serve as predicates with the sense ‘It is I, I am the
one who,’ etc., and as oblique nominal adjuncts comparable to English person-
al pronouns as objects of prepositions. The possessive words (§14.2.8) can
serve as predicates with the sense ‘It is mine,’ etc.

2.5. THE ORDERING OF AFFIXES
Derivational prefixes and suffixes form an inner layer around the root, while
inflectional affixes form an outer layer. Among derivational affixes, those with
lexical meaning stand closer to the root than those with purely grammatical
meaning. Among inflectional affixes, those of the voice and person systems
stand closer than the aspectual prefixes and modal suffixes.

Preceding the root, the verbalizing and miscellaneous lexical prefixes
(derivational with lexical meaning) stand closest to it. If a word formed with a
lexical prefix is a noun, a first-person singular or second-person possessive pre-
fix (inflectional) can precede the lexical prefix, as in: 

(a) n;ç®xø⁄lm;xø
n;-ç®-xø⁄lm;xø
my-fellow-people
‘my fellow villagers, my fellow Indians’

If a verb formed with a verbalizing prefix is nominalized, the nominalizer
(derivational with purely grammatical meaning), symbolized NOM, precedes the
verbalizer and it can be preceded by a possessive, as in:
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(b) n;sclá÷ƒ;n
n;-s-c-lá÷ƒ;n
my-NOM-make-plate
‘something to serve as my plate’

If a word with a possessive prefix is a predicate, it can take an aspectual pre-
fix, as in:

(c) xø;÷;ƒwé÷;l;p.
xø;-÷;T-s-wé÷-;l;p
become-your-NOM-own-your (pl)
‘It has become yours.’

Following the root, the lexical suffixes (derivational) appear first (with or
without connective elements). A noun formed with a lexical suffix can have a
possessive suffix following it, as in:

(d) xø;lm;xøéwtxøct
xø⁄lm;xø-éwtxø-ct
Indian-house-our
‘our “smokehouse”’

A verb formed with a lexical suffix can take suffixes of the voice system fol-
lowed by suffixes of the personal system, as in:

(e) xøqøén;ct;s.
xø-qøé-n;c-t-;s
inward-penetrate-bottom-TR-3TR

‘[She] punches holes in the bottom of it.’

Passive forms are exceptional in that a suffix of the voice system stands on
either side of the personal suffix, as in:

(f) xø¸íœø;snël;m.
xø-¸íœø-;s-n-el-;m
inward-get.hit-face-TR-I.PASSIVE-INTRANS

‘I was (accidentally) hit on the face.’

2.6. AMBIVALENT AFFIXES
Five morphemes, the possessives n;- ‘my’ and ÷;n- ‘your,’ the aspectual pre-
fixes w;-2 ‘established’ and w;®- ‘already,’ and the s- ‘clause nominalizer’ (see
below) deserve a special comment. I have identified the first four as prefixes,
and in the second line of the examples I treat all five as such. However, pho-
netically they may, but do not necessarily, become attached to preceding mor-
phemes. Where I recorded this, it appears in the first line of the examples.

A possessive may become attached to a preceding article, as in (a).
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(a) t;n mén
t; n;-mén
ART my-father
‘my father’

One of the aspectual prefixes may become attached to a preceding clause
nominalizer, as in (b).

(b) s;w néµs.
s-w;-néµ-s
NOM-EST-go-3POS

‘Then he went.’

The clause nominalizer may become attached to a preceding article, as in (c).

(c) køs néµs
kø; s-néµ-s
ART NOM-go-3POS

‘when he went’

For more complex clusters, see §4.3.4.

2.7. PARTICLES
What distinguishes a particle from an affix is the fact that it is the partner not
of a single root or stem, as an affix is, but of a larger construction such as a
predicate, a nominal adjunct, a clause, or a sentence. Particles are also movable
and separable from the heads of the constructions they relate to, while affixes
firmly adhere to their roots or stems. With few exceptions, the particles are
unstressed. Phonetically most seem separate from adjacent words (and are writ-
ten so), but a few seem phonetically like affixes (and are written so). Particles
can also form clusters that seem to be phonetic units. 

On the basis of the constructions they relate to, we can distinguish particles
that relate to predicates and those that relate to nominal adjuncts.

The particles that relate to predicates include clause-initial particles, second-
position particles, and sentence-final tags. 

There are four clause-initial particles. These introduce two kinds of embed-
ded clauses. Two are the clause subordinaters, w;-1 ‘if, when, that’ and ÷;®-
‘whenever, whatever, that.’ These can precede the first word in a clause, mark-
ing it as a subordinate clause. If the subordinate clause is non-passive, its sub-
ject is expressed by a subordinate subject suffix, if passive by a subordinate
passive form. (See §4.2, “Subordinate Clauses.”) The other two clause-initial
particles are s- ‘nominalizer’ and ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer’ in their roles as
clause nominalizers. Either of these can precede the first word in a clause and
serve to nominalize the whole clause. If the nominalized clause is non-passive,
its subject is expressed by a possessive; if it is passive, the subject is expressed
by a subordinate passive form. (See §4.3, “Nominalized Clauses.”)
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There are about twenty second-position predicate particles. Some of these are
introduced in §3.1.2. For details, see §16. Usually these appear after the first word
in the predicate. Four distinguish first- and second-person singular and plural
subjects in non-passive main clauses. Another, somewhat freer in its possible
positions, is the third-person plural marker. These five are dealt with primarily
in §14, “The Person System.” Of the non-personal second-position predicate
particles, two mark tense, past and future. Most of the others are modal, distin-
guishing questions, requests, exclamations, quality of information, and so on.
These and the sentence-final tags are described in §16.

The nominal particles include the articles and the oblique case marker. The
articles include (1) a set of six members (with some variants) identifiable by the
intersection of two distinctions: gender (feminine versus non-feminine) and
position (present and visible, nearby but invisible, remote or hypothetical); and
(2) a single article marking a proper noun in the oblique case. The articles serve
to introduce nominal adjuncts, and they enter into the formation of several sets
of demonstratives that can also introduce nominal adjuncts or stand as nominal
adjuncts themselves. The articles, as well as the demonstratives, are described
in §15. 

The oblique particle ÷; serves as a case marker introducing oblique nominal
adjuncts (see §3.4) and one kind of noun possessor (§3.8.1).

Finally, there is one conjunction, ÷;¥ ~ i ‘and, but,’ which links both coordi-
nate nominal adjuncts (§3.8.4) and coordinate clauses (§5).
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3
Syntax 1: Simple Sentences

31

3.1. THE MINIMAL SENTENCE 
A sentence consists minimally of a predicate. A predicate may consist of a single
word.

(a) ƒí.
big
‘It’s big.’

(b) ÷é≥nƒ;.
be.I
‘It’s me.’

(c) néµ.
go
‘Go!’

Such predicates are probably not very common, except perhaps as commands,
as in the last instance. More commonly, this word, now identifiable as the pred-
icate head, is followed by one or more second-position predicate particles (see
§3.1.2 below). 

(d) néµ ®;.
go PER

‘Go!’

(e) néµ ç;.
go QUOT

‘He is said to be going.’

(f) néµ c;n ce÷.
go I FUT

‘I’ll go.’
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(g) néµ ÷; ∆xø kø;.
go ROG you then
‘Will you go then?’

(h) ˚øáqø ∆xø ce÷.
be.hit you FUT

‘You’ll get hit.’

(i) cákø œ;.
far EMPH

‘It’s far!’

(j) spé÷eƒ ÷;.
black.bear ROG

‘Is it a bear?’

(k) spé÷eƒ µ;.
black.bear CERT

‘It’s (certainly) a bear.’

(l) spé÷eƒ ç;.
black.bear QUOT

‘It’s said to be a bear.’

(m)spé÷eƒ y;xø µ;.
black.bear INF CERT

‘It must be a bear (even though we cannot see it).’

(n) sw⁄¥qe÷ c;n.
male I
‘I am a man.’

(o) stém ce÷ kø;.
what FUT then
‘What will it be (then)?’

(p) c-y⁄w;n ce÷ µ;.
VERB-sing.possessed FUT CERT

‘He’s going to sing his sy⁄w;n [possessing song].’

(q) çéw;t c;n ce÷.
çéw-;t c;n ce÷
help-TRANSITIVE I FUT

‘I’ll help him/her/them.’

(r) çéw;ƒ;s ce÷.
çéw-;t-S-;s ce÷.
help-TR-me-3TR FUT

‘He will help me.’
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(s) ˚ø;cnél;m ce÷ µ;.
˚øec-n-él-;m ce÷ µ;
see-TR-I(PAS)-INTR FUT CERT

‘I will be seen. They (somebody) will see me.’

(t) kø⁄xn;ct ∆xø µe.
køix-n;c-t çxø µe.
name-base-TR you CERT

‘Name a price.’

(u) n⁄∑n;ct ®; œ;.
n⁄∑-n;c-t ®; œ;.
insert-base-TR PER EMPH

‘Pay him!’

(Note that in (s) and (t) the full vowels of ˚øéc ‘look’ and køíx ‘name’ are
reduced to schwa when the roots are followed by the suffixes -n- ‘transitive’
and n;c ‘base.’)

3.1.1. Predicate Heads
Predicate heads can be bare roots like ƒí ‘big,’ cákø ‘far,’ ˚øáqø ‘get hit,’
derived forms like spé÷eƒ ‘black bear,’ cy⁄w;n ‘sing a possessing song,’
inflected forms like çéw;t ‘help him/her/them,’ çéw;ƒ;s ‘he/she helps me,’ and
˚ø;cnél;m ‘I am seen,’ and forms with both derivational and inflectional affix-
es like kø⁄xn;ct and n⁄∑n;ct in the sentences above. (These affixes will be
identified later.)

Predicate heads can also be words definable morphologically as verbs (néµ
‘go’), adjectives (ƒí ‘big’), nouns (sw⁄¥qe÷ ‘man’), or members of the closed
sets of personal words (÷é≥nƒ; ‘be-I, me’) and interrogative words (stém
‘what’). In fact, perhaps there are only a few adverbs that cannot serve as pred-
icate heads.

While members of these several classes of words can all serve as predicate
heads, it is nevertheless useful to distinguish verbal, adjectival, and nominal
predicates. In expanded predicates, members of these classes enter into some-
what different sorts of relations with other elements. And because of analytical
problems that adjectival and nominal predicates pose, it seems best to postpone
consideration of them until we have considered expanded verbal predicates and
their nominal adjuncts. But first let us look at the second component of most
minimal sentences.

3.1.2. The Second-Position Predicate Particles
The second-position predicate particles form a closed set of twenty or so mem-
bers. Many of them can co-occur and do so in a fixed order. A fuller discussion,
with examples, appears in §16. Here we need only note those that occur most
commonly.
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The second-position predicate particles include four person markers

c;n ‘I’ ct ‘we’
∆xø ‘you (singular)’ ce≥p ‘you (plural)’

which mark first- and second-person subjects of non-passive (intransitive and
active transitive) predicates in main clauses. In the absence of any of these or
the imperative particle, the subject of a non-passive main clause is understood
to be third person. They also include

÷é≥®t;n ‘third person plural’ (3PL)

which optionally marks plurality for a third-person subject (or object or possessor).
The second-position predicate particles also include two tense markers

-;® ‘past’ ce÷ ‘future’ (FUT)

and a number of modal particles, marking questions

÷; ‘interrogative’ (ROG)

requests and instructions

®e ~ ®; ‘imperative’ (PER)

degree of certainty and quality of information

µe ~ µ; ‘certainty’ (CERT) y;xø ‘inference’ (INF)
ç; ‘hearsay, quotative’ (QUOT) çtwa÷ ‘speculative’ (SPEC)

relationship to old information or assumptions

kø; ‘then’ œ; ‘emphatic’ (EMPH)
ƒ;® ‘though, but, adversative’ (ADV) ÷a¬ ‘just, only’

and others, many of them difficult to gloss.
As examples in the following sections will illustrate, the second-position

predicate particles, except for ÷a¬ ‘just’ (see §16.2.8) and ÷é≥®t;n ‘third-person
plural’ (see §14.2.9), always follow the first word in a predicate. When a pred-
icate is expanded by the addition of one or more words before the head, the par-
ticles are shifted in position so as to follow the first word.

3.2. EXPANDED VERBAL PREDICATES
A verbal predicate may be expanded by the addition of one or two auxiliary
verbs before the head and/or one or more adverbs either before or after the
head. We also find verbs with verb complements and compound verbs.

3.2.1. Auxiliary Verbs
Two pairs of verbs function as auxiliaries, a locative pair, ÷i ‘be here’ and ni÷ ~
ni ~ n; ‘be there,’ and a directional pair, ÷;µí ~ µi ‘come’ and néµ ‘go.’ I will
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refer to these as the locative auxiliaries and the directional auxiliaries. They
may also function as predicate heads and as prepositional verbs.

The auxiliaries serve as pegs on which to hang subject (or, in nominaliza-
tions, possessive) person markers and non-personal particles. They also serve
to set the predicate within a spatial context.

The choice between ÷i and ni÷ depends on the location of the speaker relative
to whatever the predicate refers to. The auxiliary ÷i ‘be here’ locates the phe-
nomenon or event (whether real or hypothetical, present, past, or future) near
the speaker at the time of utterance. The auxiliary ni÷ ‘be there’ locates it some-
where else. Consider the following sentences with ÷i.

(a) ÷i c;n çéç;w;t.
÷i c;n çéç;∑-;t
AUX I be.helping-TR

‘I am helping him.’

(b) ÷i c;n téc;l.
AUX I arrive.here
‘I arrived here.’

(c) ÷i téc;l.
AUX arrive.here
‘He’s here. He has arrived here.’

(d) ÷i≥® y;xø c;n µ; ÷í÷t;t.
÷i-;® y;xø c;n µ; ÷í÷t;t
AUX-past INF I CERT be.sleeping
‘I must have been asleep.’

(e) ÷i c;n cn⁄xø;®.
÷i c;n c-n⁄xø;®
AUX I get-canoe
‘I have a canoe.’

In each of these, the ÷i shows that the speaker is where he/she is helping or has
arrived, where someone else has arrived, and so on. In the following, with ni÷, the
speaker is not where the event has happened, is happening, or may happen.

(f) ni c;n çéw;t.
ni÷ c;n çéw-;t
AUX I help-TR

‘I helped him.’

(g) ni c;n t⁄p;®t. (JP)
ni÷ c;n t⁄p;®-t
AUX I be.stretching.on.a.frame-TR

‘I’m stretching it [a hide] on a frame.’
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(h) ni÷ †í†;¬;µ.
ni÷ †í†;¬-;m
AUX be.singing-INTR

‘There is someone singing.’

(i) ni ÷; ∆xø ce÷ qøiqøé¬?
AUX ROG you FUT make.a.speech
‘Will you be speaking?’

(j) ni÷ ˚ø;cnél;m.
ni÷ ˚øec-n-él-;m
AUX look-TR-1PAS-INTR

‘I am seen. They see me.’

(k) ni÷;® ˚ø;cnél;m.
ni÷-;® ˚øéc-n-él-;m
AUX-past look-TR-PAS-INTR

‘I was seen. They saw me.’

(l) ni ÷; y;xø ce÷ w;néµ.
ni÷ ÷; y;xø ce÷ w;-néµ
AUX ROG INF FUT ESTABLISHED-go
‘I wonder if he will go.’

The locative auxiliaries may indirectly convey information about time. Very
often, when the auxiliary ni÷ appears with a perfective form of the verb, the ref-
erence is to a past event, as in ni÷ c;n çéw;t ‘I helped him.’ But this is not
because ni÷ is a past marker. It is simply because the event is remote in space
from the speaker, as are, in the examples just given, my hide stretching on a
frame somewhere, somebody singing somewhere, the speech that you may
give, and my being seen by other people. Similarly, the auxiliary ÷i often
appears with a progressive form and reference to the present, as in ÷i c;n
çéç;w;t ‘I am helping him.’ But again, this is simply because the speaker is
present at this ongoing event. In ÷i c;n téc;l ‘I arrived here,’ the reference is to
a past event, but the speaker is still present where the event occurred and so
uses ÷i rather than ni÷. The locative auxiliaries clearly refer to space and not to
time, though perhaps more often than not the ‘then’ is ‘there’ and the ‘now’ is
‘here.’ The only true tense markers, however, are the particles -;® ‘past’ and ce÷
‘future.’

The directional auxiliaries ÷;mí ~ µi ‘come’ and néµ ‘go’ identify actions
as involving motion toward or away from the speaker.

(m) µi ®e ÷éxøe÷.
come PER give.food
‘Give me some [of something to eat].’
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(n) µi ®; kø;txøíl;m.
come PER enter
‘Come inside.’

(o) néµ ®; mé÷x.
néµ ®; mé÷-x
go PER come.off-TR

‘Take it away.’

These auxiliaries can also have aspect-like senses, ÷;mí meaning ‘become’
and néµ ‘be going to (do something).’

(p) ÷;µi xø;ƒí.
÷;µi xø;-ƒí
come become-big
‘It became big.’

(q) néµ c;n ÷ím;x.
go I walk
‘I’m going to walk.’

If auxiliaries appear in sequence, the locational precedes the directional, ÷i
nearly always appearing before ÷;µi and ni÷ before néµ.

(r) ÷i µi ®;®í≥l.
be.here come be.moving.shoreward
‘He’s coming in [shoreward].’

(s) ÷i w;®µi t;wy;≈á¥√ƒ;t.
i w;®-÷;µi t;w-y;-≈á¥√ƒ;t
be.here already-come somewhat-along-be.getting.cold
‘It’s been getting a little colder.’

(t) ni neµ kø;nkø⁄n.
be.there go be.captured
‘He was taken captive.’

(u) ni neµ cpé÷eƒ.
ni÷ neµ c-pé÷;ƒ
be.there go get-black.bear
‘He has gone hunting bear.’

(v) ni neµ †á˚ø ÷é≥®t;n.
be.there go return.home 3PL

‘They went home.’

The locative auxiliaries can also occur with their own lexical counterparts.
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(w)÷i ÷í. (AG)
AUX be.here
‘He’s here.’

(x) ni ní÷. (AG)
AUX be.there
‘He’s there.’

There is also a set of demonstrative auxiliaries, which combine elements
identifiable with the locative auxiliaries and elements of the demonstrative sys-
tem. They are described in §15.

3.2.2. Adverbs
An adverb is a word that can appear within the predicate as a modifier, speci-
fying frequency, intensity, or some other quality (see §18). Most adverbs can
appear initially in the predicate, as do yáƒ ‘always,’ √é ‘again, also,’ ®⁄œ ‘usu-
ally,’ and qé÷is ‘recently’ in (a) to (e).

(a) w;yáƒ ÷; ∆xø n;w y;÷é≥¥. (JP)
w;-yáƒ ÷; ∆xø ni÷ w;-y;-÷é≥¥
EST-always ROG you AUX EST-along-be.continuing
‘Do you always keep going?’

(b) √e c;n n;w® ≈té. (CC)
√é c;n ni÷ w;®-≈té÷
again I AUX already-do
‘I did it again.’

(c) ®⁄œ c;n w;µi téc;l. (DK)
®⁄œ c;n w;-µi téc;l
usually I EST-AUX(come) arrive.here
‘I generally get here.’

(d) ®⁄œ;® ≈é≥µ. (JP)
®⁄œ-;® ≈é≥µ
usually-past be.crying
‘She used to be crying.’

(e) qé÷is c;n ni ˚ø⁄cn;xø. (JP)
qé÷is c;n ni÷ ˚øéc-n;xø
recently I AUX look-TR

‘I saw him just now.’

Some adverbs can appear between the auxiliary and the predicate head, as √é
‘again, also’ and m⁄˚ø ‘all’ in (f) and (g).
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(f) ni ÷; √;w néµ÷. (CC)
ni÷ ÷; √é w;-néµ
AUX ROG also EST-go
‘Did he go too?’

(g) ni c;n w;m⁄˚ø p⁄n;t. (CC)
ni÷ c;n w;-m⁄˚ø p⁄n-;t
AUX I EST-all get.buried-TR

‘I buried them all.’

And some adverbs can appear after the predicate head, as q;¬ét ‘again’ and
m⁄˚ø ‘all’ in (h) and (i).

(h) ni neµ xø;né≥nt q;¬ét. (JP 12)
ni÷ neµ xø;-né÷;nt q;¬ét
AUX AUX(go) become-be.getting.night again
‘It became evening again.’

(i) mi ∆xø xø;xøét m⁄˚ø. (JP)
µi ∆xø xø;xøé-t m⁄˚ø
AUX(come) you be.descending-TR all
‘Bring them all down.’

3.2.3. Verb Complements
Several verbs often appear with verb complements. Such verbs include †á÷ƒ;t
‘try,’ ƒ⁄t ‘intend, try,’ í̧xø;m ‘pity, be so kind as to, please,’ ¸xøím;t ‘pity him,
be so kind as to ... for him,’ ÷é≥¥ ‘continue,’ hé¥ ‘go ahead,’ háy ‘finish,’ as in
(a) to (e).

(a) †á÷ƒ;t ®e c√⁄m. (CC 1)
†é÷-ƒ;t ®e c√⁄m
test-self PER jump
‘Try to jump.’

(b) ƒ⁄t ®ákø ... (JP 4)
try fly
‘He tried to fly ... [but]’

(c) ¸íxø;m ®e çéw;t.
í̧xø;m ®e çéw-;t 

please PER help-TR

‘Please help him.’

(d) ÷i c;n ÷é≥¥ køúkø ... (CC 12)
AUX I be.continuing cook
‘I continued to cook ...’
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(e) hé¥ ∆xø kø; ≈ø;≈ø;¥ém. (CC)
go.ahead you then be.story.telling
‘Go ahead then and tell a story.’

The verb háy ‘finish’ with w;®- ‘already’ can have the sense of an English
perfect tense, as in (f) and (g).

(f) niw;® háy cy⁄w;n. (CC)
ni÷ w;®-háy cy⁄w;n
AUX already-finish sing.possessing.song
‘He has finished singing. He has already sung.’

(g) ni÷;® ; ∆xø w;®áy ˚ø⁄cn;xø (CC)
ni÷-;® ÷; ∆xø w;®-háy ˚øéc-n;xø
AUX-past ROG you already-finish look-TR

‘Have you ever seen him?’

Verbs of motion can be followed by verb complements, as in (h) and (i).

(h) ÷;µí ƒ;® ÷⁄®t;n. (JP)
come ADV eat
‘Come and eat now [regardless of other matters].’

(i) néµ c;n kø; †á˚ø ÷éy;l;säm;. (JP 3)
néµ c;n kø; †á˚ø ÷éy;l-l;s-äm;
go(AUX) I then return.home leave-TR-you
‘Now I can go home and leave you.’

3.2.4. Hortative Forms
The auxiliary ÷i or the verb hé¥ ‘go ahead’ followed by the particle ®e ‘imper-
ative,’ with the stress on the particle (possibly a unique case of such a stress pat-
tern), has the sense of a first-person plural imperative: ‘Let’s go!’ JP and AG
both gave (a), while CC gave (b).

(a) ÷i ®é. ‘Let’s go!’
(b) he¥ ®é. ‘Let’s go!’

AG also used a sequence of two particles, ®e ‘imperative’ and ÷e≥ ‘plural
imperative.’

(c) ÷i ®é ÷e≥. ‘Let’s go!’

CC used he¥ ®é followed by a verb complement, as in (d).

(d) he¥ ®é †áxø. (CC)
go.ahead PER move.down.toward.shore
‘Let’s go down toward the shore.’
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In JP’s usage, however, he¥ ®é was followed by what seems to be a separate
predicate in (e).

(e) hé¥ ®e néµ ct.
go.ahead PER go we
‘Let’s go’ or ‘Get ready ... we’ll go.’

AG’s usage in (f) looks like CC’s use of he¥ ®é.

(f) ÷i ®é †íl;m.
AUX PER sing
‘Let’s sing.’

However, in (g) it appears that ‘sing’ is a separate predicate in that the ‘plural
imperative’ follows it. (See also §16.2.9. and §16.2.11.)

(g) ÷i ®é †íl;m ÷e≥
AUX PER sing PLPER

‘Let’s sing.’

3.3. TYPES OF VERBAL PREDICATES
On the basis of suffixes of the voice system (see §10) borne by the predicate
head, we can distinguish grammatically three types of verbal predicates: intran-
sitive, active transitive, and passive.

3.3.1. Intransitive Predicates
A predicate in which the head bears no transitive suffix can be identified as
grammatically intransitive. Examples of intransitive predicates taken from
among the sentences given in the preceding sections are: 

(a) ÷i téc;l.
AUX arrive.here
‘He has arrived here.’

(b) néµ c;n ÷ím;x.
go I walk
‘I’m going to walk.’

(c) ˚øáqø ∆xø ce÷.
be.hit you FUT

‘You’ll get hit.’

(d) ni neµ kø;nkø⁄n.
be.there go be.captured
‘He was taken captive.’
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(e) µi ®e ÷éxøe÷.
come PER give.food
‘Give me some (of something to eat).’

In (e) ‘me’ is implied by the directional auxiliary µi ‘come.’

(f) ÷i c;n c-n⁄xø;®.
AUX I get-canoe
‘I have a canoe.’

(g) ni neµ cpé÷eƒ.
ni÷ neµ c-pé÷;ƒ
be.there go get-black.bear
‘He has gone bear hunting.’

Some of these sentences are translated with English transitive verbs in the
active or passive voice, but this has no bearing on the grammatical status of the
Halkomelem sentences. It is simply a reflection of the fact that many
Halkomelem roots, such as ˚øáqø ‘get hit’ and kø⁄n ‘get taken,’ are non-active
or patient-oriented, while others, including ÷éxøe÷ ‘give food,’ are active or
agent-oriented, and of the fact that the prefix c- ‘get, make, do’ produces an
active form.

There are also four suffixes that produce intransitive verbs, the most com-
monly used of which are -;m ‘intransitive’ and -els ‘activity’ (see §10.2).

3.3.2. Active Transitive Predicates
A predicate in which the verb bears one of the transitive suffixes -t, -n;xø
(~ -n-), -x, etc. (for a full account, see §10.1) may be identified as grammati-
cally transitive, and when this suffix is not followed by the suffix -;m ‘intran-
sitive,’ it is active.

The transitive suffix may be followed by one of the first- and second-person
object markers, -S ‘me, you,’ -Samx ~ -amx ‘me,’ -Sam; ~ -am; ‘you,’ -a¬xø
‘us,’ and -al; ‘you plural.’ (The transitive suffix -t and the object marker -S are
realized as ƒ). In the absence of one of these, the object is third person. A tran-
sitive form may also bear the third-person transitive subject (ergative) marker 
-;s. (For a fuller account of the person markers, see §14.)

Among the sentences given in the preceding sections, the following are
transitive:

(a) ni c;n çéw;t.
ni÷ c;n çéw-;t
AUX I help-TR

‘I helped him.’
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(b) çéw;ƒ c;n ce÷.
çew-;t-S c;n ce÷
help-TR-me I FUT

‘I’ll help you.’

(c) çéw;ƒ;s ce÷.
çéw-;t-S-;s ce÷.
help-TR-me-TR FUT

‘He will help me.’

(d) qé÷is c;n ni ˚ø⁄cn;xø.
qé÷is c;n ni÷ ˚øéc-n;xø
recently I AUX look-TR

‘I saw him just now.’

(e) neµ ®; mé÷x.
neµ ®; mé÷-x
go PER be.off-TR

‘Take it away.’

3.3.3. Passive Predicates
A predicate in which the verb bears a transitive suffix followed by the suffix 
-;m ‘intransitive,’ with or without an intervening passive person marker, may
be identified as grammatically passive. If there is no passive person marker
between the transitive and intransitive suffixes, the subject is third person. The
passive person markers are -Sel- ~ -el- ‘I,’ -Sam- ~ -am- ‘you,’ and -al- ‘we,
you plural.’ The second-person -Sam- and the -;m ‘intransitive’ are realized as
-Sa≥m. (Passive forms are not grammatically accompanied by the subject parti-
cles c;n ‘I,’ ∆xø ‘you,’ etc.)

Examples of passive predicates are:

(a) ni çéw-;t-;m.
AUX help-TR-INTR

‘He was helped.’

(b) ÷i çéw;ƒél;m.
÷i çéw-;t-Sel-;m
AUX help-TR-I-INTR

‘I was helped.’

(c) çéw;ƒä≥m ce÷
çéw-;t-Sam-;m ce÷
help-TR-you-INTR FUT

‘He (she, they) will help you. You will be helped.’
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(d) ni÷ çéw-;t-äl-;m.
AUX help-TR-we-INTR

‘We were helped. You (pl.) were helped.’

(e) ni÷ ˚ø;cná≥m.
ni÷ ˚øec-n-am-;m
AUX see-TR-you-INTR

‘He (she, they) sees (see) you. You are seen.’

(f) ˚ø;cnél;m ce÷ µ;.
˚øec-n-el-;m ce÷ µ;
see-TR-I-INTR FUT CERT

‘I’ll be seen.’

Speakers’ translations ‘He will help you’ and ‘He sees you’ reflect the fact
that active forms cannot have second-person objects with third-person subjects.
Often, however, speakers will translate all of these forms with the active voice
and ‘they’ as the subject.

3.4. NOMINAL ADJUNCTS 
In a simple sentence, the predicate may be followed by one or more nominal
adjuncts functioning as subject, object, locus, instrument, and so on.

The presence of a nominal adjunct is signalled by one of the deictic elements
that constitute the demonstrative system (§15), an article or a demonstrative.
These particles and words distinguish gender (non-feminine or feminine) and
position (present and visible, near and invisible, or remote or non-existent).

A nominal adjunct consists minimally of a demonstrative standing alone and
functioning as a third-person pronoun, such as køƒé÷ ‘he, that one (near, invis-
ible),’ ƒ;w√á ‘she (present, visible),’ and so on. Or, a nominal adjunct may con-
sist of a demonstrative or an article followed by a word functioning as the
nominal adjunct head, as in t; spé÷eƒ ‘the/a (non-feminine, present, visible)
black bear,’ ƒ; n;m⁄∫; ‘my (feminine, present, visible) child,’ that is, ‘my
daughter here.’ (It is also possible for nominalized clauses and relative clauses
to serve as nominal adjuncts, in what are, by that fact, complex sentences,
described in §4.)

Nominal adjuncts relate to verbal predicates either directly or obliquely. A
direct nominal adjunct is unmarked, while an oblique nominal adjunct may (but
see directly below) be preceded by the oblique case marker ÷;. Direct nominal
adjuncts serve as subjects and (direct) objects, while oblique nominal adjuncts
serve as loci and goals, instruments, oblique objects of intransitives, agents of
passives, and possessors.

The role of oblique also differs from that of direct nominal adjunct in that it
can be filled by a personal word, ÷é≥nƒ; ‘me,’ n⁄w; ‘you,’ and so on (see
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§14.2.7). Furthermore, before personal words and proper nouns serving as
oblique nominal adjuncts, instead of one of the articles that appear elsewhere
we find the oblique article √ (§15.1.4), which conveys no information about
gender or position.

The difference between direct and oblique nominal adjuncts is not always
apparent. In the Musqueam dialect as spoken by CC and JP, the particle ÷; is
optional and in some contexts is usually omitted. In this respect, as in several
others, Musqueam stands between Cowichan, in which the particle is obligato-
ry, and Upriver, in which it seems not to occur. In the Musqueam of DK and
AG, which is influenced by Cowichan, the particle ÷; appears with all oblique
nominal adjuncts. Despite the absence of the particle for some speakers, how-
ever, the fact that an adjunct is oblique can be established in two ways. First, if
a proper noun or personal word is substituted, the article √ will appear. CC and
JP used this article pretty consistently even when omitting the particle. Second,
as described later (§4.1.1.2), if the oblique is “extracted” for a relative clause,
the verb in the relative clause bears the prefix s- (for an oblique object) or ßxø-
(for a locus, goal, or instrument).

Let us now look at nominal adjuncts in relation to the three types of verbal
predicates identified in §3.3.

3.4.1. With Intransitive Predicates
An intransitive verbal predicate may have a single direct nominal adjunct,
which is its subject, as in (a) to (c).

(a) ni mé÷ t; sπí .̧ (DK)
AUX come.off ART dye
‘The dye ran.’

(b) ÷i w;÷í ®; n;m⁄∫;. (CC)
÷i w;-÷í ®; n;-m⁄∫;
AUX EST-be.here ART my-child
‘My daughter is here [somewhere not visible].’

(c) ni ®á˚ø ÷⁄√q;l t; sœøél;x. (CC)
AUX fly exit ART bird
‘The bird flew out.’

Intransitive verbal predicates can have oblique nominal adjuncts in several
roles. A predicate that expresses location or motion can have an oblique nomi-
nal adjunct as its locus or goal, as in (d) to (h).

(d) ÷i c;n ÷í ÷; t;∫á.
AUX I be.here OBL this
‘I am here.’
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(e) ni ní÷ ; t;ná≥n;.
AUX be.there OBL that.over.there
‘He/she is over there.’

(f) néµ c;n ce÷ t; sp⁄®≈;n. (CC)
néµ c;n ce÷ [÷;] t; sp⁄®≈;n
go I FUT [OBL] ART pasture/prairie
‘I’m going to the pasture.’

(g) µi ∆xø t;∫á s;œí∫. (JP)
÷;µí ∆xø [÷;] t;∫á s;œí∫
come you [OBL] this near.end
‘Come to this end of the house.’

(h) ni çé÷ ; t; smé≥nt. (AG)
ni çé÷ ÷; t; smé≥nt.
AUX land/perch OBL ART rock
‘It landed on the rocks.’

When a subject and a locus or goal both appear, the order of the two adjuncts
may be either way. Compare (i) and (j):

(i) ni ní÷ √ s¸ám;s kø®; n;m⁄∫;. (CC)
ni ní÷ [÷;] √ ş ám;s kø®; n;-m⁄∫;
AUX be.there [OBL] ART Victoria[Songhees] ART my-child
‘My daughter is in Victoria.’

(j) ni sç;çé÷ t; n;wá∆ ÷; t; púk. (CC)
ni÷ sç;çé÷ t; n;-wá∆ ÷; t; púk [púkø]
AUX atop ART my-watch OBL ART book
‘My watch is on top of the book.’

(Constructions like these, composed of intransitive verbs with oblique nom-
inal adjuncts as loci or goals, also commonly serve as verbal adjuncts, compa-
rable to English prepositional phrases. See §3.5.)

A predicate that refers to some action that may have a patient but is non-
active (patient-oriented) may have an oblique nominal adjunct as instrument, as
in (k) and (l).

(k) ni c;n ˚øáqø ÷; køƒ; ˚øqø⁄m;n. (AG)
AUX I get.hit OBL ART ax
‘I got hit by an ax.’

(l) ni c;n ®⁄çc;s ÷; køƒ; ®éçt;n. (AG)
AUX I get.hand.cut OBL ART knife
‘I got cut in the hand with a knife.’
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An intransitive predicate that is active (agent-oriented) can have an oblique
object. Active intransitive verbs that participate in this construction include
some bare roots, some forms with c- ‘get, make, do,’ some with -;m ‘intransi-
tive,’ and some with -éls ‘activity.’ These affixes all seem to produce agent-ori-
ented verbs. Examples with bare roots are (m), (n), and (o).

(m)µi ®e ÷éxøe÷ ; ˚ø qá÷. (CC)
µi ®; ÷éxøe÷ ÷; ˚ø qá÷
AUX(come) PER give.food OBL ART water
‘Give me some water.’

(n) néµ ®; s⁄wœ ˚ø; s÷⁄®t;n. (CC)
néµ ®; s⁄wœ [÷;] ˚ø; s÷⁄®t;n
go PER seek OBL ART food
‘Go look for food.’

(o) ni ÷; ƒ⁄t ÷; tƒé÷. (DK)
ni ÷; ƒ⁄t ; tƒé÷
AUX ROG say OBL that
‘Did he say that?’

Examples with affixes are (p) to (s).

(p) ni c;n ckø⁄n ˚ø n⁄ça÷. (DK)
ni c;n c-kø⁄n [÷;] ˚ø n⁄ça÷
AUX I get-get.taken [OBL] ART one
‘I was able to get one.’

(q) néµ c;n ≈té÷em ˚ø snét;®q;n. (CC)
néµ c;n ≈té÷-;m [÷;] ˚ø s-nét-;®-q;n
AUX(go) I make-INTR [OBL] ART NOM-night-past-meal
‘I’m going to make breakfast.’

(r) ni ÷;xí≥ls ÷; køƒ; qø®é¥. (AG)
ni÷ ÷⁄x;l-éls ÷; køƒ; qø®é¥
AUX paddle-ACT OBL ART log
‘They towed the logs.’

(s) ni µe néµ †;méls ÷; køƒ; sn⁄xø;®s. (CC)
ni µ; néµ †em-éls ÷; køƒ; sn⁄xø;®-s
AUX CERT AUX(go) get.hit-ACT OBL ART canoe-3POS

‘He’s gone to hew his canoe.’

It is also possible for an oblique nominal adjunct to appear as an instrumen-
tal following a predicate head with the suffix -éls ‘activity,’ as in (t).
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(t) ®çéls ÷; t; ®éçt;n. (AG)
®íç-éls ÷; t; ®éçt;n
cut-ACT OBL ART knife
‘cut with a knife’

But it may not be possible, AG believed, to have an -éls form with two
oblique adjuncts, one the oblique object and the other the instrumental.

3.4.2. With Active Transitive Predicates
An active transitive predicate may have one or two direct nominal adjuncts.

If the subject is a first or second person, a direct nominal adjunct may appear
as the object, as in (a) and (b).

(a) çéw;t c;n ce÷ t;w√a.
çéw-;t c;n ce÷ t;w√á
help-TR I FUT he/him
‘I will help him.’

(b) ni ÷; ∆xø ˚ø⁄cn;xø køƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷.
ni ÷; ∆xø ˚øec-n;xø køƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷
AUX ROG you look-TR that man
‘Did you see that man?’

If the object is a first person, a direct nominal adjunct may appear as the sub-
ject, as in (c).

(c) çéw;ƒämx;s ce÷ tƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷.
çéw-;t-Samx-;s ce÷ tƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷
help-TR-me-3TR FUT that man
‘That man will help me.’

Active transitive forms with second-person objects and third-person subjects,
however, do not occur. Instead we find passive forms.

Unless another condition is met, if a predicate has a third-person subject and
a third-person object, a single direct nominal adjunct will be interpreted as the
object. Thus (d) must have the first interpretation rather than the second
(starred), improbable though it may be.

(d) œíœ;˚ø;t;s t; n;sqø;mé¥. (DK)
œíœ;˚ø-;t-;s t; n;-sqø;mé¥
be.biting-TR-3TR ART my-dog
‘He is biting my dog.’ (**‘My dog is biting him.’)

The other condition is the appearance of t;w√a and other demonstratives
formed with √á ‘be third person.’ After a predicate head with the suffix -;s
‘third-person transitive subject,’ t;w√a or one of its counterparts must be inter-
preted as subject, as in (e).
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(e) kø⁄n;t;s t;w√a swí∑l;s. (JP 27)
kø⁄n-;t-;s t;w√a swí∑l;s
get.taken-TR-3TR that young.man
‘The young man took it.’

An active transitive predicate may also have both object and subject nominal
adjuncts. When this occurs, the normal order seems to be predicate, subject,
object (VSO), as in (f).

(f) ni œá≥yt;s ƒ; pús ƒ; ˚øé†;∫. (JP)
ni÷ œáy-;t-;s ƒ; pús ƒ; ˚øé†;∫
AUX die-TR-3TR ART cat ART mouse
‘The cat killed the mouse.’

But the order predicate, object, subject (VOS) is also possible, as in (g).

(g) ˚øé˚ø;y;t;s t; méµ;∫;s tƒe sw⁄¥qe÷. (JP)
køé˚ø;y-;t-;s t; méµ;∫;-s tƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷
be.training-TR-3TR ART children-3POS that man
‘That man is training his sons [preparing them for vision quests].’

In (g), perhaps the sense requires that the father be the subject. But any pos-
sible ambiguity can be avoided by the use of t;w√a, which can mark the sub-
ject only, as in (h).

(h) ni œá≥yt;s t; sm⁄y;ƒ t;w√a sw⁄¥qe÷. (DK)
ni÷ œáy-;t-;s t; sm⁄¥;ƒ t;w√a sw⁄¥qe÷
AUX die-TR-3TR ART deer that man
‘The man killed the deer.’

The sentences offered by me,

ni œá≥yt;s t; sw⁄¥qe÷ t;w√a sm⁄y;ƒ.
ni œá≥yt;s t;w√a sm⁄y;ƒ t; sw⁄¥qe÷.

would both, DK insisted, have to mean ‘The deer killed the man.’
This subject-marking function of t;w√a (or a counterpart) allows for free-

dom in the ordering of subject and object nominal adjuncts. In texts dictated by
JP, there are a few complex sentences suggesting that he used t;w√a or a coun-
terpart to postpone a subject with dependent elements until after the object.

There is one further constraint on transitive predicates with two third-person
participants. A proper name cannot assume the role of subject. It must be the
agent in a passive construction.

An active transitive predicate can have an oblique nominal adjunct serving as
an instrumental, as in (i), (j), and (k).
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(i) ni c;n láµ;t ÷; kƒ; smé≥nt. (CC)
ni c;n láµ-;t ÷; køƒ; smé≥nt
AUX I get.hit(by something thrown)-TR OBL ART rock
‘I hit him with a rock.’

(j) lám;t t; smé≥nt. (CC)
láµ-;t [÷;] t; smé≥nt
get.hit-TR OBL ART rock
‘Hit him with a rock.’

(k) ®íç;t ÷; t; ®éçt;n. (AG)
®íç-;t ÷; t; ®éçt;n
cut-TR OBL ART knife
‘Cut it with a knife.’

We also find oblique nominal adjuncts playing other roles when they appear
following active transitive predicate heads bearing the suffix -st;xø ‘causative’
(see §10.3.2) or one of the applicative suffixes (see §10.4.)

A causative formed from an intransitive verb of motion may have an oblique
nominal adjunct for its goal or recipient, as in (l) and (m).

(l) míst;xø ∆xø √ ÷é≥nƒ;. (JP)
÷;µí-st;xø ∆xø [÷;] √ ÷é≥nƒ;
come-CAUS you OBL ART me
‘Bring it to me.’

(m)n;÷ém;st;xø ®; t;w√a. (CC)
néµ-st;xø ®; [÷;] t;w√a
go-CAUS PER OBL him
‘Take it to him.’

Probably for most verbs of this sort, however, a goal or recipient is expressed
in a verbal complement (prepositional phrase) (see §3.5).

A causative formed from an agent-oriented verb may have an oblique nomi-
nal adjunct for what is the patient in the action performed by what is its gram-
matical object (the causee), as in (n) and (o).

(n) ˚ø⁄cst;xø t; John ÷; køƒ;∫ pút. (AG)
˚øéc-st;xø t; John ÷; køƒ; ÷;n-pút
look-CAUS ART John OBL ART your-boat
‘Show John your boat.’

(o) ni c;n ÷⁄®t;n;st;xø køƒ; s√í√q;® ÷; køƒ; sqéwƒ. (AG)
ni÷ c;n ÷⁄®t;n-st;xø køƒ; s√í√q;® ÷; køƒ; sqéwƒ
AUX I eat-CAUS ART child OBL ART potato
‘I fed the child potatoes.’
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These are more literally ‘Cause John to look at your boat’ and ‘I caused the
child to eat potatoes.’

The applicatives -st;xø2 ‘comitative,’ -®c- ‘benefactive,’ and -;s ‘recipient’
allow someone playing a role other than that of patient to become the gram-
matical object, at which point the original patient must be expressed by an
oblique nominal adjunct, as in (p), (q), and (r).

(p) ≈té÷st;xø ÷; ti÷í. (AG)
≈té÷-st;xø ÷; t;÷í
do-COM OBL this
‘Do this to it.’

(q) ƒéy;®cƒämx ®e [÷;] ˚ø; t⁄≈øac. (CC)
ƒéy-®c-t-Samx ®; [÷;] ˚ø; t⁄≈øac
be.created-BEN-TR-me PER OBL ART bow
‘Make me a bow.’

(r) ÷áxø;sƒämx ∆xø ÷; ˚ø ®éçt;n. (AG)
÷éxø-;s-t-Samx ∆xø ÷; ˚ø; ®éçt;n
give-REC-TR-me you OBL ART knife
‘Give me a knife.’

The last three sentences might be rendered with grammatically more parallel
forms as ‘Affect it with this,’ ‘Supply me with a bow,’ and ‘Present me with a
knife.’ (For a full analysis of Halkomelem causative and applicative or “redi-
rective” forms, see Gerdts 1981.)

3.4.2. With Passive Predicates
A passive predicate can have only one direct nominal adjunct, which is its sub-
ject, as in (a), (b), and (c).

(a) √éx;t;m t; xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m. (CC)
√éx;n-t-;m t; xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m
invite-TR-INTR ART Musqueam
‘The Musqueam were invited.’

(b) ≈øá≥yt;m t; sté÷exø;®. (JP 12)
≈øá¥-;t-;m t; sté÷exø;®
die.off-TR-INTR ART children
‘The children were all killed.’

(c) ˚ø®ét;m t; sn⁄xø;®s. (JP 12)
˚ø;®-ét-;m t; sn⁄xø;®-s
spill-TR-INTR ART canoe-3POS

‘Their canoe was tipped over.’
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The agent of a passive predicate is an oblique nominal adjunct, as in (d) to (h).

(d) m⁄œ;t;m ÷; t; s√él;q;m. (JP 6)
m⁄œ-;t-;m ÷; t; s-√él;q;m
swallow-TR-INTR OBL ART NOM-fierce
‘They were swallowed by the monster.’

(e) ni çéw;t;m t; çé∫;m. (CC)
ni çéw-;t-;m [÷;] t; çé∫;m
AUX help-TR-INTR OBL ART Shaker
‘He was helped by the Shakers.’

(f) ˚ø⁄cnä≥m ce÷ t;w√a. (CC)
˚øéc-n-am-;m ce÷ [÷;] t;w√a
look-TR-you(PAS)-INTR FUT OBL him
‘He will see you.’ (lit. ‘You will be seen by him.’)

(g) çéw;t;m ce÷ √ Tom t;w√a. (CC)
çéw-;t-;m ce÷ [÷;] √ Tom t;w√a
help-TR-INTR FUT OBL ART Tom he
‘Tom will help him.’ (lit. ‘He will be helped by Tom.’)

(h) ni÷;® çéw;ƒäl;m √ Tom. (JP)
ni÷-;® çéw-;t-Sal-;m [÷;] √ Tom
AUX-past help-TR-I(PAS)-INTR OBL ART Tom
‘Tom helped me.’ (lit. ‘I was helped by Tom.’)

These last three sentences are passive with no active counterparts, since the
rules do not permit the active voice with a second-person object and a third-per-
son subject, or with a proper name as subject.

There is yet another constraint on passive constructions. The role of agent
cannot be filled by a personal word; for example, the active sentences ni c;n
œá≥yt ‘I killed him’ and ni ∆xø œá≥yt ‘You killed him’ have no passive counter-
parts. You cannot say **ni œá≥yt;m ÷; √ ÷é≥nƒ; or **ni œá≥yt;m ÷; √ n⁄w;.

An instrumental can also appear with a passive predicate as an oblique nom-
inal adjunct, as in (i) and (j).

(i) ni÷ çéw;ƒël;m ÷; køƒ; s†íl;m. (CC)
ni÷ çéw-;t-Sel-;m ÷; køƒ; s-†íl;m
AUX help-TR-I(PAS)-INTR OBL ART NOM-sing 
‘I got helped with a song.’

(j) lá¬;m;ƒä≥m t; y;¥qøí≥n. (CC)
lá¬;µ-;t-Sam-;m [÷;] t; y;qøí≥n
be.getting.hit-TR-you(PAS)-INTR OBL ART light
‘They [the Shakers] are throwing the light [or heat, of their candles] on you.’
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We also find, with passives of causatives, oblique nominal adjuncts serving
the same purposes that they do with active causatives, as in (k) and (l).

(k) ... i w;®n;÷ám;st;m ƒ; œém;¥ t; stá¬;∑. (CC 19)
÷;¥ w;®-néµ-st;xø-;m ƒ; œém;¥ [÷;] t; stá¬;∑
and already-go-CAUS-INTR ART girl OBL ART river
‘... and the girl was taken to the river.’

(l) ÷í≥∑;st;m t; sy;∑í∫, t; s≈;¬éls. (CC 19)
÷í≥∑-;s-t-;m [÷;] t; sy;∑í∫ t; s≈;¬éls
be understanding-REC-TR-INTR OBL ART spell ART painting
‘She was being taught the spells and the painting.’

A sentence may contain an intransitive predicate with a stated or implied sub-
ject followed by a passive form with a different subject where we might expect
a transitive and an object. An example is (m).

(m)µi ƒ⁄t çéw;t;m t;w√a. (JP 22)
µi ƒ⁄t çéw-;t-;m t;w√a
come try help-TR-INTR he
‘They came intending to help him.’

Perhaps because t;w√a must be a subject, the verb must be passive. For other
examples, see §4.3.4, (c) and (d).

3.5. VERBAL ADJUNCTS
A predicate head of any of the three types described in §3.3, with or without
nominal adjuncts related as described in §3.4, may be followed by another verb,
secondary to the head (and often unstressed), introducing an oblique nominal
adjunct. These secondary verbs specify location, direction of motion, and a few
notions of other sorts expressed by English prepositions. They serve to relate
their oblique nominal adjuncts to the predicate head in ways other than those
described in §3.4. Because these secondary verbs have functions like those of
English prepositions, they may be conveniently called “prepositional verbs.”
(Galloway [1977, 483] has called the phrase composed of such a verb and its
nominal adjunct a “prepositional phrase.”)

Prepositional verbs do not constitute a separate class of words used for this
purpose only; most, if not all, can appear as predicate heads. They include the
locative verbs ÷í ‘be here’ and ní÷ ‘be there,’ the directional verbs ÷;µí ‘come’
and néµ ‘go’ (all four of which also appear as auxiliaries), derivatives of the
last two, xø;µí ‘come to’ and xønéµ ‘go to,’ and several other simple verbs,
such as téc;l ‘arrive here,’ t⁄s ‘arrive there,’ ≈øté÷ ‘head toward, than (in com-
parative constructions),’ t;¬í (~ t;lí÷) ‘be from,’ y;®;¬é (~ y;®;÷é) ‘be going
along.’ They include a number of resultative forms (described in §7.7), such as
st;tés ‘near,’ sœ;œá÷ ‘accompanying, with,’ st;÷é ‘resembling, like,’ and so on,
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and some more complex forms, such as y;s®á¬w;® ‘passing over,’ c®áqøƒ;t
‘passing through,’ and so on.

Sentences (a) and (b) illustrate ÷í ‘be here’ used as auxiliary, predicate head,
and prepositional verb. 

(a) ÷i ÷í ÷; ˚ø;n s®⁄œ;w;®. (CC)
÷i ÷í ÷; ˚ø; n;-s®⁄œ;w;® 
AUX be.here OBL ART my-back
‘He is behind me.’

(b) ÷i ÷áµ;t ÷i ˚ø;n s®;®á¬w;®. (CC)
÷i ÷áµ;t ÷i [÷;] ˚ø; n;-s®;®á¬w;®
AUX be.sitting be.here OBL ART my-rear.side
‘He is sitting behind me (as in a canoe).’

In (a), the stressed ÷í is the predicate head. In (b), the predicate head is ÷áµ;t
‘be sitting’ and the ÷i following is a prepositional verb, required to locate the
oblique nominal adjunct.

The locatives ÷i and ni are usually translatable as ‘at,’ ‘in,’ ‘on,’ or ‘into,’ as
in (c) to (e).

(c) n;w® ®⁄œ;ll;xø;s ÷i ˚øi ß≈øqøél;w;ns. (JP 10)
ni÷ w;®-®⁄œ;l-l;xø-;s ÷i [÷;] ˚øi ßxøqøél;w;n-s
AUX already-know-TR-3TR be.here OBL that mind-3POS

‘He already knew in his mind ...’

(d) ®éœ;t ®; ni ÷; t; l;tém. (CC)
®éœ-;t ®; ni÷ ÷; t; l;tém
lie-TR PER be.there OBL ART table
‘Lay it on the table.’

(e) ni c;n ®⁄lqt t; sçéxt ni ÷; t; qá÷. (CC)
ni÷ c;n ®⁄lq-t t; sçéxt ni÷ ÷; t; qá÷
AUX I immerse-TR ART stick be.there OBL ART water
‘I dipped the stick into the water.’

The sequence of locative verb and demonstrative, literally ‘at this’ or ‘at
that,’ is translated ‘here’ or ‘there’ (see §15.2.4.2), as in (f) and (g).

(f) ÷⁄m;t ®; ÷i ÷; t;÷í. (CC)
÷⁄m;t ®; ÷i ÷; t;÷í
sit PER be.here OBL this
‘Sit here.’

(g) w;yáƒ c;n w;˚øé˚ø;cn;xø t;w√a ni ÷; tƒé÷. (CC)
w;-yáƒ c;n w;-˚øé˚ø;c-n;xø t;w√a ni÷ ÷; tƒé÷
EST-always I EST-be.looking-TR him be.there OBL that
‘I always see him there.’
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Sometimes ni÷ can be translated freely with an instrumental ‘by’ or ‘with’ or
with a benefactive ‘for,’ as illustrated in (h) to (k), although perhaps there is still
a basic locative meaning. 

(h) kø⁄n;t ∆xø ni t; œø;nœøí≥∫s. (JP)
kø⁄n-;t ∆xø ni÷ [÷;] t; œø;nœøí≥∫-s
get.taken-TR you be.there [OBL] ART ears-3POS

‘Grab him by the ears.’

(i) ni ce≥p w;˚ø⁄cn;xø ni te≥∫ q⁄l;m ÷i t;∫a swéy;l. (JP 26)
ni ce≥p w;-˚øéc-n;xø ni÷ [÷;] t; ÷;n-q⁄l;m ÷i
AUX you(PL) EST-see-TR be.there OBL ART your-eye be.here

[÷;] t;∫a swéy;l
OBL this day

‘You have seen it with your [own] eyes today.’

(j) sçéç;∫ niw ®⁄œ;ll;xø;s ni÷ t; cél;xs. (JP 32)
sçéç;∫ ni÷ w;-®⁄œ;l-l;xø-;s ni÷ [÷;] t; cél;x-s
really AUX EST-know-TR-3TR be.there OBL ART hand-3POS

‘He [the harpooner] really knew [detected] it with [in] his hands.’

(k) ni c;n yá≥¥;s ni ÷; √ n⁄w;. (CC)
ni c;n yá≥¥;s ni÷ ÷; √ n⁄w;
AUX I be.working be.there OBL ART you
‘I am working for you.’

The directional verbs ÷;µí ‘come’ and néµ ‘go’ can appear following predi-
cate heads that express motion and can have goals or indirect objects, ÷;µí with
the sense ‘to (toward the speaker)’ and néµ with the sense ‘to (away from the
speaker),’ illustrated in (l) to (q).

(l) wélx ®; t; pá≥l ÷;µi ÷; √ ÷é≥nƒ;. (CC)
wél-x ®; t; pá≥l ÷;µi ÷; √ ÷é≥nƒ;
throw-TR PER ART ball come OBL ART me
‘Throw the ball to me.’

(m)wélx c;n ce÷ t; pá≥l neµ ÷; √ n⁄w;. (CC)
wél-x c;n ce÷ t; pá≥l neµ ÷; √ n⁄w;
throw-TR I FUT ART ball go OBL ART you
‘I’ll throw the ball to you.’

(n) wélx ∆xø neµ ÷; tƒé÷. (AG)
wél-x ∆xø neµ ÷; tƒé÷
throw-TR you go OBL that
‘Throw it to that person.’
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(o) çé÷t ∆xø neµ t; TV. (JP)
çé÷-t ∆xø neµ [÷;] t; TV
alight-TR you go OBL ART TV
‘Set it on the television set.’

(p) ÷i ƒ≈⁄t;m ÷;µi √ ÷é≥nƒ;. (CC)
÷i ƒ;≈-;t-;m ÷;µi [÷;] √ ÷é≥nƒ;
AUX push-TR-INTR come OBL ART me
‘They pushed it against me.’ (lit. ‘It was pushed against me.’)

(q) qø;sqø⁄st;m neµ t; qá÷. (JP 12)
qø;sqø⁄s-t-;m neµ [÷;] t; qá÷
submerge(PL)-TR-INTR go OBL ART water
‘They were thrown into the water.’

If the predicate head is in the progressive aspect, the prepositional verb may
also be, as in (r).

(r) ... i ç;çé÷t;m h;∫;µ kø; cíc;®... (JP 16)
÷;¥ ç;çé÷-t-;m h⁄∫;µ [÷;] kø; cíc;®
and be.alighting-TR-INTR be.going OBL ART high
‘... and they were being set up on something high ...’

The prepositional verbs xø;µi and xøneµ, formed with the prefix xø-2

‘move toward’ (see §12.2.6), can be used in the same way as ÷;µi and neµ to
introduce nominal adjuncts as goals or indirect objects of predicate heads refer-
ring to motion. However, they are more commonly used to introduce nominals
as indirect objects of predicate heads referring to speech or thought and as ben-
eficiaries of other activities, as in (s) to (u).

(s) w;yáƒ c;n w;xøqøilqø;líw;n xøneµ ÷; √ n⁄w;. (CC)
w;-yáƒ c;n w;-xøqøilqø;líw;n xøneµ ÷; √ n⁄w;
EST-always I EST-be.thinking go.to OBL ART you
‘I am always thinking about you.’

(t) ni ∆xø ƒ;œ;®≈é÷em xøneµ ˚ø cíc;® si÷éµ ... (CC)
ni÷ ∆xø ƒ;œ;®≈é÷;m xøneµ [÷;] ˚ø; cíc;® si÷éµ
AUX you pray go.to OBL ART above lord
‘You pray to God ...’

(u) ni ct yá≥¥;s xøneµ ÷; √ ®w⁄l;p. (CC)
ni÷ ct yá≥¥;s xøneµ ÷; √ ®w⁄l;p
AUX we be.working go.to OBL ART you(PL)
‘We are working for you.’

Examples of uses of other prepositional verbs may be seen in (v) to (y).
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(v) ni ct né≥≥µ xøcákø t;li÷ ; t; lél;µct. (CC 5)
ni÷ ct néµ xøcákø t;li÷ ÷; t; lél;µ-ct 
AUX we go go.far from OBL ART house-our
‘We went waaay far from our house ...’

(w)ni xø;néç ≈øté÷ √ ®w⁄l;p ... (JP 26)
ni÷ xø;-néç ≈øté÷ [÷;] √ ®w⁄l;p
AUX become-different head.toward OBL ART you(PL)
‘She is now different from you ...’

(x) µi ∆xø ÷⁄m;t st;tés √ ÷é≥nƒ;. (JP 9)
÷;µí ∆xø ÷⁄m;t st;tés [÷;] √ ÷é≥nƒ;
come you sit near OBL ART me
‘Come sit next to me.’

(y) ni c;n †íl;m sœ;œá÷ køƒ; n;ßxø÷áœøa÷. (CC)
ni÷ c;n †íl;m sœ;œá÷ [÷;] køƒ; n;-ßxø÷áœøa÷
AUX I sing accompanying OBL ART my-sibling
‘I sang with my brother.’

See also the comparative use of adjectives in §3.7.1.

3.6. ADVERBIAL ADJUNCTS
A predicate may be accompanied by an article or demonstrative followed by an
adverb or adjective. Such constructions may be obliquely related to the predi-
cate, although in the examples recorded from Musqueam speakers there is no
oblique particle. These adverbial adjuncts usually appear last in the clause. 

(a) µ; ÷⁄√q;l ˚ø; ≈ø⁄m. (JP 24)
µi ÷⁄√q;l ˚ø; ≈ø⁄m
AUX(come) exit ART fast
‘He came out right away.’

(b) ≈té÷st;xø ®e t;∫a ≈ø⁄m. (CC)
≈té÷-st;xø ®e t;∫a ≈ø⁄m
do-COM PER this fast
‘Do it right away.’

(c) n; œéπ;t;s ˚ø; yéy;. (DK)
ni÷ œéπ-;t-;s ˚ø; y⁄y; [yé¥e÷]
AUX tie-TR-3TR ART bound.together
‘He wrapped it up tightly.’

(d) ÷é¬mi÷ ∆xø ˚ø;w qé÷is ÷a¬. (JP 3)
÷é¬mi÷ ∆xø ˚ø; w;-qé÷is ÷a¬
be.waiting you ART EST-short.time just
‘Wait a little while.’
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(e) kø⁄n;t ∆xø køƒé÷ t;∫a xø;né÷ent. (CC 17)
kø⁄n-;t ∆xø køƒé÷ t;∫a xø;né÷;nt
be.taken-TR you that.one this evening
‘Take him tonight.’

(f) ÷áxø;sƒ ˚ø; ÷;xøí∫. (DK)
÷áxø;s-t-S ˚ø; ÷;xøí∫
give-TR-me ART little
‘Give me a little.’

(g) †á÷ƒ;t ∆xø n⁄q;m ˚ø; √⁄p. (DK)
†é÷-ƒ;t ∆xø n⁄q;m ˚ø; √⁄p
test-self you dive ART deep
‘Try to dive deep.’

(h) n;w ƒ⁄yt;m t; m;st⁄y;xø ˚ø;w xø;ná÷;® ÷a¬ ... (JP11)
ni w;-ƒ⁄y-t-;m t; m;st⁄y;xø ˚ø; w;-xø;ná÷-;® ÷a¬
AUX EST-come.into.being-TR-INTR ART people ART EST-first-past just
‘People were made in the beginning ... [but] ...’

(i) ƒ⁄yt ƒ; h⁄¥qø ˚ø; ƒí. (JP 2)
ƒ⁄y-t ƒ; h⁄¥qø ˚ø; ƒí
come.into.being-TR ART be.burning ART big
‘Make a big fire.’

In this last sentence, ƒí ‘big’ might be seen as an object complement, the sen-
tence being literally ‘Make the fire big’ rather than ‘Make the fire greatly.’ I do
not have enough data to justify setting up such a category, however.

These adverbial adjuncts are perhaps simply phrases substituting for the sim-
ple adverbs identified in §3.2.2. Giving them separate status here is based on
the presence of the article or demonstrative, which makes them resemble nom-
inal adjuncts. We might also note that in their not having an oblique particle to
introduce them, these adverbial adjuncts resemble nominalized clauses used
adverbially (see §4.3.3).

3.7. ADJECTIVAL AND NOMINAL PREDICATES
As seen in §3.1.1, adjectives and nouns can appear as predicate heads. Like ver-
bal predicates, adjectival and nominal predicates can be expanded with other
elements and can have nominal adjuncts. As predicate heads, however, adjec-
tives and nouns differ from verbs in several respects. Morphologically, adjec-
tives and nouns do not have distinctions of aspect. Syntactically, they differ
from verbs in their use of auxiliaries, adjectives appearing with auxiliaries less
often and nouns in certain constructions only. Adjectives and nouns can also
appear together in nominal predicates expanded with adjectives. (Nominal
predicates also differ from both verbal and adjectival predicates in their use in
pseudo-cleft sentences, described in §4.1.5.1.1). 
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3.7.1. Adjectival Predicates
Adjectives may appear as predicate heads accompanied by particles only, as in
(a) and (b).

(a) ˚øáµ˚ø;µ c;n. (JP)
strong I
‘I’m strong.’

(b) ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ÷; ∆xø. (AG)
strong ROG you
‘Are you strong?’

They can be preceded by auxiliaries, as in (c) to (f), but they have been
recorded less commonly so than have verbs.

(c) ÷í ÷; ∆xø w;÷⁄¥ ÷a¬ (often ÷i≥∆xø;w÷⁄¥a¬)
÷í ÷; ∆xø w;-÷⁄¥ ÷a¬
AUX ROG you EST-good(well) just
‘How are you?’ (a common greeting)

(d) ÷i c;n w;÷⁄¥ ÷a¬. (CC)
÷í c;n w;-÷⁄¥ ÷a¬
AUX I EST-well just
‘I am well.’ (the usual response)

(e) ÷i c;n ÷u˚øáµ˚ø;µ. (AG)
AUX I EST-strong
‘I am strong.’ (not as emphatic as ˚øáµ˚ø;µ c;n [AG])

(f) ni ÷u˚øáµ˚ø;µ. (AG)
AUX EST-strong
‘He [absent] is strong all right.’

Adjectival predicate heads can be preceded by adverbs acting as intensifiers,
as in (g) to (i).

(g) w;∫án w;q⁄≈.
EST-too/very EST-many/much
‘There are too many. They are too many. It is too much.’

(h) ≈⁄® œáœ;¥.
hurt/sore sick
‘He was very sick.’

(i) w;∫án c;n w;≈⁄® œáœ;¥. (CC 21)
EST-very I EST-hurt sick
‘I am really sick.’
An adjectival predicate may have a noun subject, as in (j) and (k).
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(j) p®ét t; ptékø;m. (CC)
thick ART brake.fern
‘The brake ferns are thick.’

(k) √í÷ t; sy⁄w;n. (CC)
difficult ART song
‘The song is hard.’

The subject of an adjectival predicate can be compared with something else
by means of xønéµ ‘go to,’ xø;µí ‘come to,’ or ≈øté÷ ‘head for, move toward,’
used as prepositional verbs (see §3.5) with the sense ‘than,’ as illustrated in (l)
and (m).

(l) ˚øáµ˚ø;µ xø;µi≥ √ ÷é≥nƒ;. (JP)
˚øáµ˚ø;µ xø;µi [÷;] √ ÷é≥nƒ;
strong come.to OBL ART me
‘He’s stronger than I.’

(m)cákø ˚øáµ˚ø;µ xøneµ ÷; √ n⁄w;. (CC)
far strong go.to OBL ART you
‘He’s far stronger than you.’

The focusing word háy ‘specifically’ (usually with the particle ÷a¬ ‘just’) pre-
ceding the adjective give a superlative sense, as in (n).

(n) háy ÷a¬ ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ≈øté≥ ˚ø;w m⁄˚ø. (JP)
háy ÷a¬ ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ≈øté ÷; ˚ø; w;-m⁄˚ø
especially just strong head.for OBL ART EST-all
‘He’s the strongest of all. He is stronger than anybody.’

3.7.2. Nominal Predicates
As shown in §3.1, nominal predicate heads can appear alone, followed by par-
ticles and adverbs.

(a) t;m≈⁄¥√. (CC 20)
t;m-≈⁄¥√
time.of-cold
‘It was winter.’

(b) sw⁄¥qe÷ c;n. (JP)
man I
‘I am a man.’

(c) s;ww⁄¥qe÷ ct.
men we
‘We are men.’
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(d) xø⁄lm;xø ÷; ∆xø. (CC)
Indian ROG you
‘Are you an Indian?’

(e) s√í√q;®;® c;n. (JP)
s√í√q;®-;® c;n
child-past I
‘I was a child.’

(f) sw⁄¥qe÷ ∆xø √e. (JP)
man you also
‘You’re a man too.’

(g) w;qá÷;® ç; ÷a¬ m⁄˚ø. (JP 1)
w;-qá÷-;® ç; ÷a¬ m⁄˚ø
EST-water-past QUOT just all
‘It is said that it was all just water.’

There may be a nominal adjunct serving as the subject of the sentence, as in
(h) and (j).

(h) √cés;® ç; tƒé÷. (JP 1)
√cés-;® ç; tƒé÷
island-past QUOT that
‘That [Point Roberts] is said to have been an island.’

(i) sy;∑í∫ køƒe÷ skøíx. (JP 22)
spell.word that name
‘That name is a spell word.’

Auxiliaries have not been recorded with nominal predicates in simple sentences.

3.7.3. Nominal Predicates with Adjectival Modifiers
A nominal predicate head can be preceded by a modifying adjective (or numer-
al), the noun and its modifier standing in a relationship like that of a verb head
and a preceding adverb. As always, the predicate particles follow the first word.

(a) ÷⁄¥ ∆xø sw⁄¥qe÷. (AG)
good you man
‘You’re a good man.’

(b) ˚ø´áµ˚ø;µ s÷⁄¬;ly;s. (JP 25)
˚øáµ˚ø;µ s÷⁄¬;ly;-s
strong dream-3POS

‘His dream was strong. He had a strong dream.’ (lit. ‘It was his strong 
dream.’)
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In (b), the absence of an article before s÷⁄ly;s ‘his dream’ makes the whole
phrase a predicate.

(c) i w;néç ƒ;® sœø;léx’. (JP 25)
÷;¥ w;-néç ƒ;® sœø;léx
and/but EST-different ADV bird
‘But it was a different bird.’

The adjective can be preceded by an intensifying adverb, as in (d).

(d) sçéç;∫ ce≥p w;÷él;¥ s;ww⁄¥qe÷. (JP 12)
sçéç;∫ ce≥p w;-÷él;¥ s;ww⁄¥qe÷
really you(PL) EST-good(PL) men
‘You are really good men.’

There may be a nominal adjunct as the subject, as in (e) and (f).

(e) ÷⁄¥ sw⁄¥qe÷ t; John. (AG) 
good man ART John
‘John is a good man.’

(f) ˚øáµ˚ø;µ sçé∫;m ƒ; n;tén. (CC 21)
strong Shaker ART my-mother
‘My mother was a strong Shaker.’

If the modifier of the noun is a quantifying word, the sentence can have the
existential sense of the English ‘There is’ or ‘There are,’ as in (g) to (j).

(g) q⁄≈ ce÷ sπéœ;m. (CC)
many FUT flower
‘There will be lots of flowers [the tree being covered with buds].’

(h) sçéç;∫ y;xø ce÷ w;q⁄≈ sπéœ;m. (CC)
really INF FUT EST-many flower
‘There will really be lots of flowers.’

(i) y;®éœ;c;s ç; sn⁄xø;®. (JP 12)
five.conveyances QUOT canoe
‘They say there were five canoes.’

(j) q⁄≈;® ç; m;st⁄y;xø ni ; køƒé÷. (JP 25)
many-past QUOT person be.there OBL that
‘It is said there were many people there.’

In the last four examples, because there is no article preceding the noun, the
adjective, particles, and noun together must constitute the predicate. In (j), the
ni ÷; køƒé÷ is a verbal adjunct or prepositional phrase modifying the predicate.

In (k), there is a subject.
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(k) q⁄≈ sp˚ø⁄m t; l;tém. (CC)
much dust ART table
‘The table is dusty.’

I am uncertain how to interpret this. It appears to be literally ‘The table is
much dust.’ But is it ‘The table has much dust,’ or is there an understood pre-
positional verb and oblique particle making it ‘There is much dust on the
table’?

3.8. EXPANDED NOMINAL ADJUNCTS IN SIMPLE SENTENCES
Noun heads of nominal adjuncts can take possessive affixes and have noun pos-
sessors (§3.8.1), they can be followed by a few of the predicate particles
(§3.8.2), and they can have various adjectival modifiers, including noun pre-
modifiers (§3.8.3). Nominal adjuncts can also be expanded by coordination and
possibly by apposition.

3.8.1. Possession
The possessive affixes are n;- ‘my,’ ÷;n- ~ ÷;T- ‘your,’ -ct ‘our,’ ÷;n- ~ ÷;T- ...
-;l;p ‘your (pl.),’ -s ‘his, her, its,’ and -s (÷é≥®t;n) ‘their’ (see §14.2.4).

Noun possessors can be related to noun heads in one of two ways. In the first,
the noun head takes the possessive -s and is followed by the possessor with its
own article, as in (a) to (d).

(a) t; s÷íl;y;ƒ;ns t; stá¬;w (CC 11)
t; s÷íl;y;ƒ;n-s t; stá¬;∑
ART bank-3POS ART river
‘the bank of the river’

(b) t; s®íqøs t; scé≥®t;n (CC 13)
ART flesh-3POS ART salmon
‘the flesh of the salmon’

(c) t; sqøéls ƒ; n;tén (CC 11)
t; s-qøél-s ƒ; n;-tén
ART NOM-speak-3POS ART my-mother
‘my mother’s words’

(d) køƒ; sné÷ems køƒ; ßxøné÷m (CC 21)
ART shaman’s.vision.power-3POS ART shaman
‘the “power” of the Indian doctor’

A demonstrative can also be a possessor, as in (e).

(e) t; si÷éµs t;w√ál;m (JP 27)
ART leader-3POS those
‘the leader of them’
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In the second way, the noun head, without the possessive -s, is followed by
an optional oblique particle ÷;, the oblique article √, and the possessor noun.
With proper nouns as possessors, this type of construction is usual, as in (f) and (g).

(f) ƒ; tén ÷; √ ≈á÷≈¸;lt;n (CC 11)
ART mother OBL ART ≈á÷≈¸;lt;n
‘the mother of ≈á÷≈¸;lt;n [Peter Pierre, the Katzie shaman]’

(g) t; s≈ø;¥éµ √ ¸;køtéy;∆ (JP 3)
t; s≈ø;¥éµ [÷;] √ ¸;køtéy;∆
ART story OBL ART ¸;køtéy;∆
‘the story of ¸;køtéy;∆ [the name of a magical dog]’

This construction has also been recorded for a few common nouns (see
§15.1.4).

3.8.2. Particles
A few of the second-position predicate particles can also appear following the
noun heads of nominal adjuncts, as -;® ‘past’ and ce÷ ‘future,’ in (a) and (b).

(a) køƒ; n;mén;® (CC)
køƒ; n;-mén-;®
ART my-father-past
‘my late father’

(b) køƒ; n;púk ce÷ (CC)
køƒ; n;-púk ce÷
ART my-book FUT

‘my book-to-be’

A few also appear with adjectives modifying noun heads (see below). In con-
trast, the whole range of second-position predicate particles can appear in nom-
inal predicates (see §3.7.2).

3.8.3. Adjectival Modifiers
These include adjectives, numerals, a few adverbs, adjective-like forms of sev-
eral kinds, and one or more verb forms. It seems that all of these always pre-
cede the noun head except for numerals, which sometimes follow.

3.8.3.1. Adjectives
Adjectives are simple and complex (see §4.3). Simple adjectives are roots such
as ƒí ‘big,’ ≈é∑s ‘new,’ π⁄œ ‘white,’ and q⁄l ‘bad,’ and their plural and diminu-
tive forms, as in (a) to (d).

(a) køƒ; ƒí qø®é¥ (JP)
ART big log
‘a big log’
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(b) t; ≈é∑s ptékø;m (CC 14)
ART new brake.fern.frond
‘new ferns’

(c) q⁄≈ køƒ; πéπœ n;sqø;mqø;mé¥al® (JP)
many ART white(PL) my-dogs-young
‘I have lots of white puppies.’ (lit. ‘My white puppies are numerous.’)

(d) xøl;me÷íw;ƒ;s ˚ø;∫a q⁄l n;stá¬;s. (JP)
xø-l;mé÷-íw;n-t-S-;s ˚ø;∫a q⁄l n;-stá¬;s
LOC-kick-rear-TR-me-3TR that bad my-spouse
‘My ugly husband kicked me in the bum.’

Complex adjectives are formed from adjective roots and lexical suffixes, as
in (e).

(e) t; ƒ;ƒí∑s má÷aqø (JP 23)
t; ƒíƒ;-í∑s má÷;qø
ART big(PL)-body large.bird
‘the larger [kinds of] birds [waterfowl]’

The adjective may be followed by some of the predicate particles. In (f), it is
followed by two.

(f) køƒ; ƒí≥® çtwa÷ m;st⁄y;xø (JP 14)
ART big-past SPEC person
‘that great person, as he must have been’

The adjective can be preceded by an intensifying adverb, as in (g) and (h).

(g) køƒ; sçéç;∫ w;ƒí qøtá≥yƒ;n (JP 23)
ART really EST-big sturgeon
‘a really big sturgeon’

(h) køƒ; háy ÷a¬ √éqt s÷⁄n;m (JP 23)
ART specifically just long shaft
‘the longest [harpoon] shaft’

An adjective may precede a possessed noun, as in (i).

(i) køƒ; q⁄l ÷;ƒsx;mén;l;p (JP 2)
køƒ; q⁄l ÷;T-s-x;mén-;l;p
ART bad your-NOM-enemy-your(PL)
‘your bad enemy’

(It is not clear why JP pronounced the initial s- in sx;mén ‘enemy.’)
Sequences of adjectives, either in nominal adjuncts or in predicates, hardly

ever occur in the texts. In (j), there is a rare instance of a sequence of two
adjectives.
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(j) ƒ⁄t ®á˚ø t;w√a q⁄l ƒí spá≥¬ ... (JP 4)
try fly that bad big raven
‘That bad big raven [the bigger and greedier of two] tried to fly ...’

(AG said the order ‘bad big’ in this sentence sounds normal, but I have no
basis for any classification of adjectives by the order in which they can appear.
Perhaps the phrase was ‘that bad Big Raven,’ Big Raven being a proper name.)

3.8.3.2. Numerals
Numerals, both simple and complex (i.e., composed of a numeral root and a
lexical suffix; see §19), usually precede the nouns they modify, as in (a), (b),
and (c).

(a) néµ ç; ÷á≥® t; †≈⁄m;l; st;ntén;¥. (JP 14)
AUX(go) QUOT embark ART six-person women
‘Six women embarked, it is said.’

(b) t; isél; m⁄ll;s (CC 8)
ART two racoon
‘two racoons’

(c) t; n⁄ç;s smé≥nt (JP 6)
t; n⁄ça÷-;s smé≥nt
ART one-round.object rock
‘one rock/another rock’

If there is an adjective, it will follow the numeral when the numeral precedes
the noun, as in (d) and (e).

(d) w;ƒ;÷ít ç; kø; œáyn;xø;s t; n⁄ça÷ ÷;xøí∫ sm⁄y;ƒ. (JP 5)
w;-ƒ;÷ít ç; kø; œáy-n;xø-;s t; n⁄ça? ÷;xøí∫ sm⁄y;ƒ
EST-truly QUOT then die-TR-3TR ART one little deer
‘He really killed one little deer then, they say.’

(e) ... ni÷ kø⁄nn;xø;s køƒ; yé¥s;l; ÷;m⁄m;∫ sté÷exø;®. (JP 2)
ni÷ kø⁄n-n;xø-;s køƒ; yé¥s;l; ÷;m⁄m;∫ sté÷;xø;®
AUX get.taken-TR-3TR ART two-persons little(PL) children
‘... she got two small children.’

But the numeral may also follow the noun, as in (f) and (g). It is not clear
what difference, if any, in meaning this makes.

(f) w;ƒ;÷ít kø⁄nn;xø;s køƒ; sœ⁄m;l is;lé¬we÷s. (JP 12)
w;-ƒ;÷ít kø⁄n-n;xø-;s køƒ; sœ⁄m;l y;sé¬;-;lwe÷s
EST-truly get.taken-TR-3TR ART paddle two-paddle
‘They truly did get two paddles.’
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(g) çál;s;m t;w√a. w;®˚ø⁄cn;xø;s t; sn⁄xø;® ƒém;xø;®. (JP 12)
çál-;s-;m t;w√a w;®-˚øéc-n;xø-;s t; sn⁄xø;® ƒém-;xø;®
turn-face-INTR he already-look-TR-3TR ART canoe two-vessel
‘He turned around. He saw two canoes.’

One possible interpretation is that these numerals that follow their heads are
relative clauses (see §4.1), in which case (f) would be more literally ‘They truly
did get paddles, which were two (paddles).’ See also comment on example (a)
in §3.8.5.)

3.8.3.3. Adverbs
A few words that usually appear as adverbs (see §18) can also appear as noun
modifiers. These include m⁄˚ø ‘all,’ √é ‘also,’ xø;∫á ‘first,’ and át ‘earlier,
long ago,’ among others. 

The word m⁄˚ø ‘all’ (§18.4.40) is exceptional in that it can appear either
before or after the article. Compare (a) with (b) and (c):

(a) m⁄˚ø t; sté÷exø;® (JP 2)
all ART children
‘all the children’

(b) t;w m⁄˚ø sté÷exø;® (JP 2)
ART EST-all children
‘all the children’

(c) t;w m⁄˚ø stém sm⁄y;ƒ (JP 3)
t; w;-m⁄˚ø stém sm⁄y;ƒ
ART EST-all what deer
‘any kind of [game] animal’

An adverb can precede an adjective, as in (d).

(d) kø;w m⁄˚ø ÷;µ⁄m;∫ sté÷exø;® (JP 2)
˚ø; w;-m⁄˚ø ÷;µ⁄m;∫ sté÷;xø;®
ART EST-all little(PL) children
‘all the little children’

For the use of w;- ‘established’ in (b), (c), and (d), see §3.8.3.4. below.
Other adverbs appear following the article, as in (e), (f), and (g). 

(e) t; y⁄¥s;l; √;w swá≥∑l;s (JP 12)
t; y⁄¥s;l; √e w;-swá≥∑l;s
ART two.persons also EST-boys
‘two other boys’
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(f) køƒ; w;†át;® m;st⁄y;xø (JP 1)
køƒ; w;-†át-;® m;st⁄y;xø
ART EST-earlier-past person
‘the people of long ago’

(g) køƒ; xø;∫á÷a® xø;nít;m (AG)
køƒ; xø;∫á÷-;® xø;nít;m
ART first-past White.person
‘the first White people’

(The prefix w;-2 ‘established’ appears here in ways that are not, at this stage
of analysis, predictable.)

3.8.3.4. Adjective-like Forms
Nouns, adverbs, and interrogative words can be given an adjectival meaning
and used attributively (as well as predicatively) by the prefix w;-2 ‘established’
and (usually) the particle ÷a¬ ‘just.’ (Enclosing a verb with w;- ... ÷a¬ gives the
meaning ‘just, only,’ but enclosing a noun, adverb, or interrogative word gives
only an adjectival sense.) These forms appear before the noun head, as in (a) to (e).

(a) t;w sƒéƒ;¥;n ÷a¬ ptékø;m (CC 14)
t; w;-sƒéƒ;¥;n ÷a¬ ptékø;m
ART EST-blood just bracken.frond
‘the bloody ferns’

(b) køƒ;w xø⁄lm;xø ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø (JP 2)
køƒ; w;-xø⁄lm;xø ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø
ART EST-Indian just person
‘the Indian people’

(c) ˚ø;w √;xølá÷as ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø (JP)
˚ø; w;-√;xølá÷as ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø
ART EST-no.matter just person
‘any common people’

(d) ˚ø;w t;¬⁄n;c; ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø (JP 3)
˚ø; w;-t;l-÷⁄n;c; ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø
ART EST-from-where just person
‘people from anywhere’

(e) t;w m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ t;¬⁄n;c; m;st⁄y;xø (JP 13)
t; w;-m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ t;l-÷⁄n;c; m;st⁄y;xø
ART EST-all just from-where person
‘people from everywhere’

Some of these forms can precede adjectives, as in (f) and (h).
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(f) køƒ;w m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ ƒiƒí∑s má÷aqø (JP 23)
køƒ; w;-m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ ƒíƒ;-í∑s má÷;qø
ART EST-all just big(PL)-body bird(large)
‘all bigger [kinds of] waterfowl’

(h) ˚ø;w stém ÷a¬ ÷;xøí∫ í̧¸˚ø (JP 25)
˚ø; w;-stém ÷a¬ ÷;xøí∫ ¸í¸˚ø
ART EST-what just little little.bug
‘some kind of little bug’

Adjective-like words are also produced from nouns with the prefix s- ‘nom-
inalizer’(or ‘resultative’?) and the suffix -a÷® ‘attributive formant’ (see
§12.1.5), as in (i) and (j).

(i) t; ßxølm;xøa÷® t⁄m;xø
t; s-xø⁄lm;xø-a÷® t⁄m;xø
ART NOM-Indian-ATT land
‘Indian land’

(j) t; ßxø√é¬;ma÷® sm;nmé≥nt
t; s-xø√é¬;m-a÷® sm;nmé≥nt
NOM ART-Clallam-ATT mountains
‘the Olympic Mountains’

3.8.3.5. Verb Forms as Modifiers
Resultative forms (see §7.7) can precede nouns as adjective-like modifiers, as
in (a), (b), and (c).

(a) ˚øƒ; s ;̧¸í≈ø sq⁄lle÷® (CC 12)
køƒ; s ;̧ í̧≈ø sq⁄lle÷®
ART washed diaper
‘clean diapers’

(b) køƒ; syé√œ n;pút (AG)
køƒ; syé√œ n;-pút
ART painted my-boat
‘my painted boat’

(c) t; s;yhá≥y;® çtwa÷ lél;µ (JP 2)
t; s;yhá≥¥-;® çtwa÷ lél;µ
ART finished(PL)-past SPEC house
‘the houses built then’

In the texts, occasionally another verb form appears before a noun, as in (d).
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(d) t; ≈é≥µ s√í√q;® (JP 2)
ART be.crying child
‘the crying child’

I can suggest that this progressive verb form, ≈é≥µ, may be a relative clause,
which may precede a noun it modifies (see §4.1.2, [h] and [i]). However, this
suggestion does not relieve me of the obligation to explain why ÷;xøí∫ in (e)

(e) køƒ; ÷;xøí∫ s√⁄√q;® (JP 2)
‘the little child’

is not a relative clause, which at this point I cannot do.

3.8.3.6. Noun Premodifiers
Nouns may precede nouns as their modifiers. They will be treated in §4.1.3 in
connection with nominal relative clauses.

3.8.4. Coordination
Nominal adjuncts can be linked with the conjunction ÷;¥ ~ i ‘and,’ as in (a) to (e).

(a) √élx;s t; t⁄m;® i t; ste÷é≥ ˚ø snás. (JP 22)
√él-x-;s t; t⁄m;® ÷;¥ t; st;÷é ÷; ˚ø; snás
apply-TR-3TR ART red.ochre and ART like OBL ART oil
‘He applied red ochre and something like oil.’

(b) kø⁄n;t;s t; sπ⁄¬xø;m i t; ¸é¬; i t; m⁄s;n. (JP 22)
kø⁄n-;t-;s t; sπ⁄¬xø;m ÷;¥ t; ¸é¬; ÷;¥ t; m⁄s;n
get.taken-TR-3TR art lung and ART heart and ART gall
‘He took the lungs and the heart and the gall.’

(c) t; ÷éßxø, t; ˚øá≥n , ;y t; xés (JP 22)
ART seal ART porpoise and ART sea.lion
‘seals, porpoises, and sea lions’

(d) ni ÷⁄n;c; ˚ø lél;µ √ sm;l⁄∑ i sq;l⁄c;m;s. (CC 1)
ni ÷⁄n;c; ˚ø; lél;µ [÷;] √ sm;l⁄∑ ÷;¥ sq;l⁄c;m;s
AUX where ART house OBL ART s. and s.
‘Where is the house of sm;l⁄∑ and sq;l⁄c;m;s?’

(e) ƒ⁄t køs; n;tén i t;n c®ilé÷em. (CC 21)
ƒ⁄t køs; n;-tén ÷;¥ t; n;-c®ilé÷em
say ART my-mother and ART my-stepparent
‘... said my mother and my stepfather.’

Nouns cannot be linked with first- and second-person subjects and objects in
the same way they are linked with other nouns. Instead, the appropriate plural
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person marker appears in its proper place and the conjunction and noun appear
as a nominal adjunct, as in (f) and (g).

(f) ÷i ct µi h⁄ye÷ ÷i køƒ; n;mén. (AG)
÷i ct µi h⁄ye÷ ÷i køƒ; n;-mén
AUX we AUX(come) leave and ART my-father
‘My father and I left to come here.’

(g) ni ˚ø;cná¬xø;s ®; s®éni÷ ÷i køƒ; n;sqé÷;q.
or ni ˚ø;cná¬xø;s ÷i køƒ; n;sqé÷;q ®; s®éni÷. (AG)
ni ˚øéc-n-á¬xø-;s ®; sléni÷ ÷i køƒ; n;-sqé÷;q
AUX look-TR-us-3TR ART woman and ART my-junior.sibling/cousin
‘The woman saw my younger brother and me.’

In an oblique adjunct, a personal word can be coordinated with a noun, and
the personal word is plural, as in (h).

(h) sœ;œá÷ √ ®ním;® i t; n;méµ;∫; (JP 22)
sœ;œá÷ [÷;] √ ®ním;® ÷;¥ t; n;-méµ;∫;
accompanying OBL ART us and ART my-children
‘with my sons and me’

3.8.5. Apposition
It seems that a nominal adjunct can also be amplified by an appositive word or
phrase. In the texts, indisputable examples are rare, since other interpretations
are often possible. What may be instances of appositive phrases are seen in (a)
and (b).

(a) kø⁄n;t;s t; q⁄l;m, isé¬; q⁄l;m. (JP 22)
kø⁄n-;t-;s t; q⁄l;m y;sé¬; q⁄l;m
get.taken-TR-3TR ART eye two eye
‘He took the eyes, two eyes.’

(b) √é√;l;t;s ˚ø; t;wq⁄≈ sqøél, s√él;q;m sqøél. (JP 22)
√é√;l-;t-;s ˚ø; t;w-q⁄≈ sqøél s√él;q;m sqøél
be.applying-TR-3TR ART somewhat-many word dangerous word
‘He was applying words, powerful words, to it.’

However, it is possible that the final phrases in (a) and (b) are in fact sepa-
rate sentences: ‘They were two eyes’; ‘They were powerful words.’ Or they
could be construed as relative clauses (see §4.1): ‘He took the eyes, which were
two eyes’; ‘He was applying words, which were powerful words.’ If this latter
is correct, these would be examples of non-restrictive relative clauses, which
seem rare or non-existent. In (a), ‘two eyes’ seems parallel to the complex
numerals in sentences (f) and (g) in §3.8.3.2 above.
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There are also instances of proper nouns that seem to be standing in apposi-
tion to the nouns that precede them, as in (c), (d), and (e).

(c) køƒ; sx;méns y⁄qø;®te÷≈ (JP 14)
køƒ; sx;mén-s y⁄qø;®te÷≈
ART enemy-3POS Lekwiltok
‘their enemies, the Yuculta [Lekwiltok]’

(d) t; m⁄∫;s t; cíc;® si÷éµ Jesus
t; m⁄∫;-s t; cíc;® si÷éµ Jesus
ART child-3POS ART high lord Jesus
‘the son of God, Jesus’

(e) w;÷íµ;x ÷a¬ t; si÷éµ ≈é≥¬s. (JP 18)
w;-÷íµ;x ÷a¬ t; si÷éµ ≈é≥¬s
EST-be.walking just ART lord transformer
‘The Lord Transformer was just walking.’

Here, too, it is possible that these are all nominal relative clauses and more
literally translated ‘their enemies, who were the Yuculta,’ ‘the son of God, who
was Jesus,’ and ‘the lord [honoured person], who was ≈é≥¬s.’Again, they would
be non-restrictive relative clauses. 
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4
Syntax 2: Complex Sentences

73

A complex sentence consists of a main clause and one or more embedded claus-
es termed relative clauses, subordinate clauses, and nominalized clauses. It may
be useful to identify each of these clause types here in a preliminary way. In the
following examples, the embedded clauses are enclosed in square brackets.

(1) A relative clause is an embedded clause that can modify a nominal
adjunct head, such as ‘whom I saw’ in (a).

(a) t; sw⁄¥qe÷ [ni≥n ˚ø⁄cn;xø]
t; sw⁄¥qe÷ ni÷-;n ˚øéc-n;xø
ART man AUX-I look-TR

‘the man [whom I saw]’

(2) A subordinate clause is an embedded clause that can stand as a conditional
or complement clause in relation to a main clause, such as ‘if you go’ in (b).

(b) ˚ø⁄cnä≥m ce÷ [w;ni;xø néµ].
˚ø´éc-n-am-;m ce÷ w;-ni÷-;xø néµ
look-TR-you(PAS)-INTR FUT if-AUX-you go
‘You’ll be seen [if you go].’

(3) A nominalized clause is an embedded clause that can serve as a nominal
adjunct, such as ‘my going’ in (c).

(c) s˚øéy ˚ø; [n;snéµ].
s˚øéy ˚ø; n;-s-néµ
impossible ART my-NOM-go
‘I can’t go.’ (lit. ‘[My going] is impossible.’)

Each of these clause types has other forms and uses, which will be described
in the following sections.
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4.1. RELATIVE CLAUSES
The term “relative clause” is one that I will use for embedded clauses resulting
from “extraction.” These correspond to English attributive clauses (“relative
clauses” in the narrowest sense) such as ‘who saw me’ and ‘whom I saw’ in ‘the
man who saw me’ and ‘the man whom I saw,’ and to clauses that appear in Eng-
lish “cleft” and “pseudo-cleft” sentences (Quirk and Greenbaum 1973, 414-17)
such as ‘who saw me’ in ‘It was John who saw me’ (cleft) and ‘John was the
one who saw me’ (pseudo-cleft).1 Halkomelem relative clauses (in this broad
sense) appear as attributive clauses; as subjects in sentences whose predicates
are nouns, personal words, and interrogative words; and even as predicates.
When we compare a relative clause with the corresponding simple clause, we
see that one of the nominals of the simple clause is missing in the relative
clause, having been “extracted” so that it may appear, in the larger context of a
complex sentence, as the relative clause head. Thus, when we compare the sim-
ple clause ‘I saw a bear’ and the relative clause ‘that I saw,’ we see that ‘bear’
is missing from the relative clause. It has been “extracted” so that it may stand,
for example, as the subject in the complex sentence ‘The bear that I saw ate our
lunch.’ In this complex sentence, ‘bear’ is now modified by (is the head of) the
relative clause ‘that I saw.’ In this way, a relative clause singles out a partici-
pant in one event or condition (expressed by one clause) in order to identify that
participant with or in another event or condition (expressed by another clause),
as in ‘the bear that I saw with whatever it was that ate our lunch.’ Relative
clauses in their various uses in Halkomelem all seem to have this function. In
this section, relative clauses are enclosed in square brackets.

Relative clauses often appear modifying noun heads (the extracted nouns), as
in (a).

(a) t; sw⁄¥qe÷ [ni≥n ˚ø⁄cn;xø]
t; sw⁄¥qe÷ ni÷-;n ˚øéc-n;xø
ART man AUX-I look-TR

‘the man (that, whom) I saw’

However, they can also simply follow an article or demonstrative expressing
the gender, position, and number of the extracted noun, as in (b).

(b) t; [ni≥n ˚ø⁄cn;xø]
t; ni÷-;n ˚øéc-n;xø
ART AUX-I look-TR

‘the one (that, whom) I saw’
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clauses and uses the phrase “embedded clauses of extraction” for what I am calling “relative
clauses.”
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Following Gerdts (1981, 62), I will identify this last construction as a relative
clause with an “eclipsed” head. The examples that follow in the next section are
mainly relative clauses with eclipsed heads.

Depending on the type of predicate embedded, relative clauses can be iden-
tified as verbal, nominal, and, possibly, adjectival. We will first consider verbal
relative clauses.

4.1.1. Forms of Verbal Relative Clauses
Verbal relative clauses vary in form depending on what is extracted and from
what type of clause. One major difference separates relative clauses with
extracted subjects and objects from relative clauses with extracted oblique
nominal adjuncts. In the first set the predicate head is a finite form of the verb,
while in the second set the predicate head is nominalized.

4.1.1.1. With Extracted Subjects and Objects
If what is extracted is the subject of an intransitive or passive clause, the rela-
tive clause will have the same form as the corresponding simple clause. Com-
pare the following simple-clause predicates, (a) and (b) with the corresponding
relative clauses with eclipsed heads, (a´) and (b´).

(a) ni œáy. (a´) køƒ; [ni œáy]
AUX die ART AUX die
‘He died.’ ‘the one who died’

(b) ni œá≥yt;m. (b´) køƒ; [ni œá≥yt;m]
ni œáy-;t-;m køƒ; ni œáy-;t-;m
AUX die-TR-INTR ART AUX die-TR-INTR

‘He was killed.’ ‘the one who was killed’

However, if either the subject or the object of a transitive clause is extracted,
the relative clause will be different, in all but one case, from the corresponding
simple clause. This is because the presence or absence of subject markers must
show whether it is the subject or object that has been extracted. 

If the object is extracted, the relative clause will bear one of the subordinate
subject suffixes (-e≥n ~ -;n ‘I,’ -;xø ‘you [singular],’ -;t ‘we,’ -e≥p ~ -;p ‘you
(plural),’ -;s ‘he, she, it, they’; see §14.2.3). Compare (c) to (f) with (c´) to (f´): 

(c) çéw-;t c;n ce÷. (c´) køƒ; [çéw-;t-ë≥n ce÷]
help-TR I FUT ART help-TR-I FUT

‘I’ll help him.’ ‘the one (whom) I’ll help’

(d) ni c;n çéw;t. (d´) køƒ; [ni≥n çéw;t]
ni c;n çéw-;t køƒ; ni÷-;n çéw-;t
AUX I help-TR ART AUX-I help-TR

‘I helped him.’ ‘the one (whom) I helped’
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(e) çéw-;t ∆xø ce÷. (e´) køƒ; [çéw-;t-;xø ce÷]
help-TR you FUT ART help-TR-you FUT

‘You’ll help him.’ ‘the one (whom) you’ll help’

(f) ni çéw-;t-;s. (f´) køƒ; [ni çéw-;t-;s]
AUX help-TR-3TR ART AUX help-TR-3SUB

‘He helped him.’ ‘the one (whom) he helped’

In (f) and (f´), the forms of the simple predicate and the corresponding relative
clause are identical in appearance. However, the third-person subject markers
are probably not the same, that in the simple predicate being the transitive sub-
ject marker and that in the relative clause being the subordinate subject marker.

If a third-person subject of a transitive is extracted, the relative clause will
have no third-person subject marker. Compare (g) to (i) with (g´) to (i´):

(g) çéw;ƒ;s ce÷ (g´) køƒ; [çéw;ƒämx ce÷]
çéw-;t-S(amx)-;s ce÷ køƒ; çéw-;t-Samx ce÷
help-TR-me-3TR FUT ART help-TR-me FUT

‘He will help me.’ ‘the one who will help me’

(h) çéw;ƒä≥m ce÷ (h´) køƒ; [çéw;ƒäm; ce÷]
çéw-;t-Sam-;m ce÷ køƒ; çéw-;t-Sam; ce÷
help-TR-you(PAS)-INTR FUT ART help-TR-you FUT

‘He will help you.’ ‘the one who will help you’

(i) ni çéw;t;s. (i´) køƒ; [ni çéw;t]
ni÷ çéw-;t-;s køƒ; ni÷ çéw-;t
AUX help-TR-3TR ART AUX help-TR

‘He helped him.’ ‘the one who helped him’

In (h), the form çéw;ƒä≥m in the simple clause is passive, literally ‘You are
helped,’ there being no form in the active paradigm with a second-person object
and a third-person subject. However, the corresponding relative clause is
active.

In (i´), the absence of the subject marker in the relative clause is what distin-
guishes it from ‘the one he helped,’ (f´) above.

4.1.1.2. With Extracted Oblique Adjuncts
Relative clauses of this type differ from those of the last type in that in these
the predicate head is nominalized. There are also differences within this type
depending on whether the extracted nominal adjunct is an oblique object or a
locus, goal, or instrument, and on the voice of the predicate.

If what is extracted is an oblique object, the predicate head takes the prefix
s- ‘nominalizer’ (see §12.1.1) and, if the predicate head is intransitive or active
transitive, it takes a possessive affix (see §14.2.4) as a subject marker. Compare
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the following simple clauses (a) and (b) with the corresponding relative clauses
(a´) and (b´).

(a) ni c;n ÷á≥m ÷; t; qá÷. (AG)
ni c;n ÷á-;m ÷; t; qá÷
AUX I call-INTR OBL ART water
‘I called for water.’

(a´) køƒ; [n;s÷á≥m] qá÷ (AG)
køƒ; n;-s-÷á-;m qá÷
ART my-NOM-call-INTR water
‘the water I called for’

(b) ni c;n ÷;≈ímt ÷; køƒ; ÷;pán;s. (AG)
ni÷ c;n ÷;≈ím-t ÷; køƒ; ÷áp;n-;s
AUX I borrow-TR OBL ART ten-face
‘I lent him ten dollars.’

(b´) køƒ; [ni n;s÷;≈ímt] (AG)
køƒ; ni÷ n;-s-÷;≈ím-t
ART AUX my-NOM-borrow-TR

‘what I lent him’

If the predicate is passive, the predicate head in the relative clause is a nomi-
nalized passive with the passive person marker (see §14.2.6) and subordinate
passive suffix (see §10.8). Compare (c) and (c´):

(c) ni ÷áxø;st;m ÷; køƒ; s÷⁄®t;n.
ni÷ ÷éxø-;s-t-;m ÷; køƒ; s÷⁄®t;n
AUX give-REC-TR-INTR OBL ART food
‘They were given food.’

(c´) køƒ; s÷⁄®t;n [neµ s÷áxø;stï≥t]
køƒ; s÷⁄®t;n neµ s-÷éxø-;s-t-;y-;t 
ART food AUX(go) NOM-give-REC-TR-3SUBPAS-SUBPAS

‘the food they were given’

If the extracted oblique nominal adjunct is a locus, goal, or instrument, the
predicate head in the relative clause takes the compound prefix ßxø- ‘oblique
nominalizer’ (see §12.1.4). This compound prefix is composed of s- ‘nominal-
izer’ and xø- ‘oblique.’ It may be roughly translated ‘place of, time of, means of,
reason for,’ and so on. The predicate head also has either a possessive (if intran-
sitive or active transitive) or a subordinate passive person marker (if passive) as
a subject marker. It may be preceded by an auxiliary linking it to the noun the
clause modifies. Compare (d) to (g) with (d´) to (g´):
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(d) ni ní÷ ÷; ˚ø; sp⁄®≈;n.
ni ní÷ ÷; ˚ø; sp⁄®≈;n
AUX be.there OBL ART prairie
‘He is at the pasture.’

(d´) køƒ; sp⁄®≈;n [ni ßxøní÷s]
køƒ; sp⁄®≈;n ni÷ ßxø-ní÷-s
ART prairie AUX OBLNOM-be.there-3POS

‘the pasture where he is’ (lit. ‘the pasture that is his place of being there, 
his locus’)

(e) ni c;n néµ ÷; køƒ; ≈áca÷.
ni÷ c;n néµ ÷; køƒ; ≈áca÷
AUX I go OBL ART lake
‘I went to the lake.’

(e´) køƒ; ≈áca÷ [ni n;ßxønéµ]
køƒ; ≈áca÷ ni÷ n;-ßxø-néµ
ART lake AUX my-OBLNOM-go
‘the lake where I went’ (lit. ‘the lake that was my place of going, my goal’)

(f) ni láµ;ƒ;s ÷; t; smé≥nt.
ni láµ-;t-S-;s ÷; t; smé≥nt
AUX get.hit-TR-me-3TR OBL ART rock
‘He hit me with a rock.’

(f´) t; smé≥nt [ni ßxøláµ;ƒ;s]
t; smé≥nt ni÷ ßxø-láµ-;t-S-;s
ART rock AUX OBLNOM-get.hit-TR-me-3SUB

‘the rock he hit me with’ (lit. ‘the rock that was his means of hitting me’)

(g) ni láµ;ƒël;m ÷; t; smé≥nt.
ni láµ-;t-Sel-;m ÷; t; smé≥nt
AUX get.hit-TR-I(PAS)-INTR OBL ART rock
‘I was hit with a rock. Somebody hit me with a rock.’

(g´) t; smé≥nt [ni ßxøláµ;ƒë≥lt]
t; smé≥nt ni÷ ßxø-láµ-;t-Sel-;t
ART rock AUX OBLNOM-get.hit-TR-I(PAS)-SUBPAS

‘the rock I was hit with’ (lit. ‘the rock that was the means by which I was
hit’)

4.1.1.3. With Extracted Possessors
If a possessor is extracted, the possessed noun retains the possessive affix, and
the relative clause has the form appropriate to the grammatical status of the noun
possessed. For example, if the noun possessed is the subject of an intransitive
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clause, the relative clause will have the same form as the corresponding simple
clause. Compare (a) and (a´):

(a) ni mé÷kø® køƒ; stiqíws køƒé÷ sw⁄¥qe÷. (AG)
ni÷ mé÷kø® køƒ; stiqíw-s køƒé÷ sw⁄¥qe÷
AUX get.hurt ART horse-3POS that man
‘That man’s horse got hurt.’

(a´) køƒ; (sw⁄¥qe÷) [ni mé÷kø® køƒ; stiqíws] (AG)
køƒ; sw⁄¥qe÷ ni÷ mé÷kø® køƒ; stiqíw-s
ART man AUX get.hurt ART horse-3POS

‘the man whose horse got hurt’

(In considering (a´), AG preferred to omit the noun head, saying that it seemed
redundant with the article indicating a male possessor.)

Gerdts (1988, 73-74) has determined that in the Cowichan dialect there are
restrictions on what possessors can be extracted. My data are not extensive
enough to corroborate this.

4.1.2. Uses of Verbal Relative Clauses
Relative clauses with eclipsed heads can serve as nominal adjuncts. In (a), the
relative clause is the subject.

(a) n; h⁄ye÷ køƒ; [ni≥® çéw;ƒämx]. (JP)
ni h⁄ye÷ køƒ; ni÷-;® çéw-;t-Samx
AUX leave ART AUX-past help-TR-me
‘The one who helped me is gone.’

In (b), it is the object.

(b) ni÷ c;n ˚ø⁄cn;xø køƒ; [÷i≥® çéw;ƒämx]. (CC)
ni÷ c;n ˚øéc-n;xø køƒ; ÷i-;® çéw-;t-Samx
AUX I look-TR ART AUX-past help-TR-me
‘I saw the one who helped me.’

In (c), the relative clause is the possessor of the noun that precedes it.

(c) niw xø;nh;lí t; ¸éle÷s tƒe÷ [÷i≥p µi ®é≥l;st;xø]. (JP 22)
ni w;-xø;n-h;lí t; ¸éle÷-s tƒe÷ ÷i-;p µi
AUX EST-still-live ART heart-3POS that AUX-you AUX

é≥l-;st;xø
move.shoreward-CAUS

‘The heart of that which you have brought ashore is still alive.’

The examples given above are of relative clauses consisting of predicates
only, but relative clauses may also contain nominal adjuncts, as in (d) to (g).
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(d) ni÷ c;n ˚ø⁄cn;xø køƒ; [ni÷ çéw;t t;w√a]. (CC)
ni÷ c;n ˚øéc-n;xø køƒ; ni÷ çéw-;t t;w√a
AUX I look-TR ART AUX help-TR him
‘I saw the one who helped him.’

(e) ni c;n ˚ø⁄cn;xø køƒ; [neµ ce÷ çéw;t;s ˚ø;ná≥®t;n]. (JP)
ni c;n ˚ø⁄c-n;xø køƒ; neµ ce÷ çéw-;t-;s ˚ø;ná≥®t;n
AUX I look-TR ART AUX(go) FUT help-TR-3SUB they
‘I saw the one they will help.’

(f) ... ƒ⁄t t; [qø⁄lst;xø ˚ø; n;c®ilé÷;m]. (CC)
ƒ⁄t t; qøél-st;xø ˚ø; n;-c®ilé÷;m
say ART speak-COM ART my-step.parent
‘... said the one who scolded my late-stepfather.’

(g) n;w xá÷®;m;t;m y;ƒél;y [ni÷ neµ y;sœ;œá÷ ; t;w√a]. (CC 21)
ni w;-xá÷®;m-;t-;m [÷;] y;ƒél;y ni÷ neµ
AUX EST-be.watching-TR-INTR OBL those AUX AUX(go)

y;-sœ;œá÷ ÷; t;w√a
along-accompanying OBL him

‘He was looked after by those who had gone with him.’

In (d), t;w√a is a third-person object, a role it cannot play in a main clause with
a third-person subject indicated by -;s suffixed to the verb. Here, in a relative
clause, the -;s is absent, and there is no such restriction.

Relative clauses can precede their noun heads, as in (h) and (i).

(h) køƒ; [®⁄œ;ll;xø;xø] w;®ƒíƒ; (CC 10)
køƒ; ®⁄œ;l-l;xø-;xø w;®ƒíƒ;
ART know-TR-you ritualist
‘a ritualist that you know’

(i) køƒe÷ [ni xø;s÷⁄ly;s] cí≥tm;xø (JP 28)
køƒe÷ ni xø;-s÷⁄ly;-s cí≥tm;xø
that AUX become-vision-3POS great.horned.owl
‘that great-horned owl that became his vision’

More often, however, it seems that the relative clause follows its noun head,
as in (j), (k), and (l).

(j) køƒ; ˚øí÷xø [y;h⁄¥qø ce÷] (CC 10)
køƒ; ˚øí÷xø y;-h⁄¥qø ce÷
ART pitch along-be.burning FUT

‘the pitch that will be burning’
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(k) t; sçéxt [ni÷;® s÷áxø;sts] (JP 2)
t; sçéxt ni÷-;® s-÷éxø-;s-t-s
ART stick AUX-past NOM-give-REC-TR-3POS

‘the sticks he had given them’

(l) t; sxélm;xøc;s [há÷kø;x;s;® køs; n;sçáµ;qø] (CC 19)
t; sxélm;xøc;s há÷kø-;x-;s-;® køs;
ART ritualist’s.rattle be.getting.used-TR-3SUB-past ART

n;-sçáµ;qø
my-great.grandparent

‘the ritualist’s rattle that my great-grandmother used’

4.1.3. Nominal Relative Clauses
Nominal predicates, too, can be embedded as relative clauses.2 In the texts they
have the same form we would expect in corresponding simple clauses. This
lack of distinguishing features makes for problems in interpretation, however.
First, there are clear examples of nominal relative clauses appearing after their
noun heads, as in (a) to (d).

(a) t; sqø;mqø;mé¥ [st;lqáy;] (JP 3)
ART dogs wolves
‘the dogs that were wolves’

(b) køƒ;w m⁄˚ø s÷⁄®t;n [s≈é÷≈e÷s]. (CC 17)
køƒ; w;-m⁄˚ø s-÷⁄®t;n s-≈é÷≈e÷-s
ART EST-all NOM-eat NOM-holy-3POS

‘all the foods that were his taboos’

(c) køƒ; sp;lkøí¸a÷ [w;†át;® çtwa÷ sí≥÷ëµ] (JP 16)
køƒ; sp;lkøí¸a÷ w;-†át-;® çtwa÷ sí≥÷ëµ
ART dead.person EST-anciently-past SPEC upper-class.people
‘the dead that were leaders long ago’

(d) t; s√í√q;® [[swe÷s ƒ; sá÷s;qøt] m⁄∫;] (JP 1)
t; s√í√q;® s-wé÷-s ƒ; sá÷s;qøt m⁄∫;
ART child NOM-own-3POS ART junior child
‘the boy who was the son of the younger sister’ (lit. ‘the male child who was

the son who was the property of the female junior sibling/cousin’)

In (d), there is a relative clause (doubly bracketed) within a relative clause.
The relative clause swé÷s ƒ; sá÷s;qøt ‘who is the property of (belongs to) the
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junior’ modifies m⁄∫; ‘who is the child’ (the kin term), which modifies
s√í√q;® ‘child’ (the age status term). The outer relative clause follows its head,
while the inner one precedes its head.

It may be that some noun modifiers that stand before the head are nominal
relative clauses. This interpretation seems possible in (e), (f), and (g).

(e) t; s®;n®én;¥ m;st⁄y;xø (JP 25)
ART women person
‘the women’ (lit. ‘the persons who are women’?)

(f) køƒ; sç;léxø;m m;st⁄y;xø (CC 17)
ART old-dancer person 
‘the old dancer’ (lit. ‘the person who is an old-dancer’?)

(g) t; xø⁄lm;xø m;st⁄y;xø (JP 28)
ART Indian person
‘the Indian people’ (lit. ‘the persons who are Indians’?)

Compare (g) with (h):

(h) køƒ;w xø⁄lm;xø ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø
køƒ; w;-xø⁄lm;xø ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø
ART EST-Indian just person
‘the Indian people’

In (h), the combination w;- ÷a¬ seems to make an adjective-like word of
xø⁄lm;xø ‘Indian.’ Here ‘Indian’ is clearly not a nominal relative clause.

On the other hand, it might be simpler just to identify these modifiers in (e),
(f), and (g) as nouns used adjectivally and label them “noun premodifiers.”

There are in fact noun premodifiers that cannot be identified as embedded
nominal predicates because they relate obliquely (rather than equatively) to the
head. They may not be common, but one example is ßxøn;wí® ‘far-side’ in (i),

(i) t; ßxøn;wí® m;st⁄y;xø (JP 22)
ART far.side person
‘the far-side people’ (i.e., the people from across the Gulf)

which may be a reduction of (j), which occurred later in the same story.

(j) y;ƒél;¥ [t;lí t; ßxøn;wí®] m;st⁄y;xø (JP 22)
y;ƒél;¥ t;¬í [÷;] t; ßxøn;wí® m;st⁄y;xø 
those be.from OBL ART far.side person
‘those people who are from the far side’

Here the modifier is a verbal relative clause.
Another example of an obliquely related noun premodifier is l;m;tú ‘sheep’

in (k).
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(k) t; l;m;tú tínt;n nínça (CC 21)
ART sheep bell one(DIM)
‘a small sheep-bell’

Here, as in (i), it is not possible to interpret either the first or the second noun
as a relative clause modifying the other. Neither ‘a sheep that is a bell’ nor ‘a
bell that is a sheep’ makes sense. But this case may be marginal. The words
l;m;tú ‘sheep’ and tínt;n ‘bell’ are both from Chinook Jargon, and they form
here what is probably a loan translation of the English compound sheep-bell.
So this use of l;m;tú as a noun premodifier with the oblique sense ‘for sheep’
may be atypical for Halkomelem. (I suspect that in a more conservative style,
one might use the s- -a÷® formation and say *sl;m;t⁄wa÷® tínt;n.)

The fact that nouns can stand as modifiers both before and after the nouns
they modify means that, at this stage of analysis, it is hard to know how to inter-
pret some juxtaposed nouns. CC interpreted her own

(l) t; s√él;q;m st;lqáy;
ART fierce(PL) wolf(PL)

as ‘the fierce wolves,’ but DK (her daughter) suggested ‘the fierce ones who
were wolves.’

JP translated his

(m)t;ná≥n; √cés smé≥nt (JP 15)
that.over.there island mountain/rock

as ‘that high island,’ but AG translated it ‘that island that is a mountain.’ Later
in the story, JP made it køƒ; smé≥nt √cés, which AG translated either ‘rock
island’ or ‘mountainous island.’ But again it could be ‘that island that is a
mountain’ or ‘that mountain that is an island.’

4.1.4. Adjectival Relative Clauses
Adjectives precede nouns as modifiers in nominal adjuncts (as described in
§3.8.3) and in predicates (as described in §3.7.3). They have not been recorded
as modifiers following their noun heads. Whether adjective modifiers can be
identified as embedded predicates and therefore relative clauses is an open
question. 

However, adjectives can also appear in adjuncts without nouns, as in (a).

(a) ÷ám;sƒämx ∆xø ÷; køƒ; [÷⁄¥]. (AG)
÷ém-;s-t-Samx ∆xø ÷; køƒ; ÷⁄¥
give-REC-TR-me you OBL ART good
‘Give me the good one. Give me the one that is good.’

These may be identified as relative clauses with eclipsed heads.
Adjectives also appear in pseudo-cleft sentences (see below), as in (b).
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(b) ÷é≥nƒ; [˚øáµ˚ø;µ].
be.I strong
‘I am the one who is strong.’

These may be identified as embedded predicates, and so relative clauses in the
sense used here.

4.1.5. Pseudo-Cleft and Cleft Sentences
These are sentences that are constructed so as to give prominence or focus to
some element (the focal element), such as a noun, pronoun, or interrogative.
Both of these sentence types involve the splitting of a simple clause into a focal
element and an embedded clause from which the focal element has been
extracted.

In a pseudo-cleft sentence, the focal element is the predicate and the embed-
ded clause is either the subject or a predicate complement, as in (a).

(a) n⁄w; [ni ˚ø⁄cn;xøë≥n].
n⁄w; ni÷ ˚øéc-n;xø-ë≥n
be.you AUX look-TR-I
‘You are the one I saw.’

Here n⁄w; ‘be you’ is the predicate and ni ˚ø⁄cn;xøë≥n ‘whom I saw’ is a pred-
icate complement.

In a cleft sentence, the focal element is the subject and the embedded clause
is a predicate complement, as in (b).

(b) w;náy t; swéy;l [w;ƒ;÷ít ≈é÷≈;]. (JP 21)
w;náy t; swéy;l w;-ƒ;÷ít ≈é÷≈e÷
be.only ART daylight EST-truly holy
‘It is only the Daylight that is truly holy.’

Here w;náy ‘be only’ is the predicate, t; swéy;l ‘the daylight’ is the subject,
and w;ƒ;÷ít ≈é÷≈; ‘(that) is truly holy’ is a predicate complement.

4.1.5.1. Pseudo-Cleft Sentences
These can have nouns, personal words, and interrogative words as predicates.
We will consider them here according to type of predicate.

4.1.5.1.1. With Nominal Predicates
These give prominence to nouns that would be heads of nominal adjuncts in
simple sentences. A sentence of this type consists of a noun (or noun with mod-
ifying adjective) standing as the predicate, followed by a relative clause formed
by the extraction of this noun.

The relative clause may be preceded by an article (as a relative clause with
eclipsed head) and serve as the subject of the sentence, as in (a) and (b).
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(a) s÷í≥®q;¥ kø®; [ni ní÷ ; køƒé÷]. (JP 13)
two-headed.serpent ART AUX be.there OBL that
‘What is there is a two-headed serpent.’

(b) sqø;mé¥ køƒ; [n;s√í÷]. (JP 2)
sqø;mé¥ køƒ; n;-s-c-√í÷
dog ART my-NOM-make-value
‘What I want is a dog.’

In (a), the predicate is s÷í≥®q;¥ ‘be a two-headed serpent’ and the subject is
kø®; ni ní÷ ÷; køƒé÷ ‘that (feminine absent) which is there at that (place).’ In
(b), the predicate is sqø;mé¥ ‘be a dog’ and the subject is køƒ; n;s√í ‘that
which I want,’ which is a relative clause with nominalized head because c√í÷
‘want’ takes an oblique object. (For this interpretation of s√í÷, see §12.2.1
under [g].)

Sentences of this type with a locative subject, like that of (a), often, though
not always, have the existential sense of English ‘there is, there are,’ as in (c),
(d), and (e).

(c) sw⁄¥qe÷ t; [ní÷ ; t;ní÷]. (CC)
man ART be.there OBL there
‘There is a man over there.’ (lit. ‘The [male] one over there is a man.’)

(d) s®én;¥ ƒ; [ni÷ ; t;ní÷] (CC)
woman ART be.there OBL there
‘There is a woman over there.’ (lit. ‘The [female] one over there is a 

woman.’)

(e) sn⁄xø;® køƒ; [÷i ÷í ÷; ˚ø; céc;∑]. (CC)
canoe ART AUX be.here OBL ART shore
‘There is a canoe on the beach here.’ (lit. ‘The [thing] here on the beach is

a canoe.’)

Sentences with this existential sense can also have the relative clause fol-
lowing the predicate directly as a modifier or complement rather than as the
subject.

(f) q⁄≈ s®;n®én;¥ [neµ kø⁄n;t;m]. (JP 12)
q⁄≈ s®;n®én;¥ neµ kø⁄n-;t-;m
many women AUX(go) be.taken-TR-INTR

‘There were many women who were captured.’

Sentences like (f) may appear to be simply examples of subject-verb word
order, but they are better interpreted as pseudo-cleft sentences.

Sentences with this existential sense can also have ni÷ ‘be there’ or ÷i ‘be
here’ preceding the noun. The ni÷ can have the sense ‘some,’ as in (g) and (h).
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(g) ni÷ m;st⁄y;xø køƒ; [m;h⁄˚øn;s køƒ; siyé¥;s;® niw® neµ ÷í˚ø].
ni÷ m;st⁄y;xø køƒ; m;-hé˚ø-n;s køƒ;
be.there person ART come-remember-GOAL ART

sy;yé¥;-s-;® ni w;®-neµ ÷í˚ø
friends-3POS-past AUX already-AUX(go) be.lost

‘Some people came to remember their friends [or relatives] who had 
passed away.’

(h) ÷i ÷; q⁄≈ swí∑; [ni ÷; √ qíç;¥÷]. (CC)
÷i ÷; q⁄≈ swí∑; ni ÷; √ qíç;¥
be.here ROG many eulachon be.there OBL ART Katzie
‘Are there lots of hooligans [eulachons] at Katzie?’

In all of the examples given so far, the noun predicate is an extracted subject.
In (i), (j), and (k), they are extracted objects.

(i) q⁄≈ ƒ;lá÷ƒ;n [÷i÷®t⁄n;stxøë≥n]. (CC)
q⁄≈ ƒ;lá÷ƒ;n ÷i÷®t⁄n-;st;xø-ë≥n
many mouth(DIM.PL) be.eating-CAUS-I
‘I have lots of little mouths to feed.’ (lit. ‘There are many little mouths

that I am feeding.’)

(j) m⁄st⁄y;xø køƒ; [ni≥n ˚ø⁄cn;xø]. (CC)
m⁄st⁄y;xø køƒ; ni-;n ˚øec-n;xø 
person ART AUX-I see-TR

‘I see a person. I see somebody.’ (lit. ‘The one whom I see is a person. 
It’s a person I see.’)

(k) l;yá≥m t; s†í∑;¥;® [÷i≥p há÷kø;x]. (CC 21)
l;yá≥m t; s-†í∑;¥;® ÷i-;p há÷kø-;x
devil ART NOM-worship AUX-you(PL) being.used-TR

‘The religion that you are practising is of the Devil.’

In (l) and (m), the noun predicate is an extracted possessor.

(l) ni÷ m;st⁄y;xø [÷⁄¥ ßxøqøél;w;ns]. (JP 18)
ni÷ m;st⁄y;xø ÷⁄¥ ßxøqøél;w;n-s
be.there person good feeling-3POS

‘Some people were glad.’ (lit. ‘There were people whose feelings were 
good.’)

(m)ná≥nça÷ s®én;¥ [qø⁄s ç; t; m⁄∫;s]. (JP 20)
ná≥nça÷ s®én;¥ qø⁄s ç; t; m⁄∫;-s
one.person woman submerge QUOT ART child-3POS

‘There was a woman whose son was drowned.’
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In (n), it is an oblique object and so the predicate head in the relative clause
bears s- ‘nominalizer.’

(n) sqéwƒ køƒ; [ni n;s÷;®t⁄n;st;xø t; s√í√q;®]. (AG)
sqéwƒ køƒ; ni n;-s-÷;®t⁄n-;st;xø t; s√í√q;®
potato ART AUX my-NOM-eat-CAUS ART child
‘It was potatoes that I fed the child.’

And in (o) it is an extracted locus and so the predicate head in the relative
clause bears ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer.’

(o) néç;wtxø ç; lél;µ t; [ßxøni÷s [køs ç®÷immátt;¬s t; spá≥¬ i t; 
œø;lít;q]]. (JP 7)

néç;w-txø ç; lél;µ t; ßxø-ni÷-s kø
one-house QUOT house ART OBLNOM-AUX-3POS ART

s-ç®-÷immát-t;¬-s t; spá≥¬ ÷;y t;
NOM-together-sit(PL DUR?)-each.other-3POS ART raven and ART

œø;lít;q.
seagull

‘Raven and Seagull were living together in one house.’ (lit. ‘Their place, 
when Raven and Seagull were living together, is said to have been 
one house.’)

(The construction beginning with køs- in (o) is a nominalized clause of a type
described in §4.3.2 [7]).

The pseudo-cleft sentence with a nominal predicate is unusual in that the
predicate can begin with a demonstrative. Demonstratives, of course, normally
introduce adjuncts. In (p), the noun head is preceded by a demonstrative and a
particle.

(p) ƒ;÷ín; kø; n;÷ím;ƒ [ni÷é≥p ˚øé˚ø;c;t]. (JP 26)
ƒ;÷ín; kø; n;-÷ím;ƒ ni÷-é≥p ˚øé˚ø;c-;t
this then my-grandchild AUX-you(PL) be.looking-TR

‘Now it’s this granddaughter of mine that you’re looking at.’

In (q), the predicate has the same structure but the relative clause is a nomi-
nal relative clause.

(q) køƒe÷ kø; sm⁄kø [s¸⁄˚ø ç; ÷a¬, m⁄˚ø stém s¸⁄˚ø] ... (JP 17)
køƒe÷ kø; sm⁄kø s ⁄̧˚ø ç; ÷a¬, m⁄˚ø stém s¸⁄˚ø
that then ball worm QUOT just all what worm
‘that ball now, they say it was just worms [and/or bugs], all kinds of 

worms ...’ (lit. ‘It is then that ball that is said to be of worms ...’)
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4.1.5.1.2. With Pronominal Predicates
A sentence of this type consists of a personal word standing as the predicate
head followed by a relative clause. The personal words are ÷⁄nƒ; ~ ÷é≥nƒ; ‘I,’
n⁄w; ‘you,’ ®ním;® ‘we,’ ®w⁄l;p ‘you plural,’ √á ‘he, she, it,’ and √ál;m
‘they’ (see §14.2.7). The person that is expressed by the predicate head is
extracted from the relative clause. The relative clause can be either a predicate
complement, following the predicate head directly, or the subject, following an
article. Compare the following simple sentences (left) with the corresponding
pseudo-cleft sentences (right).

(a) ni c;n néµ. (a´) ÷é≥nƒ; [ni néµ].
AUX I go be.I AUX go
‘I went.’ ‘I am the one who went.’

(b) ni néµ. (b´) √á [ni≥® néµ].
ni néµ. √á ni÷-;® néµ
AUX go BE3P AUX-past go
‘He went.’ ‘He’s the one who went.’

(c) ˚øáµ˚ø;µ c;n. (c´) ÷é≥nƒ; [˚øáµ˚ø;µ].
strong I be.I strong
‘I am strong.’ ‘I am the one who is strong.’

(d) n;-mé∫; y;ƒél;¥. (d´) √ál;m [n;-méµ;∫;].
my-children those be.they my-children
‘They’re my children.’ ‘THEY are my children.’

(e) ÷i ÷;µí ÷; √ ÷é≥ƒ;. (e´) ÷é≥nƒ; [÷i ßxø;µís].
÷i ÷;µí ÷; √ ÷é≥ƒ;. ÷é≥nƒ; ÷i ßxø-÷;µí-s.
AUX come OBL ART me be.I AUX OBLNOM-come-3POS

‘He came to me.’ ‘I am the one he came to.’

(f) ni c;n ˚ø⁄cnäm;. (f´) n⁄w; [ni ˚ø⁄cn;xøë≥n].
ni÷ c;n ˚øec-n-äm; n⁄w; ni÷ ˚øec-n;xø-ë≥n.
AUX I look-TR-you be.you AUX look-TR-I
‘I saw you.’ ‘You are the one I saw.’

(g) ni ˚ø⁄cnämx;s. (g´) ÷é≥nƒ; [ni≥® ˚ø⁄cn;xø;s].
ni÷ ˚øec-n-ämx-;s ÷é≥nƒ; ni÷-;® ˚øec-n;xø-;s
AUX look-TR-me-3TR be.I AUX-past look-TR-3SUB

‘He saw me.’ ‘I am the one he saw.’

(h) ni ç; ˚ø⁄cnä≥m. (h´) n⁄w; ç; [ni ˚ø;cn;xø;s].
ni÷ ç; ˚øéc-n-ám-;m n⁄w; ç; ni÷ ˚øéc-n;xø-;s.
AUX QUOT look-TR-you-INTR be.you QUOT AUX look-TR-3SUB

‘He saw you. You were seen.’ ‘You are the one he saw.’
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Reportedly, speakers vary in their treatment of complement clauses in sen-
tences of this type. For (g´) and (h´), AG gave (i) and (j) as forms he had heard
used but judged less correct.

(i) ÷é≥nƒ; ni ˚ø⁄cnamx;s.
÷é≥nƒ; ni ˚øéc-n-amx-;s
be.I AUX look-TR-me-3TR

‘I am the one he saw.’

(j) n⁄w; ni ˚ø⁄cnä≥m.
n⁄w; ni ˚øéc-n-am-;m
be.you AUX look-TR-you-INTR

‘You are the one he saw.’

In these, the speaker used simple predicates instead of relative clauses. I do not
believe CC or JP used such forms.

4.1.5.1.3. With Interrogative Predicates
Some interrogative words such as wét ‘who,’ stém ‘what,’ and so on (see §17)
can be used in questions in which the interrogative word is the predicate and
the subject a relative clause, usually with eclipsed head, as in (a), (b), and (c).

(a) wét kø; ˚ø;ná≥®t;n [y;µí]. (CC)
wét kø; ˚ø;ná≥®t;n y;-÷;µí
who then those long-come
‘Who are those coming then?’

(b) stém ÷a÷a t; [ni;xø kø;nét]. (JP)
stém ÷a÷a t; ni-;xø kø;n-é-t
what ROG ART AUX-you be.taken-DUR-TR

‘What is that thing you have?’

(c) scékø;¬ kø; ˚ø; [ni÷;xø ®éœ;t]. (CC)
scékø;¬ kø; ˚ø; ni÷-;xø ®éœ-;t
how.much then ART AUX-you lie-TR

‘How much did you put down (as down payment)?’

Other examples appear in §17.

4.1.5.2. Cleft Sentences
In a sentence of this type, the predicate is √á ‘be third person’ (BE3P) or one of
a small number of other words that can link a subject, which is the focal ele-
ment, and a complement, which is a relative clause formed by the extraction of
that subject. For example:
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(a) √a t; tám [ni≥n çéç;∑;t]. (JP)
√a t; tám ni÷-;n çéç;∑-;t
BE3P ART Tom AUX-I be.helping-TR

‘It’s Tom that I am helping.’

Here √a is the predicate, ‘Tom’ the subject, and ‘that [whom] I am helping’
a relative clause from which Tom has been extracted.3

Other examples of this type of sentence follow in (b) to (i).

(b) √a tƒé÷ [néµ ce÷]. (JP)
BE3P that(MP) go FUT

‘He is the one who will go.’

(c) √a t; tám [ni çéw;ƒämx]. (JP)
√a t; tám ni÷ çéç;w-;t-Sämx
BE3P ART Tom AUX be.helping-TR-me
‘Tom is the one who is helping me.’

(d) √a ce÷ µ; tƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷ [çéw;ƒäm;]. (JP)
√a ce÷ µ; tƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷ çéw-;t-Säm;
BE3P FUT CERT that man help-TR-you
‘It’s that man who will help you.’

(e) √a t;÷ín; [n;s√í÷]. (CC)
√a t;÷ín; n;-s-c-√í÷
BE3P this my-NOM-make-valued
‘This is the one I want.’

(f) √a tƒe÷ smé≥nt [ni÷ ßxøláµ;ƒs]. (CC)
√a tƒe÷ smé≥nt ni÷ ßxø-láµ-;t-S-s
BE3P that rock AUX OBLNOM-get.hit-TR-me-3POS

‘That’s the rock he hit me with.’

(g) √á µ; t;÷í smé≥nt [ni÷ ßxøláµ;ƒë≥lt]. (CC)
√á µ; t;÷í smé≥nt ni÷ ßxø-láµ-;t-Së≥l-t
BE3P CERT this rock AUX OBLNOM-get.hit-TR-I-SUBPAS

‘This is the rock I was hit with.’

(h) √a køƒe÷ swéy;l [ni≥n ßxøçéw;t]. (CC)
√a køƒe÷ swéy;l ni÷ n;-ßxø-çéw-;t
BE3P that day AUX my-OBLNOM-help-TR

‘That was the day when I helped him.’
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(i) √a ÷; ti÷í [ni ÷;ßxø˚øáqø;t]. √a µ;.
√a ÷; ti÷í ni÷ ÷;-ßxø-˚øáqø-;t √a µ;
BE3P ROG this AUX your-OBLNOM-get.hit-TR BE3P CERT

‘Is this what you hit him with? Yes, it is.’

In these examples, the relative clause follows the subject. However, it is also
possible for the subject to follow the relative clause, as in (j) and (k). It is not
clear what difference, if any, this makes in the sentence.

(j) √a [ni≥® çéw;të≥n (~ ni≥n;® çéw;t)] t; tám. (JP)
√a ni÷-;® çéw-;t-ë≥n (~ ni÷-;n-;® çéw-;t) t; tám
BE3P AUX-past help-TR-I (AUX-I-past help-TR) ART Tom
‘Tom is the one I helped.’

(k) √a ni≥® çéw;ƒamx tƒé÷. (JP)
√a ni÷-;® çéw-;t-Samx tƒé÷
BE3P AUX-past help-TR-me that(MP)
‘He is the one who helped me.’

In (l), we have a triply complex sentence, containing three nesting relative clauses.

(l) køƒe÷ m;st⁄y;xø [√a [ni há÷kø;x ©; [køíkø;x;t ©; qøíqø;m;s]]]. 
(JP 28)

køƒe÷ m;st⁄y;xø √a ni÷ há÷kø-;x ©; køíkø;x-;t [÷;]
that person BE3P AUX be.using-TR ART be.naming-we OBL

©; qøíqø;m;s.
ART headdress

‘It’s that person who is the one that uses what we call the “qøíqøm;s” [hair 
headdress].’

It is a pseudo-cleft sentence in which the predicate (køƒe÷ m;st⁄y;xø) is
extracted from a cleft sentence (of the form √a køƒe÷ m;st⁄y;xø ni há÷kø;x t; ...
‘It is that person who ...’), in which the object (©; køíkøx;t ...) is a relative
clause with eclipsed head.

There are a few other words that can function instead of √a as predicates of
cleft sentences or in predicates of pseudo-cleft sentences. These include háy
‘specifically,’ w;náy ‘only,’ txøáy ‘only remaining,’ and perhaps a few more,
as in (m) to (p).

(m)i háy ƒ; ná∫;ça÷ [ni t⁄s ÷; √ œíç;¥]. (CC 11)
and specifically ART one.person AUX reach OBL ART Katzie
‘But the other one went to Katzie.’

(n) w;náy t; l;plít [n;ßxøn;÷ás]. (CC 13)
w;náy t; l;plít n;-ßxø-n;÷-ás
be.only ART priest my-OBLNOM-be.there-face
‘The priest was the only one I looked to.’
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(o) txøáy t; ®ním;® [ni h;wh⁄wœø]. (JP 22)
txøáy t; ®ním;® ni h;wh⁄wœø
be.only.remaining ART be.we AUX be.drifting(PL)
‘We were the only ones left drifting around.’

An adverb (§18.2) can appear within the relative clause in a cleft sentence,
as in (p).

(p) √a w;yáƒ w;ßxø⁄∫;µ t; Safeway. (CC)
√a w;-yáƒ w;-ßxø-h⁄∫;µ [÷;] t; Safeway
BE3P EST-always EST-OBLNOM-be.going OBL ART Safeway
‘Safeway is where I always go.’

The following seem to be elliptical versions of this kind of sentence, with the
√a omitted in all three and the subject also omitted in the second and third:

(q) w;®íƒ ®⁄œ;ll;xøé≥n køƒe÷. (JP)
w;®-híƒ ®⁄œ;l-l;xø-é≥n køƒe÷.
already-last.long know-TR-I that
‘He’s somebody I’ve known for a long time.’

(r) w;®íƒ ÷a¬ sq⁄lq;l;ƒ;ns. (CC 16)
w;®-híƒ ÷a¬ s-q⁄lq;l;ƒ;n-s
already-last.long just NOM-dream-3POS

‘It’s what he was dreaming about for a long time.’

(s) txøáy qøáqø;lstamx. (DK)
txøáy qøáqø;l-st-amx
be.only.remaining be.speaking-COM-me
‘He’s the only one who still speaks to me.’

In the last example, the absence of a third-person transitive -;s makes it clear
that the second word is a relative clause.

4.2. SUBORDINATE CLAUSES
A subordinate clause is one that stands apart from the main clause of a sentence
but in a relationship subordinate to or dependent on the main clause, such as
“when he comes” in “I’ll see him when he comes” or “that he goes” in “I’ll see
that he goes.”

A subordinate clause is produced by prefixing one of the two subordinating
particles, w;-1 ‘if, when, that’ and ÷;®- ‘whenever, whatever,’ to the first word
in the predicate and replacing its coordinate subject person marker with a sub-
ordinate subject person marker.

The subordinate subject person markers in intransitive or transitive active
predicates are -e≥n ~ -;n ‘I,’ -;xø ‘you,’ -;t ‘we,’ -e≥p ~ -;p ‘you (plural),’ and
-;s ‘third person’ (§14.2.3). In passive predicates, the first- and second-person
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passive person markers, -Sel- ~ -el- ‘I,’ -Sam- ~ -am- ‘you,’ -al- ‘we, you (plu-
ral),’ and -;y- ‘third person,’ are followed by -;t ‘subordinate passive.’ The
third-person marker in the subordinate passive is -;y- followed by -;t, usually
realized as -i≥t (see §14.2.6 and §10.8).

Compare the following main-clause forms (on the left) with the correspon-
ding subordinate-clause forms (on the right):

(a) néµ c;n. (a´) w;néµë≥n
néµ c;n w;-néµ-ë≥n
go I if-go-I
‘I go.’ ‘if/when/that I go’

(b) ˚ø;cnél;m. (b´) w;˚ø;cné≥lt
˚øec-n-él-;m w;-˚øec-n-él-t
look-TR-I-INTR if-look-TR-I-SUBPAS

‘I am seen.’ ‘if I am seen’

(c) ni ÷ít;t. (c´) ÷;®ni;s ÷ít;t
ni÷ ÷ít;t ÷;®-ni÷-;s ÷ít;t
AUX sleep whenever-AUX-3SUB sleep
‘He slept.’ ‘whenever he slept’

Subordinate clauses are used as conditional clauses, indirect commands, indi-
rect questions, and complements of certain kinds of main clauses of temporal
and interrogative meaning.

4.2.1. Conditional Clauses
Subordinate clauses with w;- and with ÷;®- are both commonly used as condi-
tional clauses. The difference between them is that a subordinate clause with
w;- refers to a hypothetical future event, while one with ÷;®- refers to a real ongoing
activity or series of repeated events. Compare (a) with (b) and (c) with (d):

(a) ˚ø⁄cn;xø ∆xø ce÷ w;÷;µi≥s téc;l. (CC)
˚øec-n;xø ∆xø ce÷ w;-÷;µi-;s téc;l
look-TR you FUT when-AUX(come)-3SUB arrive.here
‘You’ll see him when he comes.’

(b) ni ÷; ∆xø ˚øé˚ø;cn;xø ÷;®µi≥s téc;l. (CC)
ni ÷; ∆xø ˚øé˚ø;c-n;xø ÷;®-÷;µi-;s téc;l
AUX ROG you be.looking-TR whenever-AUX(come)-3SUB arrive.here
‘Do you see him, when he comes?’

(c) xøcél ∆xø ce÷ kø; w;ni;xø ce÷ h⁄ye÷ t;li÷ ; t;∫a. (CC)
xøcél ∆xø ce÷ kø; w;-ni÷-;xø ce÷ h⁄ye÷ t;li÷ ÷; t;∫a
go.where you FUT then when-AUX-you FUT leave from OBL this
‘Where are you going when you leave here?’
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(d) ni ÷;lyám;t;s ÷;®ni;s ÷ít;t. (JP 28)
ni ÷;ly;-m;t-;s ÷;®-ni÷-;s ÷ít;t
AUX have.vision-CON-3TR whenever-AUX-3SUB sleep
‘He dreams about it whenever he goes to sleep.’

Time in the future may be expressed by a subordinate clause with a condi-
tional sense, as in (e) and (f).

(e) ˚ø;cnám; c;n ce÷ w;wéy;l;s. (CC)
˚øec-n-ám; c;n ce÷ w;-wéy;l-;s
see-TR-you I FUT when-become.day-3SUB

‘I’ll see you tomorrow.’ (lit. ‘I’ll see you when [another] day comes.’)

(f) ÷;µí ∆xø w;xø;né≥nt;s. (CC 21)
÷;µí ∆xø w;-xø;-né≥nt-;s
come you when-become-becoming.night-3SUB

‘Come this evening.’ (lit. ‘Come when it becomes evening.’)

Subordinate clauses with a conditional sense may appear after ÷⁄¥ ‘good,’ as in (g).

(g) ÷⁄¥ çtwa÷ œ; w;néµë≥n tá÷;lt. (JP 3)
÷⁄¥ çtwa÷ œ; w;-néµ-ë≥n t⁄¬-t
good SPEC EMPH if-go-I be.understood-TR

‘I think it would be better if I went to find out!’

Nominalized clauses occur more often in this context, however (§4.3.3).
The conditional sense also seems present in the following sentences with ÷;®-.

(h) st;÷é ∆xø ÷;®qø;lstám;÷ë≥n.
st;÷é ∆xø ÷;®-qøel-st-ám;-÷ë≥n
be.like you whenever-speak-COM-you-I
‘You do whatever I tell you.’ (lit. ‘You comply whenever I speak to you.’)

(i) hí÷, háy ®e ÷;®π;lœéls;xø. (JP, quoting grandson to flirting girl)
hí÷, háy ®e ÷;®-π;lœ-éls-;xø
hey stop PER whenever-glimpse-ACT-you
‘Hey, stop making googoo eyes at me.’ (lit. ‘Hey, stop whenever you take 

sidelong glances.’)

Subordinate clauses usually follow main clauses, as in the preceding exam-
ples, but this is not invariably so, as (j) and (k) show.

(j) w;µí÷ë≥n xø;ntéc;l ÷i ÷; ∆xø ce÷ w;÷í. (CC)
w;-µí-÷e≥n xø;n-téc;l ÷i ÷; ∆xø ce÷ w;-÷í
if-come-I still-arrive.here AUX ROG you FUT EST-be.here
‘If I come early, will you be here?’
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(k) w;ni÷;s ce÷ kø; w;®xá˚ø, √a ce÷ køƒ; w;®ƒíƒ; [ƒ⁄yt køƒ; sçéç;xt 
[ßxø≈í≈;œá÷qø;m ce÷]]. (CC 17)

w;-ni÷-;s ce÷ kø; w;®-xá˚ø √a ce÷ køƒ; w;®ƒíƒ;
when-AUX-3SUB FUT then already-bathe BE3P FUT ART ritualist

ƒ⁄y-t køƒ; sçéç;xt ßxø-≈í≈;œ-á÷qø-;m-s ce÷
be.made-TR ART little.stickOBLNOM-be.scratching-head-INTR-3POS FUT

‘When he [the new dancer] has finished bathing, then it is the ritualist who
will fix the little stick that he will be scratching his head with.’

Sentence (k) also includes two nesting relative clauses, the second (in inner
square brackets) modifying a word in the first. 

4.2.2. Indirect Commands
Subordinate clauses with w;- occur with this function following main clauses
with verbs referring to instructing, requesting, and so on.

(a) csét c;n ce÷ w;néµ;s. (CC)
c;s-ét c;n ce÷ w;-néµ-;s
tell-TR I FUT that-go-3SUB

‘I’ll tell him to go.’

(b) ni cseƒámx;s w;néµë≥n. (CC)
ni÷ c;s-et-Sámx-;s w;-néµ-ë≥n
AUX tell-TR-me-3TR that-go-I
‘He made me go.’

(c) ≈;†;stámx;s køƒ; dákt; w;®él;q;të≥n. (JP)
≈;†;-st-ámx-;s køƒ; dákt; w;-®él;q;t-ë≥n
be.telling-COM-me-3TR ART doctor that-stick.out.tongue-I
‘The doctor told me to stick out my tongue.’

(d) ni c;n neµ yá≥t ®; Edna w;≈té≥®cƒämx;s ˚ø swét;. (JP)
ni÷ c;n neµ yáh-;t ®; Edna w;-≈té-®c-t-ämx-;s
AUX I AUX(go) alert-TR ART Edna that-make-BEN-TR-me-3SUB

[÷;] ˚ø swét;
OBL ART sweater 

‘I went and ordered a sweater from Edna.’

4.2.3. Indirect Questions
Subordinate clauses with w;- occur with this function when they contain inter-
rogative words (§17) and follow main clauses with verbs referring to knowing,
discovering, and so on.
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(a) ni c;n √;w mélqt w;ni÷;s ÷⁄n;c; ƒ; tínt;n. (CC 21)
ni c;n √e w;-mélq-t w;-ni÷-;s ÷⁄n;c; ƒ; tínt;n
AUX I also EST-forget-TR that-be.there-3SUB where ART bell
‘I too had forgotten where the bell was.’

(b) n;w® ®⁄œ;ll;xø;s i ˚øi ßxøqøél;w;ns w;ni≥s ctám;t køƒ; siyé¥;s;®.
(JP 10)

ni÷ w;®-®⁄œ;l-l;xø-;s ÷i [÷;] ˚øi ßxøqøél;w;n-s
AUX already-know-TR-3TR be.here OBL that mind-3POS

w;-ni-;s ctám;t køƒ; siyé¥;-s-;®
that-AUX-3SUB do.what.with.oneself ART friends-3POS-past
‘He already knew in his mind what had happened to his late friends.’

4.2.4. Complements of Main Clauses Referring to the Future
Subordinate clauses with w;- appear after main clauses referring to future time,
as in (a).

(a) wéy;l ce÷ w;œéw;ƒamë≥n. (CC)
wéy;l ce÷ w;-œéw-;t-Sam;-ë≥n
become.day FUT that-pay-TR-you-I
‘I’ll pay you tomorrow.’ (lit. ‘It will be tomorrow that I will pay you.’)

Here the subordinate clause is not, properly speaking, a conditional clause,
since my paying you is not a condition for the sun rising tomorrow. Compare
with (b), given earlier in §4.2.1 (e). 

(b) ˚ø;cnám; c;n ce÷ w;wéy;l;s.
˚øec-n-ám; c;n ce÷ w;-wéy;l-;s
see-TR-you I FUT when-become.day-3SUB

‘I’ll see you tomorrow.’

Here ‘tomorrow’ is a conditional clause and a condition for my seeing you.
Nor can the subordinate clause in (a) be identified as ‘when I pay you’ in the

sense of a relative clause ‘on which I pay you.’ Compare with (c), given in
“Cleft Sentences” (§4.1.5.2).

(c) √a køƒe÷ swéy;l ni≥n ßxøçéw;t.
√a køƒe÷ swéy;l ni-;n ßxø-çéw-;t
be3P that day AUX-I OBLNOM-help-TR

‘That was the day when/on which I helped him.’

Here ni≥n (ni n;-) ßxøçéw;t ‘on which I helped him’ is a proper relative clause
identifying swéy;l ‘day’ as an oblique nominal adjunct in the corresponding
main clause, with the sense ‘I helped him on that day.’
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Presumably, wéy;l ce÷ in (a) is not followed by a true relative clause because
is not a noun (like swéy;l) but a verb. Perhaps, then, a subordinate clause pro-
vides the only way of relating a future event to a verb relating to future time.

In “when” questions about the future, we find the same construction, as in
(d). (See also §17.5.)

(d) t;mtém ce÷ kø; w;ni;xø h⁄ye÷. (CC)
t;mtém ce÷ kø; w;-ni÷-;xø h⁄ye÷
when FUT then that-AUX-you leave
‘When are you leaving?’

4.2.5. Interrogative Complements with ÷;®-
Following an interrogative, the prefix ÷;®- and the suffix -;s ‘third-person sub-
ordinate subject’ can be affixed to a noun to give the sense ‘kind of a,’ as in (a)
to (e).

(a) stém ÷;®sqø;mé¥;s tƒe÷. (JP)
stém ÷;®-sqø;mé¥-;s tƒe÷
what that-be.dog-3SUB that
‘What kind of a dog is it?’ (lit. ‘What that it may be a dog is that?’)

(b) stém ÷;®sqø;µqø;µé¥;s ˚ø; ÷i;xø kø;nét. (JP)
stém ÷;®-sqø;µqø;µé¥-;s ˚ø; ÷i-;xø kø;n-é-t
what that-dogs-3SUB ART AUX-you be.held-DUR-TR

‘What kind of dogs do you have?’

(c) scékø;l ÷a¬ ÷;®m;st⁄y;xø;s køƒé÷. (JP)
scékø;l ÷a¬ ÷;®-m;st⁄y;xø-;s køƒé÷
how just that-person-3SUB that
‘What kind of a person is that guy?’

(d) stém kø; ÷;®skø;léx;s ˚ø; ni ÷;ßxøkø;léxt. (CC)
stém kø; ÷;®-s-kø;léx-;s ˚ø; ni÷ ÷;-ßxø-kø;léx-t
what then that-NOM-shoot-3SUB ART AUX your-OBLNOM-shoot-TR

‘What kind of a gun did you shoot him with?’ (lit. ‘What kind of a gun 
was the one you shot him with?’)

(e) √e ÷; kø; w;néç ÷;®sqø;mé¥;s. (CC)
√e ÷; kø; w;-néç ÷;®-sqø;mé¥-;s
also ROG then EST-different that-dog-3SUB

‘Was it another kind of dog?’

This use of ÷;®- ... -;s seems to be restricted to contexts like those in the
examples given, and the use is difficult to interpret. The relevant facts are these:
There is no separate word for ‘kind,’ although there are lexical suffixes with the
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meaning ‘kind’ and these appear in words for ‘how many kinds,’ ‘one kind,’ and
so on. The word stém ‘what,’ however, appears not to combine with lexical suf-
fixes (except -c ‘tribe’). And so, again (as with a main clause referring to future
time), the subordinate clause may serve a purpose not open to other construc-
tions. The prefix may be ÷;®- rather than w;- because ÷;®- refers to a continuing
state while w;- refers to a future or unreal state.

Unlike the construction with w;- and ÷;®- identified in the preceding sections
(§4.2.1 to 4.2.4.), those described in this section seem to be expansions of the
main predicate rather separate subordinate clauses. The nominal adjuncts in the
examples given in this section seem to be subjects of the whole predicates that
precede them rather than subjects simply of the subordinate clauses, that is, the
immediate constituents of (a) are stém ÷;®sqø;mé¥;s and tƒe÷, rather than
stém and ÷;®sqø;mé¥;s tƒe÷.

4.3. NOMINALIZED CLAUSES
A nominalized clause is formed by prefixing s- ‘nominalizer’ (or ßxø- ‘oblique
nominalizer’ in one subtype) to the first word of a predicate. If the predicate is
intransitive or active transitive, its subject must be marked by a possessive affix
instead of a main-clause subject marker. Compare the following predicates (left
column) with the corresponding nominalizations (right column): 

(a) néµ c;n. (a´) n;snéµ
néµ c;n n;-s-néµ
go I my-NOM-go
‘I go’ ‘my going’

(b) ˚ø⁄cn;xø;s. (b´) s˚ø⁄cn;xøs
˚øec-n;xø-;s s-˚øec-n;xø-s
look-TR-3TR NOM-look-TR-3POS

‘he sees it’ ‘his seeing it’

(c) ni c;n ˚ø⁄cn;xø. (c´) n;sni ˚ø⁄cn;xø
ni c;n ˚øec-n;xø n;-s-ni÷ ˚øec-n;xø
AUX I look-TR my-NOM-AUX look-TR

‘I saw it’ ‘my having seen it’

Passive predicates can be nominalized in their subordinate forms only and do
not require possessives, since their subjects are already indicated by their pas-
sive affixes. Compare (d) and (e) with (d´) and (e´): 

(d) ˚ø;cnél;m (d´) s˚ø;cné≥lt
˚øec-n-él-;m s-˚øec-n-él-;t
look-TR-I-INTR NOM-look-TR-I-SUBPAS

‘I am seen’ ‘my being seen’
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(e) ˚ø⁄cn;m (e´) s˚ø;cní≥t
˚øec-n-;m s-˚øec-n-⁄y-;t
look-TR-INTR NOM-look-TR-3PAS-SUBPAS

‘he is seen’ ‘his being seen’

Nominalized clauses can appear within predicates, and they can appear as
direct nominal adjuncts, as oblique nominal adjuncts, and as narrative sen-
tences.

4.3.1. Within Predicates
Nominalized clauses can appear following the adverbial words yé® ‘just now,’
w;náy ‘only,’ m⁄˚ø ‘all, every,’ and perhaps a few others (see §18), as in (a) to (e).

(a) yé® µ; n;stéc;l. (CC)
yé® µ; n;-s-téc;l
just.now CERT my-NOM-arrive.here
‘I just got here.’

(b) yé® µ; stéc;ls. (CC)
yé® µ; s-téc;l-s
just.now CERT NOM-arrive.here-3POS

‘He just got here.’

(c) yé® µ; n;si téc;l. (CC)
yé® µ; n;-s-÷i téc;l
just.now CERT my-NOM-AUX arrive.here
‘I just got here.’

(d) yé® µ; s;s téc;l. (CC)
yé® µ; s-÷i-s téc;l
just.now CERT NOM-AUX-3POS arrive.here
‘He just got here.’

(e) yé® µ; s;s néµ. (CC)
yé® µ; s-ni÷-s néµ
just.now CERT NOM-AUX-3POS go
‘He just went.’

In (d) and (e), the auxiliary appears as ;. In (c), it is probably ÷i ‘be here,’ con-
sistent with téc;l ‘arrive here.’ But in (d) it is probably ni÷ ‘be there,’ consis-
tent with néµ ‘go.’ (JP often used sis in seemingly parallel constructions.)

(f) w;náy sqøéls t;w√a ßxøné÷em ... (CC)
w;náy s-qøél-s t;w√a ßxøné÷em
be.only NOM-speak-3POS that shaman
‘That shaman only said ...’
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(g) m⁄˚ø n;snéµ ÷ím;x ...
m⁄˚ø n;-s-néµ ÷ím;x
every my-NOM-go walk
‘Whenever I go about ...’

A construction of this type with m⁄˚ø ‘all, every’ has the sense of a condi-
tional clause, but grammatically it is the first of a pair of coordinate clauses (see
§5.2.3).

The personal word √á ‘be third person’ (see §14.2.7) can be followed by a
nominalization with w;®- ‘already,’ the construction having the sense ‘be now
about to, be now starting,’ as in (h) to (k).

(h) √an s;w® †íl;m. (CC)
√a n;-s-w;®-†íl;m
BE3P my-NOM-already-sing
‘I’m going to start to sing.’

(i) √a µ; s;w® †íl;ms. (CC)
√a µ; s-w;®-†íl;m-s
BE3P CERT NOM-already-sing-3POS

‘He’s going to start to sing.’

(j) √a µ; ÷;s;w® ≈té÷st;xø. (CC)
√a µ; ÷;-s-w;®-≈té÷-st;xø 
BE3P CERT your-NOM-already-do-COM

‘Do it now.’

(k) √a µ;n s;w® néµ. (CC)
√a µ; n;-s-w;®-néµ
BE3P CERT my-NOM-already-go
‘I’m going now.’ (lit. ‘It is my already going.’)

AG gave his equivalent of (k) as √a µ; n;su w;®néµ, with the sequence w;-2

‘established’ plus w;®- ‘already.’ In the material obtained from CC and JP, w;-2

and w;®- do not seem to co-occur, although it is possible that what I recorded
as s;w® may be //s-w;-w;®-//.

The word √a can also introduce a nominalized clause beginning with s-
‘nominalizer’ followed by w;-2 ‘established,’ commonly, but not always, real-
ized as s;w, but these nominalized clause also commonly occur without any
preceding √a. Because of this, I treat them as a separate type. See §4.3.4.

4.3.2. As Nominal Adjuncts
Nominalized clauses can appear as nominal adjuncts in a number of ways.

(1) As subjects. They can appear as subjects of intransitive verbs, as in (a).
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(a) x⁄q køƒ;n s†køéw;®. (JP)
x⁄q køƒ; n;-s-†;kø-éw;®.
be.finished ART my-NOM-get.stuck-vessel
‘I’m all finished with my “corking” [caulking of a boat].’ (lit. ‘Finished is

my caulking.’)

They may be subjects of verbs that are adverbial in sense, referring to man-
ner, as in (b).

(b) y;≈⁄√≈;√ƒ;t t; s≈ø;nxén;ms. (JP 10)
y;-≈⁄√≈;√-ƒ;t t; s-≈ø;nxén;m-s
along-turning.from.side.to.side-self ART NOM-run-3POS

‘He ran zigzagging along.’ (lit. ‘His running was turning itself from side to
side.’)

Or referring to time (perhaps past only), as in (c) and (d).

(c) híƒ kø;n s÷íµ;x.
híƒ kø; n;-s-÷íµ;x
last.long ART my-NOM-be.walking
‘I walked for a long time.’

(d) ≈a÷áƒ;n swéy;l kø; n;sni÷ skøtéxø.
≈a÷áƒ;n swéy;l kø; n;-s-ni÷ skøtéxø
four day ART my-NOM-AUX inside
‘I was in there for four days.’

Nominalized clauses also very often appear as subjects with predicates that
are modal in sense (see §18.3), as in (e), (f), and (g).

(e) ÷⁄¥ ˚øs œá≥nƒ;tct. (CC 21)
÷⁄¥ ˚ø; s-œen-;ƒ;t-ct
good ART NOM-return-self-our
‘We’d better return.’ (lit. ‘Our returning would be good.’)

Because the article ˚ø; ~ ˚ø implies remote or non-existent status (see §14.1),
an even more literal version of (e) might be ‘Be good our hypothetical
returning.’

(f) n;s√í÷ ˚ø; n;snéµ.
n;-s-c-√í÷ ˚ø; n;-s-néµ
my-NOM-make-valuable ART my-NOM-go
‘I want to go.’ (lit. ‘My hypothetical going is what I want.’)

In (f), n;s√í÷ is probably a relative clause (see §12.2.1 [g]) rather than a nom-
inalized clause.
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(g) s˚øéy kø; n;s†íl;m.
s˚øéy kø; n;-s-†íl;m
impossible ART my-NOM-sing
‘I can’t sing.’ (lit. ‘Impossible is my singing.’)

(2) As objects. A nominalized clause can appear as the object of a transitive
verb, as in (h).

(h) ÷é≥nƒ; ce÷ xq⁄t t; ÷;ssœ⁄lc;p. (CC 12)
÷é≥nƒ; ce÷ x;q-;t t; ÷;-s-s;œ-;lc;p
be.I FUT finish-TR ART your-NOM-split-firewood
‘I will finish splitting the wood for you myself.’ (lit. ‘I will be the one 

who will finish your wood-splitting.’)

(3) As oblique objects. In sentences like (i) to (l), the nominalized clauses
probably relate to the predicates as oblique objects, although the oblique parti-
cle does not appear.

(i) sí≥s;y c;n ˚ø;n snéµ.
sí≥s;y c;n ˚ø; n;-s-néµ
fear I ART my-NOM-go
‘I’m afraid to go.’ (lit. ‘I am afraid of my [hypothetical] going.’)

(j) ni †;†á÷ƒ;t køs ÷ím;xs.
ni †;†á÷-ƒ;t kø; s-÷ím;x-s
AUX be.testing-self ART NOM-walk-3POS

‘He is trying to walk.’ (lit. ‘He’s testing himself in his walking.’)

(k) ÷íç;l ct køs néµct.
÷íç;l ct kø; s-néµ-ct
uncomplying we ART NOM-go-our
‘We refuse to go.’ (lit. ‘We are uncomplying in our going.’)

(l) ni÷;® c;n µ; ßxøte÷é≥w;n ˚ø; n;snéµ.
ni÷-;® c;n µ; ßxøte÷é≥w;n ˚ø; n;-s-néµ
AUX-past I CERT conceive ART my-NOM-go
‘I’ve been intending to go.’ (lit. ‘I have certainly conceived of my going.’)

In all these sentences, the nominalization is translated most naturally by an
English infinitive. In some sentences, however, such as (l), the nominalized
clause might also be translated by an English subordinate clause with “may,” or
in an older style with a subjunctive form, identifying the event as hypothetical:
‘I have certainly conceived that I may go.’

(4) As indirect quotations, as in (m).
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(m)ni µ; ≈⁄†; kø; sni÷s néµ.
ni÷ µ; ≈⁄†; kø; s-ni÷-s néµ
AUX CERT be.saying ART NOM-AUX-3POS go
‘He said that he went.’

(5) As indicators of purpose, as in (n).

(n) ÷i c;n cláys;ns ˚ø; n;shá÷kø;x t; s†íw;y;® sçén;m. (CC 22)
÷i c;n c-láys;ns ˚ø; n;-s-há÷kø-;x t; s-†íw;y;®
AUX I get-licence ART my-NOM-be.using-TR ART NOM-worship

s-çén;m
NOM-shake

‘I have a licence to use the Shaker religion.’ (lit. ‘I have a licence for my
using the religion that is the Shaker.’)

(6) As indicators of cause, as in (o) and (p).

(o) ÷i c;n xø÷ítcs;sm;t tƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷ køs÷⁄¥s køƒe÷ lél;µs. (JP)
÷i c;n xø÷ítcs;s-m;t tƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷ kø; s-÷⁄¥-s
AUX I envious-CON that man ART NOM-good-3POS

køƒe÷ lél;µ-s
that house-3POS

‘I am envious of that man because he has a good house.’ (lit. ‘I envy that 
man his house’s being good.’)

(p) sçéç;n ct;w híl;kø køict ˚ø;cnám;, háy ∆xø œ; køe÷es÷i µi 
˚øéc;tä¬xø. (CC)

sçéç;n ct w;-híl;kø kø s-ni-ct ˚øec-n-ám; háy
really we EST-happy ART NOM-AUX-we see-TR-you finish

∆xø œ kø; ÷es-÷i µi ˚øéc-;t-ä¬xø
you EMPH ART your-AUX come see-TR-us 

‘We were really happy to see you. Thank you for coming to see us.’

(But cf. nominalized clauses with ßxø- in §4.3.3.)

(7) Adverbial adjuncts referring to past time. These correspond to English
adverbial clauses introduced by ‘when’ in the sense of ‘at the time (in the past)
that’ (in contrast to ‘when’ in the sense of ‘if’; cf. w;-1 in §4.2.1 and ha÷ in
§5.2.3). They can appear both following and preceding the predicate (the main
clause), as in (q) and (r).

(q) ni c;n µe ˚ø⁄cn;xø køƒ;w√a køsni÷s ní÷ ; køƒé÷. (CC)
ni c;n µe ˚ø⁄c-n;xø køƒ;w√a kø; s-ni÷-s ní÷
AUX I CERT look-TR him ART NOM-AUX-3POS be.there

÷; køƒé÷
OBL that

‘I saw him there.’ (lit. ‘I saw him at his being there.’)
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(r) køsmis téc;l køƒe÷ m;st⁄y;xø, ni ÷; ∆xø ˚ø⁄cn;xø.
kø; s-µi-s téc;l køƒe÷ m;st⁄y;xø ni
ART NOM-AUX(come)-3POS arrive.here that person AUX

÷; ∆xø ˚øec-n;xø
ROG you look-TR

‘When that person got here, did you see him?’

4.3.3. Clauses Nominalized with ßxø-
When used to form a nominalized clause, the compound prefix ßxø- ‘oblique
nominalizer’ (composed of s- ‘nominalizer’ and xø- ‘oblique relater’) has the
sense of ‘reason why,’ and it identifies the clause it nominalizes as the effect of
some other event or condition.

These clauses can appear in predicates, usually following √á ‘be third per-
son,’ as in (a).

(a) √a ßxøkø;néts t; sqø;mqø;mé¥ st;lqáy;. (JP 3)
√a ßxø-kø;n-é-t-s t; sqø;mqø;mé¥ st;lqáy;
BE3P OBLNOM-be.held-DUR-TR-3POS ART dogs wolves
‘That’s why he kept the dogs that were wolves.’

From its context, it is clear that (a) is a complete sentence. However, in (b)
and (c), the status of the clause beginning with √a is not clear.

(b) ni÷ híl;m √a ßxøni÷s yá˚ø;m. (JP)
ni÷ híl-;m √a ßxø-ni÷-s yá˚ø-;m
AUX fall-INTR BE3P OBLNOM-AUX-3POS break-INTR

‘It fell, and that’s why it broke.’ ‘It fell, which is why it broke.’

(c) s®én;¥ √a ßxø≈⁄†;s tƒé÷. (JP)
s®én;¥ √a ßxø-≈⁄†;-s [÷;] tƒé÷
woman BE3P OBLNOM-be.doing-3POS OBL that
‘She’s a woman, and that’s why she does that.’ ‘She’s a woman, which is

why she does that.’

Are the clauses beginning with √a separate sentences or are they, as in the
alternate English versions, relative clauses with the preceding predicates as
their heads?

A clause nominalized with ßxø- can be introduced by the oblique particle ÷;,
as in (d).

(d) ni÷ ct w;œáyn;xø køƒ; ni;® wé∆m;tä¬xø ÷; ßxø÷ict mi √;wnám;t.
(JP 12)

ni÷ ct w;-œáy-n;xø køƒ; ni-;® wé∆m;n-t-ä¬xø
AUX we EST-die-TR ART AUX-past watch-TR-us

÷; ßxø-÷i-ct ÷;µi √ew-nam;t
OBL OBLNOM-AUX-our AUX(come) escape-self
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‘We succeeded in killing those who were guarding us, and that’s how we 
got away.’

A clause nominalized with ßxø- can also appear as a subject, as in (e).

(e) √í÷ ˚ø;n ßxø÷;µí. (JP 3)
√í÷ ˚ø; n;-ßxø-÷;µí
important ART my-OBLNOM-come
‘I’ve come for an important reason.’ (lit. ‘The reason why I have come is

important.’)

4.3.4. Nominalized Narrative Sentences
Nominalized clauses with w;-2 ‘established’ appear frequently in narratives,
either following √á ‘be third person’ as predicate complements or, more often,
simply standing alone as complete sentences. The √á followed by the nomi-
nalized clause may be translated ‘It is (was) then ...’ or ‘That is when ...’ With
no √á, the nominalized clause is generally translated with an initial ‘then’ or ‘so
then.’

In these nominalized clauses, the w;-2 precedes the predicate head or, when
there is one, the directional auxiliary (÷;µí ‘come,’ néµ ‘go’), and it is preced-
ed by the s- ‘nominalizer. It can appear as w;- prefixed to the verb or as -;w
suffixed to the s-. The s- ‘nominalizer’ and w;- usually, but not always, appear
as s;w (phonetically [s;w] ~ [siw] ~ [su] (in AG’s speech usually su÷). The
verb may have an intransitive or a transitive suffix and, if the latter, an object
pronoun suffix. The whole must have a possessive, either at the beginning (if
first- or second-person singular) or at the end (if first- or second-person plural
or third person). 

If there is no locative auxiliary (÷i or ni÷), the order of elements for an intran-
sitive or active transitive predicate is:

(√a) n;-, or ÷;T- s- w;- VERB (-t, -n;xø) -ct, -;l;p, or -s
(BE3P) 1, or 2POS NOM- EST- VERB STEM (-TR) 1PL, 2PL, or 3POS

Examples are shown in (a) to (d).

(a) n;s;w µi c⁄m;t. (CC 5)
n;-s-w;-µi c⁄m-;t
my-NOM-EST-AUX(come) pack[carry on the back]-TR

‘Then I packed it up.’

(b) ÷;ƒw;®≈íl;x. (JP 22)
÷;T-s-w;-®≈íl;x
your-NOM-EST-stand
‘Then you stand up.’
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(c) s;w néµs. (CC)
s-w;-néµ-s
NOM-EST-go-3POS

‘Then he went.’

(d) s;w ˚ø⁄cn;xøs. (CC)
s-w;-˚øec-n;xø-s
NOM-EST-look-TR-3POS

‘Then he saw it.’

For a passive predicate (with no locative auxiliary), the order is:

(√á) s- w;- VERB -t or -n- -Sel-, -Sam-, etc. -;t
(BE3P) NOM EST VERB STEM TR PAS SUBPAS

An example is shown in (e).

(e) s;w y⁄ƒ;stï≥t (CC 12)
s-w;-y⁄ƒ-;s-t-;y-;t
NOM-EST-tell-RECIP-TR-3SUBPAS-SUBPAS

‘Then they were told.’

If there is a locative auxiliary, the order of elements for an intransitive or
active transitive predicate is:

(√á) n;-,÷;T- s- ÷i, ni÷ -ct, -;l;p, -s w;- VERB

(BE3P) POS NOM AUX POS EST VERB

Examples are shown in (f), (g), and (h).

(f) n;sn;w néµ ÷⁄√q;l. (CC 12)
n;-s-ni÷ w;-néµ ÷⁄√q;l
my-NOM-AUX EST-AUX(go) exit
‘Then I went out.’

(g) s;ct w;h⁄ye÷. (CC 8)
s-ni÷-ct w;-h⁄ye÷
NOM-AUX-our EST-leave
‘Then we left ...’

(h) s;s;w kø⁄ll;xt;s. (CC 8)
s-ni÷-s w;-kø⁄ll;x-t-;s
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-shoot-TR-3TR

‘Then he shot it.’

From forms like n;sn;w and from the requirements of syntax, we may infer
the presence of an auxiliary (ni÷ or ÷i) in forms like s;ct;w ~ s;ct w;- and
s;s;w ~ s;s w;- (other examples of which will appear below). In JP’s texts, the
third-person forms are usually sis;w ~ sis w;-.
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For a passive predicate with a locative auxiliary, the nominalized auxiliary
takes a third-person possessive regardless of the person of the passive person
marker suffixed to the head, and the order is:

(√á) s- ÷i or ni÷ -s w;- VERB STEM -t, -n- -Sel-, -Sam-, etc.
(BE3P) NOM AUX 3POS EST- VERB STEM TR PAS

-;m
INTR

Examples are shown in (i), (j), and (k).

(i) s;s;w n;÷ém;stél;m t; œäœ;yéwtxø. (CC 12)
s-ni÷-s w;-n;÷ém-;st-él-;m [÷;] t; œäœ;y-éwtxø
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-go-CAUS-I-INTR OBL ART sick-house
‘Then I was taken to hospital.’

(j) s;s;w çéw;t;m køs; n;tén. (CC 21)
s-ni÷-s w;-çéw-;t-;m køs; n;-tén
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-help-TR-INTR ART(FR) my-mother
‘Then my late mother was helped.’

(k) s;s;w µi √án;m t; y⁄¥s;l; œé¬;m;¥. (CC 11)
s-÷i-s w;-µi √á-n-;m t; y⁄¥s;l;
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-AUX(come) fetch-TR-INTR ART two.persons

œé¬;m;¥
young.women

‘So the two young women were brought here as brides.’

In (k), the locative auxiliary concealed in s;s;w must be ÷i ‘be here’ rather
than ni÷ ‘be there,’ as in (i) and (j). This is required by the µi ‘come’ that fol-
lows it.

It is not at all clear what determines the choice of a form with an auxiliary
over a form without one. In narratives, s;w and s;s;w (or sis;w) occur in con-
secutive sentences with, as yet, no discernible pattern. 

There is another problem. With a third-person subject, there are inconsisten-
cies in the verb forms that follow. In discussing s;w and s;s;w, CC insisted
that the forms implied by the formulas given above are “correct”: s;w should
be followed by a verb with a possessive -s or a subordinate passive ending with
-;t (as in the left column below), while s;s;w should be followed by the form
appearing in a main clause, the intransitive with zero, the transitive active with
-;s, and the passive with -;m (as in the right column).

(l) s;w néµs. (l´) s;s;w néµ.
s-w;-néµ-s s-ni-s w;-néµ
NOM-EST-go-3pos NOM-AUX-3POS EST-go
‘Then he went.’ ‘Then he went.’
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(m)s;w ˚ø⁄cn;xøs. (m´)s;s;w ˚ø⁄cn;xø;s.
s-w;-˚øec-n;xø-s s-ni-s w;-˚øec-n;xø-;s
NOM-EST-see-TR-3POS NOM-AUX-3POS EST-see-TR-3SUB

‘Then he saw it.’ ‘Then he saw it.’

(n) s;w ®éœ;tï≥t. (n´) s;s;w ˚ø⁄nn;m.
s-w;-®éœ-;t-;y;-t s-ni-s w;-˚ø⁄n-n-;m
NOM-EST-lie-TR-3SUBPAS-SUBPAS NOM-AUX-3POS EST-be.taken-TR-INTR

‘Then he is laid down.’ ‘Then he is grabbed.’

These forms are consistent with the identification of the initial s- of s;w and
s;s;w as s- ‘nominalizer’ and the second -s- of s;s;w as -s ‘third-person pos-
sessive,’ and CC usually followed these rules. However, in the texts she dictat-
ed, I occasionally recorded forms like (o) and (p) with s;w but no -s
‘third-person possessive’ suffixed to the verb.

(o) s;w qøél t; Gabe. (CC 18)
s-w;-qøél[-s] t; Gabe
NOM-EST-speak[-3POS] ART Gabe
‘Then Gabe spoke.’

(p) s;w csét ƒ; stá¬;ss køs ... (CC 12)
s-w;-c;s-ét[-s] ƒ; stá¬;s-s kø s- 
NOM-EST-tell-TR[-3POS] ART spouse-3POS ART NOM-
‘Then he told his wife to ...’

In (o), where the verb is intransitive, it is possible that CC said s;s;w and I
misheard it as s;w, or that she contracted s;s;w to s;w. In (p), however, where
the verb is active transitive, had the form been s;s;w, the verb should have
been csét;s with the -;s ‘third-person transitive subject.’ Thus is seems more
likely that she said s;w and then omitted the possessive. In texts dictated by JP,
sentences with s;w and sis;w follow CC’s rules part of the time, but fairly
often s;w is followed by a main-clause form of the verb. In these instances,
perhaps he did contract sis;w to s;w.4
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4 This inconsistency occurs in other dialects as well. In Cowichan texts that I have recorded, s;∑
(su÷) is usually followed by a possessed form, but sometimes it is followed by a main-clause
form (cf. Hukari 1982). In Chilliwack, main-clause forms seem to be usual. Galloway (1993,
363) identifies su (glossed ‘so, then’) as a conjunction, without identifying the s- as the nomi-
nalizer. He gives a number of sentences with third-person subjects showing su followed by
main-clause verbs. When in one example (p. 367) the suffix -s does appear (as it should by CC’s
rules), he suggests that it may be an error. More likely it was the product of a speaker who treat-
ed the s- as nominalizer, which it clearly is with first- and second-person subjects (see Gal-
loway’s examples at the bottom of his p. 363). For most Upriver speakers and perhaps for some 
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Another inconsistency appears in the placement of the predicate particles. An
initial √á can be followed by one or more particles (ce÷ ‘future,’ y;xø ‘infer-
ential,’ etc.). In fact, speakers may use √á to introduce nominalized clauses just
to have a peg to hang particles on. In a few instances, however, CC used a par-
ticle in a sentence without √á, as in (q) and (r).

(q) s;s y;xø w;né≥≥µ t; ÷it;téwtxø. (CC 21)
s-ni÷-s y;xø w;-néµ [÷;] t; ÷it;t-éwtxø 
NOM-AUX-3POS INF EST-go OBL ART sleep-house
‘And then he must have gone to a hotel.’

(r) s;s;w y;xø w;kø⁄n;ƒ;s ÷é≥®t;n. (CC 12)
s-ni÷-s w;-y;xø w;-kø⁄n-;t-S-;s ÷é≥®t;n
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-INF EST-be.taken-TR-me-3TR 3PL

‘Then they must have taken me.’

In the first example, the y;xø is placed where one might expect it, following
the auxiliary and preceding the w;-2, which is prefixed to the verb. In the sec-
ond, however, it follows s;s;w, which contains a w;-2, and is followed by
another w;-2. This suggests again that there is a tendency to disengage the clus-
ter of elements that includes the s- ‘nominalizer’ from the rest of the sentence.

This cluster of elements can also include the adverb √é ‘again, also,’ as in (s)
and (t).

(s) s;s√;w ÷⁄˚ø;st;m. (CC 14)
s-ni÷-s √e w;-÷⁄˚ø;s-t-;m
NOM-AUX-3POS also EST-hang.up-TR-INTR

‘Then they were hung up too.’

(t) n;si√;w ÷⁄m;t. (CC 21)
n;-s-ni÷ √e w;-÷⁄m;t
my-NOM-AUX also EST-get.up
‘Then I got up too.’

The prefix w;®- ‘already’ can also appear, either in place of w;-2 or perhaps
incorporating it (cf. §11.1.2), as in (u) and (v).
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elsewhere, however, Galloway’s view may be correct: when there is a third-person subject, s;w
(or su or su÷) may be simply a conjunction with no government of the following verb.

Dialect differences in this respect seem to go back to the beginning of the twentieth century.
In Hill-Tout’s Kwantlen texts (1903, 430-34), it appears that “e--tla-s-wä” (÷;¥ √á sw;-) is usu-
ally followed by a verb with a possessive, while in his Chehalis and Scowlits texts (1904, 336-
37, 368-74) it appears that “tla-so-” (√a s;w) and “so-” (s;w) are usually followed by a
main-clause form. 
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(u) s;w® xq⁄ts t; s˚øíçs. s;w ®íp;ts. (CC 16)
s-[w;- ?] w;®-x;q-⁄t-s t; s-˚øíç-s.
NOM-[EST- ?] already-get.finished-TR-3POS ART NOM-butcher-3POS

s-w;-®íp-;t-s
NOM-EST-cut.up-TR-3POS

‘Then he finished his butchering. And then he cut it up.’

(v) √a s;s√;w® híq;ƒ;t. (CC 13)
√a s-ni÷-s √e [w;- ?]w;®-híq-;ƒ;t
BE3P NOM-AUX-3POS again [EST- ?] already-launch-self
‘Then they shoved off again.’

At this point, it is not clear just what w;®- adds to these sentences. It may sim-
ply help establish a temporal relationship between the sentence in which it
appears and the following sentence or sentences. A freer translation of the first
example above might be ‘When he had finished butchering, he cut up the meat.’
But not all instances of sw;®- lend themselves to this kind of interpretation.
Besides, pairs of nominalized narrative sentences with s;w can also be inter-
preted in this fashion.

Although nominalized narrative sentences usually appear in narratives after
the action has started, it is also possible to begin a narrative with such a sen-
tence. An account of how CC’s parents became Shakers begins thus:

(w)s;s;w xø;√;lél m;st⁄y;xø køs; n;tén. s;s;w xø;sq;¬é÷®. (CC 21)
s-ni÷-s w;-xø;-√;lél m;st⁄y;xø køs;
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-become-middle-aged person ART

n;-tén. s-ni÷-s w;-xø;-sq;¬é÷®
my-mother NOM-AUX-3POS EST-become-sickly

‘My late mother became a middle-aged person. She was sickly.’

A more literal translation of this would be: ‘It was my late mother’s having
become a middle-aged person. It was her having become sickly.’ A freer trans-
lation might be: ‘When my mother got to be middle-aged, she became sickly.’
However, there is nothing that explicitly marks these two nominalizations as
standing in the relationship of conditional clause and main clause.

It is not usual to begin a narrative in this fashion. This last is the only exam-
ple in my collection of Musqueam texts, but there are other examples in
Cowichan texts. More often, nominalized narrative sentences appear after the
action has started. Those introduced by √á seem especially to imply that some
precondition has been met. A few examples follow.

In an account of a personal experience, the narrator’s husband asks her to buy
shotgun shells adding:
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(x) √a ce÷ n;s;w neµ páy;t;® ˚ø má÷aqø w;wéy;l;s. (CC 12)
√a ce÷ n;-s-w;-neµ páy;t;® [÷;] ˚ø
BE3P FUT my-NOM-EST-AUX(go) hunt.waterfowl [OBL] ART

má÷;qø w;-wéy;l-;s
larger.bird when-be.day-3SUB

‘Then I’ll go duck hunting tomorrow.’

Later, she is chopping wood when her child distracts her:

(y) √a y;xø n;sn;w sé÷t t; ˚øqø⁄m;n. (CC 12)
√a y;xø n;-s-ni÷ w;-sé÷-t t; ˚øqø⁄m;n
BE3P INF my-NOM-AUX EST-rise-TR ART axe
‘It must have been then I raised the axe.’

In an account of a deer drive, boys come howling like wolves and –

(z) √a ce÷ s;w y;tát;s;ts kø; smé≥nt ÷é≥®t;n w;µi≥s w;®wé¬;t;s køƒ; 
sm⁄y;ƒ. (CC 7)

√a ce÷ s-w;-y;-tát;s-;t-s kø; smé≥nt ÷é≥®t;n
BE3P FUT NOM-EST-along-be.getting.hit-TR-3POS ART rock 3PL

w;-µi-;s w;®wé®-;t-;s køƒ; sm⁄y;ƒ
when-come-3SUB chase(PL)-TR-3SUB ART deer

‘Then they’ll be striking rocks together when they come chasing the deer.’

In a war story, a number of people are captured by enemies who came from
different places in the north.

(aa) √a sis;w xø;sƒ;lƒ;léq t;w√al;m neµ xø;s˚ø⁄y;ƒ. (JP 11)
√a s-ni÷-s w;-xø;-sƒ;lƒ;léq t;w√al;m
BE3P NOM-AUX-3POS EST-become-separated(PL.RES) those

neµ xø;-s˚ø⁄y;ƒ
AUX(go) become-slave

‘Therefore those taken as slaves became separated.’

However, two boys escape and, after paddling hard for a night and a day, they
stop to eat.

(bb) √a y;xø ç; sis w;n⁄qø t;w√ál;m køis w;®há≥yƒ;n. (JP 12)
√a y;xø ç; s-ni÷-s w;-n⁄qø t;w√ál;m kø
BE3P INF QUOT NOM-AUX-3POS EST-fall.asleep those ART

s-ni÷-s w;®-háy-;y;ƒ;n
NOM-AUX-3POS already-finish-mouth

‘Then they must have fallen asleep when they had finished eating.’

Sentences consisting of the nominalized clause alone are more common than
those with √á. In some narratives, they are by far the most frequent type of sen-
tence. For example, in an account of a hunting expedition, the whole of which
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is given in §23.3, of the first twelve sentences, ten are nominalized clauses.
Only the first and third (together with two quoted within the fourth) are not.
Analysis of narrative structure and style may show that sentences of this type
play a role not discernible at present. Such an analysis might also answer some
of the other questions raised in this section.

Sentences (cc) and (dd) are examples of intransitives with one subject fol-
lowed by passives with a different subject, as seen in §3.4.2 (m).

(cc) s;s;w néµ t; ni néµ ˚ø céc;w ˚øéc;t;m t; stá¬;∑. (CC 7)
s-ni÷-s w;-néµ t; ni÷ néµ [÷;] ˚ø; céc;w
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-go ART AUX go OBL ART shore

˚øéc-;t-;m t; stá¬;∑
look-TR-INTR ART river

‘Then someone went to the shore to look at the river.’ (lit. ‘Then went the
one who went to the shore was looked at the river.’)

(dd) s;w ÷⁄m;ts t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ neµ ⁄n;st;m t;w√a xø˚ø⁄¬;. (JP 9)
s-w;-÷⁄m;t-s t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ neµ †⁄n;s-t-;m t;w√a
NOM-EST-sit-3POS ART mink AUX sit.beside-TR-INTR that

xø˚ø⁄¬;
scouring.rush

‘So Mink sat down next to Scouring Rush.’ (lit. ‘So sat Mink was sat 
beside that Scouring Rush.’)
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5
Syntax 3: Compound Sentences
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A compound sentence consists of two or more predicates joined by the con-
junction ÷;¥ ~ i. It is useful to distinguish two broad classes of compound sen-
tences: coordinate and qualifying.

5.1. COORDINATE COMPOUND SENTENCES
In these, the predicates are semantically coordinate and the conjunction is trans-
latable as ‘and,’ ‘but,’ or ‘and at that time.’ A coordinate compound sentence
may consist of a series of verbs with the same subject, joined by conjunction,
as in (a). 

(a) kø⁄n;t;s i c⁄m;t;s i †⁄xøstxø;s. (JP 7)
kø⁄n-;t-;s ÷;¥ c⁄m-;t-;s ÷;¥ †axø-st;xø-;s
be.taken-TR-3TR and pack-TR-3TR and move.to.shore-CAUS-3TR

‘He took it and put it on his back and brought it down.’

Such a sentence may differ from a simple sentence with a verb complement
(cf. §3.2.3) only in the presence of the conjunction.

A coordinate compound sentence can consist of two clauses with different
subjects, joined with ÷;¥ in the sense ‘and,’ as in (b). 

(b) s†;œøíq;n t; smé≥nt ÷;¥ √;w s†;†íœø t; stá¬;∑. (CC 7)
s-†;œø-íq;n t; smé≥nt ÷;¥ √e w;-s-†;†íœø
RES-be.cut.off-slope ART mountain and also EST-RES-be.cut.off

t; stá¬;∑
ART river

‘The mountain face is sheer and so is the river[’s bank].’

If the two clauses are contradictory, the conjunction may be translated ‘but,’
as in (c) and (d).
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(c) ÷⁄¥ ti÷ín; i q⁄l t; n⁄ça÷. (CC)
good this but bad ART one
‘This one is good but the other is no good.’

(d) w;∫án w;®híƒ køs;s skøékø;lt ƒ; tínt;n i ni ∆xø neµ kø⁄n;t. (CC
21)

w;-∫án w;®-híƒ kø s-ni÷-s skøékø;lt ƒ;
EST-very already-last.long ART NOM-AUX-3POS hidden(RES) ART

tínt;n ÷;¥ ni ∆xø neµ kø⁄n-;t
bell but AUX you go be.taken-TR

‘The bell was hidden for a long time but you went and got it.’

A simple sentence can begin with the conjunction, as in (e). What precedes
this sentence seems to require interpreting it as an independent sentence.

(e) ÷;¥ ÷⁄w; t; n;c®ílë÷em. (CC 21)
but refuse ART my-step.parent
‘But my stepfather refused.’

In joining two clauses, the conjunction ÷;¥ can also relate them in time, what
is expressed in the first clause preceding what is expressed in the second. Eng-
lish may require a subordinating conjunction, as in (f), (g), and (h).

(f) xø÷áµ;t c;n ce÷ i xq⁄t c;n. (CC)
xø-÷áµ;t c;n ce÷ ÷;¥ x;q-⁄t c;n
LOC-be.sitting I FUT and be.finished-TR I
‘When I get home, I’ll finish it.’ (lit. ‘I will be home, and I will finish it.’)

(g) sçéç;n ni w;®køát;xø;m køƒ; xø;lm;xøéwtxø i ni ˚ø⁄cn;xø;s 
kø;w m⁄˚ø wét. (JP)

sçéç;n ni w;®-køát;xø-;m køƒ; xø;lm;xø-éwtxø
really AUX already-be.blazing-INTR ART Indian-house

÷;¥ ni ˚øec-n;xø-;s ˚ø; w;-m⁄˚ø wét
and AUX look-TR-3TR ART EST-all who

‘The smokehouse was going up in flames when everybody saw it.’

(h) w;√á ÷a¬ s†í∑;y;®s ˚ø;n ßxøwél;y i n;w m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ œáy. (CC 21)
w;-√á ÷a¬ s-†í∑;y;®-s ˚ø; n;-ßxøwél;y ÷;¥ ni
EST-BE3P just NOM-worship-3POS ART my-parents and AUX

w;-m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ œáy
EST-all just die

‘It was the only religion of my parents until they both died.’

5.2. QUALIFYING COMPOUND SENTENCES
These are compound sentences in which the first clause qualifies the second,
standing semantically in an adverbial relationship to it. The logic of these 
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sentences seems to be a simple extension of that of the last three examples 
in §5.1. We may distinguish several types depending on how the first clause
qualifies the second.

5.2.1. With Quantifying First Clauses
In these the first clause qualifies the second by indicating the amount of time or
number of things required, as in (a) to (f).

(a) ÷isé¬; swéy;l i n; t⁄s ÷; √ s÷ám;n;. (CC 21)
÷isé¬; swéy;l ÷;¥ ni÷ t⁄s ÷; √ s÷ám;n;
two days and AUX arrive.there OBL ART Duncan
‘After two days they arrived at Duncan.’

(b) ÷isá¬;s ÷a¬ ®qélç i ni ¸⁄≈ køƒ; n;qø®é¥x;n. (JP)
÷isé¬;-;s ÷a¬ ®qélç ÷;¥ ni ¸⁄≈ køƒ; n;-qø®é¥-x;n
two-face just moon and AUX wear.out ART my-log-foot
‘My shoes wore out in just two months.’

(c) ≈a÷áƒ;n l⁄pät i l⁄ç tƒe÷ ßxøqø⁄¬st;∫. (JP)
≈;÷áƒ;n l⁄pät ÷;¥ l⁄ç tƒe÷ ßxø-qø⁄¬s-t;∫
four cup and fill that OBLNOM-boil-INSTR

‘It takes four cups to fill that boiling-pot.’

(d) txø˚øín má÷aqø i ÷⁄w˚ø (DK)
txø-˚øín má÷;qø ÷;¥ ÷⁄w˚ø
remaining-how.many larger.bird and run.out
‘How many more ducks [are there to cook] before they’re gone?’

(e) ç;xølé÷ i œ⁄yn;xø;s t; sm⁄y;ƒ. (JP 7)
ç;xølé÷ ÷;¥ œáy-n;xø-;s t; sm⁄y;ƒ
once.in.a.while and die-TR-3TR ART deer
‘Once in a while he killed a deer.’

(f) ÷⁄w; scékø;l;s i √e c;n w;qø;lstám;. (CC)
÷⁄w; scékø;l-;s ÷;¥ √e c;n w;-qøel-st-ám;
not how-3SUB and again I EST-speak-COM-you
‘I’ll never speak to you again.’

For other examples of this construction, see §18. For the negative construc-
tion, see §6.

5.2.2. With Interrogative First Clauses
Two interrogative words (see §17) can stand as first-clause predicates in
sentences of this type. These are t;mtém ‘when’ and n;cím ‘why,’ as in (a)
and (b).
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(a) t;mtém ce÷ i néµ ∆xø. (DK)
when FUT and go you
‘When are you going?’

(b) n;cím køe i néµ c;n. (CC)
why then and go I
‘Why should I go?’

5.2.3. With Conditional First Clauses
In these, the first clause begins with ha÷ ‘if, when’ or m⁄˚ø ‘whenever’ (lit.
‘all’), two words that produce what are in effect conditional clauses. As noted
in §4.3.1, m⁄˚ø is followed by a nominalized clause. See also §18.4.18 and
18.4.40.

(a) ha÷ ∆xø ce÷ q;¬ét ≈té i ≈⁄® ∆xø ce÷. (CC)
if you FUT again do and hurt you FUT

‘If you do it again, you’ll get hurt.’ [a threat]

(b) há÷ ∆xø µe w;-÷í ÷a¬ i háy c;n ce÷
if you CERT EST-be.here just and specifically I FUT

w;-néµ. (CC)
EST-go

‘Even if you stay here, I will go.’

(c) m⁄˚ø n;snéµ ÷ím;x ÷i w;˚ø⁄cn;xø c;n. (JP)
m⁄˚ø n;-s-néµ ÷ím;x ÷;¥ w;-˚øec-n;xø c;n
whenever my-NOM-AUX(go) walk and EST-look-TR I
‘Whenever I go about, I see him.’

(d) m⁄˚ø;® n;snéµ xøc⁄lƒ;t ÷iw ˚ø⁄cn;xø c;n. (JP)
m⁄˚ø-;® n;-s-néµ xøc⁄l-ƒ;t ÷;¥ w;-˚øec-n;xø c;n
whenever-past my-NOM-AUX(go) go.where-self and EST-look-TR I
‘Whenever I went somewhere, I saw him.’

5.2.4. With Modal First Clauses
There are at least three words with a modal sense (see §18.1) that can serve as
a predicate head in the first clause. These are ≈ø⁄m ‘can’ (also ‘fast’), c;lél
‘nearly,’ and xøél;q ‘nearly.’ In sentences of this type, the subject of both pred-
icates is the same. A particle marking a first- or second-person subject appears
in the first clause and is not repeated in the second. 

(a) ≈ø⁄m c;n i √;w néµ. (CC)
≈ø⁄m c;n ÷;¥ √e w;-néµ
can I and also EST-go
‘I can go too.’
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(b) ≈ø⁄m ∆xø i mé÷kø®. (CC)
can[quickly] you and get.injured
‘You’re liable to get hurt.’

(c) ≈ø⁄m ÷; ∆xø ÷;¥ xø÷;wélc;s. (JP)
can ROG you and make.string.figures
‘Can you make string figures?’

(d) ≈ø⁄m i wé¸. (JP)
can[quickly] and take.offence
‘He gets sore [takes offence] easily.’

(e) c;lél c;n i ni n⁄qø. (JP)
nearly I and AUX fall.asleep
‘I almost fell asleep.’

(f) √;w® c;lél i µi p;héls. (JP)
√e w;®-c;lél ÷;¥ µi pah-éls
again already-nearly and AUX(come) be.blown-act
‘The wind will soon be blowing again.’

A noun subject, on the other hand, follows the second predicate.

(g) xøél;q ç; i √xø⁄t;m t; ≈é≥¬s ni ÷; t; ... (JP 10)
xøél;q ç; ÷;¥ √;xø-⁄t-;m t; ≈é≥¬s ni
nearly QUOT and defeat-TR-inTR ART Transformer be.there

÷; t;
OBL ART

‘The Transformer was almost beaten at ...’

In the placement of the subject particles and the nominal adjunct, these sen-
tences resemble simple sentences with initial auxiliaries or adverbs. However,
the conjunction suggests that they are a special type of compound sentence.
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6
Syntax 4: Negation
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The basic negative word is ÷⁄w; ‘not’ (as the most common negator of a pred-
icate), ‘no’ (as an interjection or answer), ‘refuse’ (see §6.1.6). Two other neg-
ative words, probably derivatives of ÷⁄w;, are also used to negate predicates.
These are xø;∑é ‘not yet’ and ÷⁄w;te÷ ‘none, absent.’ (Other words with nega-
tive meanings include s˚øé¥ ‘impossible’ (§18.4.43) and sqí÷q;¬ ‘unable’
(§18.4.45).

6.1. NEGATION WITH ÷⁄w;
An affirmative predicate of most types is most commonly negated by embed-
ding it in a matrix clause of which the head is ÷⁄w; ‘not.’ The embedded clause
may be a subordinate clause or a nominalized clause.

6.1.1. Subordinate Clauses with Intransitive and Active Transitive 
Predicates
The negation with a subordinate clause seems to be the basic (unmarked) form,
except that there is one hole in the paradigm that is filled by a negation with a
nominalized clause. 

If the embedded clause being negated is an intransitive or active transitive
subordinate clause, the negative word is followed by a main-clause subject
marker (one of the particles c;n ‘I,’ ∆xø ‘you,’ ct ‘we,’ ce≥p ‘you (pl.),’ or zero
for a third-person subject), while the embedded affirmative, unless it is passive,
appears with the corresponding subordinate subject suffix (-e≥n ~ -;n ‘I,’ -;xø
‘you,’ -;t ‘we,’ -e≥p ~ -;p ‘you (pl.),’ or -;s ‘third person’).

The negative paradigm for an intransitive predicate without an auxiliary is as
shown in (a) to (f).

(a) ÷⁄w; c;n néµ-ë≥n.
not I go-I
‘I do/will not go.’
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(b) ÷⁄w; ∆xø néµ-;xø
not you go-you
‘You do/will not go.’

(c) ÷⁄w; ct néµ-;t.
not we go-we
‘We do/will not go.’

(d) ÷⁄w; ce≥p néµ-ë≥p.
not you(PL) go-you(PL)
‘You folks do/will not go.’

(e) ÷⁄w; néµ-;s.
not go-3SUB

‘He/she/it does/will not go.’

(f) ÷⁄w; néµ-;s (÷é≥®t;n)
not go-3SUB 3PL

‘They do not go.’

(I am identifying the néµe≥n, néµ;xø, and so on as subordinate clauses,
even though there is no subordinating prefix w;-1 or ÷;®-. Alternatively, one
might identify ÷⁄w; as an adverb of a unique type that requires a subordinate
person marker suffixed to the predicate head. I think, however, that the inter-
pretation presented here will turn out to be the most parsimonious.)

If there is an auxiliary in the embedded affirmative, it will take the subordi-
nate subject suffix, as in (g) and (h).

(g) ÷⁄w; c;n ni≥n néµ.
÷⁄w; c;n ni÷-;n néµ
not I AUX-I go
‘I did not go.’

(h) ÷⁄w; c;n ÷i≥n yá≥¥;s.
÷⁄w; c;n ÷i-;n yá≥¥;s
not I AUX-I be.working
‘I am not working.’

If the embedded affirmative is an active transitive predicate, the negation is
formed as above for first- and second-person subjects, as in (i) to (m).

(i) ÷⁄w; ∆xø køe mélqt;xø.
÷⁄w; ∆xø køe mélq-t-;xø
not you then forget-TR-you
‘Don’t forget it.’
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(j) ÷⁄w; ∆xø ≈í÷≈e÷;xø. (JP)
÷⁄w; ∆xø ≈í÷≈e÷-;xø
not you ashamed-you
‘Don’t be shy.’

(k) ÷;wé≥ c;n ≈té÷e®cƒame≥n ˚ø t⁄≈øac. (CC)
÷;w; ÷; c;n ≈té÷-;®c-t-Sam;-;n ˚ø t⁄≈øac
not ROG I make-BEN-TR-you-I ART bow
‘Shall I make you a bow?’ (lit. ‘Shall I not make you a bow?’)

(l) ÷⁄w; ∆xø ni÷;xø ˚ø⁄cnämx.
÷⁄w; ∆xø ni÷-;xø ˚øec-n-ämx
not you AUX-you look-TR-me
‘You didn’t see me.’

(m)÷⁄w; c;n ni≥n çéw;t.
÷⁄w; c;n ni÷-;n çéw-;t
not I AUX-I help-TR

‘I didn’t help him.’

However, if the embedded affirmative is an active transitive predicate with a
third-person subject and no auxiliary, it must be negated as a nominalized
clause, as in (n) and (o).

(n) ÷⁄w; køs ˚ø⁄cn;xøs.
÷⁄w; kø s-˚øec-n;xø-s
not ART NOM-look-TR-3POS

‘He doesn’t see him.’

(o) ÷⁄w; µ; køs ˚ø⁄cnämxs ÷é≥®t;n.
÷⁄w; µ; kø s-˚øec-n-ämx-s ÷é≥®t;n
not CERT ART NOM-look-TR-me-3POS 3PL

‘They do not see me.’

A form like **÷⁄w; ˚ø⁄cnämx;s is not possible (CC). On the other hand, if
there is an auxiliary, an active transitive predicate with a third-person subject
can appear as a subordinate clause, as in (p).

(p) ÷⁄w; ni÷;s ˚ø⁄cnämx;s. (CC)
÷⁄w; ni÷-;s ˚øec-n-ämx-;s
not AUX-3SUB look-TR-me-3TR

‘He didn’t see me.’

Here, the first -;s is the third-person subordinate subject marker while the sec-
ond -;s is the third-person transitive subject marker. The auxiliary provides a
base for the first, and the head provides a base for the second. Without the aux-
iliary, the head would have to have either two suffixes with the form -;s or else
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one -;s serving both functions. Switching to a nominalization in such instances
avoids this dilemma.

6.1.2. Subordinate Clauses with Passive Predicates
When the embedded predicate is passive, the negative (with the exceptions
noted below) has a third-person subject. This holds regardless of the subject of
the embedded passive. The ÷⁄w; takes no person marker, and if there is no aux-
iliary, the predicate head takes one of the passive person markers -el- ‘I,’ -am-
‘you,’ -al- ‘we, you (pl.),’ or -;y- ‘third-person subordinate passive’ (see
§14.2.6), and the subordinate passive suffix -;t, as in (a) and (b).

(a) ÷⁄w; ce÷ µe ˚ø⁄cné≥lt. (CC)
÷⁄w; ce÷ µ; ˚øec-n-él-;t
not FUT CERT look-TR-I-SUBPAS

‘I will not be seen.’

(b) ÷⁄w; ce÷ µe ˚ø⁄cnï≥t. (CC)
÷⁄w; ce÷ µe ˚øec-n-;y-;t
not FUT CERT look-TR-3SUBPAS-SUBPAS

‘He will not be seen.’

If there is an auxiliary, it takes the third-person subordinate subject marker
-;s, while the predicate head has a coordinate passive form, that is, the stem
takes the passive suffixes for first or second person or zero for third person and
the suffix -;m, as in (c) to (f).

(c) ÷⁄w; ni≥s ˚ø⁄cnël;m. (CC, JP)
÷⁄w; ni-;s ˚øec-n-ël-;m
not AUX-3SUB look-TR-I-INTR

‘I am not seen.’

(d) ÷⁄we≥® ni÷;s ˚ø⁄cnël;m. (JP)
÷⁄we-;® ni÷-;s ˚øec-n-ël-;m
not-past AUX-3SUB look-TR-I-INTR

‘I was not seen.’

(e) ÷⁄w; ni≥s y;˚ø⁄cnël;m. (JP)
÷⁄w; ni-;s y;-˚øec-n-ël-;m
not AUX-3SUB along-look-TR-I-INTR

‘I wasn’t seen by anyone.’ (lit. ‘I was not seen all along.’)

(f) ÷⁄w; ni≥s ˚ø⁄cnä≥m. (JP)
÷⁄w; ni-;s ˚øec-n-am-;m
not AUX-3SUB look-TR-you-INTR

‘You are not seen.’
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Imperative forms are exceptional in that second-person subject markers may
appear, as in (g) and (h).

(g) ÷⁄w; ce≥p y;˚ø⁄cnä≥lt. (CC)
÷⁄w; ce≥p y;-˚ø⁄c-n-äl-;t
not you(PL) along-look-TR-you(PL)-SUBPAS

‘Don’t let yourselves be seen.’

(h) ÷⁄w; ∆xø y;˚ø⁄cnäm;t. (JP)
÷⁄w; ∆xø y;-˚øec-n-äm-;t
not you along-look-TR-you-SUBPAS

‘Avoid being seen.’

(After giving [h], JP denied the possibility of **÷⁄w; c;n ˚ø⁄cnë≥lt for ‘I am
not seen.’)

Such imperative forms may be influenced by or be simply errors for forms
with -s ‘permissive’ (§10.7), like (i) and (j).

(i) ÷⁄w;s ∆xø œ; ˚ø⁄cnäm;t. (CC)
÷⁄w;-s ∆xø œ; ˚øec-n-äm-;t
not-PERM you EMPH look-TR-you-SUBPAS

‘Don’t let yourself be seen.’

(j) ÷⁄w;s ∆xø ˚ø⁄cnäm;t. (AG)
÷⁄w;-s ∆xø ˚øec-n-äm-;t
not-PERM you look-TR-you-SUBPAS

‘Don’t be seen.’

In (i) and (j), the suffix -s ‘permissive’ has produced a new verb, ÷⁄w;s ‘let it
not be,’ which presumably requires ‘you’ as a subject.

6.1.3. Subordinate Clauses with Non-Verbal Predicates
Adjectival, nominal, and other non-verbal predicates are negated in the manner
of intransitive (and most transitive) verbal predicates, a coordinate subject per-
son marker following the negative word and the corresponding subordinate
subject person marker suffixed to the first word of the embedded affirmative.

Examples of negated adjectival predicates are shown in (a) and (b).

(a) ÷⁄w; ƒí÷;s. (AG)
÷⁄w; ƒí-÷;s
not big-3SUB

‘It is not big.’

(b) ÷;wé≥® ƒí÷;s. (AG)
÷⁄w;-;® ƒí-÷;s
not-past big-3SUB

‘It was not big.’
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(See §14.2.3 for AG’s treatment of the subordinate subject marker.)
Examples of negated nominal predicates are shown in (c) to (g).

(c) ÷⁄w; c;n s√í√q;®ë≥n. (JP)
÷⁄w; c;n s√í√q;®-ë≥n
not I child-I
‘I am not a child.’

(d) ÷⁄we≥® c;n s√í√q;®ë≥n. (JP)
÷⁄we-;® c;n s√í√q;®-ë≥n
not-past I child-I 
‘I was not a child.’

(e) ÷⁄w; s√í√q;®;s ƒe÷. (JP)
÷⁄w; s√í√q;®-;s ƒe÷
not child-3SUB that(FP)
‘She is not a child.’

(f) ÷⁄w; ct sté÷exø;®;t. (JP)
÷⁄w; ct sté÷exø;®-;t
not we children-we
‘We are not children.’

(g) ni ∆xø w;®çís;m. w;®÷⁄w; ∆xø ni÷;xø s√í√q;®. (JP)
ni ∆xø w;®-çís;m w;®-÷⁄w; ∆xø ni÷-;xø s√í√q;®
AUX you already-grow already-not you AUX-you child
‘You have grown up. You are not a child any more.’

In (h), the negated predicate consists of an adjective modifying a noun.

(h) ÷⁄w; pép®;t;s smé≥nt i w;®®é®q;t ƒ;®. (JP 23)
÷⁄w; pép®;t-;s smé≥nt ÷;¥ w;®-®é®q;t ƒ;®
not thick(PL)-3SUB rock but already-wide(PL) ADV

‘They were not thick rocks but they were wide.’ (freely, ‘They were rocks
that were wide but not thick.’)

In (i) and (j), the negated predicates each consist of a noun modified by an
adjective modified by an intensifier.

(i) ÷⁄w; ná∫;s ƒí sn⁄xø;®. (JP)
÷⁄w; ∫án-;s ƒí sn⁄xø;®
not very-3SUB big canoe
‘It’s not a very big canoe.’

(j) ÷⁄w; ç;w ná∫;s w;q⁄≈ xø⁄lm;xø. (JP 21)
÷⁄w; ç; w;-∫án-;s w;-q⁄≈ xø⁄lm;xø
not QUOT EST-very-3SUB EST-many people
‘They were not very many people, they say.’
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In (k) and (l), the negated predicates each consist of a noun modified by a
possessive word (see §14.2.8). 

(k) ÷⁄w; n;swé÷;s n;sn⁄xø;®. (CC)
÷⁄w; n;-s-wé÷-;s n;-sn⁄xø;®
not my-NOM-own-3SUB my-canoe
‘It’s not my canoe.’

(l) ÷⁄w; s÷á≥®;s sn⁄xø;®. (CC)
÷⁄w; s÷á≥®-;s sn⁄xø;®
not our-3SUB canoe
‘It’s not our canoe.’

In (m), a possessive word and a personal word (§14.2.7) are negated
predicates.

(m)÷⁄w; µe swé÷s;s køxém;∫. ÷⁄w; µe √á≥s t;li÷ køƒ; cwé÷ køƒ;
køxém;∫. (CC)

÷⁄w; µe s-wé÷-s-;s køix-ém;∫ ÷⁄w; µe
not CERT NOM-own-3POS-3SUB name-residue not CERT

√á-;s t;li÷ køƒ; c-wé÷ [÷;] køƒ; køix-ém;∫
BE3P-3SUB from ART do-own OBL ART name-residue

‘That name doesn’t belong to him. He doesn’t come from the ones who
own the right to use that name.’ (more lit. ‘He doesn’t have the right to
use the name. He is not one who is from those who own the right to use
the name.’)

6.1.4. Nominalized Clauses
Negations with ÷⁄w; and nominalized clauses (see §4.3) have been recorded
less commonly than those with subordinate clauses, except for the third-person
forms required by the subordinate-clause paradigm, as explained above. These
forms may be more emphatic than those with subordinate clauses; they can be,
but are not always, translated with ‘never.’ Examples are shown in (a) to (d).

(a) ÷⁄w; ˚ø;n s˚ø⁄cn;xø. (JP)
÷⁄w; ˚ø; n;-s-˚øec-n;xø
not ART my-NOM-look-TR

‘I never see him.’ (lit. ‘Not my [hypothetical] seeing him.’)

(b) ÷⁄w; ç; køs÷⁄n;xøƒ;ts t; s≈té téœt;œm;n. (JP 24)
÷⁄w; ç; kø; s-÷⁄n;xø-ƒ;t-s t; s-≈té téœt;œm;n
not QUOT ART NOM-stop-self-3POS ART RES-said Constant-Farter
‘The one called Constant-Farter never kept still, they say.’
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(c) ÷⁄w; køs;w ÷⁄¥s ÷a¬ ÷;®ni≥s œ;œá÷t;¬. (JP 22)
÷⁄w; kø; s-w;-÷⁄¥-s ÷a¬ ÷;®-ni≥-;s
not ART NOM-EST-good-3POS just whenever-AUX-3SUB

œ;œá÷-t;¬
be.meeting-each.other

‘It never went well when they met.’

(d) h⁄ye ƒ;w√a ®é∑. ÷;wkøs xøcákøs i √;w® pxøéls. (JP 22)
h⁄ye ƒ;w√a ®é∑. ÷;w; kø; s-xø-cákø-s ÷;¥ √e
leave that flee not ART NOM-toward-far-3POS and again

w;®-paxø-éls
already-blow-ACT

‘Away went that thing that was running away. It didn’t get far when it blew
again.’

There is considerable variation in how ÷⁄w; is realized phonetically in such
constructions; ÷⁄w; ˚ø ... can be [÷⁄w; ˚ø] ~ [÷ó≥˚ø] and ÷⁄w; kø ... can be
[÷⁄w; kø] ~ [÷ó≥kø] or lose its stress and be [÷;wkø] ~ [÷okø]. I have indicat-
ed above only the loss of the second vowel with loss of stress.

6.1.5. With Relative Clauses
A few examples have been recorded of ÷⁄w; followed by a relative clause intro-
duced by ® or kø®, which are probably forms of the articles ®; and kø®; (§15.1)
and may be translated, if at all, as ‘anyone who, anything that.’ This construc-
tion is used for negative statements of general validity, often translated with
‘never.’

(a) ÷⁄w; ∆xø ® ni œáy t; n⁄w;. (JP 9)
÷⁄w; ∆xø ® ni÷ œáy t; n⁄w;
not you ART AUX die ART you
‘You yourself don’t die [so why should I worry].’ (lit. ‘You are not anyone

who dies, you yourself.’ Cf. ÷⁄w; ∆xø ni;xø œáy ‘You do not die.’)

(b) ... ÷;¥ ÷⁄w; ce≥p kø® ˚ø⁄cn;xø. (JP 26)
÷;¥ ÷⁄w; ce≥p kø® ˚øec-n;xø
and not you ART look-TR

‘... but you never saw it.’ (lit. ‘You are not anyone who saw it.’)

AG rephrased (b), shifting the second-person plural subject to the relative
clause in (c).

(c) ÷⁄w; kø® ni≥l;p ˚ø⁄cn;xø. (AG)
÷⁄w; kø® ni-;l;p ˚øec-n;xø
not ART AUX-you(PL) look-TR

‘You never saw it.’ (lit. ‘It is not anything that you saw.’)
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In a speech given at a winter dance upriver in a big house that had not been
used for the purpose for a long time, JP said:

(d) t;∫a lél;m ßxø÷íct w;®íƒ køs÷⁄w;s ® ni y⁄qø. (JP 5)
t;∫a lél;m ßxø-÷í-ct w;®-híƒ kø
this house OBLNOM-be.here-our already-last.long ART

s-÷⁄w;-s ® ni t⁄qø
NOM-not-3POS ART AUX burn

‘This house where we are, it was a long time without fire.’ (perhaps lit. ‘It
is this house where we are that has long been not anything that has
burned.’) 

And, describing the Coast Mountains, he used (e).

(e) t; ÷⁄w; kø® ¸⁄w méqe÷ ni t; smé≥nt. (JP)
t; ÷⁄w; kø® ⁄̧w méqe÷ ni [÷;] t; smé≥nt
ART not ART disappear snow be.there OBL ART mountain
‘the place where snow never melts on the mountains’ (lit. ‘the snow on the

mountain that is not anything that melts’)

6.1.6. Ellipsis with the Negative
The negative ÷⁄w; can appear without a negated predicate, as in (a), (b), and (c).

(a) ÷;¥ ÷⁄w; t; n;c®íle÷em. (CC 21)
÷;¥ ÷⁄w; t; n;-c®íle÷em
but not ART my-stepparent
‘But my stepfather refused.’

(b) ÷⁄w; c;n. (JP, AG)
not I
‘I won’t.’

(c) ÷i ÷⁄w; ƒ;®. (AG)
but not ADV

‘But he didn’t though.’

Although in some contexts ⁄w; may be translated ‘refuse,’ it does not func-
tion as a verb. For example, one cannot say **ni c;n ÷⁄w; for ‘I refused’ (AG),
so these are best seen as cases of ellipsis.

6.2. NEGATION WITH xø;∑é
The negative word xø;∑é ‘not yet’ is probably derived from ÷⁄w; ‘not,’ but its
formation is not transparent. Its use with subordinate clauses is parallel to that
of ÷⁄w;.
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(a) xø;∑é c;n ni≥n ˚ø⁄cn;xø. (JP)
xø;∑é c;n ni-;n ˚øec-n;xø
not.yet I AUX-I look-TR

‘I haven’t seen him yet.’

(b) xø;∑é ni≥s køúkøt;m. (JP)
xø;∑é ni-;s køúkø-t-;m
not.yet AUX-3SUB cook-TR-inTR

‘It’s not yet cooked.’

(c) xø;∑é ÷e ÷i≥s πœ⁄mq;n køƒe ÷esqéwƒ. (CC)
xø;∑é ÷; ÷i-;s πœ⁄mq;n køƒ; ÷;-sqéwƒ
not.yet ROG AUX-3SUB bloom ART your-potato
‘Have your potatoes flowered yet?’

(d) xø;∑é ÷i≥s π⁄®, w;xø;nßxøá≥xø¸. (CC)
xø;∑é ÷i-;s π⁄® w;-xø;n-ßxøá≥xø¸
not.yet AUX-3SUB come.to EST-still-crazy/“wild”
‘He’s not yet grown up [lit. ‘come to his senses’]: he’s still foolish.’

In (e), the phrase xø;∑é c; ÷a¬ is used adverbially as the first of two coordi-
nate clauses.

(e) xø;∑é c; ÷a¬ i xø;sw⁄¥qe÷ c;n. (JP)
xø;∑é ce÷ ÷a¬ ÷;¥ xø;-sw⁄¥qe÷ c;n
not.yet FUT just and become-man I
‘Soon I will be a man.’

6.3. NEGATION WITH ÷⁄w;te÷
The negative ÷⁄w;te÷ ‘absent, non-existent, none’ is probably identifiable as a
compound word or phrase composed of ÷⁄w; ‘not’ and te÷ perhaps ‘present,
existent’ (compare the article t;). The position of the predicate particles with
÷⁄w;te÷ suggests an uncertain status as a word. The interrogative ÷; follows the
÷⁄w;, giving ÷;wé÷;te÷ ~ ÷;wé≥te÷ ‘are there none?’ while the past particle -;®
can follow either the ÷⁄w;, the te÷, or both, giving ÷;wé≥®te÷, ÷;w;té≥®, or
÷;wé≥®té≥® ‘there were none.’

Followed by a nominal adjunct, ÷⁄w;te÷ has the sense ‘be absent,’ as in (a)
and (b).

(a) ÷⁄w;te÷ ®; n;wá∆, ni y;xø kø⁄n;t;m. (CC)
÷⁄w;te÷ ®; n;-wá∆ ni y;xø kø⁄n-;t-;m
absent ART my-watch AUX INF be.taken-TR-INTR

‘My watch is gone. It must have been taken.’
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(b) ÷⁄w;te÷ køƒ; n;sqø;mé¥. (AG)
÷⁄wß;te÷ køƒ; n;-sqø;mé¥
absent ART my-dog
‘My dog is not around.’

Compare (a) and (b) with (c) and (d), in which the negative is ÷⁄w;.

(c) ÷⁄w; ÷i≥s ÷í køƒ; n;sqø;mé¥. (AG)
÷⁄w; ÷i-;s ÷í køƒ; n;-sqø;mé¥
not AUX-3SUB be.here ART my-dog
‘My dog is not here.’

(d) ÷⁄w; ç; ni≥s ní÷ køƒ; n;sqø;mé¥. (AG)
÷⁄w; ç; ni-;s ní÷ køƒ; n;-sqø;mé¥
not QUOT AUX-3SUB be.there ART my-dog
‘I’m told my dog is not there.’

If it is a person who is absent, the oblique case is used, as in (e) and (f).

(e) ÷⁄w;te÷ ç; √ œø;lít;q. (JP 7)
÷⁄w;te÷ ç; [÷;] √ œø;lít;q
absent QUOT OBL ART seagull
‘Seagull, it is said, was not there.’

(f) ÷⁄w;te÷ çƒ;® ÷; √ Arnold. (AG)
÷⁄w;te÷ ç; ƒ;® ÷; √ A
absent QUOT ADV OBL ART A
‘But they say Arnold was not present.’

The oblique case here seems to imply that the subject of such sentences is an
implicit “the place” and that the predicate ÷⁄w;te÷ is more literally glossed ‘be
without, be lacking, be devoid of,’ the first sentence being more literally ‘It [the
house] was, it is said, devoid of Seagull.’

Followed by a noun standing as a predicate complement (with no article or
demonstrative), ÷⁄w;te÷ has the sense ‘be none, be non-existent,’ providing the
negative counterparts of existential nominal predicates (see §3.7.3 and
§4.1.5.1.1) and predicates with c- ‘have’ (see §12.2.1), as in (g) to (k).

(g) ÷⁄w;te÷ strí≥tkä≥. (CC 12) 
none streetcar
‘There was no streetcar.’

(h) ÷⁄wë≥te÷ síl, ÷ím;ƒ. (CC 12)
÷⁄w; ÷e te÷ síl, ÷ím;ƒ
not ROG existent cloth grandchild
‘Do you have any cloth, grandchild?’ (lit. ‘Is there no cloth, grandchild?’)
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(i) ÷⁄w;te÷ n;sqø;mé¥. (CC, AG)
÷⁄w;te÷ n;-sqø;mé¥
none my-dog
‘I have no dog.’

(Compare [i] with the absent-dog sentences [c] and [d] above.)

(j) ÷;wé≥te÷ ÷;nk;pú. (AG)
÷;w; ÷; te÷ ÷;n-k;pú
not ROG existent your-coat
‘Don’t you have a coat?’

(k) ÷⁄w;te÷ n;-k;pú. (AG)
absent my-coat
‘I have no coat.’

Sentence (k) does not preclude my having a coat at home. I’m simply now coat-
less and outside in the cold. But compare (l):

(l) ÷⁄w;te÷ køƒ; n;-k;pú. (AG)
absent ART my-coat
‘My coat is not around.’

This implies that I definitely own a coat but can’t lay my hands on it.
In (m), the ÷⁄w;te÷ has two ‘past’ particles.

(m)÷;wé≥®të≥® xø;nít;m ÷; ˚ø;∫a w;®híƒ;®. (AG)
÷;w;-;® te÷-;® xø;nít;m ÷; ˚ø;∫a w;®-híƒ-;®
not-past existent-past White.person OBL that already-last.long-past
‘There were no White people long ago.’

The predicate complement may be a noun derived from a verbal root or a
nominalization.

(n) ÷⁄w;te÷ sní∑s. (JP)
÷⁄w;te÷ s-ní∑-s
none NOM-advise-3POS

‘They had no advice.’ (i.e., ‘They are without proper upbringing.’)

(o) ÷⁄w;te÷ s≈í÷≈e÷s. (JP)
÷⁄w;te÷ s-≈í÷≈e÷-s
none NOM-be.embarrassed-3POS

‘He is without shame. He is shameless.’

(p) ÷⁄w;te÷ n;s®⁄œ;ll;xø. (CC 12)
÷⁄w;te÷ n;-s-®⁄œ;l-l;xø
none my-NOM-know-TR

‘I didn’t know it.’
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(q) ÷⁄w;te÷ eƒckø⁄y≈ƒ;t. (JP)
÷⁄w;te÷ ÷;T-s-c-kø⁄y≈-ƒ;t
none your-NOM-do-move-self
‘There’s nothing you can do about it.’

(r) xøcél ∆xø. ÷⁄w;te÷ n;ßxønéµ. (AG)
xøcél ∆xø. ÷⁄w;te÷ n;-ßxø-néµ
go.where you none my-OBLNOM-go
‘Where are you going? Nowhere.’ (lit. ‘I have no destination.’)

The sequence ÷⁄w;te÷ kø® (~ ;®) followed by a relative clause has the sense
‘There is not anyone who ..., Nobody ..., Nothing ...,’ as in (s) to (w).

(s) ÷⁄w;te÷ kø® ÷ít;t. (JP 25) 
absent ART sleep
‘Nobody slept.’ (lit. ‘Absent was one who slept.’)

(t) ÷⁄w;te÷ kø® ˚ø⁄c-n;xø. (JP 28)
absent ART see-TR

‘Nobody sees them.’

(u) ÷⁄w;te÷ kø® µi wí¬. (JP)
absent ART AUX(come) appear
‘Nothing showed up.’

(v) ÷⁄w;te÷ ;® (~ kø®) néµ. (CC)
absent ART go
‘Nobody ever goes.’

(w)÷⁄w;te÷ kø® ˚ø⁄cn;xøé≥n ÷; ˚ø; n;s÷í÷x;l. (AG)
÷⁄w;te÷ kø® ˚øec-n;xø-é≥n ÷; ˚ø; n;-s-÷í÷x;l
none ART look-TR-I OBL ART my-NOM-be.paddling
‘I don’t see anyone when I travel.’

AG also used the interrogative form of this construction to ask a question, as
in (x).

(x) ÷;wé≥te÷ kø® xø;÷í køƒ; n;mén. (AG)
÷;w; ÷; te÷ kø® xø;-÷í køƒ; n;-mén
not ROG existent ART become-be.here ART my-father
‘Did my father get here?’

See also the interrogative words wét ‘who’ (§17.1) and stém ‘what’ (§17.3)
for other uses of ÷⁄w;te÷.

6.4. NEGATED PREDICATES IN COMPLEX AND COMPOUND SENTENCES
Predicates negated with ÷⁄w; can appear in relative clauses, subordinate clauses,
and nominalized clauses.
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6.4.1. In Relative Clauses
Negated predicates can appear in relative clauses, as in (a) to (d).

(a) køƒ; ÷⁄w; ni≥s néµ (JP)
køƒ; ÷⁄w; ni-;s néµ
ART not AUX-3SUB go
‘the one who didn’t go’

(b) køƒ; ná≥nça÷ m;st⁄y;xø ÷⁄w; ni≥s çéw;®t;n (JP)
køƒ; ná≥nça÷ m;st⁄y;xø ÷⁄w; ni-;s çéw-;®t;n
ART one.person person not AUX-3SUB help-people
‘the one person who didn’t help’

(c) køƒ; ÷⁄w; ce÷ çéw;tï≥t (JP)
køƒ; ÷⁄w; ce÷ çéw-;t-;y-;t
ART not FUT help-TR-3SUBPAS-SUBPAS

‘the one who won’t get helped’

(d) køƒ; ÷⁄w; ni≥s œ⁄yn;m (JP)
køƒ; ÷⁄w; ni-;s œáy-n-;m
ART not AUX-3SUB die-TR-INTR

‘the one who was not killed’

6.4.2. In Subordinate Clauses
The ÷⁄w; can take w;-1 ‘if, then,’ which requires that it as well as the negated
verb have a suffixed subordinate subject person marker, as in (a) and (b).

(a) w;÷;wé≥n néµë≥n ÷;¥ s˚øéy ˚ø; n;s˚ø⁄cn;xø. (JP)
w;-÷⁄w;-e≥n néµ-e≥n ÷;¥ s˚øéy ˚ø; n;-s-˚øec-n;xø
if-not-I go-I and impossible ART my-NOM-see-TR

‘If I don’t go, I won’t see him.’

(b) w;wé≥s mi≥s xø;÷áµ;t køƒe ÷eƒiyé¥; i ye® ... (JP 22)
w;-÷⁄w;-;s ÷;µi-;s xø;-÷áµ;t køƒe
if-not-3SUB AUX(come)-3SUB become-be.sitting(at.home) ART

÷eT-s;yé¥; ÷;¥ ye®
your-friends and thereafter 

‘If your friends do not come home, then ...’

6.4.2.1. As Conditional Clauses
In (a) and (b) above, the presence of the conjunction ÷;¥ ‘and’ shows these to
be a kind of compound sentence, even though the first clause has the form of a
subordinate clause. 

What are no doubt compound sentences can also be constructed with ha÷ ‘if,
when’ introducing the first of a pair of coordinate clauses, as in (c), (d), and (e).
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(c) ha÷ c;n ÷⁄w; néµë≥n ÷;¥ s˚øéy ˚ø;n s˚ø⁄cn;xø. (JP)
ha÷ c;n ÷⁄w; néµ-ë≥n ÷;¥ s˚øéy ˚ø; n;-s-˚øec-n;xø
if I not go-I and impossible ART my-NOM-look-TR

‘If I don’t go, I won’t see him.’

(d) há≥® c;n ÷⁄w; ni≥n (~ ni∫) néµ ÷;¥ ÷;wé≥® c;n ni≥n (~ ni∫) ˚ø⁄cn;xø. (JP)
há-;® c;n ÷⁄w; ni÷-;n néµ ÷;¥ ÷⁄w;-;® c;n ni÷-;n ˚øec-n;xø
if-past I not AUX-I go and not-past I AUX-I look-TR

‘If I hadn’t gone, I wouldn’t have seen him.’

(e) ha÷ ce≥p ce÷ ÷⁄w; háye≥p i néµ c;n qíœ;täl;. (CC 21)
ha÷ ce≥p ce÷ ÷⁄w; háy-e≥p ÷;¥ néµ c;n
if you(PL) FUT not stop-you(PL) and AUX(go) I

qíœ-;t-äl;
get.bound-TR-you(PL)

‘If you don’t stop, I’ll arrest you.’

See §5.2.3 for conditional first clauses like (c) to (e) in the affirmative.

6.4.2.2. Expressing Necessity
The word s˚øéy ‘impossible’ as a main clause predicate followed by an ‘if not’
clause expresses necessity, as in (a) and (b).

(a) s˚øéy µ; w;÷;wé≥n néµë≥n. (CC)
s˚øéy µ; w;-÷;w;-e≥n néµ-e≥n
impossible CERT if-not-I go-I
‘I must go. I have to go. I ought to go.’ (lit. ‘It is impossible that I do not 

go.’)

(b) s˚øéy µ; w;÷;wé≥s ˚ø⁄cnë≥lt. (CC)
s˚øéy µ; w;-÷⁄w;-;s ˚øec-n-el-;t
impossible CERT if-not-3SUB look-TR-I-SUBPAS

‘I had to be seen.’

See also s˚øéy with nominalized negatives in §6.4.3.

6.4.2.3. In the Sense ‘Or’
An ‘if not’ clause is also used in the sense ‘or,’ as in (a) and (b).

(a) s;w xø;níns;s køƒ; stém ÷a¬ ÷⁄¥ ≈á≈ce÷ w;we≥s stá÷t;l;∑es. (CC 17)
s-[ni-s] w;-xø;-ní-n;s-;s køƒ; stém ÷a¬
NOM-[AUX-3POS] EST-become-be.there-GOAL-3TR ART what just

÷⁄¥ ≈á≈ce÷ w;-÷⁄w;-;s stá÷t;l;∑-es
good little.lake if-not-3SUB creek-3SUB

‘Then they reached some good little lake or creek.’
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(b) w;náy køƒ; sqéqs iwe≥s √a≥s kø sxé¥;®s iwe≥s √a≥s ƒ; stá¬;ss. (CC 17)
w;náy køƒ; sqéq-s ÷;¥ w;-÷⁄w;-;s √a-;s
be.only ART younger.sibling-3POS and if-not-3SUB BE3P-3SUB

kø sxé¥;®-s ÷;¥ w;-÷⁄w;-;s √a-;s ƒ;
ART older.sibling-3POS and if-not-3SUB BE3P-3SUB ART

stá¬;s-s
spouse-3POS

‘It is only his younger sibling or his older sibling or his wife [who can give
permission].’ (lit. ‘It is only his younger sibling and if it is not, the one
who is his older sibling and if it is not, the one who is his spouse.’

I have supposed that there is a w;- ‘if’ in the cluster iwe≥s ‘and if not,’ although
I did not record it.

6.4.3. In Nominalized Clauses
Negated predicates can appear within nominalized clauses, as in (a) to (f). 

(a) ÷i c;n †;†á÷ƒ;t ˚ø;n s÷⁄w; ˚ø⁄y≈ƒ;tøe≥n. (JP)
÷i c;n †;†á÷-ƒ;t ˚ø; n;-s-÷⁄w; ˚ø⁄y≈-ƒ;tø-e≥n
AUX I be.testing-self ART my-NOM-not move-self-I
‘I’m trying not to move.’

(b) ni∑ †;†á÷ƒ;t køs÷⁄w;s kø⁄y≈ƒ;t;s tƒe÷ (JP)
ni÷ w;-†;†á÷-ƒ;t kø s-÷⁄w;-s kø⁄y≈-ƒ;t-;s tƒe÷
AUX EST-be.testing-self ART NOM-not-3POS move-self-3SUB that
‘He’s trying not to move.’

(c) s˚øéy ˚øs÷⁄w;s œáyn;xø;s. (JP 23)
s˚øéy ˚ø s-÷⁄w;-s œáy-n;xø-;s
impossible ART NOM-not-3POS die-TR-3TR

‘They never failed to kill it.’

(d) ni c;n t⁄ln;xø køs÷⁄w;s xés;s ƒ; y;≈⁄†;stä¬xø ƒe÷. (JP 22)
ni÷ c;n t⁄l-n;xø kø s-÷⁄w;-s xés-;s ƒ;
AUX I be.understood-TR ART NOM-not-3POS sea.lion-3SUB ART

y;-≈⁄†;-st-a¬xø ƒe÷
along-be.doing-COM-us that 

‘I found out that this thing that was doing that to us was not a sea lion.’

(e) ha ÷é≥nƒ; i s˚øéy ˚ø;ns÷⁄w; tœøäté≥n kø;n sçtíx;m w;ni≥s ... (JP 22)
ha ÷é≥nƒ; ÷;¥ s˚øéy ˚ø; n;-s-÷⁄w; t;œø-át-é≥n kø;
if be.me and impossible ART my-NOM-not be.cut-TR-I ART

n;-sçtíx;m w;-ni-;s
my-harpoon.line if-AUX-3SUB

‘If it were me, I’d soon [have to] cut my line if it ...’
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(f) ni ct neµ køtéxøt t; sté÷exø;® neµ t; skøuléwtxø, √a sw;÷⁄w;s ni≥s
kø⁄nn;xø;s t; sy⁄ƒ;ss køƒ; sy;wéns;®. (JP)

ni ct neµ køtéxø-t t; sté÷exø;® neµ [÷;] t;
AUX we AUX(go) enter-TR ART children go [OBL] ART

skøul-éwtxø √a s-w;-÷⁄w;-s ni-;s kø⁄n-n;xø-;s
school-house BE3P NOM-EST-not-3POS AUX-3POS be.taken-TR-3TR

t; s-y⁄ƒ;s-s køƒ; y;wén-s-;®
ART NOM-transmit-3POS ART before-3POS-past 

‘We sent the kids to school, and so they did not get the traditions of their
ancestors.’

The negative xø;∑é ‘not yet’ in a nominalized clause, literally ‘being not yet’
or ‘when not yet,’ is translated freely as ‘before,’ as in (g) and (h).

(g) √as xø;∑és téc;l;s t; ≈⁄†;st;m ≈é≥¬s. (JP 15)
√a s-xø;∑é-s téc;l-;s t; ≈⁄†;-st-;m ≈é≥¬s
BE3P NOM-not.yet-3POS arrive.here-3SUB ART be.saying-COM-INTR ≈é≥¬s
‘That was before the one called ≈é≥¬s came.’

(h) ... køs xø;∑és mi≥s wí¬ t; syáqø;m. (JP 21)
kø s-xø;∑é-s mi-;s wí¬ t; syáqø;m
ART NOM-not.yet-3POS come-3SUB appear ART sun
‘... before the sun comes up.’
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7
Morphology of the Root 1: The Verb 

135

7.1. THE VERB ROOT
The basic shapes of many verb roots may be seen when they appear bare of
affixes, as in á˚ø ‘return home,’ qø⁄® ‘wash ashore,’ or ˚øáqø ‘get hit (by
something wielded with a clubbing motion),’ as in (a) to c).

(a) néµ c;n †á˚ø.
AUX(go) I go.home
‘I’m going home.’

(b) ni÷ qø⁄®.
AUX wash.ashore
‘It washed ashore.’

(c) ˚øáqø ∆xø ce÷.
get.hit you FUT

‘You’ll get hit.’

But other verb roots occur (or, at any rate, have been recorded) only with
affixes and so their basic shapes must be inferred. And since the presence of an
affix may modify the shape of a root and do so differently depending on type
of root, process of root expansion, and type of affix, we find that inferring the
basic shapes of these roots is not simply a matter of lopping off the affixes but
of working out the paradigms and identifying them through analogy. Inferred
roots will be written with the root sign (√) preceding them.

7.1.1. Canonical Shapes
Most verb roots are di-consonantal. They consist of a consonant, a full vowel
(/e/, /a/, or /i/), and a second consonant (C1AC2), or else a consonant, a schwa,
and a second consonant (C1;C2). There are also a number of tri-consonantal
roots that consist of a consonant, a schwa, a second, and a third consonant
(C1;C2C3), and there seem to be a few of other shapes (C1AC2;C3, C1AC2AC3,
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C1C2AC3, etc.). However, some of what appear to be tri-consonantal roots may,
upon further analysis, turn out to be di-consonantal roots with petrified affixes.
Several roots that appear to have the shape CV (V is any vowel) are probably
CVh and thus di-consonantal. There is, however, at least one single-consonant
root, the c- ~ c;- that appears in several interrogative words (§17.6 to 17.13)
and that may be identical to the verbalizing prefix c- ‘do, get, make’ (§12.2.1). 

Limitations on the consonants that can occur in these root types are few. As
elsewhere in the language, glottalized resonants do not occur initially. Other-
wise, there seems to be no restriction on what consonant can occur as the first.
Likewise, as /h/ and /÷/ do not occur between schwa and zero, C;C roots can-
not have /h/ or /÷/ as a second consonant. Otherwise, there seems to be no
restriction on what consonant can occur as the second in a di-consonantal root.
I have not yet worked out all of the forms of tri-consonantal root, and so can-
not yet say what restrictions may occur in them.

Roots of different shapes follow different paradigms. Not only do CAC, C;C,
and C;CC roots behave differently but it also makes a difference whether the
first, second, or third consonant is an obstruent (T), a resonant (R), or a laryn-
geal (H). Accordingly, it is useful to distinguish CAC roots as belonging to sub-
types TAT, TAR, TAH, RAT, RAR, RAH, and HAH, to distinguish C;C roots
as belonging to subtypes T;T, T;R, R;T, R;R, H;T, and H;R, and so on.

7.1.2. Inherent Voice
All verb roots are grammatically intransitive in the sense that they cannot take
grammatical objects without first being provided with one of the transitivizing
suffixes. In their relationship with grammatical subjects, however, they fall into
two classes, non-active and active. Most roots fall into the first of these classes.

(1) Non-active root. These are inherently intransitive or passive in the sense
that their grammatical subjects are either acting by themselves or are under-
going or experiencing the action, process, or whatever may be denoted.

Examples of this class are †á˚ø ‘return home,’ ®á˚ø ‘fly,’ ˚øí÷ ‘climb,
ascend,’ çé÷ ‘land atop,’ qø⁄s ‘enter the water,’ qø⁄® ‘wash ashore,’ π⁄®
‘become conscious,’ œáy ‘die,’ s⁄œ ‘split, tear,’ p⁄n ‘get buried,’ ⁄̧≈ø ‘get
washed,’ ˚øáqø ‘get hit.’

If the non-active root names an action that involves an agent and it appears
bare of affixes, the grammatical subject is the patient, as in (a).

(a) ˚øáqø ∆xø ce÷
get.hit you FUT

‘You’ll get hit.’

But when a non-active root is transitivized, there is a shift in case relations.
Now the grammatical subject is the agent, as in (b).
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(b) ni÷ ÷; ∆xø ˚øáqø-;t
AUX ROG you get.hit-TR

‘Did you hit it?’

Not all non-active roots can take the transitivizer -t (-;t, -⁄t, -ét, -át), but
compare the following:

çé÷ ‘land atop’ çé÷t ‘put it atop’
qø⁄s ‘enter the water’ qøs⁄t ‘put it into the water’
π⁄® ‘become conscious’ π®⁄t ‘make him conscious’
œáy ‘die’ œá≥yt ‘kill him’
s⁄œ ‘split, tear’ sœét ‘split it, tear it’
⁄̧≈ø ‘get washed’ ≈̧øát ‘wash it’

(See also §10.1, “Transitive Suffixes.”)
(2) Active roots. These are inherently active in the sense that the grammati-

cal subject is the agent in the activity denoted. This relatively small group
includes πé¸ ‘sew,’ ˚øéc ‘look,’ ˚øíç ‘cut open, butcher,’ qé∫ ‘steal,’ qøél
‘speak,’ yé˚ø ‘hire,’ hé¥ ‘make a canoe,’ s⁄wœ ‘seek,’ ≈té÷ ‘do.’When an active
root is transitivized, there is no shift in case relations: whether the root is bare
of affixes or has a transitivizer, the grammatical subject is still the agent. Com-
pare (c) and (d):

(c) ÷i c;n ˚øí˚ø;ç.
be.here(AUX) I be.cutting.open
‘I am butchering.’

(d) ÷i c;n ˚øí˚ø;ç-;t.
be.here(AUX) I be.cutting.open-TR

‘I am butchering it.’

Compare also:

πé¸ ‘sew’ πé ;̧t ‘sew it’
˚øéc ‘look’ ˚øéc;t ‘look at it’
qé∫ ‘steal’ qé÷;nt ‘steal it’
s⁄wœ ‘seek’ s⁄wœt ‘look for it’

7.1.3. Internal Modification of the Root
Verb roots undergo a number of processes of internal modification to produce
a number of different grammatical forms. Processes of internal modification
include reduplication (both CV and CVC), infixing, shift in stress and posi-
tion of vowel, shift from full vowel to schwa and from schwa to full vowel,
vowel lengthening, and glottalization of resonants. The grammatical forms
produced by these processes include progressive, plural, diminutive, durative,
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iterative-dispositional, and resultative forms. Verb roots also undergo internal
modification to form stems for various affixes.

There is no one-to-one relationship between process of internal modification
and grammatical form. Differently shaped roots may undergo different process-
es to produce grammatically identical forms. However, most forms can be pred-
icated from the shape of the root, although there are also some irregular forms.

The following sections will deal with the principal forms of the verb and the
processes that produce them.

7.2. PROGRESSIVE ASPECT
Nearly all verbs appear in both a simple, unmarked perfective form and a pro-
gressive form1 marked variously, as described below. This opposition of per-
fective and progressive appears in bare roots functioning as verbs and in verbs
composed of roots and various kinds of affixes. It also appears in (or intersects
with) plural, durative, and dispositional forms. Diminutive forms, however,
occur in the progressive aspect only. Resultatives stand apart in not making this
distinction.

Halkomelem progressive forms are often equatable with English progres-
sives, for example, compare †í†;¬;µ ‘be singing’ (progressive) with †íl;m
‘sing’ (perfective) in the following:

ni †í†;¬;µ. ni †íl;m. íl;m ce÷.
‘He is singing.’ ‘He sang.’ ‘He will sing.’

But Halkomelem progressives may also be used for habitual action where
English would have a simple present or ‘used to’ for the past, as in (a) to (e).

(a) w;yáƒ c;n w;˚øé˚ø;cn;xø ni ÷; tƒé÷.
w;-yáƒ c;n w;-˚øé˚ø;c-n;xø ni ÷; tƒé÷
EST-always I EST-be.seeing-TR be.there OBL that
‘I always see him there.’

(b) t;li÷ ˚ø;ns mi kø⁄nn;xø kø;n ßœíl;s, √an s;w ˚øé˚ø;c;t t; ≈;ƒí≥l;
míµ;®;. (CC 20)

t;li÷ ˚ø; n;-s-mi kø⁄n-n;xø kø; n;-ßœíl;s √a
from ART my-NOM-come be.taken-TR ART my-sense BE3P

n;-s-w;-˚øé˚ø;c-;t t; ≈;ƒí≥l; míµ;®;
my-NOM-EST-be.seeing-TR ART four.person be.dancing.possesssed 

‘From when I first came to my senses, I used to see four dancers.’
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(c) ˚øá˚ø;c-ƒ;t ∆xø.
be.looking-self you
‘Look after yourself.’

(d) w;-÷é÷≈;ƒ ∆xø ÷a¬.
EST-be.lying you just
‘Just stay in bed.’

(e) ®⁄œ ÷; œíœ;˚ø;¬s t;∫ sqø;mé¥. hé÷e. œíœ;˚ø;¬s. (DK)
®⁄œ ÷; œíœ;˚ø-;¬s t; ÷;n-sqø;mé¥ hé÷e œíœ;˚ø-;¬s
habitually ROG be.biting-ACT ART your-dog yes be.biting-ACT

‘Does your dog bite? Yes. He bites.’

In these sentences, the Halkomelem for ‘see,’ ‘look after oneself,’ ‘lie down,’
and ‘bite’ are all progressive forms.

Also, the Halkomelem progressive is used with some verbs to denote condi-
tions for which English would use adjectives, as in √é√;®;µ ‘salty, taste salty’
(a progressive form; cf. √é®;m qá÷ ‘salt water’), ¸é ;̧xø;m ‘blue’ (seemingly
a progressive form, although no perfective has been recorded).

The formation of progressive forms depends on the form of the verb root.

7.2.1. Progressives of CAC Roots
These are roots consisting of an obstruent or resonant, a full vowel, and an
obstruent or resonant (i.e., TAT, RAT, TAR, and RAR roots, C being any con-
sonant but /h/ or /÷/). They behave in the same way (with minor variations
and exceptional types noted below) and so may be identified as constituting a
single class, the largest in the language.

7.2.1.1. Progressives of Bare CAC Roots
The bare roots of this type form their progressives by CV reduplication with the
stress on the first vowel and the second appearing as schwa (C1ÁC2 ≠
C1ÁC1;C2), as in the following TAT roots with their progressives:

πé¸ ‘sew’ πéπ;¸ ‘be sewing’
ȩ́q ‘go bald’ ȩ́ ;̧q ‘be going bald’

˚øéc ‘look’ ˚øé˚ø;c ‘be looking’
†á˚ø ‘go/come home’ †á†;˚ø ‘be going/coming home’
®ás ‘fish with a net’ ®á®;s ‘be fishing with a net’
®á˚ø ‘fly’ ®á®;˚ø ‘be flying’
˚øáqø ‘get hit’ ˚øá˚ø;qø ‘be getting hit’
tiœø ‘bump’ tít;œø ‘be bumping’
˚øíç ‘butcher’ ˚øí˚ø;ç ‘be butchering’
≈øíqø ‘rub, slip’ ≈øí≈ø;qø ‘be rubbing’

Non-initial resonants are generally (or always) glottalized in progressive
forms. (Where I have not recorded such a resonant as glottalized, as in ‘be
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disappearing’ below, I may simply have missed the glottalization, since it can
be quite light.) Examples of RAT roots with initial /y/ and /m/ and their pro-
gressives follow:

yé˚ø ‘hire’ yé¥;˚ø ‘be hiring’
yéœ ‘topple’ yé¥;œ ‘be toppling’
yá≈ø ‘thaw’ yá¥;≈ø ‘be thawing’
yíq ‘snow’ yí¥;q ‘be snowing’
má√ ‘get storm-bound’ máµ;√ ‘be getting storm-bound’

I have no examples with initial /l/.
RAT roots with initial /n/ form their progressives with a reordering or

metathesis of elements following the stressed vowel; instead of the expectable
*/-∫;-/, we find /-÷;n-/. I have no example of a bare root of this type, but those
with affixes follow:

néçt ‘change it’ né÷;nçt ‘be changing it’
násƒ;t ‘get fat’ ná÷;nsƒ;t ‘be getting fat’

Examples of TAR roots with their progressives are:

†én ‘disappear’ †é†;n ‘be disappearing’
ȩ́m ‘be out (the tide)’ ȩ́ ;̧µ ‘be ebbing’

®éw ‘flee’ ®é®;∑ ‘be fleeing’
qé∫ ‘steal’ qéq;∫ ‘be stealing’
œáy ‘die’ œáœ;¥ ‘be sick’
√íw ‘flee’ √í√;∑ ‘be fleeing’
œøím ‘disembark’ œøíœø;m ‘be disembarking’

Note that the final resonant of the root may be glottalized, as in ‘steal.’
Examples of RAR roots and their progressives are:

wí¬ ‘show up’ wí∑;¬ ‘be showing up’
wé¥ ‘be exposed/discovered’ wé∑;¥ ‘be getting exposed’

There are two small sets of exceptional CAC roots that form their progres-
sives in other ways.

(1) A few roots (but not all) with initial /c/ and /x/ have /kø/ and /xø/,
respectively, in their progressives, as in:

cám ‘go/come inland’ cákø;m ‘be going/coming inland’
xá˚ø ‘get bathed’ xáxø;˚ø ‘be getting bathed’
xá√ ‘get an erection’ xáxø;√ ‘have an erection’

Other roots of this set include ce- ‘do what,’ ce- ‘borrow,’ cel- ‘follow,’ xap-
‘sit cross-legged,’ and xal- ‘drill,’ which have been recorded only with affixes.
They will be discussed in connection with those affixes. For an explanation of
this irregularity, see §1.5.10.
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(2) A small set of roots with initial labialized obstruents and the vowel /e/
have /a/ in their progressives. They are:

˚øé¥ ‘get hungry’ ˚øá˚ø;¥ ‘be feeling hungry’
qøél ‘speak’ qøáqø;¬ ‘be speaking’

7.2.1.2. Progressives of CAC Roots with Affixes
CAC roots take the form -;t of -t ‘transitive.’ With the exceptions noted below,
they form their progressives with the same type of reduplication seen with the
bare root (C1ÁC2;t ≠ C1ÁC1;C2;t), as in the following progressives of TAT
roots.

πé ;̧t ‘sew it’ πéπ; ;̧t ‘be sewing it’
˚øáqø;t ‘strike him’ ˚øá˚ø;qø;t ‘be striking him’
tíœø;t ‘bump him’ tít;œø;t ‘be bumping him’
œéπ;t ‘tie it’ œéœ;π;t ‘be tying it’

Roots of the first three of these have been recorded bare of affixes and are
given in §7.2.1.1. The bare root of the fourth, œéπ;t ‘tie it,’ has not been record-
ed as such, but its form with -t ‘transitive’ and its resultative form sœéœ;π ‘knot’
support its identification as a CAC root. Similarly, some of the roots identified
below as CAC roots have not been recorded bare of affixes, and their identifi-
cation is tentative.

RAT roots with -t ‘transitive,’ except for those with initial /n/, form their pro-
gressives in the same way.

wé ;̧t ‘pry it’ wé∑; ;̧t ‘be prying it’
yá˚ø;t ‘smash it’ yá¥;˚ø;t ‘be smashing it’
mís;t ‘sort them out’ míµ;s;t ‘be sorting them out’

RAT roots with initial /n/ form their progressives as described above, with
the expectable */∫;/ reordered as /÷;n/, as in:

ní®;t ‘decide it’ ní÷;n®;t ‘be deciding it’

TAR and RAR roots in combining with -t ‘transitive’ fall into two classes:
those with labial resonants as their second consonant and those with non-labi-
al resonants as their second consonant.

Those with /m/, /w/, /µ/, or /∑/ as the second consonant follow the usual
formula, as in:

qám;t ‘bend it’ qáq;µ;t ‘be bending it’
çéw;t ‘help him’ çéç;∑;t ‘be helping him’
lám;t ‘throw at him’ lá¬;µ;t ‘be throwing at him’
ní∑;t ‘advise him’ ní∫;∑;t ‘be advising him’
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Those with /n/, /l/, and /y/ or /∫/, /¬/, and /¥/ as the second consonant show
in their perfective forms the kind of reordering or metathesis already noted in
the progressives of roots with initial /n/. If the second consonant is /n/, /l/, or
/y/, instead of the expectable resonant followed by schwa, we find the vowel
of the root lengthened and followed by the resonant, which may itself be pho-
netically slightly lengthened. For example, the root √él ‘get stuck, be detained’
and -t ‘tr,’ expectably */√él;t/, is realized as /√é≥lt/ ‘stick it on’ (phonetically
[√é≥lt] ~ [√é≥l≥t]) and the root œáy ‘die’ and -t ‘tr,’ expectably */œáy;t/, is real-
ized as /œá≥yt/ ‘kill him’ (phonetically [œá≥yt] ~ [œá≥it]). Other examples are:

pé≥lt ‘skim it’ pép;l;t ‘be skimming it’
†é≥lt ‘cut it along the back’ †é†;¬;t ‘be cutting it along the back’
√é≥lt ‘stick it on’ √é√;¬;t ‘be sticking it on [him?]’
cé≥lt ‘chase him’ cékø;¬;t ‘be chasing him’
˚øé≥yt ‘“train” him’ ˚øé˚ø;¥;t ‘be “training” him’

(The verb glossed ‘“train” him’ means prepare him for a vision quest.)
If the second consonant is /∫/, /¬/, or /¥/, instead of the expectable glottal-

ized resonant followed by schwa, we find the sequence glottal stop (phoneti-
cally possibly lost), schwa (phonetically possibly echoing the stressed vowel),
and the resonant. For example, the root çé∫ ‘be straight’ and -t ‘transitive,’
expectably */çé∫;t/, are realized as /çé÷;nt/ (phonetically [çé÷ent] ~ [çé≥nt]).
Other examples are:

tá÷;lt ‘learn it’ tát;¬;t ‘be learning it’
çí÷;lt ‘seize it’ çíç;¬;t ‘be seizing it’
má÷;yt ‘aim it’ máµ;¥;t ‘be aiming it’
wí÷;lt ‘show it, make it visible’ wí∑;¬;t ‘be showing it, etc.’
wé≥yt ‘publicize it’ wé∑;¥;t ‘be publicizing it’

Two CAC roots (so far noted) have irregular forms with -t ‘transitive.’ One,
néç ‘be different,’ is exceptional in that the suffix appears as -t rather than -;t.

néçt ‘change it’ né÷;nçt ‘be changing it’

The other, composed of the prefix xø- ‘locative’ (here ‘within’?) and qøél
‘speak,’ is exceptional in that it forms its progressive on the pattern of a TAH
root (see below).

xøqøé≥lt ‘sing out the words xøqø;qøé≥lt ‘be singing out the words’
(of a sy⁄w;n)’ mus-forms

With -x ‘transitive,’ CAC roots form their progressives with the type of redu-
plication undergone by a bare root and with no linking schwa, as in: 

wélx ‘throw it’ wé∑;¬x ‘be throwing it’
télx ‘follow it’ tét;¬x ‘be following it’
køélx ‘hide it’ køékø;¬x ‘be hiding it’
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With -;m ‘intransitive,’ CAC roots form their progressives regularly with the
type of reduplication undergone by a bare root, as in:

†íc;m ‘swim (on the surface)’ †í†;c;µ ‘be swimming, etc.’
çís;m ‘grow’ çíç;s;µ ‘be growing’
méœ;m ‘jump (as a fish)’ méµ;œ;µ ‘be jumping (as a fish)’
yáœø;m ‘sweat’ yá¥;œø;µ ‘be sweating’
πíl;m ‘overflow’ πíπ;¬;µ ‘be overflowing’
†il;m ‘sing’ †í†;¬;µ ‘be singing’
xøáy;m ‘sell’ xøáxø;y;µ ‘be selling’
qéw;m ‘rest’ qéq;w;µ ‘be resting’
≈í∫;m ‘growl’ ≈í≈;n;µ ‘be growling’

There is a small set of words that are or appear to be composed of TAR roots
plus -;m ‘intransitive’ or -;l ‘move toward,’ in which the final resonant of the
root is lost, leaving a long vowel; for example, //tém-;m// ‘call out’ is real-
ized as té≥m and //køél-;l// ‘hide’ is realized as køe≥l. The underlying forms
can be inferred from the transitives tém;t ‘call him’ and køélx ‘hide it.’ These
words form their progressives by CV reduplication with the stress on the sec-
ond vowel, following the pattern of TAH roots (see below), but with that vowel
raised to /i≥/, as with some T;R roots with -;m (see below). Members of this
set discovered so far are:

té≥m ‘call out’ t;tí≥µ ‘be calling out’
(cf. tém;t ‘call him’ t;tí≥µ;t ‘be calling him’)
køe≥l ‘hide’ kø;køí≥¬ ‘be hiding’
(cf. køélx ‘hide it’ køékø;¬x ‘be hiding it’)
®é≥l ‘come/go shoreward’ ®;®í≥¬ ‘be coming/going shoreward’
(cf. ®élx ‘move it back from the ®é®;¬x ‘be moving, etc.’)

centre of the fire’
tá≥l ‘come/go seaward’ t;tí≥¬ ‘be coming/going seaward’

In the first example, t;tíµ;t, the progressive of the transitive seems to be
based on the progressive of the form with -;m. In the third example, there is no
direct evidence for a root tal-, but the evidence for køél- and ®él- implied by
køélx and ®élx suggests it. (AG gave t;tá≥¬ as ‘be going/coming seaward,’ but
CC gave t;tá≥l as ‘being out to sea,’ a possible durative form.)

With -n;xø ~ -l;xø ‘limited control,’ -st;xø1 ‘causative,’ and -st;xø2 ‘comi-
tative,’ CAC roots appear in the perfective with the vowel weakened to schwa
although retaining the stress, but in the progressive the full vowel reappears
(C1⁄C2- ≠ C1ÁC1;C2-), as in:

p⁄tn;xø ‘recognize him’ píp;tn;xø ‘be recognizing him’
p⁄tst;xø ‘have him identify it’ píp;tst;xø ‘be having him identify it’
(cf. cpít ‘recognize’)
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˚ø⁄cn;xø ‘see it’ ˚øé˚ø;cn;xø ‘be seeing it’
˚ø⁄cst;xø ‘show it to him’ ˚øé˚ø;cst;xø ‘be showing it to him’
(cf. ˚øéc ‘see’ ˚øéc;t ‘look at it’)
t⁄œøn;xø ‘bump him (accidentally)’ tít;œøn;xø ‘be bumping him (accidentally)’
(cf. tíœø;t ‘bump him’)
¸⁄œøn;xø ‘hit him (accidentally)’ í̧ ;̧œøn;xø ‘be hitting him (accidentally)’
(cf. í̧œø;t ‘punch him’)
˚ø⁄qøn;xø ‘hit him (accidentally)’ ˚øákø;qøn;xø ‘be hitting him (accidentally)’
(cf. ˚øáqø;t ‘hit him, as with a club’)
ç⁄wn;xø ‘manage to help him’ çéç;∑n;xø ‘be managing to help him’
(cf. çéw;t ‘help him’)
c⁄ll;xø ‘overtake him’ cékø;ll;xø ‘be overtaking him’
(cf. cé≥lt ‘follow him’)
qø;lst;xø ‘speak to him’ qøáqø;¬st;xø ‘be speaking to him’
(cf. qøél ‘speak’)

With éls ‘activity,’ CAC roots appear in the perfective with loss of stress and
the vowel reduced to zero where both consonants are obstruents, but again in
the progressive CAC roots appear in their full form (C1C2- ≠ C1ÁC1;C2-), as
in:

p˚øéls ‘warm something’ pép;˚ø;¬s ‘be warming s.t.’
(cf. pé˚ø;t ‘warm it up’)
¸œøéls ‘hit (with the fist)’ ¸í ;̧œø; ¬s ‘be hitting’
(cf. í̧œø; t ‘punch him’)
®˚øéls ‘hook s.t., hook fish’ ®í®;˚ø;¬s ‘be hooking fish’
(cf. ®í˚ø;t ‘hook it, gaff it’)
˚øqøéls ‘hit, go to bat’ ˚øá˚ø;qø;¬s ‘be hitting’
(cf. ˚øáqø;t ‘hit him, club him’)

Or if one or both consonants are resonants, the vowel is reduced to schwa
(C1;C2- ≠ C1ÁC1;C2-), as in:

p;∑éls ‘freeze s.t.’ píp;∑;¬s ‘be freezing s.t.’
(cf. pí∑;t ‘freeze it’)
n;®éls ‘give orders’ ní÷;n®;¬s ‘be giving orders’
(cf. ní®;t ‘set a time, decide’)
l;µéls ‘throw s.t.’ lá¬;µ;¬s ‘be throwing s.t.’
(cf. láµ;t ‘throw it at him’)

With lexical suffixes, CAC roots appear in forms similar to those seen with
grammatical suffixes. The form of the root usually depends on whether the
suffix is unstressed or stressed and whether it begins with a vowel or with
a consonant.
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Before an unstressed suffix that begins with a vowel, a CAC root appears as
CÁC- in the perfective and likewise in its full form in the progressive (cf. CAC
roots with -;m ‘intransitive’), as in:

xø®áœø;st ‘slap his face’ xø®á®;œø;st ‘be slapping his face’
(cf. ®áœø;t ‘slap him,’ -;s ‘face,’ xø- ‘locative’)
œís;c;n ‘make a net’ œíœ;s;c;n ‘be making a net’
(cf. œís;t ‘make it fast with a line,’ -;c;n ‘surface’)
®íça÷qø;m ‘get a haircut’ ®í®;ça÷qø;m ‘be getting a haircut’
(cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it,’ -a÷qø ‘head,’ -;m ‘intransitive’)
√él;wst ‘hitch him (a horse) up’ √é√;¬;wst ‘be hitching him up’
(cf. √é≥lt ‘stick it on,’ -;ws ‘body,’ -t ‘transitive’)

There are exceptions, such as

xøl⁄µ;st ‘throw it in his face’ xø[h]⁄¬m;st ‘be throwing in his face’
(cf. láµ;t ‘throw it and hit him,’ -;s ‘face’)

in which the root is reduced to R;R- and then inflected like a root of that type
(see §7.2.8).

Before an unstressed lexical suffix beginning with a consonant, a CAC root
appears as C⁄C- in the perfective but with the full vowel in the progressive
(like CAC roots with -n;xø).

kø⁄xøcs;m ‘knock on a door’ køákø;xøcs;m ‘be knocking on the door’
(cf. køáxø;t ‘knock on it,’ -c;s ‘hand,’ -;m ‘intransitive’)
xøt⁄lq;t ‘answer him’ xøtét;¬q;t ‘be answering him’
(cf. tél ‘copy, follow suit,’ -q;n ‘voice,’ -t ‘transitive’)
p⁄˚øn;ct ‘put it on the fire to heat’ ßxøpép;˚øn;c ‘s.t. heating’
(cf. pé˚ø;t ‘warm it,’ -n;c ‘base, butt,’ -t ‘transitive’)

In the last example, ßxøpép;køn;c is derived from the progressive with ßxø-
‘oblique nominalizer.’

Before a stressed lexical suffix beginning with a vowel, a CAC root appears
in the perfective as CC- (if both consonants are obstruents) or C;C- (if one or
both are resonants). Before a stressed lexical suffix beginning with a consonant,
a CAC root appears in the perfective as C;C-. In the progressives of such verbs,
the full vowel of the root may or may not appear and may or may not bear a
secondary stress.

π ⁄̧lm;xø ‘milk a cow’ πíπ¸⁄¬m;xø ‘be milking a cow’
(cf. πí ;̧t ‘wring it out,’ -;lm;xø ‘breast, milk’)
p˚øé≥nxø ‘smoke fish’ pëp˚øé≥nxø ‘be smoking fish’
(cf. pé˚ø;t ‘warm it,’ -é≥nxø ‘fish’)
®ç⁄n;p ‘harrow a field’ ®;®ç⁄∫;p ‘be harrowing a field’
(cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it across,’ -;n;p ‘plot of land’)
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n;∑éy;® ‘advise a child’ n;n;∑é¥;® ‘be advising a child’
(cf. ní∑;t ‘advise him,’ -éy;® ‘child’)
˚ø;c≈én;m ‘keep a lookout’ ˚ø;˚ø;c≈é∫;µ ‘be keeping a lookout’
(cf. køéc ‘look,’ -é≈;n ‘side,’ -;m ‘intransitive’)

7.2.1.3. Progressives of CÁCVC Roots
There are a number of what appear to be roots consisting of a consonant, a full
vowel, and a second consonant, followed by a schwa and a third consonant
(CÁC;C) and that form their progressives as CAC roots do, by CV reduplica-
tion with the stress on the first vowel. These include:

†éy;œ ‘get angry’ †é†;y;œ ‘be getting angry
†á¬;≈ø ‘chase away’ †á†;¬;≈ø ‘be chasing away’
≈íl;≈ ‘make war’ ≈í≈;l;≈ ‘be making war’
síw;l ‘feel, be aware’ sís;∑;¬ ‘be feeling’
(possibly with -;l ‘move toward’)
c®éw;n ‘make mats’ c®é®;w;∫ ‘be making mats’
(< c- ‘make, have,’ and the root of s®éw;n ‘sleeping mat’)
˚øí®;∑ ‘live with in-laws’ ˚øí˚ø;®;∑ ‘be living with in-laws’
(cf. s˚øí®;∑ ‘co-parent-in-law, second-degree affine’)
yá≥ys //yáy;s// ‘work’ yá≥¥y;s //yá¥;y;s// ‘be working’

There are at least two roots that might be grouped with the last set, except
that the third consonant is a glottal stop, which must be preceded by a full
vowel (CÁCAH). This pattern suggests that the full vowel is an underlying
schwa.

cmé˚øe÷ ‘attend a funeral’ cméµ;˚øe÷ ‘be attending as funeral’
(< c- ‘make, have,’ cf. mé˚øe÷t ‘condole them’)
mí®e÷ ‘dance possessed’ míµ;®e÷ ‘be dancing possessed’2

With -t ‘transitive,’ presumed CÁC;C and CÁCAH roots appear with simi-
lar progressive forms, as in:

†á¬;≈ø;t ‘chase him away’ †á†;l;≈ø;t ‘be chasing him away’
mé˚øe÷t ‘condole them’ méµ;˚øe÷t ‘be condoling them’
síw;lt ‘make him aware’ sís;w;lt ‘be letting him know’

The schwa before the -t in ‘chase him away’ is expectable if †á¬;≈ø is a root.
Its absence in mé˚øe÷t is also expectable for a root ending with a glottal stop.
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Its absence in siw;lt, however, suggests that the root is siw- and that the -;l is
a suffix.

There is also a set of words that are composed of stems of the shape CÁC;C-
(in which the full vowel is either /e/ or /a/) and the suffixes -;m ‘intransitive’
or -;l ‘move toward’ and that form their progressives in quite a different way.
Some of these stems are clearly identifiable as expansions of C;CT roots and
so this set will be described under that class (see §7.2.10).

7.2.2. Progressives of HAC Roots
Roots consisting of /h/ or /÷/, a full vowel, and an obstruent or resonant (HAT
and HAR roots) seem to form a single class with HAT and HAR subclasses.

Bare HAT roots form their progressives by inserting a glottal stop after the
vowel (HÁT ≠ HÁ÷T), as in:

hé˚ø ‘remember’ hé÷˚ø ‘be remembering’
hákø ‘get used’ há÷kø ‘be getting used’
÷í˚ø ‘be lost’ ÷í÷˚ø ‘be getting lost’
÷á˚ø ‘get hung up’ ÷á÷˚ø ‘be getting hung up’

Bare HAR roots, however, form their progressives by lengthening the vowel
and glottalizing the resonant (HÁR ≠ HÁÚR), as in:

háy ‘stop’ há≥¥ ‘be stopping, be coming to a stop’
hé¥ ‘make a canoe’ hé≥¥ ‘be making a canoe’

A progressive form like hé÷˚ø ‘be remembering’ may be the product of CV
reduplication with /÷/ the realization of /h/ glottalized (as resonants are in pro-
gressive forms) and with the second vowel (expectably a schwa) deleted, that
is, hé˚ø is reduplicated as //he he˚ø// ≠ //hé÷;˚ø// ≠ hé÷˚ø. A progressive
form like há≥¥ ‘be stopping’ may be produced in the same way but with the
schwa retained because of the final resonant and the glottal stop deleted, that is,
háy is reduplicated as //ha ha¥// ≠ //há÷;¥// ≠ //há;¥// ≠ há≥¥.

With -t ‘transitive,’ HAT roots form their progressives like the bare roots.

híkø;t ‘give a war cry’ hí÷kø;t ‘be giving a war cry’
híq;t ‘put it under’ hí÷q;t ‘be putting it under’
háqø;t ‘smell it’ há÷qø;t ‘be smelling it’
÷éπ;t ‘wipe it’ ÷é÷π;t ‘be wiping it’
÷á†;t ‘stretch it’ ÷á÷†;t ‘be stretching it’
÷í˚ø;t ‘throw it away’ ÷í÷˚ø;t ‘be throwing it away’

With -t ‘transitive,’ HAR roots form the perfective according to a pattern
already seen in TAR and RAR roots; if the final resonant is a non-labial, the
vowel is lengthened and there is no schwa after the resonant. The progressive
is formed by inserting a glottal stop, as in: 
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hí≥lt ‘roll it over, push it off’ hí÷;¬t ‘be rolling it over, etc.’
÷á≥nt ‘agree with his request’ ÷á÷;nt ‘be agreeing with his request’

Following arguments used earlier, we might suppose that for the first set
above a perfective is the product of //híl;t// ≠ //hi;lt// ≠ hí≥lt and the pro-
gressive of //hih;¬;t// ≠ //hí÷;¬;t// ≠ //hí÷¬;t// ≠ hí÷;¬t.

With -;m ‘intransitive’ and other unstressed suffixes with initial vowels, HAT
roots also follow the pattern of the bare root.

hé ;̧m ‘breathe’ hé÷ ;̧m ‘be breathing’
hés;m ‘sneeze’ hé÷s;m ‘be sneezing’
háqø;m ‘stink’ há÷qø;µ ‘be stinking’
÷í ;̧m ‘dress oneself’ ÷í÷ ;̧m ‘be dressing oneself’
÷í≈;m ‘borrow money’ ÷í÷≈;m ‘be borrowing money’
xø÷áπ;s;m ‘wipe one’s face’ xø÷á÷π;s;µ ‘be wiping one’s face’
(cf. ÷éπ;t ‘wipe it,’ -;s ‘face’)

With -;m ‘intransitive’ and other vowel-initial suffixes, HAR roots form their
progressives in two ways:

(1) by simply glottalizing the resonant, as in

híl;m ‘roll, fall off’ hi¬;µ ‘be rolling, be falling off’

As I recorded it, the progressive here is phonetically [hi÷l;µ], which is possi-
bly the realization of //hí÷¬;µ//, which is what the rules ought to produce.

(2) by lengthening the vowel and glottalizing the resonant, as in

÷í∑;st ‘show him, instruct him’ ÷í≥∑;st ‘be showing him, etc.’
÷ám;st ‘give it to him’ ÷á≥µ;st ‘be giving it to him’

The roots of these words are √÷em ‘give’ and √÷í∑ ‘show,’ and both are formed
with -;s ‘recipient’ (§10.4.3). Here too the progressives may be the realizations
of //÷í÷∑;st// and //÷á÷µ;st//.

One seemingly anomalous verb may belong here:

÷é÷;m ‘give’ ÷é≥µ;µ ‘be giving’

This verb is probably composed of √÷em ‘give’ and -;m ‘intransitive.’ The
underlying forms may be //÷ém;m// ‘give’ and //÷é÷µ;µ// ‘be giving,’ but if
so, the replacement of the medial resonant by a glottal stop is unique.

With -n;xø ‘limited control’ and other unstressed suffixes beginning with a
consonant, an HAC root appears as H⁄C- in the perfective and as with vowel-
initial suffixes in the progressive, as in: 

h⁄qøn;xø ‘smell it’ há÷qøn;xø ‘be smelling it’
÷⁄˚øn;xø ‘lose it’ ÷í÷˚øn;xø ‘be losing it’
h⁄yn;xø ‘finish it’ há≥¥n;xø ‘be finishing it’
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xø÷⁄xøm;t ‘covet it’ xø÷á÷xøm;t ‘be coveting it’
xø÷⁄∑c;st ‘instruct him with the hands’ xø÷í≥∑c;st ‘be instructing, etc.’

With suffixes beginning with a stressed vowel, a HAC root appears as
unstressed H;C- in the perfective but with the full vowel in the progressive, as
in:

÷;≈á≥yƒín;m ‘shave the beard’ ÷í≈;y;ƒín;m ‘be shaving the beard’
(< ÷í≈;t ‘scrape it,’ -áy;ƒ;n ‘mouth,’ -;m ‘intransitive’)

7.2.2.1. Progressives of HAC(C);C Roots
There are a few words that may be roots of this shape or may be HAC roots
with suffixes that are not now identifiable. These include:

÷ít;t ‘sleep’ ÷í÷t;t ‘be sleeping’
÷é≈;ƒ ‘lie down’ ÷é÷≈;ƒ ‘be lying down’
÷ím;x ‘walk’ ÷íµ;x ‘be walking’
÷ím;n ‘sing an incantation’ ÷íµ;n ‘be singing an incantation’
÷íl;q;t ‘buy it’ ÷í¬;q;t ‘be buying it’
÷ál;≈;t ‘go get it, fetch it’ ÷á¬;≈;t ‘be fetching it’
÷élm;y ‘wait’ ÷é¬m;¥ ‘be waiting’

7.2.3. Progressives of TAH Roots
Roots consisting of an obstruent, a full vowel, and /÷/ or (possibly) /h/ form
their progressives by CV reduplication with the stress on the second vowel and
the first appearing as schwa (TÁH ≠ T;TÁH).

Roots with final glottal stop present no problems, and their behaviour will be
described first. The pattern of reduplication is seen in a few bare roots of the
shape TA÷.

˚øí÷ ‘climb’ ˚ø;˚øí÷ ‘be climbing’
√á÷ ‘calm down’ √;√á÷ ‘be calming down’
sé÷ ‘rise’ s;sé÷ ‘be rising’
çé÷ ‘land atop’ ç;çé÷ ‘be landing atop’
≈í÷ ‘appear, be revealed’ ≈;≈í÷ ‘be appearing, be getting caught’

TA÷ roots take the -t form of the -t ‘transitive’ and form their progressives as
when bare.

sé÷t ‘raise it’ s;sé÷t ‘be raising it’
†é÷t ‘try it, test it’ †;†é÷t ‘be trying it, be testing it’
¸é÷t ‘chew it’ ;̧¸é÷t ‘be chewing it’
√é÷t ‘fetch it, invite him’ √;√é÷t ‘be fetching it, be inviting him’
çé÷t ‘set it on’ ç;çé÷t ‘be setting it on’
køé÷t ‘let it go, drop it’ kø;køé÷t ‘be letting it go, be dropping it’
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xøé÷t ‘lessen it, lighten it’ xø;xøé÷t ‘be lessening it, be lightening it’
œøé÷t ‘sweep it’ œø;œøé÷t ‘be sweeping it’
√á÷t ‘comfort him, calm him’ √;√á÷t ‘be comforting him, etc.’
cá÷t ‘pry it apart’ c;cá÷t ‘be prying it apart’
œá÷t ‘put it together’ œ;œá÷t ‘be putting it together’
≈í÷t ‘reveal it, create it’ ≈;≈í÷t ‘be revealing it, be creating it’

With -;m ‘intransitive,’ the glottal stop of a TA÷ root may be lost, leaving a
long vowel, as in:

ȩ́≥m ~ ȩ́ ÷;m ‘chew’ ;̧ ȩ́≥µ ‘be chewing’
(cf. ȩ́÷t ‘chew it,’ ;̧ ȩ́ ÷t ‘be chewing it’)

With -n;xø ‘limited control’ and other consonant-initial unstressed suffixes,
a TA÷ root retains the full vowel in the perfective. The suffix -n;xø may appear
as -∫xø.

sé∫;xø ~ sé∫xø ‘manage to lift it’ s;sé∫xø ‘be managing to lift it’
≈í∫;xø ‘catch him in the act’ ≈;≈í∫xø ‘be catching him in the act’
†é÷x;t ‘try out a new dancer’ †;†é÷x;t ‘be trying out a new dancer’
(< †é÷t ‘try it,’ -x;n ‘foot,’ -t ‘transitive’)

With a suffix with an initial stressed vowel, a TA÷ root appears as T;÷ in the
perfective but is T;TÁ÷ in the progressive, as in:

√;÷éy;® ‘comfort a child’ √;√á≥¥;® ‘be comforting a child’
(cf. √á÷t ‘comfort him,’ -éy;® ‘child’)

With stressed consonant-initial suffixes, a TA÷ root appears as T; in the per-
fective and variably in the progressive, to judge from the following:

√;®él;m ‘go after food’ √é÷®;l;µ ‘be going after food’ (JP)
√;®nén;m ‘go after sea food’ √;√;®né∫;µ ‘be going after sea food’ (CC)
(cf. √é÷t ‘fetch it,’ -®él ~ -®én ‘food,’ -;m ‘intransitive’)

The following verb, evidently formed from the root of √é÷t ‘fetch him’ and -
x;n ‘foot,’ seems to be irregular. My sources differed in its forms.

√é≥x;n ~ √;÷éx;n ‘invite’ √i√éx;n ‘be inviting’ (JP)
√éx;n ‘invite’ √i√éx;n ‘be inviting’ (CC)
√éx;∫ ‘invite’ √i√éx;∫ ‘be inviting’ (AG)

There are a few possible TAh roots. Two have the shape TA when bare of
suffixes.

pá ‘get hit by the wind’ p;pá ‘be getting hit by the wind’ (AG)
qøé ‘get through’ qø;qøé ‘be getting through’
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With -t ‘transitive,’ a long vowel appears in the perfective and a glottal stop
may appear in the progressive.

pá≥t ‘blow on it’ p;pá÷;t ‘be blowing on it’
xøpá≥t ‘inflate it’ xøp;pá÷;t ‘be inflating it’
qøé≥t ‘make a hole in it’ qø;qøé÷;t ~ qø;qøé≥t ‘be making a hole in it’

With stressed vowel-initial suffixes, these roots appear as T;h or T; in the
perfective:

p;héls ~ péls ‘blow’ p;pé≥¬s ~ pé≥¬s ‘be blowing’
(< -éls ‘activity,’ cf. sp;héls ‘wind’)
qø;híl;m ‘pass through’ (no progressive recorded)
(< -íl ‘move toward,’ -;m ‘intransitive’)

From forms like sp;héls ‘wind’ and qø;híl;m ‘pass through,’ we might sup-
pose that these roots are //pah// and //qøeh// and that with -t ‘transitive’ we
have:

pá≥t //páh;t// p;pá÷;t //p;pá h;t//

Another possible TAh root appears in

πá≥m ‘swell, rise’ π;πá≥µ ‘be swelling, be rising’

for which the resultative is sπ;háµ ‘swollen, risen,’ from which we might sup-
pose the root to be //πah//.

However, a problem with this interpretation is posed by the forms

xøét ‘lower it, starve him’ xø;xøét ‘be lowering it, be starving him’

in which the vowels are short. Yet in the derivative xøé≥®c;t ‘throw down a gift
for him (from the scaffold in front of the house at a potlatch)’ (< -®c- ‘benefac-
tive,’ -t ‘transitive’) the vowel is long. And in the derivative xø;híl;ws ‘half
starved’ (< íl ‘move toward,’ -;ws ‘body’) there is an /h/. These derivatives
would suggest a root //xøeh//. But if the root has that form, then why is the
vowel of the forms with -t ‘transitive’ short?

Another possible TAh root, with a differently formed progressive appears in

≈é≥m ‘cry’ ≈é≥µ ‘be crying’

Cf. ≈;≈é≥µ ‘several are crying.’ For similarly formed progressives, see T;R
roots with -;m below. From a derivative ≈;hám;l;®c; (CC) (also ≈ám;l;®c;
[JP]) ‘a giant frog that cries like a baby and bestows wealth’ (suffix, -⁄l;®c; ~
-á≥®c; ‘giant’), we may infer a root √≈ah.
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7.2.3.1. Progressives of TAHT Roots
There are a few roots consisting of an obstruent, a full vowel, /÷/ or /h/, and
another obstruent. These form their progressives like TAH roots, by CV redu-
plication with the stress on the second vowel and the first appearing as schwa.

®é÷≈t ‘put it on a dish, put s.t. under it’ ®;®é÷≈t ‘be putting it, etc.’
˚øí÷xøt ‘pitch it, seal it with pitch’ ˚ø;˚øí÷xøt ‘be pitching it, etc.’
(cf. ˚øí÷xø ‘pitch’ [noun])
≈øá≥†t ‘brace it’ ≈ø;≈øá≥†t ‘be bracing it’
sí÷≈;m ‘duck, dodge’ s;sí÷≈;m ‘keep ducking’

7.2.4. Progressives of RAH Roots
Roots consisting of a resonant, a full vowel, and /÷/ or (presumably) /h/ form
their progressives by CV reduplication but with the initial resonant replaced by
/h/, the first vowel weakened to schwa though (usually) stressed, the following
resonant glottalized, and the second vowel variable in quality, stress, and
whether followed by /÷/ (RÁH ≠ h⁄ RÀH ~ h⁄ R;).

The pattern is seen in two bare roots of the shape RA÷:

mé÷ ‘come off, run (as dye)’ h⁄µ; ‘be coming off’ (AG)
lé÷ ‘get hit just right’ h⁄¬; ‘be getting hit just right’ (AG)

With -t ‘transitive,’ RA÷ roots (like TA÷ roots) appear without a linking
schwa:

lé÷t ‘make it secure’ (CC) h⁄¬;t ‘be making it secure’
yá÷t ‘back it up’ h⁄¥;t (JP) h;¥á÷t (DK) ‘be backing it up’

They show the same pattern with the transitivizer -x, as in:

mé÷x ‘take it off’ h⁄µë÷x (CC) h;µ;x (JP, AG) ‘be taking it off’
lé÷x ‘put it away’ h⁄¬⁄x (CC) h⁄¬;x (JP, AG) ‘be putting it away’

The word néµ ‘go’ appears, from its progressive form, to contain a root of
this class; it is probably composed of ní÷ ‘be there’ and -;m ‘intransitive.’

néµ ‘go’ h⁄∫;µ ‘be going’

Its causative form also supports this inference.

n;÷ém;st;xø ‘take it, recite it’ h⁄n;m;st;xø ‘be taking it, etc.’

With -n;xø ‘limited control,’ a RA÷ root behaves like a TA÷ root, -n;xø
appearing as -∫xø: 

lé∫xø ‘manage to put it away’ (no progressive recorded).

With -éls, it is reduced to R;÷-, as in:

l;÷éls ‘put s.t. away’ h;¬é≥ls ‘be putting away’
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(‘Put something away’ is used to mean to give something as an investment,
expecting a return.)

With an unstressed vowel-initial suffix, a RA÷ root retains its stress but evi-
dently may undergo a shift in vowel while the glottal stop is lost and the vowel
is lengthened:

mí≥;qøt ‘cut his head off’ h;µi≥;qøt ‘be cutting his head off’ (CC)
mé;q;t ‘cut his head off’ (JP) (no progressive recorded)
(cf. mé÷x ‘remove it,’ -qø ‘head,’ -t ‘transitive’)

There is one possible RAh root (so far discovered), seen in the following
forms with -t ‘transitive’ and -;m ‘intransitive.’

yá≥t ‘warn him, order from him’ h;¥á≥t ‘be warning him, etc.’
yá≥m ‘order (as a sweater from a knitter)’ h;¥á≥µ ‘be ordering’

These suggest a root of the shape //yah//, meaning something like ‘alert,’ with
-t ‘alert him’ and with -;m ‘alert another for one’s own sake.’

7.2.4.1. Progressives of RA÷CC and RA÷;C Roots
There are a few words that either have these shapes or are composed of RA÷
roots with unidentifiable suffixes. They form their progressives like RA÷ roots.

mé÷kø® ‘get hurt’ h⁄µ;kø® (AG), h;µé÷kø® (CC) ‘be getting hurt’
yé÷;t [yé÷et] ‘vomit’ h⁄¥;t (JP), h;¥é÷t (DK) ‘be vomiting’
yé÷;tt ‘vomit on him’ h⁄¥;tt ‘be vomiting on him’ (AG)

7.2.5. Progressives of HAH Roots
The only example so far discovered of a root that seems to be of this shape
appears with -t and -;m and has a long vowel in the perfective and a glottal stop
followed by schwa in the progressive.

÷á≥t ‘call him’ á÷;t ‘be calling him’
÷á≥m ‘call’ ÷á≥µ ‘be calling’

7.2.6. Progressives of T;T Roots
Bare roots of the shape obstruent-schwa-obstruent form their progressives by
CV reduplication with the stress on the second vowel (T1;T2 ≠ T1;T1⁄T2), as in:

p⁄qø ‘go broke’ p;p⁄qø ‘be going broke’
π⁄® ‘come to, sober up’ π;π⁄® ‘be coming to’
t⁄s ‘arrive there’ t;t⁄s ‘be arriving there’
†⁄kø ‘get stuck in mud’ †;†⁄kø ‘be getting stuck in mud’
†⁄œø ‘break’ †;†⁄œø ‘be breaking’
ƒ⁄˚ø ‘tighten up, get straight’ ƒ;ƒ⁄˚ø ‘be tightening up, etc.’
¸⁄≈ø ‘get washed’ ;̧ ⁄̧≈ø ‘be getting washed’
s⁄œ ‘get torn, get split’ s;s⁄œ ‘be getting torn, etc.’
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ç⁄œø ‘get pierced’ ç;ç⁄œø ‘be getting pierced’
qø⁄s ‘go under water’ qø;qø⁄s ‘be going under water’
qø⁄® ‘wash ashore’ qø;qø⁄® ‘be washing ashore’
˚ø⁄® ‘spill over, tip over’ ˚ø;˚ø⁄® ‘be spilling over’

With -t ‘transitive,’ T;T roots appear as TT followed by either a full vowel,
/e/ or /a/, or a schwa in the perfective, and their progressives are formed by
inserting a full vowel, /e/ or /a/ between the two consonants. We may thus dis-
tinguish two subclasses:

(1) With the formula TTÁ- ≠ TÁT-, as in:

sœét ‘split it’ séœt ‘be splitting it’
˚ø®ét ‘spill it’ ˚øé®t ‘be spilling it’
†køát ‘caulk it’ †ákøt ‘be caulking it’
†œøát ‘cut it off’ †áœøt ‘be cutting it off’

≈̧øát ‘wash it’ á̧≈øt ‘be washing it’

The vowels here seem predictable; if the second consonant is rounded, the
vowel is /a/; if not, it is /e/.

(2) With the formula TT;- ≠ TÁT-, as in:

π®⁄t ‘bring him to’ πé®t ‘be bringing him to’
ts⁄t ‘approach it’ tést ‘be approaching it’
ƒ˚ø⁄t ‘stretch it’ ƒé˚øt ‘be stretching it’
ƒœ⁄t ‘spear it’ ƒéœt ‘be spearing it’
ƒ≈⁄t ‘push him’ ƒé≈t ‘be pushing it’
√œø⁄t ‘get him ready’ √áœøt ‘be getting him ready’
çœø⁄t ‘pierce it’ çáœøt ‘be piercing it’

In this set, it appears that only if the second consonant is a rounded uvular,
the vowel in the progressive is /a/.

(3) There is one (so far recorded) T;T root that, with -t ‘transitive’ forms its
progressive with two schwas (TTÁ- ≠ T⁄T;-), as in:

csét ‘tell him to do so’ c⁄s;t ‘be telling him to do so’

The pattern is like that of some of the roots with -m ‘intransitive’ given below.
There are a few presumptive T;T roots that I have recorded with -t ‘transi-

tive’ but never bare. These include:

†q⁄t ‘insult him (by reference to ancestry)’ †éqt ‘be insulting him ...’
®qét ‘peg/nail it together temporarily’ ®éqt ‘be pegging it ...’

(I have recorded no *†⁄q or *®⁄q.)
With -;m ‘intransitive,’ T;T roots fall into five subclasses, four with the

stress falling on the suffix in the perfective with variations in the stressed vowel
(and so resembling the subclasses with -t ‘transitive’) and a fifth formed by
reduplication (and so resembling the progressive of the bare root).
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(1) With a full vowel in both perfective and progressive (TTÁ- ≠ TÁT-),
as in:

˚øxém ‘count’ ˚øéx;m ‘be counting’
(cf. ˚øxét ‘count them,’ ˚øéxt ‘be counting them’)

(2) With a full vowel in the perfective and a schwa in the progressive (TTÁ-
≠ T⁄T;-), as in:

ƒxøám ‘bleed’ ƒ⁄xø;µ ‘be bleeding’
(cf. ƒ⁄xø ‘fade away’)
çtém ‘creep’ ç⁄t;µ ‘be creeping’
(no *ç⁄t or *çtét recorded)
xtém ‘swim underwater’ x⁄t;µ ‘be swimming underwater’
(no *x⁄t or *xté recorded)

(3) With a schwa in the perfective and full vowel in the progressive (TT⁄-
≠ TÁT;-), as in:

c√⁄m ‘jump’ cé√;µ ‘be jumping’
(no *c⁄√ recorded)
œ̧⁄m ‘drip’ ȩ́œ;µ ‘be dripping’

(no * ⁄̧œ or * œ̧⁄t recorded)

(4) With a schwa in both perfective and progressive (TT⁄- ≠ T⁄T;-), as in:

p˚ø⁄m ‘splash, billow out’ p⁄˚ø;m ‘be splashing, etc.’
(cf. p˚ø⁄t ‘scatter it,’ pé˚øt ‘be scattering it’)
q√⁄m ‘come loose’ q⁄√;µ ‘be coming loose’ (AG)
(no *q⁄√ recorded)

(5) With reduplication, i.e., T⁄T;- ≠ T;T⁄T;-, e.g.,

®⁄†;m ‘rake herring’ ®;®⁄†;m ‘be raking herring’
(cf. ®†ét ‘hit it with a swiping motion,’ ®é†t ‘be hitting it away’)

With -n;xø ‘limited control,’ a T;T root appears in the perfective as
unstressed T;T- while the suffix is stressed as -néxø. However, in the progres-
sive the root appears stressed as TÁT and the suffix unstressed as -n;xø, as in:

t;snéxø ‘manage to get close to it’ tésn;xø ‘be managing to, etc.’
(cf. ts⁄t ‘approach it’ tést ‘be approaching it’)
ƒ;≈néxø ‘accidentally push him’ ƒé≈n;xø ‘be accidentally ...’
(cf. ƒ≈⁄t ‘push him away’ ƒé≈ ‘be pushing him away’)
ç;œønéxø ‘manage to hit it (shooting)’ çáœøn;xø ‘be managing to ...’
(cf. çœøát ‘pierce it, shoot it’ çáœøt ‘be piercing it, etc.’)
†;œønéxø ‘manage to cut it off’ †áœøn;xø ‘be managing ...’
(cf. †œøát ‘cut it off, cut it loose’ †áœøt ‘be cutting it off, etc.’)
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The verb †;œønéxø also means ‘catch him (at s.t.)’ or ‘catch it (an event).’
With -éls, a T;T root appears as it does with -t, as TT- in the perfective and

(usually) with a full vowel in the progressive, as in:

√køéls ‘pinch’ √ákø;¬s ‘be pinching’
(cf. √køát ‘grab it between the fingers’ √ákøt ‘be grabbing it ...’)
œpéls ‘take up a collection’ œép;¬s ‘be taking up a collection’
(cf. œp⁄t ‘put it together’ œépt ‘be putting it together’)
˚ø®éls ‘pour’ ˚øé®;¬s ‘be pouring’ (AG)

(but cf. ˚ø⁄®;¬s ‘be flowing fast’ [JP])
(cf. ˚ø®ét ‘spill it’ ˚øé®t ‘be spilling it’)

With lexical suffixes, a T;T root always appears unstressed in the perfective,
as TT- when followed by a suffix beginning with a vowel and as T;T- when
followed by one beginning with a consonant. (Because the suffix always takes
the stress, we find that T;T roots take the stressed forms of suffixes that appear
unstressed when following roots with full vowels.) In the progressive, the stress
usually shifts to the root, which then appears as T⁄T, but in some words the suf-
fix keeps the stress and the root appears as T;T- (as in ‘wash one’s feet’
below).

¸≈øás;m ‘wash one’s face’ ¸⁄≈ø;s;µ ‘be washing one’s face’
(< -ás ~ -;s ‘face,’ ⁄̧≈ø ‘get washed,’ -;m ‘intransitive,’ cf. ≈̧øát ‘wash it,’

á̧≈øt ‘be washing it’)
¸≈øécs;m ‘wash one’s hands’ ¸⁄≈ø⁄cs;µ ‘be washing one’s hands’
(< -éc;s ~ c;s ‘hand’)
¸;≈øxén;m ‘wash one’s feet’ ¸;≈øxé∫;m ‘be washing ...’ (AG)
(< -xén ~ -x;n ‘foot’)
¸≈ø⁄lw;t;m ‘wash clothes’ ¸⁄≈ø;¬w;t;µ ‘be washing clothes’
(< -⁄lw;t ‘clothing’)
sœ⁄lc;p ‘split firewood’ s⁄œ;lc;p ‘be splitting firewood’
(< -⁄lc;p ‘fire, firewood,’ s⁄œ ‘get split’; cf. sœét ‘split it,’ séœt ‘be splitting it’)
†køéw;® ‘caulk a canoe’ †⁄kø;w;® ‘be caulking a canoe’
(< -éw;® ~ -w;® ‘vessel,’ †;˚ø ‘get stuck in mud’; cf. †køát ‘caulk it,’ †ákøt ‘be

caulking it’)

There are a few cases recorded where the root of the progressive has the full
vowel that appears in the progressive with -t.

xø®;qnéc;m ‘tow’ xø®éqn;c;µ ‘be towing’ (JP)
(< -néc ‘butt, base, rump’; cf. ®qét ‘peg it together,’ ®éqt ‘be pegging it together’)
≈̧øé÷® ‘wash diapers’ (CC, AG) á̧≈øa÷® (CC), ⁄̧≈øe÷® (AG) ‘be 

washing diapers’
(< -é÷® ‘bedding’)

In the last example, the -a÷® in CC’s progressive may be a case of vowel harmony.
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7.2.6.1. Progressives of T;T;C Roots
The few roots of this shape form their progressive as T;T roots do, by CV redu-
plication with the stress on the second schwa.

†⁄p;¬ ‘play cards’ †;†⁄p;¬ ‘be playing cards’
œ⁄̧ ;≈ ‘defecate’ œ;œ⁄¸;≈ ‘be defecating’
√⁄˚ø;∫ ‘go out (as a fire)’ √;√⁄˚ø;∫ ‘be going out’
√⁄˚ø;∫t ‘extinguish it (a fire or a hatred)’ √;√⁄˚ø;∫t ‘be extinguishing it’

AG gave these last four forms with ∫… I recorded n from JP.
The following seems to belong here, again suggesting that the full vowel fol-

lowed by the glottal stop is an underlying schwa.

s⁄≈øa÷ ‘urinate’ s;s⁄≈øa÷ ‘be urinating’

7.2.6.2. Progressives of TTVC Roots
There are a few words that may be roots of the shape TTAC and whose pro-
gressives are formed by inserting a stressed schwa between the first and second
consonant and reducing the full vowel of the perfective to schwa (TTÁC ≠
T⁄T;C). In this pattern they resemble a few T;T roots with -t ‘transitive,’ -;m
‘intransitive,’ and other suffixes.

†®áœø ‘get twisted’ †⁄®;œø ‘be getting twisted’
c®áqø ‘go through’ c⁄®;qø ‘be going through’
√qí® ‘give birth’ √⁄q;® ‘be giving birth’
≈†é˚ø ‘carve’ ≈⁄†;˚ø ‘be carving’

With -t these follow the same pattern.

†®áœøt ‘pry it off’ †⁄®;œøt ‘be prying it off’
c®áqøt ‘put it through’ c⁄®;qøt ‘be putting it through’

There is at least one possible root of the shape CC;C: 

køt⁄xø ‘enter’ (no progressive recorded).

With -t, however , a full vowel appears in the progressive:

køtéxøt ‘bring/take it in’ kø⁄t;xøt ‘be bringing/taking it in’

There are other words, recorded only with transitivizers, that follow this pat-
tern. From the examples just given, it appears that the bare roots of these may
be either CCAC or CC;C in shape.

tpá®t ‘stretch it on a frame (as a hide)’ t⁄p;®t ‘be stretching it ...’
ƒqá®t ‘honour him by giving wealth’ ƒ⁄q;®t ‘be honouring him ...’
ƒqénx ‘stand it up in the ground’ ƒ⁄q;nx ‘be standing it up ...’ (AG)

Some or all of these may possibly be T;T roots with petrified suffixes.
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7.2.7. Progressives of T;R Roots
Roots of this shape form their progressives by CV reduplication with the stress
on the second schwa (as T;T roots do) and with the resonant glottalized (T⁄R
≠ T;T⁄ R, as in:

p⁄n ‘get buried’ p;p⁄∫ ‘be getting buried’
œø⁄l ‘get cooked’ œø;œø⁄¬ ‘be getting cooked’
kø⁄n ‘become possessed’ kø;kø⁄∫ ‘be going into a possessed state’
xø⁄y ‘wake up’ xø;xø⁄¥ ‘be waking up’

With -t ‘transitive,’ T;R roots fall into two subclasses, with nearly all of them
in the first subclass.

(1) With their progressives formed by reduplication following the pattern of
the bare roots (and unlike T;T roots, which do not reduplicate with -t, as in:

p⁄n;t ‘bury it’ p;p⁄∫;t ‘be burying it’
œø⁄l;t ‘roast it’ œø;œø⁄¬;t ‘be roasting it’
kø⁄n;t ‘take it’ kø;kø⁄∫;t ‘be taking it’
®;m;t ‘pick it/them’ ®;®⁄µ;t ‘be picking it/them’
œø⁄m;t ‘pull it out’ œø;œø⁄m;t ‘be pulling it out’
(< œø⁄m ‘shed, moult’)

(2) With their progressives formed by simply glottalizing the resonant, with-
out reduplication.

®⁄l;t ‘bail it (as a canoe)’ l⁄¬;t ‘be bailing it’
q⁄w;t ‘warm it’ q⁄∑;t ‘be warming it’ (AG)

With -;m ‘intransitive,’ T;R roots form their progressives in three ways:
(1) by reduplication (with the usual glottalization of resonants)

p⁄∫;m ‘plant’ p;p⁄∫;µ ‘be planting’
†⁄y;m ‘stick, adhere’ †;†⁄y;µ ‘be sticking’

(2) by strengthening the vowel (with the usual glottalization)

ç⁄n;m ‘shake (as a Shaker)’ çé∫;µ ‘be shaking’
œ⁄w;m ‘howl (as a dog or wolf)’ œé∑;µ ‘be howling’

(3) by simply glottalizing the final resonant

œø⁄l;m ‘bake’ œø⁄l;µ ‘be baking’ (AG)

There are also at least two T;R roots that, in the perfective, combine with -
;m with a loss of the resonant and the appearance of a long vowel /i≥/. Their
progressives are formed in the way just illustrated, by simply glottalizing the
final /m/.

®í≥m //®⁄m-;m// ‘pick’ ®í≥µ //®⁄m-;µ// ‘be picking’
(cf. ®⁄m;t ‘pick them’ ®;®⁄µ;t ‘be picking them’)
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í̧≥m // ⁄̧m-;m// ‘pick berries’ í̧ ≥ µ //¸⁄m-;µ// ‘be picking berries’
(cf. s í̧≥m ‘berry, berries’; in the Nanaimo dialect s ⁄̧m;m)

With -n;xø ‘limited control,’ a T;R root is stressed in the perfective and the
suffix is unstressed (unlike T;T roots, which appear unstressed and with 
-néxø). The progressive (in the one example available) is formed by strength-
ening the vowel and glottalizing the resonant.

kø⁄nn;xø ‘get it’ køá∫n;xø (JP), køé∫n;xø (AG) ‘be getting it’

From the few examples available, it seems that with -éls T;R roots behave
variably.

†;µéls ‘chop’ †;†⁄µ;¬s ‘be chopping’
(cf. †⁄m;t ‘chop it’ †;†⁄µ;t ‘be chopping it’)
≈;léls ‘write’ ≈;≈éy;¬s (CC), ≈;≈íls [≈;≈í≥¬s ?] (JP) ‘be writing’
(cf. ≈⁄l;t ‘paint a design’ ≈;≈⁄l;t ‘be painting a design’)
køí≥ls ‘grab onto s.t.’ kø;køí≥¬s ~ køí≥¬s [?] (AG) ‘be grabbing ...’

With lexical suffixes, T;R roots appear in the perfective stressed with
unstressed suffixes and unstressed with stressed suffixes, but it is unclear when
a suffix will be stressed or unstressed; cf. forms with -í∑s ~ -;∑s ‘body, bird’
below. The progressives are formed in ways seen with -t and -;m:

(1) by reduplication

p⁄n;st ‘throw dirt in his face’ p;p⁄∫;st ‘be throwing ...’ (AG)
(cf. p⁄n;t ‘bury it,’ p;p⁄∫;t ‘be burying it,’ -;s ‘face’)
®⁄l;st ‘splash water in his face’ ®;®⁄l;st ‘be splashing ...’ (JP)
(cf. ®⁄l;t ‘bail it,’ ®⁄¬;t ‘be bailing it,’ -;s ‘face’)

(2) by glottalizing the resonant

œø⁄m;∑s ‘pluck a bird’ œø⁄µ;∑s ‘be plucking a bird’ (JP)
(cf. œø⁄m;t ‘pull it out,’ œø;œø⁄m;t ‘be pulling it out,’ -í∑s ~ -;∑s ‘body, bird’)

(1) and (2) both ways

†;µí∑st ‘chop its trunk’ †;†⁄µ;∑st ~ †⁄µ;∑st ‘be chopping ...’ (AG)
(cf. †⁄m;t ‘chop it’ †;t⁄µ;t ‘be chopping it’)
®;µí∑st ‘knock its branches off’ ®;®⁄µ;∑st ~ ®⁄µ;∑st ‘be knocking ...’
(cf. ®⁄m;t ‘pick them’ ®;®⁄µ;t ‘be picking them’)

(3) by strengthening the vowel and glottalizing the resonant of the root

≈ø;nxén;m ‘run’ ≈øa∫x;n;µ ‘be running’
(possibly ≈ø⁄m ‘fast,’ -xén ~ -x;n ‘foot,’ -;m ‘intr.,’ i.e., “fast-foot it”)
®;w¸é÷;m ‘disrobe’ ®é∑¸é≥µ ‘be disrobing’
(< ®;∑í ;̧ ÷ ‘naked’)
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This last is composed of the suffix -í̧ e÷ ‘robe’ and a root possibly identifi-
able as ®é∑ ‘escape, be cured,’ and -;m ‘intransitive.’ However, a CAC root like
®é∑ ought to be reduplicated in the progressive, so if this root is indeed ®é∑, it
is being treated here like a T;R root.

There is one exceptional T;R root, ƒ⁄y ‘come into existence, get made,’
which with -t, -;m, and various lexical suffixes, behaves like a C;CT root (see
§7.2.10), strengthening the vowel and glottalizing the resonant, as in:

ƒ⁄yt ‘make it, fix it’ ƒé¥t ‘be making it, be fixing it’
ƒ⁄y;m ‘make bread’ ƒé¥;m ‘be making bread’
ƒ⁄y;c;n ‘rewrap the dead’ ƒé¥;c;n ‘be rewrapping for reburial’
(< -⁄c;n ~ -íc;n ‘surface,’ -;m ‘intr.’)

7.2.7.1. Progressives of T;R;C Roots
The few roots of this shape form their progressives, as T;R roots do, in two
ways:

(1) by CV reduplication with the stress on the second schwa, as in:

xø⁄l;˚øt ‘wrap it up’ xø;xø⁄l;˚øt ‘be wrapping it up’

(2) by glottalizing the medial resonant, as in:

®⁄m;xø ‘rain’ ®⁄µ;xø ‘be raining’

(This may be composed of a T;R root and a suffix; cf. s®⁄m®;m ‘dew,’ s®ém
‘drenched with rain’.)

ç⁄l;xø ‘go/come upriver’ ç⁄¬;xø ‘be going/coming upriver’ (AG)
œ⁄w;tt ‘drum for him’ œ⁄∑;tt ‘be drumming for him’
(cf. œ⁄w;t ‘drum [noun]’)
†⁄m;xt ‘braid it’ †⁄µ;xt ‘be braiding it’
(but cf. †⁄mx;né÷t ‘braid her hair,’ †ímx;né÷t ‘be braiding her hair,’ < -;né÷ ~

-;n; ‘ear’)
œ⁄w;t;m ‘beat a drum’ œ⁄∑;t;m ‘be beating a drum’

7.2.8. Progressives of R;C Roots
Roots of the shapes R;T and R;R are like RAH roots (see §7.2.4) in forming
their progressives by a variety of CV reduplication in which the initial resonant
is replaced by /h/.

Bare roots of the shape R;T follow the formula R⁄T ≠ h⁄ RT, as in:

m⁄œ ‘get full, eat one’s fill’ h⁄µœ ‘be getting full’
n⁄qø ‘fall asleep’ h⁄∫qø ‘be falling asleep’
l⁄s ‘cave in, slide (as land)’ h⁄¬s ‘be falling in, etc.’
l⁄kø ‘break’ h⁄¬kø ‘be breaking’
y⁄qø ‘burn’ h⁄¥qø ‘be burning, fire’
w⁄œø ‘drift away’ h⁄∑œø ‘be drifting away’
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Bare roots of the shape R;R follow the formula R;R ≠ h⁄R;R, as in:

l⁄m ‘be folded, be doubled over’ h⁄l;µ ‘be getting folded’ (AG)

As they appear with -t ‘transitive,’ R;C roots fall into four subclasses, vary-
ing in the placement of the stress in the perfective and in the presence of a
schwa or full vowel after the two consonants of the root (cf. the subclasses of
T;T roots in §7.2.6):

(1) with the stress on the schwa of the root and with a schwa following
(R⁄C;- ≠ h⁄ RC;-), as in: 

m⁄l;t ‘dip it ceremoniously’ h⁄µl;t ‘be dipping it’
m⁄œ;t ‘swallow it’ h⁄µœ;t ‘be swallowing it’
l⁄ç;t ‘fill it’ h⁄¬ç;t ‘be filling it’
y⁄≈ø;t ‘untie it’ h⁄¥≈ø;t ‘be untying it’

Two roots that take transitivizer /-x/ seem to belong here.

n⁄π;x ‘eat it’ h⁄∫π;x ‘be eating it’
n⁄w;x ‘insert it’ h⁄∫w;x ‘be inserting it’

(2) with the stress on the schwa of the root and no schwa following (R⁄C ≠ 
h; RC-).

y⁄qøt ‘burn it’ h⁄¥qøt ‘be burning it’

(3) with the stress on a schwa following the root in the perfective but with
no schwa following the root in the progressive (R;C⁄- ≠ h; RC-), as in:

m;†⁄t ‘bend it’ h⁄µ†t ‘be bending it’
l;≈⁄t ‘enlarge the mesh’ h⁄¬≈t ‘be enlarging the mesh (of a net)’
m;s⁄t ‘fold it up’ h⁄µst ‘be folding it up’

(4) with a stressed full vowel following the root in the perfective and a
schwa there in the progressive (R;CÁ ≠ H⁄ RC;). I have found only one
example:

l;køát ‘break it’ h⁄¬kø;t ‘be breaking it’

With -;m ‘intransitive,’ R;C roots may fall into the subclasses seen with -t
(cf. T;T roots, in §7.2.6), but only one example has been recorded. It would
belong to the first subclass.

n⁄q;m ‘dive’ h⁄∫q;µ ‘be diving’

With lexical suffixes, R;T roots form their progressives with the formula
seen in the bare root but with the stress varying with the suffix, as in:

m⁄˚ø;lc;p ‘gather firewood’ h;µ˚øá¬c;p ‘be gathering ...’
(cf. m⁄˚ø;t ‘find it, pick it up,’ -⁄lc;p ‘fire, fuel’)
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m;†éq;t ‘bend it down (as a branch)’ h⁄µ†;q;t ‘be bending ...’
(cf. m;†⁄t ‘bend it,’ h⁄µ†t ‘be bending it,’ -q;n [-éq;n ?] ‘head, end of long

object’)
y⁄ƒ;st ‘tell him’ h⁄¥ƒ;st ‘be telling him’
(cf. sy;ƒ ‘tradition, heritage,’ sy⁄ƒ;s ‘tradition, teaching,’ -;s ‘recipient’)
w;œøíl;m ‘move downstream’ h⁄∑œø;l;µ ‘be moving downstream’
(cf. w⁄œø ‘drift with the current,’ h⁄∑œø ‘be drifting,’ -íl ‘move toward,’ -;m

‘intransitive’)

There are a few exceptional R;R roots that, with -t and -;m, form their pro-
gressives like C;CT and a few T;R roots, by strengthening the vowel and glot-
talizing the resonant:

y⁄wt ‘praise him’ yá∑ƒ;t ‘be bragging’
n⁄y;m ‘laugh’ né¥;µ ‘be laughing’

7.2.9. Progressives of H;C Roots
There is no recorded example of a root of the shape h;C and only one of the
shape ÷;C. It forms its progressive by what may be identified as reduplication
with the stress on the first vowel, which is strengthened to a full vowel.

÷⁄qø ‘lose one’s hair’ ÷á÷;qø ‘be losing one’s hair’ (JP)

It has at least one derivative:

÷⁄qøƒ;t ‘shed hair’ ÷á≥qøƒ;t ‘be shedding hair’ (JP)

(AG was not familiar with the word ÷⁄qø but suggested that the progressive
ought to be ÷á÷qø. The next set of words would also suggest this.)

7.2.9.1. Progressives of H;C(C)V(C) Roots
There are a few words that appear to be roots of these shapes, with initial glot-
tal stop. They form their progressives by strengthening the schwa to a full
vowel, not now predictable, followed by a glottal stop or glottalization of a
resonant.

÷⁄x;l ‘paddle’ ÷í÷x;¬ ‘be paddling’
÷⁄m;t ‘sit down, sit up’ ÷áµ;t ‘be sitting down, be sitting up’
÷⁄ly; ‘have a vision’ ÷á¬y; ‘be having a vision’
÷⁄®t;n ‘eat’ ÷í÷®t;n ‘be eating’

This last word looks as though it might be composed of an HAC root *÷í®
reduced to H⁄c- with a CVC suffix (-t;n ‘instrument’?).

There is one word with an initial /h/ that may belong here:

h⁄ye÷ (AG) ‘go away, leave’ h⁄¥; ‘be going away, etc.’ (AG)
háye÷ (JP) ‘go away, leave’
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(As recorded from JP, this should belong in another set. Unfortunately, I did not
record a progressive from JP.)

7.2.10. Progressives of C;CT Roots
There are a number of roots (or apparent roots) of this shape, with the first con-
sonant of any class (including glottals), the second either an obstruent or a res-
onant (and, if a resonant, either unglottalized or glottalized), and the third an
obstruent. (Further analysis may reveal that some or all of these are really stems
composed of CV roots and petrified suffixes or stem formatives, but for now
we must consider them roots.) They form their progressives by strengthening
the vowel, shifting from schwa to /e/ or /a/ (C⁄CT ≠ CÁCT). Generally, the
vowel in the progressive is /e/ unless the third consonant is rounded, making it
/a/, but there are exceptions, such as çé¥xøt ‘be drying it,’ qøá¬st ‘be boiling
it.’ If the second consonant is an unglottalized resonant, it is glottalized in the
progressive, unless (it seems) the third consonant is a glottalized obstruent. The
following are bare roots with their progressives:

s⁄wœ ‘seek’ sé∑œ ‘be seeking’
÷⁄w˚ø ‘get used up’ ÷é∑˚ø (AG), ÷á∑˚ø (DK) ‘be getting used up’
√⁄l≈ ‘spark, throw out a spark’ √é¬≈ ‘be sparking’ (AG)

With -t ‘transitive,’ C;CT roots fall into two subclasses, the far greater num-
ber being in the first:

(1) with no schwa preceding the -t

p⁄skøt ‘call him names’ páskøt ‘be calling him names’
π⁄y√t ‘squeeze it’ πéy√t ‘be squeezing it’
m⁄tqøt ‘dip it’ mátqøt ‘be dipping it’
s⁄y†t ‘tickle him’ séy†t ‘be tickling him’
s⁄wœt ‘look for it’ séwœt ‘be looking for it’
®⁄t≈t ‘shake it back and forth’ ®ét≈t ‘be shaking it back and forth’
®;¬qt ‘dip it’ ®é¬qt ‘be dipping it’
®⁄lœøt ‘snatch it off him’ ®á¬œøt ‘be snatching it off him’
√⁄p≈t ‘spread it, scatter it’ √ép≈t ‘be spreading it, be scattering it’
√⁄yœt ‘press on it’ √éyœt ‘be pressing on it’
√⁄l≈t ‘throw sparks on it’ √é¬≈t ‘be throwing sparks on it’ (AG)
ç⁄yxøt ‘dry it’ çé¥xøt ‘be drying it’
kø⁄y≈t ‘stir it’ køé¥≈t ‘be stirring it’
xø⁄lπt ‘fan him’ xøélπt ‘be fanning him’
≈⁄lçt ‘twist it around’ ≈élçt ‘be twisting it around’
qø⁄¬st ‘boil it (as an egg)’ qøá¬st ‘be boiling it’
h⁄nqøt ‘warm it up’ há∫qøt ‘be warming it up’
h⁄yqøt ‘recruit him’ há¥qøt ‘be recruiting him’
÷⁄w˚øt ‘use it up’ ÷é∑˚øt ‘be using it up’ (AG)
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(2) with a schwa preceding the -t. I have found only one example:

ç⁄lx;t ‘delouse him’ çélx;t ‘be delousing him (a child)’

With -;m ‘intransitive’ and -;l ‘move toward,’ some but perhaps not all
C;CT roots appear in the perfective as CÁC;T- (the Á being the /e/ or /a/ that
appears in the progressive of the -t form), and these form their progressives in
ways varying slightly depending on the type of consonant in the second
position.

(1) If the second consonant is an obstruent, the stressed full vowel is length-
ened (for CC though not for AG) and the schwa is dropped (CÁT;T- ≠
CÁ(≥)TT-):

mát;qø;m ‘bubble up’ má≥tqø;m (CC), mátqø;µ (AG) ‘be bubbling up’
(cf. m⁄tqøt ‘dip it’ mátqøt ‘be dipping it’)

(2) If the second consonant is a resonant, this is glottalized in the progres-
sive and the schwa following it is dropped (CÁR;T- ≠ CÁ RT-), as in:

køey;≈;m ‘move’ køé¥≈;µ ‘be moving’
(cf. kø⁄y≈t ‘move it’ køé¥≈t ‘be moving it’)
√él;≈;m ‘spark’ √é¬≈;µ ‘be sparking’ (AG)
(cf. √⁄l≈ ‘spark’ √é¬≈ ‘be sparking’)
hán;qø;m ‘get warm’ há∫qø;m ‘be getting warm’
(cf. h⁄nqøt ‘warm it up’ há∫qøt ‘be warming it up’)
qøám;≈ø;l ‘get thin’ qøáµ;≈ø;¬ ‘be getting thin’
(cf. cqø⁄m≈ø ‘thin, skinny’)

The last progressive form, ‘be getting thin,’ seems irregular in not losing its first
schwa.

There are words that are composed of stems of these shapes with these suf-
fixes and forming their progressives in these ways. Their roots have not yet
been recorded bare of suffixes, but possibly they too are of the shape C;CT.
These include:

pál;xø;m ‘steam (from heat, as a pot)’ pá¬xø;µ ‘be steaming’
(AG denied **p⁄lxøt, but cf. spál;xø;m ‘steam’)
πál;˚ø;m ‘boil up (as water from paddling)’ πá¬˚ø;m ‘be boiling up’
®át;qø;m ‘boil’ ®átqø;µ ‘be boiling’ (AG)
®á†;œø;m ‘snore’ ®á≥†œø;m ‘be snoring’ (CC)
lá†;qø;l ‘get soft (as fish in the sun)’ lá≥†qø;l ‘be getting soft’ (CC)
køát;xø;m ‘burst into flame’ køá≥t;xø;m ‘be blazing’ (JP)
xøán;˚ø;m ‘make a blowing noise, xøá∫˚ø;m ‘be making a blowing 

breathe heavily’ noise, etc.’
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With other suffixes, C;CT roots show the forms seen with -t, except that in
the perfective the stress may be on either the root or the suffix, while in the pro-
gressive it seems to be always on the root.

ç;¥xøéls ‘dry fish’ çé¥xø;ls ‘be drying fish’
(cf. ç⁄¥xøt ‘dry it,’ çé¥xøt ‘be drying it’)
≈⁄lç;st ‘wring its neck’ ≈á¬ç;st ‘be wringing its neck’
(cf. ≈⁄lçt ‘twist it,’ ≈élçt ‘be twisting it,’ -;s ‘face, front end’)
s;wœ⁄n;q ‘look for a person’ sé∑œ;n;q ‘be looking for a person’
(cf. s;wœ ‘seek,’ sé∑œ ‘be seeking,’ -⁄n;q ‘another person’)
®;lq⁄cs;m ‘put one’s hands into water’ ®élq;cs;m ‘be putting ...’
(cf. ®;¬qt ‘dip it, launch it,’ ®é¬qt ‘be dipping it,’ -c;s ~ -éc;s ~ -⁄c;s ‘hand,’

-;m ‘intransitive’)

7.2.11. Unique Progressives
Three roots form their progressives in wholly irregular ways:

(1) ≈té÷ ‘do,’ ≈⁄†; ‘be doing’ (also ‘be saying’), in which we see a unique
replacement of the unglottalized /t/ in the perfective by a glottalized /†/ in the
progressive. This root appears with -;m as

≈té≥;m ‘prepare (as food or tea)’ ≈;†é≥m ‘be preparing’

(2) ƒ⁄t ‘say,’ ≈⁄†; ‘be saying’ (also ‘be doing’), in which there is a (so far)
unique example of the progressive of one verb also serving as the progressive
of another.

(3) kø⁄ll;x ‘shoot,’ ÷é÷kø; ¬l;x ‘be shooting,’ in which there is a (so far)
unique prefixed progressive marker.

7.3. PLURALS
Many, but evidently not all, verbs have plural forms in the perfective and/or
progressive aspect. (This section deals with plurals of these forms only. Plurals
of duratives and resultatives are discussed under those headings.)

Depending on the transitivity of the verb, plural forms can indicate plurality
in the subject, object, event, or result. The plural of an intransitive form can
indicate a plural subject; thus, the plural of néµ ‘go,’ nél;µ, can only mean
‘several go.’ However, the plural of †⁄œø ‘break or snap (as a rope or stick),’
†⁄œø†;œø, can mean ‘several break’ or ‘one gets broken up into lengths,’ and the
plural of ç⁄œø ‘get pierced,’ can mean ‘get pierced all over’ or ‘get pierced
many times (as by a thistle).’ The plural of a transitive form can indicate a plu-
ral object as well as a plural subject or event; thus, the plural of ¸íœø;t ‘hit him
with the fist,’ ¸á¬;œø;t, can mean ‘one hits several,’ ‘several hit one,’ or ‘one
hits one several times.’ JP glossed l;ml⁄me÷t, the plural of l;µé÷t ‘kick him,’
as ‘kick a lot’ – ‘one kicks several,’ ‘several kick one,’ or ‘one kicks the hell out
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of one’! Plural forms may therefore, at least with some verbs, serve to produce
a kind of intensive or iterative aspect.

Plural verb forms are optional. Plurality of subject or object need not be indi-
cated in any way. Plurality of a third person is often indicated by the particle
÷é≥®t;n, which may obviate the need for indicating it with the verb. Plurality of
events can be indicated by adverbs such as ç;xølé ‘occasionally,’ yáƒ ‘always,’
and so on. Plurals of verbs are only moderately common in my texts, and
for many verbs I have been unable to elicit plural forms, especially plural
progressives.

Plurals, like progressives, are formed differently according to the shape of the
root.

7.3.1. CAC Plural Perfectives
CAC roots, bare and with -t and -;m, regularly make plurals of their perfectives
with an infixed -l;- (which occasionally appears as -;l-) or -¬;- (which occa-
sionally appears as -÷;l-) and, if the vowel is /i/, a lowering to /e/ or, in the
presence of a rounded back velar, to /a/. The variations in the infix are not pre-
dictable at this time. Here are examples of perfectives followed by their plurals:

cám ‘go/come up from the shore’ cál;m ‘several go/come up ...’
œáy ‘die’ œál;y ‘several die’
†axø ‘go/come down to the shore’ †á¬;xø ‘several go/come down ...’
®á˚ø ‘fly’ ®á¬;˚ø ‘several fly’
œøím ‘disembark’ œøál;m ‘several disembark’
¸íœ;t ‘step on it’ ȩ́l;œ;t ‘step on several, several step on it’
¸íœø; t ‘punch him’ á̧¬;œø;t ‘punch several, etc.’
ƒíç;t ‘stab him’ ƒé¬;ç;t ‘stab several, etc.’
®íp;t ‘cut it up’ ®él;p;t ‘cut it into pieces, etc.’
®íç;t ‘cut it across’ ®é÷;lç;t ‘cut it into slices, etc.’
çís;m ‘grow’ çél;s;m ~ çé≥ls;m ‘several grow’
xéœ;m ‘open the mouth’ xé¬;œ;m ‘open the mouths’
xøís;t ‘shake it up’ xøé÷;ls;t ‘shake them up, etc.’
œí˚ø;t ‘bite him’ œé¬;˚øt ‘bite several, bite in several 

places, several bite him’

(The plural of ‘bite’ was recorded without a schwa before the -t. I cannot
explain this apparent irregularity.)

The few irregular plural perfectives will be identified along with irregular
plural progressives below.

7.3.1.1. CAC Plural Progressives
CAC roots, like other types, generally base their plural progressives on the
shape of the root as reflected in the simple (non-plural) progressive. As long as
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the shape of the root is clearly reflected by CV reduplication in the simple pro-
gressive, the plural progressive is formed by CVC reduplication of the root with
the stress on the first vowel and the second appearing as schwa, as in:

˚øáqø ‘get hit’ ˚øá˚ø;qø (prog.)
˚øá¬;qø (pl. perf.) ˚øáqø˚ø;qø (pl. prog.)

˚øáqø;t ‘hit/club him’ ˚øá˚ø;qø;t (prog.)
˚øá¬; qø;t (pl. perf.) ˚øáqø˚ø;qøt (pl. prog.)

†áxø ‘go/come down’ †á†;xø (prog.)
†á¬;xø (pl. perf.) †áxø†;xø (pl .prog.)

®á˚ø ‘fly’ ®á®;˚ø (prog.)
®á¬;˚ø (pl. perf.) ®á˚ø®;˚ø (pl. prog.)

†íc;m ‘swim’ †í†;c;m (prog.)
†é¬;c;m (pl. perf.) †íc†;c;m (pl. prog.)

In the following, the progressive is irregular but the plural progressive seems
to follow the pattern of the previous set:

qøél ‘speak’ qøá÷qø;l (prog.)
qøé÷;l (pl. perf.) qøá¬qø;¬ (pl. prog.)

In the next two examples, the shape of the root is obscured by its simple
(non-plural) progressive form, and so the plural progressive is formed by redu-
plication of the initial CVC of this simple progressive form, and the stress may
be on the second vowel, as in:

cám ‘go/come back up’ cákø;m (prog.)
cál;m (pl. perf.) c;køcákø;m (pl. prog.)

néµ ‘go’ h⁄∫;µ (prog.)
nél;µ (pl. perf.) h;nh⁄∫;µ (pl. prog.)

The irregularities of these simple progressives have been dealt with earlier (in
§7.2.1).

Two CAC roots are irregular in the formation of their plural perfectives by
CVC reduplication, and in one the irregularity is taken further in the plural pro-
gressive.

†íl;m ‘sing’ †í†; ¬;µ (prog.)
†;l†íl;m (pl. perf.) †í≥¬†; ¬;µ (pl. prog.)

køé≥l ‘hide’ kø;køí≥¬ (prog.)
kø;lkøé≥l (pl. perf.) (no pl. prog. recorded)
køélx ‘hide him’ køékø;lx ~ køé÷kø; ¬x (prog.)
kø;lkøélx (pl. perf.) (no pl. prog. recorded)
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Finally, JP gave an irregular plural progressive in the following set:

®íp;t ‘cut it up (a carcass)’ ®í®;p;t ‘be cutting it up’
®él;p;t ‘cut it into pieces’ ®é¬;p;t ‘be cutting it into pieces’

Here it appears that the plural progressive is formed from the plural perfective
following a pattern in which a medial resonant is simply glottalized, as if
®él;p;t were a simple (non-plural) perfective. AG, on the other hand, glottal-
ized the resonant in the perfective and so could not produce such a contrast.

7.3.2. HAC and HAC;C plurals
In the few examples recorded, HAC and HAC;C roots form their plural per-
fectives as CAC roots do but differ in their plural progressives in the placement
of the stress and appearance of glottal stops:

háy ‘stop’ há≥¥ (prog.)
hál;y [háli] (AG) (pl. perf.) (no pl. prog. recorded)

÷í˚ø ‘be lost, die’ ÷í ÷˚ø ‘be getting lost’
÷él;˚ø (pl. perf.) (no pl. prog. recorded)

÷ít; t ‘go to bed, sleep’ ÷ í÷t; t (prog.)
÷a÷; lt;t (pl. perf.) ÷; t÷í÷t;t (pl. prog.)

÷ím;x ‘walk’ ÷íµ;x //÷í÷µ;x//? (prog.)
÷;µím;x (pl. perf.) ÷;µí≥µ;x //÷;m÷í÷µ;x//? (pl. prog.)

In the last two examples, the stress in the plural progressive is on the second
vowel rather than on the first. The plural progressive of ÷ít;t ‘sleep’ could more
easily be identified as the product of CVC reduplication if it were **÷; t÷ít; t or
based on the progressive form **÷; ÷í÷t; t, but the latter is phonologically
impossible. The recorded form may be a kind of compromise, as may be the
plural progressive of ÷ím;x ‘walk.’ The /a/ rather than /e/ in the plural perfec-
tive of ÷ít;t ‘sleep’ is clearly not produced by a rounded uvular, as in a number
of CAC roots, and so its presence implies, I believe, that the second vowel was
once *u, that is, ‘sleep’ was *÷itut (cf. Lushootseed ÷ítut ‘sleep’).

One HAR root resembles the irregular TAR root †íl;m ‘sing’ in forming its
plural perfective by CVC reduplication:

híl;m ‘fall, roll’ hí¬;m (prog.)
h;lhíl;m (pl. perf.) hilhí¬;m (DK) (pl. prog.)

7.3.3. CAH Plurals
I have not recorded any plural forms of TAH or HAH roots. From the follow-
ing examples, RAH roots appear to form plural perfectives by CV reduplication
with the stress on the second vowel:
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mé÷x ‘remove it’ h⁄µe÷x (CC), h⁄µ;x (AG) (prog.)
m;mé÷x (pl. perf.) h;mh⁄µ;x (AG) (pl. prog.)

lé÷x ~ lí÷x ‘put it away’ h⁄¬ex (prog.)
l; lé÷x ~ l;lí÷x (pl. perf.) h;lh⁄¬;x (AG) (pl. prog.)

7.3.4. C;C Plural Perfectives
C;C roots seem to follow more than one pattern and, as they do in forming pro-
gressives, behave differently as bare roots and when transitivized with -t. As
bare roots, C;C roots seem to form their plural perfectives in two ways:

(1) by reduplication of the first consonant and strengthening of the vowel to
/e/ or /a/, a schwa being present only if one of the consonants is a resonant
(C1⁄C2 ≠ C1ÁC1(;)C2), as in:

n⁄qø ‘fall asleep’ ná≥nqø //nán;qø// ‘several fall asleep’
kø⁄n ‘become possessed’ køékø;n ‘several become possessed’
xø⁄y ‘wake up’ xøáxø;y ‘several wake up’
t⁄s ‘arrive there’ téts (CC) ‘several arrive there’
w;®⁄≈ ‘stand up suddenly’ w;®é®≈ ‘several stand up suddenly’ (AG)
(< w;- ‘suddenly’)

AG glossed téts as ‘arrive there in a group,’ identifying the simple progres-
sive, t;t⁄s, as ‘arrive there one by one.’ Perhaps one person cannot “be arriv-
ing” in Halkomelem, one being either there or not. I have recorded no plural
progressive for this word.

(2) by CVC reduplication with stress on the second schwa (C1⁄C2 ≠
C1;C2C1⁄C2), as in:

ç⁄œø ‘get pierced’ ç;œøç⁄œø ‘get pierced all over’
l⁄kø ‘get broken’ l;køl⁄kø ‘several get broken’
p⁄n ‘get buried’ p;np⁄n ‘several get buried’

I have recorded only a few examples of each of these two types and must
acknowledge the possibility that they are not alternatives of the same form but
are actually two different forms. The only possible evidence I have for this is
what may be two plurals of kø⁄n. As a bare root, kø⁄n is usually translated ‘get
started,’ meaning ‘go into a trance-like state as a winter dancer does,’ and I have
glossed it ‘become possessed.’ I have assumed that it is the root of kø⁄n;t ‘take
it,’ kø⁄nn;xø ‘get it,’ and so on, and it does literally mean ‘be taken.’ A plural
formed by the first rule identified above, køékø;n, was given by AG and
glossed ‘they get started.’ But there is another word, kø;nkø⁄n ‘be captured’
(‘be taken by several’?), which seems to be a plural of kø⁄n formed by the sec-
ond rule. Alternatively, we might consider kø⁄n ‘become possessed’ and the
root kø⁄n- of kø⁄n;t ‘take it’ as homophones that form their plurals by differ-
ent rules.
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With -t (also -x and -;m), C;C roots form their plural perfectives by the sec-
ond of the two patterns seen with the bare root, as in:

ƒ˚ø⁄t ‘pull it taut’ ƒ;˚øƒ⁄˚øt ‘pull several taut’
≈̧øát ‘wash it’ ;̧≈ø̧ ⁄≈øt ‘wash several’

p⁄n;t ‘bury it’ p;np⁄n;t ‘bury several’
n⁄π;x ‘eat it’ n;πn⁄π;x ‘eat several, chew it up’
n⁄q;m ‘dive’ n;qn⁄q;m ‘several dive’

7.3.4.1. C;C Plural Progressives
Like the simple progressives, the plural progressives of C;C roots are formed
differently depending on whether the initial consonant is an obstruent or a
resonant.

T;T (and T;R?) roots form the plural progressives of bare roots by infixing
-;l- between the first consonant and the first schwa of the simple progressives
(C1;C1⁄C2 ≠ C1;l;C1⁄C2), as in:

†; †⁄œø ‘be breaking’ †; l;†⁄œø ‘several are breaking’
s;s⁄œ ‘be cracking’ s;l;s⁄œ ‘several are cracking’

T;T roots form the plural progressives of their forms with -t by CVC redu-
plication of the form that appears in the simple progressive with the reduction
of one (usually the second) vowel to schwa (C1ÁC2-t ≠ C1ÁC2C1;C2-t). The
pattern is seen in the following sets:

†⁄œø ‘break, snap’ †; †⁄œø (prog.)
†;œø†⁄œø (pl. perf.) †;l;†⁄œø (pl. prog.)
†œøát ‘cut it off’ †áœøt (prog.)
†;œø†⁄œø; t (pl. perf.) †áœø †;œøt (pl. prog.)

s⁄œ ‘crack, tear, split’ s;s⁄œ (prog.)
sésœ (pl. perf.) s;l;s⁄œ (pl. prog.)
sœét ‘split it, tear it’ séœt (prog.)
s;œs⁄œ;t (pl. perf.) séœs;œt (pl. prog.)

The plural perfective of the first set might be translated ‘cut it up into
lengths,’ and of the second ‘split it up,’ ‘tear it into shreds,’ or ‘tear several.’

R;C roots form their plural progressives of both bare roots and transitive
forms by reduplication of the initial h; R of the simple progressive with the first
resonant unglottalized (at least in the forms recorded) and the stress on the sec-
ond schwa, as in the following sets:

n⁄qø ‘fall asleep’ h⁄∫qø (prog.)
ná≥nqø (pl. perf.) h;nh⁄∫qø (pl. prog.)
n;∑;x ‘insert it’ h⁄∫w;x (prog.)
n;∑n⁄∑;x (pl. perf.) h;nh⁄∫w;x (pl. prog.)
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n⁄q;m ‘dive’ h⁄∫q;m (prog.)
n;qn⁄q;m (pl. perf.) h;nh⁄∫q;m (pl. prog.)

w⁄œø ‘drift away’ h;∑œø (prog.)
w;œøw⁄œø (pl. perf.) h;wh⁄∑œø (pl. prog.)

AG also gave a form wáœøw;œø ‘be idling along under power,’ which appears
to be formed as a transitive would be.

There is one R;R root that is irregular in every form:

n⁄y;m ‘laugh’ né¥;µ (prog.)
h;nníy;m (pl. perf.) n;yné¥;µ (pl. prog.)

7.3.5. C;CT Plurals
C;CT roots form their plurals by reduplication of the C;C- or CAC- of the
simple (non-plural) form, as in:

®⁄¬qt ‘dip it, immerse it’ ®é¬qt (prog.)
®; l®⁄¬qt (pl. perf.) ®é¬®; ¬q t (pl. prog.)

As we have seen earlier (§7.2.7), ƒ⁄yt ‘fix it,’ although it is a T;R root plus
-t, behaves like a C;CT root. The following set further illustrates this:

ƒ⁄yt ‘fix it’ ƒé¥t (prog.)
ƒ;yƒ⁄¥t [ƒiƒ⁄¥t] (pl. perf.) ƒé¥ƒ;¥t [ƒé¥ƒi÷t] (pl. prog.)

A few words composed of CACC stems that may be expansions of C;CT
roots and the suffix -;m have plurals formed by CVC reduplication, such as:

πál;˚ø;m ‘boil’ πá¬˚ø;m (prog.)
π;lπál;˚ø;m ‘sev. boil’ (pl. perf.) (no pl. prog. recorded)

√él;≈;m ‘spark’ √é¬≈;µ ‘be sparking’
√;l√él;≈;m ‘spark repeatedly’ (CC) (no pl. prog. recorded)

7.3.6. H;C(C)V(C) Plurals
The few words of these shapes do not follow a consistent pattern. One resem-
bles CAC roots in forming its plural perfective with a full vowel and infixed 
-l-, and it resembles specifically HAC;C words in having an “extra” glottal
stop in the plural:

÷⁄x;l ‘paddle’ ÷í÷x; ¬ (prog.)
÷é¬;x;l (pl. perf.) ÷;x÷í÷x; ¬ (pl. prog.)

Another forms its plural perfective by CVC reduplication of the simple per-
fective (cf. †íl;m ‘sing,’ above) and its plural progressive by CVC reduplica-
tion of its simple progressive:
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÷⁄m;t ‘sit down, get up’ ÷áµ;t (prog.)
÷;µ⁄m;t (pl. perf.) ÷;µá≥µ;t (pl. prog.)

Another forms its plural perfective in a unique way and its plural progressive
by CVC reduplication of the simple progressive but without the “extra” glottal
stop:

÷⁄®t;n ‘eat’ ÷í÷®t;n (prog.)
÷é÷;®t;n (pl. perf.) ÷; ®÷í®t;n (pl. prog.)

And here may belong the following:

háye÷ (JP), h⁄ye÷ (AG) ‘leave’ h⁄¥; (AG) (prog.)
h;l;yé÷ (AG) (pl. perf.) h;yh⁄¥; (AG) (pl. prog.)

7.4. DIMINUTIVES
Verbs may have diminutive and diminutive plural forms in the progressive
aspect. There are no diminutive perfective forms. Diminutive forms may indi-
cate that the subject or the object is small, as in:

†;†í÷†;l;µ. ‘A little thing (as a child) is singing.’
(dim. of †íl;m ‘sing’)

÷;li÷í÷®t;n. ‘A lot of little ones are eating.’
(dim. pl. of ÷⁄®t;n ‘eat’)

;̧li¸⁄≈ø;s;m. ‘They are washing their little faces.’
(dim. pl. of xø¸≈øás;m ‘wash one’s face’)

ç;lé÷ç;∑;®t;n. ‘The little ones are helping.’
(dim. pl. of çéw;®t;n ‘help’)

÷i c;n ç;lé÷ç;w;t. ‘I am helping the little one.’
(dim. pl. of çéw;t ‘help him’)

ni c;n t;litést køƒ; m;lí÷m;qø. ‘I was approaching the little ducks.’
(dim. pl. of ts;t ‘approach him’ and dim. pl. of má÷;qø ‘duck’)

Diminutives are formed by CV reduplication of simple progressive forms. If
the simple progressive is already formed by reduplication of the root, the
diminutive form will thus be doubly reduplicated, and in it the first consonant
of the root will appear three times. For the different types of roots, there are dif-
ferences in placement of stress and quality of vowel. A glottal stop after the
stressed vowel seems usual unless it is the final vowel.

For diminutives of TAT and TAR roots, the progressive C1ÁC1;C2 is redu-
plicated as C1;C1Á÷C1;C2, as in:

πé¸ ‘sew’ πéπ;¸ (prog.) π;πé÷π;¸ (dim.)
çéw;t ‘help him’ çéç;∑;t (prog.) ç;çé÷ç;w;t (dim.)
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†ic;m ‘swim’ †í†;c;m (prog.) †; †í÷†;c;m (dim.)
†íl;m ‘sing’ †í†;¬;µ (prog.) †; †í÷†;¬;µ (dim.)

For diminutives of other roots and perhaps of derivatives of all roots, there
seems to be a general rule reduplicating the first consonant of the progressive
with the vowel /i/, as in:

ts⁄t ‘approach it’ tést (prog.) titést (dim.)
®≈íl;x ‘stand’ ®≈í¬;x (prog.) ®i®≈í¬;x (dim.)
œø;yíl;x ‘dance’ œø;y⁄¬;x (prog.) œøiœø;y⁄¬;x (dim.)
pé≥ls ‘blow’ p;pé≥ls (prog.) pippé≥ls (dim.)
qø⁄¬qø; ¬ ‘tell’ qøí≥¬qø; ¬ (prog.) qøi÷qøí≥¬qø; ¬ (dim.)
h;wá¬;m ‘play’ hi∑á¬;µ (prog.) hihi∑á¬;m (dim.)
÷ít;t ‘sleep’ ÷í÷t; t (prog.) ÷i÷í÷t;t (dim.)
÷⁄®t;n ‘eat’ ÷í÷®t;n (prog.) ÷i÷í÷®t;n (dim.)

There is only one root with an initial resonant for which I have recorded a
diminutive glossed as such:

yá≥ys ‘work’ yá≥¥;s (prog.) hiyá¥;s (dim.)

Here perhaps the initial resonant has been converted into an h, as in the pro-
gressives of roots with initial resonant followed by schwa.

JP gave two forms that he glossed as progressives of m⁄˚ø;lc;p ‘gather fire-
wood,’ h;µ˚øá¬c;p and hiµ˚øá¬c;p ‘be gathering firewood.’ Perhaps the
second is a diminutive, ‘be gathering scraps of firewood.’

7.4.1. Diminutive Plurals
Diminutive forms are made plural with an -l- infix. For diminutives formed
from TAT and TAR roots, where the first vowel is a schwa, the infix is -li-, as
in:

π;πé÷π; ¸ ‘be sewing (dim.)’ π;liπé÷π;¸ (dim. pl.)
†;†í÷†;¬;µ ‘be singing (dim.)’ †;li†í÷†;¬;µ (dim. pl.)

Or the infix is simply -l- replacing the second consonant, as in:

ç;çé÷ç;w;t ‘be helping him (dim.)’ ç;lé÷ç;w;t (dim. pl.)
†;†í÷†;c;m ‘be swimming (dim.)’ †;lí÷†;c;m (dim. pl.)

For diminutives formed from roots of other types, where the first vowel is i,
the infix is -;l-, as in:

titést ‘be approaching it (dim.)’ t;litést (dim. pl.)
®i®≈í¬;x ‘be standing (dim.)’ ®;lí®≈í¬;x (dim. pl.)
÷i÷í÷t;t ‘be sleeping (dim.)’ ÷;li÷í÷t;t (dim. pl.)
÷i÷í÷®t;n ‘be eating (dim.)’ ÷;li÷í÷®t;n (dim. pl.)
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A few diminutive plural forms have specific nominal meanings. The diminu-
tive plural of çís;m ‘grow’ is ç;lí÷s;l;m ‘little ones are growing,’ also ‘grove
of young trees.’ Two are used as names for arthropods, c;licé√;m ‘sand fleas
(amphipods)’ (from c√⁄m ‘jump,’ cé√;m ‘be jumping’) and œ;liœ⁄w;t;m
‘clicking grasshoppers’ (from œ⁄w;t;m ‘beat a drum’). An introduced
plant, ‘ground ivy (Glecoma hederacea),’ is ;̧lé ÷ ;̧xø;m, the diminutive of
¸é ;̧xø;m ‘blue’ (showing, incidentally, that ‘blue’ is a progressive form, since
only progressives have diminutives).

7.5. THE DURATIVE ASPECT
A number of verbs have a durative aspect, and there are a few verbs whose
durative forms occur more commonly than other forms. Many verbs, however,
appear not to have durative forms.3

The durative aspect indicates that an action is prolonged or a position held,
as illustrated by the examples below. The durative aspect intersects with the
progressive aspect; many, though not all, duratives appear in both perfective
and progressive forms.

The durative is marked by the appearance of a stressed full vowel as the final
vowel of the stem. Depending on the type of root, there may also be CV
reduplication.

TAT, TAR, and T;T roots reduplicate the first consonant of the root with /;/
appearing as the intervening vowel in the perfective and /i/ in the progressive.
Compare the following sets of non-durative (first line) and durative (second
line) forms in the perfective (left column) and progressive (right column):

˚øéc;t ‘look at it’ ˚øé˚ø;c;t ‘be looking at it’
˚ø;˚øcét ‘watch it, keep your eye on it’ ˚øi˚øcét ‘be watching it, etc.’

œí˚ø;t ‘bite it’ œíœ;˚ø; t ‘be biting it’
œ;œ˚øét ‘hold it in your teeth’ œiœ˚øét ‘keep holding it ...’

¸íœ;t ‘step on it’ ¸í ;̧œ; t ‘be stepping on it’
;̧ œ̧ét ‘hold it down with your body’ ¸i œ̧ét ‘keep holding it down ...’

køíx;t ‘name him’ køíkø;x;t ‘be naming him’
kø;køxít ‘call him by nickname’ køikøxít ‘be calling him by ...’

ƒ≈⁄t ‘push it away’ ƒé≈t ‘be pushing it away’
ƒ;ƒ≈ét ‘hold it away, hold it back’ ƒiƒ≈ét ‘keep holding it ...’

qøél ‘speak’ qøáqø; ¬ ‘be speaking’
qø;qøé¬ ‘give a speech’ qøiqøé¬ ‘be giving a speech’
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The first five of the six sets of examples just given might suggest that the
durative is marked by a suffix -é ~ - í that follows the second consonant of the
root and is followed by the transitivizer -t. However, the last set seems to show
that the durative is formed by a process that occurs within the word regardless
of morpheme boundaries. (The form π;πékø ‘afloat’ may also belong here, but
see §7.7.6).

There are TAT and T;T roots that seem to have sets of forms that are not as
complete as those just given. In the following example, the expectable pro-
gressive is missing and forms that appear to be perfective and progressive dura-
tives (in the second line) are glossed as simple progressive.

køéc;m ‘scream’ (*køékø;c;µ, not recorded)
kø;køcém ‘be screaming’ køikøcéµ ‘be screaming’

In the next two examples, there seems to be only one durative form.

xéœ;m ‘open the mouth’ xéx;œ;µ ‘be opening the mouth’
(*x;xœém, not recorded) xixœéµ ‘have your mouth open’

œøx⁄t ‘pet it’ œøéxt ‘be petting it’
(*œø;œøxít, not recorded) œøiœøxít ‘make up to it/him/her’

The object of the last form can be an animal or a human member of the oppo-
site sex.

TAH roots with -t ‘transitivize’ form their duratives (as TAT roots with -t do)
by placing the stressed vowel between the final consonant of the root (÷ in the
examples below) and the -t. (In the non-durative transitives of TAT roots, this
slot is occupied by schwa, but in TAH counterparts by zero; cf. ˚øéc;t ‘look at
it,’ køe÷t ‘drop it.’) Reduplication appears in the progressive only. Compare the
following non-durative (first line) and durative (second line) forms. Both per-
fective and progressive duratives were given by DK; AG had only the perfec-
tive durative, which he glossed as ‘be leaving it alone.’

køé÷t ‘drop it, let it go’ kø;køé÷t ‘be dropping it, letting it go’
kø;÷ét ‘leave it alone’ kø;kø; ÷ét ‘be leaving it alone’

The duratives in the following set were given by DK only:

¸é÷t ‘chew it’ ;̧¸é÷t ‘be chewing it’
;̧ ÷ét ‘continually chew it’ ;̧ ;̧÷ét ‘be continually chewing it’

The perfective durative in the following was given by DK; AG did not have it.

sé÷t ‘raise it, lift it’ s;sé÷t ‘be raising it, be lifting it’
s;÷ét ‘keep it lifted’

However, the following pair appear to be durative and may be derived from
sé÷t ‘raise it’ in the sense, as DK suggested, of ‘keep his/her hopes up.’
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s;s;÷ét ‘flirt with him/her’ sis;÷ét ‘be flirting with him/her’

Both DK and AG gave these forms.
T;R roots with -t form their duratives with a stressed full vowel between the

second consonant and the -t but without reduplication and apparently without
separate perfective and progressive forms, as in the following examples:

kø⁄n;t ‘take it’
kø;kø⁄∫;t ‘be taking it’
kø;né÷t (JP), kø;∫ét (AG) ‘hold it, be holding it’
kø⁄∫;m ‘get some, get’
kø;kø⁄∫;µ ‘be getting some’
kø;∫é≥µ ‘have some, have’

ç⁄m;t ‘take it in your mouth’
ç;ç⁄µ;t ‘be taking it in your mouth’
ç;mé÷t (JP), ç;µét (AG) ‘hold it in your mouth, be keeping it in ...’
ç;µé≥µ ‘be having something in your mouth’
c⁄m;t (JP), c⁄µ;t (AG) ‘pack it, load it on your back’
c;c⁄µ;t ‘be loading it up ...’
c;mé÷t (JP), c;µét (AG) ‘carry it on your back’
c⁄µ;m ‘pack something’
c;c⁄m;µ ‘be packing something’
c;µé≥µ ‘be carrying something’

One C;CT root (noted so far) has what seems to be a durative form:

®⁄¬qt ‘dip it, immerse it’ ®é¬qt ‘be dipping it’
l⁄¬qït ‘soak it’ ®é¬qït ‘be soaking it’

The following T⁄R;T root has a durative with the last vowel stressed and a
full vowel. DK gave a form with CVC reduplication:

≈⁄n;œ ‘open the eyes’ (no prog. recorded)
≈;n≈;néœ ‘keep the eyes open’

JP and AG gave the same simple form but differed in the progressive and
durative:

≈⁄n;œt ‘open them (the eyes)’
≈;≈⁄n;œt (AG) ‘be opening them from time to time’
≈;náœt (JP), ≈;néœt (AG) ‘keep the eyes open’

Another verb with a probable durative form is:

÷á≥® ‘go/come aboard’ (no prog. recorded)
÷;¬á÷a® ‘aboard’
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A derivative ÷;l®⁄le÷ct ‘load it up’ (< -;le÷c ‘vessel’) implies an /l/ in the
root and suggests an underlying form, //÷al;®//, for ÷á≥® (cf. //spal;¬// for
spá≥¬ ‘raven’).

What appear to be durative progressive forms occur as terms for recreation-
al activities:

xix˚øáµ ‘be in swimming’ (cf. xá˚ø;m ‘bathe,’ xáxø;˚ø;m ‘be bathing’)
køikø;líl ‘be playing hide-and-seek’ (cf. køe≥l ‘hide,’ kø;køí≥¬ ‘be hiding’)
cic√ím ‘be having a jumping contest’ (cf. c√⁄m ‘jump,’ cé√;m ‘be jumping’)
xixpáµ ‘be whistling for amusement’ (cf. xáp;m ‘whistle,’ xáx;p;s ‘be

whistling at him’)

Durative stems (or what appear to be durative stems) also take the reflexive 
and reciprocal suffixes -ƒ;t ‘oneself’ and -t; ¬ ‘each other,’ as in:

qiq;∑áƒ;t ‘be sun-bathing’ (cf. q⁄w;t ‘warm it,’ q⁄w;ƒ;t ‘warm oneself’)
ƒ;ƒ≈ít;¬ ‘push each other’ (cf. ƒ≈⁄t ‘push him away,’ ƒ;ƒ≈ét ‘keep it 

pushed away’)
mim√ít;¬ ‘be paying each other back, be getting even’ (cf. má√;t ‘repay him’)
œ;œ≈át; l ‘insult each other’ (cf. œ≈⁄t ‘insult him,’ cœí≈ ‘black’)
xix√íƒ;t ‘be bragging about one’s (a male’s) sexual experiences’ (lit. ‘be

keeping oneself in a state of tumescence,’ < xá√ ‘get an erection’)

There are a few words that I suspect may be durative forms but cannot posi-
tively identify as such because I have not yet recorded their roots in other
forms:

ç®éµ ‘hear’ çíç®éµ ‘be hearing’
≈®ém ‘watch’ ≈i≈®ém ‘be watching’
l;hé¬ ‘play slahal’ líl;hë¬ ‘be playing slahal’
m;yá÷t ‘come down in price’ h;µyá÷t ‘be coming down in price’
≈ø;≈ø;÷ét ‘imitate him, do as he does’ ≈øï≈ø;÷ét ‘be imitating him’
≈ø;≈ø;÷éq;t ‘imitate his speech, ≈øi≈ø;÷éq;n ‘be repeating ...’

repeat his words’
œø;œø;né≥m ‘have one’s voice change œø ïœø;né≥m ‘be having ...’

(as a boy at puberty)’ (< œøí≥∫ ‘ear’?)
≈ø;yém ‘tell a story’ (JP), ≈øi≈ø;yéµ ‘be telling a story’ (JP), ≈ø;≈ø;yém

‘tell stories’ (CC)
çiç˚øé÷® ‘have the hiccups’ (progressive?)
¸i¸®ít ‘be barely hanging on with the teeth or fingers’ (DK) (progressive?)

7.5.1. Plural Duratives
Durative forms may be pluralized and diminutivized. As with non-duratives,
different root types follow different patterns in forming plurals. Duratives
formed from TAT, TAH, and probably some other root types are made plural
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with an /l/ infix, as in the following examples (recorded duratives on the first
line, plural duratives on the second):

kø;køcém ‘be screaming’ køikøcém ‘be screaming continuously’
kø;l;køcém ‘several are screaming’

(no form recorded) xixœém ‘have your mouth open’
x;l;xøém ‘several have their mouths open’

ç;÷ét ‘leave it sitting’ (no form recorded)
ç;l;çét ‘leave them sitting’

(The root of the first example is √køec. AG gave w;køéc ‘scream suddenly.’ JP,
DK, and AG all identified køéc;m as ‘scream’ and kø;køcém as ‘be scream-
ing,’ but the latter resembles a durative rather than a progressive. AG said there
might be a *køékø;c;m, the expected progressive of køéc;m, but he had not
heard it.)

Duratives formed from T;R roots are made plural by CVC reduplication,
as in:

kø;∫ét ‘have it, hold it, be holding it’
kø;nkø;∫ét ‘hold several, several hold it’

ç;µét ‘hold it in your mouth, be holding it in your mouth’
ç;mç;mét ‘several are holding them in their mouths’ (DK) (probably ç;µç;µét)

7.5.2. Diminutive Duratives
Diminutives of duratives, to judge from the few examples I have, are formed
like diminutives of non-durative forms, with CV reduplication with an /i/
vowel and with an /l/ infix for plural, as in:

kø;∫ét ‘have it, be holding it’ (dur.) køi÷kø;∫ét ‘have it ...’ (dim. dur.)
kø;nkø;∫ét ‘have several, several kø;likø;∫ét ‘have several ...’

have it’ (dur. pl.) (dim. dur. pl.)

ç;mét ‘hold it in one’s mouth’ (dur.) (no dim. dur. recorded)
ç;mç;mét ‘several are holding it in ç;liç;mét ‘the little ones are holding 

their mouths’ (dur. pl.) it in their mouths’ (DK) (dim. dur. 
pl.)

Because the diminutive occurs only in the progressive aspect, the existence
of diminutives of these forms shows that they do function as progressives.

7.6. THE DISPOSITIONAL-ITERATIVE ASPECT
A number of roots have a form that has two closely related senses. When used
without suffixes, it indicates that there is an inclination or propensity toward the
action of quality expressed by the root; when used with suffixes, it indicates
that the action occurs repeatedly. For these forms with the first sense, the term
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“dispositional” or “potential’ may be useful, while for the second sense the term
“iterative’ seems appropriate.4

The dispositional-iterative form is produced by CVC reduplication with both
vowels schwa (regardless of the vowel of the root) and the stress on the first
(C1AC2, etc. ≠ C1⁄C2C1;C2). For example, from qé∫ ‘steal’ comes q⁄∫q;∫
‘thief, likely to steal’; from ˚ø;® ‘spill, capsize’ comes ˚ø⁄®˚ø;® ‘cranky, like-
ly to capsize.’

These forms, it should be noted, may differ from some plural forms of some
roots only in where the stress falls. For example, compare s⁄œs;œ ‘easy to split,
easy to tear’ and s;œs⁄œ;t ‘split it up, tear it into shreds, tear several,’ both from
s⁄œ ‘get split, get torn, get cracked.’

Words consisting of the bare root reduplicated in this fashion can have the
meaning (someone/something) disposed/inclined/likely to do whatever the root
means. Often the first gloss given is an English noun or noun phrase, but adjec-
tives also appear, and verbs with the sense of habitual action, as in the follow-
ing (a warning about an unwelcome visitor):

(a) syá≥ ∆xø ÷; ƒ;w√a. w;yáƒ w;c˚øé˚ø;c. c˚ø⁄c˚ø;c. √;w q⁄nq;n.
syá≥ ∆xø ÷; ƒ;w√a w;-yáƒ w;-c-˚øé˚ø;c
be.alerted you OBL DEM(FP) EST-always EST-get-be.looking

c-˚ø⁄c˚ø;c √e w;-q⁄nq;n
get-look(DISP) also EST-steal(DISP)

‘Watch out for her. She’s always peeking. She’s a snooper. She also steals.’

Here c˚øé˚ø;c ‘be peeking’ (from c˚øéc ‘catch sight of something’) is in the
progressive aspect, while c˚ø⁄c˚ø;c ‘snooper, snoopy’ and q⁄nq;n ‘thief, like-
ly to steal’ are dispositional-iterative forms.

Other such forms with similar meanings include:

qø⁄lqø; l ‘talkative, outspoken’ (< qøél ‘speak,’ but cf. qø⁄¬qø;¬ ‘tell’)
w⁄¸w;¸ ‘easily offended’ (< wé¸ ‘become offended’)
n⁄®n;® ‘willing, co-operative’ (cf. ní®;t ‘decide it, set a time for it’)
†⁄m†;m ‘cautious, wary’ (cf. †ám;ƒ;t ‘be wary, be suspicious’)
n⁄çn;ç ‘changeable’ (< néç ‘different,’ cf. néçt ‘change it’)
q⁄≈q;≈ ‘slippery’ (cf. qí≈;t ‘make it slide,’ qï≈;ƒél;m ‘I slipped,’ lit. ‘I 

was slid’)
˚ø⁄√˚ø;√ ‘lascivious, someone who always wants sex’ (< ˚øé√ ‘copulate’)
†⁄kø†;kø ‘mud, muddy place’ (< †⁄kø ‘get stuck in mud’)
˚ø⁄∫˚ø;∫ ‘catching, contagious’ (cf. ˚ø;níl;m ‘transfer,’ ˚ø;nwílt ‘transfer

it, as from one canoe to another’)
m⁄†m;† ‘limber’ (cf. m;†⁄t ‘bend it’)
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A few such dispositional forms with similar meanings seem to require a pre-
fix – s- ‘nominalizer,’ ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer,’ or xøs- ~ n;xøs- ‘habitual’:

ßxø⁄˚øxø;˚ø ‘drunkard’ (cf. xøá˚ø;t ‘polish it’ and its resultative ßxøáxø;˚ø
‘polished, drunk’; thus ‘someone who is inclined to get “polished”’)

ßxøn⁄¥n;¥ ‘someone who laughs at the least little thing’ (cf. n⁄y;m ‘laugh’)
xøs÷⁄∫;n® ‘obedient’ (< ÷á≥n® ‘obey, agree’)

Another word that may belong here is xs÷⁄t;t;t ‘shrew’ (< ÷ít;t ‘sleep,’ lit.
‘inclined to sleep’ or possibly ‘cause sleep,’ probably because the animal is said
to be found sleeping beside the trail and to be useful as a charm under a cradle
to make a child sleep (CC). (The initial xs- is unique in my corpus. The x- may
be CC’s variant form of ßxø-. See §12.1.4.)

Other such forms seem to have specialized meanings that are not easily
linked to the preceding ones, such as:

†;xø†;xø ‘move one’s residence down to the shore’ (< †áxø ‘go/come down ...’)
c⁄mc;m ‘move one’s residence up away from the shore’ (< cám ‘go/come 

up ...’)
c⁄køc;kø ‘low tide’ (< cákø ‘far’)
sx⁄µx;µ ‘low tide, low water’ (< xém ‘go aground’)
c⁄wc;w ‘out on the water, the offing’ (cf. céc;w ‘shore’?)
qø⁄¬qø;¬ ‘tell, relate’ (< qøél ‘speak’)
÷⁄¬; ¬y; ‘dream’ (< ÷⁄ly; ‘have a vision’)

The forms qø⁄lqø; l ‘talkative’ and qø⁄¬qø; ¬ ‘tell’ are the only pair contrasting
dispositional and possibly iterative meaning.

Dispositional-iterative forms are also used as stems for various suffixes, gen-
erally with an iterative meaning, as in:

†⁄kø†;kø;l ‘cross back and forth’ (as in †⁄kø†;kø; l ßxø [h]⁄¥qø; l; ® ‘ferry,’
lit. ‘steamer that crosses back and forth,’ < †ékø; l ‘cross over,’ cf. †é†;kø; l
‘be crossing over,’ prog.)

y;≈⁄√≈;√ƒ;t ‘be zigzagging along’ (cf. ≈é√;t ‘cross him, contradict him,’
≈á√;ƒ;t ‘turn aside, swing around’)

¸⁄π ;̧πn;xø ‘keep opening and shutting the eyes’ (cf. ¸⁄πn;xø ‘shut one’s
eyes,’ w;¸í ;̧πn;xø ∆xø ÷a¬ ‘keep your eyes shut,’ prog.)

x⁄œx;œ;m ‘Sansum Narrows,’ lit. ‘keeps opening and shutting its mouth,’ in
Symplegades fashion in a myth (cf. xéœ;m ‘open one’s mouth,’ xixœéµ
‘have one’s mouth open,’ dur. prog.)

˚ø⁄c˚ø;cn;xø ‘see him from time to time’ (cf. ˚ø⁄cn;xø ‘see him,’
˚øé˚ø;cn;xø ‘be seeing him’)

ç⁄wç;∑;t ‘help him from time to time’ (cf. çéw;t ‘help him,’ çéç;∑;t ‘be
helping him’)
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ç;wç;wít;¬ ‘help each other on repeated occasions’ (cf. ç;ç;wít;¬ ‘help each
other,’ dur.)

kø⁄ckø;c;m ‘scream from time to time’ (cf. køéc;m ‘scream,’ kø;køcém ‘be
screaming continuously,’ dur.)

®⁄˚ø®;˚øx;n ‘be tripping repeatedly’ (< ®⁄˚øx;n ‘trip,’ < ®í˚ø ‘get snagged,’
-x;n ‘foot’)

qø;lqø;lá≥yƒ;n ‘outspoken’ (JP), ‘blabbermouth (CC) (< -á≥yƒ;n ‘mouth’)

7.6.1. Progressives of Dispositional-Iterative Forms
For most of these dispositional-iterative forms, a separate progressive or a per-
fective/progressive distinction would seem unnecessary. Nevertheless, it seems
that a progressive dispositional-iterative form does exist, although perhaps only
for those that are specialized in meaning such that they have no iterative force.
One such is qø⁄¬qø;¬ ‘tell, report’; qøí≥¬qø;¬ ‘be telling, be reporting.’ This pro-
gressive dispositional form occurs fairly often nominalized in the sense of
‘what X has been telling’ or, freely translated, ‘according to X,’ as in sqøí≥¬qø;¬s
køƒ; sy;yá¬;xøa≥® ‘according to the old people.’

The only other progressive dispositional forms recorded are:

mí≥†m;†ƒ;t ‘be getting limber’ (< m⁄†m;†ƒ;t ‘get limber,’ < m⁄†m;† ‘limber’;
cf. m;†⁄t ‘bend it’) (AG)

˚øí≥c˚ø;c ‘be watching and waiting’ (which AG gave but could not give a
perfective for, but cf. c˚ø⁄c˚ø;c ‘snooper’)

Thus, it appears that the formula for producing the progressive dispositional
from the perfective dispositional may be C1⁄C2C1;C2 ≠ C1í≥C2C1;C2.

7.6.2. Plurals of Dispositional-Iterative Forms
Dispositional forms can be made plural with an -l- infix. There seems to be
variation in vowel and stress. Compare the following singular (left column) and
plural (right column) forms:

q⁄∫q;∫ ‘thief’ n;xøsq;l⁄nq;∫ (DK), qél;∫q;∫ (AG) ‘thieves’
qø⁄¬qø; ¬ ‘tell’ qø;l⁄¬qø; ¬ ‘several tell’ (AG)
qøí≥¬qø; ¬ ‘be telling’ qø;lí≥¬qø;¬ ‘several are telling’ (AG)
w⁄¸w;¸ ‘easily offended’ wé¬;¸w;¸ ‘several easily offended ones’ (AG)
m⁄†m;† ‘limber, springy’ mé¬;†m;† ‘several limber ones’ (AG)
q⁄≈q;≈ ‘slippery’ qé¬;≈q;≈ ‘several slippery ones’ (AG)

7.6.3. Diminutives of Dispositional-Iterative Forms
The only diminutives I have recorded for dispositional forms are of qøí≥¬qø;¬
‘be telling’ as given by AG. They are formed as are other diminutives of verbs.
The singular diminutive is qøi÷qøí≥¬qø;¬ ‘the little guy is telling’ and the plural
is qø;li÷qøí≥¬qø;¬ ‘the little guys are telling.’
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7.7. RESULTATIVE FORMS
Many verbs, though not all, have resultative forms.5 These denote the result,
product, or finished state of the activity denoted by the base form of the verb.
Resultative forms can often be translated with English past participles or adjec-
tives, for example, sπéπ;¸ ‘sewed’ (cf. πé¸ ‘sew,’ πé ;̧t ‘sew it’), sní∫;∑
‘advised’ (cf. ní∑;t ‘advise him’), shá≥¥ ‘finished, ready’ (cf. háy ‘finish’),
st;tés ‘near’ (cf. t⁄s ‘arrive there,’ ts⁄t ‘approach it’), sƒ;ƒé˚ø ‘straight’ (cf.
ƒ⁄˚ø ‘get taut,’ ƒ˚ø⁄t ‘pull it’), s¸≈øéc;s ‘with washed hands’ (cf. ¸≈øécs;m
‘wash one’s hands’), s√x;náp ‘plowed’ (cf. √x⁄n;p ‘plow a field’).

The word sπéπ;¸ is also used in sπéπ;¸ m;ßín ‘sewing machine’ and
sπéπ;¸≈øíl;m ‘sewing thread,’ but this does not seem to be a usual usage of
resultative forms; these may be simply translations of the English terms.

Resultatives are ordinarily formed by prefixing s-2 ‘resultative’ (§12.1.2) to
an internally modified form of the root or root with suffixes. The type of inter-
nal modification varies with the type of root; the resultatives of CAC and C;CC
roots are modified as they are for progressives, but the resultatives of C;C roots
differ from their progressives in having a full second vowel instead of a schwa.
(Details appear below.)

The suffixes that may appear in resultatives include -;m ‘intransitive,’ -;l
‘move toward,’ and a number (as yet undetermined) of lexical suffixes. The
transitive suffixes -t, -n;xø, and -x, and the reflexive and reciprocal suffixes,
do not appear in resultative forms. On the other hand, resultatives may be tran-
sitivized with the suffix -st;xø1 ‘causative’ (see §9.3).

Resultatives do not share the perfective-progressive distinction found else-
where in the aspect system, but they do have plural, diminutive, and diminutive
plural forms.

A few forms that appear to be resultatives do not take the s- ‘resultative’ pre-
fix. There are also a few resultatives that appear with a suffixed -t ‘stative’
(§12.1.6).

7.7.1. Resultatives of CAC and C;CC Roots
Resultatives of roots of these shapes are regularly produced by prefixing s-
‘resultative’ to a form that is identical with the progressive of the bare root (or
with what we may infer that form would be from the progressive of the transi-
tive). Compare the following sets:

PERFECTIVE PROGRESSIVE RESULTATIVE

πé¸ ‘sew’ πéπ;¸ ‘be sewing’ sπéπ;¸ ‘sewed’
yá˚ø;t ‘smash it’ yá¥;˚ø;t ‘be smashing it’ syá¥;˚ø ‘smashed’
œøím ‘disembark’ œøíœø;m ‘be disembarking’ sœøíœø;m ‘ashore’
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ní∑;t ‘advise him’ ní∫;w;t ‘be advising him’ sní∫;∑ ‘advised’
çé÷;nt ‘straighten it’ çéç;∫;t ‘be straightening it’ sçéç;∫ ‘straight’
xá˚ø;t ‘bathe him’ xáxø;˚ø;t ‘be bathing him’ sxáxø;˚ø ‘bathed’
híq;t ‘put it under’ hí÷q;t ‘be putting it under’ sí÷q ‘underneath’
háy ‘finish’ há≥¥ ‘be finishing’ shá≥¥ ‘finished, ready’
÷á† ‘stretch’ ÷á÷† ‘be stretching’ s÷á÷† ‘stretched out’
†é÷t ‘try it’ †;†é÷t ‘be trying it’ s†;†é÷ ‘tried’
sé÷ ‘rise’ s;sé÷ ‘be rising’ ss;sé÷ ‘raised’
çé÷ ‘land atop’ ç;çé÷ ‘be landing atop’ sç;çé÷ ‘atop’
xøét ‘lower it’ xø;xøét ‘be lowering it’ ßxø;xøé ‘down, lowered’
xøpá≥t ‘inflate it’ xøp;pá÷;t ‘be inflating it’ ßxøp;pá ‘inflated’
mé÷x ‘remove it’ h⁄µë÷x ‘be removing it’ s;µé÷ ‘off’
m⁄tqøt ‘immerse it’ mátqøt ‘be immersing it’ smátqø ‘immersed’ (AG)
®⁄¬qt ‘dip it’ ®é¬qt ‘be dipping it’ s®é¬q ‘in the water’
ç⁄¥xøt ‘dry it’ çé¥xøt ‘be drying it’ sçé¥xø ‘dry, dried’

7.7.2. Resultatives of C;C Roots
Resultatives of roots of this shape are produced by prefixing s- ‘resultative’ to
a form that resembles the progressive of the bare root (not the form with t-
‘transitivizer’) except that there is a full vowel between the reduplicated first
consonant and the second consonant. Which full vowel will appear is not (at
this stage of analysis) predictable. Compare the following sets exemplifying
T;T, T;R, and R;T roots:

PERFECTIVE PROGRESSIVE RESULTATIVE

t⁄s ‘arrive there’ t;t⁄s ‘be arriving there’ st;tés ‘near’
ts⁄t ‘approach it’ tést ‘be approaching it’

ƒ⁄˚ø ‘get taut’ ƒ;ƒ⁄˚ø ‘be getting taut’ sƒ;ƒé˚ø ‘straight’
ƒ˚ø;t ‘pull it’ ƒé˚øt ‘be pulling it’

qø⁄s ‘sink’ qø;qø⁄s ‘be sinking’ sqø;qøís ‘sunk’
qøs⁄t ‘sink it’ qøást ‘be sinking it’

†;œø ‘break, snap’ †;†⁄œø ‘be breaking’ s†;†íœø ‘cut off, cut up, 
shear’

†œøát ‘cut it off’ †áœøt ‘be cutting it off’
s⁄œ ‘split, tear’ s;s⁄œ ‘be splitting’ ss;síœ ‘split, torn’
sœét ‘split it’ séœt ‘be splitting it’

¸⁄≈ø ‘get washed’ ;̧¸⁄≈ø ‘be getting washed’ s ;̧¸í≈ø ‘washed’
¸≈øát ‘wash it’ á̧≈øt ‘be washing it’

ç⁄œø ‘get pierced’ ç;ç⁄œø ‘be getting pierced’ sç;çáœø ‘pierced, shot’
çœøát ‘pierce it’ çáœøt ‘be piercing it’
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p⁄n ‘get buried’ p;p⁄n ‘be getting buried’ sp;pí∫ ‘buried’
p⁄n;t ‘bury it’ p;p⁄∫;t ‘be burying it’
œø⁄l ‘get cooked’ œø;œø⁄l ‘be getting cooked’ sœø;œøí¬ ‘cooked, ripe, 

well taught’
œø⁄l;t ‘roast it’ œø;œø⁄¬;t ‘be roasting it’

kø⁄n ‘become kø;kø⁄∫ ‘be going into skø;køí∫ ‘possessed, 
possessed’ a trance’ in a trance’

kø⁄n;t ‘take it’ kø;kø⁄∫;t ‘be taking it’

®⁄m;t ‘pick them’ ®;®⁄µ;t ‘be picking them’ s®;®íµ ‘picked’
q⁄w;t ‘warm it’ q⁄∑;t ‘be warming it’ sq;qí∑ ‘heated beside 

the fire, exposed to the 
heat’ (AG)

xø⁄y ‘wake up’ xø;xø⁄¥ ‘be waking up’ ßxø;xø⁄¥ ~ ßxø;xøí÷ //s-
xø;xøí¥//? ‘awake’

ƒ⁄yt ‘fix it’ ƒé¥t ‘be fixing it’ sƒ;ƒ⁄¥ ~ //s-ƒ;ƒí¥//?
‘right’

m;œ ‘get full’ h⁄µœ ‘be getting full’ s;µíœ ‘full’
n⁄qø ‘fall asleep’ h⁄∫qø ‘be falling asleep’ s;níqø ‘asleep’
l⁄kø ‘break’ h⁄¬kø ‘be breaking’ s; ¬íkø ‘broken’
n⁄π;x ‘eat it’ h⁄∫π;x ‘be eating it’ s;∫íπ ‘eaten on’

7.7.3. Resultatives of Other Tri-Consonantal Roots
A few other words that appear to be tri-consonantal roots of shapes other than
C;CC form their resultatives in a way that does not reflect the progressive
form. Their resultatives have a stressed full vowel between the second and third
consonant. Compare the following sets:

PERFECTIVE PROGRESSIVE RESULTATIVE

®é÷≈t ‘put it on a ®;®é÷≈t ‘be putting it on s®; ÷é≈ ‘dished out, laid out 
dish, serve it’ a dish, be serving it’ on a mat, served’

˚øí÷x; t ‘pitch it up’ ˚ø;˚øí÷xøt ‘be pitching s˚ø; ÷íxø ‘pitched up’
it up’

≈øá≥†t ‘brace it’ ≈ø;≈øá≥†t ‘be bracing it’ s≈ø; ÷á† ‘braced’
≈é≥¸t ‘measure it’ ≈;≈é≥¸† ‘be measuring it’ s≈;÷ȩ́ ‘marked, evident’
tpá®t ‘stretch it’ t⁄p;®t ‘be stretching it’ stpá® ‘stretched (as hide)’
†®áœø ‘get twisted’ †⁄®;œø ‘be getting twisted’ s†®áœø ‘aching from a 

twist’ (AG)
køt⁄xø ‘enter’ (prog. not recorded) skøtéxø ‘inside’
xø⁄l;˚øt ‘wrap it xø;xø⁄l;˚øt ‘be ßxø; lá˚ø ‘wrapped up’

up’ wrapping ...’
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7.7.4. Resultatives of Irregular Roots
Perhaps the only truly irregular roots are ƒ⁄t ‘say’ and ≈té ‘do,’ which have
the same progressive form, ≈⁄†; ‘be saying, be doing,’ and the same resulta-
tive, s≈†é ~ s≈†é÷ ~ s≈; †é÷ ‘said that way, so-called, done that way, the same,
prepared.’

7.7.5. Resultatives with Suffixes
There are a few words formed with the suffixes -;m ‘intransitive’ and -;l ‘move
toward’ that have resultatives that incorporate the suffix. These resultatives
resemble those of the set identified above as “other tri-consonantal roots” in
that they have a stressed full vowel before the final consonant, in this case that
of the suffix.

PERFECTIVE PROGRESSIVE RESULTATIVE

†⁄y;m ‘stick’ †í†;y;m ‘be sticking’ s†;yáµ ‘stuck’
œ⁄l;µ ‘camp’ (no prog. recorded) sœ;líµ ‘camped’
(no perf. recorded) q;q⁄m;¬ ‘be rising’ sq;µí¬ ‘high (the tide)’
q√⁄m ‘bounce off, q⁄√;µ ‘be bouncing off, sq√íµ ‘off’ (AG)

be jarred off’ be getting jarred off’
n⁄q;m ‘dive’ h⁄∫q;m ‘be diving’ s;∫qéµ ‘submerged,

under’ (AG)
πá≥m ‘swell, rise’ π;πá≥µ ‘be swelling’ sπ;háµ ‘swollen’ (AG)
yá≥m ‘order’ h;yá≥µ ‘be ordering’ s;yá≥µ ‘ordered’ (AG)
†í÷;l ‘become lonely’ (no prog. recorded) s†;÷í¬ ‘lonely’
÷éy;l ‘get out of the ÷é≥y;l ‘be leaving’ s÷;yé¬ (CC, JP), s÷eyí¬

way, leave’ (AG) ‘away, gone’
híl;m ‘roll over, hí¬;µ ‘be rolling over, s;hí¬ ‘fallen off, fallen 

fall off’ be falling off’ down’
hí≥lt ‘roll it over, hí÷; ¬t ‘be rolling it 

push it off’ over’

Lexical suffixes are also incorporated into resultatives, which vary in form
according to type of root and type of suffix. The data are too little for a full
account, but it seems that the only resultatives with suffixes in which the roots
have the shapes that appear in their plain (non-suffixed) resultatives are those
formed from TAT and C;CT roots and unstressed suffixes. In other resultatives
with suffixes the roots appear in simpler shapes. Also, it seems that a few suf-
fixes have forms that appear only in resultatives, such as -;náp (otherwise 
-⁄n;p) ‘ground.’

The following examples illustrate the variations in type of root and suffix so
far recorded. (There are so many gaps in the data, such as unrecorded perfec-
tive and progressive forms, that it seems better to simply list the resultatives
and add whatever relevant data there are in parentheses rather than to tabulate
as in previous sections.)
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(1) TAT roots with stress on the root:

s®í®;çaqø ‘with one’s hair cut short (as traditional for mourners)’ (< -aqø
‘head,’ res. of ®íçaqø;m ‘get one’s hair cut’; cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it,’ s®í®;ç ‘cut’)

ß[xø]tít;ç;s ‘with bow hauled up on the shore’ (< -;s ‘face, forward end’; cf.
tíç;t ‘haul it up onto the shore,’ stít;ç ‘hauled up’)

ß[xø]tít;çn;c ‘with stern hauled up on the shore’ (< -n;c ‘rump, bottom,
stern’)

(2) TAT roots with stress on the suffix:

s®;çnáp ‘disked, harrowed’ (< -⁄n;p ‘ground,’ res. of ®ç⁄n;p ‘disk or harrow
a field’; cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it’) (AG)

ßxø®; ®çél;xøƒ;® ‘kerfed and bent’ (< -él;xøƒ;® ‘tongue,’ res. of xø®çél;xøƒ;®t
‘kerf it [wood for a bent-wood box]’; cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it’) (JP)

(3) HAT roots with stress on the root:

ßxø÷á÷π;s ‘with wiped face’ (< -;s ‘face,’ res. of xø÷aπ;s;m ‘wipe one’s face’;
cf. ÷éπ;t ‘wipe it’) (AG)

(4) TAH roots with stress on the suffix:

ßxøqø;néc ‘with a hole in the bottom’ (< -n;c ‘bottom,’ res. of xøqøé÷n;ct
‘make a hole in the bottom of it’; cf. qøé≥t ‘make a hole in it,’ sqø;qøé ‘with
a hole in it’)

ßxø;néc ‘sitting on the floor’ (< -n;c ‘bottom’; cf. xøét ‘lower it,’ ßxø;xøé
‘lowered, down’)

(5) T;T, T;R, and R;T roots seem all to have the stress on the suffix:

s¸≈øéc;s ‘with clean hands’ (< -c;s ‘hand,’ res. of ¸≈øécs;m ‘wash one’s
hands’; cf. ¸≈øát ‘wash it,’ s ;̧¸í≈ø ‘washed’)

s¸≈ø;xé∫ ‘with clean feet’ (< -x;n ‘foot, leg,’ res. of ¸≈ø;xén;m ‘wash one’s
feet’) (AG)

s†œøéc;s ‘missing a finger’ (< -c;s ‘hand’; cf. †œøát ‘cut it off,’ s†;†íœø ‘cut off,
shear’)

s†œøxén ‘missing a leg’ (< -x;n ‘foot, leg’) (JP)
s√xøíc;n ‘covered’ (< -;c;n ‘surface,’ res. of √xøíct ‘cover it’; cf. √xøát

‘cover him,’ s√;√éxø ‘covered’)
s√x;∫áp ‘plowed’ (AG) (< -;n;p ‘ground,’ res. of √x⁄n;p ‘plow’; cf. √xét

‘open it’)
sp;∫ás ‘with earth thrown in one’s face, besprinkled ritually with ochre, feath-

ers, etc.’ (< -;s ‘face,’ res. of p⁄n;st ‘throw earth in his face, besprinkle him
with ochre, etc.’; cf. p⁄n;t ‘bury it,’ sp;pí∫ ‘buried’)

sœø;m;náp ‘weeded’ (< -⁄n;p ‘ground,’ res. of œø⁄m;n;p ‘pull up weeds’; cf.
œø⁄m;t ‘pluck it’)
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së¥œás ‘sharpened’ (< -;s ‘face,’ res. of y⁄œ;st ‘sharpen it, grind it, file it’; cf.
h⁄¥œ;st ‘be sharpening it’; cf. y⁄œ;t ‘grind it up’)

s;lkøá÷ayƒ;n ‘with a broken mouth’ (< -áy;ƒ;n ‘mouth,’ res. of l;køá≥yø;n
‘get one’s mouth broken’; cf. l⁄kø ‘get broken, break,’ h⁄¬kø ‘be breaking,’
l;køát ‘break it,’ h⁄¬kø;t ‘be breaking it,’ s;¬íkø ‘broken’)

(6) C;CT roots with stress on the root:

s®é¬q;lwe÷s ‘with one’s paddle in the water’ (<-⁄¬we÷s ‘paddle,’ res. of
®;lq⁄lwe÷s;m ‘hold one’s paddle in the water’; cf. ®⁄lqt ‘dip it,’ s®élq ‘in the
water’)

s≈álçaqø ‘silly, crazy’ (< -aqø ‘head’; cf. x⁄lçt ‘twist it, rotate it,’ s≈;l≈élç
‘twisted [plural]’)

s≈á¬ç;y;ƒ;n ‘crooked-jawed (salmon)’ (< -áy;ƒ;n ‘mouth’)

7.7.6. Anomalous Resultative Forms
At least two roots have resultatives formed in the expected way but with the
addition of the suffix -t ‘stative.’ Compare the following:

PERFECTIVE PROGRESSIVE RESULTATIVE

køélx ‘hide it’ køékø;¬x ‘be hiding it’ skøékø;lt ‘hidden’
køé≥l ‘hide’ kø;køí≥¬ ‘be hiding’
pé≥lt ‘skim it’ pép;l;t ‘be skimming it’ spép;lt ‘skimmed’

There are a few forms that seem to be resultatives without the s- prefix.

π⁄kø ‘rise to the π;π⁄kø ‘be rising to the π;πékø ‘floating, afloat’
surface’ surface’ (AG) (CC, JP, AG)

sπ;πékø ‘afloat’ (CC, 
DK)

CC gave both π;πékø and sπ;πékø ‘floating, afloat.’ AG denied the form
with s- but gave a causative, π;πékøst;xø ‘keep it afloat,’ which supports the
identification of π;πékø as a resultative.

√⁄˚ø;∫ ‘go out √;√⁄˚ø;∫ ‘be going out’ √é˚ø;∫ ‘out, 
(as a fire)’ extinguished’

√⁄˚ø;∫t ‘put it out’ √;√⁄˚ø;∫t ‘be putting 
it out’

The form √é˚ø;∫, with its stress on the first vowel, does not resemble either a
resultative or a durative, but semantically it seems to fit the resultative slot.

The following verb has two possible resultative forms:

ƒqénx ‘stand it up ƒ⁄qn;x ‘be standing it up ...’ sƒqén ‘held upright’
in the ground’ ƒqét ‘1. be spitted upright

by a fire; 2. tree, mast’
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The first, sƒqén, is more like what one might expect; the second, ƒqét, is
clearly based on the same root, but hard to explain.

7.7.7. Plurals of Resultatives
In general, plural forms of the resultative resemble plural progressives as sim-
ple (non-plural) resultatives resemble simple progressives. (Or so it seems, but
there are great gaps in the data; plural resultatives are somewhat easier to
elicit than plural progressives, but for many verbs I have neither form.)

Resultatives formed from TAT and TAR roots are made plural by CVC redu-
plication of the root. Compare the following perfective, resultative, and plural
resultative forms:

PERFECTIVE RESULTATIVE PLURAL RESULTATIVE

œøím ‘disembark’ sœøíœø;m ‘ashore’ sœøímœø;m ‘several 
ashore’

®í˚ø;t ‘hook it’ s®í®;˚ø ‘hooked’ s®í˚ø®;˚ø ‘several hooked’
œí˚ø ‘get bitten’ sœíœ;˚ø ‘bitten (in one sœí˚øœ;˚ø ‘bitten up, bitten

place)’ in several places’
pá≥yt ‘bend it’ spáp;¥ ‘bent’ spá¥p;¥ ‘winding’
®éœ;t ‘lay it down’ s®é®;œ ‘lying’ s®éœ®;œ ‘several lying’
tíç;t ‘haul it up’ stít;ç ‘hauled up’ stíçt;ç ‘several hauled up’

Resultatives formed from RAH and R;C roots seem to be made plural in two
ways:

(1) by reduplication of the schwa and resonant following the /s-/, probably
identifiable as CVC reduplication with loss of the /h/, as in:

mé÷x ‘remove it’ s;µé÷ ‘off’ s;m;µé÷ ‘several off’
//s-h;µé÷// //s-h;mh;µé÷//

n⁄π;x ‘eat it’ s;níπ ‘eaten on’ s;∫;∫íπ ‘eaten up’

(2) by infixing /-;l-/ after the /s-/ (or after the lost /h/), as in:

n⁄qø ‘fall asleep’ s;níqø ‘sound asleep’ s;l;níqø ‘several sound 
asleep’

The next example could be formed by either of these methods:

lé÷x ‘put it away’ s;¬é÷ ‘put away’ s;l;lé÷ ‘several put away’

Resultatives formed from T;T and T;R roots are made plural by infixing /-;l-/
after the first root consonant of the simple resultative, as in:

¸⁄≈ø ‘get washed’ s ;̧¸í≈ø ‘washed’ s ;̧l;¸í≈ø ‘several washed’
qø⁄s ‘go into the water’ sqø;qøís ‘in the water’ sqø;l;qøís ‘several in the 

water’
p⁄n ‘get buried’ sp;pí∫ ‘buried’ sp;l;pí∫ ‘several buried’
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Aresultative formed of a T;R root with -;m is made plural by CVC reduplication:

œ⁄l;µ ‘camp out’ sœ;líµ ‘camped out’ sœ;lœ;líµ ‘several 
camped out’

Resultatives formed from TAH roots are made plural by infixing /-;l-/ after
the first root consonant of the simple (non-plural) resultative, as in:

¸é÷t ‘chew it’ s ;̧¸é÷ ‘chewed’ s ;̧l;¸é÷ ‘several 
chewed up’

qøé≥t ‘make a hole in it’ sqø;qøé ‘hole’ sqø;l;qøé ‘full of holes’

Resultatives formed from HAC roots are made plural by full reduplication of
the root as it appears in the simple resultative with the stress on the second
vowel:

há÷kø ‘be used’ shá÷kø ‘used’ sh;køhá÷kø ‘several used’

7.7.8. Diminutives of Resultatives
The diminutive form of a resultative indicates small size in the person or thing
referred to or small amount in the attribute denoted. Diminutives of resultatives
are formed by further CV reduplication with stress and vowel quality depend-
ing on type of root.

Resultatives of CVC roots form their diminutives with the formula s-C1ÁC1;C2

≠ s-C1;C1Á(÷)C1;C2, as in:

spíp;∑ ‘frozen’ sp;pí÷p;∑ ‘poor little frozen thing’ (CC)
sœáœ;¥ ‘dead’ sœ;œáœ;¥ ‘little dead thing’ (DK)
spáp;¥ ‘bent’ sp;pá÷p;¥ ‘slightly bent, slightly drunk’ (AG)

Resultatives of C;C, RAH, and (presumably) TAH roots (those for which the
first vowel is schwa) form their diminutives with the formula s-C1;C1ÁC2 ≠
s-C1ïC1(÷)C1ÁC2, as in:

sp;pí∫ ‘buried’ spïppí∫ ‘little buried thing’ (CC)
s ;̧¸í≈ø ‘washed’ s¸ ï¸¸í≈ø ‘little washed thing’ (CC)
sƒ;ƒé˚ø ‘straight, taut’ sƒiƒ;ƒé˚ø ‘a bit tight’ (AG)
s;µé÷ //s-h;µé÷// ‘off, removed’ sï≥mé÷ //s-hïh;µé÷// ‘small thing 

removed’ (CC)

7.7.9. Diminutive Plurals of Resultatives
Diminutive forms of C;C and RAH resultatives are made plural, like the resul-
tatives themselves, by infixing /-;l-/ after the first root consonant, as in:

s ;̧¸í≈ø ‘washed’ s¸ï¸¸í≈ø (dim.)
;̧l;¸í≈ø (pl.) s ;̧lï¸¸í≈ø (dim. pl.)

sp;pí∫ ‘buried’ spïppí∫ (dim.)
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sp;l;pí∫ (pl.) sp;lïppí∫ (dim. pl.)
s;µé÷ ‘off’ sï≥mé÷ (dim.)
s;m;µé÷ (pl.) s; ¬ï≥mé÷ (dim. pl.)

I have no examples of diminutive plurals of resultatives of CAC roots.

7.8. PARADIGMS
I have attempted to bring together some of the data presented in the preceding
sections to show full paradigms of a few representative verbs in the form of
flowcharts (Diagrams 1 to 3). In the diagrams, forms appearing in square brack-
ets are inferred from analogous forms in the same paradigm or in paradigms of
roots of the same shape, but these are unattested. The blocks enclose symbols
for rules for modifying the shape of the root. These are:

2 move stress to second vowel
C reduplicate as C;C
CV reduplicate as CV¡C¢
CV, 2 reduplicate as C¢Cv¡
CVC reduplicate as Cv¡CC¢C
; reduce full vowel to schwa
A raise schwa to full vowel or reinstate full vowel
0 reduce vowel to zero
÷ infix glottal stop after (full) vowel
-i- infix -i-
-il- infix -il-
-l- infix -;l- or -l;-
-¬- infix -; ¬- or -¬;-
s- prefix s- ‘resultative’
C > l change reduplicated consonant to -l-
R glottalize resonant
Ci÷ reduplicate with i÷
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Diagram 1. œí˚ø ‘get bitten’

PERFECTIVE PROGRESSIVE RESULTATIVE

œí˚ø CV œíœ;˚ø s- sœíœ;˚ø SIM

‘get bitten’ ‘be getting bitten’ ‘s.t. bitten’

-¬- CVC

[œé¬;˚ø] [œí˚øœ;˚ø] s- sœi˚øœ;˚ø PL

‘sev. get bitten, ‘sev. are getting ‘bitten ones,
get bitten severally’ bitten’ bitten several times’

CV, 2, ÷

[œ;œí÷œ;˚ø] s- [sœ;œí÷œ;˚ø] DIM

‘little one is ‘little bitten one’
getting bitten’

-l-

[œ;lí÷œ;˚ø] [?] DIM PL

‘little ones are ‘little bitten
getting bitten’ ones’

-;t

œí˚ø;t CV œíœ;˚ø;t TR

‘bite him’ ‘be biting him’

-e¬- CVC

œé¬;˚ø;t [œí˚øœ;˚øt] TR PL

‘bite severally’ ‘be biting severally
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(cont.)

CV, V¡t

œ;œ˚øét -i- œíœ˚øét DUR TR

‘hold it in ‘be holding it
the teeth’ in the teeth’

-l-

œ;l;œ˚øét [?] DUR TR PL

‘hold it in the
teeth severally’

;, -n;xø

œ⁄˚øn;xø A, CV œiœ;˚øn;xø LCTR

‘get a nip’ ‘be getting an
occasional nip’

0, -éls

œ˚øéls A, CV œíœ;˚ø;¬s ACT

‘bite’ ‘be biting’

CVC, ;

œ⁄˚øœ;˚ø -l- [œ⁄l;˚øœ;˚ø] DISP

‘be a biter’ ‘be biters’
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Diagram 2. qøél ‘speak’

PERFECTIVE PROGRESSIVE RESULTATIVE

qøél CV R qøáqø;¬ [none] SIM

‘speak’ ‘be speaking’

-¬- CVC

qøé÷;l qøá¬qø;¬ PL

‘sev. speak’ ‘sev. are speaking’

CV, 2, ;

œø;qøá÷qø;¬ DIM

‘little one is speaking’

C > 1

qø;lá÷qø;¬ DIM PL

‘little ones are speaking’
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(cont.)

;, CVC

qø⁄lqø;l DISP

‘talkative, outspoken’

-íl-

qø;lí≥lqø;l DISP PL

‘talkative, outspoken ones’

R

qø⁄¬qø;¬ -i≥- qøí≥¬qø;¬ s- sqøílqø;l ITER

‘tell, converse’ ‘be telling’ ‘told’

-l- -l-

qø;l⁄¬qø;¬ qø;lí≥¬qø;¬ IT PL

‘sev. tell’ ‘sev. are telling’

Ci÷

qøi÷qøí≥¬qø;¬ IT DIM

‘little one is telling’

-l-

qø;li÷qøi≥¬qø;¬ DIM PL

little ones are telling
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(cont.)

CV,2

qø;qøél -i- qøiqøé¬ DUR

‘make a speech’ ‘be making a speech’

;, -st;xø

qø⁄lst;xø A, CV qøáqø;¬st;xø CAUS

‘speak to him’ ‘be speaking to him’
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Diagram 3. ¸⁄≈ø ‘get washed’

PERFECTIVE PROGRESSIVE RESULTATIVE

⁄̧≈ø C;, 2 ;̧¸⁄≈ø s-, A s ;̧¸í≈ø SIM

‘get washed’ ‘be getting washed’ ‘s.t. washed’

C;C, 2 CAC -l-

[¸;≈ø¸⁄≈ø] [¸á≈ø¸;≈ø] s¸;l;¸í≈ø PL

‘sev. get washed’ ‘sev. are getting ‘washed ones’
washed’

Ci

[?] s¸i¸¸í≈ø DIM

‘little one is getting ‘little washed one’
washed

-l-

[?] s¸;li¸¸í≈ø DIM PL

‘little ones are ‘little washed ones’
getting washed’

;, C;C

¸⁄≈ø¸;≈ø DISP

‘always washing,
be a compulsive washer’
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(cont.)

-Avt

¸≈øat -A- ¸á≈øt TR

‘wash it’ ‘be washing it’

C;C, 2 CAC

¸;≈ø¸⁄≈øt ¸á≈ø¸;≈øt TR PL

‘wash them, etc.’ ‘be washing them, etc’

-n;xø, 2

¸;≈ønéxø -A- ¸á≈øn;xø LCTR

‘get it washed’ ‘be getting it washed’

-st;xø

s¸;¸í≈øst;xø [?] RES CAUS

‘keep it washed’ ‘be getting it washed’
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7.8.1. Problematic Paradigms
There are a few verbs that pose special problems in that they have forms that
cannot yet be clearly identified as to aspect.

A root √®;≈ ‘stand up’ has perfective forms with the prefix w;- ‘suddenly’:
w;®⁄≈ ‘stand up suddenly’ (AG); w;®é®≈ ‘several stand up suddenly’ (AG).
This root without a suffix has no known progressive forms.

However, a derivative with -íl;x (no gloss assignable, possibly composed of
-íl ‘move toward’ and an element -x, cf. ÷ím;x ‘walk,’ œø;yíl;x ‘dance,’ -x;n
‘foot’) appears in two or more aspects. Its forms are:

1 ®≈íl;x ‘stand up’ (JP, AG, DK)
2 ®;l®≈íl;x (JP), ®;l≈íl;x (AG, DK) ‘several stand up (in unison)’
3 ®≈í¬;x ‘be standing’ (JP, AG, DK)
4 ®;≈®;≈í¬;x ‘several are standing’ (JP, AG, DK)
5 ®⁄≈;¬;x ‘be in the act of standing up, stand up from time to time’ (AG)
6 l;®≈í¬;x ‘they are standing around’ (DK)
7 ®i®≈í¬;x ‘the little guy is standing up’ (AG)
8 ®;li®≈í¬;x ‘the little guys are standing up’ (AG)

The first of these is the simple perfective and the usual word one elicits for
‘stand.’ Form 2 is clearly the plural perfective. Forms 3 and 4 were identified
as progressive and plural progressive, although they do not exactly follow any
pattern. Then AG gave form 5, which looks like a good progressive on the
model †;µíwst ‘chop its trunk,’ †⁄µ;∑st (~ †;†⁄µ;∑st) ‘be chopping its
trunk.’ (Note also œø;yíl;x ‘dance,’ œø;y⁄¬;x ‘be dancing,’ although the stress
in the progressive is still on the second vowel.) But if form 5 is the progressive,
what then are forms 3 and 4? They may be, or once have been, duratives. Form
6 looks like a durative used for recreational activities, but it also looks like form
7, which is a diminutive (a diminutive of a durative?) with the usual diminutive
/i/ appearing as /;/. Form 8 is readily identifiable as the plural of form 7.
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8
Morphology of the Root 2: The Noun

Nouns contrast with verbs in that they may take the possessive affixes and are
not (or not usually) inflected for the progressive aspect, while verbs (with a few
exceptions) must be nominalized to take the possessives, and they are (with a
few exceptions) inflected for the progressive aspect. Like verbs, nouns may
have plural and diminutive forms, and a few nouns have what seem to be resul-
tative forms. Noun roots differ also from verb roots in their usual shapes. (For
verbs functioning as nouns, see §8.9). 

8.1. TYPES
In composition, nouns fall into several types, depending on whether they are
simple roots or roots with suffixes, the type of root and suffix, and whether they
have the prefix s- nominalizer. These types are:

(1) Simple bare nouns. These are noun roots that are free forms, such as:

tén ‘mother’ m⁄∫; ‘child’
cél;x ‘hand’ q⁄l;m ‘eye’
†él;∑ ‘arm’ ÷éßxø ‘harbour seal’
lél;µ ‘house’ †ám;n ‘wall’
qá÷ ‘water’ xé® ‘path’
t⁄≈øac ‘bow’ √cés ‘island’

(2) Simple s- nouns. These are formed from what appear to be bound noun
roots or roots with noun-like meanings, as in:

s¸áµ ‘bone’ s≈⁄∫; ‘foot’
sw⁄¥qe÷ ‘male, man’ sqéwƒ ‘potato’
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smé≥nt ‘rock, mountain’ syá® ‘wood’
scát≈ ‘halibut’ sm⁄y;ƒ ‘deer’
stá¬;∑ ‘river’ syíç;m ‘sand’

These roots have not been recorded apart from these words and their deriva-
tives. The shapes of roots of this and the preceding type are discussed below.

(3) Derived s- nouns. These are formed from verb roots, verb roots with
grammatical affixes, or (rarely) adjectives with the prefix s- ‘nominalizer,’ as in:

snét ‘night’ (< nét ‘be night’)
spí∑ ‘ice’ (cf. pí∑;t ‘freeze it’)
s®⁄m;xø ‘rain’ (< ®⁄m;xø ‘rain’)
snás ‘fat’ (< nás ‘fat, fatty’)
syá≥ys ‘work’ (< yá≥ys ‘work’)
skøíx ‘name’ (cf. køíx;t ‘name him’)
s÷⁄®t;n ‘food’ (< ÷⁄®t;n ‘eat’)
s÷í ;̧m ‘clothing’ (< ÷í ;̧m ‘get dressed’)
sp;héls ‘wind’ (< pá ‘get blown,’ -els ‘activity’)

The semantic relationship between these nouns and the verbs they are
derived from is discussed in §12.1.1.

(4) ßxø- nouns. These are formed from verbs or adjectives with the com-
pound prefix ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer (place of, time of, means of, reason
for),’ as in:

ßxø÷é≈;ƒ ‘bed’ (< ÷é≈;ƒ ‘lie down’)
ßxø;lí ‘life’ (< h;lí ‘alive’)
ßxø˚øáµ˚ø;µ ‘strength, power’ (< ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ‘strong’)

See also §12.1.4.
(5) Nouns with lexical suffixes. There are a great variety of these; see

§13.4.3.

8.2. SHAPES OF NOUN ROOTS
Noun roots differ from verb roots in their most common shapes and in having
a greater variety of shapes. The most common shape of the noun root is
CVCVC, while that of the verb root is CVC. Of a set of 273 noun roots pulled
from my lexical file, just over half have the shape CVCVC, and if we add those
of the shapes CV≥RC and CV≥C, which may have an underlying CVCVC shape,
the total is nearly 60 percent. The next most common shapes are CVC (nearly
10 percent), CVCC (nearly 10 percent), CVCV, CVCCVC, and CCVC. There
may be a few others.

Some, or even many, of the longer forms may, of course, consist of old roots
and affixes no longer identifiable as such. The number of apparent CVCVC
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roots ending in -;m and -;n suggest that in some instances these endings may
be suffixes, perhaps -;m ‘intransitive’ and possibly -;n as a variant of -t;n
‘instrument.’ But there are also a number of apparent CVCVC roots ending in
-e÷, -a÷, -;∫, -;¬, -;¥, and -;∑, suggesting that there may once have been some
noun-forming process involving resonants or glottalized resonants at work on
CVC roots.

The following are some examples of noun roots (or presumable noun roots),
grouped by shape. (I am not counting the nominalizing prefix s-.)

With the shape CVC are:

sp⁄xø ‘tripe’ mén ‘father’
sm⁄kø ‘ball’ tén ‘mother’
s á̧µ ‘bone’ tí∫ ‘hummingbird’
s¸⁄˚ø ‘bug, worm’ séy ‘wool, fur’
xés ‘sea lion’ xé® ‘path, door’
qá÷ ‘water’ qéq ‘baby’
œáµ ‘kelp’ sqø⁄̧ ‘willow grouse’
syá® ‘wood’ swém ‘horse clam’
té® ‘fathom’ (i.e., the length of the outstretched arms; cf. t;®ét ‘unfold it’)

With the shape CVCV are:

m⁄∫; ‘child’ (kin term) mé¬; ‘bait’
s¸⁄n; ‘sculpin’ á̧y; ‘fur seal’
s⁄s; ‘widgeon’ sí¬; ‘grandparent’
skøáµ; ‘ratfish’ l⁄qø; ‘quiver, handbag’
˚ø⁄¬; ‘belly’ œ⁄∑; ‘new dancer’s staff’
s≈⁄∫; ‘foot, leg’ ≈øí≈ø; ‘large red sea urchin’
qø⁄¬e ‘hemlock bough’ swí∑; ‘eulachon’ (‘hooligan’)
h;má ‘pigeon’ ÷é≈; ‘Canada goose’

With the shape CVCC are:

smát≈ø ‘sculpin (sp.?)’ mé÷t ‘lining of abdominal cavity of sturgeon’
m⁄¬qø ‘uvula’ †éµxø ‘gooseberry’
†á÷xø ‘grand fir’ ƒíkøt ‘sea cucumber’

í̧qt ‘flicker’ ¸⁄lç ‘scale (of fish or reptile)’
sé¥œ ‘clay’ s√⁄m˚ø ‘fish-roe cheese’
scát≈ ‘halibut’ sçéxt ‘stick of wood’
˚ø⁄tœ ‘frog’ ˚ø⁄lç ‘dried herring’
˚øí÷xø ‘pitch’ qélq ‘rose hip’
sqéwƒ ‘potato’ qí∑≈ ‘steelhead’
héwt ‘rat’ ÷éßxø ‘harbour seal’
÷é¥≈ ‘crab’ ÷éw˚ø ‘possessions’
œøé≈t ‘root plot, garden, orchard’
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With the shape CCVC are:

†qø⁄m ‘thimbleberry’ s®çéµ ‘weasel’
√pét ‘storage bag’ √síp ‘licorice fern root’
√lé¥ ‘shovelnose canoe’ √cés ‘island’
˚øsíc ‘cut-throat trout’ s˚øqéq ‘robin’
sœ®án ‘bow of canoe’

With the shape CVCVC are:

spé÷;ƒ ‘black bear’ sπís;ç ‘conifer cone’
m⁄ƒ;® ‘Indian hemp’ m⁄ ;̧® ‘pus’
m⁄s;n ‘gall’ sm⁄l;ç ‘horsefly’
smél;˚ø ‘hide shirt’ méc;n ‘testicle’
méç;n ‘black haw berry’ méqe÷ ‘snow (on the ground)’
má÷; qø ‘larger bird’ máqø;m ‘bog’
sm⁄œøa÷ ‘great blue heron’ sm⁄y;ƒ ‘deer, animal, meat’
t⁄m;s ‘sea otter, velvet’ t⁄m;® ‘red ochre’
té÷;® ‘harpoon head’ stá¬;s ‘spouse’
stá¬;∑ ‘river’ t⁄≈øac ‘bow’
†ám;n ‘wall’ stíw;n ‘living sibling’s child’
†él;∑ ‘arm, wing’ †áça÷ ‘skewer for herrings’
†éqe÷ ‘salal berry’ s†íw;œø ‘fuller’s earth’
ƒám;n ‘eyebrow’ ƒáƒ;n ‘mouth’
sƒ⁄q;¥ ‘sockeye’ ȩ́le÷ ‘heart’
s¸íc;m ‘hazelnut’ sá˚ø;m ‘whole bark’
sé÷;q ‘brake-fern root’ sá≈ø;¬ ‘grass’
s®éw;† ‘herring’ s®én;¥ ‘woman’ (but cf. ®⁄n;t ‘weave it’)
s®éw;n ‘sleeping mat’ sléµ;ƒ ‘fish club’
l⁄w;≈ ‘rib’ cél;x ‘hand’
sçá®a÷ ‘leaf’ sx;mén ‘enemy, rival’
xéw;q ‘carrot’ køás;n ‘star’
kø⁄xø;ƒ ‘coho’ ˚øé†;∫ ‘mouse’
˚øá¬;xø ‘chum salmon’ ˚ø⁄l;∑ ‘skin’
˚øáxøa÷ ‘box’ s˚ø⁄y;ƒ ‘slave’
sq⁄ma÷ ‘breast, milk’ q⁄l;m ‘eye’
sqél;≈ ‘digging stick’ q⁄l;≈ ‘salmon eggs’
sq;lé∑ ‘beaver’ sœ⁄m;¬ ‘paddle’
œém;¥ ‘adolescent girl’ œ;œí÷ ‘gut’
≈áca÷ ‘lake’ ≈éç;t ‘fireweed’
s≈á¥;s ‘head’ qø;÷áp ‘crabapple’
sqø;mé¥ ‘dog’ qø⁄n;s ‘whale’
sœø;léxø ‘small bird’ syíç;m ‘sand’
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wén;m ‘orphan’ ÷ím;ƒ ‘grandchild’
÷án;∑ ‘tallow’ s÷⁄n;m ‘harpoon shaft’
s÷áxøa÷ ‘butter clam’ ÷él;x ‘sibling, cousin of opposite sex’

With the shape CV≥C are:

spá≥¬ ‘raven’ wí≥¬ ‘tule’
slí≥m ‘sandhill crane’ mí≥† ‘blue grouse’
œøí≥∫ ‘ear’ ˚øé≥ç ‘dogfish’
hú≥∫ ‘pink (humpback) salmon’

Some, but not all, of these have an underlying shape //CVRVC// (see §1.5.6). 
With the shape CV≥RC are:

˚øá≥n† ‘porpoise’ smé≥nt ‘stone, mountain’
÷é≥yt ‘lingcod’

These probably have an underlying shape //CVR;C// (see §1.5.3). 
With the shape CVCCVC are:

sπ⁄®xø;m ‘lung’ spé®≈;n ‘prairie, pasture’
m⁄l≈ø;l ‘Indian plum’ méxç;∫ ‘louse’
s¸é÷q;n ‘cattail’ sésœ;c ‘sasquatch’
®é∑q;µ ‘mussel’ lá÷ƒ;n ‘dish’
çá÷˚øa÷ ‘skunk cabbage’ kø⁄ml;xø ‘root’
≈á÷q;n ‘marten’ sw⁄¥qe÷ ‘male, man’
swí∑l;s ‘adolescent boy’ s÷⁄®q;¥ ‘snake’
sçínkøa÷ ‘lightning snake’ œí÷†a÷ ‘swing’
s˚ø⁄lw;s ‘co-parent-in-law, blood kin’s spouse’s blood kin’

With the shape CCVCC are:

®qélç ‘moon’ s√xé≥kø ‘silverweed’
sƒ≈á÷s ‘Dolly Varden trout’

With the shape CVCVCV are:

m⁄≈ø;y; ‘navel’ sm;†;lí ‘beaver-tooth dice game’
s≈;mál; ‘small sea snail’ ¸⁄m;køa ‘kelp greenling (tommycod)’

With the shape CVCVCVC are:

páx;l;qø ‘yellow cedar’ sála÷ac ‘house mat’
®⁄m;qøa÷ ‘sole’ œ;¥í÷;c ‘elk’
œø;lít;q ‘seagull’ sy⁄®;wa÷ ‘wealth’
y⁄≈ø;le÷ ‘eagle’

There are a few presently unanalyzable nouns of other shapes with four or more
consonants, but it seems likely that these and a number of those above will
eventually prove to be composed of roots and suffixes.
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There are also a few nouns showing CVC reduplication with stress in the first
vowel. Some of these have the s- prefix but most do not. A disproportionate
number are names of animals and plants. Several may be imitative of sounds.

It is also possible that some of these are verb forms. The pattern C1ÁC2C1;C2

is that of the plural progressive of the verb, as in ®á˚ø®;˚ø ‘several are flying,’
from ®á˚ø ‘fly.’ Two or three of the words of this shape listed below may have
this source, but three of the list definitely do not, since they are loans from Chi-
nook Jargon (marked CJ). The pattern C1⁄C2C1;C2 is that of the dispositional
form of the verb, which may be glossed as a noun, as in q⁄∫q;∫ ‘steal habitu-
ally, thief,’ from qé∫ ‘steal.’ I have omitted identifiable dispositional forms
from the list, but it may include others not identified.

With the shape C1ÁC2C1;C2 are:

músm;s ‘cow, bull’ (CJ)
¸íxø ;̧xø ‘fishhawk’
sqøí∫qø;∫ ‘bead’
xápx;p ‘an unidentified kind of bird, said to whistle’ (cf. xáp;s ‘whistle’)
s≈øéy≈ø;y ‘a cleansing ritual performed by masked dancers’
tínt;n ‘bell, time o’clock’ (CJ)
¸ík ;̧k ‘wagon, buggy’ (CJ)

With the shape C1⁄C2C1;C2 are:

t⁄qøt;qø ‘red snapper’ ⁄̧xø̧ ;xø ‘stinging nettle’
√⁄≈ø√;≈ø ‘oyster’ sœ⁄®œ;® ‘muskrat’
œ⁄≈œ;≈ ‘tin’ ≈⁄µ≈;µ ‘flowering stalk of the horsetail’
≈ø⁄∫≈ø;∫ ‘bullroarer’ ÷⁄∫;∫ //÷⁄∫÷;∫// ‘magpie’
qø⁄mqø;m ‘bittern’ (probably this bird, said to be named for its call)

8.3. PLURALS
Nouns referring to human beings all have plural forms, and the use of these
forms seems to be obligatory. Nouns referring to body parts, a few animals, and
some of the most important artifacts and other inanimate things have plurals
that are commonly used. But plurals do not occur for all nouns referring to ani-
mals and inanimate things, and the use of most such plurals is optional. When
asked for plural forms of names of animals, JP hesitated on several, gave forms
that he said were probably correct, and added that they were seldom used. On
others, he immediately said that there were no plurals. It seems also that the
plural forms that are optional are more likely to be used for a group of the ref-
erent, while plural forms used regularly mean simply more than one. The plu-
ral of a few words means ‘kinds of’; for example, má÷;qø ‘larger bird’ (often
glossed ‘duck’) has a plural m;má÷;qø ‘different kinds of larger birds, mixed
ducks’ (cf. English ‘fish, fishes’). Plurality can, of course, also be indicated by
the verb.
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As with verbs, plurality in nouns is marked by internal modification of the
root in a variety of ways. Plurals may be marked by: (1) an infixed -l-, with or
without glottalization, and with the stress either preceding of following the
infix, (2) CV reduplication, with the stress on either the first or the second
vowel, (3) CVC reduplication, with the stress on either the first or the second
vowel, or (4) a change in the vowel alone.

To some extent the type of plural marking in nouns is predictable from the
shape of the root, but to a lesser extent than with the verbs. To some extent, too,
the relationship between root shape and plural marking in the noun parallels
that relationship in the verb. There are noun plural forms, however, that have
no counterpart among verb plurals, although they may resemble other forms of
the verb. I will point to similarities and differences in the presentation below.

There are questions that are not yet answerable. If verbs and nouns have dif-
ferent rules for forming plurals (as the data suggest), which rule applies to a
noun derived from a verb root? If roots of different shapes follow different
rules, when a full vowel appears as schwa in the presence of a lexical suffix that
has this effect, is the plural based on the surface shape with schwa or on the
underlying shape with the full vowel?

In the following presentation of plural forms, I have sorted by type of plural
marker, merging nouns with roots of different shapes when they have similarly
formed plurals.

8.3.1. With Infixed -l-
These vary in where the stress falls and whether the -l- is glottalized. The types
are:

(1) With the stress on the first vowel, the infix following it. Nearly all of the
nouns that have plurals of this type have roots of the shape CAC-, that is, they
have an initial consonant, a full vowel, and a second consonant, and whether
there is more is not relevant. (Verbs with CAC roots also usually have plurals
of this type and of similar subtypes.) There are four subtypes.

(1a) With the infix appearing as -l;- unglottalized (CÁC- ≠ CÁl;C-)

s á̧µ ‘bone’ s á̧l;m ‘bones’
s†ép;¥ ‘snag’ s†él;p;¥ ‘snags’
sçéxt ‘stick’ sçél;xt ‘sticks’
sqéwƒ ‘potato’ sqél;wƒ ‘potatoes’
ßxø÷áœøa÷ ‘sibling, cousin’ ßxø÷ál;œøa÷ ‘siblings, cousins’

If the root vowel is i, the plural has e.

¸ík ;̧k ‘wagon’ ¸él;k ;̧k ‘wagons’
ßxø;mníkø ‘living parent’s sibling’ ßxø;mnél;kø ‘living parent’s siblings’

(1b) With the infix as -¬;- (CÁC- ≠ CÁ¬;C). There seems to be nothing that
distinguishes the roots of this set from the last.
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ƒáƒ;n ‘mouth’ ƒá¬;ƒ;n ‘mouths’
˚øáxøa÷ ‘box’ ˚øá¬;xøa÷ ‘boxes’
œém;¥ ‘teenage girl’ œé¬;m;¥ ‘teenage girls’
skøíx ‘name’ skøé¬;x ‘names’ (AG)
®éçt;n ‘knife’ ®é¬;çt;n ‘knives’

The last example is a derivative of a verb root; cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it’ and its plural
®é÷;lç;t ‘cut it into slices.’

(1c) With -¬;- reordered as -÷;l- (CÁC- ≠ CÁ÷;lC-. The schwa is often
assimilated to the stressed vowel and sometimes, for some speakers, the glottal
stop is then lost, resulting in a long vowel. In all of the roots that have plurals
with this reordering, the second consonant may be identified as a coronal
obstruent, but not all roots of this shape have plurals of this form; cf. ƒáƒ;n
‘mouth’ in set (1b) above.

sçá®a÷ ‘leaf’ sçá÷al®a÷ ‘leaves’
xé® ‘path, door’ xé÷el® ‘paths, doors’
køás;n ‘star’ køá÷als;n ‘stars’
≈áca÷ ‘lake’ ≈á÷;lca÷ ‘lakes’
s÷áƒ;s ‘face’ sá÷alƒ;s ~ sá≥lƒ;s ‘faces’ (JP)
yásaqø ‘hat’ yá÷alsaqø ‘hats’
méc;n ‘testicle’ mé÷;lc;n ‘testicles’
pút ‘boat’ pú÷;lt ‘boats’
snéç;®txø ‘affine’ sné÷;lç;®txø ‘affines’
néç;wtxø ‘house next door’ né≥lç;wtxø ‘houses next door’
s÷⁄ƒn;c ‘bay’ s÷é≥lƒn;c ‘bays’

This last may belong here in spite of the vowel change. The root is probably
√÷eƒ- of unknown meaning (see §13.3), appearing with schwa before -n;c ‘bot-
tom.’ (Cf. CAC verbs with -n;xø where the vowel appears as schwa in the per-
fective but in its full form in the progressive.)

(1d) With -l- following the vowel and no schwa (CVC- ≠ CVlC-). Only the
following have been noted, one with a full vowel and three with unstressed
schwas:

qéq;l; ‘baby’ (CC)
sqéq;l; ‘boy baby’ (JP) sqélq;l; ‘babies’ (JP)
m;st⁄y;xø ‘person’ m;lst⁄y;xø ‘persons’
st;qáye÷ ‘wolf’ st;lqáye÷ ‘wolves’
ßxøm;˚ø;÷él; ‘grave, family plot’ ßxøm;l˚ø;÷él; ‘graveyard’

This last example may have a full vowel in the root; cf. cmé˚øe÷ ‘participate
in a funeral.’

(2) With the stress in the second vowel, following the infix. These are also
mostly CAC roots but there seem to be fewer with plurals of this type. (There
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are no verb roots noted with plurals of this type, but verb and noun diminutives
commonly have this plural.)

(2a) With -;l- unglottalized (CáVC- ≠ C;l áVC-)

pítx;n ‘lizard, salamander’ p;lítx;n ‘lizards, salamanders’
músm;s ‘cow, bull’ m;lúsm;s ‘cows, cattle’
stíqïw ‘horse’ st;líqïw ‘horses’
sqé÷eq ~ sqé≥q ‘junior sibling, sq;lé≥q ‘junior siblings, cousins’ (JP)

cousin’
m⁄qs;n ‘nose’ m;l⁄qs;n ‘noses’

(2b) With -;¬- (CáVC- ≠ C;¬áVC-)

sqé÷;q ‘junior sibling, cousin’ sq;¬é÷;q ‘junior siblings, cousins’ (CC)
s√él;q;m ‘fierce being’ s√;¬él;q;m ‘fierce beings’

(2c) With -;l;-, neither vowel stressed (C1;C2áV- ≠ C1;l;C2áV-). Nouns that
have plurals of this form have an unstressed schwa as the first vowel, but not
all nouns of this shape have plurals of this form; cf. (1d) above. (Verb forms
that have this shape, e.g., some duratives and some resultatives, also have plu-
rals of this type.)

;̧mé≥n ‘arrow [bone pointed?]’ ;̧l;mé≥n ‘arrows’
sx;mén ‘enemy, rival’ sx;l;mén ‘enemies, rivals’
k;pú ‘coat’ k;l;pú ‘coats’
kø;ßú ‘pig’ kø;l;ßú ‘pigs’

The first of these probably has the root of s a̧µ ‘bone’ and the plural might
be seen as a reduction of s á̧l;µ ‘bones’; the others have roots of the shapes
seen. The last two are loans from Chinook Jargon, suggesting that this plural
formation is productive for words of this shape.

8.3.2. With CV Reduplication
These vary in stress and quality of the stressed vowel.

(1) With stress on the first vowel (C1áVC2- ≠ C1áVC1;C2-). There are only a
few nouns with plurals of this type. (There are no verbs recorded with plurals
formed this way, but it is a common way of forming progressives.)

s¸⁄˚ø ‘worm, bug’ s ⁄̧ ;̧˚ø ‘worms, bugs’
qø⁄¬; ‘bough (esp. hemlock)’ (JP) qø⁄qø;¬; ‘boughs’ (JP)
qø⁄qø;¬; ‘hemlock’ (CC)
sœø;léx ‘small bird’ sœø⁄qø;l;x ‘small birds’

(2) With stress on the second vowel (C1áVC2- ≠ C1;C1áVC2-). There are a
number of nouns with plurals of this type, falling into several subtypes. In near-
ly all instances, the second consonant is a resonant or a pharyngeal. (Among
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verb plurals, there is a parallel in two roots with the shape RAH, but this is the
common form of reduplication producing progressives of TAH roots.)

(2a) With no change in vowel. Most have the shape CAH.

spé÷eƒ ‘black bear’ sp;pé÷eƒ ‘black bears’
má÷aqø ‘“duck” (larger bird)’ m;má÷aqø ‘several kinds of “ducks”’
s¸é÷q;n ‘cattail’ s ;̧ ȩ́ ÷q;n ‘place where only cattails

grow’
lá÷ƒ;n ‘dish’ l;lá÷ƒ;n ‘dishes’
lá≥k ‘log (cut for a mill)’ l;lá≥k ‘logs’
qá÷ ‘water’ t;mq;qá÷ ‘freshet time’
ká ‘car’ k;ká≥ ‘cars’ (JP) (DK gave k;lá≥ but 

JP rejected it)
stíw;n ‘living sibling’s child’ st;tíw;n ‘living sibling’s children’
s˚ø⁄y;ƒ ‘slave’ s˚ø;˚øéy;ƒ ‘slaves’ (“but seldom used” 

– JP)

(2b) With an initial resonant appearing initially as h and medially doubled,
the vowel unchanged (RáVC- ≠ h;RRáVC-). As usual, following the prefix s-,
the h is lost. (A similar appearance of R as h is seen in the progressives of verbs
of the shapes RAH and R;C. See also [2e] below.)

lél;µ ‘house’ h;llél;µ ‘houses’
syá¬;xøa÷ ‘old person’ s;yyá¬;xøa÷ [sïyá÷laxøa÷] ‘old persons’
sw⁄¥qe÷ ‘male, man’ s;ww⁄¥qe÷ [suw⁄¥qe÷ ~ suw≥⁄¥qe÷]

‘males, men’

(2c) With a vowel change from ; to e. Only one noun is recorded with a plu-
ral of this type: m⁄∫; ‘child, offspring,’ méµ;∫; ‘children, offspring.’ (There
is a parallel in the plurals of some verbs of the shape T;T.)

(2d) With a vowel change from ; to i (C1;C2- ≠ C1;C1íC2-). Nearly all have
the shape T;R- (obstruent-schwa-resonant). (No verbs are known to have plu-
rals of this type, but verb roots with schwa may have resultatives with similar
forms.)

t⁄m;xø ‘land, earth’ t;tím;xø ‘countries, pieces of land’
t⁄n;qs;n ‘mallard’ t;tín;qs;n ‘mallards’
kø⁄ml;xø ‘root’ kø;køíml;xø ‘bunch of roots’
s˚ø⁄lw;s ‘co-parent-in-law, blood s˚ø;˚øílw;s (once recorded 

relative’s affine’ s˚ø;l˚øílw;s) ‘co-parents-in-law, 
secondary affines’

q⁄l;m ‘eye’ q;qíl;m ‘eyes’
sœ⁄m;l ‘paddle’ sœ;œím;l ‘paddles’
s≈⁄∫; ‘foot, leg’ s≈;≈í∫; ‘feet, legs’
qø;œtén ‘shoulder’ qø;qøíœt;n ‘shoulders’
ƒqét ‘tree’ ƒ;ƒíq;t (JP), ƒ;qƒ⁄q;t (CC) ‘trees’
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The last two examples have roots of shapes different from those preceding, and
are probably not simple nouns; qø;œtén may be composed of a root plus the
suffix -t;n ~-tén ‘instrument,’ and ƒqét may be a verb form (see §7.7.6).

(2e) With an initial resonant appearing as h initially in the plural and with a
change of the vowel from ; to i (R⁄C- ≠ h;RíC-). Again, following s- the h
is lost. (There is one wholly irregular verb, n⁄y;m ‘laugh,’ that has the plural
resembling this type.)

y⁄≈ø;l; ‘eagle’ h;yí≈øl; ‘eagles’
sm⁄y;ƒ ‘deer, animal, meat’ s;míy;ƒ ‘deer (pl.)’
sm⁄œøa÷ ‘great blue heron’ s;míœøa÷ ‘great blue herons’
sn⁄xø;® ‘canoe’ s;níxø;® ‘canoes’
sw⁄œøa÷® (JP), sw⁄∑œøa÷® (CC) s;wíœøa÷® ‘mountain-goat wool 

‘mountain-goat wool blanket’ blankets’ (AG)
sy⁄w;n ‘possessing song’ s;¥íw;n [si÷yíw;n] ‘different kinds 

of possessing songs’

(3) In a word beginning with two consonants, reduplication of the first sep-
arated by an unstressed schwa (C1C2áV- ≠ C1;C1C2áV-). Only one example has
been recorded: tçá¬m;xø ‘wild animal,’ t;tçá¬m;xø ‘all kinds of wild animals’
(CC).

8.3.3. With CVC Reduplication
These vary with stress and vowel quality.

(1) With stress on the first vowel (C1áVC2- ≠ C1áVC2C1;C2-). Only one exam-
ple has been recorded: sπ⁄q ‘white patch’ (on the skin; cf. π⁄œ ‘white’),
sπ⁄qπ;q ‘white patches.’ (Verbs of the shape CAC have plural progressives of
the shape C1ÁC2C1;C2 and dispositional-iteratives of the shape C1⁄C2C1;C2.)

(2) With the stress in the second vowel (C1VC2- ≠ C1;C2C1áVC2-). There are
a number of nouns with plurals of this type, all so far recorded having a reso-
nant as second consonant and all but one with a full vowel. Not all nouns of this
shape have plurals of this type, however. (Two CAR verbs and a number of
C;C verbs have plural perfectives formed this way.)

stám;x ‘warrior’ st;mtám;x ‘warriors’
stá¬;s ‘spouse’ st;ltá¬;s ‘spouses’
stá¬;∑ ‘river’ st;ltá¬;∑ ‘rivers’
†él;∑ ‘arm, wing’ †;l†él;∑ ‘arms, wings’
†ám;n ‘wall (of house)’ †;m†ám;n ‘walls’
sí¬; ‘grandparent, etc.’ s;lsí¬; ‘grandparents, etc.’
ƒám;n ‘eyebrow’ ƒ;mƒám;n ‘eyebrows’
s®én;¥ ‘female, woman’ s®;n®én;¥ ‘females, women’
√ím;n ‘tendon’ √;m√ím;n ‘tendons’
cél;x ‘hand’ c;lcél;x ‘hands’
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ßxø⁄m;c;n ‘fisher (the animal)’ ßxø;mxø⁄m;c;n ‘fishers’
≈él;∑ ‘spoon’ ≈;l≈él;∑ ‘spoons’
wén;m ‘orphan’ w;nwén;m ‘orphans’
÷ím;ƒ ‘grandchild, etc.’ ÷;µím;ƒ ‘grandchildren, etc.’
÷él;x ‘sibling of opposite sex’ ÷;¬él;x ‘siblings of opposite sex’

The following nouns with long vowels have underlying CAR shapes and
have plurals of this type with the long vowel retained in the plural.

spá≥¬ //spál;¬// ‘raven’ sp;lpá≥¬ ‘ravens’
smé≥nt //smén;t// ‘stone, mountain’ sm;nmé≥nt ‘stones, mountains’

The following probably have underlying C;R;R shapes (see §1.5.6), but their
plurals are of the same type.

œøí≥∫ ‘ear’ œø;nœøí≥∫ ‘ears’
wí≥¬ ‘tule’ xøw;lwí≥¬;®p ‘place where only tules

grow’

(3) With stress on a later vowel

sp;lqøí ȩ÷ ‘dead person’ sp;lp;lqøí ȩ÷ ‘dead persons’
s;µá¥e÷ ‘bee, wasp’ s;µs;má¥;÷él; ‘bees’ or wasps’ nest’
sqø;mé¥ ‘dog’ sqø;mqø;mé¥ ‘dogs’

8.3.4. With Vowel Change Only
There are a few nouns with plurals of this type. They are not necessarily the
products of the same process and are better examined one by one.

(1) The plural of syé¥e (also recorded syé¥e÷ ) ‘friend, relative’ (from yé¥; ~
yé¥e÷ ‘tightly bound, secure,’ that is, ‘someone to whom one is bound’) is pho-
netically [sïyé¥;], which is probably /sy;yé¥;/, formed by CV reduplication.

(2) The plural of [si÷éµ] ‘rich person, leader, lord, lady, Sir, Ma’am’ is
[si≥÷éµ]. These are probably /s;¥éµ/ and /s;y;¥éµ/, the plural again formed
by CV reduplication. The word looks as though it might be the resultative form
of an unrecorded root *y;m or *ye÷ with the suffix -;m. Compare /s;¥éµ/ and
the plural /s;y;¥éµ/ with s;µé÷ ‘removed’ and its plural s;m;µé÷, the resul-
tatives of the root of mé÷x ‘remove it’ (see §7.7.2). However, the word exists
as a cognate or loan in several other languages in the region, namely Squamish
si÷ám÷, Northern Straits si÷éµ, Lushootseed si÷áb. Kuipers (1967, 374) sug-
gests that the Squamish si÷ám÷ is from hi÷ám÷ ‘return home’ from the root
√ham÷, h;m÷ ‘be covered, come home’ (cognate of Musqueam ÷;µí ‘come’),
inviting comparison with Latin dominus. Bates et al. (1994, 14) identify the
Lushootseed si÷áb as a nominalization of ÷i÷áb glossed ‘wealth’ and as “an
endearing term of address to a little boy,” but they give no example of the usage
of ÷i÷áb with the meaning ‘wealth,’ their evidence for this gloss evidently being
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simply a verb ÷í÷abil ‘become wealthy’ (cf. Musqueam s;¥ámƒ;t ‘get rich,
become a rich person’).

(3) The plural of sp⁄®≈;n ‘prairie, pasture’ is spé≥®≈;n ‘prairies, pastures.’
It seems possible that the long vowel in the plural is the result of the loss of an
infix -l-, the underlying form being //sp⁄l;®≈;n//. If so, the pattern does not
exactly match any of those recorded.

(4) The plural of swí∑l;s ‘teen-age boy, young man’ is swá≥∑l;s. The 
singular may be in origin the diminutive of a form *sw⁄l;s, compare Lushoot-
seed sw;lús ‘young man of noble parentage’ (Bates et al. 1994, 247). Follow-
ing the pattern of sn⁄xø;® ‘canoe’ and sní∫xø;® ‘little canoe’ (see §8.4.2.
below), we get swí∑l;s. The plural is formed as in sn⁄∫n;xø;® ‘little canoes,’
being //sw⁄∑;l;s// with the usual metathesis of the resonant and schwa and
the two adjacent schwas producing a long full vowel.

(5) The plural of sc;wté® ‘man’s sister’s husband, man or woman’s child’s
spouse’ is sciw;té®. I cannot explain this apparent irregularity.

8.3.5. Suppletion
There is one instance of this, in which the plural has another plural form:
s√í√q;® ‘child,’ sté÷exø;® ‘children,’ st;wíxø;® ‘bunch of children, many chil-
dren.’ The form of the singular suggests that it is the diminutive of an unrecord-
ed *s√⁄q;® (see §8.4.2.), probably from the root of √;qí® ‘give birth.’ The
plural is clearly from a different root. The third form is hard to explain. It may
be a unique example of a different kind of plural. The terms denote ‘child’ and
‘children’ referring to life status, not to kinship (see §21.1.1).

8.4. DIMINUTIVES
Like plurals, diminutive forms are not available for all nouns. Those for which
diminutives have been recorded include terms for persons, body parts, animals,
artifacts, and natural features, but the list is not long. Again, as with plurality, a
diminutive sense can also be expressed in the verb.

It seems likely that speakers vary in their use of diminutive forms. CC and
DK produced them in elicitation more freely than JP and, I believe, used them
more often. This may reflect a sex difference; women may use diminutives
more than men do. Diminutive forms not only express the sense of smallness
but can also convey a sense of endearment. They are used when speaking about
and to children. A little girl may be called tét;∫ ‘little mother’ (DK’s father
called her this) and a little boy mém;∫ ‘little father.’ Persons feeling close use
diminutives to one another. In response to a diminutive used to her, DK used
the diminutive of swét; ‘sweater’:

(a) ÷i c;n w;®-y;-h⁄µ;x ƒ; n;-swéwt;. (DK)
AUX I already-along-be.removing ART my-sweater(DIM)
‘I am already taking off my little sweater.’
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And they are used in speaking of little animals. Someone, DK remembered,
after looking into a nest of baby mice, said:

(b) √é∑œ;m t; q;q;láµs i s;sé÷stxø;s t; m;límqs;ns. (DK)
√é∑œ;m t; q;q;láµ-s ÷;¥ s;sé÷-st;xø-;s t;
be.glittering ART eye(DIM.PL)-3POS and be.rising-CAUS-3TR ART

m;límqs;n-s
nose(DIM.PL)-3POS

‘Their little eyes were glittering and they were lifting up their little noses.’

Probably English with ‘little eyes’ and ‘little noses’ does not convey the feeling
of the Halkomelem diminutives.

When CC could not produce a diminutive for snake, she suggested it was
because snakes are not “cute.” Anyway, one can refer to the young of an ani-
mal simply by suffixing -a≥l® ‘young’ to the uninflected form of the name.
Occasionally this suffix occurs with diminutive forms.

Diminutives can also belittle. In relating a bit of gossip, a speaker referred, a
bit sarcastically, to a married woman’s secret lover as her stá÷tl;s ‘little
husband.’

Used in speaking of oneself, diminutives can express humility – real or
required by etiquette. About 1917, Herman Guerin was instructed to begin a
speech at a potlatch-like event with (c).

(c) qø;l-st-ám; c;n ce÷ t;∫a ÷é≥nƒ; sisl;wa÷ ÷;ƒ˚ø⁄˚ø;y;ƒ. (HG)
qø;l-st-ám; c;n ce÷ t;∫a ÷é≥nƒ; sisl;wa÷
speak-COM-you(PL) I FUT this I poor(DIM)

÷;T-s˚ø⁄˚ø;y;ƒ
your-slave(DIM)

‘I, your poor little slave, will speak to you.’

Diminutives are formed in far fewer ways than are plurals. They are nearly
all produced by reduplication of the first consonant. A schwa in the root gener-
ally becomes i in the diminutive, a repeated resonant is often glottalized, and a
glottal stop may follow a full vowel.

8.4.1. With C1 Reduplication and No Vowel Change
The nouns that follow this rule all have a full vowel in the root or base form.
All but a few of this shape follow this rule.

(1) With no glottal stop (C1ÁC2- ≠ C1ÁC1C2-). A resonant may be glottal-
ized in the diminutive.

pút ‘boat’ púpt ‘little boat’
spún ‘spoon’ spúp;∫ ‘little spoon’
pús ‘cat’ púps ‘little cat, kitten’
mén ‘father’ mém;∫ ‘little father’
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smé≥nt //smén;t// ‘stone’ sméµn;t ‘little stone’
máqø;m ‘bog’ máµqø;m ‘little bog’
tén ‘mother’ tét;∫ ‘little mother’
s á̧µ ‘bone’ s á̧ ;̧µ ‘little bone’
cél;x ‘hand’ cécl;x ‘little hand’
skøáye÷ ‘squirrel’ skøákøye÷ ‘little squirrel’
˚øé†;∫ ‘mouse’ ˚øé˚ø†;∫ ‘little mouse’
˚øáxøa÷ ‘box’ ˚øá˚øxøa÷ ‘little box’
swét; ‘sweater’ swéwt; ‘little sweater’

(2) With a glottal stop after the vowel (C1A- ≠ C1A÷C1-)

sçá®a÷ ‘leaf’ sçá÷ç®a÷ ‘little leaf’
xé® ‘path, road, door’ xé÷x® ‘little path’
≈áca÷ ‘lake’ ≈á÷≈ca÷ ‘little lake’
¸ík i̧k ‘wagon, etc.’ ¸í÷¸ik¸ik ‘baby buggy’ (JP)
stá¬;∑ ‘river’ stá÷tl;∑ (JP), stát;l;∑ (CC) ‘creek’

In the following, after the glottal stop, the expected sequence of two identi-
cal consonants is reduced to one: ƒáƒ;n ‘mouth,’ ƒá÷ƒ;n ‘little mouth.’

8.4.2. With C1 Reduplication and Vowel Change

(1) Without glottalization (C1;-, C1- ≠ C1iC1-)

π⁄w;¥ ‘flounder’ πíπ;w;¥ ‘little flounder’
m⁄qs;n ‘nose’ míµqs;n ‘little nose’
sm⁄œøa÷ ‘heron’ smíµœøa÷ ‘little heron’
sm⁄y;ƒ ‘deer’ smíµy; ƒ ‘fawn, little deer’
t⁄m;xø ‘earth, land’ títm;xø ‘little piece of land’
t⁄n;qs;n ‘mallard’ títn;qs;n ‘little mallard’
t⁄xøƒ;® ‘tongue’ títxøƒ;® ‘little tongue’
sn⁄xø;® ‘canoe’ sní∫xø;® ‘little canoe’
l;m;tú ‘sheep’ lí¬m;tú ‘little sheep’

In the next two examples, a final -∫; in the simple form becomes -ne÷ in 
the diminutive, perhaps reflecting a historically earlier form of the word; cf.
NStr ˚⁄n;÷ ‘child’).

m⁄∫; ‘child (kin term)’ míµne÷ ‘little child’
s≈⁄∫; ‘foot’ s≈í≈ne÷ ‘little foot’

The following have a shift in stress from the second vowel in the simple form
to the first in the diminutive:

sqø;mé¥ ‘dog’ sqøíqøme¥ ‘little dog, puppy’
ƒqét ‘tree’ ƒíƒq;t ‘little tree’
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√cés ‘island’ √í√c;s ‘little island’
s œ̧⁄m ‘drop’ s¸í œ̧;m ‘little drip’ (AG)

(2) With a glottal stop after the i (C1;- ≠ C1i÷C1-)

sƒ⁄q;¥ ‘sockeye’ sƒí÷ƒq;¥ ‘little sockeye’
s¸⁄˚ø ‘bug, worm’ s¸í÷¸˚ø ‘little bug, little worm’
çsé¥ ‘Douglas-fir’ çí÷çs;¥ ‘little Douglas-fir’ (CC)

8.4.3. With CV Reduplication
There are a few words in which C1Á- is reduplicated C1ÁC1;-:

sçéxt ‘stick’ sçéç;xt ‘little stick’
sí¬; ‘grandparent, etc.’ sís;l; ‘grandpa, grandma (address)’
yásaqø ‘hat’ yá≥ysaqø //yáy;saqø// ‘little hat’

There are a few words in which an unstressed schwa is reduplicated along
with the first consonant:

s;má¥e÷ ‘bee, wasp’ s;s;má¥e÷ ‘little bee, little wasp’
sp;lqøí¸e÷ ‘dead person’ sp;p;l;qøí¸e÷ ‘screech owl’
xø;nít;m ‘White person’ xø;xø;nít;m ‘White child’

There are a few words in which a stressed schwa is replaced by i or i÷:

˚ø⁄l;∑ ‘skin’ ˚øí˚ø;l;∑ ‘little skin’
s˚ø⁄y;ƒ ‘slave’ s˚øí˚ø;y;ƒ (JP), s˚ø⁄kø;y;ƒ (AG, HG)

‘little slave, small pet animal’
xø⁄lm;xø ‘Indian, tribe’ xøíxø;lm;xø ‘little Indian’

There are also a few diminutives formed in unique ways. It will be better to
consider these after the diminutive plurals.

8.5. DIMINUTIVE PLURALS
Diminutives of nouns are pluralized either with an infixed -l- or with a vowel
change.

8.5.1. With Infixed -l-
Most nouns with diminutives of type 1 (those with an original full vowel) and
some nouns of type 2 (those with schwa replaced by i ) have diminutive plurals
with -;l- preceding the vowel: C1ÁC1- ≠ C1;lÁC1-. I will list base forms (left
column), as well as diminutives (middle column) and diminutive plurals (right
column), but give glosses for the uninflected forms only.

pús ‘cat’ púps p;lúps
smé≥nt ‘rock’ sméµn;t sm;léµn;t
cél;x ‘hand’ cécl;x c;lécl;x
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skøáye÷ ‘squirrel’ skøákøye÷ skø;lákøye÷
π⁄w;¥ ‘flounder’ πíπ;w;¥ π;liπ;w;¥
m⁄qs;n ‘nose’ míµqs;n m;líµqs;n
t⁄m;xø ‘land’ títm;xø t;lítm;xø

In the next, English provided the base form:

skiff skíkf ‘skiff’ sk;líkf ‘skiffs’

In the next, no diminutive singular has been recorded:

s˚ø®é≥y (JP), s˚ø®éy (CC) — s˚ø;lí˚ø®ey ‘small 
‘little-neck clam’ little-neck clams’

In the next, the -l- of the plural is glottalized:

˚øé†;∫ ‘mouse’ ˚øé˚ø†;∫ ‘little mouse’ ˚ø;¬é˚ø†;∫ ‘little mice’

If a glottal stop appears in the diminutive, it also appears in the diminutive plural:

sçá®a÷ ‘leaf’ sçá÷ç®a÷ (dim.) sç;lá÷ç®a÷ (dim. pl.)
xé® ‘road’ xé÷x® (dim.) x;lé÷x® (dim. pl.)

In the next three, a glottal stop appears in the plural although there is none in
the singular:

sçéxt ‘stick’ sçéç;xt (dim.) sç;lé÷ç;xt (dim. pl.)
ƒqét ‘tree’ ƒíƒq;t (dim.) ƒ;lí÷ƒq;t (dim. pl.)
†éw;® ‘shell’ †é†;w;® (dim.) †;lé÷†w;® (dim. pl.)

8.5.2. With Vowel Change 
Some nouns that have schwa in the base form replaced by i in the diminutive
have a diminutive plural in which the i is replaced by schwa. There may also
be another schwa before C2. The rule is C1íC1C2- ≠ C1⁄C1(;)C2-.

√cés ‘island’ √í√c;s ‘islet’ √⁄√;c;c ‘islets’
sqø;mé¥ ‘dog’ sqøíqøm;¥ ‘little dog’ sqø;qø;me¥a≥l® ‘puppies’
qø®é¥ ‘driftwood log’ — qø⁄qø®e¥ ‘scraps of 

driftwood’

If C1 is a resonant, it may be doubled after the stress:

sm⁄y;ƒ ‘deer’ smíµy;ƒ (dim.) sm⁄mm;y;ƒ (dim. pl.)
sn⁄xø;® ‘canoe’ sní∫xø;® (dim.) sn⁄∫n;xø;® (dim. pl.)

8.6. PROBLEMATIC DIMINUTIVES
There are a dozen or so nouns that have diminutive or diminutive plural forms
that are irregular enough to call for special comment and, in several instances,
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to suggest a reinterpretation of the base form. I list these here followed by their
plural, diminutive, and diminutive plural forms, with a dash where no form has
been recorded.

(1) s á̧µ ‘bone,’ s á̧l;µ (pl.), s á̧ ;̧µ (dim.), ⁄̧ ;̧láµ (CC) (dim. pl.).
The diminutive plural may be a diminutivized plural rather than the usual plu-
ralized diminutive. The final full vowel and missing s- are not explainable.

(2) q⁄l;m ‘eye,’ q;qíl;m (pl.), —, q;q;láµ (DK) (dim. pl.). The diminutive
plural is similar to (1) in the final vowel.

(3) má÷;qø ‘duck,’ m;má÷;q (pl.), míµ;qø (dim.), m;líµ;qø (dim. pl.). The
diminutive suggests that the base may be //m⁄÷;qø//. The diminutive plural is
regularly formed from the diminutive.

(4) lél;µ ‘house,’ h;llél;µ (pl.), lí¬;µ (dim.), h⁄l¬ëµ (CC), h⁄l;¬lëµ (JP)
(dim. pl.). The plural implies a base //l⁄l;l;µ//, but the diminutive implies a
base //l⁄µ//. The diminutive plural could have the same base as the plural and
the stress and/or vowel pattern of (1) and (2).

(5) s√él;q;m ‘fierce thing,’ s√;¬él;q;m (pl.), s√í÷√;l;q;m (dim.),
s√;√é¬;q;m (dim. pl.). CC identified the Chilliwack as s√e÷él;q;m, probably
//s√;÷él;q;m//. Such a base would account for the Musqueam diminutive and
diminutive plural forms.

(6) s÷áƒ;s ‘face,’ s÷á÷;lƒ;s (pl.), s÷;ƒás (JP), s÷á÷ƒ;s (DK) (dim.). The
diminutive form given by JP seems to be the product of nothing but a shift in
stress. It has no parallel, unless it is in (7). A diminutive plural was not recorded.

(7) spá≥¬ ‘raven,’ sp;lpá≥¬ (pl.), sp;lá¬ (dim.) ‘crow,’ sp;lápl;¬ (dim. pl.)
‘crows.’ The long vowel in ‘raven’ is probably the result of the loss of the first
of two identical resonants (see §1.5.6). This is nicely reflected in the diminu-
tive plural; sp;lápl;¬ implies a diminutive *spápl;¬, which in turn implies a
base *spál;¬, which is what, with the loss of the medial resonant, became
spá≥¬. The word sp;lá¬ ‘crow,’ however, does not fit into this sequence. As a
diminutive of ‘raven,’ if it is, it must be the product of the same rule that pro-
duced JP’s diminutive of ‘face’ (6).

(8) œøí≥∫ ‘ear,’ œø;nœøí≥∫ (pl.), œøiœøí≥∫ (CC), œøíœøn;∫ (JP) (dim.),
œø;liœøí≥∫ (CC) (dim. pl.). CC’s diminutive is the product of CV reduplication
but with the stress on the second vowel, which is not usual. JP gave his diminu-
tive during elicitation, saying he had never heard the word used but it would be
œøíœøn;∫. This form, if produced by the usual rule, implies a base *œø⁄n;∫,
which is in fact ‘ear’ in the Nanaimo dialect and no doubt what became,
through loss of the medial resonant, the Musqueam œøí≥∫.

(9) sp⁄®≈;n ‘prairie,’ spé≥®≈;n (pl.), spép®≈;n (dim.), sp;lép®≈;n (dim.
pl.). As indicated under plurals, the long vowel in the plural may be the prod-
uct of the loss of an infixed -l-. On the other hand, the diminutive form implies
a short full vowel in the base.
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8.7. RESULTATIVE FORMS
There are several words formed from nouns with a prefix s- and meaning ‘pos-
sessing’ or having a meaning similar to that of an English past participle used
adjectivally; for example, from tél; ‘money’ we have stét;l; ‘having money,
monied.’ Some, though not all, of these resemble the resultative forms of verbs
and so I am tentatively identifying them as resultative forms of nouns and the
prefix as s-2 ‘resultative.’

A small set (of four so far) are formed from nouns that have not undergone
any internal modification. The nouns appear below on the left and their resul-
tative forms on the right.

méxç;∫ ‘louse’ sméxç;∫ ‘lousy’
˚ø⁄¬; ‘belly’ s˚ø⁄¬; ‘pot-bellied’
q⁄n;xø ‘gullet’ sq⁄n;xø ‘greedy’
¸⁄¥st;n ‘antler’ s¸⁄¥st;n ‘buck with antlers’

These might, without too great a stretch, be glossed ‘loused,’ ‘bellied,’ ‘gullet-
ed,’ and ‘antlered.’ The first of these has a diminutive, smíµxç;∫ ‘lousy little
thing,’ from míµxç;∫ ‘little louse.’

In the others recorded, the noun undergoes internal changes (reduplication,
stress shift, etc.) resembling those we see in the resultative forms of verbs (see
§7.7).

smél;˚ø ‘warrior’s hide shirt’ sméµ;l;˚ø ‘wearing a warrior’s shirt’
méqe÷ ‘fallen snow’ smém;qe÷ ‘all snowy’
tél; ‘money’ stét;l; ‘having money’ (DK)
®éçt;n ‘knife’ s®é®;çt;n ‘armed with a knife’ (AG)
√ím;n ‘tendon’ s√í√;m;n ‘powerful, muscular’
˚øáxøa÷ ‘box’ s˚øáxø˚øåxøa÷ ‘boxed (pl.)’1

qá÷ ‘water’ sq;qá÷ ‘watery, thin (as soup)’
t⁄m;xø ‘earth’ st;míxø ‘dirty (as clothes)’
m⁄∫; ‘child’ s;µné÷ ‘having a child, one who has a child’
sn⁄xø;® ‘canoe’ s;∫xøé® ‘one who has a canoe’
s˚ø⁄y;ƒ ‘slave’ s˚ø;yáƒ ‘one who has a slave’

There is also a jokingly produced hybrid form: skíkf ‘skiff,’ skíkft ‘skiffed,
having a skiff’ (DK). Here the final -t may be -t ‘stative’ or may be the English
-ed.

The following have been recorded as verbs only, the first formed with xø;-
‘become’ and the second with -st;xø1 ‘causative,’ both affixes that are com-
monly used with resultatives of verbs:
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˚øí÷xø ‘pitch’ xø;s˚ø;÷íxø ‘become pitched up’
l;sék ‘bag, sack’ slil;sékst;xø ‘have it bagged’

There are perhaps semantic limits only on what nouns can have resultative
forms. Not enough examples have yet been collected to determine whether they
are formed in ways altogether parallel to the formation of resultatives of verbs.

8.8. THE INFLECTION OF VERBS DERIVED FROM NOUNS
Nouns may be used to produce verbs by means of several prefixes, among them
c- ‘get, make, do,’ ®- ‘partake,’ txø- ‘buy.’ These verbalized nouns may have
progressive forms, as in:

(a) ÷i c;n txø-®é÷®;çt;n. (AG)
AUX I buy-knife(PROG)
‘I am buying a knife.’ (cf. ®éçt;n ‘knife’)

(b) ÷i c;n txø-sé÷pl;¬. (AG)
AUX I buy-bread(PROG)
‘I am buying bread.’ (cf. s;plíl ‘bread’)

(c) ni txø-k;ká≥ køƒ; John. (AG)
AUX buy-car(PROG) ART John
‘John is buying a car.’ (cf. ká≥ ‘car’)

Again, however, not enough examples have yet been collected to determine
whether these progressives are formed in ways altogether parallel to the for-
mation of progressives of verbs, or whether there are fuller paradigms.

8.9. VERBS THAT ACT AS NOUNS
There are some verb forms that can be glossed as nouns. As indicated in §7.4.1,
c;licé√;m, the diminutive plural of cé√;m ‘be jumping,’ literally, ‘little ones
are jumping’ means ‘sand fleas’; in §7.6, q⁄∫q;∫, the dispositional-iterative of
qé∫ ‘steal,’ means both ‘likely to steal’ and ‘thief’; and in §7.7.6, the possible
resultative ƒqét means both ‘standing upright (as a spit by the fire)’ and ‘tree.’
Of course, any verb form can be preceded by an article and serve as a relative
clause, so perhaps that is what these forms are when functioning as nouns.

In general, the capacity to take the possessive affixes seems to distinguish
nouns from verbs. However, there are verb forms that function as nouns and do
take possessives, such as h⁄¥qø ‘be burning (from y⁄qø ‘burn’), fire’; h⁄¬kø ‘be
breaking (from l⁄kø ‘break’), pocketknife’; and ÷a´≥† ‘stretch, slingshot.’ I can-
not say how many such verb forms there are.
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9
Morphology of the Root 3: 
Adjectives and Adjective-like Words

Adjectives proper constitute a small class of words that are distinct from both
verbs and nouns. Morphologically, adjectives are like verbs and unlike nouns
in that they do not take possessives directly; they must first be nominalized with
s- ‘nominalizer.’ They are like nouns and unlike verbs, however, in not having
progressive forms. Like both verbs and nouns, they have plural and diminutive
forms. However, verbs have diminutives of progressive forms only, while
nouns and adjectives have diminutives based on otherwise uninflected forms.
Syntactically, adjectives differ from verbs in that they can appear before nouns
in predicates (see §3.7.3). Numerals form a class of adjective but will be dealt
with in §19.

Adjectives proper are simple and complex. Simple adjectives are mainly bare
roots (with or without internal modification for plurality or diminutiveness),
while complex adjectives are formed from adjective roots and lexical suffixes.

As indicated in §3.8.3.4, in addition to adjectives proper there are a number
of words that can be described as adjective-like.

9.1. SHAPES OF ADJECTIVE ROOTS
Adjective roots appear in the common shapes of verb roots, that is, CVC and
CVRC, but also in a few others. The examples that follow include most of the
adjective roots so identified.

With the shape CV there is only ƒí ‘big’ (possibly //ƒíh// and so CVC; see
§1.5.8).

With the shape CVC are the following: 

π⁄œ ‘white’ m⁄qø ‘thick (around, as a rope)’
nás ‘fat’ ¸⁄c ‘stiff’
®⁄qø ‘wet’ √⁄p ‘deep’
cákø ‘far’ √⁄≈ø ‘hard, solid, difficult’
q⁄l ‘bad’ √í÷ ‘expensive, important, difficult’
q⁄≈ ‘many, much’ ≈ø⁄m ‘fast’
÷⁄¥ ‘good’ ≈í¸ ‘not fully cooked, not ripe’
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Three words denoting dimensions seem to each consist of a CVC root and a
suffix -t ‘stative’ (§12.1.6):

√éqt ‘long’ ®œét ‘wide’ (cf. ®éœ;t ‘lay it down’)
p®ét ‘thick (as cloth, bushes, etc.)’

Four words denoting colours each consist of a CVC root and the prefix c-
(§12.2.1):

ckøím ‘red’ cxøí˚ø ‘grey’
cœí≈ ‘black’ cqøáy ‘green, yellow, pale’

And three others may consist of CVC roots reduplicated:

pé÷pe÷ ‘fuzzy, woolly’ yé¥e÷ (//yé÷ye÷//) ‘secure, tight, 
connected’

≈é÷≈e÷ ‘holy, forbidden, extraordinary’

With the shape CVCC are:

ƒé÷t ‘dark’ ≈⁄¥√ ‘cold’
≈é∑s ‘new’

With the shape CCVC is tsás ‘poor (especially in possessions), pitiful, suf-
fering.’ With CVCV is ≈él; ‘scarce.’ With CVCVC are:

x;lá˚ø ‘round’ xø⁄t;s ‘heavy’
híl;kø ‘happy’ ÷;xøí∫ ‘little’
s;léwe÷ ‘pitiful’ m⁄¬;¬ ‘soft, spongy’
lí¬;q ‘easy, cheap’ cíc;® ‘high’ (√c;®)
míµ;∫ ‘little’ (cf. m⁄∫; ‘child’)

Several have an initial s-, which may be s-2 ‘resultative’:

s√ís ‘somewhat dark skinned’ smé ;̧n ‘proud’
st⁄mkø ‘blunt’ sc;∑ét ‘smart’

A few are of shapes that suggest roots that have undergone internal modifi-
cation. Four, each denoting the lower end of a variable quality, look as though
they are formed of CVC roots with CV reduplication and, in three of the four,
an infixed glottal stop. The pattern is not identifiable with any appearing else-
where. These are:

t;÷í≥tx ‘narrow (as something flat)
qø;÷íqøs, qø;÷i≥y;qøs ‘thin (as a rope or stick)’
ç;çí≥√ ‘short’ (cf. çí√ ‘how long!’; see §20.2)
xø;÷áxøe÷ ‘light (not heavy)’ (cf. xøé÷t ‘lighten it, make it less’)
˚øá˚ø;s (JP, AG), ˚øá÷˚ø;s (CC) ‘hot (in temperature, spicy, passionate)’

(< ˚øés ‘get burnt’ with a vowel change; cf. ˚øé˚ø;s ‘be getting burnt’ [AG])
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Formed by CVC reduplication is ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ‘strong.’

9.2. PLURALS
Plural forms of adjectives are used in predicates, such as the plural of π⁄œ
‘white’ in (a).

(a) w;m⁄˚ø πeπœ. (CC)
w;-m⁄˚ø πeπœ
EST-all white(PL)
‘They are all white.’

And they are used to modify plural nouns, as in (b).

(b) ÷él;y m;lst⁄y;xø. ÷⁄w;te÷ ßxs˚øéys køeƒ neµ sœ;œáµ;t. (JP)
÷él;y m;lst⁄y;xø. ÷⁄w;te÷ ßxø-s˚øéy-s kø;
good(PL) person(PL) none OBLNOM-impossible-3POS ART

÷;T-s-neµ sœ;œáµ;t
your-NOM-go being.joined

‘They are good people. There is no reason why you can’t mix with them.’

In (b), both ÷⁄¥ ‘good’ and m;st⁄y;xø ‘person’ are pluralized. However, a plu-
ral adjective may be enough to show plurality; in (c), the adjectives are plural
forms but the noun is singular.

(c) √í÷s køs µís ÷él;y m;st⁄y;xø, ˚øál;µ˚ø;µ m;st⁄y;xø. (JP 1)
[s-c-]√í÷-s kø s-µí-s ÷él;y m;st⁄y;xø
[NOM-get-]value-3POS ART NOM-come-3POS good(PL) person

˚øál;µ˚ø;µ m;st⁄y;xø
strong(PL) person

‘They wanted them to become good people, strong people.’

Plurals are marked in adjectives in ways similar to those marking plurals in
verbs and nouns, with an infixed -l-, CV reduplication, or CVC reduplication. 

Most roots with full vowels form plurals with infixed -l-. The stress is on the
vowel preceding the -l-, and there is no glottalization in the following (the plu-
ral form follows the singular):

≈é∑s ‘new’ ≈él;∑s
√éqt ‘long’ √él;qt
˚øáµ˚ø;µ ‘strong’ ˚øál;µ˚ø;µ

The -l- is glottalized in:

nás ‘fat’ ná¬;s

The -l- and glottal stop are metathesized in:

smé ;̧n ‘proud’ smé÷;l ;̧n

Plurals | 9.2
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The stress follows the -l- in:

≈é÷≈e÷ ‘holy’ ≈;lé÷≈e÷

One adjective with stressed schwa has its plural formed with -l- and a full
vowel in place of the schwa:

÷⁄¥ ‘good’ ÷él;¥

Several of the C;C shaped adjectives have CV reduplication and a full vowel
in place of schwa or zero:

π⁄œ ‘white’ πéπœ
q⁄l ‘bad’ qéq;l
xø⁄t;s ‘heavy’ xøáxøt;s
p®ét ‘thick’ pép®;t
®œét ‘wide’ ®é®q;t

One adjective with a full vowel has its plural formed with CV reduplication:

ƒí ‘big’ ƒíƒ;

A few with initial C;C- and CC- have plurals formed with CVC reduplication:

s;léwe÷ ‘poor’ s;ls;léwe÷
x;lá˚ø ‘round’ x¤lx;lá˚ø
tsás ‘poor’ t;st;sás

The following seems irregular:

míµ;∫ ‘little’ ÷;m⁄m;∫

9.3. DIMINUTIVES
The few examples of diminutives of adjectives that have been recorded resem-
ble diminutives of nouns.

Adjectives with full vowels show reduplication of the first consonant with a
glottal stop after the vowel or glottalization of a resonant.

≈é∑s ‘new’ ≈é÷≈;∑s ‘new little (one)’
nás ‘fat’ ná∫s ‘fat little (one)’
smé ;̧n ‘proud’ sméµ ;̧n ‘proud little (one)’

Those with initial C; or CC show reduplication of the first consonant, /i/
replacing /;/, and possibly a glottal stop following the vowel.

π⁄œ ‘white’ πíπœ ~ πí÷πœ ‘white little (one)’
x;lá˚ø ‘round’ xix;lá˚ø ‘round little (one)’
xø⁄t;s ‘heavy’ xøí÷xøt;s ‘heavy little (one)’
tsás ‘poor’ títs;s ‘poor little (one)
s;léwe÷ ‘pitiful’ sísl;we÷ ‘pitiful little’

9.2 | Morphology of the Root 3: Adjectives and Adjective-like Words
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There is one instance of triplication of the initial consonant: ƒí ‘big,’ ƒiƒ;ƒí
‘a little bigger.’

9.4. DIMINUTIVE PLURALS
Diminutive plurals are formed either from the diminutive by an infixed -l- or
from the base form by CV reduplication and schwa replacing a full vowel.

base plural diminutive diminutive plural
π⁄œ ‘white’ πéπœ πíπœ ~ πí÷πœ π;líπœ ~ π;lí÷πœ ~ π⁄π;œ
tsás ‘poor’ t;st;sás títs;s t;líts;s
nás ‘fat’ ná¬;s ná∫s ná∫n;s
ƒí ‘big’ ƒíƒ; ƒiƒ;ƒí ƒ;liƒ;ƒí ~ ƒ;li÷ƒ;ƒí

‘become a little bigger’
s;léwe÷ ‘pitiful’ s;ls;léwe÷ sísl;we÷ s;lísl;we÷

9.5. VERBS FORMED FROM ADJECTIVE ROOTS
Adjective roots can take the prefix xø;- ‘become’ or the reflexive suffix -ƒ;t ~
-ƒát with the sense ‘become’ (see §10.5.1), as in:

xø;ƒí ‘get big’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
x;ø;ƒíƒ; ‘get big, get bigger’
násƒ;t ‘get fat’ (< nás ‘fat’)
÷;¥ƒát ‘get better’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
˚ø´åµ˚ø;µƒ;t ‘get stronger’ (< ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ‘strong’)

Adjectives can also take the suffix -st;xø ‘causative’ (see §10.3), as in:

˚øáµ˚ø;µst;xø ‘strengthen’ (< ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ‘strong’ )
≈é÷≈;st;xø ‘believe to be sacred’ (< ≈é÷≈e÷ ‘holy’)

9.6. COMPLEX ADJECTIVES
These are adjective-like words composed of adjective roots and lexical suffix-
es, in which the root denotes some quality and the suffix a class of phenomena.
They can often be literally translated with an English compound ending in -ed,
as in:

COMPOUND ROOT SUFFIX

ƒíqs;n ‘big-nosed’ ƒí ‘big’ -;qs;n ‘nose’
÷;¥áƒ ‘sharp’ ÷⁄¥ ‘good’ -a÷ƒ ‘edge(lip, mouth)’
q;lá÷ƒ ‘dull’ q⁄l ‘bad’ -a÷ƒ ‘edge (lip, mouth)’
çí ȩ÷ ‘stiff-textured’ ⁄̧ c ‘stiff’ -í ȩ ÷ ‘blanket’

xøƒíq;n ‘loud’ ƒí ‘big’ -q;n ‘throat’
p;®tá≥yƒ;n ‘thick-lipped’ p®⁄t ‘thick’ -a≥yƒ;n ‘mouth’
®cíws ‘tired’ ®⁄c ‘become possessed, -i∑s ‘body’

out of control’?
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See §13 for other examples.

Complex adjectives may have plural forms. Compare (a) with (b) and (c)
with (d):

(a) ƒíx;n t; s¸œ⁄m. (AG)
ƒí-x;n t; s¸œ⁄m
big-foot ART drop
‘There’s a big drop.’

(b) ƒíƒ;x;n t; s®⁄m;xø. (AG)
ƒíƒ;-x;n t; s®⁄m;xø
big(PL)-foot ART rain
‘The rain is in big drops.’

(c) xø√;qtíw;n tƒe÷ ƒqét. (JP)
xø-√eqt-iw;n tƒé÷ ƒqét
inside-long-rump that tree
‘That tree is tall.’

(d) xø√;lqtíw;n t; ƒ;qƒ⁄q;t. (JP)
tall(PL) ART trees
‘The trees are tall.’

Of course, adjective roots with lexical suffixes also form words that are clear-
ly nouns, such as πœ⁄lq;n ‘mountain goat’ (< π⁄œ ‘white,’ -;lq;n ‘animal fur,
hair’).

9.7. ADJECTIVE-LIKE WORDS
As indicated in §3.8.3.4, adjective-like words and phrases are produced by
enclosing a noun, adverb, or interrogative word with w;- ... a¬ or a noun with
s- ... -a÷®.

Resultative forms of verbs (§7.7) and (in the few cases where they exist) of
nouns (§ 8.7) can also modify nouns. A few examples are:

st;tés ‘near’ (< t⁄s ‘arrive there’; cf. ts⁄t ‘approach’)
sƒ;ƒé˚ø ‘straight’ (< ƒ⁄˚ø ‘get taut’; cf. ƒ˚ø⁄t ‘pull’)
stét;w ‘bright’ (< √tew-; cf. téw;l ‘light up’)
st;míxø ‘dirty’ (< t⁄m;xø ‘earth’)
sq;qá÷ ‘thin, watery (as soup)’ (< qá÷ ‘water’)
s;∫xøé® ‘having a canoe’ (< sn⁄xø;® ‘canoe’)
s†; ÷í¬ ‘lonely’ (< †í÷;l ‘become lonely’)
s⁄¬qø ‘lonely’ (< ?)
sá¬l;s ‘half drunk’ (< ?)
ßxøíxø;q ‘lively, cheerful’ (< ?)
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Other adjective-like words with initial s- are:

s÷⁄µ;t ‘lazy’ (< ÷⁄m;t ‘sit’)
sq⁄n;xø ‘greedy’ (< q⁄n;xø ‘gullet’)
s˚ø⁄¬; ‘pot-bellied (< ˚ø⁄¬; ‘belly’)

Two other verb forms can have adjectival meanings. They appear in predi-
cates but I have not recorded them as modifiers. These are:

(1) Dispositional-iterative forms of verbs (§7.6), such as:

m⁄†m;† ‘limber’ (√m⁄†-; cf. m;†⁄t ‘bend’)
˚ø⁄®˚ø;® ‘cranky (likely to capsize)’ (< ˚ø⁄® ‘spill’)
qø⁄lqø;l ‘talkative’ (< qøél ‘speak’)

(2) Perfective and/or progressive forms with -;m ‘intransitive’ (§10.2.1),
such as:

œét;m ‘sweet’ níqø;m ‘soft, flexible’
ȩ́ ;̧xø;m ‘blue’ tít;xø;m ‘slimy’

sé≈;m ‘sour’ √é√;®;µ ‘salty’ (< √é®;m ‘salt’)
á̧œø;m, á̧ ;̧œø;m ‘rotten’

For more examples of these two forms, see §7.6. and §10.2.1.
A few other adjective-like words are formed with -;m ~ -⁄m ~ -ém suffixed

to adjectives or verbs, such as:

÷;¥⁄m ‘strong’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
q;l⁄m (JP), q;q;¬éµ (CC) ‘weak’ (< q⁄l ‘bad’)
xø÷⁄¥;m ‘clear (water)’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
xøq⁄l;m ‘murky (water)’ (< q⁄l ‘bad’)
≈øí≥m (//≈ø⁄m-;m// ‘fast (water)’ (< ≈ø⁄m ‘fast’)
qá÷;m ‘watery’ (as potatoes, cf. sq;qá÷ ‘watery, as of soup, < qá÷ ‘water’)
÷í÷t;t;m ‘sleepy’ (< ÷í÷t;t ‘be sleeping’)
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10
Non-Personal Affixes 1: Voice

A number of verb suffixes show how the participants in an event relate to it.
These include the transitive, intransitive, causative, applicative, reflexive,
reciprocal, permissive, and subordinate passive suffixes.

10.1. TRANSITIVE SUFFIXES
The suffixes -t, -n;xø, and -x mark forms as simple transitive, that is, they indi-
cate that both a subject and an object are involved in the event, they provide the
necessary base for the object person markers and the third-person transitive
subject marker, and they make it possible for a verb to have an object as a direct
adjunct. The transitivizers -t, -n;xø, and -st;xø1 are productive, but -x occurs
in a only small number of words. Semantically, the differences among them
involve the categories of control and perhaps others.

A transitivizer can be suffixed to a verb root (which may, depending on the
transitivizer, take a different shape from the one it assumes when appearing
bare of affixes) or to a stem composed of a verb root and one or more lexical
or grammatical affixes (other than the person markers and a few others that nor-
mally follow transitivizers). A transitivizer can appear in any aspect of the verb
but the dispositional-iterative and resultative. (See §7 for the forms of roots
with these suffixes and §14.2.5 for the object person markers.)

10.1.1. -t ‘transitive’ (TR)
This is the general or unmarked transitive suffix. It appears as -(V)t except
when followed by -S ‘first/second-person singular object,’ with which it coa-
lesces as (V)ƒ. The presence or type of vowel depends on the form of the root
or stem to which the -t is suffixed.
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10.1.2. -n;xø ‘limited control transitive’ (LCTR)
This indicates that the subject is acting unintentionally, with difficulty, or with
the possibility of failure.1 It appears as -n;xø (or -néxø with T;T roots) when
not followed by a first- or second-person object marker, otherwise as -n-. Allo-
morphs -l;xø ~ -l- appear with a few roots ending in /l/.2

Differences in meaning between -t and -n;xø may be seen in the following
sets of roots, -t form and -n;xø form:

˚øéc ‘see’ ˚øéc;t ‘look at it’ ˚ø⁄cn;xø ‘see it’
kø⁄n ‘get taken’ kø⁄n;t ‘take it’ kø⁄nn;xø ‘get it’
÷í˚ø ‘be lost’ ÷í˚ø;t ‘throw it away’ ÷⁄˚øn;xø ‘lose it’
tíœø ‘bump’ tíœø;t ‘bump it (on t⁄œøn;xø ‘bump him 

purpose)’ (accidentally)’
†⁄œø ‘break, be cut  †œøát ‘cut it off, cut it †⁄œøn;xø ‘accidentally cut 

off, be cut in two’ in two’ it off, manage to cut it off’
ç⁄œø ‘get pierced, get çœøát ‘pierce it, poke ç⁄œøn;xø ‘manage to shoot 

shot’ it, shoot it’ it’
˚øáqø ‘get hit’ ˚øáqø;t ‘hit it, club ˚ø⁄qøn;xø ‘hit it accidental-

him’ ly, hit it (as a baseball)’

As these sets show, a -n;xø form may be glossed like the corresponding -t
form but with the addition of ‘accidentally’ or ‘manage to’ ( i.e., ‘do after some
effort’) or because of the semantics of English, it may be glossed with a differ-
ent word. In each case, the -n;xø form indicates that the agent is not fully in
control of the situation or is playing a less active part in it, ‘seeing’ rather than
‘looking at,’ ‘getting’ rather than ‘taking,’ ‘losing’ rather than ‘throwing away.’
The form ˚ø⁄qøn;xø is ‘hit it’ when ‘it’ is a baseball, AG explained, “because
there is a chance of missing it.”

The allomorph -l;xø occurs in:

®⁄œ;ll;xø ‘know it, understand it’ (root otherwise unrecorded)
c⁄ll;xø ‘catch up with him’ (cf. cé≥lt ‘follow him’)
t⁄ll;xø (JP), t⁄ln;xø (CC) ‘understand it, learn about it’ (cf. t⁄¬ ‘be 

understood, be settled’; tá÷;lt ‘learn it’)

10.1.3. -x ‘transitive’ (TR)
This seems to be similar to -t in meaning and function. It occurs in fewer than
twenty words (so far recorded), most of them expressing movement. It carries
no implication of limited control. Leslie (1979) noted that his Cowichan

1 Thompson (1979) discusses control as a major category in Salishan. Arnold Guerin pointed out
the “possibility of failure” as a component in the meaning of limited control.

2 Galloway (1977) identifies the -;xø of -n;xø and -st;xø as a third-person object marker follow-
ing -n- and -st-, the counterpart of -Ø following -t and -x, but it seems simpler to treat -n;xø and
-st;xø as simply allomorphs of -n- and -st-.

Transitive Suffixes | 10.1
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consultants shifted or corrected from -ß (the Cowichan equivalent of the
Musqueam -x) to -t, and he therefore supposed that -ß is simply an allomorph
of -t. At Musqueam, CC and JP did not do this, and I am inclined to give -x sep-
arate status. But the evidence is slight. I have only two possible cases of -x con-
trasting with -t:

(1) CC gave lé÷x as ‘put it away’ and lé÷t as ‘make it secure’; however, JP
regarded lé÷t as the Cowichan equivalent of his lí÷x (and CC’s lé÷x) ‘put it away.’

(2) In Text 22, JP first used √é≥lt ‘apply it’ when a ritualist applies powerful
words to the sea lion he has carved of cedar, while later he used √élx ‘apply it’
when the ritualist applies ochre, oil, and the eyes of a real sea lion. If -x has any
meaning other than that of -t, it may be to indicate physical movement.

This suffix appears in the following:

mé÷x ‘take it off, remove it’ (< mé÷ ‘come off, run (as a dye)’; cf. xømé÷x
‘open it’)

télx (JP), xøtélx (CC) ‘follow it (as a trail), notice it’ (cf. tél (JP), té≥l (CC)
‘copy, follow suit’)

téyqx ‘move it (as something from one room to another)’ (cf. téyq;l ‘move,
change residence’)

n⁄∑;x ‘put it in, insert it’ (cf. s;∫í∑ ‘inside’)
®é¬x ‘move it back from the centre of the fire, take it off the stove’ (cf. ®é≥l

‘move shoreward,’ ®;líl;m ‘move back from the fire, move back into the
crowd away from the centre of the big house’)

√pílx ‘sink it’ (< √píl ‘go under’; cf. √píl;st;xø ‘sink it’)
kø´élx ‘hide him’ (cf. køé≥l //kø´él-;l// ‘hide’)
y;léwx ‘pass him’ (< y;¬éw ‘past’; cf. y;¬éw;l ‘get past’)
wélx ‘throw it’ (cf. wé≥ls //wél-éls// ‘throw wealth at a potlatch, have a

“scramble”’)
há÷kø;x ‘use it’ (< há÷kø ‘be used’)
híwx ‘bring it out into the centre of the house, bring him forward’ (cf. híw;l

‘move toward the fire’)
xøíwx //xøhiwx// ‘move it to the centre of the fire’ (cf. xøíw;l ‘move

upstream,’ ÷;hí∑ ‘upstream’)
÷í ;̧x ‘put it on, wear it’ (cf. ÷í ;̧m ‘get dressed,’ lexical suffix -i¸e÷

‘blanket, robe’)
ƒqénx ‘stand it upright (as a mast)’ (< sƒqén ‘be held upright’; cf. ƒqét

1. ‘be standing upright as a spit by a fire,’ 2. ‘tree’)

The progressive of the passive of the last appears in (a).

(a) y;ƒ⁄qn;x;m t; swé÷s t; ∆íkm;n. (JP)
y;-ƒ;qén-x-;m t; s-wé÷-s t; ∆íkm;n
along-be.held.upright(PROG)-TR-INTR ART NOM-own-3POS ART iron
‘The telephone poles are being stood up [set in their holes by the 

telephone company].’
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10.2. INTRANSITIVE SUFFIXES
These are -;m ‘intransitive,’ -éls ‘activity,’ -⁄n;q ‘someone,’ and -⁄®t;n ‘some-
one.’3 Verbs with these suffixes are grammatically intransitive, that is, they can-
not take the first- and second-person object suffixes or the third-person
transitive subject suffix, nor can they have an object as a direct adjunct. How-
ever, they are active or agent-oriented, and many with -;m and perhaps all with
the other three suffixes are transitive in sense. Some of these with -;m and -éls
can have objects in oblique phrases (see §3.4).

The suffixes -;m and -éls generally do not occur with the same root, but there
are at least two exceptions. These will illustrate the differences between root,
transitive, and these two intransitive forms.

ROOT TRANSITIVE INTRANSITIVE ACTIVITY

p⁄n ‘get buried’ p⁄n;t ‘bury it’ p⁄n;m ‘plant’ p;néls ‘bury something’
kø⁄n ‘get taken’ kø⁄n;t ‘take it’ kø⁄n;m ‘get’ køí≥ls ‘grab hold’

The suffixes -⁄n;q and -⁄®t;n have each been recorded with only a small
number or roots, and neither suffix with roots that take -éls.

10.2.1. -;m ‘intransitive’ (INTR)
Verbs bearing this suffix are subject-centred, that is, they indicate that the con-
dition exists in the subject, or the action is performed by the subject, or that the
action has consequences for the subject. This suffix appears as -⁄m or -ém with
T;T roots in the perfective (see §7.2.6), as -ém in the durative (see §7.5) aspect,
and otherwise as -;m. It occurs in several sorts of words:

(1) Adjective-like verbs formed from non-active roots (many occurring only
with this suffix) that denote conditions or qualities. Several of these evidently
usually appear in the progressive aspect and a few (like ‘blue’) seem to appear
only in the progressive. Words of this sort include:

œé†;m, œéœ;†;m ‘(taste) sweet’ (cf. sœéœ;†;m ‘something sweetened’)
†é ;̧m, †é†; ;̧m ‘sour, bitter’ (cf. † á̧mƒ;t ‘become sour,’ †;lé÷†; ;̧m ‘sor-

rel, Rumex acetosella L.’)
køékø;®;µ ‘taste brackish’
sé≈;m ‘taste not sweet, sour’
√é®;m ‘salt, salty, salt salmon,’ √é√;®;µ ‘taste salty’
ȩ́ ;̧q;µ ‘be smelling of sweat’ (CC)

mé≈;m, méµ;≈;m ‘smell like burning rags’ (CC)
xøéxø;s;µ ‘smell of urine’
séy;m ‘be sore, sting, taste strong’ (cf. sáy;mƒ;t ‘ache’)
tí†;x;m ‘slimy’ (cf. stíx;m ‘slime’)
®é®;ç;µ ‘smell faintly of burning rushes or ferns’ (CC)
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xøéxø;q;µ ‘smell or taste of rotten meat or fish’
ȩ́y;m ‘sticky, tacky, get stuck (as a cross-cut saw in a log)’

niqø;m ‘soft, flexible’
á̧®;m ‘get cold (the body),’ á̧÷ ;̧®;µ ‘be feeling cold’ (cf. s á̧®;m ‘cold
[the illness], ȩ́® ‘cool off [the day],’ ȩ́ ;̧® ‘cool, shady, soothing, 
nourishing’)

ȩ́ ;̧xø;µ ‘blue’
ßxøkøí®;m ‘noisy’

(2) Intransitive verbs formed from non-active roots that name processes or
actions that are inherently intransitive. In their relations with forms with other
affixes, they fall into several subclasses:

(2.1) Those that have no (known) transitive counterparts with -t ‘transitive.’
Most of these also seem to have bound roots.

πá≥m ‘swell, rise’ q⁄w;m ‘howl’
çís;m ‘grow’ †éy;m ‘stick, adhere’
qéw;m ‘rest’ q√⁄m ‘bounce off, shake loose’
hé ;̧m ‘breathe’ ç⁄n;m ‘shake (as a Shaker)’
hés;m ‘sneeze’ çtém ‘creep’
†áqø;m ‘cough’ xtém ‘swim under water (as a fish)’
ƒxøám ‘bleed’ méq;m ‘jump (as a fish)’
≈é≥m ‘cry, weep’ πéœ;m ‘bloom’ (cf. π⁄œ ‘white’)

(2.2) Those with transitive counterparts with -t contrasting with -;m that are
causative in meaning. Compare the intransitive (left column) and its transitive
counterpart (right column):

πíl;m ‘overflow’ πí≥lt ‘let it overflow’
híl;m ‘roll, fall off’ hí≥lt ‘roll it, push it off’
p˚ø⁄m ‘splash, billow out’ p˚ø⁄t ‘scatter it around’
køéy;≈;m ‘move’ kø⁄y≈t ‘move it’
hán;qø;m ‘get warm’ h⁄nqøt ‘warm it up’
mát;qø;m ‘bubble up’ m⁄tqøt ‘dip it in water’

(2.3) Those that can be transitivized by suffixing -t ‘transitive’ after the -;m
‘intransitive.’ The two suffixes form a transitive the object of which is the goal of
the action. (Or, alternatively, we might suppose that the root takes a redirective
suffix -m;t. See §10.4.5.) In some of these there is a shift in stress. Compare the
intransitives (left column) with their transitive counterparts (right column):

†íc;m ‘swim on the surface’ †íc;m;t ‘swim for it’
n⁄q;m ‘dive’ n;q⁄m;t ‘dive for it’
sí≈ø;m ‘wade’ s≈øím;t ‘wade for it’
çíl;m ‘climb’ çíl;m;t ‘climb onto it’
c√⁄m ‘jump’ c√⁄m;t ‘jump for it, jump him’
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(2.4) Those formed from non-active roots plus -íl ‘move toward, become.’
Among these are (on the right):

w⁄œø ‘drift, flow downstream’ w;œøíl;m ‘move downstream’
÷⁄¥ ‘good’ ÷;¥íl;m ‘become clear (the day)’

For others, see the suffix -íl (§12.3.1).
(3) Grammatically intransitive verbs formed from roots that are logically

transitive, that is, name actions that have patients. Some of these roots are
active, such as s⁄wœ ‘seek,’ while others (probably the majority) are non-active,
such as p⁄n ‘get buried.’ In either case, the form with -;m is active, such as
s⁄wœ;m ‘seek’ and p⁄n;m ‘plant.’ We may distinguish two subclasses.

(3.1) Those with -;m suffixed to roots alone, that is, without lexical suffixes.
Many or perhaps all of these can have objects in oblique phrases. A few do not
seem to have transitive counterparts with -t. Three such are: ¸í≥m ‘pick berries’
(cf. s¸í≥m ‘berries’), sí÷≈;m ‘duck, dodge,’ and ≈té÷;m ‘prepare’ (< ≈té÷ ‘do’).

However, most have transitive counterparts with the transitive suffix -t or 
-x in place of -;m, although the meaning may differ somewhat. Compare 
the intransitive forms (left column) with their transitive counterparts (right 
column):

ȩ́≥m ‘chew’ ȩ́÷t ‘chew [it]’
˚øxém ‘count’ ˚øxét ‘count [them]’
÷á≥m ‘call’ ÷á≥t ‘call [him]’
÷í ;̧m ‘get dressed’ ÷í ;̧x ‘put [it] on, wear [it]’
p⁄n;m ‘plant’ p⁄n;t ‘bury [it, him]’
kø⁄n;m ‘get’ kø⁄n;t ‘get [it], take [it]’
s⁄l;m ‘spin wool’ s⁄l;t ‘spin [it]’
œø⁄l;m ‘bake’ œø⁄l;t ‘roast [it]’
®⁄†;m ‘rake herring or eulachon’ ®†⁄t ‘flick [it], hit with a swiping 

motion’
®í≥m ‘pick (as fruit)’ ®ím;t ‘pick [them]’
ƒ⁄y;m ‘bake bread’ ƒ⁄yt ‘fix [it]’
n⁄y;m ‘laugh’ n⁄yt ‘laugh at [him]’
yá≥m ‘place an order’ yá≥t ‘warn [him]’

(3.2) Those in which -;m is suffixed to a stem composed of a root and a lex-
ical suffix related as verb and object. In these words, if the suffix names a body
part, the -;m indicates that the action is undergone by the subject. In contrast,
the -t in a transitive counterpart indicates that the action is undergone by anoth-
er. Compare:

xø¸≈øás;m ‘wash one’s face’ xø¸≈øást ‘wash his face’
πé≥;qø;m ‘straighten one’s hair’ πé≥;qøt ‘stroke his head/hair’
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(4) Verbs formed from nouns. I have not recorded many of these. The process
may not be productive.

pat;n;m ‘hoist sail’ (< pást;n ‘sail’; cf. pá≥t ‘blow on it,’ -t;n ‘instrument’)
œ⁄w;t;m ‘drum (v.)’ (< œ⁄w;t ‘drum (n.)’; cf. œ⁄w;tt ‘drum for him’)

One such group of words requires the prefix c- ‘get, do,’ as in:

ctén;m ‘call (someone) “mother”’ (< tén ‘mother’)
cmén;m ‘call (someone) “father”’ (< mén ‘father’)
csï¬é≥m ‘call (someone) “grandparent”’ (< sí¬; ‘grandparent’)

(5) Co-ordinate passive forms (see §14.2.6)
(6) A few nouns that may simply be nominalized verbs the roots of which

have not been recorded, such as s¸íc;m ‘nut, hazelnut,’ sá˚ø;m ‘whole bark,’
sƒéy;m ‘guest,’ s†éx;m ‘lower-class person or group of slave descent.’

10.2.2. -éls ‘activity’ (ACT)
This suffix appears as -éls in all perfective forms except for a very few (as yet
unpredictable) perfectives in which it is -;ls. In progressives it appears as -;¬s
or, suffixed to stems with lexical suffixes, as -i≥ls. (See §7 for the forms of
stems appearing with -éls.)

Many verbs with -éls are glossed as transitive verbs without objects or with
‘something’ object. Compare the following activity forms (left column) with
their counterparts with the transitivizers -t or -x:

p;ƒéls ‘spread something’ péƒ;t ‘spread it’
p⁄n;ls ‘bury something’ p⁄n;t ‘bury it’
†;méls ‘chop’ †⁄m;t ‘chop it’
n;wéls ‘insert something’ n⁄w;x ‘insert it’
¸œøéls ‘hit’ í̧œø;t ‘hit it’
√køéls ‘pinch’ √køát ‘pick it up with the fingertips’

But often the -éls form is given a restricted meaning referring to some habit-
ual or ritual activity, as in:

p˚øéls ‘smoke fish’ pé˚ø;t ‘warm it up’
π√éls ‘harpoon sturgeon’ πé√lt ‘feel for it’
√;yœéls ‘knead bread’ √⁄yœt ‘press down on it’
ƒ;yqøéls ‘dig a grave’ ƒéyqø;t ‘dig it’
œpéls ‘collect money’ œp⁄t ‘put them together’
kø;txøéls ‘bring something in’ køtéxøt ‘bring/take it in’
÷;xí≥ls ‘tow something’ ÷⁄x;l ‘paddle’

The term π√éls is literally ‘feel for something,’ as a harpooner must do with his
vertically held harpoon, and kø;txøéls refers especially to bringing a picture of
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a deceased person to display it in the big house. The long vowel of ÷;xí≥ls is the
result of the loss the first of a pair of resonants.

The -éls form may also have a subject-centred or intransitive meaning com-
parable to that of -;m with the sense of (3.2) above. Compare these -éls forms
and the transitives with -t:

®;≈éls ‘help yourself (to food)’ ®é÷≈t ‘put it in a dish’
p;héls ~ péls ‘blow (as the wind)’ pá≥t ‘blow on it, blow it out’
p;∑éls ‘freeze (INTR)’ pí∑;t ‘freeze it’
p≈øéls ‘blow (as a whale or a pá≈ø;t ‘blow on it (as a shaman), 

shaman through his hands)’ expelling chewed medicine on it’

A number of words for recently introduced tools and utensils consist of pro-
gressive -éls forms, usually but not always with the compound prefix ßxø-
‘means of’ (§12.1.4), as in:

ßxø®í®;ç;¬s ‘saw’ (cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it,’ ®í®;ç;t ‘be cutting it’)
ßxøçáœø;¬s ‘fork (table or pitch)’ (cf. çœø⁄t ‘pierce it,’ çáœøt ‘be piercing it’)
ßxøpép;˚øn;cï≥¬s ‘tea kettle’ (cf. p⁄˚øn;ct ‘put a pot on the fire’)
πíπ; ;̧¬s ‘wringer on washing machine’ (cf. πí ;̧t ‘squeeze it, wring it out’)

10.2.3. -⁄n;q ‘someone else, another person’
Verbs formed with this and the next suffix, like verbs formed with -;m and -
éls, are intransitive and active. However, while verbs with -;m may have a
reflexive sense and those with -éls have implied objects that are not human, the
implied objects of verbs with -⁄n;q and -⁄®t;n are other persons. Some verbs
with -⁄n;q are:

s;wœ⁄n;q ‘look for a person, engage in a search’ (cf. s⁄wœ ‘seek,’ s⁄wœ;m
‘seek,’ s⁄wœt ‘look for him’)

®;∑⁄n;q ‘perform a cure’ (cf. ®é∑;t ‘treat him, heal him’)
√xø⁄n;q ‘win, win a contest’ (cf. √xø⁄t ‘beat him, as in a game’)
c;®t;n⁄n;q ‘rent out (as a landlord), make a loan’ (cf. c⁄®t;n ‘borrow, rent

(as a tenant),’ c⁄®t;nt ‘lend it’)
n;wëy;®⁄n;q ‘advise someone else’s child’ (cf. ní∑;t ‘advise him,’ n;∑éy;®

‘advise a child,’ sní∑ ‘advice’)
√⁄n;q ‘potlatch (v.),’ s√⁄n;q ‘potlatch (n.)’ (cf. √é÷t ‘go get him, pick them

up, invite him/them’; √éx;n ‘invite,’ < -x;n ‘foot,’ s√éx;n ‘feast, local
gathering.’ The term s√⁄n;q may literally mean ‘a gathering of people
invited from elsewhere.’)

This suffix can follow -;s ‘recipient’ and -®c- ‘benefactive’ (see §10.4.3 and
10.4.4 below). An example with -;s is ÷i∑;s⁄n;q ‘give directions’ (< ÷í∑;s
‘give directions,’ composed of √÷i∑- ‘instruct’ + -;s ‘recipient’; cf. ÷í∑;st
‘show him, guide him’). For examples with -®c-, see §10.4.4.
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10.2.4. -;®t;n ~ -;®tín ‘someone, another’
This is probably related to the particle ÷é≥®t;n ‘third-person plural.’ It seems
similar or identical in meaning to -⁄n;q ‘another.’ It has been recorded in fewer
words.

çéw;®t;n ‘help, give help’ (cf. çéw;t ‘help him’)
œéw;®t;n ‘pay, make payment’ (cf. œéw;t ‘pay him’)
≈íw;®t;n ‘restrain (as someone else’s child from causing a disturbance)’ (cf.

≈íw;t ‘restrain him, stop him’)
h⁄yqø;®t;n ‘recruit’ (cf. h⁄yqø;t ‘recruit him’)

10.3. THE CAUSATIVE SUFFIX -st;xø1

The suffix -st;xø1 ‘causative’ (CAUS) indicates that the subject makes the object
do, causes the object to be, or puts the object in whatever act, quality, or state
that is named by the root or stem. This suffix also serves as or is homophonous
with -st;xø2 ‘comitative’ (see §10.4.1 below). Historically it may be composed
of -s ‘permissive’ (see §10.7 below) plus -t ‘transitive.’

This suffix has several allomorphs. When final in a word, it appears as 
-st;xø, except when preceded by a T;T root, in which case it bears the stress
and appears as -stéxø, or when preceded by a suffix ending in a resonant, in
which case it appears as -;st;xø. When followed by -;s ‘third-person (transi-
tive or subordinate) subject,’ the unstressed -st;xø may be reduced to -stxø-.
When followed by one of the object person markers, it appears as -st-, which,
unlike -t ‘transitive,’ does not coalesce with the first- and second-person singu-
lar object markers. 

The suffix -st;xø1 has two senses: (1) ‘cause to be’ and (2) ‘cause to do.’ It
has the first sense when suffixed to non-active verbs (see §10.3.1 for “active”
versus “non-active”), resultative forms of verbs, verbs bearing intransitive suf-
fixes, reflexive and reciprocal suffixes, adjectives, and verbs formed from
nouns. It has the second sense when suffixed to active verbs.

10.3.1. In the sense ‘cause to be’
With many non-active verbs, the transitive suffixes are causative in sense.
Compare the following roots (left column) and transitives formed with -t, 
-n;xø, and -x:

çé÷ ‘land atop’ çé÷t ‘put it on top’
qø⁄s ‘go into the water’ qøs⁄t ‘put it into the water’
≈⁄® ‘hurt’ ≈®⁄t ‘hurt him’
œáy ‘die’ œáyn;xø ‘manage to kill him’
mé÷ ‘come off’ mé÷x ‘take it off, remove it’
πíl;m ‘overflow’ πí≥lt ‘let it overflow’
p˚ø⁄m ‘splash, billow out’ p˚ø⁄t ‘scatter it about’
køéy;≈;m ‘move’ kø⁄yxt ‘move it’
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These transitives might also be glossed ‘cause it to land atop,’ ‘cause it to go
into the water,’ ‘cause him to hurt,’ ‘manage to cause him to die,’ and so on.

For many non-active verbs, however, -st;xø1 has the same effect. Compare
the following roots and their causative forms:

ní÷ ‘be there’ ní÷st;xø ‘have it there’
†á˚ø ‘go home’ †⁄˚øst;xø ‘take/bring him home’
†áxø ‘go/come shoreward’ †⁄˚øst;xø ‘take/bring him to the shore’
cám ‘go/come inland’ c⁄mst;xø ‘take/bring him inland’
h⁄ye÷ ‘go away’ h;yé÷st;xø ‘take him away’
y;∑é÷ ‘go along’ y;∑é÷st;xø ‘take him along’
÷;µí ‘come’ ÷;µíst;xø ‘bring it here’
÷ím;x ‘walk’ ÷ím;xst;xø ‘make him walk’
sí≥÷si÷ ‘fear’ sí≥÷si÷st;xø ‘frighten him’

These might also be glossed ‘cause it to be there,’ ‘cause him to be home,’
‘cause him to be down on the shore,’ and so on.

So far I have discovered only one instance of a non-active root or stem tak-
ing both -st;xø1 and one of the transitivizers, apparently with the same mean-
ing: √pílx ‘sink it’ and √píl;st;xø ‘sink it.’ These are based on √píl ‘go
under’ (< √⁄p ‘deep,’ -il ‘move toward’) and are glossed identically. Some-
thing close to a contrasting pair is seen in ®é¬x ‘move it back from the centre of
the fire’ and ®é≥l;st;xø ‘move it toward the shore.’ But the -x form is based on
the root ®e¬, seen also in ®;¬íl;m ‘move back from the fire (INTR),’ while the 
-st;xø form is based on a derivative, probably the root ®e¬ with the suffix -;l ~
-íl ‘move toward.’

Very commonly, -st;xø1 follows resultatives (see §7.7). Compare the follow-
ing perfectives (left), resultatives (centre), and transitivized resultatives (right):

háy ‘finish’ shá≥¥ ‘finished’ shá≥¥st;xø ‘have it finished’
ƒ⁄yt ‘fix it’ sƒ;ƒ⁄¥ ‘right’ sƒ;ƒ⁄¥st;xø ‘keep it on course’
qøé≥t ‘perforate it’ sqø;qøé ‘perforated’ sqø;qøést;xø ‘leave a hole in it’
®⁄lqt ‘dip it’ s®élq ‘in the water’ s®élqst;xø ‘keep it in the water’
wí¬ ‘appear’ swí∑;¬ ‘visible’ swí∑;¬st;xø ‘keep it in sight’
≈é≥̧ t ‘measure it’ s≈e÷ȩ́ ‘measured, s≈;÷é¸st;xø ‘blaze (as a trail), 

marked, designate (as a time), keep 
distinguished’ track of it’

The suffix -st;xø1 ‘causative’ can follow the intransitive suffix -;m, with a
shift in stress to the -;m:

÷; ȩ́m;st;xø ‘dress him’ (> ÷í ;̧m ‘get dressed, dress oneself’)
çä≥l;ç⁄m;st;xø ‘take it over to the other side’ (< çá≥¬;c ‘cross over’)
n;÷ém;st;xø ‘take it there, recite it’ (< néµ //ni÷-;m// ‘go’)

It can follow -⁄n;q ‘someone else’ and -⁄®t;n ‘other’:
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n;∑ëy;®⁄n;qst;xø ‘get him to give advice to someone else’s child’ (< √ni∑
‘advise,’ -éy;® ‘child’)

kø;n;∑s⁄n;qst;xø ‘get him to work contagious magic on others’ (<
kø;n;∑s⁄n;q ‘work contagious magic on others,’ < kø⁄n;∑s ‘work conta-
gious magic,’ composed of kø⁄n ‘get taken,’ -;∑s ‘body’)

œew;®tín;st;xø ‘punish him,’ lit. ‘make him pay’

It can follow the reflexive -ƒ;t (§10.5 below):

(a) si÷ámƒ;tstáµx ®; ÷a¬. (AG)
si÷éµ-ƒ;t-st-áµx ®; ÷a¬
rich.person-self-CAUS-me PER just
‘I hope that I get wealthy.’

It can follow -t;¬ ‘reciprocal’ (§10.6 below). Compare the reciprocal forms
(left column) and their causatives (right column):

ƒ⁄l;qt;¬ ‘separate from one ƒ;l;qtál;st;xø ‘separate them, divide 
another’ it’

s⁄ls;lœtä¬ ‘even with one another’ s;ls;lœtálst;xø ‘divide it equally’
køi÷á÷t;l ‘keep away from one køitál;st;xø ‘move them apart’

another’

In the next two examples, -st;xø1 follows an adverb and a personal word:

q;¬étst;xø ‘do it to him again’ (< q;¬ét ‘again’) (AG)
√ást;xø ‘make it so, go ahead with it’ (< √a ‘be third person’) (AC)

Adjectives (left below) can take -st;xø1 to form causatives (right):

˚øáµ˚ø;µ ‘strong’ ˚øáµ˚ø;µst;xø ‘strengthen it’
≈ø⁄m ‘fast’ ≈ø⁄mst;xø ‘speed it up’
cíc;® ‘high’ cíc;®st;xø ‘pile them high’
≈é÷≈e ‘sacred’ ≈é÷≈est;xø ‘believe it sacred’

Verbs formed from nouns can take -st;xø1 to form causatives. Compare the
noun (left), noun stem with verbalizing prefix (centre), and causative (right):

sw⁄¥qe÷ ‘man’ xø;sw⁄¥qe÷ ‘become a man’ xø;sw⁄¥qe÷st;xø ‘make 
a man of him’

10.3.2. In the sense ‘cause to do’
Finally, -st;xø1 can be suffixed to active (but intransitive) verbs to produce
causative forms with the sense ‘cause to do.’ These verbs include some active
roots, like ˚øéc ‘see,’ and some inactive roots with -;m ‘intransitive’ and -éls
‘activity.’ With such verbs there is a clear contrast between forms with the tran-
sitivizers -t, -x, and -n;xø and those with -st;xø. Compare the following active
but intransitive, transitive, and causative forms:
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˚øéc ‘see’ ˚øéc;t ‘look at it’ ˚ø⁄cst;xø ‘show it to him, make him 
see it’

˚ø⁄cn;xø ‘see it’
÷í ;̧m ‘dress’ ÷í ;̧x ‘wear it’ ÷; ȩ́m;st;xø ‘dress him, put it on him’
≈̧øéls ‘wash’ ≈̧øát ‘wash it’ ≈̧øélsst;xø ‘have him wash it’
√pit p⁄tn;xø ‘recognize p⁄tst;xø ‘make him identify it’

it’
qá÷qa÷ ‘drink’ qá÷q;t ‘drink it’ qá÷q;st;xø ‘give it to him to drink’
√n;π ‘eat’ n⁄π;x ‘eat it’ n;π⁄m;st;xø ‘make him eat it’
÷⁄®t;n ‘eat’ — ÷⁄®t;nst;xø ‘feed him’

In these cases, the forms with -t, -x, and -n;xø are purely transitive with no
causative sense, while the forms with -st;xø1 are transitive and causative in that
their objects are caused to do whatever is expressed by the verb. Or to put it dif-
ferently, their objects are agents in implied (embedded) clauses. A couple of
sentences will illustrate these syntactic relations:

(a) néµ ˚ø⁄cst;xø t; John ÷; køƒ; ≈é∑s ÷;npút. (AG)
néµ ˚øec-st;xø t; John ÷; køƒ; ≈é∑s ÷;n-pút
go see-CAUS ART John OBL ART new your-boat
‘Go show John your new boat.’

In (a), ‘John’ is the grammatical object of the causativized verb and ‘your
boat’ is in an oblique phrase. But in the implied (embedded) clause, ‘John’ is
subject and ‘your boat’ is object.

(b) ¸≈øélsst;xø ∆≈ø køƒ;∫ ÷ím;ƒ ÷; t; ßxø÷í÷®t;n. (AG)
;̧≈ø-éls-st;xø ∆≈ø køƒ; ÷;n ÷ím;ƒ ÷; t;

get.washed-ACT-CAUS you ART your grandchild OBL ART

ßxø÷í÷®t;n
dishes

‘Have your grandson wash the dishes.’

In (b), ‘your grandson’ is the grammatical object of the causativized verb and
‘the dishes’ is in an oblique phrase, while in the implied clause ‘your grand-
child’ is subject and ‘the dishes’ is object.4

10.4. APPLICATIVES
The applicative or “redirective” suffixes “redirect” the verb so that what would
otherwise have to be in an oblique relationship to it can be its grammatical
object. They function as the English prefix be- might function if used consis-
tently, as in the second of the following two sentences:
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(1) I sprinkled water (object) on him (oblique).
(2) I besprinkled him (object) with water (oblique).

Or the suffix -t (of “gift” from “give”) in the second of the following two:

(1) I gave a book (object) to him (oblique).
(2) I gifted him (object) with a book (oblique).

And as in these examples, the Halkomelem applicatives generally make it pos-
sible for a person rather than a thing to occupy the position of object.5

There are five applicatives: -st;xø2 ‘comitative’ (COM), -n;s ‘goal’ (GOAL), 
-m;t ‘concern’ (CON), -;s ‘recipient’ (RECIP), and -®c- ‘benefactive’ (BEN). Each
of these has a range of meanings, expressed by various English prepositions,
and the ranges overlap, so that it is difficult to label them in any very useful
way. I have tried to give labels according to what seems to be most distinctive
about each, but these labels should be interpreted loosely. The label ‘comita-
tive,’ for example, is a meant to reflect the need for an English ‘with’ in gloss-
ing a number of forms with -st;xø2, but some forms with this suffix require ‘to’
and some ‘for.’ Where -st;xø2 requires ‘for,’ it overlaps in meaning with -®c-,
which, following established practice, I have labelled ‘benefactive.’ But, as
Galloway (1977, 251) says of the Upriver -®c-, it can also be “malefactive.”
What is listed here as -m;t presents particular difficulties that require further
work. All but -;s ‘recipient’ and -®c- ‘benefactive’ are also transitivizers. The
suffix -;s can be followed by a transitivizer but need not be, while -®c- must be
followed by a transitivizer.

The grammatical function of the applicatives seems similar to that performed
by many of the lexical suffixes (see §13.4.1) in verbs. For example, the lexical
suffix -aqø ‘head’ in the verb mé;qøt ‘decapitate him’ (< mé÷ ‘be removed’; cf.
mé÷x ‘remove it’) provides an object incorporated within the verb and so redi-
rects the verb so that the owner of the head can be its grammatical object.
Indeed, the redirective -;s ‘recipient’ may be identical with or a development
of the lexical suffix -;s ~ -ás ‘face.’

10.4.1. -st;xø2 ‘comitative’ (COM)
This is identical in its forms with -st;xø1 ‘causative,’ with which it may be his-
torically identical. It expresses relationships between verb stems and grammat-
ical objects of the sorts commonly expressed in English by with, for, to, and
perhaps about.

The status of -st;xø2 as something other than a causative can be seen in the
following examples. First, compare roots (left), -t forms (centre), and -st;xø2

forms (right) with glosses constructed to show systemic relations (in square
brackets):
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háy ‘finish’ háyt ‘finish it’ háyst;xø ‘get rid of it’
[‘be finished’] [‘make it finished’] [‘be finished with it’]

≈⁄® ‘hurt’ ≈®⁄t ‘hurt him’ ≈⁄®st;xø ‘pity him’
[‘feel pain’] [‘make him feel pain’] [‘feel pain with/for him’]

Because these roots are non-active, the forms with -t are causative in sense,
and the forms with -st;xø2 express a different kind of relationship.

Second, consider the two meanings of an active verb based on the root of
œéw;t ‘pay him (for labour)’ and their forms with -st;xø1 ‘causative’ and -st;xø2

‘comitative’:

œéw;®t;n ‘pay penance for sins’ œew;®tín;st;xø1 ‘punish him’ [‘make 
him pay’]

œéw;®t;n ‘pay people’ œew;®tín;st;xø2 ‘pay his way’ [‘pay 
for him’]

Other forms with -st;xø2 illustrate the variety of English prepositions
required in translation:

®é∑ ‘run away’ ®é∑st;xø ‘run away with him/her’
xtém ‘swim’ xtém;st;xø ‘swim away with him’
qøél ‘speak’ qø⁄lst;xø ‘speak to him’
ƒ⁄t ‘say’ ƒ⁄tst;xø ‘tell him’ [‘say to him’]
xø;÷í≥nt ‘say what’ xø;÷í≥ntst;xø ‘say what to him’
≈té÷ ‘do’ ≈té÷st;xø ‘do to him’
q;¬ét ‘do again’ q;¬étst;xø ‘do to him again’
√c;- ‘do what’ c⁄st;xø ‘do what with him’
swé÷ ‘one’s own’ swé÷st;xø ‘keep it for him’
÷⁄¥ ‘good’ ÷⁄¥st;xø ‘like it’ [‘feel good about it’?]
q⁄l ‘bad’ q⁄lst;xø ‘dislike it’ [‘feel bad about it’?]

These last two might also be interpreted as formed with -st;xø1 ‘causative,’
that is, ‘make it good’ and ‘make it bad.’ Such ambiguities suggest that -st;xø2

‘comitative’ may have developed out of -st;xø1 ‘causative.’

10.4.2. -n;s ‘goal’ (GOAL)
This appears in a few words where the object is a goal that might otherwise be
expressed by an oblique adjunct. Like -x ‘movement transitive,’ it carries no
implication of limited control. It appears as -ns after a stressed vowel and other-
wise as -n;s, except for one word so far recorded in which it appears as -l;s.

The following are all of the words so far recorded with -n;s (the intransitive
bases are on the left and forms transitivized with -n;s are on the right): 

÷;µí ‘come’ ÷;µíns ‘come after him, come for him’
néµ ‘go’ n;÷émn;s ‘go after him’
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xø;÷í ‘reach here’ xø;÷íns ‘reach it here’
*xø;ní÷ xø;∫íns ‘reach it there’
÷⁄m;t ‘sit’ ÷⁄m;tn;s ‘sit for her (as a suitor)’
hé˚ø ‘remember’ h⁄˚øn;s ‘remember it’
mélq ‘forget’ m⁄lqn;s ‘forget it, have it slip one’s mind’

(The stem *xø;ní÷ has not been recorded, but it must be composed of xø;-
‘become’ and ní÷ ‘be there’ and the counterpart of xø;÷í.)

The allomorph -l;s appears in ÷éy;l;s ‘leave him.’ The root √÷ey is implied
by ÷éy;l ‘get out of the way’ (with -;l ‘move toward’) and by s÷;¥néc ‘out of
the road’ (with -n;c ‘base, butt’). See §14.2.5 for a paradigm with the object
person markers.

10.4.3. -;s ‘recipient’ (RECIP)
This indicates the presence of a recipient. As suggested above, it may be his-
torically identical with -;s ~ -ás ‘face, round object, forward end’; it has the
same umlauting effect of converting an /e/ in the stem into an /a /. It is not a
transitivizer and is therefore probably not relatable to -n;s ‘directional,’ which
is. It can occur finally or followed by a -t ‘transitivizer,’ which allows the recip-
ient to be the grammatical object.

This suffix is not positively identifiable in very many words. Examples of
which we can be certain include two with final -;s:

÷í∑;s ‘show, guide’ (< √÷í∑ ‘instruct’)
sy⁄ƒ;s ‘tradition’ (< y⁄ƒ ‘tell’)

Examples with -t transitivizer include the following:

÷í∑;st ‘show him how’ (< √÷í∑ ‘instruct’)
y⁄ƒ;st ‘tell him’ (< y⁄ƒ ‘tell’)
÷ám;st ‘give to him’ (√÷em ‘give’)
÷á≈ø;st ‘give to him’ (< √÷e≈ø ‘give’)

The root ÷i∑ ‘instruct’ is implied by xø÷⁄∑c;s ‘instruct manually’ (with -c;s
‘hand’), ÷em ‘give’ by ÷é÷;m ‘give,’ ÷é≥µ;µ ‘be giving,’ ÷⁄mn;ct ‘put money
down on it’ (with -n;c ‘base’), and ÷e≈ø by xø÷⁄≈øm;t ‘covet it.’

The difficulties we encounter in trying to identify this suffix may be illus-
trated by the following two pairs of words:

˚ø®ét ‘spill it’ ˚ø®ást ‘pour water on it’
køé÷t ‘let it go’ køá÷ast ‘turn it loose (as a horse), cast him off (as a lover)’

In the first of these, it seems reasonable to identify the suffix as ‘face’ and inter-
pret the word as ‘pour on the face/front of it.’ In the second, however, it would
be stretching the meaning of ‘face’ a bit far, and it seems more reasonable to
identify the suffix as simply indicating a recipient.
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10.4.4. -®c- ‘benefactive’ (BEN)
Like -t ‘transitive,’ this may appear with a vowel, as -(V)®c-, the presence or
type of vowel depending on the preceding root or stem. In function -®c- relates
an active verb and its patient to a “beneficiary,” someone who is affected (not
necessarily beneficially) by or has an interest in the act. With a benefactive
form, a patient must appear in an oblique phrase. If -t ‘transitive’ follows the 
-®c-, the beneficiary is the grammatical object. Compare (a) and (b):

(a) ni c;n y⁄≈ø;t t; ≈øí¬;m.
ni c;n y⁄≈ø-;t t; ≈øí¬;m
AUX I free-TR ART rope
‘I untied the rope.’

(b) ni c;n y⁄≈ø;®c;t t; Tom ÷; t; ≈øí¬;m.
ni÷ c;n y⁄≈ø-;®c-;t t; Tom ÷; t; ≈øí¬;m
AUX I free-BEN-TR ART Tom OBL ART rope
‘I untied the rope for Tom.’

The suffix -®c- may be followed by -t ‘transitive,’ -;m ‘intransitive,’ and 
-;n;q ‘another.’ It has not been recorded in word final position or with a tran-
sitivizer other than -t. In the following, the transitivizer -x is replaced by -t fol-
lowing -®c-: n⁄π;x ‘eat it,’ n⁄π;®c;t ‘eat it for him.’

It appears that any active verb may have a benefactive counterpart. Some
benefactives, however, are interpreted idiomatically. Compare the following:

˚øáqø;t ‘strike it’ ˚øáqø;®c;t ‘strike it for him’
≈té÷;m ‘make’ ≈té÷;®c;t ‘make it for him’
˚øéc;t ‘look at it’ ˚øéc;®c;t ‘read it to him’
≈⁄l;t ‘paint it, write it’ ≈⁄l;®c;t ‘write for him/to him’
kø;nét ‘hold it’ kø;né®c;t ‘owe him’ (lit. ‘hold it for him’)
˚ø;¥ét ‘stop him’ ˚ø;té®c;t ‘refuse something to him, deny him 

something’
kø;÷ét ‘leave it alone’ kø;÷é®c;t ‘leave it be for him, respect his right to it’

A benefactive can be the counterpart of either a transitive or an intransitive
active form with -;m ‘intransitive’ or -éls ‘activity,’ thus: ˚ø®ét ‘spill it,’ ˚ø®éls
‘pour,’ ˚ø®⁄®c;t ‘pour it for him, spill it for him.’

Context may show the difference. Compare (c) and (d):

(c) ni c;n ˚ø®⁄®c;t ÷; køƒ; tí.
ni÷ c;n ˚ø;®-®c-t ÷; køƒ; tí
AUX I spill-BEN-TR OBL ART tea
‘I poured tea for him.’
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(d) ni c;n ˚ø®⁄®c;t ÷; køƒ; tís. (AG)
ni÷ c;n ˚ø;®-®c-t ÷; køƒ; tí-s
AUX I spill-BEN-TR OBL ART tea-3POS

‘I spilled his tea for him.’

Evidently if it is his tea, as in (d), it has already been poured, and so it must be
spilled.

Followed by -;m ‘intransitive,’ -®c- indicates that the act is performed for
someone but without specifying the person, as in mé÷;®c;m ‘remove something
for someone’ (cf. mé÷x ‘remove it’), kø;né®c;m ‘carry something for someone’
(cf. kø;nét ‘hold it’). But context can indicate for whose benefit the act is per-
formed, as in (e).

(e) ÷i c;n xø¸œál;s. ÷⁄we≥ y;xø ∆xø †é÷t;xø mé÷;®c;m.
÷i c;n xø-¸;œ-ál;s ÷⁄w; ÷; y;xø ∆xø †é÷-t-;xø
AUX I in-press-eye not ROG INF you try-TR-you

mé÷-;®c-;m
come.off-BEN-INTR

‘I got something in my eye. Would you like to try to get it out for me?’

The only other suffix recorded after -®c- is -;n;q ‘another,’ which appears in:

kø;në®c⁄n;q ‘owe people’ (lit. ‘hold for people’)
ßxøë≥®c⁄n;q ‘potlatch gift for a designated person’ (cf. xøé≥®c;t ‘throw down

a gift,’ < xøét ‘lower it’) (JP)
syeq;®c⁄n;q ‘replacement for a person (as one slave given for another)’ (JP)

(cf. ÷;¥éqt ‘exchange it’)

10.4.5. -m;t ‘concern’ (CON)
This suffix can appear variously (-⁄m;t ~ -;m;t ~ -m;t ~ -mít ~ -mé÷t). It may
be that the first element is in origin simply -;m ‘intransitive,’ with a stressed
vowel when in the durative aspect, and the final is -t ‘transitive.’ If so, however,
the combination seems to have come to lead a life of its own. It transitivizes
verbs that are (with a few exceptions) non-active. If the verb denotes a physi-
cal activity, the grammatical object is usually its goal; if a mental activity, its
target and/or cause. English translations can require the prepositions after, for,
to, at, by, or simply concerning, hence the admittedly tentative label.

The development of a new suffix out of a combination seems traceable. First,
as indicated above (§10.2 [2.2]), several verbs ending in -;m can take -t to pro-
duce transitives the objects of which are goals, as in:

çíl;m;t ‘climb up it’ (< çíl;m ‘climb up’)
n;qém;t ‘dive for it’ (< n⁄q;m ‘dive’) (AG)

There are also a few verbs that do not appear with -;m that take -;m;t with
the same effect, such as:
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ya≥ys⁄m;t ‘work on it/at it’ (< yá≥ys //yáy;s// ‘work’)
œ;tín;m;t ‘go along (as through a village) inviting them’ (cf. œ;táƒ;n ‘go

along’)
œ;ps⁄m;t ‘get together and go after him’ (< œpást ‘call them together’)

There are verbs with -;m of less concrete meaning that take -t, such as:

y⁄≈c;m;t ‘ask for it’ (< y⁄≈c;m ‘make a request’)
xá≥®;m;t ‘accept him (as suitor), take care of him’ (< xá÷®;m ‘agree, give

assent’)
x̧øím;t ~ ¸⁄xøm;t ‘pity him, be merciful to him’ (< ¸íxø;m ‘pity, be 
merciful’)

Other verbs without -;m can take -m;t ~ -mét ~ -mé÷t ~ -mít with the range
of meanings indicated above:

y⁄˚øm;t ‘hire him’ (< yé˚ø ‘hire’)
qø⁄lm;t ‘scold him’ (< qøél ‘speak’)
÷;lyám;t ‘dream about him’ (< ÷⁄ly; ‘have a vision’)
h⁄˚øm;t (JP), h⁄˚øme÷t (AG, DK) ‘come to remember him’ (< hé˚ø

‘remember’)
®cíwsm;t ‘get tired of him’ (< ®cíws ‘get tired’)
síw;lm;t ‘be aware of him’ (AG) (< síw;l ‘be aware’)
çíw;¬me÷t ‘get annoyed with him’ (AG) (< çíw;¬ ‘get annoyed’)
√í÷m;t ‘prefer it, want it’ (< √í÷ ‘valuable’)
híl;køm;t ‘welcome it’ (< híl;kø ‘happy’)
q≈el;mít ‘gang up on him’ (< q≈él;c ‘many persons’)
˚øí≥c˚ø;cm;t ‘watch something for him’ (< ˚øéc ‘see’)
m;œmít ‘get full of it’ (ES/AG) (< m⁄œ ‘get full’)
†éy;œme÷t ‘get angry with him’ (< †éy;œ ‘get angry’)

The last was AG’s term, but he accepted a passive †iœ⁄m;t;m, used by CC,
which implies a differently shaped active.

The above is not an exhaustive list. This suffix or combination of suffixes
may be productive. Moreover, AG gave a form s®cí∑sme÷t ‘tired of him,’ com-
posed of s®cí∑s ‘tired,’ which appears to be a resultative form, suggesting that,
like -st;xø ‘causative,’ me÷t may be suffixed to resultatives.6

10.5. REFLEXIVES
These are -ƒ;t, -nám;t, and -st;nám;t. Undoubtedly they are composed of the
transitivizers -t, -n;xø, and the causative -st;xø, respectively, plus one or more
other suffixes. But they occur more widely than the transitivizers and causative
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do alone or with the person markers, and are more conveniently treated as sep-
arate entities.

10.5.1. -ƒ;t ‘oneself’
This produces a large number of reflexive forms that include the counterparts
not only of English raise oneself and shake oneself but also of many English
intransitive forms like spread out and get fat. It is no doubt composed of -t
‘transitive’ and a suffix //-Sat// ‘self.’ It appears as -ƒát following a C;C root in
its C;C form, otherwise it appears as -ƒ;t. Like some other suffixes with an /a/
vowel, it converts an /e/ in the stem to /a/. It seems to be fully productive with
roots that take -t, it joins them in the same fashion as -t, and progressives are
formed by the same rules, all of this giving good evidence that it is nothing
other than -t plus a //-Sat//. Forms with -ƒ;t paralleling forms with -t include:

sé÷t ‘raise it’ sá÷ƒ;t ‘raise oneself’
péƒ;t ‘spread it out’ páƒ;ƒ;t ‘spread out (INTR)’
√á÷t ‘comfort him’ √á÷ƒ;t ‘calm down’
hí≥lt ‘roll it off’ hí≥lƒ;t ‘let oneself fall’ (cf. híl;m ‘fall 

off, roll’)
ts⁄t ‘approach it, bring it close’ ts⁄ƒ;t ‘approach’ (cf. t⁄s ‘arrive there’)
˚ø®ét ‘tip it over, spill it’ ˚ø®áƒ;t ‘capsize’
kø⁄y≈t ‘move it, shake it’ kø⁄y≈ƒ;t ‘move, act’ (cf. køéy;≈;m

‘shake’)

The reflexive -ƒ;t also follows roots that do not take or are not prepared to
take -t, providing an inchoative meaning, ‘get oneself, make oneself, become,’
as in:

nás ‘fat’ násƒ;t ‘get fat’
˚øés ‘get scorched’ ˚øásƒ;t ‘become hot (weather)’
®⁄qø ‘wet’ ®;qøƒát ‘get all wet’
kø⁄n ‘become possessed’ kø;nƒát ‘“get started” (become possessed)’
÷⁄¥ ‘good’ ÷;¥ƒát ‘get better’
ƒí ‘big’ ƒiƒát ‘get bigger’
si÷éµ ‘rich person’ si÷áµƒ;t ‘become rich’

Here too belong words in which -ƒ;t follows -;m ‘intransitive,’ with a shift
of stress to that suffix, as in:

á̧œø;m ‘be rotten’ œ̧øámƒ;t ‘become rotten’
háœø;m ‘stink’ h;qøámƒ;t ‘stink’ [‘become stinky’?]

And possibly formed with -;m are:

s√él;q;m ‘fierce (being)’ √;lq⁄mƒ;t ‘be exceptionally bad’
ßxøné÷;m ‘shaman’ xø;∫⁄mƒ;t ‘train to become a shaman’
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I have recorded one example of the reflexive and inchoative senses in con-
trast; AG gave ®qø⁄ƒ;t ‘wet one’s pants’ and ®;qøƒát ‘get wet’ (< ®⁄qø ‘be
wet’).

10.5.2. -nám;t ‘oneself (limited control)’
This is the reflexive of -n;xø ‘transitive (limited control).’ It can mean ‘do to
oneself unintentionally,’ ‘do to oneself in spite of difficulties,’ or ‘be able to do
(get started doing) in spite of difficulties.’ It is no doubt composed of -n;xø
(probably the -na-) plus -;t ‘self,’ perhaps linked with -;m ‘intransitive.’ It
appears as -lám;t following a final -l in a stem, otherwise as -nám;t.

That -nám;t is to -n;xø as -ƒ;t is to -t is shown by the following set:

kø⁄l;xt ~ kø⁄ll;xt ‘shoot him kø⁄ll;xƒ;t ‘shoot oneself 
intentionally’ intentionally’ (CC)

kø⁄ll;xn;xø ‘shoot him kø⁄ll;xnäm;t ‘shoot oneself 
accidentally’ accidentally’ (CC)

Like -ƒ;t, -nåm;t can be suffixed to both forms that ordinarily take transi-
tive suffixes and forms that do not. In the following, -nam;t is suffixed to a
root that usually takes the transitivizer -n;xø:

t;œønám;t ‘bump oneself accidentally’ (cf. t⁄œøn;xø ‘bump him accidental-
ly,’ tíœø;t ‘bump him on purpose’)

˚ø;qønám;t ‘hit/chop oneself accidentally’ (cf. ˚ø⁄qøn;xø ‘hit/chop him
accidentally,’ ˚øáqø;t ‘hit him on purpose’)

˚ø;cnám;t ‘see oneself (as when walking past a mirror or in a dream)’ (cf.
˚ø⁄cn;xø ‘see him,’ ˚øéc;t ‘look at him,’ ˚ø;˚øcás;m ‘be looking at one-
self in a mirror,’ < ˚øéc ‘see,’ -ás ‘face,’ -;m ‘intransitive’)

se÷nám;t ‘manage to raise oneself (raise oneself but only after difficulty)’ (cf.
sá÷ƒ;t ‘raise oneself,’ sé÷t ‘raise him, lift it’)

In the following, -nám;t is suffixed to intransitive forms, including some
with -;m ‘intransitive’ and -éls ‘activity.’ Here -nám;t can have the sense ‘do
in spite of oneself’ as well as ‘do in spite of difficulties,’ as in:

n⁄y;mnám;t ‘get to laughing in spite of oneself’ (< n⁄y;m ‘laugh’)
†éy;œnám;t ‘get mad against one’s intention’ (< †éy;œ ‘get angry’)
n;qønám;t ‘oversleep (i.e., sleep beyond one’s intentions), get to sleep in

spite of difficulties’ (< n⁄qø ‘fall asleep’)
kø;÷;lsnám;t ‘lose one’s grip, let go unintentionally’ (< kø;÷éls ‘let go’; cf.

køé÷t ‘let it go, drop it’)
†íl;mnäm;t ‘get to singing’ (< †íl;m ‘sing’)
÷ím;xnäm;t ‘be able to walk’ (< ÷ím;x ‘walk’)
kø´é≥lläm;t ‘manage to get a hideout’ (< køé≥l ‘hide’; cf. køélx ‘hide him’)
ƒínäm;t ‘improve, get lucky, recover strength’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
÷;¥nám;t ‘good to watch, good to see’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’; cf. ÷;¥ƒát ‘get better)
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Perhaps -nám;t in this last implies good in the eyes of others, regardless of the
subject’s own intentions.

10.5.3. -st;nám;t ‘oneself (causative)’
This is the reflexive of -st;xø1 ‘causative’ and is probably composed of this suf-
fix plus -nám;t ‘oneself (limited control).’ Its basic meaning is ‘make oneself,’
but it may be translated as ‘feel’ or ‘pretend to.’ The allomorph -st⁄n;m;t,
reducible to -st⁄nm;t, appears after an unstressed stem, while -st;nám;t
appears after a stem that bears a stress. Some examples are:

yë÷etst;nám;t ‘make oneself vomit’ (cf. yé÷etst;xø ‘make him vomit’)
≈;®st⁄n;m;t ‘feel sorry for oneself’ (cf. ≈⁄®st;xø ‘feel sorry for him’)
®;¥st⁄nm;t ‘feel cheap’ (cf. ®é÷it //®é¥;t// ‘insult him’)
œäœ;¥st;nám;t ‘pretend one is sick’ (< œáœ;¥ ‘sick’)
ßxøäxø;˚øst;nám;t ‘pretend one is drunk’ (< ßxøáxø;˚ø ‘drunk’)

10.6. THE RECIPROCAL -t;¬ ‘EACH OTHER’
The only reciprocal suffix that has been recorded is -t;¬ ‘each other,’ which
appears as -tá¬ in a few words that may be durative or resultative forms and
when it is followed by -st;xø ‘causative.’ The distinction between full and lim-
ited control seen in the transitives seems to be lacking in the reciprocal. The
suffix -t;¬ may be composed of -t ‘transitive’ plus an element -a¬. However, it
differs from -t ‘transitive’ in that it may appear without the schwa that normal-
ly precedes the -t with a CAC root, as in:

tást;¬ ‘collide’ (< tás ‘get hit’; cf. tás;t ‘hit it’)
tíœøt;¬ ‘collide’ (tíœø ‘bump’; cf. tíœø;t ‘bump it’)

Like -ƒ;t, it converts an /e/ in the stem to /a/ (as in a few examples given
below). Its reciprocal sense may be illustrated by the following:

l;œá®t;¬ ‘jibe, be properly aligned’ (< l;œé® ‘be on the mark, be just right’; cf.
l;œé®t ‘put it right,’ l;œá®ƒ;t ‘get in line’)

÷;¥áqt;¬ ‘exchange with each other’ (cf. ÷;¥éqt ‘exchange it, replace it’)
x;má≥nt;¬ ‘be enemies, be rivals’ (< x;mén ‘enemy, rival’; cf. x;mé≥nt ‘play

against him’)
xøc⁄m;st;¬ ‘meet one another’ (< xøc⁄m;s ‘meet’; cf. xøc⁄m;st ‘meet him’)
c√⁄m;t;¬ ‘jump and grab one another’ (< c√⁄m ‘jump’; cf. c√⁄m;t ‘jump at

him’)
†á≈;t;¬ ‘distribute game/catch’ (cf. †≈⁄ƒ;t ‘divide, branch out,’ †á≈;st ‘give

him his share’)
†éy;mt;¬ ‘stick together’ (< †éy;m ‘stick, adhere’)

Some words with -t;¬ have been recorded in what appears to be the progres-
sive only, such as:
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kø;køá÷t;¬ ‘separate, divorce’ (cf. køé÷t ‘let it go, drop it,’ kø;køé÷t ‘be let-
ting it go’)

œ;œá÷t;¬ ‘happen to meet unexpectedly’ (cf. œá÷t ‘put it together,’ œá÷ƒ;t
‘join’)

√;√í÷t;¬ ‘like each other’ (< √í÷ ‘dear, important, difficult’; cf. s√í÷ ‘some-
thing wanted, liked’)

Other words with -t;¬ occur in what appears to be the durative aspect, such
as:

ƒ;ƒ≈í÷t;¬ ‘push each other’ (cf. ƒ;ƒ≈ét ‘keep pushing (dur.),’ ƒ≈⁄t ‘push
it,’ < ƒ⁄≈ ‘move under pressure’)

ç;ç;wít;¬ ‘help each other’ (cf. çéw;t ‘help him’)
œ;œ≈át;¬ ‘insult each other’ (cf. œ≈⁄t ‘insult him,’ cœí≈ ‘black’)
p;ptít;¬ ‘challenge each other’ (cf. ptém ‘ask’)

Others are glossed in a way that suggests they are in a progressive durative
form, such as:

mim√ít;¬ ‘be paying each other back (as in a feud)’ (cf. má√;t ‘repay him,’
máµ;√;t ‘be repaying him’)

qøiqø;µcást;¬ ‘be having their arms around each others necks’ (cf. qø⁄mc;st
‘hug him, put one’s arms around his neck’)

Forms produced by still other internal modification of the root are:

n;çnáçt;¬ ‘differ from one another’ (< néç ‘be different’)
cáckøt;¬ ‘be far apart’ (< cákø ‘far’)
qø⁄¬qø;¬t;¬ ‘talk together’ (< qø⁄¬qø;¬ dispositional of qøél ‘speak’)
s⁄ls;lœtä¬ ‘even with one another’ (< s;¬íœ ‘even, equal,’ the resultative of

l;œét ‘make it even’)

The suffix -t;¬ can be followed by -st;xø ‘causative,’ as in:

œá÷tál;st;xø ‘put them together’ (< œá÷t ‘put it together’)
ƒ;l;qtál;st;xø ‘separate it, divide it’ (< ƒ⁄l;qt;¬ ‘separate from one another’)
s;ls;lœtál;st;xø ‘divide evenly’ (< s⁄ls;lœtä¬ ‘even with one another’)

10.7. THE PERMISSIVE -s
The suffix -s ‘permissive’ (PERM) occurs in imperative constructions with the
sense “let” as in “Let him go,” or “Let it be” as in “Let it be you.” It may be
suffixed to transitive and intransitive verbs and to personal words. Historically,
it may be the -s of -st;xø ‘causative,’ but that suffix is itself a transitivizer and
never follows one, while -s ‘permissive’ has much greater freedom in what it
can follow, as illustrated in the following:
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(a) ˚ø⁄n;ts ∆xø.
˚ø⁄n-;t-s ∆xø.
be.taken-TR-PERM you
‘Let him have it.’

(b) híl;ms ®e ÷a¬.
híl;m-s ®e ÷a¬.
fall-PERM PER just
‘Just let it fall.’

(c) √ás ®e néµ.
√á-s ®e néµ
BE3P-PERM PER go
‘Let him go.’

(d) n⁄w;s ®e néµ.
n⁄w;-s ®e néµ
be.you-PERM PER go
‘You be the one to go.’

(e) táxøs ∆xø ÷;s≈té÷st;xø.
táxø-s ∆xø ÷;-s-≈té÷-st;xø
later-PERM you your-NOM-do-CAUS

‘Do it later.’

(f) spép;˚øs ∆xø ÷a¬.
s-pép;˚ø-s ∆xø ÷a¬
RES-warm-PERM you just
‘Leave it warming.’

(g) ÷éli÷s ∆xø. (AG)
él;¥-s ∆xø
good(PL)-PERM you
‘Make them good.’ (said when ordering shoes)

(h) ÷⁄w;s té÷s ∆xø ˚ø; wét s†álkø® h⁄¥ƒ;stë÷ep. (CC 10)
÷⁄w;-s té÷-s ∆xø ˚ø; wét s†álkø®
not-PERM appear-PERM you ART who non-dancer

h⁄¥ƒ;s-t-ë÷ep
be.telling-TR-you(PL)

‘You will not tell any non-dancer.’ (lit. ‘Let it be none [÷⁄w;te÷] the 
[hypothetical] non-dancer whom you [plural] tell.’)
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(i) mësí, n;ß≈ø÷áœøa÷. háyst;xø ∆xø t; tsás ÷;ßßqøél;w;n. √ás ∆xø ˚ø; 
cíc;® si÷éµ hé÷˚ø;n;s;xø. (CC)

mësí n;-ß≈ø÷áœøa÷ háy-st;xø ∆xø t; tsás
thanks my-sibling stop-CAUS you ART pitiful

÷;s-ßxøqøél;w;n √a-s ∆xø ˚ø; cíc;® si÷éµ
your-feeling BE3P-PERM you ART above lord
hé÷˚ø-;n;s-;xø
remember-GOAL-you  

‘Halleluia, my brother/sister. Get rid of your sad thoughts, and remember 
God.’ (lit. ‘Let it be the Lord Above whom you are remembering’ – a 
Shaker counsel)

10.8. THE SUBORDINATE PASSIVE -;t
The suffix -;t ‘subordinate passive’ (SUBPAS) follows the passive personal suf-
fixes in subordinate passive forms (see §14.2.6). It may be identical with -t ‘sta-
tive’ (§12.1.6).
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11
Non-Personal Affixes 2: 
Aspectual and Modal Affixes

250

These are two sets of elements that appear first and last in the predicate head.
They are tentatively grouped together here simply because they stand apart
from the derivational affixes and the inflectional affixes of the voice and per-
sonal systems. Further analysis may suggest a different grouping.

11.1. ASPECTUAL PREFIXES
These are some nine elements that express distinctions mainly of a temporal
sort that might be called aspectual. They are: w;-2 ‘established,’ w;®- ‘already,’
xø;n- ‘still,’ y;-1 ‘along,’ w;-3 ‘suddenly,’ y;-2 ‘first,’ n;xøs- ‘habitually,’ xø;-
‘become,’ t;w- ‘somewhat.’ These appear in the predicate and, with the excep-
tion of w;-2 and w;®-, invariably before the head. These two, w;-2 and w;®-, can
also appear before a directional auxiliary, while w;-2 can also appear before an
adverb. Because the head of a predicate can be any kind of word, these ele-
ments may precede s-1 ‘(word) nominalizer’ (see §12.1.1) and the possessives
n;- ‘my’ and ÷;n~ ~ ÷;T- ‘your’ or s-2 ‘resultative.’

The two, w;-2 ‘established’ and w;®- ‘already,’ are also particle-like in that
they may become attached to a preceding particle, auxiliary, or adverb. Because
of these features, they were identified in §2.6 as “ambivalent affixes.” They are
not particles as defined in §2.5 in that they seem (with the possible exception
of w;-2 in some usages) grammatically related simply to the following word
rather than to some larger construction. They are also neither mobile, as the
predicate particles are, nor separable from their head words as the articles may
be separated from their noun heads by various modifiers. 

Some of these prefixes can co-occur. Table 11.1 shows in Roman numerals
the relative positions in which they have been recorded and in Arabic numerals
the order in which they are described below. The suffixes in the same column
seem to occupy the same position and not to co-occur.
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Table 11.1

Aspectual Prefixes

I II III IV

1. w;-2 4. xø;n- 5. y;-1 6. xø;-
‘established’ ‘still’ ‘along’ ‘become’

2. w;®- 7. w;-3

‘already’ ‘suddenly’

3. t;w- 8. y;-2

‘somewhat’ ‘first’

9. n;xøs-
‘habitually’

Examples are too few for absolute certainty, but there are instances of w;-2

before xø;n-, y;-1, and xø;-; of w;®- before y;-1, xø;-, and w;-3; of t;w- before
xø;n- and y;-2; and of xø;n- before y;-1. In the materials dictated by CC and JP,
I have noted only one instance of w;-2 and w;®- co-occurring, with w;®- pre-
ceding w;-2. On the other hand, AG used ÷u÷- (corresponding to w;-2) before
w;®- (see §4.3.1, following example [k]). More work is needed, especially on
the various uses and privileges of occurrence of w;-2.

11.1.1. w;-2 ‘established’ (EST)
This is used often and in a variety of ways with functions and meanings that are
not yet clear. The gloss ‘established’ is an approximation of one apparent mean-
ing but perhaps misses others. In some constructions, it seems simply to link
one element with another. It is possible that two or more homophonous elements
have been identified here as w;-2.

As used by older people (AC, CC, JP), w;-2 appears in slower, more deliber-
ate speech as w;- but in more rapid or informal speech, it may become attached
to a preceding element (a particle, auxiliary, or adverb) as -;w or -w, as in s- +
w;- can become s;w, ni÷- + w;- can become ni∑ or n;w, √e + w;- can become
√;w. Most younger speakers, however, are said not to use the w;- form but to
say ÷;w or ÷;∑ (÷u or ÷u÷) in the Cowichan manner, as did DK and AG.

w;-2 is clearly distinct from the subordinating particle w;-1 ‘if, when, that,’
which is always accompanied by a subordinate subject marker and which, in the
speech of CC and JP, is invariably w;- (see §4.2, “Subordinate Clauses”). It is
also distinct from w;-3 ‘suddenly’ (see below).

w;-2 commonly appears preceding a predicate head that is itself preceded by
an auxiliary or some other word, and it usually seems to add so little lexical
meaning to the construction that one is tempted to suppose that it simply serves
some grammatical function, perhaps to link the predicate head more clearly to
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whatever precedes it. However, the following pair of sentences contrasting the
absence and presence of w;-2 (unfortunately, the only such pair available)
shows that it can indicate an established or continuing state or an established
fact:

(a) ÷i c;n c-n⁄xø;®.
AUX I get-canoe
‘I have a canoe. I have obtained a canoe.’

(b) ÷i c;n w;-c-n⁄xø;®.
AUX I EST-get-canoe
‘I own a canoe. I do have a canoe.’

Other examples are not incompatible with this interpretation:

(c) ÷í≥® c;n w;cn⁄xø;®.
÷í-;® c;n w;-c-n⁄xø;®
AUX-past I EST-get-canoe 
‘I had a canoe.’

(d) ÷i w;-÷í køƒ; n;-m⁄∫;. (CC)
AUX EST-be.here ART my-child
‘My son is here.’

(e) ni ÷;w ÷⁄¥. ni∑ ÷⁄¥.
ni÷ ÷; w;-÷⁄¥ ni÷ w;-÷⁄¥
AUX ROG EST-good AUX EST-good
‘Is it good? It’s good.’

(f) √a µ;w hí∑aqø.
√á µ; w;-hi∑aqø
BE3P CERT EST-head
‘He’s the head.’

However, in the following, the w;-2 is prefixed to a verb complement refer-
ring to an activity that has not yet begun:

(g) kø;nƒát c;n w;kø;txø⁄¬c;p. (CC)
kø;n-ƒát c;n w;-kø⁄t;xø-⁄¬c;p
be.taken-self I EST-be.entering-firewood
‘I’m going to start packing in wood.’

With a few adverbs, such as ∫án ‘too, very,’ yáƒ ‘always,’ m⁄˚ø ‘all,’ and †át
‘long before,’ w;-2 usually, if not always, appears prefixed to both the adverb
and the predicate head, as in:
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(h) w;∫án w;q⁄≈. ~ w;∫án;w q⁄≈.
w;-∫án w;-q⁄≈
EST-too EST-many
‘It’s too much. There are too many.’

(i) w;yáƒ c;n w;çéç;w;t.
w;-yáƒ c;n w;-çéç;w-;t
EST-always I EST-be.helping-TR

‘I’m always helping him.’

(j) w;m⁄˚ø w;πéπœ.
w;-m⁄˚ø w;-πéπœ
EST-all EST-white(PL)
‘They’re all white.’

(k) w;†át w;ßxøné÷em.
w;-†át w;-ßxøné÷em
EST-earlier EST-shaman
‘She had previously been a shaman.’

(l) w;∫án ∆xø w;n;s√í÷.
w;-∫án ∆xø w;-n;-s-c-√í÷
EST-very you EST-my-NOM-do-value
‘I really love you. I love you very much.’ (lit. ‘You are very much what I 

want.’)

(m)÷i ct w;®w;∫án;w mi xøcákø. (JP 22)
÷i ct w;®-w;-∫án w;-÷;µi xø-cákø
AUX we already-EST-very EST-come move.toward-far
‘We’ve come too far.’

Following sçéç;∫ ‘really,’ w;-2 appears before the head only, as in:

(n) sçéç;∫ w;÷⁄¥.
really EST-good
‘It’s really good.’

(o) sçéç;∫ w;-ƒá≥qø.
really EST-big.headed
‘He’s really got a big head.’

A prefix w;- commonly occurs with the particle ÷a¬ ‘just’ (see §16.2.8). The
combination w;- ... ÷a¬ can have the sense ‘just, only’ given by ÷a¬ alone, or it
can simply identify what it encloses as an adjective-like form. I tentatively
identify the prefix in this construction as w;-2 but must point out that it can be
ordered differently, as in:
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(p) ≈ém i ni xø;w;œáœ;¥ ÷a¬.
≈ém ÷;¥ ni÷ xø;-w;-œáœ;¥ ÷a¬
cry and AUX become-EST-sick just
‘It [a baby] cried itself sick.’

Here w;-2 follows rather than precedes xø;- ‘become,’ but perhaps the xø;- is
prefixed to the whole construction w;œáœ;¥ ÷a¬ ‘sick.’ (Other examples of con-
structions with w;- ... ÷a¬ appear in §3.8.3.4).

Like any other aspectual prefix, w;-2 can be preceded by s- ‘clause nominal-
izer.’ In (q), w;-2 appears before an adverb in a nominalized clause:

(q) n;s√í÷ ˚ø; ÷;sw;m⁄˚ø;l;p ÷é÷;m. (CC)
n;-s-√í÷ ˚ø; ÷;-s-w;-m⁄˚ø-;l;p ÷é÷;m
my-NOM-want ART your-NOM-EST-all-you(PL) give
‘I want you all to give.’

In (r), w;-2 appears twice, evidently linking the adverb that is the predicate of
the main clause and the resultative form that is the predicate of the embedded
nominalized clause:

(r) w;yáƒ køs w;st;÷és ˚ø; ...
w;-yáƒ kø s-w;-st;÷é-s ˚ø;
EST-always ART NOM-EST-like-3POS ART

‘It was always as though ... It seemed that always ...’ (JP 20)

w;-2 also appears following s- ‘clause nominalizer’ in nominalized clauses
that stand as sentences in narratives (see §4.3.4, “Nominalized Narrative
Sentences”).

w;-2 is probably also what appears as -;w- in the demonstrative set ƒ;w√á
‘she,’ t;w√á ‘he,’ and so on (see §15.2.2.2).

11.1.2. w;®- ‘already’
This appears commonly before a predicate head but, like w;-2 ‘established,’ it
can also appear before a directional auxiliary. Like w;-2 too, it can appear in
two different shapes. When attached to some preceding element, it can appear
as -;w®, but more often it appears as w;®. It usually has the sense ‘already’ or
forms what corresponds to an English present perfect tense, as in:

(a) ni÷ c;n w;®-s√;√íœø. (CC)
AUX I already-bundled
‘I’m already bundled up.’

(b) ni w;®-néµ t⁄nn;c t; ®qélç. (CC)
AUX already-AUX(go) set ART moon
‘The moon has just gone down.’
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It may have the sense ‘still,’ as in:

(c) √;w;® táw;n. (AC)
also already-town
‘It’s more town.’ (i.e., ‘It’s still town all the way out there.’)

With a progressive form, it may have the sense ‘be starting to,’ as in:

(d) ni µ; w;®y;h⁄∫;µ. (CC)
ni÷ µ; w;®-y;-h⁄∫;µ
AUX CERT already-along-be.going
‘He’s starting to go.’

With a negative, w;®- may be translated ‘no longer, not anymore,’ as in:

(e) ni ∆xø w;®çís;m. w;®÷⁄w; ∆xø ni÷;xø s√í√q;®. (JP)
ni÷ ∆xø w;®-çís;m. w;®-÷⁄w; ∆xø ni÷-;xø s√í√q;®
AUX you already-grow already-not you AUX-you child
‘You have grown up. You’re not a child anymore.’

What appears to be w;®- occurs in a few words that must be listed in the
lexicon:

w;®yé¥s;l; ‘two animals’ (< yé¥s;l; ‘two persons’ < y;sél; ‘two’)
w;®ƒíƒ; ‘ritualist,’ i.e., a person who uses spells (sy;∑í∫) professionally

(possibly < ƒí ‘great’)

11.1.3. t;w- ‘like, somewhat, a bit, sort of (like)’
This is possibly composed of a root té÷ ‘resemble, appear,’ which can be
inferred from t;÷ém;x ‘resemble,’ st;÷é ‘like,’ and possibly ÷⁄w;te÷ ‘none,’ and
w;-2 ‘established.’ The sense ‘like, resembling’ is seen in:

(a) t;w-xø;nít;m. (AC)
like-White.person
‘They’re like White people.’

(b) t;w÷í÷t;t ÷a¬ t;∫ h⁄¥qø. (DK)
t;w-÷í÷t;t ÷a¬ t; ÷;n-h⁄¥qø
like-be.sleeping just ART your-be.burning
‘Your fire is just like it’s sleeping.’

(c) sm⁄t;qs;n t;w-t⁄ki (AC)
snotty like-turkey
‘snotty like a turkey’
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(d) t;wsp;lqøí¸e÷ ÷áµ;t ni ÷; t; s÷é√q i w;®ƒé÷t (DK)
t;w-sp;lqøí¸e÷ ÷áµ;t ni ÷; t; s÷é√q ÷;¥
like-owl be.sitting be.there OBL ART outside and

w;®-ƒé÷t
already-dark

‘She’s like an owl sitting outside in the dark.’ (said by a man of his 
sulking wife) 

This sense is stronger with the addition of st;÷é ‘like’ or the suffix -am;x
‘resemble,’ and such constructions are said to be more usual, as in (e) and (f).

(e) t;w-xø;nít;m-äm;x.
like-White.person-appear
‘They look like White people.’

(f) t;wste÷é≥ ˚ø l;pláß. (DK)
t;w-ste÷é ÷; ˚ø l;pláß
somewhat-like OBL ART plank
‘It’s like a plank.’ (a lady says of her own cake comparing it with her 

friend’s)

The sense ‘somewhat, a bit’ appears to be more common, as in:

(g) t;wc;c®⁄n;p t;tím;xø (JP 19)
t;w-cic;®-⁄n;p t;tím;xø
somewhat-high-ground lands
‘somewhat higher ground’

(h) µi ce≥p t;w®tí. (DK)
÷;µí ce≥p t;w-®-tí
come you(PL) somewhat-partake-tea
‘Come and have some tea.’

(i) mi ®; t;wœí˚ø;m. (AG)
µi ®; t;w-œí˚ø-;m
come PER somewhat-bite-INTR

‘Give me a bite.’

(j) t;w-÷í ∆xø ÷a¬. (JP)
somewhat-be.here you just
‘Stay a while. Stay a while.’

(k) ÷i c;n t;w˚øáµ˚ø;µƒ;t ˚ø;n sni ®tí. (JP)
÷i c;n t;w-˚øáµ˚ø;µ-ƒ;t ˚ø; n;-s-ni÷ ®-tí
AUX I somewhat-strong-self ART my-NOM-AUX partake-tea
‘I became a little stronger when I drank tea.’
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(l) t;wxøn⁄y;m;s ®œ;, si÷éµ.
t;w-xø-n⁄y;m-;s ®; œ;, si÷éµ
like-inside-laugh-face PER EMPH sir
‘Smile once in a while, Mister.’ (said by an older relative to a sullen 

adolescent)

(m) s;ct;w h⁄ye÷ i ct t;wxø;ny;÷é≥¥ y;÷;x÷íx;l i ... (CC 4)
s-ni÷ ct w;-h⁄ye÷ ÷;¥ [ni÷] ct
NOM-AUX we EST-leave and AUX we

t;w-xø;n-y;-÷é≥¥ y;-÷;x÷íx;l ÷;¥
like-still-along-continue along-be.paddling(PL) and

‘Then we left and we sort of continued paddling [leisurely] along when ...’

From the sense ‘somewhat’ may come the use of t;w- to form a weak imper-
ative, as in:

(n) t;w-≈⁄l-;t ®e. (DK)
like-write-TR PER

‘Write it down.’

(Perhaps ‘Write it down, eh?’ or ‘You might write it down,’ said to be more
polite than a simple ≈⁄l;t ®e ‘Write it down.’)

Prefixed to derivatives of ˚øín ‘how many’ (§17.20), t;w- gives the sense
‘several,’ as in:

(o) t;w˚øí≥l; sté÷exø;®
t;w-˚øin-;l; sté÷exø;®
somewhat-how.many-person children
‘several children’

(p) køƒ; t;w˚ø⁄nmät w;q⁄l ÷a¬ (JP 22)
køƒ; t;w-˚øin-mat w;-q⁄l ÷a¬
ART somewhat-how.many-kind EST-bad just
‘several bad things’

11.1.4. xø;n- ‘still, soon’
This has been recorded most often with the meaning ‘still’:

(a) xø;n-y;-÷í÷t;t. (DK)
still-along-be.sleeping
‘He’s still sleeping.’

(b) køƒ; ÷;xøí∫ s√í√q;® n; xø;ns÷é√q (JP 2)
køƒ; ÷;xøí∫ s√í√q;® ni÷ xø;n-s÷é√q
ART little child AUX still-outside
‘a little child who was still outside’
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(c) ˚ø;ns xø;ns√í√q;®
˚ø; n;-s-xø;n-s√í√q;®
ART my-NOM-still-child
‘when I was still a child’

(d) xø;nnét;® i w;®÷⁄m;t t; T. (CC 6)
xø;n-nét;® ÷;¥ w;®-÷⁄m;t t; T
still-morning and already-get.up ART T
‘It was early morning when T got up.’

But in some contexts, perhaps only with verbs of motion, the gloss is ‘soon’:

(e) sçéç;n w;-÷⁄¥ w;-xø;n-h⁄ye÷-;s. (CC 13) 
really EST-good if-soon-leave-3SUB

‘It would be really good if she left soon.’

The word xø;ntéc;l (< téc;l ‘arrive here’) appears to be an idiom meaning
‘early’:

(f) ÷;µí c;n xø;n-téc;l.
come I soon-arrive.here
‘I’ll come early.’

11.1.5. y;-1 ‘along’
This has the sense ‘while moving’ or ‘simultaneously.’ It occurs commonly
with progressive forms. It can indicate action progressing while the actor is
moving or, perhaps, while other events are occurring. Compare (a) and (b):

(a) ÷i c;n y;-h⁄µe÷-x.
AUX I along-be.removing-TR

‘I’m removing them (while moving along).’

(b) ÷i c;n h⁄µe÷-x. (CC)
AUX I be.removing-TR

‘I’m removing them (but standing still).’

In (c), (d), and (e), y;-1 is also prefixed to progressive forms:

(c) y;-†í†;¬;µ. (DK)
along-be.singing
‘He’s singing away [as a child might while playing].’

(d) s;s;w ÷⁄√q;l ƒ;w√a y;ch⁄¥w;n. (CC 11)
s-ni-s w;-÷⁄√q;l ƒ;w√a y;-c-h⁄¥w;n
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-go.out she along-do-singing.possessed
‘Then she went out singing her possessing song (sy⁄w;n).’
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(e) ni y;-há≥¥. (AG)
AUX along-be.stopping
‘It’s stopping. It is coming to a stop.’

In (f), it is prefixed to a durative form:

(f) ha÷ ∆xø kø; neµ qíœ;ƒämx i neµ c;n y;kø;nét t;n láys;ns. (CC 21)
ha÷ ∆xø kø; neµ qíœ-;t-Samx ÷;¥ néµ c;n
if you then AUX(go) be.bound-TR-me and AUX(go) I

y;-kø;n-é-t t; n;-láys;ns
along-be.taken-DUR-TR ART my-license

‘If you have me arrested, I’ll take along my [Shaker minister’s] licence.’

In (g), it is prefixed to a resultative form:

(g) s;w h⁄ye÷ ƒ; skøáye ˚øí÷ y;ßxø≈ø;≈øœøí∑;n t; sœáy;s s√pélq;n.
(JP 19)

s-w;-h⁄ye÷[-s] ƒ; skøáye÷ ˚øí÷
NOM-EST-leave-3POS ART squirrel ascend

y;-ßxø≈ø;≈øœøí∑;n [÷;] t; sœáy;s s√pélq;n
along-bound.around.middle OBL ART down feather

‘Then away climbed the squirrel, the downy feathers tied around its 
waist.’

In (h), it is prefixed to the nominalized head of a relative clause with an
extracted instrument:

(h) √a µ; ni÷ y;-ßxø-˚øá˚ø;qø-;¬s ÷é≥®t;n. (CC)
BE3P CERT AUX along-OBLNOM-be.getting.hit-ACT 3PL

‘That’s what they were hitting with.’

It is prefixed to a few forms indicating location to produce forms indicating
direction of motion. Compare (i) with (j) and (k) with (l):

(i) ni÷ sí÷q t; ßxø÷áµ;t.
AUX under ART bed
‘It’s under the bed.’

(j) néµ c;n ce÷ y;-sí÷q.
go I FUT along-under
‘I’m going under.’

(k) ni÷ sc®á¬w;®.
AUX above
‘It’s above.’
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(l) wélx y;sc®á¬w;® t; lél;µ.
wél-x y;-sc®á¬w;® [÷;] t; lél;µ
throw-TR along-above OBL ART house
‘Throw it over the house.’

It is also prefixed to some of the numerals to produce forms used in counting
canoes, cars, and so on. (For those recorded, see §19.2.) 

11.1.6. y;-2 ( ~ i-) ‘first, before doing anything else, above all (first)’
This seems to appear with perfective forms only, in contrast to y;-1, which usu-
ally appears with progressive forms. Most recorded instances have been in
direct or implied commands or requests, as in (a) to (d) but not (e).

(a) y;÷⁄®t;n ce≥p yé® ÷;snéµ ÷éy;l;sä¬xø. (CC)
y;-÷⁄®t;n ce≥p yé® ÷;-s-néµ ÷éy-l;s-ä¬xø
first-eat you then your NOM-go.away-TR-us
‘Eat before you leave us.’

(b) ÷⁄¥ køsy;®é≥lct, q;¬ét hiƒín;m. (JP 12)
÷⁄¥ kø s-y;-®é≥l-ct, q;¬ét h;yƒín;m
good ART NOM-first-go.shoreward-our again finish.eating
‘We’d better go ashore first and again have something to eat.’

(c) ÷⁄w; ce≥p y;˚ø⁄cnä≥lt. (JP)
÷⁄w; ce≥p y;-˚øec-n-äl-;t
not you first-see-TR-you-SUBPAS

‘Don’t let yourselves be seen.’

(d) ÷⁄w; ce≥p isx⁄∫c;÷e≥p. (JP 13)
÷⁄w; ce≥p y;-sx⁄∫c;÷-e≥p
not you first-be.prey-you
‘Don’t let it catch you.’

(e) ÷⁄w; ni≥s y;œí÷ƒ;t i ni÷ c;n w;®xø;níns. (JP)
÷⁄w; ni÷-;s y;-œí÷ƒ;t ÷;¥ ni÷ c;n
not AUX-3SUB first-react and AUX I

w;®-xø;-ní÷-n;s
already-become-be.there-TR

‘He did not react in time, and I went up to him.’ (i.e., ‘I caught him by 
surprise.’)

11.1.7. n;xøs- (~ xøs-) ‘habitually’ (HAB)
It is possible that this is a compound prefix, but there is no evidence for it at
present. It appears prefixed to perfective forms of verbs, as in (a) to (c).
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(a) n;xøsh;w¸é÷ƒ;s. (JP)
n;xøs-h;w¸é÷-t-S-;s
HAB-tease-TR-me-3TR

‘He has the habit of teasing me.’

(b) n;xøs®⁄˚øx;n c;n ÷;®÷ím;xë≥n. (JP)
n;xøs-®⁄˚øx;n c;n ÷;®-÷ím;x-ë≥n
HAB-trip I whenever-walk-I
‘I’m always tripping whenever I walk.’

(c) n;xøsçéw;®t;n ˚ø;∫a Tom. (JP)
n;xøs-çéw-;®t;n ˚ø;∫a Tom
HAB-help-others that Tom
‘Tom is always helping.’

(This last sentence was JP’s comment after I had elicited a set of active and pas-
sive forms beginning with “Tom helps George.”)

This prefix appears in terms for persons engaged in activities habitually or
professionally, as in: 

n;xøs÷;hé≥w; (CC), n;xøshé≥∑; (JP) ‘deer hunter, inland hunter’ (< ÷;hé≥∑;,
hé≥∑; ‘hunt deer’)

n;xøsp⁄y;t;® ‘duck hunter’ (< p⁄y;t;® ‘hunt ducks’)
n;xøskø⁄y≈ƒ;t ‘good provider’ (< kø⁄y≈ƒ;t ‘act, move oneself’)
n;xøs√⁄n;q ‘potlatcher’ (< √⁄n;q ‘give a potlatch’)

However, as the earlier examples show, this is an aspect marker, not simply
an agent marker equivalent to the English -er.

The form xøs- has been recorded in the following words only:

xøsl;hél ‘good bone-game player’ (< l;hél ‘play the bone game’) (JP)
xøs®;®é¸ ‘ person who always makes fun of others’ (cf. ®;®ȩ́ t ‘make fun of him’)
xøs®πá√;m ‘“real” (confirmed) smoker’ (< ®πá√;m ‘smoke tobacco’) (DK)

11.2. MODAL SUFFIXES
Only two of these have been identified. They differ from the derivational suf-
fixes in that they follow suffixes of the voice system, for example, -;m ‘intran-
sitive,’ -n;xø ‘transitive limited control,’ -ƒ;t ‘reflexive.’ They may be followed
by the third-person transitive subject marker.

11.2.1. -⁄lm;n ‘want to, intend to, seem about to’
This is suffixed to verbs in both perfective and progressive aspects. It may
appear as -⁄¬m;n in the progressive.
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(a) ÷i c;n;w® ÷ït;t⁄lm;n. (DK)
÷i c;n w;®-÷ït;t-⁄lm;n
AUX I already-sleep-want
‘I want to sleep now.’

(b) ÷i c;n h;µ√;l⁄¬m;n. (CC)
÷i c;n h;µ√él-⁄¬m;n
AUX I be.fainting-want
‘I’m about to faint.’

(c) køƒ;w stém ÷a¬ ni œáœ;yn;xø¤lm;n;s (JP 22)
køƒ; w;-stém ÷a¬ ni÷ œáœ;y-n;xø-¤lm;n-;s
ART EST-what just AUX be.dying-TR-want-3SUB

‘whatever they wanted to kill’

(d) √a s√í÷s køs køänn;xø⁄lm;ns t;w√a ≈⁄†e e tƒe q⁄l m;st⁄y;xø.
(JP 25)

√a s-c√í÷-s kø s-køän-n;xø-⁄lm;n-s
BE3P NOM-want-3POS ART NOM-being.taken-TR-want-3POS

t;w√a ≈⁄†; ÷; tƒe q⁄l m;st⁄y;xø
that be.doing OBL that bad person 

‘That is what that bad person who was doing that intended.’

11.2.2. - í ≥ ® ~ - í; ® (//-;y;®//) ‘arrange to, seek to (arrange)’
The meaning of this suffix is not entirely clear. Examples of its use suggest that
it indicates that an activity occurs outside the normal social group through a
contractual arrangement. It appears as -í÷;® (//-;¥;®//) in the progressive.

(a) ni÷ ct néµ ÷¤®t;n-í≥®. (DK)
AUX we go eat-arrange
‘We invited ourselves to eat there [at a restaurant].’

(b) ni÷ ct néµ ÷ït;t-í≥®. (DK)
AUX we go sleep-arrange
‘We went to a hotel.’

(c) ÷i ÷í÷i®t;n-i÷;®. (AG)
AUX be.eating-arrange
‘He’s eating in a restaurant.’

(d) néµ ®e ƒáy;mƒ;t-ï≥® neµ [÷;] y;ƒé÷. (JP)
go PER stay.with-arrange go OBL them
‘Go and ask permission to stay with them.’
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(e) ni÷ ƒ;ƒ¤¥c;m-í÷;®.
AUX be.sleeping.together-arrange
‘She/he is looking for someone to sleep with [have sex with].’

It also appears in ÷ ¤m;tí≥® (< ÷⁄m;t ‘sit,’ used for ‘go to the bathroom’ in some
families).
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12
Non-Personal Affixes 3: 
Derivational Affixes

264

We will consider here all of the derivational affixes except the lexical suffixes,
which will be presented in §13. Included here are the derivational affixes with
purely grammatical meaning, the verbalizing prefixes, the verbal suffixes, and
miscellaneous lexical prefixes.

12.1. PURELY GRAMMATICAL DERIVATIONAL AFFIXES
There are only three, or possibly four, simple prefixes, one compound prefix,
and a suffix that belong here.

12.1.1. s-1 ‘word nominalizer’ (NOM)
This prefix, perhaps the most commonly used in the language, appears in three
kinds of words:

(1) Simple s- nouns (see §8.1 [2]), that is, nouns with bound roots (redupli-
cated forms showing s- to be a prefix), as in:

s≈⁄∫; ‘foot’ (cf. s≈;≈í∫; ‘feet’)
sqø;mé¥ ‘dog’ (cf. sqø;mqø;mé¥ ‘dogs’)
smé≥nt ‘rock, mountain’ (cf. sm;nmé≥nt ‘rocks, mountains’)

(2) Derived s- nouns (see §8.1 [3]), that is, nouns formed from verb roots.
These may name the object of the action designated by the verb, as in:

s÷⁄®t;n ‘food’ (< ÷⁄®t;n ‘eat,’ i.e., that which is eaten)
s÷í̧ ;m ‘clothing’ (< ÷í̧ ;m ‘get dressed,’ i.e., that which is put on)
spí∑ ‘ice’ (cf. pí∑;t ‘freeze it,’ i.e., that which is frozen)
s≈†é˚ø ‘carving’ (< ≈†é˚ø ‘carve,’ i.e., that which is carved)
skøíx ‘name’ (cf. køíx;t ‘name it,’ i.e., that which is given as a name)
s≈ø;¥éµ ‘story, myth’ (< ≈ø;¥éµ ‘tell a story, recite a myth’)1

sy⁄ƒ;s ‘story, account’ (cf. y⁄ƒ;st ‘tell him’)

1 Some use the word s≈ø;¥éµ for any narrative, as JP did at times, but he also used it to refer to
events involving ˛é≥¬s and to the world before ˛é≥¬s came (see §18.4.9, example [m]). I think
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Or they may name the activities themselves, as in:

syá≥ys ‘work’ (< yá≥ys ‘work’)
s√⁄n;q ‘potlatch’ (< √⁄n;q ‘give a potlatch’)

In one instance, the noun designates the substance the presence of which is
indicated by an adjective: snás ‘fat, grease’ (< nás ‘fat’ as person, ‘fatty’ as
food).

(3) Nominalizations of predicate heads in relative clauses with extracted
oblique adjuncts (cf. §4.1.1.2), as in:

(a) t; s÷⁄®t;n [ni≥n s≈té÷em] (DK)
t; s÷⁄®t;n ni÷ n;-s-≈té÷;m
ART food AUX my-NOM-prepare
‘the food that I prepared’

In this relative clause (bracketed), the head verb (≈té÷;m ‘prepare’) is nomi-
nalized because the extracted word that the relative clause modifies (s÷⁄®t;n
‘food’) is the oblique object of this verb in a corresponding simple clause, such
as:

(b) néµ ƒ;® ≈té÷em ˚ø s÷⁄®t;n. (DK)
néµ ƒ;® ≈té÷em [÷;] ˚ø s÷⁄®t;n
go ADV prepare OBL ART food
‘Go now and make dinner.’ (‘Go anyway and prepare some food.’)

(Here the object must be identified as oblique even with the particle ÷; missing,
because the verb is intransitive.)

Nominalizations of this kind seem analogous to at least some of those of the
second kind – see (2) above – in their semantic relationship to the verbs from
which they are derived; for example, n;s≈té÷;m ‘what I prepared’ is to ≈té÷;m
c;n ‘I prepare’ as n;s÷⁄®t;n ‘my food (what I eat)’ is to ÷⁄®t;n c;n ‘I eat.’ It
seems likely that these two kinds of words are historically related. However, the
nominalizations in relative clauses must have possessives, while nouns like
s÷⁄®t;n ‘food’ need not, and so nouns like s÷⁄®t;n cannot simply be identified
as relative clauses.

It seems useful to distinguish s- ‘word nominalizer’ and s- ‘clause nominal-
izer,’ although they are no doubt historically identical. The latter can be identi-
fied as a particle in the sense of an element that relates to a construction larger
than a word. (See §2.7.)

12.1.2. s-2 ‘resultative’ (RES)
This prefix occurs with nearly all resultative forms of the verb (see §7.7). It also
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occurs with some forms of the noun that may be identified as resultative (see
§8.7).

It is distinct from s-1 ‘nominalizer’ in that resultative forms do not take pos-
sessives (and so are verbs, not nouns, morphologically defined), while the prin-
cipal function of s- ‘nominalizer’ is precisely to convert a verb into a form that
may take a possessive, that is, to make a noun (morphologically defined) of it.

The identify in sound of s-2 ‘resultative’ and s-1 ‘nominalizer’ may be a recent
development in Halkomelem. In neighbouring Salish languages, the counter-
part of Halkomelem s-2 ‘resultative’ has an initial glottal stop and schwa, as in
Squamish ÷;s- (Kuipers 1967, 111). 

12.1.3. xø-1 ‘oblique relater’ (OBREL)
This is a tentative identification. In a few instances, it appears that xø-1 may
relate a root and a lexical suffix as verb and instrument rather than verb and
object, as in:

xø÷⁄∑c;st ‘show him with the hands’ (< ÷í∑- ‘show,’ -c;s ‘hand,’ -t ‘transitive’)
xøkøé÷c;s ‘drop from the hands’ (cf. køé÷t ‘drop it, let it go’)

in contrast to kø⁄n;c;st ‘take his hand’ (cf. kø⁄n;t ‘take it’), which has no pre-
fix xø- and in which the root and lexical suffix are related as verb and object.

In some of the words where xø-1 seems to have a locative sense, it may also
mark an oblique relationship between root and suffix. Or, it may be that this
function has developed from the locative sense of xø-3 (cf. §12.4.8).

This interpretation of xø-1 as an ‘oblique relater,’ although based on only a
few examples, casts xø-1 here in a role similar to the one it plays in the ‘oblique
nominalizer’ ßxø-.

12.1.4. ßxø- ‘oblique word nominalizer’ (OBLNOM)
This is a compound of s-1 ‘word nominalizer’ and xø-1 ‘oblique relater.’ The
usual Musqueam form is ßxø- but both CC and JP occasionally used ß-, which
is the usual Cowichan form, often correcting afterwards to ßxø-. In a few words
and nominalized clauses, CC used x- in place of ßxø-. I cannot account for this
variation. In JP’s Musqueam, the sequence ÷;T- ‘your’ followed by ßxø- is real-
ized as ÷;ƒxø-. This compound prefix appears in four kinds of words:

(1) Nominalizations of predicate heads in relative clauses with extracted
oblique nominal adjuncts other than objects. The extracted nominal adjuncts
are loci, goals, and instruments (see §4.1.1.2) and the ßxø- can be glossed ‘at
which, to which, by which,’ as in:

(a) √a µ; ti÷í skø;léx [ni n;ß≈økø⁄l;xt]. (JP)
√a µ; ti÷í skø;léx ni÷ n;-ß≈ø-kø⁄l;x-t
BE3P CERT this gun AUX my-OBNOM-shoot-TR

‘This gun is the one that I shot it with.’
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In the relative clause (bracketed), the head verb kø⁄l;xt ‘shoot it’ is nominal-
ized with ßxø- because the extracted skø;léx ‘gun’ is the instrument of a corre-
sponding simple clause:

(b) ni c;n kø⁄l;x-t ÷; ti÷í skø;léx.
AUX I shoot-TR OBL this gun
‘I shot it with this gun.’

(2) Words that refer to instruments. These may be formed from verbs in the
perfective or progressive aspects, without or with suffixes. The prefix has the
sense ‘means by which’ and the root or stem designates the activity, as in:

ßxø÷é≈;ƒ ‘bed’ (< ÷é≈;ƒ ‘lie down’)
ßxø(h);lí ‘life’ (‘the “soul” that leaves the body at death,’ < h;lí ‘alive’)
ßxø÷⁄¥⁄m ‘power, strength’ (< ÷;¥⁄m ‘strong’)
ßxøyá≥¥;s ‘tools’ (< yá≥¥;s ‘be working’)
ßxø√⁄x;n;p ‘plow’ (< √⁄x;n;p ; cf. √x⁄t ‘open it up,’ -⁄n;p ‘ground’)
ßxøcíc;x;¬s ‘froe’ (cf. céx;t ‘split it with a froe,’ -els ‘activity’)

A few such words have the suffix -t;n ‘instrument,’ which seems redundant:

ßxø˚øí÷t;n ‘ladder’ (< ˚øí÷ ‘ascend’)
ßxøqá÷qa÷t;n ‘drinking tube’ (< qá÷qa÷ ‘drink’)

Words of this kind seem to be related to those of the previous set (the predi-
cate heads nominalized with ßxø-) in a way parallel to the relationship between
the second and third set of words formed with s- (§12.1.1 above).

(3) Terms for persons. These include several kinship terms, which are given
in §21. One of these is ßxøsí¬; ‘grandparent’s spouse, spouse’s grandparent,
grandparent’s sibling’s spouse’ (< sí¬; ‘grandparent, grandparent’s sibling’).
This word and others might suggest that the prefix ßxø- may be simply glossed
‘in-law,’ but a more accurate gloss might still be ‘locus’ or ‘means,’ ßxøsí¬;
being literally ‘one who is in the place of grandparent’ or ‘one who functions
as grandparent.’

Other terms for persons include:

ßxøswé÷ ‘master, owner’ (< swé÷ ‘property,’ < wé÷ ‘own’)
ßxøsi÷éµ ‘boss, leader’ (< si÷éµ ‘rich person, upper-class person’)
ßxøné÷;m ‘shaman’ (cf. sné÷;m ‘shaman’s tutelary, “Indian doctor’s power”’)

In these too, ‘locus’ or ‘means’ may be implied. The ßxøné÷;m is both the pos-
sessor of and is possessed by his or her sné÷;m.

(4) Words in which a root and suffix are related obliquely. In words like the
following, the ßxø- cannot be interpreted as ‘by which’ or ‘at which.’ It seems
rather that the xø- may serve to relate the root and suffix obliquely (cf. §12.1.3
above), and the s- then nominalizes this construction.
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ßxømüsm;s⁄¬;c ‘cow manure’ (< músm;s ‘cow,’ -⁄¬;c ‘dung’)
ßxø∆ïk;n⁄¬;c ‘chicken manure’ (< ∆ík;n ‘chicken’)
ßxøl;mél; ‘bottle’ (< l⁄m ‘rum, liquor,’ -él; ‘place for, container for’)
ßxøpät;nél; ‘mast’ (< pát;n ‘sail’)

As with s- ‘nominalizer,’ we may distinguish ßxø- as ‘oblique word nomi-
nalizer’ and as ‘oblique clause nominalizer’ (see §4.3.3).

12.1.5. -a÷® ‘attributive’ (ATT)
As mentioned in §3.8.3.4, when this is accompanied by s-1 ‘nominalizer’ and
sometimes internal change in the stem, it produces attributive or adjectival
forms (§9.7).2 Internal changes include the umlauting of /e/ to /a/ seen with sev-
eral other suffixes but also a shift in stress. The latter appears in only two
Musqueam forms given by JP and three Katzie forms given by SP. While the
full form of the suffix is -a÷®, it is often heard as -a® or -;®. Some phrases with
attributives formed by this combination of prefix and suffix are:

ßxø⁄lm;xøa÷® t⁄m;xø ‘Indian land’ (< xø⁄lm;xø ‘Indian’)
ßxø;nít;ma÷® sœø;yíl;x ‘White-style dance’ (< xø;nít;m ‘White’)
smílka÷® ßxøl;mél; ‘milk bottle’ (< E. ‘milk’)
sy;wá∫a÷® ßxøqøél;w;n ‘old people’s ways of thinking’ (< sy;wé∫

‘forebears,’ < y;wé∫ ‘before’)
snáça÷® œøé≈t ‘someone else’s “claim” (e.g., wapato pond)’ (< néç ‘different’)
scí®a÷® m;má÷aqø ‘birds of the heights (high-flying birds, such as eagles,

buzzards, etc.)’ (cf. cíc;® ‘above,’ JP)
s®;n;yá÷® ßxøqø⁄lt;n ‘woman’s word, women’s language’ (< s®én;¥

‘woman,’ JP)
sté÷exø;®a÷® ßxøqø⁄lt;n ‘baby talk’ (as using /k/ for /q/, < sté÷exø;®

‘children,’ JP) 
sc⁄∑c;∑a® s®éw;† ‘pilchard’ (lit. ‘deep-sea herring,’ < c⁄∑c;∑ ‘offing,’ CC)
sc;wcé∑a® œø;lít;q ‘offshore seagull’ (a tern?) (JP)
sc;wcáw;® œø⁄≈ø;qs ‘œø⁄≈ø;qs (a type of sy⁄w;n) from the sea’ (SP)
skø√⁄ma≥® (≈áca÷) ‘Coquitlam Lake’ (< køíkø;√;m ‘Coquitlam’) (JP)
sœøa≥n√íl;® stá¬;∑ ‘Fraser River’ (< œøá≥n√;l, œøá÷a∫√;¬ ‘Kwantlen, i.e.,

river of the Kwantlen,’ perhaps referring to the Fraser as it runs through
Kwantlen territory only (SP)

ßxøm;ƒkø;y⁄m;® sy⁄ƒ ‘Musqueam tradition, Musqueam inheritance’ (SP)

A few attributive forms with s- ... -a÷® have become established in special
senses, such as:
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syíxa÷® ‘southern or Puget Sound canoe type’ (< yíx ‘Puget Sound,’ JP)
sqø≈øáµ;xa÷® ‘Squamish canoe type’ (< sqø≈øáµ;x ‘Squamish,’ JP; DK

gave sq≈øáµ;x)

12.1.6. -t ‘stative’ (STAT)
This is a rare suffix. It appears in a few adjectives and nouns:

®œét ‘wide’ (cf. lœ- ‘across, other side,’ ®éœ;m;x ‘flat country,’ ®œéc;s ‘five,’
®éœ;t ‘lay it down’)

p®ét ‘thick’ (cf. Squamish p;®c ‘thick-lipped’ and comparative data in
Kuipers [1967, 248]) 

√eqt ‘long’
ƒqét ‘standing upright, tree’ (cf. ƒqén ‘be held upright,’ ƒqénx ‘stand it up’)
t⁄yt ‘upstream’ (cf. Cowichan t⁄y;l ‘go/come upstream’)
t⁄yw;t ‘the “North” (i.e., Johnstone Strait and beyond)’ (cf. xøt⁄y;w;l ‘the

“Northern” tribes,’ probably related to the last; the northern end of the
Strait of Georgia begins “upstream”) 

s≈⁄l;çt ‘place where strong currents meet’ (cf. s≈⁄l;ç ‘current,’ ≈⁄lçt ‘turn it’)

It also appears in two anomalous resultative forms:

skøékø;lt ‘hidden’ (cf. køélx ‘hide it,’ køékø;¬x ‘be hiding it,’ køé≥l ‘hide,’
kø;køí≥¬ ‘be hiding’)

spép;lt ‘skimmed’ (cf. pé≥lt ‘skim it,’ pép;l;t ‘be skimming it’)

It may also be identical with -t ‘subordinate passive’ (§10.8). 

12.2. VERBALIZING PREFIXES
There are seven prefixes that have lexical meanings and also serve to make
verbs of nominal or adjectival roots or stems. They are: c- ‘get, have, make, do,’
xø;- ‘become,’ txø-1 ‘buy,’ ®-1 ‘partake,’ √- ‘go to,’ c®- ‘die of,’ and xø-2 ‘move
toward.’ Of these, only c- and xø;- require any discussion. For the others I have
simply listed a few examples.

12.2.1. c- ‘get, have, make, do’
This is a kind of all-purpose verbalizer that converts the root or stem to which
it is prefixed into an incorporated object. It is probably what remains of an old
root, as suggested by the reduplicated form c;kø-, given below. It may also be
the initial element in the first- and second-person subject particles (§14.2.1),
perhaps once serving as an auxiliary to which the pronominal forms now serv-
ing as subordinate subjects were added.

Prefixed to nouns, c- provides the most usual way of expressing ‘get’ or
‘have,’ and in this sense it seems fully productive. Alone, it has a perfective
sense and is usually translatable as ‘get.’ With an auxiliary and w;-2 ‘estab-
lished,’ it has an imperfective sense and is usually ‘have,’ as in (a) to (c).
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(a) c-wá∆ c;n ce÷.
get-watch I FUT

‘I’m going to get a watch.’

(b) ÷í ÷; ∆xø w;-c-wá∆.
here ROG you EST-get-watch
‘Do you have a watch?’

(c) ÷í≥® c;n w;cwá∆.
÷í-;® c;n w;-c-wá∆
here-past I EST-get-watch 
‘I used to have a watch.’

With bound roots or stems requiring s- (s- nouns), c- replaces the s-, as in:

(d) ÷í c;n cn⁄xø;®.
‘I have a canoe. I got a canoe.’ (cf. sn⁄xø;® ‘canoe’)

(e) ÷í c;n xø;cqø;mé¥.
‘I have become the owner of a dog.’ (cf. sqø;mé¥ ‘dog’)

The sense of ‘make’ or ‘do’ may be restricted to contexts where this inter-
pretation is more likely than ‘have’ or ‘get.’ Compare cn⁄xø;® ‘have a canoe’
in (d) with (f).

(f) sc;∑ét køscn⁄xø;®s.
sc;∑ét kø s-c-n⁄xø;®-s
clever ART NOM-make-canoe-3POS

‘He is a good canoe-maker.’ (lit. ‘He is clever at his making a canoe.’)

Other examples are:

cm⁄∫; ‘have a baby’ (< m⁄∫; ‘child, offspring’)
cpé÷;ƒ ‘hunt black bear’ (< spé÷;ƒ ‘black bear’)
ctákt; ‘get a doctor’ (< tákt; ‘medical doctor’)
ctét;m ‘be doing what’ (< stém ‘what’)
c®éw;n ‘make mats’ (< s®éw;n ‘mat’)
cpát;n ‘sail (v.)’ (< pát;n ‘sail [n.]’)
cœí¬; ‘make dried fish’ (< sœí¬; ‘winter supplies, especially of dried salmon’)
cy⁄w;n ‘sing a winter dance song’ (< sy⁄w;n ‘winter dance song’)
cy;∑í∫ ‘recite a spell’ (< sy;wí∫ ‘spell’)

With kinship terms, the prefix c- and the suffix -;m ‘intransitive’ give the
sense ‘call, address as,’ as in:

cmén;m ‘call “father”’ (< mén ‘father’)
csïlé≥m ‘call “grandparent”’ (< sí¬; ‘grandparent’)
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There are two interrogative verbs formed with c-:

ctét;m ‘be doing what’
ctám;t ‘do what, experience what, suffer what’

The first is formed with the root of stém ‘what.’ It seems to appear in the pro-
gressive only. The second is probably also formed with the same root and a suf-
fix that causes a change from /e/ to /a/, possibly the final -;t of the reflexive
-ƒ;t, which has the same effect; the term might more literally be interpreted
‘what happens to oneself.’

The verb ctám;t is perfective as given and has an anomalous progressive:
c;køstáµ;t ‘be doing what, etc.’ This form is interesting for two reasons. It
shows c- undergoing reduplication (see §1.5.10 for /c/ and /kø/ in reduplicated
forms), and thus it must be functioning as a root. And it shows that the under-
lying form of the perfective is //c-stam;t//. This raises the question whether
words like cn⁄xø;® ‘have a canoe, make a canoe,’ cpé÷;ƒ ‘hunt black bear,’
etc., are formed by prefixing c- to -n⁄xø;®, -pé÷;ƒ, etc., or by prefixing c- to
sn⁄xø;®, spé÷;ƒ, etc., and then deleting the s.

The prefix c- may also be identifiable with the initial element in the inter-
rogative words c⁄st;xø ‘do what with it’ and xøcél ‘go where.’ (See §17.7 and
17.9.)

Verbs formed with c- prefixed to roots of other sorts (verbal, adjectival, and
even adverbial) are active but intransitive. It is not clear how productive the
prefix is with such roots, but the following have been recorded:

c˚øéc ‘get a look, see anything, happen to see’ (< ˚øéc ‘look’; cf. ˚øéc;t
‘look at it,’ ˚ø⁄cn;xø ‘see it’)

ckø⁄n ‘get a hold, get anything’ (< kø⁄n ‘get taken’; cf. kø⁄n;t ‘take it’)
cháqø ‘catch a smell of something, get a whiff’ (cf. háqø; t ‘smell it’)
cm⁄˚ø ‘find something, salvage something’ (cf. m⁄˚ø;t ‘find it, salvage it’)
cpít ‘realize who someone is’ (cf. p⁄tn;xø ‘recognize him’)
cq⁄≈ ‘have much, have lots of something’ (< qé≈ ‘much, many’)
c√í÷ ‘want something’ (< √í÷ ‘expensive, important’)
c√é÷ ‘do something again, resume’ (< √é ÷ ‘again, also’)
cwé÷ ‘own’ (< √wé÷ ‘own’)

Verbs formed with c- and verbal or adjectival roots present a problem in the
way some relative clauses are formed. Because these verbs are active but
intransitive, they can have oblique objects, as in (g).

(g) c√í÷ c;n ÷; ˚ø; n;ßxøsé÷t t; n;ká≥. (AG)
c-√í÷ c;n ÷; ˚ø; n;-ßxø-sé÷-t t; n;-ká≥
make-valuable I OBL ART my-OBLNOM-rise-TR ART my-car
‘I want something to lift my car with.’
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In a relative clause formed through the extraction of an oblique object, the
predicate head is nominalized with s- (see §4.1.2). However, for two of these
verbs with c-, it appears that in relative clauses the c- is deleted. This, at any
rate, seems the simplest interpretation of forms like the following:

(h) n;sm⁄˚ø. (JP)
n;-s-[c-]m⁄˚ø
my-NOM-make-find
‘I found it.’ (lit. ‘It is what I found.’)

(i) n;s√í÷ kø s;plíl. (AG)
n;-s-[c-]√í÷ kø s;plíl
my-NOM-make-valuable ART bread
‘I want some bread.’ (lit. ‘Bread is what I want.’)

(j) niw sm⁄˚øs ÷a¬ køƒ; ni÷ há÷kø;x;s. (JP)
ni÷ w;-s-[c-]m⁄˚ø-s ÷a¬ køƒ; ni÷ há÷kø-;x-;s
AUX EST-NOM-make-find-3POS just ART AUX be.using-TR-3SUB

‘He just picked up what he is using.’ (‘What he is using is just what he 
picked up.’)

(k) √a køƒ; ¸é¬;s n;s√í÷. (JP 22)
√a køƒ; ȩ́¬;-s n;-s-[c-]√í÷
BE3P ART heart-3POS my-NOM-make-valuable
‘It is its heart that I want.’

On the other hand, verbs formed with c- in the sense ‘get’ or ‘have’ prefixed
to noun roots can be nominalized with s- without the loss of the c-, as in:

(l) ƒ⁄yt c;n ce÷ t; sála÷ac sclél;mct. (CC)
ƒ⁄y-t c;n ce÷ t; sála÷ac s-c-lél;µ-ct
be.made-TR I FUT ART mat NOM-have-house-our
‘I’ll fix the mats for our house.’ (lit. ‘I will fix the mats that will be what 

we will have as a house.’)

(m)ni c;n cm⁄˚ø køƒ; †éw;® n;sclá÷ƒ;n. (CC)
ni÷ c;n c-m⁄˚ø [÷;] køƒ; †éw;®
AUX I make-find OBL ART clam.shell

n;-s-c-lá÷ƒ;n
my-NOM-have-plate

‘I found a clamshell for my plate.’ (lit. ‘I found a clamshell that will be 
what I have as a plate.’)

Prefixed to verbs with intransitive suffixes, c- gives a causative sense, as in:

ckø⁄y≈ƒ;t ‘cause something’ (< kø⁄y≈ƒ;t ‘act, move oneself’)
cœé¬;m ‘convince oneself’ (< œél ‘believe,’ -;m ‘intransitive’)
c÷;yíl;m ‘make good weather (magically)’ (< ÷;yíl;m ‘become clear’)
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Several terms for colours occur with c-. These are:

ckøím ‘red’ (cf. skøím ‘red,’ skøíkø;m ‘reddish’)
cœí≈ ‘black’ (cf. œí≈;y; ‘Negro’)
cqøáy ‘green’ (CC), ‘yellow or green’ (JP), ‘pale’ (cf. qøáy;l ‘turn pale’)
cxøí˚ø (JP), ∆xøíœø (CC) ‘grey’
cp⁄xø ‘blond’ (cf. sp⁄xø ‘tripe’)

Here c- is the counterpart of the separate prefixes for colour terms in closely
related Salishan languages, such as n;- in Northern Straits. One colour term,
π⁄œ ‘white,’ occurs without c-. There is a parallel to ‘pale/turn pale’ above in
cqø⁄m≈ø ‘thin, skinny’ (cf. qøám;≈ø;l ‘become thin, get skinny’).

12.2.2. xø; - ~ xø i - ‘become’
This provides the most common way of expressing ‘become, come to be’ (but
cf. also the reflexive -ƒ;t in §10.5.1 and the verbal suffix -;l ~ -íl in §12.3.1).
It appears as xø;- in most contexts. In (a) it is prefixed to both an adjective and
a verb:

(a) niw neµ ÷a¬ xø;˚øáµ˚ø;µ køsnis xø;kø;nét;s ni ÷; ˚øi
sm;st⁄y;xø. (JP 28)

ni w;-neµ ÷a¬ xø;-˚øáµ˚ø;µ kø s-ni-s
AUX EST-go just become-strong ART NOM-AUX-3POS

xø;-kø;né-t-;s ni ÷; ˚øi s-m;st⁄y;xø
become-be.taken(DUR)-TR-3TR be.there OBL DEM NOM-person

‘It [his vision] just gets so strong that he comes to have it in his “system.”’

In (b), it is prefixed to a resultative form:

(b) ni xø;s;µné÷. (DK)
ni xø;-s-m⁄∫;
AUX become-RES-child
‘He has a kid.’ (lit. ‘He has become childed.’)

And in (c), (d), and (e), it is prefixed to nominalized forms or nouns:

(c) xø;÷;ƒwé÷;l;p. (JP 17)
xø;-÷;T-s-wé÷-;l;p
become-your-NOM-own-2PL

‘It has become yours.’

(d) køƒe÷ ni xø;-s÷⁄ly;-s cí≥tm;xø (JP 28)
that AUX become-vision-3POS great.horned.owl
‘that owl that had become his vision’
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(e) ni ct ®≈íl;xst;xø køs√as xø;∆ífct. (AG)
ni ct ®≈íl;x-st;xø kø s-√a-s xø;-∆íf-ct
AUX we stand-CAUS ART NOM-BE3P-3POS become-chief-our
‘We elected him chief.’ (lit. ‘We made him stand up so that he was the 

one who became our chief.’)

This suffix appears as xøi- before personal and interrogative words, as in (f),
(g), and (h).

(f) hé¥ ®e, xøin⁄w;s neµ xøn;çíw;n. (JP 10)
hé¥ ®e xøi-n⁄w;-s neµ xøn;çíw;n
go.ahead PER become-you-PERM go investigate
‘Well, now you go investigate.’ (‘It’s your turn to ...,’ lit. ‘Let it become 

you to ...’)

(g) xøi÷⁄nƒ; neµ ≈és;l. (JP 10)
xøi-÷⁄nƒ; neµ ≈és;l
become-I go face.danger
‘It’s up to me to go face the danger.’

(h) hé¥ xøistém (CC)
hé¥ xøi-stém
go.ahead become-what
‘What’s next?’

12.2.3. txø-1 ‘buy’
(a) néµ ∆xø txøs;plíl.

néµ ∆xø txø-s;plíl
go you buy-bread
‘Go buy bread.’

(b) txøwé∆ c;n ce÷.
txø-wé∆ c;n ce÷
buy-watch I FUT

‘I’ll buy a watch.’

(c) ni c;n txøká≥.
ni c;n txø-ká≥
AUX I buy-car
‘I bought a car.’

12.2.4. ®-1 ‘partake, experience’

®qá÷ ‘drink water’ (< qá÷ ‘water’; cf. qá÷qa÷ ‘drink’)
®tí ‘drink tea’ (< tí ‘tea’)
®∆ém ‘eat “jam”’ (< ∆ém ‘jam, any canned fruit’)
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®∆émt ‘make it into “jam”’ (DK)
®πá√;m ‘smoke (v.)’ (cf. sπá√;m ‘smoke [n.]’)
®˚ø;˚øí÷xø ‘be chewing gum’ (< ˚øí÷xø ‘pitch’)
®˚ø⁄l˚ø;¬; ‘be having a bellyache’ (< ˚ø⁄¬; ‘belly’)
®q⁄¬q;¬; ~ c®qá¬; ~ c®qá÷q;l; ‘thirsty’ (cf. qá÷ ‘water’)
®≈øá≈ø;s;m ‘eat whipped soapberries’ (cf. s≈øés;m ‘soapberries’)

The last may be a progressive in the pattern of qøél ‘speak,’ qøáqø;¬ ‘be
speaking.’

12.2.5. √- ‘go to’

√táw;n ‘go to town’ (< táw;n ‘town’)
√néç;wtxø ‘visit, call on a neighbour’ (< néç;wtxø ‘next door, next room’)

12.2.6. c®- ‘die of’

c®lém ‘die of drink’ (< lém ‘liquor,’ < E. ‘rum’)
c®q;nxøíl;m ‘die of overeating’ (< q⁄n;xø ‘gullet,’ -íl;m ‘move toward’;

cf. sq⁄n;xø ‘greedy’)
c®¸⁄≈t;n ‘die of poison’ (< ¸⁄≈t;n ‘poison’)

12.2.7. xø-2 ‘move toward’

With stems referring to location, xø-2 seems to function as a verbalizer imply-
ing motion toward, as in:

xøcákø ‘go far’ (< cákø ‘far’)
xøcá¬;qø ‘go up into the woods’ (< cá¬;qø ‘the woods, back country’)
xøcíc;® ‘go high’ (< cíc;® ‘above’)
xøc⁄∑c;∑ ‘go out from shore’ (< c⁄∑c;∑ ‘the offing’)

It may co-occur with the suffix -;l ~ -íl ~ -íl;m (§12.3.1), which has a similar
function, as in:

xø√píl ‘go straight down into the ground’ (< √píl ‘go downward’)
xøíw;l ‘move upstream, move toward the middle of the house’ (< híw;l

‘move closer to the fire’)
xøcél ‘go where’ (< √c;-, cf. c⁄st;xø ‘do what with it’)

12.3. VERBAL SUFFIXES
There are four of these. The first is not always verbalizing since the root may
itself be verbal.

12.3.1. - ; l ~ - í l ‘move toward, turn to, become’
This is very productive and can be followed by transitive and intransitive
suffixes.
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÷⁄√q;l ‘go/come out’ (cf. s÷é√q ‘outside’)
÷;√qílt ‘kick out (a sponger, spouse, etc.)’ (cf. ÷⁄√q;l) 
híw;l ‘move toward the fire’ (cf. híwx ‘bring forward’)
xøíw;l ‘go/come upstream’ (probably //xø-híw;l//, cf. ÷;hí∑ ‘upstream’)
y;¬éw;l ‘get past’ (cf. y;¬éw ‘past, passed,’ y;¬é∑x ‘pass him’)
√píl ‘move downward, sink, go/come downstairs’ (prog. √⁄p;¬, < √⁄p

‘deep’; cf. √í√;p ‘down’)
√pílx ‘sink it’ (cf. √píl, also √píl;st;xø ‘sink it, abandon it’)
qøáy;l ‘turn pale’ (cf. cqøáy ‘yellow, green, pale’)
q;lqí≥l ‘be ruined’ (< q⁄l ‘bad,’ probably //q;lq⁄l;l//)
q;lqí≥lt ‘ruin it’ (cf. q;lqí≥l) 
téw;l ‘get light, dawn’ (cf. téw;t ‘light it, throw a light on it’)

The compound suffix -íl;m is -il plus -;m ‘intransitive’:

h;qíl;m ‘go under (a bed, house, etc.)’ (cf. sí÷q ‘underneath,’ híq;t ‘put it
under’)

w;œøíl;m ‘go/come downstream’ (< w;œø ‘drift, float with the current’)
®;¬íl;m ‘move back from the fire, away from the centre of the house’ (cf.

®élx ‘move it back from the fire, move it from the centre of the house’)
xøckøíl;m ‘go far away’ (< cákø ‘far’)
xçíl;m ‘go into the woods’ (cf. xíç;t ‘put it into the woods, thrust it in,’

sxíx;ç ‘the woods, the bush’)
kø;txøíl;m ‘go/come inside’ (cf. køt⁄xø ‘get inside’)
qø;híl;m ‘go through’ (cf. qøé ‘get through’)
÷;¥íl;m ‘become clear (the weather)’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
√;xøla÷asíl;m ‘go to nothing, become worthless’ (< √;xølá÷as ‘of no value’)
qa÷q;÷íl;m ‘get the drinking habit’ (< qá÷qa÷ ‘drink’)

12.3.2. -í≥m ‘die from’
This is possibly composed of some element of the shape //-;R-// and the suf-
fix -;m ‘intransitive.’ It has not been recorded in many words. It may require a
prefix c- or s-.

(a) ni÷ c¸ay;÷í≥m. (CC)
ni÷ c-¸áy;-í≥m
AUX get-fur.seal-die.from
‘They died hunting fur seals.’

(b) ni÷ s√qi®í≥m. (CC)
ni÷ s-√qí®-í≥m
AUX NOM[?]-give.birth-die.from
‘She died in childbirth.’
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(c) c≈;n≈í≥m. (JP 4)
c-≈íl;≈-í≥m
get[?]-make.war-die.from
‘“fallen in battle”’

The last example is something Raven says in a myth. Presumably the /n/ for
/l/ is old-fashioned Musqueam.

12.3.3. -á≥® ‘travel by’
There is a word ÷á≥® ‘go aboard,’ and so words in which -á≥® appears as the sec-
ond element might be considered compounds. However, compounds are rare or
non-existent (in the present analysis) and besides, the meaning of -á≥® is not
identical with that of ÷á≥®. Therefore -á≥® is listed here as a suffix. There is also
a possible lexical suffix -a≥® ‘canoe, vehicle’ (§13.6, 32), for which I have
only two clear attestations. In the sense ‘travel by,’ -a≥® appears to be fully
productive.

(a) néµ ct wék;n-ä≥®. (CC 7)
go we wagon-travel.by
‘We’ll go by wagon.’

(b) ni ct neµ ¸ík¸ik-ä≥®. (JP)
AUX we go wagon-travel.by
‘We went by wagon.’

(c) báysikl-ä≥® ∆xø (JP)
bicycle-travel.by you
‘Use your bike.’

In (a), AC used a term for ‘wagon’ borrowed from English, while in (b), JP used
one from Chinook Jargon.

sn⁄x;ø®ä≥® ‘go by canoe’ (JP)
lilú≥tä≥® ‘go by train’ (JP) (> lilút > ‘railroad’)

12.3.4. -ám;x ~ -á≥m;x ‘look, appear’
The form -ám;x is usual, as in:

sc;kø;lám;x ‘how does it look?’ (< scékø;¬ ‘how?’)
÷;¥ám;x ‘pretty, handsome’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
q;lám;x ‘ugly’ (< q⁄l ‘bad’)
n;çám;x ‘look different’ (< néç ‘different’)

The form -á≥m;x was recorded in one word: t;÷á≥m;x ‘resemble’ (< te÷- ‘be
like’; cf. ste÷é ‘like’). But perhaps the long vowel is a product of the root hav-
ing a form te÷e. This word is used as in (a), (b), and (c).
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(a) t;÷á≥m;x [÷;] ˚ø; m;st⁄y;xø. (JP)
resemble OBL ART person
‘It looks like a person.’

(b) t;÷á≥m;x ÷; kø; t;w√a [÷;] √ ÷é≥nƒ;.
resemble ROG then he OBL ART me
‘Does he look like me?’

(c) ni ÷; c;n kø; t;÷á≥m;x [÷;] t;w√a.
AUX ROG I then resemble OBL him
‘Do I look like him?’

12.4. MISCELLANEOUS LEXICAL PREFIXES
There are a few prefixes with lexical meaning and less clear grammatical
status than those presented under §12.2. They have not been recorded as
co-occurring.

12.4.1. m;- ‘come’
This is identifiable with the verb ÷;µí ‘come’ and in some contexts might eas-
ily be interpreted as ÷;µi used as an auxiliary. However, this interpretation is
shown to be false by (a).

(a) s;w m;téc;ls t; lél;µct. (CC 21)
s-w;-m;-téc;l-s [÷;] t; lél;µ-ct
NOM-EST-come-arrive.here-3POS OBL ART house-our
‘Then she came to our house.’

Here the fact that the possessive -s follows m;téc;l (rather than m;) shows that
m;t⁄c;l is treated here as a single word, and m;- as a prefix. This might also
be seen as a case of compounding.

This prefix has been recorded in:

m;téc;l ‘come here’ (< téc;l ‘arrive here’)
m;œá≥nƒ;t ‘come back here’ (< œá≥nƒ;t ‘return’)
m;œøím ‘come ashore’ (< œøím ‘disembark’)
m;kø⁄n;t ‘bring it’ (< kø⁄n;t ‘take it’)
m;†⁄˚øst;xø ‘bring him home’ (< †⁄˚øst;xø ‘take him home’)

12.4.2. t;m- ‘time of, season for’

t;mtém ‘when’ (cf. stém ‘what’)
t;mlíle÷ ‘salmonberry season’ (< líle÷ ‘salmonberry’)
t;m≈⁄¥√ ‘winter’ (< ≈⁄¥√ ‘cold’)

The prefix t;n- ~ t;∫- in the following is probably a variant of the last:
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t;nmí®; ~ t;mmí®; ‘winter dancing season’ (< mí®; ‘dance possessed with
one’s “song” [sy⁄w;n]’) (CC)

t;∫qø⁄tqø;tx;n ‘period of continuous fog’ (cf. sqø⁄tx;n ‘fog,’ qøiqøtíµx;n
‘drizzle’) (JP)

For others, see §22.2.7.

12.4.3. t;n- ‘from’

t;nyíx ‘a wet south wind’ (< √yíx ‘Puget Sound’; cf. xø;yíx;l ‘Lushootseed
speakers,’ ßxø;yíx;la÷® ‘southern, of Puget Sound’)

t;ncá¬;qø ‘a squally west wind, “bush wind” from over Vancouver Island’
(< cá¬;qø ‘inland, “the bush”’)

t;ns≈é≥m ‘a kind of “song” [sy⁄w;n] that comes from crying’ (< ≈é≥m ‘cry,’
s- ‘nominalizer’)

t;nsi÷éµ ‘upper-class, from high-class people’ (< si÷éµ ‘rich, upper-class
person’)

t;ns†éx;m ‘of lower-class origin’ (< s†éx;m ‘lower-class group’)
t;nsç;léxø ‘people from sç;lexø ‘p.n., the upper end of the Musqueam village’
t;∫s÷;√qá¬w;® ‘outsider, someone from outside the family’ (< s÷;√qá¬w;®

‘outside’)

The prefix t;l-, a variant of the last, is so far identified in the following words
only. It may appear only before a glottal stop.

t;¬⁄n;c; ‘from where?’ (< ÷⁄n;c; ‘where?’)
t;¬í (JP), t;lí÷ (CC) ‘from’ (< ÷í ‘be here’)
t;¬;ƒn;c ‘a rainy southeast wind’ (< s÷⁄ƒn;c ‘bay’)
ßxøt;¬á≥wm;xø ‘where one is from’ (< ßxø- ‘where/why,’ -aw- ‘connector,’

-m;xø ‘place, people’)

12.4.4. txø-2 ‘(something) belonging to’
This seems to be used only with wét ‘who’ and with personal names.

(a) txø-wét ti÷í.
belonging.to-who this
‘Whose is this?’

(b) txø-John tƒe÷.
belonging.to-John that
‘That’s John’s.’

(c) √a ç; køƒ; txø-Arnold. (AG)
BE3P QUOT that belonging.to-Arnold
‘It’s said to be the one that’s Arnold’s.’
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Compare (c) with (d):

(d) √a ç; swe÷ ; √ Arnold. (AG)
BE3P QUOT property OBL ART Arnold
‘It is said to be Arnold’s.’

12.4.5. txø-3 ‘remaining, only’

txø˚øín ‘how many more?’ (< ˚øín ‘how many?’)
txøn⁄ça÷ ‘one more’ (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
txøáy ‘be only, be an exception, except for’ (< háy ‘be stipulated’)
w;txøs á̧µ ÷a¬ ‘nothing but bones, skinny’ (< ş áµ ‘bone,’ w;- ... ÷a¬
‘only’)

12.4.6. ®-2 ‘portion’

®ƒ⁄l;q ‘some, a part’ (cf. ƒ⁄l;qƒ;t ‘separate’)
®s⁄œ ‘half (portion of meat, a dollar, etc.)’ (< s⁄œ ‘be split, be torn’)
®†⁄œø ‘half (a stick, bone, etc.)’ (< †⁄œø ‘break’)
®spél;w ‘members of the Sparrow [surname] family’

12.4.7. ç®- ‘fellow, co-’

This can be prefixed to nouns and a variety of verb forms.

ç®xø⁄lm;xø ‘fellow villagers, fellow Indians’ (< xø⁄lm;xø ‘village, tribe,
Indian’)

ç®≈é≥m ‘deceased child’s spouse’s parent, child’s deceased spouse’s parent’
(i.e., ‘co-parent-in-law after the death of a linking child,’ lit. ‘co-weeper,’
< ≈é≥m ‘cry’)

ç®÷;œøí÷t;¬ ‘siblings and cousins’ (< ÷;œøí÷t;¬ ‘be related as siblings or
cousins’)

ç®køínt;¬ ‘opponent in a fight’ (< køínt;¬ ‘fight’)
ç®sté÷exø;® ‘the other children’ (lit. ‘co-kids,’ < sté÷exø;® ‘children’)
ç®wét ‘someone you share with’ (lit. ‘co-owner,’ < wé÷ ‘own’ or wét ‘who?’)
ç®mánt;¬ ‘half-sibling with the same father’ (< mén ‘father,’ -t;¬ ‘mutual’)
t; si÷éµ ni ç®qøíqø;lt;¬s ‘the big man he was talking with’ (< qøíqø;lt;¬ ‘be

talking together,’ -s ‘his’; lit. ‘the rich man who was his interlocutor’) (JP 3)

12.4.8. xø-3 ‘inward’
A prefixed xø- occurs in a large number of words. In many, its meaning and
functions are, as yet, quite unclear. The label ‘inward’ is meant as a catch-all for
occurrences of xø- that have not been segregated under the labels ‘move
toward’ and ‘oblique relater.’ I am assuming that all occurrences can ultimate-
ly be placed in one of these three categories. It may be that there are more than
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three homophonous prefixes, or, on the other hand, there may be only one that
has developed a wide range of meaning and function.

The notions inward, inhering, possessing seem to be conveyed by xø- in a
number of sorts of words. Some of these are:

(1) Active verbs, such as:

xøc⁄l;∑t ‘turn it inside out’ (< c⁄l;∑t ‘turn it over, as a featherbed’)
xø√xé≈;t ‘cut it open, break it open’ (< √xét ‘open it, as a can,’ -é≈;n ‘side’)

(2) With lexical suffixes. The prefix xø- occurs often, though not always, with
-íw;n ‘behind/inside,’ -q;n ‘throat/voice/speech,’ and -®él- ‘food’; it occurs
fairly often with -as in the sense ‘face,’ but not ‘moon, dollar’; and it occurs
occasionally with others.

It is possible that some of these suffixes simply attract or require an accom-
panying xø-, but it seems also possible to identify this xø- with a locative ‘in’ or
‘on’ or a possessive ‘with’ or ‘having,’ although it is not possible to say why it
should occur in one word and not in another. Compare the following with xø-:

xøƒá≥s ‘with a big face’
xøƒ;híw;n ‘with a big behind’
xøƒíq;n ‘loud’ (lit. ‘big-voiced’)
xøƒé≥q ‘with a big penis’
xøçœøíw;n ‘get pricked in the behind’
xøma√®él;m ‘repay food’

with the following without xø-:

ƒá≥qø ‘big headed’
ƒíqs;n ‘with a big nose’
ƒ;háy;ƒ;n ‘with a big mouth’
ƒi÷ál;s ‘with big eyes’
ƒé≥q ‘with a big penis’ (JP)
çœøá≥®c; ‘get pricked in the belly’
çœøín;s ‘get pricked in the chest’
ma√é≥l¸e÷ ‘repay wealth’

(3) In words concerned with opening and shutting, such as:

xøt⁄q ‘shut (intr., as a door does)’ (< t⁄q ‘be cut off, be taken by surprise’)
xøt;qét (CC), t;qét (JP) ‘shut it (anything vertical, as a door)’
xøwé ;̧t ‘lock it’ (< wé ;̧t ‘pry it’)
xøl;klít ‘lock it’ (< l;klí ‘key’ [< F. le clef via CJ])
xømé÷x ‘unlock it’ (< mé÷x ‘take it off, remove it’)
xøy⁄≈ø;t ‘unlock it’ (< y⁄≈ø;t ‘untie it, free it’)
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(4) In words referring to mental states, such as:

xø√í÷ ‘stingy with money’ (< √í÷ ‘expensive, difficult’)
xølí¬;q ‘generous’ (< lí¬;q ‘cheap, easy’)
xøsí≥÷si÷ ‘afraid, cowardly’ (< sí≥÷si÷ ‘fear’)
xøq⁄lw;® ‘mean, tough person’ (< q⁄l ‘bad,’ -w;® ‘vessel’)

(5) In place names. xø- occurs in a number of place names and in a few words
for kinds of places, all formed from the names of plants or animals and often
with the suffix -;m ‘intransitive.’ The sense of xø- here seems to be ‘where
there is/are –’ or ‘having –.’ For example:

xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m ‘p.n., Musqueam’ (< m⁄ƒkø;¥ ‘a species of plant’)
xøqím;˚ø;m ‘p.n., a spring at Musqueam’ (< sqím;˚ø ‘octopus,’ once there

in a legend)
xøsá≥œø ‘p.n., a stream near Pitt Lake’ (< sá≥œø ‘cow parsnip’)
xøméç;n;®p ‘p.n., a site near St. Mungo’s Cannery’ (< méç;n;®p ‘black

haw’)
xøçä¬;˚øá÷;µ ‘a place where many skunk cabbages (çá÷˚øa÷) grow’
xøw;lwí≥¬;®p ‘a place where nothing but tules (wí≥¬) grow’

(6) In words for states of water or weather. These are formed, like those of
the last set, with -;m.
xø÷⁄¥;m ‘clear (water)’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
xøq⁄l;m ‘murky’ (< q⁄l ‘bad’)
xø≈øí≥m ‘be flowing fast’ (< ≈ø⁄m //xø-≈ø⁄m-;m// ‘fast’)
xø÷⁄n;xø;m ‘be slack water’ (< ÷⁄n;xø ‘stop’)
xø÷⁄ƒtë≥n;m ‘become cloudy’ (cf. ßxø÷éƒt;n ‘cloud’)

(7) With the meaning ‘vulva.’ This appears to be the only instance of a body-
part prefix, the counterpart of the various suffixes referring to body parts. It
occurs in:

xøƒí ‘big vulva’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
xø÷⁄¥ ‘clean vulva’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good, clean’)
xøkø;nét ‘put one’s hand on a woman’s vulva’
ßxøqøín ‘woman’s pubic hair’ (cf. qøín;ws ‘body hair,’ qøíneq ‘male pubic

hair’)

and possibly in xøm⁄œø ‘miscarry’ (< m⁄œø ‘burst’).
In this set of words, does xø- have a meaning such as ‘inward’ used

euphemistically or is there a missing lexical suffix that was deleted euphemisti-
cally?

(8) A prefix n;xø- apparently identical with xø- ‘inward’ has been recorded
in one word only: n;xøm;ƒkø;y;mí∑s ‘a person originally from Musqueam
but now living somewhere else’ (< xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m ‘Musqueam,’ -i∑s ‘body’).
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12.4.9. w;-3 ‘suddenly, with a burst’
Perhaps this should be classed with the aspectual prefixes. (For AG and perhaps
others for whom w;-2 is ÷u- or ÷u÷- this is still w;-.) Its use is illustrated in (a)
to (e).

(a) n;w® w;p⁄˚ø t; sπá√;ms. (CC)
ni w;® w;-p⁄˚ø t;
AUX already suddenly-burst.forth.in.small.particles ART

sπá√;m-s
smoke-3POS

‘His smoke has appeared. His smoke has suddenly burst out.’

(b) ni w;p⁄˚ø køƒ; pá≥˚ø. (AG)
ni w;-p⁄˚ø køƒ;
AUX suddenly-burst.forth.in.small.particles ART

pá≥˚ø
mature.Chinook.salmon

‘The big old spring salmon splashed.’

The root √p⁄˚ø, which appears in the last two examples, has not been record-
ed as such, but it appears in p˚ø;m ‘billow forth, splash forth,’ p˚ø⁄t ‘scatter
it about (fine stuff like down),’ sp˚ø⁄m ‘dust,’ and sp⁄˚ø ‘flour.’

(c) ni c;n c⁄œ køsis w;køt⁄xø. (DK)
ni c;n c⁄œ kø s-ni-s w;-køt⁄xø
AUX I be.surprised ART NOM-AUX-3POS suddenly-enter
‘I was surprised when she walked in [suddenly entered].’

(d) xø;nsnét i niw;® w;híq. (AG)
xø;n-snét ÷;¥ ni w;®-w;-híq
still-night and AUX already-suddenly-shove.off
‘It was still night when he shoved off [suddenly launched his canoe].’

(e) ni w;køéc køƒ; ni≥ ˚øí. (AG)
ni w;-køéc køƒ; ni ÷; ˚øí
AUX suddenly-scream ART be.there OBL there
‘There was a sudden scream over there.’ (lit. ‘An invisible one who is 

over there suddenly screamed.’)

12.4.10. h ; ∫ - ~ h ; µ - ~ ÷ ; µ - ~ h ; n - ‘come’
This has been recorded with only a few roots. The variation does not seem to
be significant. (CC used h;∫-. JP recognized that some people say h;∫- but he
generally said h;µ- or ÷;µ-. AG used h;n-.)
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h;∫céw ‘come down to the shore’ (pl. h;∫cél;w, cf. céc;w ‘shore’) (also 
figuratively ‘return from the dead’)

h;∫cáw;y;s ‘come back to life’ (cf. < céc;w ‘shore,’ -;s ‘face’?)
h;ncá¬;qø ‘get up to the house from the shore’ (< cá¬;qø ‘inland’) (AG)
h;∫⁄m;t ‘get home’ (< ÷⁄m;t ‘sit,’ xø÷áµ;t ‘be home’) (AG)
h;nxøé ‘get down (as from up in a tree)’ (cf. xøét ‘lower it’) (AG)
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13
Non-Personal Affixes 4: Lexical Suffixes

285

It is possible to isolate nearly 150 elements that may be lexical suffixes or con-
nectives plus lexical suffixes. About 100 occur in enough words to be clearly
identifiable in meaning. A good many of these are very productive. Others have
been recorded in only one or two words each and so are less easily glossed.
Some can be identified only as possible lexical suffixes.

13.1. FORMS 
The lexical suffixes themselves (disregarding the connectives) have a variety of
forms: -C, -VC, -VCC, -CVC, -VCVC, -VCCC. Glottalized obstruents occur
but seem less common in lexical suffixes than in roots.

The lexical suffixes are often joined to the root by a connective element that
consists of a vowel – /;/, /e/, or /a/ – plus a resonant – /l/, /w/, or /y/, with or
without glottalization. With some lexical suffixes, the connective seems to add
little or nothing to the meaning; for example, -txø, -;ltxø, -;wtxø, and -éwtxø
all seem to mean ‘house.’ But with others the connective appears to give a more
restricted meaning, for example, -é≈;n ‘side, perimeter’ and -;lé≈;n ‘arm.’

Several lexical suffixes have alternate forms with a final -;n, such as -aƒ, 
-aƒ;n, etc., ‘mouth,’ etc.; -ic, -ic;n, etc. ‘back,’ etc.; and -;qs, -;qs;n, etc.
‘nose,’ etc.

A few have long vowels, which are probably the result of the loss of the first
of two identical resonants (see §1.5.6); thus, -é≥n ‘side’ may be -;n ‘ear’ plus a
final -;n.

Most lexical suffixes (without or with connectives) have unstressed and
stressed variants, often with vowels of different quality. Where the stress falls
can depend on the nature of the root, the presence of other suffixes, or the
inflection of the whole word for plural, progressive, resultative, and so on (see
§7). For a few lexical suffixes, a final /®/ appears as /l/ before -t ‘transitive,’
an alternation not observed elsewhere in the language, and for a few others a
final /n/ is lost before -t ‘transitive.’
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These variations have been an obstacle to identifying some lexical suffixes.
The problem is further complicated by several cases of complete or partial
homophony, where two or three suffixes are homophones in all or some of their
variant forms.

The lexical suffixes usually follow bare roots or roots with s-1 ‘nominalizer.’
Instances of a lexical suffix following a grammatical suffix exist but are rare.
Instances of one lexical suffix following another are more common (see
below). Roots to which lexical suffixes are added appear with different vowel
grades, depending in the shape of the root and the type of suffix (see §7). More-
over, with certain suffixes, such as -as ‘face,’ and -aqø ‘head,’ an /e/ vowel in
the root will appear as /a/ (see §1.5.12). 

Some lexical suffixes, when used to refer to body parts and food, require
(varying with the speaker) the prefix xø-3 ‘inward’ (§12.4.8) before the root.

13.2. MEANINGS
The lexical suffixes that can be clearly identified as to meaning denote body
parts (head, hand, foot, etc.), some artifacts (house, canoe, paddle), some natu-
ral phenomena (vegetation, water, fish), a few statuses of persons (child,
spouse), a few shapes (round object, long object, container) and parts (surface,
edge, end, base), and a few other things less easily categorized.

The “somatic” suffixes (Kuipers 1967, 120), that is, those denoting body
parts, form the largest and perhaps most complete set. But there seems to be no
basis for setting them off from the others or giving them any kind of primacy.
Some of the somatic suffixes can also have non-somatic reference, such as 
-;qs;n ‘nose, point of land’; -as ‘face, round object, moon, dollar’; -q;n
‘throat, speech, meal, opening facing upward’; -ál;s ‘eye, net mesh.’ In each
of these, the somatic meaning may be historically and conceptually primary, but
this is conjecture. Other somatic suffixes seem to be formed from suffixes of
more general meaning by connectives that restrict to narrower, somatic mean-
ing, as in -;lé≈;n ‘arm’ from -é≈;n ‘side,’ -áy;ƒ;n ‘mouth’ from -áƒ;n ‘mar-
gin,’ and possibly -;lm;xø ‘breast, milk’ from -m;xø ‘land, people.’ Therefore
it seems better not to prejudge the lexical suffixes as to primary meaning.1

A number of lexical suffixes appear commonly with numeral roots as numer-
ical classifiers (see §19.2), but these too do not form an exclusive set. Most of
them occur with other roots or stems. Nor does it seem possible to subcatego-
rize the lexical suffixes on the basis of what grammatical affixes they may take.
Some have not been recorded with -t ‘transitive’ or -;m ‘intransitive,’ but the
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reason may lie simply in the nature of things rather than in grammar.2 Accord-
ingly, I have not tried to sort out the lexical suffixes into types but treat them as
a single set.

Many lexical suffixes are broad or abstract in meaning and without synony-
mous words in the lexicon. For example, there is no single word corresponding
in meaning to -mat ‘kind, part’; -m;n ‘residue’; -;s ‘round object, face, moon,
dollar’; -é® ‘times’; -q;n ‘throat, voice, speech, meal, opening facing upward’;
-w;® ‘canoe, vessel, container’; or -;®p ‘plant, tree, vegetation.’

Other lexical suffixes, however, are matched by words with the same or
closely similar meanings. Compare the suffixes in the left column with the
words on the right:

-aqø ‘head’ s≈⁄¥;s ‘head’
-c;s ‘hand, bough’ cél;x ‘hand’
-x;n ‘foot, leg’ s≈⁄∫; ‘foot, leg’
-éwtxø ‘house’ lél;µ ‘house’
-;lwe÷s ‘paddle’ sœ⁄m;¬ ‘paddle’

13.3. LEXICAL SUFFIXES AND RELATED WORDS
There are also a few instances where the lexical suffix and the word with the
same meaning are clearly related. In one instance, the word seems to be no
more than the suffix with an initial glottal stop and the prefix s-1 ‘nominalizer’:

-ín;s ‘chest, beach’ s÷íl;s (CC), s÷ín;s (JP) ‘chest’

In another, a verb root consists of the lexical suffix with the addition of an
initial glottal stop and the loss of a final glottal stop. Compare:

-í ȩ÷ ‘robe, clothing’ ÷í ;̧m ‘get dressed’
÷í ;̧x ‘put it on’
s÷í ;̧m ‘blanket, clothes’

In a few words, the suffix appears on a single consonant, m-, t-, y-, ƒ-:

-⁄qs;n ‘nose, point’ m⁄qs;n ‘nose’
-;l;c;n ‘testicles’ méc;n ‘testicle’
-⁄ps;m ‘neck, nape’ t⁄ps;m ‘neck, nape’
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-él;xøƒ;® ‘tongue’ t⁄xøƒ;® ‘tongue’
-m;xø ‘land, people’ t⁄m;xø ‘land, earth’
-⁄n;s ‘tooth’ y⁄n;s ‘tooth’
-aƒ;n ‘margin’ ƒáƒ;n ‘mouth’

I have assumed that the initial consonant of the word was simply a dummy root
that serves no purpose other than to provide a base for the suffix. However,
Kinkade (1998) has argued that these words, m⁄qs;n, etc., may be the sources
of the suffixes. That is, the suffixes were historically produced by lopping off
the initial consonant of the free form. A possible example of this process can be
seen in ®⁄µxç;n ‘fine-tooth comb,’ which may be composed of the root of
®⁄m;t ‘pick it/them’ and m⁄xç;∫ ‘louse’ minus the initial part.

In a few more words, there is a root, ÷;ƒ ~ ÷eƒ- or ÷;l- ~ ÷el-, with or with-
out s- ‘nominalizer,’ that seems to limit the suffix to a somatic or spatial refer-
ence.

-;s ‘round object, etc.’ s÷áƒ;s ‘face’
-n;c ‘butt, bay’ s÷⁄ƒn;c ‘bay’
-q;n ‘throat, etc.’ ßxø÷⁄ƒ;q;n ‘inside of throat’
-q;n ‘front, etc.’ ÷éƒ;q;n ‘front’
-;qs;n ‘nose, point’ s÷⁄lqs;n ‘point of land’
-é≈;n ‘side’ ÷íl;≈;n ‘end of house, road, etc.’

In these words, it seems to me that the initial element is more likely a root with
some (now unclear) semantic content.

Another possible example of the last type is s÷í≥®q;¥ ‘two-headed serpent’
(which probably has the underlying form //s÷íl;®q;¥//; cf. Cowichan and
Northern Straits s÷ín;®q;¥), which seems to be composed of an element ÷il- of
unknown meaning and ÷⁄®q;¥ ‘snake.’

The word s≈⁄≈;®net ‘Sunday, week’ (< ≈é÷≈e÷ ‘holy’) and a few others are
formed with a linking element -®-, which may be a reduction of -a÷® ‘attribu-
tive,’ and nét ‘become night.’ These terms, which are clearly of modern origin,
might be identified as compounds (Gerdts and Hinkson 1996, 3) or as contain-
ing a new lexical suffix. I have listed them as containing a lexical suffix, num-
ber 34 in §13.6 (see also §22.2.3).

13.4. RELATIONS BETWEEN SUFFIX AND ROOT
Roots and lexical suffixes can be combined to relate to each other in different
ways (roots and suffixes playing different grammatical roles) and to produce
words that have different grammatical functions (as verbs, adjectives, or
nouns). We can categorize these complex words by their type of root, the gram-
matical relation between root and suffix, and the grammatical functions that
they have.
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13.4.1. With Verbal Roots
A lexical suffix can be related to a verbal root as patient, locus, or instrument,
that is, in a role played in syntax by an adjunct, or as head with the root as
modifier.

13.4.1.1. Root and Suffix Related as Verb and Patient, Locus, or Instrument
This is probably the largest class of words with lexical suffixes. They are all
verbs.

Words of this type may occur without any additional suffixes, being then nec-
essarily intransitive:

®⁄çc;s ‘get one’s hand cut, cut one’s hand (accidentally)’ (< ®íç- ‘cut,’ -c;s
‘hand’)

l;køá≥yƒ;n ‘get one’s mouth broken’ (< l⁄kø ‘get broken,’ -áy;ƒ;n ‘mouth’)
ç⁄lc;s ‘switch sides when paddling’ (< ç⁄l- ‘switch,’ -c;s ‘hand’)
s;wœ⁄n;p ‘seek land to settle on’ (< s⁄wœ ‘seek,’ -;n;p ‘land’)
†xø⁄lc;p ‘bring down firewood’ (< †áxø ‘move down to shore,’ -⁄lc;p ‘fire,

firewood’)

Words of this type can also appear with suffixes of the voice system (see
§10), except for the reflexive suffixes -ƒ;t and so on.

®⁄çc;st ‘cut his hand’ (< ®íç- ‘cut,’ -c;s ‘hand,’ -t ‘tr.’)
®⁄çc;sn;xø ‘cut him on the hand (accidentally)’ (< -n;xø ‘tr. limited control’)
kø;kø⁄n;c;st;¬ ‘be shaking hands’ (cf. kø⁄n;t ‘take it,’ kø⁄n;c;s ‘take his

hand,’ -t;¬ ‘reciprocal’)

Following lexical suffixes, a reflexive (or middle voice) sense is conveyed by
-;m ‘intransitive.’ Compare the following pairs:

xø¸≈øást ‘wash his [another’s] face’ (< xø- ‘inward,’ ⁄̧≈ø ‘get washed,’ -ás
‘face’)

xø¸≈øás;m ‘wash one’s [own] face’

®íçaqøt ‘cut one’s hair’ (< ®íç- ‘cut,’ -aqø ‘head’)
®íçaqø;m ‘get a haircut’

ƒ;yé÷®t ‘make his bed’ (cf. ƒ⁄yt ‘fix it,’ -é÷® ‘bedding’)
ƒ;yé÷®;m ‘make one’s bed’

xø÷;l≈®é≥lt ‘go get food for him’ (cf. ÷ál;≈;t ‘go get it,’ -®él- ‘food’)
xø÷;l≈®él;m ‘go get food for oneself’

There are also forms with -;m ‘intransitive’ where this suffix does not appear
to have a reflexive meaning, as in x;®⁄m;¥®;m ‘take care of a [anyone’s] child’
(cf. xá÷®;m;t ‘look after him, take care of it,’ -⁄¥;® ‘child’).
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In most words of this type, the lexical suffix probably relates to the verb as
patient. In a word like xø÷;l≈®é≥lt ‘go get food for him,’ there seems to be no
question that the suffix denotes a patient and also functions as an applicative
(see §10.4), allowing the recipient to appear as the grammatical object.

In words containing a suffix referring to a body part, this suffix might be seen
as locative, for example, in xø ≈̧øát as literally ‘wash him on the face,’ l⁄çc;s
as literally ‘get cut on the hand.’ Gerdts (1981) has argued, however, that these
body-part suffixes denote patients and allow their possessors to appear as
grammatical objects.

In the following word, it seems that the suffix denotes a patient and allows
the instrument to appear as the grammatical object: xøl;µ®é≥lt ‘throw it into the
fire’ (< láµ ‘get hit by something thrown’; cf. láµ;t ‘hit him with something
thrown,’ -®él- ‘fire’).

On the other hand, the suffix pretty clearly denotes a locus rather than a
patient in the following:

÷¤®t;náƒ;n ‘eat along the way’ (< ÷⁄®t;n ‘eat,’ -áƒ;n ‘margin, edge’)
xøœ;wílt ‘go with him in a canoe’ (< xø- ‘inward,’ œá÷ ‘accompany,’ -wíl- ~ 

-w;® ‘canoe’)
køé÷c;s ‘drop it from the hand’ (cf. køé÷t ‘drop it, let it go,’ -c;s ‘hand’)

And the suffix denotes an instrument in the following examples:

˚øcál;s ‘see with one’s own eyes’ (< ˚øéc ‘see,’ -ál;s ‘eye’)
xø÷⁄∑c;st ‘show him with the hands how something is done’ (< xø-

‘oblique,’ ÷í∑- ‘understand’; cf. ÷íw;s ‘show, guide,’ -c;s ‘hand’)
kø;xøqs⁄n;m ‘peck (as a woodpecker)’ (cf. køáxø;t ‘knock on it,’ -;qs;n

‘nose’)
y;πëπ;√xé∫;µ ‘be feeling along with the feet (in shallow water looking for

cockles)’ (< y;- ‘along,’ πé√- ‘feel,’ -x;n ‘foot’)

13.4.1.2. Root and Suffix Related as Modifier and Head
These are words that function as nouns, the root specifying the kind, by func-
tion or source, and the suffix designating the class (cf. §13.3.3.2 below):

÷it;téwtxø ‘hotel’ (< ÷ít;t ‘sleep,’ -éwtxø ‘house’)
qiœéwtxø ‘jail’ (< qíœ ‘be bound, be put to jail’)
téy;w;® ‘racing canoe’ (< téy ‘race,’ -;w;® ‘canoe, vessel’)
≈il;≈áw;® ‘battleship’ (< ≈íl;≈ ‘make war’)
®a®;˚ø⁄w;® ‘flying machine, airplane’ (< ®á®;˚ø ‘be flying’)
˚ø;y;kø⁄¬x;n ‘trolling line’ (< ˚øú≥y;kø ‘troll,’ -;¬x;n ‘line’)

This interpretation also seems possible for words with three other suffixes:
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(1) The large number of words for instruments formed with the suffix -t;n ~
-t;∫ ~ -tén, such as:

π⁄ ţ;n ‘needle’ (< π é ¸ ‘sew’)
®⁄˚øt;n ‘gaff hook’ (cf. ®í˚ø;t ‘hook it’)
s⁄¬s;¬t;n ‘spindle’ (cf. s⁄l;t ‘spin it’)
œøé÷t;n ‘broom’ (cf. œøé÷t ‘sweep it’)
√;≈øtén ‘blanket’ (< √⁄≈ø ‘get covered’)
¸;≈øtén ‘cleansing rite’ (< ⁄̧≈ø ‘get washed’)

(2) Words formed with the suffix -m;n ~ -m;∫ ‘instrument’ (probably not
productive):

˚øqø⁄m;n ‘ax’ (< ˚øáqø ‘get hit with a clubbing motion’)
®⁄†;m;∫ ‘herring rake’ (cf. ®†ét ‘flick it,’ ®⁄†;m ‘catch herring with a rake’)

3) Words formed with the suffix -m;n ~ -eµ;n ‘residue’:

l;køéµ;n ‘something broken (as the broken end of a stick)’ (< l⁄kø ‘break,
get broken’)

®⁄çm;n ‘sawdust’ (< ®íç- ‘cut’)

13.4.2. With Adjective Roots
It seems that an adjective root and a lexical suffix can be related only as mod-
ifier and head, as in:

ƒíqs;n ‘big-nosed’ (< ƒí ‘big,’ -;qs;n ‘nose’)
√;q;t⁄ps;m ‘long-necked’ (< √éqt ‘long,’ -⁄ps;m ‘neck’)
√;qté¬ç ‘long-haired’ (< √éqt ‘long,’ -e¬ç ‘hair, line’)
πœ⁄¬q;n ‘mountain goat’ (< π⁄œ ‘white,’ -;¬q;n ‘pelt’)
≈e÷≈e÷⁄y;® ‘abnormal baby’ (< ≈e÷≈e÷ ‘holy, forbidden,’ -;¥;® ‘child’)

Some of these words, like the last two above, are nominal in meaning, but
most words of this type are adjectival in meaning. For example, ƒíqs;n must
be glossed ‘big-nosed’ or ‘having a big nose’ rather than simply ‘big nose.’
Compare (a) and (b):

(a) ƒíqs;n tƒe÷. (AG)
ƒi-;qs;n tƒe÷
big-nose that
‘He has a big nose.’

(b) ƒí m⁄qs;n tƒe÷. (AG)
big nose that
‘That’s a big nose.’

These words may be used predicatively, as is ƒíqs;n above, or attributively,
as in (c) and (d).
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(c) køƒ; ƒíqs;n sqø;mé¥ (AG)
køƒ; ƒi-;qs;n sqø;mé¥
ART big-nose dog
‘the big-nosed dog’

(d) ƒ; √;qté¬ç œéµ;¥ (AG)
ƒ; √éqt-é¬ç œéµ;¥
ART long-hair girl
‘the long-haired girl’

Some lexical suffixes can form adjectives that can modify nouns of similar
but narrower meaning, as in (e) to (g).

(e) køƒ; πœáls smé≥nt (JP, AG)
køƒ; π⁄œ-als smé≥nt
ART white-spherical.object rock
‘the white rock’

(f) t; sƒé≥®p ƒqét (AG)
t; s-ƒi-;®p ƒqét
ART NOM-big-vegetation tree
‘the big tree’

(g) ÷;xøín;∑s ∆ík;n (JP)
÷;xøí∫-i∑s ∆ík;n
small-body/bird chicken
‘small chicken’

Words formed from numeral roots (see §19) have the same relationship to the
nouns they modify, as in (h) and (i).

(h) t; n⁄ç;q;n sít;n (JP 4)
t; n⁄ça÷-;q;∫ sít;n
ART one-container basket
‘one basket’

(i) t; †≈⁄m-;l; s®;n®én;¥ (JP 4)
ART six-person women
‘six women’

However, it seems that a suffix cannot appear with a noun of closely similar
meaning; for example, one cannot say **t; √;qté¬ç méq;n ‘long(-haired) hair.’
These restrictions need to be explored.

13.4.3. With Noun Roots
A noun root or stem (as a root with s- ‘nominalizer’) and a lexical suffix can
be related in one of two opposite ways, as head and modifier (the root or
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stem designating the genus and the suffix the species) or as modifier and head
(vice versa).

13.4.3.1. Related as Head and Modifier
When a suffix denoting a body part follows a noun root or stem, it can have the
sense of a noun possessor or the first member of an English compound, as in:

s á̧µaqø ‘skull’ (< s á̧µ ‘bone,’ -aqø ‘head,’ i.e., ‘head-bones’)
s á̧µc;s ‘bones of the hand, hand-bones’ (< -c;s ‘hand’)
qøín;y;ƒ;n ‘beard’ (< qøín ‘hair of face and body,’ -ay;ƒ;n ‘mouth’)
s®;qø⁄l;s ‘gums’ (< s®íqø ‘flesh,’ -;l;s ‘tooth’)
sn;s⁄lm;xø ‘butter’ (< snás ‘fat, grease,’ -⁄lm;xø ‘breast, milk,’ i.e., 

‘milk-grease’)

13.4.3.2. Related as Modifier and Head
In the great majority of words with noun roots or stems, however, including
some in which body-part suffixes are used in non-somatic senses, the root or
stem is the modifier, specifying the kind, and the suffix is the head, identifying
the class.

The root may identify the source or material, as it does in:

¸íw;œaqø ‘elder-head, i.e., an arrow with a blunt head of elderberry wood’
(< í̧w;œ ‘red elderberry,’ -aqø ‘head’)

†á÷xøc;s ‘grand fir bough’ (< †á÷xø ‘grand fir,’ -c;s ‘hand, twig’)
musm;s⁄lm;xø ‘cow’s milk’ (< músm;s ‘cow,’ -⁄lm;xø ‘breast, milk’)
sala÷acéwtxø ‘mat house’ (< sála÷ac ‘house-mat,’ -éwtxø ‘house’)
÷éßxøéµ;n ‘seal-oil’ (< ÷éßxø ‘seal,’ -éµ;n ‘liquid’)
wi≥lé÷® ‘tule mat’ (< wí≥¬ ‘tule,’ -é÷® ‘bedding’)

Or the root may identify the purpose or end to which the head is dedicated:

sa≈ø;léwtxø ‘barn’ (< sá≈ø;l ‘grass, hay,’ -éwtxø ‘house’)
qewƒéwtxø ‘potato cellar’ (< sqéwƒ ‘potato,’ -éwtxø ‘house’)
sƒeƒ;y;nél; ‘blood vessel’ (< sƒéƒ;¥;∫ ‘blood,’ -él; ‘place for, container’)
puté¬we÷s ‘oar’ (< pút ‘boat,’ -é¬we÷s ‘paddle’)

All the examples given so far in this section are words that function as nouns.
However, there may also be words of this type that function as adjectives. The
proper way of saying porpoise harpoon, JP said, is (or once was) ˚øá≥n†;®c;
s÷⁄n;m, lit. ‘porpoise (˚øá≥n†)-water (-;®c;) shaft (s÷⁄n;m).’ This example,
although isolated in the present data, suggests the possibility that some of the
lexical suffixes can (or once could) be used to produce modifying forms of
nouns. I have not recorded any lexical suffix for ‘harpoon’ or ‘spear,’ and I
believe that in traditional usage a simple noun could not modify another noun
as in English “porpoise harpoon,” although some present-day speakers use such
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constructions. As others have suggested (e.g., T. Thompson in Haeberlin 1974,
220), the capacity to create forms with lexical suffixes is one that diminished
early in the decline in fluency in the Coast Salish languages, and I suspect that
this is one basis for statements we hear about how in previous generations peo-
ple spoke “the old language.”

13.5. COMPOUNDING OF SUFFIXES
Lexical suffixes can appear following other lexical suffixes, as in:

≈̧á÷c;pm;n ‘residue of a fire’ (< ⁄̧≈ ‘be burnt up,’ -c;p ‘fire,’ -m;n ‘residue’)
÷;≈;¬q;n⁄lw;t ‘buckskin shirt’ (< ÷;≈⁄¬q;n ‘buckskin,’ composed of ÷i≈-

‘scrape’ and -⁄¬q;n ‘hide,’ plus -⁄lw;t ‘garment’)
n;wáqøc;st;n ‘thimble’ (< n;w- ‘enter,’ -aqø ‘head,’ -c;s ‘hand,’ -t;n

‘instrument,’ lit. ‘instrument for inserting the head of the hand’)
s˚ø;cäst;nál;s ‘eyeglasses’ (< s˚ø;cást;n ‘mirror, window,’ composed of s-

‘nominalizer,’ ˚øéc ‘look,’ -as ‘face,’ -t;n ‘instrument,’ thus lit. ‘instrument
for seeing the face,’ plus -ál;s ‘eye’)

Two words, unusual in that lexical suffixes follow grammatical suffixes, are:

s÷; á̧µ;s ‘shawl’ (< s÷í ;̧m ‘clothing,’ composed of s- ‘nominalizer,’ the lex-
ical suffix -i̧ e ‘clothing, blanket,’ and -;m ‘intransitive’ plus -;s ‘face’)

q;q¤ma÷stéy;® ‘be nursing a child’ (< q⁄ma÷st;xø ‘nurse it,’ composed of the
root of sq⁄ma÷ ‘breast, milk’ and -st;xø ‘causative’ plus -;y;® ‘child’)

13.6. THE INVENTORY
What follows is a list of well-identified lexical suffixes, each with illustrative
words, followed by a second list of possible lexical suffixes, each with what
appears to be evidence for its status. I have not included the suffixes that appear
in personal names for reasons discussed at the end of this section.

The suffixes are ordered by initial consonant, without consideration of the
vowels. The order is: p, π, m, t, †, n, ƒ, ¸, s, ®, √, l, c, ç, x, kø, ˚ø, xø, q, œ, ≈, qø,
œø, ≈ø, y, w, h. Connective elements are ignored; for example, -;lm;xø as a variant
of -m;xø is listed with -m;xø, and -;lm;xø as a separate suffix follows -m;xø.

1 -ép ~ -;p ‘base, bottom’? (cf. Haeberlin 1974, 230, 4.28 ‘bottom, back 
part’) only in:

tqép ‘tidal pound’ (< t⁄q ‘be closed off’)
y⁄qø;p ‘fell a tree by burning’ (< y⁄qø ‘burn’)
sqøéœ;p ‘shuttlecock cod lure’ (< ?)

2 -ép ~ -;p ‘hair’? (cf. Haeberlin 1974, 232, 11.3 Kal. ‘rope, hair’) only in:

sœ ȩ́p (CC), sœ⁄ ;̧p (JP) ‘hair knot on top of head’ (< ?)
skø⁄ys;p ‘hair knot at back’ (< ?)
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3 -⁄ps;m ~ -;psém- ‘neck, nape’

t⁄ps;m ‘nape’ (< t;- dummy root?)
√;qt⁄ps;m ‘long-necked’ (< √éqt ‘long’)
t;m;®⁄ps;m ‘pileated woodpecker’ (< t⁄m;® ‘red ochre’)
l;kø⁄ps;m ‘break one’s neck’ (< l⁄kø ‘get broken’)
√;kø;psémt ‘grab him by the neck’ (cf. √køát ‘grab it’)

4 -m;t ‘appearance’?

÷;¥⁄¥m;t (JP), ÷i÷⁄¥m;t (AG) ‘pretty’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
q;lq⁄m;t ‘ugly’ (< q⁄l ‘bad’)
÷;¥ám;t ‘easy, easy-going, cheap’ (JP) (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’ + ?)

5 -mat ‘kind, piece, part’

q⁄≈mat ‘many kinds’ (< q⁄≈ ‘many’)
®⁄xømat ‘three pieces’ (< ®íxø ‘three’)
ƒímat, ƒíƒ;mat ‘greater part, greater’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
÷;xøí∫mat ‘smaller part, smaller portion’

6 -m;n ~ -⁄m;n ~ -;m;∫ ~ -mín ‘instrument’

n⁄®m;n ‘plan’ (cf. ní®;t ‘set a time’)
˚øqø⁄m;n ‘axe’ (cf. ˚øáqø;t ‘hit it, as with a club’)
®⁄†;m;∫ ‘herring rake’ (< ®⁄†;m ‘rake herring’; cf. ®†et ‘flick it’)
kø;cmín ‘deer-hoof rattle’ (cf. køéc;m ‘scream’)

7 -m;n ~ -mín ~ -mí≥n ‘location, position’

y;wé∫m;n ‘area in front of house’ (< y;∑é∫ ‘before, first’)
÷;ncém;n ‘all parts of the body’ (< ÷⁄n;c; ‘where’)
t;smín ‘next younger sibling’ (< t⁄s ‘arrive there’)
t;tésm;n ‘one closest’ (< st;tés ‘near’)
s;n√e÷mí≥n ‘next older sibling’ (< s⁄n√e÷ ‘senior sibling/cousin’)

8 -m;n ~ -éµ;n ~ -mín ‘residue’ (an extension of 7?)

¸⁄µm;n ‘small bones left over after a meal’ (< ş áµ ‘bone’)
l;køéµ;n ‘something broken, as the broken end of a stick’ (< l⁄kø ‘get 

broken’)
;̧≈mín ‘junk, worthless stuff’ (< ¸⁄≈ ‘get used up’; cf. ȩ́≈ ‘sell cheap, 

pawn’)
s÷;lq⁄nm;n ‘top of tree left after felling and sawing’ (< ?)
xø;ßxøtá¬;∑ëm;n ‘become the track of a river’ (< stá¬;∑ ‘river,’ JP 13)
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9 -éµ;n ‘extracted liquid’ (an extension of 8?)

÷eßxøéµ;n ‘seal oil’ (< ÷éßxø ‘harbour seal’)
˚øa≥n†éµ;n ‘porpoise oil’ (< ˚øá≥n† ‘porpoise’)
sœøi≥¬m;xøéµ;n ‘blackberry juice’ (< sœøí≥¬m;xø ‘blackberries’)
ckøiméµ;n ‘red liquid’ (< ckøím ‘red’)

10 -;m;¸ ~ -ém;¸ long object’

s˚øín;m;¸ ‘how many (poles, etc.)?’ (< ˚øín ‘how many?’)
n;çém;¸ ‘one (long object)’ (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
√;qtém;¸ ‘tall (person)’ (< √éqt ‘long’)
ç;çí≥√;m;¸ ‘short (person)’ (< ç;çí≥√ ‘short’)

11 -m;x ~ -ám;x ~ -áµ;x ‘country, person’ (cf. 12)

®éœ;m;x ‘flats, flat country (as the Fraser delta)’ (cf. ®œét ‘wide’)
stám;x ‘warrior’ (dummy root t- ?)
q⁄l;m;x ‘Bud, Pal’ (cf. qéq;l; ‘baby,’ also Shuswap q;lmuxø ‘person,’

Kuipers 1974, 236) 
sq≈øáµ;x (also recorded sqø≈øáµ;x) ‘Squamish’ (people and country up 

Howe Sound) (< ?)

12 -m;xø ~ -ém;xø ~ -;lm;xø ~ ;wm;xø ~ -a∑m;xø ‘place, people (cluster?)’

t⁄m;xø ‘earth, land, soil’ (< t- dummy root?)
xø⁄lm;xø ‘village, Indian’ (< ?)
ßxø®ë¬ém;xø ‘sea hunter-fisher’ (ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer’; cf. ®é≥l ‘go 

shoreward’)
sœøí≥¬m;xø ‘blackberries’ (//s-œø⁄l-;lm;xø//, < œø⁄l ‘be cooked, ripe’)
÷;∑˚ø⁄lm;xø ‘all different kinds of Indians’ (< ÷⁄∑˚ø ‘be used up’)
n;ç⁄wm;xø ‘one people (“tribe”)’ (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
n;ç⁄wm;xø ‘different people’ (< néç ‘different,’ the root is different from 

the last, but the derivatives are homophonous)
skøx⁄∑m;xø ‘place name, name of a country’ (< skøíx ‘name’)
q≈á∑m;xø ‘many different kinds of people’ (< q⁄≈ ‘many’)
ßxøt;¬á≥wm;xø ‘where one belongs (native place)’ (< t;¬- ‘from’)

13 -⁄lm;xø ‘breast, milk, spring (of water)’ (an extension of 12?)

ƒiƒ⁄lm;xø ‘big-breasted’
q;t⁄lm;xø;m ‘bind one’s breasts’ (cf. qít;t ‘bind it’)
π ⁄̧lm;xø ‘milk a cow’ (cf. π⁄ ;̧t ‘wring it out’)
musm;s⁄lm;xø ‘cow’s milk’ (< músm;s ‘cow’)
sn;s⁄lm;xø ‘butter’ (< snás ‘fat, oil’)
sqiµ;˚ø⁄lm;xø ‘p.n., Devilfish Spring’ (< sqím;˚ø ‘octopus’)
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14 -ama÷ ‘body’

ƒ;háma÷ ‘big-bodied’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
˚øäµ˚ø;µáma÷ ‘strong-bodied’ (< ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ‘strong’)
qø;÷í≥y;qøsäµa÷ ‘thin person’ (< qø;÷≥í≥y;qøs ‘thin’ [CC])

15 -í≥ma÷ ? (perhaps //-;y-;ma÷//, a connective -;y- with 14, -ama÷ ‘body’)

÷⁄¥í≥ma÷ ‘clean (person, house)’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
q¤lí≥ma÷ ‘dirty (person, house)’ (< q⁄l ‘bad’) 

16 -t;n ~ -t;∫ ~ -tén ~ -té∫ ‘instrument’

π⁄¸t;n ‘needle’ (< πȩ́ ‘sew’)
÷⁄≈t;n ‘hide scraper’ (cf. ÷í≈;t ‘scrape it’)
®éçt;n ‘knife, fish knife’ (cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it’)
√;xøtén ‘blanket’ (< √⁄xø ‘get covered’; cf. √xøát ‘cover it’)
¸;≈øtén ‘cleansing rite’ (< ⁄̧≈ø ‘get washed’; cf. ≈̧øát ‘wash it’)
œøé÷t;n ‘broom’ (cf. œøé÷t ‘sweep it’)

17 -t;n ~ -t;∫ ‘person’ (an extension of 16?)

ç¤∑t;∫ ‘helper’ (cf. çéw;t ‘help him’) 
syé÷t;n ‘widow, widower’ (< ?)
smét;xøt;n ‘sibling-in-law of the opposite sex’ (< ?)

18 -txø ~ -⁄∑txø ~ -éwtxø ~ -;lt;xø ‘house’

ƒ⁄µtxø ‘two houses’ (< ƒ;m- ~ ƒém- ‘two’)
®xø⁄∑txø ‘three houses’ (< ®íxø ‘three’)
neç⁄wtxø ‘one house’ (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
néç;wtxø ‘next door, next room’ (< néç ‘different’)
säla÷acéwtxø ‘mat house’ (< sála÷ac ‘house mat’)
sƒé≥wtxø ‘big house (large, old-style house)’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
†ïw;y;®éwtxø ‘church’ (< †í∑;¥;® ‘worship’)
siléwtxø ‘tent’ (< síl ‘cloth, cotton, < E. ‘sail’)
sc®é÷elt;xø ‘roof, upper storey’ (cf. cíc;® ‘above’)

18.1 -é≥lt;xø ‘spouse’ (an extension of 18, perhaps //-;l;lt;xø//, a double 
connective)

xø÷;ysé≥lt;xø ‘have two wives’ (< y;sé¬; ~ ÷isé¬; ‘two’)
xø®xøé≥lt;xø ‘have three wives’ (< ®íxø ‘three’)
xøç;lé≥lt;xø ‘make off with someone’s spouse’ (cf. çí≥lt ‘grab something

away from him’)
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18.2 -;®txø (perhaps -;®- is a connective plus -txø ‘house’)

snéç;®txø ‘affines, “opposite friends”’ (= s˚ø⁄lw;s) (< néç ‘other, 
different’ ) (JP)

19 -⁄n; ~ -;ne÷ ‘ear, side’

√;lqt⁄n; ‘long-eared, deer’ (cf. √éqt ‘long,’ √él;qt ‘long pl.’)
œ̧ø⁄n;t ‘hit him on the ear’ (cf. í̧œø;t ‘hit, punch’)

qøé≥ne÷t ‘pierce his ears’ (cf. qøé≥t ‘make a hole in it’)
xø÷;¥;né÷ ‘listen’ (< xø- ‘locative,’ ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
®q⁄n;m ‘tie up (a boat), drop anchor’ (cf. ®qét ‘peg together, i.e., hold 

from the side’?)
qøs⁄n;m ‘drop anchor’ (< qø⁄s ‘go into the water’)
qøs⁄n;t;n ‘anchor’ (last plus -t;n ‘instrument’)
miœ⁄∫;t;n ‘pot-hook’ (cf. míœ;t ‘stick into the ground’)
ßxøƒéy;n;t;n ‘dessert’ (cf. ƒ⁄yt ‘fix it,’ i.e., something fixed on the 

side?)
÷im;xné÷t;n ‘visitor’ (< ÷ím;x ‘walk,’ -t;n ‘person’?)
qi≈;né÷t;n, q;qi÷≈;né÷t;n ‘shadow’ (< cf. qí≈;t ‘slide it,’ -t;n ‘person’?)

19.1 -é≥n (//-;n;n//?) ‘side, component, tip, feather’ (cf. 19)

stité≥n ‘upper end (of house or village)’ (< t⁄yt ‘upstream’)
s®;n;¥é≥n ‘female component (as flat leaf of cattail)’ (< s®én;¥ ‘female, 

woman’)
w;¥qe÷é≥n ‘male component (as flowering stalk of cattail)’ (< w⁄¥qe÷

‘male, man’)
sa÷s;qøté≥n ‘most junior sibling/cousin’ (< sá÷s;qøt ‘junior sibling/

cousin’)
sya¬;xøa÷é≥n ‘oldest person’ (< syá¬;xøa÷ ‘old person’)
y;qøé≥n;m ‘light up (the end of a cigarette)’ (< y⁄qø ‘burn,’ -;m ‘intr.’)
m;œøa÷é≥n ‘heron feather (used to induce vomiting)’ (< sm⁄œøa÷ ‘great 

blue heron’)
i̧qté≥n ‘flicker feather (worn by a shaman)’ (< í̧qt ‘flicker’)

kø⁄y≈ƒ’të≥n ‘style’ (< kø⁄y≈ƒ;t ‘act,’ lit. ‘move oneself’)

19.2 -í≥n (a variant of 19.1? in this word only?)

h;¥qøí≥n ‘lantern, lamp, candle, light’ (< h;¥qø ‘be burning, fire’)

20 -;n ~ -;∫ ‘instrument’? (perhaps in loans from Northern Straits)

køáxø;n ‘long pole used by œø⁄≈ø;qs dancer to strike roof planks’ (cf. 
køáxø;t ‘knock on it’) 

x⁄m;∫ ‘trawl net (used upriver)’ (cf. Northern Straits ß⁄m;n)
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pí÷kø;n ‘splint for cooking fish’ (< ?)
†í÷c;n ‘deadfall’ (< ?)
sn⁄w;n ‘keepsake’ (< ?)

21 -⁄n;p ~ -;náp (in resultative forms) ‘ground’

c;c®⁄n;p ‘high ground’ (< cíc;® ‘high, above’)
√p⁄n;p ‘low ground’ (< √⁄p ‘low’)
s;∑œ⁄n;p ‘look for ground to settle on’ (< s⁄∑œ ‘seek’)
œø⁄m;n;p ‘pull up weeds’ (cf. œø⁄m;t ‘pull it out’)
s®;≈⁄n;pt;n ‘floor’ (< s- ‘nominalizer,’ ®;≈ ‘stand,’ -t;n ‘instrument’)
s®;≈;náp ‘floored, floored house’ (< s- ‘res.,’ ®;≈ ‘stand’)
s®ç;náp ‘disked (as a field)’ (cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it, slice it’)
®;œ⁄n;p ‘daybreak’ (< ?)

22 -ín;s ~ -íl;s ~ -;n;s ‘chest, beach’

s÷ín;s (JP), s÷íl;s (CC) ‘chest’ (s- ‘nominalizer’ with suffix?)
®;œtín;s ‘broad-chested’ (< ®œét ‘wide’)
≈®ín;s ‘have an aching chest’ (< ≈⁄® ‘hurt’)
h⁄¥qø;n;s ‘have heartburn’ (< h⁄¥qø ‘be burning’)
¸œøín;st ‘hit him in the chest’ (cf. í̧œø;t ‘hit him’)
√;œ;tín;s ‘p.n., on Lulu Island above Steveston,’ lit. ‘long beach’

(< √éqt ‘long’)

23 -⁄n;s ~ -⁄l;s ~ -nís ‘tooth’

y⁄n;s ‘tooth’ (< y- dummy root?)
ƒiƒ⁄l;s ‘big-toothed’ (< ƒíƒ; ‘big pl.’)
s®;qøél;s ‘gums’ (< s®íqø ‘flesh’)
s≈;≈˚ønís ‘something jammed into the teeth’ (< s- ‘resultative,’ ≈⁄˚ø

‘be wedged in’)

24 -n;c ~ -l;c ~ -néc ~ -;ll;c ‘butt, tail, base, bay, price, suffix(?)’

s ⁄̧mn;c ‘hip bones’ (< s á̧µ ‘bone’)
xøçé∫;c;m ‘sit on chair, perch’ (< xø- ‘locative,’ çé÷ ‘alight, be set’)
xø÷⁄π;l;c;m ‘wipe one’s bottom’ (cf. ÷éπ;t ‘wipe it’)
xø†;œø⁄ll;ct ‘cut its tail off’ (cf. †œøát ‘cut it off’)
p⁄˚øn;ct ‘put it (a pot) on the fire’ (cf. pé˚ø;t ‘warm it over a fire’)
y;p;néc ‘going with the wind’ (< pah ‘blow’)
œø⁄mn;ct ‘pull it out by the roots’ (cf. œø⁄m;t ‘pull it out’)
®;çn;cé≥ls ‘mow (a field)’ (< root of ®íç;t ‘cut it’ plus -e≥ls ‘activity’)
s®í®;çn;c ‘mowed’ (s- ‘resultative’)
ßxø®í®;çn;cï≥ls ‘mowing machine’ (ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer,’ -i≥ls

‘prog. of act.’) 
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s÷⁄ƒn;c ‘bay’ (< s- ‘nominalizer,’ ÷eƒ- restrictive dummy root?)
œ;tnéc ‘go around (as the end of a lake)’ (cf. œ;táƒ;n ‘go along the 

edge’)
kø⁄xn;ct ‘name its price’ (cf. køíx;t ‘name it’)
÷⁄mn;ct ‘put money down on it’ (cf. ÷é÷;m ‘give’)
xølén;¥n;ct ‘make a woman’s name of it (a man’s name)’ (< slén;¥

‘woman’) (AG)

25 -é≥nxø ~ -é≥n;xø ~ én;xø ‘fish, food, fish run, season, (bad) weather’ (?)

p˚øé≥nxø ‘smoke fish (as salmon)’ (cf. pé˚ø;t ‘warm it’)
ç;¥xøé≥n;xø ‘smoke little fish (herring, etc.)’ (< ç⁄¥xø ‘dry’)
q≈é≥nxø ‘big run of fish, good year’ (< q⁄≈ ‘many’)
t;mhú≥∫ë≥nxø ‘humpback year’ (< t;m- ‘time,’ hú≥∫ ‘humpback [pink] 

salmon’)
≈e≥̧ én;xø ‘p.n., Mt. Baker’ (cf. ≈é≥¸t ‘measure it,’ lit. ‘measures the fish 

run or measures the season’?)
spé≥nxø ‘camas’ (//p;n-én;xø//, < p⁄n ‘be buried’)
÷;¥yé≥n;xø ‘good year, good run of salmon’ (JP)
÷;¥é≥n;xø ‘seaworthy (boat) (JP, contrasted with last)
cqøiqøé≥n;xø ‘bring a storm’ (√ ?, “an old word” [JP])

25.1 -;lén;xø ~ -lén;xø ‘season’

xø;s;lén;xø ‘a month in the fall when leaves fall’ (cf. xøís;t ‘shake it’)
h;ylén;xø ‘a month in the fall after the last named’ (< háy ‘stop, be 

finished’)

25.2 -í≥nxø ~ -wí≥nxø ‘year’

ƒ;mí≥nxø ‘two years’ (cf. ƒem- ~ ƒ;m- ‘two’)
˚ø;n;wí≥nxø ‘how many years?’ (< ˚øín ‘how many?’)
˚øx;wí≥nxø ‘age (of someone or something)’ (cf. ˚øxét ‘count them’)

26 -aƒ;n ~ -;ƒ ~ -a÷ƒ ~ -á÷ƒ ~ -ƒ;n ~ -á≥yƒ;n (//-áy;ƒ;n//) ~ -á≥yƒ;-
(before -t ‘transitive’) ~ -;y;ƒín- ~ -ƒín (before -;m ‘intransitive’) 
‘mouth, lip, margin, edge’

ƒáƒ;n ‘mouth’ (ƒ- dummy root?)
m⁄œa÷ƒ ‘gift of food to take home after feast’ (< m⁄œ ‘full, as from 

eating’)
háyƒ;n ‘finish eating’ (< háy ‘finish’)
l;køá≥yƒ;n ‘get one’s mouth broken’ (< l⁄kø ‘get broken’)
q;÷á≥yƒ;n ‘saliva’ (< qá÷ ‘water’)
ƒ;há≥yƒ;n ‘big-mouthed’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
¸œøá≥yƒ;t ‘punch him in the mouth’ (cf. í̧œø;t ‘punch him’)
q;l;y;ƒín;m ‘curse’ (< q⁄l ‘bad’)
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s÷í≥lƒ ‘outlet of lake’ (//s-÷il-;ƒ//, s- ‘nominalizer,’ ÷íl- ‘side’?)
÷⁄√qa÷ƒ ‘go out into the open’ (cf. ÷⁄√q;l ‘go out’)
÷;¥á÷ƒ ‘sharp (blade)’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
q;lá≥ƒ ‘dull’ (< q⁄l ‘bad’)
sn;÷áƒ;n ‘far side (of stream, etc.)’ (< s- ‘nominalizer,’ ni÷ ‘be there’)
œ;táƒ;n ‘walk along (a shore, etc.)’ (cf. œ;tnéc ‘walk around’)
œ;tƒín;m;t ‘go along through the village inviting people’ (the last 

plus -;m ‘intransitive’ and -;t ‘transitive’)
÷¤®t;náƒ;n ‘eat along the way (as berries off the bush)’ (< ÷⁄®t;n ‘eat’)

26.1 -ayaƒ ~ -á¥a÷ƒ ‘head of weapon’? (connective plus -a÷ƒ ‘edge’?)

q;ƒxøáyaƒ ‘prong of multi-pronged spear, foreshaft of double-
foreshafted harpoon’ (cf. qéƒ;®p ‘ocean spray’)

xpá¥a÷ƒ ‘arrow of hazel shoot with no head’ (< xap- ‘whistle’?)

27 -í¸e÷ ~ -é≥l¸e÷ ‘blanket, wealth’

çí¸e÷ ‘stiff (cloth)’ (< ¸⁄c ‘stiff’)
®;wí¸e÷ ‘naked’ (< ®é∑ ‘escape’)
s√pí¸e÷ ‘slip, undergarment’ (s- ‘nominalizer,’ √⁄p ‘deep’)
m;√é≥l¸e÷ ‘return wealth’ (cf. má√;t ‘return it’)
÷í ;̧m ‘get dressed’ (÷- dummy root? plus -;m ‘intransitive’)
s÷í ;̧m ‘clothing, blanket’ (< s- ‘nominalizer’ plus last)

28 -;s ~ -ás ‘face, round object, moon, dollar, bow of canoe, bank’

s÷áƒ;s ‘face’ (s- ‘nominalizer,’ ÷éƒ- restrictive root?)
ßxø˚ø⁄s;s ‘with face painted black” (< ˚øés ‘get scorched’)
ş ám;s ‘cheek bones’ (< ş áµ ‘bone’)
xø√áqt;s ‘long-faced’ (< √éqt ‘long’)
xø®œát;s ‘with flattened head’ (< ®œét ‘wide’)
ßxøkø⁄m√;s ‘with unflattened head (cf. skø⁄m√ ‘bump’)
y⁄œ;st ‘sharpen it’ (cf. y⁄œ;t ‘grind it up’)
s¤¥œás ‘sharpened’ (res. of last) 
ti÷tás ‘facing upstream’ (< t⁄yt ‘upstream’)
÷isá¬;s ‘two dollars, two months’ (< y;sé¬; ‘two’)
lí≥m;s ‘a month name’ (< slí≥m ‘sandhill crane’)
ßxøtít;ç;s ‘drawn up with bow on bank’ (< s- ‘resultative,’ xø- ‘inward,’
√ of tíç;t ‘draw it up with the bow on the bank’)

cí®;s ‘steep bank’ (cf. cíc;® ‘high’)

29 -é® ‘times’

˚ø;né® ‘how many times?’ (< ˚øín ‘how many?’)
®xøé® ‘three times’ (< ®íxø ‘three’)
q≈é® ‘often’ (< q⁄≈ ‘many’)
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30 -é÷® ‘bed, bedding’

wi≥lé÷® ‘tule mat’ (< wí≥¬ ‘tule’)
¸≈øé÷® ‘wash diapers’ (cf. ≈̧øát ‘wash it’)
ƒ;yé÷®;m ‘make one’s bed’ (cf. ƒ⁄yt ‘fix it’)
ƒ;yé÷®t ‘make his (another’s) bed’

31 -e÷®, -é®;®, -®;® ~ -⁄®;® ~ ®él- (before -;t ‘transitive’ and -;m
‘intransitive’) ‘throat, breath, wind, food’

÷⁄l®;® ‘throat’ (< ÷;l- ?)
m;qø⁄®;® ‘thick-necked’ (< m⁄qø ‘thick’)
†iœø®é≥lt ‘choke him’ (cf. tœøát ‘cut it off’)
÷éqe÷® ‘get a bone in one’s throat’ (< ?)
çíç˚øë÷® ‘have the hiccups’ (< ?) 
tqé÷® ‘have one’s breath blocked’ (cf. xøt⁄q ‘be shut’)
h;∑œøé®;® ‘wind from upriver’ (< h⁄∑œø ‘progressive of w⁄œø ‘drift 

downstream’) 
xø√⁄m®;® ‘eat enough’ (< √ám ‘be enough’)
xøm;√®él;m ‘return food’ (cf. má√;t ‘repay it’)
xø÷;mq®é≥lt ‘take food to them’ (cf. ÷é≥m;qt ‘take something to him’)
xøn;∑n;c®él;m ‘pay back what one has eaten’ (< n;∑- ‘insert,’ -n;c

‘price’)

32 -a≥® ‘canoe, vehicle’ (cf. -a≥® ‘travel by means of’ §12.3.3), also -;l;® ?

m;˚ø®a≥® ‘have one’s car break down’ (< mé÷˚ø® ‘be injured’) (AG)
sœa÷á≥® ‘companion boat’ (< œá÷ ‘accompany’) (AG)
w;œøá≥® ‘lose a canoe by having it drift away’ (< w⁄œø ‘drift’)
p;lqøá≥®;m ‘have the last dance of the season’ (lit. ‘smash canoes’) 

(< p⁄qø ‘break, go broke’)
÷é¥≈ä≥® ‘western painted turtle’ (< ÷é¥≈ ‘crab’?)
xø⁄¥qø;l;® ‘steamship’ (< xø- ‘inside,’ h⁄¥qø ‘be burning, fire’)?

33 -;®p ‘plant, bush, tree, vegetation’

sn⁄ç;®p ‘one (tree, etc.)’ (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
sƒé≥®p ‘big (tree)’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
†qø⁄m;®p ‘thimbleberry bush’ (< †qø⁄m ‘thimbleberry’)
t⁄≈øac;®p ‘yew tree’ (< t⁄≈øac ‘bow’)
÷ép;ls;®p ‘apple tree’ (< ÷ép;ls ‘apple’)

34 -®net ~ -®né÷ ‘day of the week, week, day’ (composed of -a÷®
‘attributive’ and nét ‘be night’?)

s≈⁄≈;®net ‘Sunday, week’ (< ≈é÷≈e÷ ‘holy’)
sy;¬éw;®net ‘Monday’ (< y;¬é∑ ‘come after’)
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®;xø;®net ‘three days’ (< ®íxø ‘three’)
s˚ø;n®net ‘what day is it?’ (< ˚øín ‘how many?’)
˚ø;∫a ®;∑;®né÷ ‘the day before yesterday’ (< ˚ø;∫a ‘this absent,’ ®é∑

‘escape’)

35 -®sxé (CC), -®cyé (JP) ‘tens’

®;xø;®sxé ‘thirty’ (< ®íxø ‘three’)
†≈;m;®sxé ‘sixty’ (< †≈⁄m ‘six’)

36 -®él- ‘fire’

xøƒ;y;®élt ‘stir up the fire’ (cf. xøƒe¥≈x⁄n;m ‘shaking the feet’)
xøl;µ®élt ‘throw it into the fire’ (cf. láµ;t ‘hit by throwing’)
ßxøy;qø®élt;∫ ‘dry kindling wood’ (< y⁄qø ‘burn,’ -t;∫ ‘instrument’)

37 -;®c; ‘water’

®≈ø⁄®c; ‘spit (v.)’ (cf. ®≈øát ‘spit it out’)
®q⁄lç;®c; ‘moonlit low tide’ (< ®qélç ‘moon’)
ƒá÷t;®c; ‘low tide on a moonless night’ (< ƒé÷t ‘dark’)

38 -;l;®c; ~ -á≥®c; ~ -⁄lc® ~ -élc® ‘belly, mind’

≈⁄®;l;®c; ‘have a stomach-ache’ (< ≈⁄® ‘hurt’)
çœøá≥®c; ‘get pricked in the belly’ (< ç⁄œø ‘get pierced’)
s≈;lœá≥®c; ‘have a striped belly’ (< s≈élœ ‘stripe’)
≈;®⁄lc® ‘regret, be sorry’ (< ≈⁄® ‘hurt’) (CC)
÷⁄¥;lc® ‘feel good, “have a good mind” [feel well disposed]’ (< ÷⁄¥

‘good’)
s;mkøélc® ‘worried’ (< sm⁄kø ‘ball, lump,’ lit. ‘lump in belly’) (JP)

39 -;l;®c; ~ -á≥®c; ‘giant’

≈ám;l;®c; (JP), ≈;hám;l;®c; (CC) ‘a giant frog that cries like a baby’
(< ≈é≥m ‘cry’)

˚øeçá≥®ce (CC), ˚ø;çá≥®c; (AG) ‘shark’ (< ˚øé≥ç ‘dogfish’)
¸;≈tá≥®c; ‘a giant clam’ (< ⁄̧≈;t ‘gravel’?)

40 -él; ~ -;l; ‘place for, container for’ (with ßxø- if an internal organ or an 
artifact)

sƒeƒ;y;nél; ‘blood vessel’ (< sƒéƒ;¥;n ‘blood’)
s;µs;µa¥;÷él; ‘hornet’s nest’ (< s;µs;µá¥; ‘hornet’)
ßxø¸el;÷él; ‘solar plexus’ (< ȩ́le÷ ‘heart’) 
ßxøh;¥qøél; ‘hearth’ (< h⁄¥qø ‘burning, fire’)
ßxøl;mél; ‘bottle’ (< lém ‘liquor, rum’)
ßxøl;ƒí≥l; ‘cupboard’ (//ßxø-laƒ;n-el;//, < láƒ;n ‘dish’)
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41 -él; ~ -;l; ‘person’

®;xøél; ‘three persons’ (< ®íxø ‘three’)
˚øí≥l; ‘how many persons?’ (//˚øin-;l;//, < ˚øín ‘how many?’)
sqéq;l; ‘baby’ (cf. sqé÷eq ‘younger sibling, junior cousin’)

42 -;le÷ ~ -;la ~ -;lí ~ ;yí ‘game, sport’? 

ƒ⁄˚ø;le÷ ‘tug-of-war’ (cf. ƒ˚ø⁄t ‘pull it’)
sç⁄qø;le÷ ‘a ball game like shinny’ (< ?)
ƒáqø;la (CC), ƒáqø;le (JP) ‘bet’ (cf. ƒáqø;t ‘report on him’?)
sm;t;lí ‘a game played by women with dice of beaver teeth’ (< ?)
s;kø;yí ‘shuttlecock used in girl’s game’ (< ?)

43 -ál;s ~ -;l;s ~ -á¬;s ‘eye, mesh (of net), star, appearance, tendency(?)’

ƒiƒál;s ‘big eyes, big mesh in net, big holes in knitting’ (< ƒíƒ; ‘big 
plural’)

xøm;œøál;st ‘poke him in the eye’ (< m⁄œø ‘burst,’ -t ‘transitive’)
˚øcál;s ‘see with one’s own eyes’ (< ˚øéc ‘see’)
˚ø;n®cye÷ál;s ‘how many tens of mesh? (the measure of the depth of a 

net)’ (< ˚øín ‘how many?’ -®cye ‘times ten’)
ßxøkøilál;s ‘morning star’ (< Cowichan køéy;l ‘become day’) 
skøikø;má¬;s ‘salmon pink, reddish’ (< ckøím ‘red’)
ßxøixø˚øá¬;s ‘greyish’ (< cxøí˚ø ‘grey’)
cic®á¬;s ‘steep slope’ (< cíc;® ‘above’)
†œøál;s ‘maple dish’ (? < †⁄œø ‘be cut off’)
s≈˚øál;s ‘salmon backbone’ (? < ≈⁄˚ø ‘be stuck between’)

44 -áls ‘rock, spherical object, round berry’

t;m®áls ‘reddish (rock)’ (< t⁄m;® ‘red ochre’)
˚ø;n†áls ‘a kind of hard black rock’ (< ˚øá≥n† ‘porpoise’)
˚ø;˚øqøi÷áls ‘shinny’ (< ˚øaqø ‘get hit [durative form?]’)
qø;mcá≥¬s ‘cranberry’ (< ?)

45 -;ls ‘weapon’

ƒ;¥;ls;m ‘prepare for hunting’ (cf. ƒ;yt ‘fix it,’ -;m ‘intransitive’?)
køí≥ls;m ‘pick up something as a weapon’ (//kø;n-;ls-;m//, cf. kø⁄n;t

‘take it,’-;m ‘intransitive’)
køí≥ls;m;t ‘pick it up as a weapon’ (-;t ‘transitive’)
kø;né¬s;m ‘have something as a weapon’ (cf. kø;∫ét ‘hold it’)

46 -⁄l;® ~ -;¬íl- (before -;m ‘intransitive’) ‘crotch, between the legs’

ßxø÷í≥l;® ‘crotch’ (//ßxø-÷íl-;l;®//, < ÷il- ?)
xøsisi†⁄l;®t ‘tickle her between the legs’ (cf. s⁄y†t ‘tickle him/her’)
m;s;¬íl;m ‘close one’s legs’ (cf. m;s⁄t ‘fold it up’)
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47 -ál® ~ á¬® ‘young’

s®;n;¥ál® ‘girl’ (< s®én;¥ ‘woman’)
sw;¥qe÷ál® ‘boy’ (< sw⁄¥qe÷ ‘man’)
swi∑l;sál® ‘boy’ (< swí∑l;s ‘young man’)
spe÷eƒál® ‘black-bear cub’ (< spé÷eƒ ‘black bear’)
m;m;∫á¬® ‘young (pl.) of an animal’ (cf. ÷;m⁄m;∫ ‘little [pl.]’)

48 -él;c ‘person’ (cf. 41)

q≈él;c ‘many people’ (< q⁄≈ ‘many’)
ßxøte÷é≥l;c ‘each person, whatever person’ (cf. ßxøte÷é ‘just as,’ ste÷é

‘like’)

49 -⁄¬;c ‘dung’

ßxømusm;s⁄¬;c ‘cow manure’ (< músm;s ‘cow’)
ßxø∆ik;n⁄¬;c ‘chicken manure’ (< ∆ík;n ‘chicken’)

50 -e¬e÷c ~ -;le÷c ~ -lí÷c ‘container’

í̧me¬e÷c ‘berry basket’ (cf. í̧≥m [//¸im-;m//?] ‘pick berries’)
ş;lé÷ct ‘nail it up (as a coffin)’ (cf. ¸ís;t ‘nail it’)

qá÷li÷c ‘water box’ (< qá÷ ‘water’)
c®é¬e÷c ‘cover, lid (of box) (< √c;® ‘above’)

50.1 -;lé÷c ‘bundle’

n;ç;lé÷c ‘one bundle (as of blankets)’ (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
œπ;lé÷ct ‘tie them up in a bundle’ (cf. œéπ;t ‘tie it up’)
y;≈ø⁄le÷ct ‘untie it (something in a bundle)’ (cf. y⁄≈ø;t ‘untie it’)

52 -é¬ç ~ -;¬ç ‘hair, line’

√;qté¬ç ‘long-haired’ (< √éqt ‘long’)
cœ≈é¬ç ‘black-haired’ (< cœí≈ ‘black’)
kø;né¬ç ‘hold a harpoon line’ (cf. kø;∫ét ‘hold it’)

53 -⁄¬x;n ‘line’

˚ø;y;kø;¬x;n (CC), ˚ø;¥kø⁄¬x;n (JP) ‘trolling line’ (cf. ˚øú≥y;kø [CC], 
˚ø⁄wy;kø;m [JP] ‘troll’)

√;qt⁄¬x;n ‘long line’ (< √éqt ‘long’)

54 -álkø® ~ -;lkø® ‘winter dancer, possessing song’

≈;∑sálkø® ‘new dancer (this year’s initiate)’ (< ≈é∑s ‘new’)
÷;mxálkø® ‘“run” a new dancer’ (< ÷ím;x ‘walk’)
s†álkø® ‘non-dancer’ (< ?)
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xøá¥;lkø® ‘finish the season as a new dancer’ (< háy ‘finish’)
t;qáy;÷álkø® ‘having a wolf song’ (cf. st;qáye÷ ‘wolf’)

54.1 -a¬kø® ‘child of’

xøm⁄ƒkø;y;mä¬kø® ‘Musqueam child’ (< xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m ‘Musqueam’)
spél;wä¬kø® ‘Sparrow child’ (< surname Sparrow)

55 -él;q ‘wave’

sqø®él;q ‘(moderate) surf’ (< qø⁄® ‘wash ashore’)
ƒiƒél;q ‘with big waves’ (< ƒíƒ; ‘big (pl.)’)
qí≥l;q ‘rough, choppy (water)’ (//q;l-;l;q//, < q⁄l ‘bad’)
há¥;¬;q ‘wave’ (< ?)

56 -él;q;p ‘smell, taste, sound’ (perhaps ‘trace’)

sc;kø;¬él;q;p ‘how does it smell?’ (< scékø;¬ ‘how?’)
÷;¥él;q;p ‘smell good’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
q⁄ll;q;p ‘smell bad, taste bitter’ (< q⁄l ‘bad’)
p;p;¸inél;q;p ‘smell of skunk’ (< sp;p;¸ín ‘skunk’)
s®éw;†ël;q;p ‘taste like herring’ (< s®éw;† ‘herring’)
ƒxøél;q;p ‘die down, fade away (a sound)’ (< ƒ⁄xø ‘disappear’)

57 -e¬;q;n ~ -;l;q;n ‘line, stream?’

sc®é¬;q;n ‘cork line (of net)’ (cf. cíc;® ‘above’)
s√pé¬;q;n ‘lead [the metal] line, lower edge of net’ (cf. √í√;p ‘below’)
≈ø⁄m;l;q;n ‘fast leak (in boat or roof) (< ≈ø⁄m ‘fast’)

58 -⁄¬q;n ‘pelt, fur, hide’

πœ⁄¬q;n ‘mountain goat’ (< π⁄œ ‘white’)
®;ç⁄¬q;n ‘shear wool’ (cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it’)
˚ø;qø⁄¬q;n ‘beat wool’ (cf. ˚øáqø;t ‘beat it’)
˚ø;qø⁄¬q;t;n ‘“sword” used for beating wool’ (< -t;n ‘instrument’)
s√pé¬q;n ‘feather’ (< √⁄p ‘deep’?)
÷;≈⁄¬q;n ‘buckskin’ (cf. ÷í≈;t ‘scrape it’)

59 -élq® ~ -;lq® ‘catch, game’

®;∑élq® ‘lose a fish, miss a shot’ (< ®é∑ ‘escape’)
q≈élq® ‘have a big catch’ (< q⁄≈ ‘many’)
˚øín;lq® ‘how many caught?’ (< ˚øín ‘how many?’)

60 -;l;≈;  ̧~ -él;≈;¸ ‘barrier’

c√⁄m;l;≈;¸ ‘jump over a fence’ (< c√⁄m ‘jump’)
˚ø;∫él;≈;¸ ‘pass over a barrier’ (< ˚ø;n- ‘transfer’)
s;≈ø;÷él;≈;¸ ‘wet the bed’ (< s⁄≈øa÷ ‘urinate’)
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61 -⁄lw;t ‘garment’

πœ⁄lw;t ‘Hudson’s Bay Company blanket’ (< π⁄œ ‘white’)
≈̧ø⁄lw;t;m ‘wash one’s clothes’ (cf. ≈̧øát ‘wash it’)

÷;≈⁄¬q;n¤lw;t ‘buckskin shirt’ (< ÷;≈⁄lq;n ‘buckskin’)
®;mxø⁄lw;t ‘raincoat’ (< ®⁄m;xø ‘rain [v.]’; cf. s®⁄m;xø ‘rain [n.]’) 
˚øixø⁄lw;t ‘raincoat’ (< ˚øí÷xø ‘pitch’)
ßxøπiπ ⁄̧lw;t;m ‘wringer (on a washing machine)’ (cf. πí ;̧t ‘wring it 

out’)

62 -;lw;s ‘heart, side of chest’

÷;¥é≥lw;s ‘brave’ (< ÷;¥ ‘good’)
q;l⁄lw;s ‘cowardly’ (< q⁄l ‘bad’)
¸œøélw;st ‘punch him on the side’ (cf. í̧œø;t ‘punch him’)

63 -é¬we÷s ~ -;¬we÷s ‘paddle’

®;n;¥é¬we÷s ‘woman’s paddle’ (< s®én;¥ ‘woman’)
is;l⁄¬we÷s ‘two paddles’ (< y;sé¬; ‘two’)
œé∑;¬we÷s ‘pay the paddles (i.e., pay those who helped bring food for 

affines)’ (cf. œéw;t ‘pay him’)
®;lq⁄lwe÷s;m ‘put one’s paddle into the water’ (cf. ®;lqt ‘dip it’)
s®é¬q;lwe÷s ‘with unraised paddle (for a quiet approach)’ (resultative of 

last)
œáy;lwe÷s ‘weaken’ (< œáy ‘die’)

64 -íc;n ~ -;c;n ~ -ic- ~ -;c- (before -t ‘transitive’ and -;m ‘intransitive’) 
‘back, surface, top’

≈;≈πíc;n ‘chipmunk’ (cf. ≈íπ;t ‘scratch it’) 
skøáµ;c;n ‘hump-backed’ (cf. skø⁄m¸ ‘lump,’ skø⁄m√ ‘ridge’)
sc®íc;n ‘top, surface’ (cf. cíc;® ‘above’)
c®íct ‘put it on top’ (cf. last)
s;híc;n ‘this side’ (< s- ‘nominalizer,’ ÷í ‘be here’)
sn;÷íc;n ‘that side, other side’ (< ní÷ ‘be there’)

64.1 -e÷c ~ -é¬;c ~ -;¬;c ~ -líc ‘route across’

c√⁄µe÷ct ‘jump over it (as a log), skip it’ (< c√⁄µ ‘jump’)
†œøé÷lec ‘take a short cut (as a pass between islands)’ (cf. †œøát ‘cut it 

off’)
çá≥¬;c ‘cross over (an island), go over (a hill)’ (< çé÷ ‘land atop’)
®;œ;líc ‘other side (as of a hill)’ (cf. ®œé≥n ‘other end’)
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64.2 -c ‘low tide’? (-;c ‘surface’?)

n⁄tc;m ‘shift from low tides in the daytime to low tides at night (in the 
fall)’ (< nét ‘become night’)

wéy;lc;m ‘shift from low tides at night to lows in the day (in the 
spring)’ (< wéy;l ‘become day’)

64.3 -;wíc ~ -;w;c ‘back’ (perhaps a connective and 64, -ic ~ -;c ‘surface’)

®;qt⁄w;c ~ ®;œt;wíc ‘broad-backed’ (< ®œét ‘wide’)
≈;®;wíc ‘have an aching back’ (< ≈⁄® ‘hurt’)
s≈;lxëlœ;wíc ‘striped backed’ (< s≈élœ ‘stripe’)

65 -;c ‘hundred’?

néç;∑;c ‘one hundred’ (< néç;w- combining form of n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
ƒéµ;c ‘two hundred’ (< ƒem- ‘two’)

66 -éc;n ~ ⁄l;c;n ~ él;c;n ‘testicle(s)’

méc;n ‘testicle’ (< m;- dummy root?)
ƒiƒ⁄l;c;n ~ ƒ;h⁄l;c;n ‘having big testicles’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
xøl;µe÷⁄l;c;t ‘kick him in the balls’ (cf. l;µé÷t ‘kick him’)
xøπi√⁄l;ct ‘grab him by the balls’ (cf. π⁄y√t ‘squeeze it’)
xø˚ø;˚ø;÷él;c;n ‘be lying on one’s back with legs flexed’ (< ˚øí÷

‘ascend’)

67 -c;p ~ -;lc;p ~ -⁄¬c;p ‘fire, firewood’

qøá÷c;p ‘spark’ (< qøé ‘get through’?)
œøá÷ic;p ‘soot’ (cf. œøá≥yt ‘scorch it’)
pá≥¬c;p ‘blow on a fire’ (cf. pá≥t ‘blow on it’)
y⁄qø;lc;p ‘light a fire’ (< y⁄qø ‘burn’)
kø;txø⁄¬c;p ‘bring in firewood’ (cf. køtéxøt ‘bring it in’)
sœ⁄¬c;p ‘split firewood’ (< s⁄œ ‘get split’)

68 -c;s ~ -cs- (before -;m ‘intr.’) ~ -cís ‘hand, branch (of tree)’

s¸⁄µc;s ‘bones of the hand’ (< s á̧µ ‘bone’)
÷;m⁄m;∫c;s ‘having small hands’ (< ÷;m;m;∫ ‘little [pl.]’)
®⁄çc;s (CC), ®éçc;s (JP) ‘get cut in the hand’ (cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it’)
s†œøéc;s ‘missing a finger’ (< s- ‘resultative,’ †⁄œø ‘get cut off’)
kø⁄n;c;st ‘take him by the hand, shake his hand’ (cf. kø⁄n;t ‘take it’)
sé÷cs;m ‘raise one’s hands’ (cf. sé÷t ‘raise it’)
ßxøt;cís ‘way of doing something’ (< ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer,’ root of

ste÷é ‘like’?)
†á÷xøc;s ‘grand fir branch’ (< †á÷xø ‘grand fir’)
p®⁄tc;s ‘thick with branches’ (< p®ét ‘thick’)
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68.1 -á¬;∑c;s ‘finger’ (-c;s ‘hand’ with a double connective?)

√;lq;tá¬;∑c;s ‘long-fingered’ (< √él;qt ‘long [pl.]’)
s;n√ál;∑c;s ‘thumb’ (< s⁄n√e÷ ‘older sibling, senior cousin’)
sa÷asqøtá¬;∑c;s ‘little finger’ (< sá÷s;qøt ‘younger sibling, junior 

cousin’)

69 -x;n ~ -x;- ~ -xén ~ -xín ~ -xi∫ ‘foot, leg, brim (of hat)’

ç;l⁄l;√x;n ‘short-legged’ (cf. ç;çí≥√ ‘short’)
sn⁄sx;n ‘marrow’ (< snás ‘fat, oil’)
qø®é¥x;n ‘shoe’ (< qø®é¥ ‘driftwood, log’)
®éçx;n ‘cut one’s foot’ (cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it’)
l;køxén ‘break a leg’ (< l⁄kø ‘get broken’)
sé÷x;n;m ‘raise a leg’ (cf. sé÷t ‘raise it’) 
≈̧øxén;m ‘wash one’s feet’ (cf. ¸≈øát ‘wash it’)

kø⁄nx;t ‘grab him by the foot’ (cf. kø⁄n;t ‘take it’) 
œ;xínt ‘accompany him’ (< œa÷ ‘accompany’)
ßxøn;xí∫ ‘feet’ (< ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer,’ ni÷ ‘be there’)
ƒíx;n ‘broad-brimmed (of hat)’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
sœ;œ;xán ‘partner’ (< œá÷ ‘accompany’) (see §1.5.12 [3])

69.1 -á¬;∑x;n ‘toe’ (-x;n ‘foot’ with double connective? cf. 68.1)

ƒiƒá¬;∑x;n ‘big-toed’ (< ƒíƒ; ‘big [pl.]’)
s;n√ál;∑x;n ‘big toe’ (< s⁄n√e÷ ‘older sibling, senior cousin’)

69.2 -x;n ‘drop, droplet’

ƒíƒ;x;n ‘in big drops’ (< ƒíƒ; ‘big [pl.]’)
≈ø⁄çx;n ‘stop raining’ (< ?)
qøiqøtíµx;n ‘Scotch mist’ (cf. sqø⁄tx;m ‘fog’)

70 -˚øe÷ ~ -˚øa÷ ‘dead person’?

n⁄∑;˚øe÷ (CC), n⁄w;˚øa÷ (JP) ‘coffin’ (cf. n⁄∑;x ‘insert it’)
cmé˚øe÷ ‘attend a funeral’ (< c- ‘make, get’; cf. mé÷x ‘remove it’?)

71 -;xøƒ;® ~ él;xøƒ;® ‘tongue’

t⁄xøƒ;® ‘tongue’ (< t;- dummy root)
√;qtél;xøƒ;® ‘long-tongued’ (< √éqt ‘long’)
s®çé¬;xøƒ;® ‘with a cut tongue’ (< s- ‘resultative,’ ®íç- ‘cut’)

72 -xø;® ‘canoe’ (cf. 90)

néç;xø;® ‘one canoe’ (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
ƒém;xø;® ‘two canoes’ (< ƒém- ‘two’)
sn⁄xø;® ‘canoe (gen.), vehicle’ (< ?)
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73 -eq ~ -;q ~ -q ‘penis, projection, rear’

xøƒé≥q ~ ƒé≥q ‘having a big penis’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
qøí∫eq ‘man’s pubic hair’ (< qøín ‘hair on face and body’)
kø;néqt ‘grab him by the penis’ (cf. kø⁄n;t ‘take it’)
p;∫éq ‘slow match (cedar bark burning in clamshell’ (< p⁄n ‘be buried’)
y⁄qø;q ‘light it (as a wick)’ (< y⁄qø ‘burn’) 
s÷ilé÷eq ‘stern (of boat) (< ?)
cé≥lq;m ‘follow’ (perhaps //c;l-;lq-;m// from cel- ‘follow’ or cé≥lt

//cél-;t// ‘follow him’)
√çélq;m ‘sneak after ducks’ (cf. √íç;t ‘sneak up on him’)

73.1 -;¥e÷q ~ a¥e÷q ~ -á¥;q ‘projection’

xø÷;¥s;lá¥;q (CC), xø÷is;lá¥e÷q ‘double-barrelled gun’ (< y;sé¬; ‘two’)
xøn;çá¥;q ‘single-barrelled gun’ (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
ßxøt;≈;∫á¥e÷q ‘prong’ (cf. stít;≈ ‘spread out’)
t≈é¥e÷qt ‘spread its legs (as a ladder)’ (cf. last)

74 -q;n ~ -qín ‘head, end, bow of canoe’

méq;n ‘hair’ (< m- of m⁄qs;n ?)
qøéq;n ‘bud out’ (< qøé ‘get through’)
sπœ⁄mq;n ‘form a flower’ (< sπéœ;m ‘flower,’ π⁄œ ‘white, bright’)
sm⁄¸q;n ‘brain’ (< m;¸- ‘soft’? cf. m;¸ílƒ;t ‘become soft’)
®⁄œq;n ‘head of a long river’ (cf. ®œé≥n ‘other end’)
®;œqín ‘other end of the house (as last)’
≈i≈;œqín;m ‘be scratching one’s head’ (cf. ≈íœ;t ‘scratch it’)
xø;wqínt ‘push it ahead’ (< xø- ‘move toward,’ hiw ‘upstream, toward 

fire’)
ç;lqín;m ‘turn one’s canoe around, turn one’s back’ (< ç;l- ‘switch’)

74.1 -íq;n ~ -;q;n ~ -q;n ~ -qén ‘front, slope’

÷éƒ;q;n ‘front’ (< ÷eƒ- restrictive root)
sc®íq;n ‘top of a hill’ (cf. cíc;® ‘above’)
s√píq;n ‘bottom of a hill’ (cf. √í√;p ‘below’)
√;pqén;m ‘descend (a mountain), go downhill’ (cf. √í√;p ‘below’)
œø⁄l;q;n ‘shore of bare rock’ (cf. œøí÷;lt ‘uncover it’)
˚øí÷q;n ‘climb (a mountain), go uphill’ (< ˚øí÷ ‘ascend’)
®;œqént ‘put something down in front of him’ (cf. ®éœ;t ‘lay it down’)

74.2 -q;n ~ -q;- (before -t ‘transitive’) ~ -qín- (before -;m ‘intransitive’) 
‘throat, voice, speech, meal, opening facing upward’ (an extension of 75?)

xø¸⁄®q;t ‘quench his thirst’ (cf. ¸á®;m ‘cold,’ ȩ́ ;̧® ‘refreshing’)
;̧≈øqín;m ‘wash one’s throat (have a beer)’ (cf. ¸≈øát ‘wash it’)
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xøƒíq;n ‘loud’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;mq;n ‘Musqueam speech’
q;∑íc;nq;n ‘Cowichan speech’ (< q;∑íc;n ‘Cowichan’)
kïnjá≥jq;nst;xø ‘speak English to him’ (< kïnjá≥j ‘Englishman,’ < CJ)3

ßxønét;®q;n ‘breakfast’ (< ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer,’ nét;® ‘morning’)
xøp⁄∫;q;t ‘fill it up (e.g., a hole in the ground)’ (< p⁄n ‘get buried’)

74.3 -;q;n ~ -;q;∫ ‘container’ (an extension of 74.2?)

≈;ƒín;q;∫ ‘four (containers)’ (< ≈a÷áƒ;n ‘four’)
®œécs;q;∫ ‘five (containers)’ (< ®œéc;s ‘five’)
ƒíƒ;q;n ‘big (containers)’ (< ƒíƒ; ‘big [pl.]’)

75 -qs ~ ;qs ~ -qs;n ~ -⁄qs;n ~ qsín ‘nose, snout, point (of land)’

m⁄qs;n ‘nose’ (< m;- dummy root?)
qøáyqs ‘a large gull with a yellow beak’ (cf. cqøáy ‘yellow, green’)
sx⁄q;qs ‘nose ornament’ (< x⁄q ‘be finished’?)
ƒíqs;n ‘big-nosed’ (< ƒí ‘big’)
s¸⁄µqs;n ‘bones of the nose’ (< s á̧µ ‘bone’)
®⁄çqst ‘cut off its snout’ (< ®iç- ‘cut’)
˚ø⁄qs;n;m ‘turn one’s nose up’ (< køí÷ ‘ascend’?)
s÷⁄lqs;n ‘point (of land), Point Grey’ (< ÷;l- restrictive root?)
√;qt⁄qs;n ‘long nose, long point’ (< √éqt ‘long’)
y;qsín (CC), y;qs⁄n;m (JP) ‘go against the wind’ (< ?)

76 -é≈;n ~ -;≈;n ~ -≈én- (before -;m ‘intransitive’) ‘arm, side, branch, 
perimeter’

se≥lé≈;n;m ‘raise one’s arms’ (cf. sé÷t ‘raise it’)
p;yp;yé≈;n ‘have arms akimbo’ (cf. pá≥yt ‘bend it’?)
÷íl;≈;n ‘far end (of a house or road)’ (< ÷íl- ?)
ßxøl;køé≈;n ‘corner (in house’ (< l⁄kø ‘be broken,’ lit. ‘where the edge 

is broken’ [DK])
t⁄yt;≈;n ‘p.n., the upper end of the row of houses at sç;léxø ’ (< t⁄yt

‘upstream’)
n;÷é≈;n ‘reach an end’ (< ní÷ ‘be there’)
®⁄lq;≈;t ‘dip it (a blanket or garment) partly into the water’ (cf. ®⁄lqt

‘dip it’)
m;†é≈;t ‘bend a branch down’ (cf. m;†⁄t ‘bend it’)
˚ø;c≈én;m ‘keep a lookout, keep watch’ (< ˚øéc ‘look’)
sœ;lé≈;n ‘stockade, fence’ (cf. œ⁄l;m ‘camp’)4
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76.1 -;lé≈;n ‘arm’ (probably 76 with -;l- connective)

√;lq;t;lé≈;n ‘long-armed’ (< √él;qt ‘long [pl.]’)
s¸;µ;lé≈;n ‘arm bone’ (< s á̧µ ‘bone’)
sé≥lé≈;n;m ‘raise one’s arms’ (cf. sé≥t ‘raise it’)
œ;π;lé≈;t ‘tie it (as a kerchief) to his arm (as he dances)’ (cf. œéπ;t ‘tie 

it up’)

77 -qø ~ -;qø ~ ;qø ~ aqø ~ -a÷qø ~ -i÷qø ~ -;l;qø ~ -awaqø ‘head’

˚øáqøqø ‘bladderwrack’ (< ˚øáqø ‘get hit,’ because the dry bladders 
burst with a pop when struck?)

π̧í÷qø ‘get one’s head filthy’ (< ;̧π- ‘get filthy’)
÷;xøí∫aqø ‘small-headed’ (< ÷;xøí∫ ‘small’)
≈⁄®aqø ‘have a headache’ (< ≈⁄® ‘hurt’)
®íça÷qø;m ‘get one’s hair cut’ (cf. ®íç;t ‘cut it’)
xø œ̧ø⁄l;qøt ‘hit him on the head’ (cf. ¸íœø;t ‘punch him’)
hí∑aqø ‘headman, leader’ (< hi∑ ‘upstream, toward the fire’)
yásaqø ‘hat’ (< ?)
w;®xøáwaqø ‘three (animals)’ (< w;- ‘“established” aspectual prefix,’

®íxø ‘three’)
√áqtaqø ‘high (mountain)’ (< √éqt ‘long’)

77.1 -á∑;qø ‘hat’

®;mxøá∑;qø ‘rain-hat’ (< ®⁄m;xø ‘rain’)
kø;ml;xøá∑;qø ‘spruce-root basketry hat’ (< kø⁄ml;xø ‘root’)
˚øixøá∑;qø ‘rain-hat of waterproof fabric’ (< ˚øí÷xø ‘pitch, gum’)

78 -é¥ ~ -;¥ ‘plant, tree, wood’

qø®é¥ ‘driftwood, log’ (< qø⁄® ‘wash ashore’)
pqøé¥ ‘rotten wood’ (< p⁄qø ‘get broken up’)
çsé¥ ‘Douglas-fir wood’ (< çís- ‘grow’?)
s⁄˚ø;m;¥ ‘birch tree’ (< sá˚ø;m ‘whole bark’)

79 -;¥ ‘someone who does (agent)’?

s≈;≈é≥¥ ‘child that cries a lot’ (cf. ≈é≥m ‘cry’)
s®én;¥ ‘woman’ (< ®;n- ‘weave’?)
œéµ;¥ ‘young woman, teenaged girl’ (< ?)

80 -;¥ ~ -a¥ ‘fish’?

sƒ⁄q;¥ ‘sockeye salmon’ (< ?)
s¸áqø;¥ ‘chinook (“spring”) salmon, salmon (gen.)’ (cf. next)
s¸qøá¥ ‘little fish’ (cf. á̧÷;qø ‘stickleback’)
wéc;¥ ‘perch’ (< ?)
√œøá¥ ‘salmon milt’(?) (< ?)
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81 -;ye ~ -;¥e ~ -á¥e ‘dear one’ (? in forms of address), ‘small creature’(?)

÷ím;ye ‘grandchild (address)’ (< ÷ím;ƒ ‘grandchild’)
níkø;ye ‘uncle, aunt (address)’ (cf. ßxø;mníkø ‘living parent’s sibling’)
s;µá¥e ‘bee, hornet’ (< ?)
qøí∫;ye ‘clown dancer wearing bearskin appearing with s≈øáy≈ø;y ’

(< qøí∫ ‘hair on face and body’)
œí≈;¥e ‘Negro’ (cf. cœí≈ ‘black’)

82 -é¥;n ~ ⁄¬y;n ‘net, trap’

qøsé¥;n ‘set a gill net’ (< qø⁄s ‘go into the water’)
˚ø®e¥;n ‘set a net parallel to the shore’ (cf. ˚øá®;st ‘spread it [a net]’)
ƒé˚ø;¬y;n ‘be pulling a net’ (cf. ƒ˚ø⁄t ‘pull on it’)
√⁄yœe¥;n ‘be caught in a trap’ (cf. √⁄yœt ‘press down on it’)

83 -;yás ~ -;¥ás ~ -;y;s ‘circular figure,’ ‘come full circle’?

q;œ;yás ‘barrel’ (cf. q;œ ‘taut,’ q;œ⁄t ‘make it taut,’ qíœ;t ‘bind it’)
kø;ml;xø;¥ás ‘watertight coiled basket’ (< kø⁄ml;xø ‘root’)
tqøi÷ás ‘tight around the middle’ (< t⁄qø ‘tight’)
h;∫cáw;y;s ~ ÷;µcáw;y;s ‘come back to life, return after thought 

dead’ (< h;∫céw ~ ÷;µcéw ‘come down to the shore’)

84 -éy;® ~ ⁄y;® ~ -e¥®- (before -;m ‘intransitive’) ‘child, people, ceremony’

√;÷éy;® ‘stop a baby’s crying’ (cf. √á÷t ‘comfort him’)
n;∑éy;® ‘advise a child’ (cf. ní∑;t ‘advise him’)
x;®⁄me¥®;m ‘take care of a baby’ (cf. xá÷®;m;t ‘take care of it’)
≈e÷≈e÷⁄y;® ‘abnormal baby’ (< ≈é÷≈; ‘holy, taboo’)
ç⁄y;® ‘thank a crowd’ (cf. çí≥t ~ çí;t ‘thank him’)
ƒ;ƒ≈øéy;® ‘girl’s puberty ceremony (< ƒ⁄ƒ;≈ø ‘first menstruation’)

85 -íw;n ~ -;w;n ~ -íw;- (before -t ‘transitive’) ‘inside, middle, waist, 
behind, rump, trunk (of tree)’

ßxø ;̧µíw;n ‘seed (of fruit), pit’ (< s¸áµ ‘bone’)
xøƒtíw;n ‘think’ (< ƒ⁄t ‘say’)
ßxøqøél;w;n ‘thoughts, feelings’ (< qøél ‘speak’)
xøsœíw;t ‘split it in two’ (cf. sœét ‘split it’)
xøçíw;t ‘put it in the middle (as of a bundle)’ (cf. xøç⁄t ‘insert it’)
ßxø≈øœøíw;t;n ‘belt’ (< ≈øíœø ‘get enmeshed’)
xø®;œtíw;n ‘wide-rumped’ (< ®œét ‘wide’)
xøçœøíw;n ‘get pricked in the rear’ (< ç⁄œø ‘get pierced’)
xøl;µe÷íw;t ‘kick him in the rear’ (cf. l;µé÷t ‘kick him’)
xøl;µ;÷íw;nx;t ‘kick him in the shins (as last + -x;n ‘foot’)
xø√køíw;t ‘grab him by the seat of the pants’ (cf. √køát ‘grab it)
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xø;qøám;w;n ‘“smelly behind”’ (word coined by Coquitlam William 
for ‘automobile’) (< háqø;m ‘smell’)

xø√;qtíw;n ‘tall (tree)’ (< √éqt ‘long’)

86 -á∑;ƒ ~ -;w;ƒ ‘kind, ingredient’

t;wxø˚øín;w;ƒ ‘about how many kinds?’ (< t;w- ‘somewhat,’ ˚øín
‘how many?’)

xøn;çá∑;ƒ ‘one kind, one ingredient’ (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
xø®xøá∑;ƒ ‘three kinds’ (< ®íxø ‘three’)
q≈á∑;ƒ ‘many kinds’ (< q⁄≈ ‘many’)

87 -íws ~ -;∑s ~ -il;∑s ~ -él;∑s ~ -;l;∑s ‘body, bird’

π®í∑s ‘regain consciousness’ (< π⁄® ‘come to, become conscious’)
s;∑œí∑s ‘search for a lost person’ (< s⁄∑œ ‘seek’)
qøín;ws ‘body hair’ (< qøín ‘hair other than head hair’)
√él;wst ‘harness it’ (< √él ‘get stuck, be constrained’)
m;÷íwst ‘unharness it’ (cf. mé÷x ‘remove it’)
xøƒ˚øí∑s;m ‘straighten oneself up’ (cf. ƒ˚ø⁄t ‘stretch it’)
n;çí∑s ‘one (bird)’ (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
œø⁄m;∑s ‘pluck it (a bird)’ (cf. œø⁄m;t ‘pull it out’)
˚øsí∑st ‘singe it (a bird)’ (< ˚øés ‘get scorched’)
≈⁄®;l;ws (CC), ≈®él;ws (JP) ‘have a pain’ (< ≈⁄® ‘hurt’)
÷;w˚øíl;ws ‘become exhausted’ (< ÷;w˚ø ‘be all gone, used up’)

88 -éw;s ‘figure, back, trunk (of body)’

÷;¥éw;s ‘having a good figure’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’)
√;qtéw;s ‘having a long back (trunk)’ (< √éqt ‘long’)
sƒ˚øé∑;s ‘of straight bearing’ (cf. ƒ˚ø⁄t ‘pull it,’ sƒ;ƒé˚ø ‘straight’)
stqøé∑;s ‘too tight around the waist’ (< t⁄qø ‘tight’)

89 -w;®~ -wí® ~ -ew;® ~ -aw;® -wíl (before -t ‘transitive’ and -;m ‘intran-
sitive’) ~ -w;l- (before -t;n ‘instrument’) ‘canoe, vessel, mind’(?)

t⁄yew;® ‘racing canoe’ (< téy ‘race’)
†køéw;® ‘caulk a canoe’ (< †⁄kø ‘stuck in mud’)
≈il;≈áw;® ‘battleship’ (< ≈íl;≈ ‘make war’)
xø˚ø;nwílt ‘transfer it from one craft to another’ (< ˚ø;n- ‘transfer’)
¸;≈øwílt ‘wash dishes’ (cf. ¸≈øát ‘wash it’)
ßxø¸ä≈øw⁄lt;n ‘dish pan’ (< -t;n ‘instrument’)
xøq⁄lw;® ‘mean, tough person’ (< q⁄l ‘bad’)
xøq;≈wí® ‘tricky’ (< q⁄≈ ‘many’)
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90 -wí® ~ -á¬w;® ~ -⁄¬w;® ~ ;lw;l- (before -t ‘transitive’) ~ -alwíl- (before
-;m ‘intransitive’) ‘side’

√kø;lwílt ‘grab him by the sides’ (cf. √køát ‘grab it’)
ßxøn;wí® ‘other side of the Gulf’ (< ní÷ ‘be there’)
sn;÷⁄¬w;® ‘other side (of house, log, etc.)’ (< ní÷ ‘be there’)
s;há¬w;® ‘this side (of house, etc.)’ (< ÷í ‘be here’)
sc®á¬w;® ‘upper side, top’ (cf. cíc;® ‘above’)
c®á¬w;lt ‘put it on top’ (cf. last)
s√pá¬w;® ‘under side’ (cf. √í√;p ‘below’)
√pa¬wí¬;m ‘move under (cf. last)’

91 -we÷® ~ ;we÷® ‘back’

s®⁄œwe÷® ‘back (of human body)’ (cf. ®œé≥n ‘other end’)
l;kø⁄we÷® ‘break one’s back’ (< l⁄kø ‘get broken’)
¸œø¤∑é®t ‘punch him on the back’ (cf. ¸íœø;t ‘punch him’)

13.7. POSSIBLE LEXICAL SUFFIXES
The following appear in too few words to be safely identified as lexical suffixes.

1 -ém;® ‘stored food’ (only one example)

÷;w˚øém;® ‘run out of food’ (AG) (< ÷⁄w˚ø ‘be used up’), ‘lose one’s
breath (DK)

2 -tí∫ variant of 16, -t;n ‘instrument’? 

ßxøq;ltí∫ ‘hate, bad feelings, bad health’ (DK), ‘disliked one’ (AG) 
(< q⁄l ‘bad’)

3 -† ?

®ém;†;m ‘get drenched with rain’ (cf. ®⁄m;xø ‘rain,’ s®⁄m®;m ‘dew’)

4 -†én ?

≈;¥s†é∫ ‘nit’ (< s≈⁄¥;s ‘head’?)

5 -;nt ‘day’?

ƒ⁄m;nt ‘two (days)’ (< ƒ;m- ~ ƒém- ‘two’)

6 -án;m ?

sy;¬án;m ‘year’ (cf. syá¬;xøa÷ ‘old person,’ y;¬éw ‘past’)

7 ¸ ?

skø⁄m¸ ‘lump (as on body)’ (cf. skøáµ;c;n ‘hump-backed,’ skø⁄m√
‘bulge, ridge’)
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skø;µ á̧≥yƒ;n ‘chin’ (last plus -á≥yƒ;n ‘mouth,’ i.e., ‘mouth-bump’)
skø;µ ;̧lé≈;n ‘elbow’ (same plus -;lé≈;n ‘arm’)
®i®é¸t ‘make fun of him because of accident or bad luck’ (cf. ®é÷it ‘insult 

him’)
h;∑¸é÷t ‘tease him’ (cf. h;∑ál;m ‘play’)

8 -sím ‘berry’?

œ;le≥œ;sím ‘twinberry (berry of Lonicera involucrata)’ (< Cowichan
œ;lé≥œ; ‘crow’; cf. œ;lé≥œ;®p ‘twinberry bush’)

9 -;®q;¥ ‘snake’

÷⁄®q;¥ ‘snake’
s÷í≥®q;¥ (Cowichan, Northern Straits s÷ín;®q;¥) ‘two-headed serpent’ (< ?)

10 -;®≈e ?

ƒ;œ;®≈é ‘kneel’ (CC) (< ƒ⁄œ ‘be speared’?)
ƒ;œ;®≈é÷;m ‘pray’ (CC)
;̧ œ; ®≈é ‘kneel’ (JP) (cf. í̧œ ; t ‘step on it’)

11 -√ ?

skø⁄m√ ‘protuberance on the body, bulge’ (cf. skø⁄m¸ ‘lump on the 
body’; cf. 7 above)

ßxøkø⁄m√ ‘p.n., at Musqueam, glossed ‘ridge’
ßxøkø⁄m√;s ‘unflattened head’ (last with -;s ‘face’)

12 -;¬; ‘standing object’?

xø˚ø⁄¬; ‘scouring rush’ (cf. xøá˚ø;t ‘polish it’)
x⁄l; (AC), sx⁄¬; (JP) ‘penis’ (cf. xéw;® ‘vulva,’ with -éw;® ‘vessel’? xé÷t

‘hold it in front, hold it on one’s lap’)

13 -íl;x ? (cf. 19 below)

®≈íl;x ‘stand’ (cf. w;®⁄≈ ‘stand up suddenly’)
œø;yíl;x ‘dance’ (< ?)

14 -é≥l;q ?

qiq;∑é≥l;q ‘menstrual pad (of shredded cedar bark)’ (< qíq;∑ ‘be 
menstruating’)

15 -alw;m ~ -;lw;m ? (cf. ÷⁄¬w;m ‘be left alone’)

xøn;çálw;m (JP), xøn;ç⁄lw;m (DK) ‘“one family”’ (perhaps the 
descendants of one couple, JP believed) (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’)
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16 -c ‘origin’?

témc ‘from what place? from what people?’ (cf. stém ‘what?’)

17 -cála÷ ~ -;∆ále÷ ?

q;tq;tcála÷ (JP), q;tq;t;∆ále÷ (CC) ‘spider’ (cf. qít;t ‘wrap something 
around it, bind it’)

18 -ç ~ -;ç ?

s⁄lç ‘go around’ (cf. s⁄l;t ‘spin it,’ s⁄l;m ‘spin,’ s⁄lœt ‘swing it around’)
míµ;l;ç ‘someone who is always making mistakes’ (cf. m⁄lm;l

‘misidentify’)
y⁄¬y;¬;ç ‘storm, bad weather’ (< ?)

19 -;x ? (cf. 13 above)

÷ím;x ‘walk’ (< ÷ím- suggested by ÷;míc;n ‘walk on sand, as in shallow 
water looking for flounders,’ < -íc;n ‘surface’)

20 -˚ø ?

≈éπ˚ø;wst;m ‘have rheumatism’ (< ≈iπ- of ≈íπ;t ‘scratch it,’ ≈πílt
‘weaken him’? plus -;ws ‘body’ and third-person passive suffixes; cf. 
≈éπq;wst;m ‘have rheumatism, have bones aching’)

œ;π˚øá≥yƒ;ƒä≥m ‘your teeth are chattering’ (< √ of œéπ;t ‘tie it up,’
œélπt;m ‘have a cramp’ plus -á≥yƒ;n ‘mouth’ and second-person 
passive suffixes)

œ⁄m˚øƒ;t ‘shrink oneself’ (cf. œ⁄m;st ‘make room for him,’ -ƒ;t ‘self’)
√⁄m˚øt ‘crush a louse between the teeth’ (< ?)

21 -;xø ?

®⁄m;xø ‘rain’ (cf. s®⁄m®;m ‘dew,’ s®é≥m† ‘drenched with rain’)
l;µ⁄xø ‘make the noise of something dropped, go plunk’ (< láµ ‘get hit 

by something thrown’?)

22 -éxø ‘times’?

n;çéxø ‘once’ (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’; cf. ƒ;mé ‘twice,’ ®xøé® ‘three times,’ and 
other forms with -é®)

23 -;xøa÷ ?

syá¬;xøa÷ ‘old person’ (cf. sy;¬é∑ ‘past’)

24 -q ?

÷ém;qt ‘take for him, return something borrowed to him’ (cf. ÷é÷;m
‘give’)
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xø÷;mq®é≥lt ‘take food to him’ (< ÷em- of ÷é÷;m ‘give,’ -®él- ‘food’)
÷éy;qt ‘put it to one side’ (cf. ÷éy;l ‘go to one side,’ -;l ‘move toward’)
mé¬q ‘forget’ (cf. m⁄lm;l ‘be confused, misidentify’)
≈éπq;wst;m ‘have rheumatism, have bones aching’ (cf. ≈éπ˚ø;wst;m

‘have rheumatism,’ see 23 above)

25 -œ ?

s⁄lœt ‘swing it around (e.g., a sling)’ (< s;l- ‘spin’; cf. s⁄lç ‘go around’)
ç;¬œ;s ‘sling’ (< ç⁄l- ‘turn,’ -;s ‘round object’?)
y;mœƒ;t ‘rub oneself with cedar boughs’ (< ?, -ƒ;t ‘self’)

26 -≈ ?

xøƒ;¥≈®élt ‘stir up the fire’ (cf. ƒ⁄yt ‘fix it’? -®él- ‘fire’)
ƒ⁄¥≈;lq;n ‘fluff out wool’ (cf. ƒ⁄yt ‘fix it’? -;lq;n ‘fur’)
√⁄p≈t ‘scatter it, sow it’ (< √;p ‘down’?)

27 -œø ‘fully, vigorously’?

y⁄tœøt ‘scour it’ (< ?)
†®áœøt ‘pry it off’ (< ?)
®⁄lœøt ‘snatch it off’ (< ?)
c⁄†œøt ‘grind it up’ (< ?)

28 -é ‘times’?

ƒ;mé ‘twice’ (< ƒ;m- ~ ƒém- ‘two’)

13.8. SUFFIXES IN FORMAL PERSONAL NAMES
I have not included the suffixes that appear in formal personal names, that is,
the names that are formally given at potlatch-like events, as opposed to baby
names and nicknames that are acquired informally. A formal name generally
consists of an initial element (root or stem) and one of a fairly small number of
suffixes that identify the name as masculine or feminine. In some names the ini-
tial element seems meaningful, but in most it does not. Several of the suffixes
seem identical with Halkomelem lexical suffixes, but others are not. Suffixes in
names that have been borne by Musqueam men include -len;xø, -;l;q, -;lt;n,
-;ltxø, and -qín;m, and those in names that have been borne by Musqueam
women are -t;na≥t, -;ye, and -;lw;t.

Names of this sort have been passed down over many generations, across
language boundaries, and similar or identical forms appear throughout the
Coast Salish social continuum to which the Musqueam belong. It seems that a
name tends to become adapted to the phonology of the language in which it is
used, though not always so. It would probably not be productive to try to ana-
lyze these names in any local context. Coast Salish formal names are best seen
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as the property of the Coast Salish social network and not of any one people or
language. They cannot be treated as simply additional items in the lexicon of
any one language. Because of their regional, multilinguistic use, they pose a
multilinguistic, perhaps pan-Salish, problem in analysis and historical recon-
struction. (For a good discussion of the problem, see Kennedy 2000, 269-77.)
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14
Person Markers

320

The Halkomelem person markers, those forms that correspond in meaning to
English personal pronouns, include several sets of affixes, one set of particles,
and two sets of words. Because these several sets play different roles in the
grammar of the language, each set has been introduced in the syntactic context
where it appears. It also seems useful, however, to bring them all together here
in a single section.

14.1. PERSON AND NUMBER
The person markers distinguish first, second, and third persons in singular and
plural number, but the distinctions are not altogether consistently made
throughout the system. The first- and second-person object suffixes are identi-
cal in one form. In the passive, a single form appears for both first-person and
second-person plural. In most sets, the third person has no separate plural form;
plurality is marked by adding a pluralizing particle when it is not shown by
other means, as by a plural noun or verb form.

It is also possible that number has not always been a simple distinction
between one and more than one. James Point stated that the forms I identify as
second-person “singular” could be (or were once) used in addressing a married
couple, a pair of brothers, or even a family, the “plural” forms being used for a
larger or less integrated group. This does not appear to be current or recent
usage. Arnold Guerin identified the “singular” forms as strictly singular. There
are, however, a few instances (not yet gathered and examined) in material dic-
tated by both Christine Charles and James Point of singular forms used when
two or more persons were addressed. Moreover, in a text dictated by Andrew
Charles, there is an instance of a first-person singular form used to mean ‘we
(he and I),’ referring to the speaker and his cousin, who was his hunting part-
ner, in speaking to a group of strangers. Thus the question of number seems
worth further investigation. There is no dual number or inclusive/exclusive dis-
tinction, unless the usage just mentioned could once have provided one.
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In both CC’s and JP’s texts, there are instances of second-person singular
forms used in the sense of ‘one,’ as happens in colloquial English, for example,
“If you ever went there, they would ...” Since there does not appear to be any
other way of saying ‘one,’ one may assume that this usage may be native, not
borrowed. 

14.2. FORMS
Table 14.1 lists the person markers, each set in a column. They will be
described in the following order: (1) the first- and second-person coordinate
subject particles, (2) the subordinate subject suffixes, (3) the third-person tran-
sitive subject suffix, (4) the possessive affixes, (5) the object suffixes, (6) the
passive suffixes, (7) the personal words, (8) the possessive words, and (9) the
third-person plural particle.

Table 14.1

The person markers

1 2 4 5 6 7 8
subj subrd poss obj pass pers poss

subj word word

1sg c;n -e≥n n;- -S -Sel- ÷⁄nƒ; n;swé÷
-;n -Samx -el- ÷é≥nƒ;

-÷e≥n -amx

2sg ∆xø -;xø ÷;n- -S -Sam n⁄w; ÷;swé÷
÷;- -Sam; -am- ÷;ƒwé÷

÷;T- -am;

1pl ct -;t -ct -a¬xø -al ®ním;® s÷á≥®

2pl ce≥p -e≥p ÷;n- -al; -al- ®w⁄l;p ÷;swé÷;l;p
÷;T- ÷;ƒwé÷;l;p
-;l;p

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
subj subord tr sub poss obj pass pers poss pl

subj co subrd word word part

3 sg 0 -;s -;s -s 0 0 -;y- √á swé÷s 0

3 pl 0 -;s -;s -s 0 0 -;y- √ål;m swé÷s ÷é≥®t;n 

Phonologically the coordinate subject, subordinate subject, and possessive
sets can be grouped together, as can the object and passive sets, but the two
groups have nothing in common. The coordinate subject set contains some of
the same elements that appear in the possessive set. The object and passive sets
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likewise share several elements. The personal words seem to share some ele-
ments with the first group. The possessive words contain the possessive affix-
es except for one case of suppletion. The third-person plural particle seems
unrelated to the other person markers. Some further analysis will be presented
below.

Constraints may be summarized as follows: In the active paradigm, a third
person cannot play the role of subject with a second person as object. Forms
corresponding literally to ‘he sees you’ cannot occur; instead we find passive
forms like ‘you are seen.’ In the passive, only third persons can be agents.
Forms like ‘I am seen by you,’ ‘you are seen by me,’ and ‘he is seen by me’ are
not possible. Such relations can be expressed in the active only, as ‘you see me,’
and so on. The first-person plural possessive suffix cannot form a possessive
word in the manner of the other possessive affixes; instead we find a wholly
irregular form.

14.2.1. The First- and Second-Person Subject Particles
These must be grouped with the second-position predicate particles (see §16.2).
As members of that set, they move to follow an auxiliary or adverb. They are:

c;n ‘I’ ct ‘we’
∆xø ‘you (sing.)’ ce≥p ‘you (pl.)’

They are composed of an initial element c- (/c/ regularly becomes /∆/ before
/xø/) and a set of final elements identifiable with final elements of the subor-
dinate subject set (§14.2.3). (This c- is possibly identifiable with the prefix c-
‘get, have, make, do.’ One can conjecture that it was once an auxiliary verb.)

These particles mark first- and second-person subjects in both intransitive
and transitive predicates in coordinate constructions (main clauses), as in the
following sentences:

(a) néµ c;n ce÷. ‘I’ll go.’ (b) néµ ct ce÷. ‘We’ll go.’
(c) néµ ∆xø ce÷. ‘You’ll go.’ (d) néµ ce≥p ce÷. ‘You folks will go.’
(e) çéw;t c;n ce÷. ‘I’ll help him/her.’(f) çéw;t ct ce÷. ‘We’ll help him/her.’
(g) çéw;t ∆xø ce÷. ‘You’ll help (h) çéw;t ce≥p ce÷. ‘You folks will

him/her.’ help him/her.’

With an intransitive predicate head, a third-person subject is marked by zero
(i.e., is indicated by an absence of a first- or second-person marker) and plural-
ity is optionally indicated by the particle ÷é≥®t;n (see §14.2.9), as in the follow-
ing:

(i) néµ ce÷. ‘He/she/it/they will go.’ (j) néµ ce÷ ÷é≥®t;n. ‘They will go.’

With a transitive predicate head, however, a third-person subject must be
marked by the suffix given next.
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14.2.2. The Third-Person Transitive Subject Marker
A suffix -;s marks a third-person subject of a transitive verb in a main clause,
contrasting with zero marking a third-person subject of an intransitive verb in
a main clause. It is identical in form with the suffix -;s that marks a third-
person subject in a subordinate clause (see next set).

It always follows the transitivizer (and object person marker, if any). Unlike
the first- and second-person subject particles, which move to follow an auxil-
iary or adverb, this suffix stays with the transitivized verb itself. Compare the
following pairs of sentences:

(a) çéw;t c;n ce÷. ‘I will help (b) çéw;t;s ce÷. ‘He/she will help 
him/her.’ him/her.’

(c) ni c;n çéw;t. ‘I helped him/her.’ (d) ni çéw;t;s. ‘He/she helped 
him/her.’

In the second pair, the particle c;n ‘I’ moves to follow the auxiliary ni, while
the suffix -;s ‘he/she’ does not.

Again, plurality of a third person may be indicated with the particle ÷é≥®t;n,
as in:

(e) ˚ø;c-n-ámx-;s ce÷ ÷é≥®t;n.
see-TR-me-3TR FUT 3PL

‘They will see me.’

14.2.3. The Subordinate Subject Person Markers
These are the suffixes:

-e≥n ~ -;n ~ -÷e≥n ‘I’ -;t ‘we’
-;xø ‘you (sing.)’ -é≥p ~ -;p ‘you (pl.)’
-;s ‘third person’

The first- and second-person forms have, as indicated above, the same final
elements that occur in the corresponding subject particles. The third-person
form bears a similar relationship to the third-person possessive suffix -s. The
second-person plural -é≥p has probably developed from the -;l;p that occurs in
the possessive set and in the personal words through the loss of the medial res-
onant. In AG’s speech, it appeared as -e÷ep in progressive forms.

The allomorphs -;n and -;p appear after the auxiliaries ÷i ‘be here’ and ni ~
ni÷ ‘be there.’ In this environment, the schwas of the whole set may be realized
as vowel length; for example, the auxiliary ni÷ with the subordinate subject set
yields ni≥n, ni≥xø, ni≥t, ni≥p, and ni≥s. The first-person allomorph ÷é≥n occurs
following a vowel.

These suffixes mark the subject of a verb (either intransitive of transitive) in
a subordinate clause. They regularly appear in three types of constructions:
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(1) In subordinate clauses introduced by w;- ‘if, when, that’ or ÷;®- ‘when-
ever, whatever’ (see §4.2), as in:

w;néµë≥n ‘if I go’ w;néµ;t ‘if we go’
w;néµ;xø ‘if you go’ w;néµë≥p ‘if you folks go’
w;néµ;s ‘if [third person] goes’ w;néµ;s (÷é®t;n) ‘if they go’

(2) In the negative paradigm (see §6), in what may be seen as subordinate
clauses complementing a main clause headed by ÷⁄w; ‘not’ or xø;∑é ‘not yet,’
as in:

(a) ÷⁄w; c;n néµ-ë≥n.
not I go-I
‘I don’t go.’

(b) ÷⁄w; c;n ni≥n néµ.
÷⁄w; c;n ni÷-;n néµ
not I there-I go
‘I didn’t go.’

(c) ÷⁄w; néµ-;s.
not go-3SUB

‘He doesn’t go.’

For further discussion and examples, see §6.1.1. 
(3) In relative clauses with extracted objects (see §4.1.1.1), such as:

(d) køƒ; çéw;të≥n ce÷
køƒ; çéw-;t-ë≥n ce÷
ART help-TR-I FUT

‘the one I will help’

(e) køƒ; ni≥n çéw;t
køƒ; ni-;n çéw-;t
ART AUX-I help-TR

‘the one I helped’

For further discussion and examples, see §4.1, “Relative Clauses.”

14.2.4. The Possessive Affixes
These are:

n;- ‘my’ -ct ‘our’
÷;n- ~ ÷;T- ‘your’ ÷;n- ~ ÷;T- ... -;l;p ‘your (pl.)’
-s ‘his/her/its/their (3POS)’

As in other Salishan languages, the possessives are split between prefixes and
suffixes. The possessives of the first- and second-person singular are prefixes,
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the possessives of the first-person plural and the third person are suffixes, and
the second-person plural possessive is a discontinuous form, a combination of
the prefix for the singular and a suffix that makes it plural. As in other para-
digms, a third person is optionally pluralized with the particle ÷é≥®t;n.

n;lél;µ ‘my house’ lél;µct ‘our house’
÷;nlél;µ ‘your house’ ÷;nlél;µ;l;p ‘your (pl.) house’
lél;µs ‘his/her/its house’ lél;µs (÷é≥®t;n) ‘their house’

The first-person plural possessive is anomalous in being identical with the
subject particle ct ‘we,’ which is composed of an element c- that occurs in the
other subject particles and a -t that we can identify as ‘first-person plural.’As a
possessive, -ct is probably a borrowing from the subject particle set.

The second-person prefix appears as ÷;T- before /s/ and otherwise as ÷;n-.
For some speakers (e.g., CC and DK), the ÷;T- is realized as ÷;- or ÷;s-, while
for others (e.g., JP) the //T// coalesces with the initial /s/ as /ƒ/. Compare
usages with m⁄∫; ‘child’ and sqø;mé¥ ‘dog’:

CC ÷;nm⁄∫; ‘your child’ ÷;sqø;mé¥ ~ ÷;ssqø;mé¥ ‘your dog’
JP ÷;nm⁄∫; ‘your child’ ÷;ƒqø;mé¥ ‘your dog’

This difference is said to go back to dialect differences between the
Musqueam settlements of mál;y (on the downstream side) and sç;léxø (on the
upstream side), the form with /ƒ/ being that of sç;léxø. (Historically, the form
with /n/ is probably the older. In the mál;y dialect, the /n/ assimilated to the
/s/ or was dropped, while in the sç;léxø dialect it became a stop *t before /s/,
then the *ts coalesced to become *c, which regularly became /ƒ/.)

The third-person possessive affixed to a word ending in /s/ remains an /s/,
and the resulting /ss/ is generally audible. Some speakers of the Island dialect
dissimilate, converting the possessive to /ƒ/; the Musqueam speakers for whom
I have data did not do this.

Optional morphophonemic processes (see §1.5.1) create other variations.
Both of the prefixed possessives tend to coalesce, especially in rapid speech,
with a preceding article or word ending in a vowel. With n;- ‘my,’ the schwa
may be dropped, leaving -n, so that t; n;lél;µ ‘my (present visible) house’
may become t;n lél;µ. With ÷;n- ~ ÷;T- ‘your,’ one of two things can happen.
The schwa of the ÷;n- form may be dropped, leaving the glottal stop and reso-
nant to become a glottalized resonant, so that t; ÷;nlél;µ ‘your (present visi-
ble) house’ may become t;∫ lél;µ. This leaves the glottalization of the
resonant to carry the burden of distinguishing ‘my’ and ‘your.’1 Or, the
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sequence of two schwas produced by an article followed by ‘your’ may become
/e÷e/ or /e≥/, so that kø; ÷;ƒqø;mé¥ ‘your (nearby, invisible) dog’ may become
køe≥ƒ qø;mé¥.

The possessives are strictly limited in the kinds of words to which they can
be affixed. (It is just these limitations that provide the basis for distinguishing
the major classes of words in the language. See §2.1.) The possessives can be
affixed to nouns and to nominalized non-passive verbs only.

Affixed to nouns, the possessives indicate the person of the possessor, “pos-
session” having the usual sense of relating kin to kin, property to owner, part to
whole, and so on, as in: n;mén ‘my father,’ ÷;ntén ‘your mother,’ m⁄∫;s
‘his/her child,’ n;sqø;mé¥ ‘my dog,’ lél;µct ‘our house,’ ÷;npút;l;p ‘your
(pl.) boat,’ n;cél;x ‘my hand,’ m⁄qs;ns ‘his/her nose.’

When the possessor is a noun, it follows the word taking the possessive, as
in:

(a) t; ƒáƒ;n-s t; s√í√q;®
ART mouth-3POS ART child(status)
‘the child’s mouth’

(b) t; m⁄∫;-s ƒ; s⁄n√e÷
ART child(kin)-3POS ART senior.sibling
‘the son of the older sister’

(c) t; ƒáƒ;n-s t; m⁄∫;-s
ART mouth-3POS ART child(kin)-3POS

‘her son’s mouth’

(d) t; œ®án-s køƒ; sn⁄xø;®
ART box-3POS ART canoe
‘the bow of the canoe’

(e) t; ßxøl;køé≈;n-s t; lél;µ
ART corner-3POS ART house
‘the corner of the house’

(f) ˚ø; sn;÷álw;®-s t; lél;µ
ART far.side-3POS ART house
‘the other side of the house’

When affixed to nominalized non-passive verbs, that is, active verbs with
the prefix s- ‘nominalizer’ (see §12.1.1), Halkomelem possessives (like Eng-
lish possessives with gerunds) mark underlying subjects. Compare the follow-
ing main-clause forms (left column) with their nominalizations (nominalized
clauses):
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(a) néµ c;n (a´) n;-s-néµ
go I my-NOM-go
‘I go’ ‘my going’

(b) çéw;ƒämx ∆xø (b´) ÷;ƒçéw;ƒämx
çéw-;t-Samx ∆xø ÷;T-s-çéw-;t-Samx
help-TR-me you your-NOM-help-TR-me
‘you help me’ ‘your helping me’

(c) ni÷ néµ (c´) s-ni÷-s néµ
AUX go NOM-AUX-3POS go
‘he went’ ‘his having gone’

(d) ®íç-;t-;s (d´) s-®íç-;t-s
cut-TR-3TR NOM-cut-TR-3POS

‘he cuts it’ ‘his cutting it’

In each of these pairs, the possessive in the nominalized clause corresponds
to the subject marker in the main-clause form (see §4.3 for the uses of nomi-
nalized clauses).

The possessives cannot be affixed to nominalized passive forms. This rule is
consistent with the fact that the subjects of main-clause passives are not marked
by the same elements that occur with main-clause non-passives. (See §14.2.6
below.)

Most importantly, the possessives also cannot be affixed to any non-passive
verb that has not been nominalized. For example, **n;néµ ‘my go,’
**n;çéw;t ‘my help him,’ and so on are not possible forms. (For exceptional
cases, see §8.9.)

14.2.5. The Object Person Markers
These are the suffixes:

-S ~ -Samx ~ -amx ‘me’ -a¬xø ‘us’
-S ~ -Sam; ~ am; ‘you’ -al; ‘you (pl.)’

These forms appear to be composed of identifiable elements, -S and -am-
‘non-third-person singular,’ -al- ‘non-third-person plural,’ -x and -xø ‘first per-
son,’ and -; ‘second person.’ The third person is not marked.

An object person marker can be suffixed to a transitive verb only, that is, to
a verb stem that has a transitive suffix (see §10.1.1).

The element -S occurs regularly with the transitivizer -t and with -t only, with
which it coalesces as /ƒ/. It may stand alone to mean ‘me’ or ‘you’ or be fol-
lowed by -amx ‘me’ or -am; ‘you.’ Thus with the root çéw- ‘help’ and -t ‘tran-
sitive’ we find:
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çéw;ƒ ~ çéw;ƒämx ‘help me’ çéw;tä¬xø ‘help us’
çéw;ƒ ~ çéw;ƒäm; ‘help you’ çéw;täl; ‘help you (pl.)’
çéw;t ‘help him/her/them’

Such forms are normally accompanied by subject person markers (see Table
14.2). There is, however, one notable hole in the pattern: the third-person tran-
sitive subject marker cannot appear with a second-person object marker. At
these points in the paradigm, there is a switch to the passive.

Table 14.2

Object-subject paradigm 

Him/
Subj/obj Me You Us You (pl.) her/them

I çéw;ƒ(äm;) c;n çéw;täl; c;n çéw;t c;n
You çéw;ƒ(ämx) ∆xø çéw;tä¬xø ∆xø çéw;t ∆xø 
We çéw;ƒäm; ct çéw;täl; ct çéw;t ct 
You (pl.) çéw;ƒämx ce≥p çéw;tä¬xø ce≥p çéw;t ce≥p 
He çéw;ƒ(ämx);s (çéw;ƒä≥m) çéw;täl;m çéw;t;s 

For this reason, a form with -S alone, unaccompanied by a differentiating 
-amx or -am;, is not ambiguous. With a second- or third-person subject mark-
er, the -S has to mean ‘me,’ and with a first-person subject marker, it has to
mean ‘you,’ as in:

çéw;ƒ ∆xø ce÷. ‘You will help me.’ çéw;ƒ;s ce÷. ‘He will help me.’
çéw;ƒ c;n ce÷. ‘I will help you.’

For ‘He will help you,’ we find:

çéw;ƒä≥m. lit. ‘You will be helped.’
çéw;täl;m ce÷. lit. ‘You folks will be helped.’

often translated ‘They will help you’ or ‘Somebody will help you.’
With other transitive suffixes, the object set lacks the -S that appears with -t.

With the root ˚øéc ‘look’ and -n- ~ -n;xø ‘limited control,’ we find:

˚ø;cnámx ‘see me’ ˚ø;cná¬xø ‘see us’
˚ø;cnám; ‘see you’ ˚ø;cnál; ‘see you folks’
˚ø⁄cn;xø ‘see him/her/it/them’

With y;∑é÷ ‘go along’ and -st- ~ -st;xø ‘causative,’ the paradigm is:

y;∑é÷stämx ‘take me along’ y;wé÷stä¬xø ‘take us along’
y;∑é÷stäm; ‘take you along’ y;∑é÷stäl; ‘take you (pl.) along’
y;∑é÷st;xø ‘take him/her/it/them’ along
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With the root of køé≥l (//køél-;l//) ‘hide’ and the transitivizer -x, the para-
digm is:

køélxämx ‘hide me’ køélxä¬xø ‘hide us’
køélxäm; ‘hide you’ køélxäl; ‘hide you folks’
køélx ‘hide him/her/it/them’

And with the root hé˚ø ‘remember’ and the transitivizer -n;s, we find:

hé˚øn;sämx ‘remember me’ hé˚øn;sä¬xø ‘remember us’
hé˚øn;säm; ‘remember you’ hé˚øn;säl; ‘remember you folks’
hé˚øn;s ‘remember him/her/it/them’

In every case, however, a third-person subject and second-person object
causes a switch to the passive paradigm.

In the progressive aspect, the resonants in the suffixes -amx, -am;, and -al;
may be glottalized, as in:

(a) w;yáƒ c;n w;çéç;w;ƒäµ;.
w;-yáƒ c;n w;-çéç;w-;t-Saµ;
EST-always I EST-help(PROG)-TR-you
‘I’m always helping you.’

(Or so it appears in the material dictated by CC and JP, although I must admit
there are inconsistencies. On the other hand, AG seemed to use a glottalized -
aµx ‘me’ and an unglottalized -am; ‘you’ consistently in both perfective and
progressive aspects.)

14.2.6. The Passive Person Markers
These mark the subjects in passive forms. (For “passive,” see §3.3, “Types of
Verbal Predicates.”) They are the following suffixes:

-Sel- ~ -el- ‘first-person singular’ -al- ‘first-person plural, second-
person plural’

-Sam- ~ -am- ‘second-person singular’
-;y- ‘third-person subordinate’

The first- and second-person forms share some components with their coun-
terparts in the object set. The -S- ‘non-third-person singular’ and the -al- ‘non-
third-person plural’ are identical. But in the passive set the -am- is confined to
the second-person singular while another element, -el-, appears as the first-person
singular. The first-person plural and second-person plural are not differentiat-
ed. The -;y- ‘third-person subordinate passive’ does not resemble anything else.

Like the object set, these must preceded by a transitivizer. Unlike the object
set, they cannot be word-final; they must be followed by a passive marker,
either -;m ‘intransitive’ (§10.2.1) in main clauses or -; t ‘subordinate passive’
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(§10.8) in subordinate clauses and nominalizations. In main clauses, the third
person has no marker, but in subordinate clauses and nominalizations, it is
marked by -;y-.

These suffixes combine according to several morphophonemic rules. As with
the object set, the element -S- coalesces with -t transitive as /ƒ/ but does not
appear with the other transitivizers. Moreover, in the coordinate passive, when
the second-person singular is followed by -;m, the medial resonant is lost and
the vowel lengthened, -am- + -;m becoming -a≥m. In the subordinate passive,
there is the kind of metathesis seen also when certain roots take the -t transitive
(see §1.5.3) whereby -el- + -; t becomes -e≥lt and -al- + -;t becomes -a≥lt. Final-
ly, the sequence -;y- + -;t usually, though not in very deliberate speech,
becomes -i≥t. (The corresponding form in the Cowichan dialect is -ew;t.)

The paradigm based on çéw;t ‘help him’ in the coordinate passive is:

çéw;ƒël;m ‘I am helped’
çéw;ƒä≥m ‘you are helped’
çéw;täl;m ‘we are helped, you (pl.) are helped’
çéw;t;m ‘he/she is helped, they are helped’

In the subordinate passive, it is:

w;çéw;ƒë≥lt ‘if I am helped’
w;çéw;ƒä≥m ‘if you are helped’
w;çéw;tä≥lt ‘if we are helped, if you (pl.) are helped’
w;çéw;tï≥t ‘if he/she is helped, if they are helped’

The paradigm based on ˚ø⁄cn;xø ‘see him’ in the coordinate passive is:

˚ø;cnél;m ‘I am seen’
˚ø;cnä≥m ‘you are seen’
˚ø;cnál;m ‘we are seen, you (pl.) are seen’
˚ø⁄cn;m ‘he/she is seen, they are seen’

In the subordinate passive it is:

w;˚ø;cné≥lt ‘if I am seen’
w;˚ø;cnám;t ‘if you are seen’
w;˚ø;cná≥lt ‘if we are seen, if you (pl.) are seen’
w;˚ø;cní≥t ‘if he/she is seen, if they are seen’

The passive paradigm differs from the intransitive and active transitive para-
digms in that, ordinarily, neither the coordinate subject particles (c;n, ∆xø, etc.)
nor the subordinate subject suffixes (-e≥n, -;xø, etc.) play any part in it. In a
form like çéw;ƒël;m ce÷ ‘I will be helped,’ the subject is sufficiently marked
by -Sel-. Forms like **çéw;ƒël;m c;n ce÷ do not seem to occur. However, in
a negative clause with an auxiliary, the auxiliary will be followed by a third-
person subordinate subject marker (see §6.1.2).
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The passive is nominalized with s- nominalizer prefixed to the subordinate
form, as in:

sçéw;ƒë≥lt ‘my being helped’
sçéw;ƒäm;t ‘your being helped’
sçéw;tä≥lt ‘our being helped, your (pl.) being helped’
sçéw;tï≥t ‘his/her being helped, their being helped’

As indicated above, the nominalized passive differs from other nominaliza-
tions in that it does not take a possessive, forms like **n;sçéw;ƒë≥lt evidently
being badly formed. This absence of a possessive in the nominalization is con-
sistent with the absence of a subject particle following the main-clause form of
the passive.

14.2.7. The Personal Words
These are words as defined in §2.1. They are:

1st person ÷⁄nƒ; ~ ÷é≥nƒ; ‘I’ ®ním;® ‘we’
2nd person n⁄w; ‘you’ ®w⁄l;p ‘you folks’
3rd person √á ‘he, she, it’ √ál;m ‘they’

The plural forms are partly analyzable. The ®- of the first-person plural and
the second-person plural may be ®- ‘portion’ (§12.4.6). The -;l;p of the second-
person plural occurs as a suffix with that meaning in the possessive. The -w- of
®w⁄l;p is conceivably a reduction of n⁄w;. The third-person plural is probably
the singular √á plus an -l- that appears commonly as a pluralizing infix and a
final -;m that may conceivably be the intransitive suffix.

Like other words (including the possessive words) but unlike the other per-
son markers, the members of this set can function as predicates. They can also,
with restrictions not imposed on other words, function as or enter into the for-
mation of adjuncts.

The first-person forms ÷⁄nƒ; and ÷é≥nƒ; (the latter generally so recorded
from JP and CC but recorded ÷é≥∫ƒ; from AG) both appear as predicates. (AG
suggested that the form ÷é≥∫ƒ; is emphatic, but data from JP and CC are not suf-
ficient to support this. JP thought that the difference was a matter of dialect or
idiolect.) Only the form ÷é≥nƒ; (or ÷é≥∫ƒ;) appears as an adjunct.

14.2.7.1. As Predicate Heads
Standing alone or with predicate particles, these words usually have the sense
of ‘It’s me,’ ‘It’s you,’ and so on, or ‘I’m the one,’ ‘You’re the one,’ or, in
answer to questions, ‘I will,’ and so on.

Followed by relative clauses, in a type of pseudo-cleft sentence (§4.1.5.1.2),
they are usually translated ‘I am the one who ...,’ ‘You are the one who ...,’ and
so on.
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(a) ÷⁄nƒ; ce÷ néµ. (JP)
be.I FUT go
‘I’m the one that will go.’

(b) ÷é≥nƒ; ˚øáµ˚ø;µ.
be.I strong
‘I’m the one who’s strong.’

(c) ÷⁄nƒ; ni c-yá≥¥;s.
be.I AUX get-be.working
‘I’m the one that’s doing it.’

(d) n;wé ÷e ce÷ ƒ⁄yt. ÷⁄nƒ; ce÷. (AG)
n⁄w; ÷; ce÷ ƒ⁄y-t ÷⁄nƒ; ce÷
be.you ROG FUT fix-TR be.I FUT

‘Will you be the one who’ll fix it? I will.’

(e) ®ním;® ce÷ neµ kø⁄n;t køƒ; s÷í̧ ;ms.
be.we FUT go take-TR ART clothing-3POS

‘We will be the ones to go get his clothes.’

(f) ®w⁄l;p ce÷ h⁄¥qø-;lc;p.
be.you(PL) FUT be.burning-firewood
‘You people will be the ones to look after the fire.’

(g) √a ni≥® néµ. (JP)
√a ni÷-;® néµ
BE3P AUX-past go
‘He is the one who went.’

(h) √ál;m n;-méµ;∫;. (CC)
be.they my-children
‘They are my children.’

(i) √ál;m ni kø⁄n;t køƒ; tél;. (AG)
be.they AUX take-TR ART money
‘They are the ones who took the money.’

The third-person singular √a, perhaps usually unstressed, can take an
adjunct, which is either introduced by or consists of a deictic element, as a
grammatical subject. If there is no more than a subject, the √a serves simply to
put it in focus:

(j) √a ˚ø⁄∫á. (AG)
BE3P this
‘He [just out of sight] is the one.’
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(k) √a t; n;-m⁄∫;. (CC)
BE3P ART my-child
‘It’s my son.’

However, if there is a subject and a relative clause, the √a then functions as
a copula, linking the two as subject and complement in a cleft sentence
(§4.1.5.2).

The complement (i.e., the relative clause) may follow the √a directly and be
followed by the subject (i.e., the adjunct), as in (l) and (m).

(l) √a ni≥® çéw;ƒämx tƒé÷.
√a ni÷-;® çéw-;t-Sämx tƒé÷
BE3P AUX-past help-TR-me that
‘He is the one who helped me.’

(m)√a n;swé÷ n;púk t;÷ín;. (CC)
√a n;-swé÷ n;-púk t;÷ín;
BE3P my-own my-book this
‘This is my book.’

Or the complement may follow the subject, as in (n) and (o).

(n) √a µ; t;÷í sqø;mé¥ ni œí˚ø;ƒ. (CC)
√a µ; t;÷í sqø;mé¥ ni÷ œí˚ø-;t-S
BE3P CERT this dog AUX get.bitten-TR me
‘This is the dog that bit me. It’s this dog that bit me.’

(o) √a µ; t; Andrew cwé÷ t; sqø;mé¥. (CC)
√a µ; t; Andrew c-wé÷ [÷;] t; sqø;mé¥
BE3P CERT ART A. get-own OBL ART dog
‘It’s Andrew who owns the dog.’

14.2.7.2. As Adjuncts
The personal words can also function as adjuncts. As an adjunct, a first-person
or second-person word is preceded by an article. The third-person counterparts,
however, are a set of words formed by a coalescence of the third-person words
with articles and the prefix w;-2. This set is described in §15.2.2.2. The present
section will describe the uses as adjuncts of first- and second-person words
only.

As direct adjuncts, the first- and second-person words usually relate anaphor-
ically to person markers accompanying the verb, and they perform one or both
of two functions that cannot be performed by the person markers. They give
emphasis to the person (there being no emphatic forms of the person markers)
and/or they provide a peg on which to hang a relative clause.

In (a) and (b) they serve to give emphasis:
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(a) ÷⁄w; ∆xø ® ni œáy t; n⁄w; i ... (JP 9)
÷⁄w; ∆xø ® ni œáy t; n⁄w; ÷;¥
not you ART AUX die ART you and
‘You yourself don’t die and ...’

(b) niw® √ám køƒ; ni ƒœéls m;st⁄y;xø ÷; ßxø÷⁄w;ct ni≥t néµ œáƒ;t 
t; ®ním;®. (JP 22)

ni÷ w;®-√ám køƒ; ni÷ ƒ;œ-éls m;st⁄y;xø
AUX already-be.enough ART AUX pierce-ACT people

÷; ßxø-÷⁄w;-ct ni÷-;t néµ œá÷-ƒ;t t;
OBL OBLNOM-not-our AUX-we go accompany-self ART

®ním;®
be.we 

‘There were enough people who had harpooned [it], and so that’s why we
ourselves didn’t go along.’

In (c) to (f), the personal words serve as heads of relative clauses:

(c) ... køsnict w;tá÷t;¬;t ÷a¬ t; ®ním;® ÷⁄w; ni;t néµ xø;sœ;œá÷. (JP 22)
kø s-ni÷-ct w;-tá÷t;¬-;t ÷a¬ t; ®ním;® ÷⁄w;
ART NOM-AUX-our EST-be.learning-TR just ART be.we not

ni÷-;t néµ xø;-sœ;œá÷
AUX-we go become-accompanied

‘... when we who didn’t go along were just studying it.’

(d) tsás ct t; ®ním;® ni ; køƒ; ni≥n ßxøní÷. (JP 3)
tsás ct t; ®ním;® ni÷ ÷; køƒ; ni÷
poor we ART be.we be.there OBL ART be.there

n;-ßxø-ní÷
my-OBLNOM-be.there

‘We are poor, we who are at my place.’

(e) ÷⁄w; ni≥s mélqtäl;m t; ®w⁄l;p t;li≥ ˚øi ßxøní÷ct. (JP 5)
÷⁄w; ni÷-;s mélq-t-äl;-m t; ®w⁄l;p t;¬i
not AUX-3SUB forget-TR-you-INTR ART be.you from

÷; ˚øi ßxø-ní÷-ct
OBL that OBLNOM-be.there-our

‘He didn’t forget you people from our place.’

(f) √e c;n w;®q;¬ét çí≥täl; t; ®w⁄l;p n;méµ;∫;. (JP 8)
√e c;n w;®-q;¬ét çí-;t-äl; t; ®w⁄l;p
too I already-again thank-TR-you art be.you(PL)

n;-méµ;∫;
my-children

‘I’ll thank you all again, you who are my children.’
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Second-person words can also appear without co-referential person markers
when used in a vocative sense as in (g), as perhaps they were also in (e) and (f).

(g) w;né≈;n ÷a¬ tƒé÷ ˚ø;n sqøél, t; n⁄w; n;sw;nméy;®. (JP 8)
w;-né≈;n ÷a¬ [÷;] tƒé÷ ˚ø; n;-s-qøél, t;
EST-end just OBL that ART my-NOM-speak art

n⁄w; n;-sw;nméy;®
be.you my-deceased.sibling’s.child 

‘My words just end there, my niece.’

As oblique adjuncts, the personal words also perform a function that cannot
be performed by any of the personal affixes or particles, relating to the verbs
they follow as oblique objects. As oblique adjuncts, they require the oblique
article √ but the oblique case marker ÷; may (at least in JP’s and CC’s idiolects)
be omitted.

(h) xø;∫íw;n ∆xø ÷; √ ÷é≥nƒ;. (CC)
xø;∫íw;n ∆xø ÷; √ ÷é≥nƒ;
remember you OBL ART be.I
‘Remember me.’

(i) t;÷á≥m;x ÷; kø; t;w√a √ ÷é≥nƒ;. (CC)
t;÷á≥m;x ÷; kø; t;w√a [÷;] √ ÷é≥nƒ;
resemble ROG then he [OBL] ART be.I
‘Does he look like me?’

Often the immediately preceding verb has the function of an English prepo-
sition, giving a more specific direction to the action expressed by the main verb
(see § 3.5).

(j) wélx ∆xø xø;µi √ ÷é≥nƒ;. (CC)
wél-x ∆xø xø-÷;µi [÷;] √ ÷é≥nƒ;
throw-TR you LOC-come OBL ART be.I
‘Throw it to me.’

(k) wélx c;n ce÷ neµ ÷; √ n⁄w;. (AG)
wél-x c;n ce÷ neµ ÷; √ n⁄w;
throw-TR I FUT go OBL ART be.you
‘I’ll throw it to you.’

(l) t;w˚øí≥l; t;li √ ®w⁄l;p (JP 22)
t;w˚øí≥l; t;¬i [÷;] √ ®w⁄l;p
several.persons from OBL ART be.you(PL)
‘several of you’

As oblique adjuncts, the personal words of the first and second persons can
function as oblique objects only. They cannot function as agents of passives.
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Sentences like **ni œá≥yt;m ÷; √ ÷é≥ƒ; ‘He was killed by me’ or **ni œá≥yt;m
÷; √ n⁄w; ‘He was killed by you’ are not possible.

14.2.8. The Possessive Words
The fact of possession may be expressed by two words: swé÷ ‘one’s own’ (pl.
sw;wé÷ ), a nominalization of √we÷ ‘own,’ to which the possessive affixes other
than -ct ‘our’ are attached; and s÷á≥® (CC, JP) or s÷á≥÷® (AG) ‘ours,’ **swé÷ct
being rejected.

The paradigm is:

n;swé÷ ‘it’s mine’ s÷á≥® ~ s÷á≥÷® ‘it’s ours’
÷;ƒwé÷ ~ ÷;swé÷ ‘it’s yours’ ÷;ƒwé÷;l;p ~ ÷;swé÷;l;p ‘it’s yours (pl.)’
swé÷s ‘it’s his/hers/its’ swé÷s (÷é≥®t;n) ‘it’s theirs’

Some anomalies also occur in the way these words are used with nouns pos-
sessed. With the first-person singular and the second person, the prefix is
repeated on the noun. With the third person, CC and JP did not repeat the suf-
fix, while AG did. With the second-person plural, the suffix is not repeated.

n;swé÷ n;sqø;mé¥. ‘It’s my dog.’
÷;ƒwé÷ ÷;ƒqø;mé¥. ‘It’s your dog.’
swé÷s sqø;mé¥. (CC, JP) swé÷s sqø;mé¥s. (AG) ‘It’s his dog.’
s÷á≥® sqø;mé¥. ‘It’s our dog.’
÷;ƒwé÷;l;p ÷;npút. ‘It’s you guys’s boat.’ (AG)

As elsewhere, the third-person plural particle does not appear if plurality is
indicated by other means. Compare (a) and (b):

(a) swé÷-s ÷é≥®t;n lél;µ-s t; π⁄œ. (AG)
own-3POS 3PL house-3POS ART white
‘The white house is theirs. The white one is their house.’

(b) swé÷-s tƒél;y t; lél;µ. (AG)
own-3POS those/they ART house
‘The house is theirs.’

14.2.9. The Third-Person Plural Particle
This is the particle ÷é≥®t;n, which may be classed with the predicate particles,
although it is unusual in its position. It is probably composed of a base, not now
identifiable, and the suffix -;®t;n ‘others’ (see §10.2.4). It indicates plurality in
a third-person subject, object (when the subject is other than third person), or
possessor, when plurality is not indicated by other means.

When ÷é≥®t;n pluralizes the subject or object, it appears last in the predicate,
as in (a) to (d).
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(a) ni÷ néµ ÷é≥®t;n.
AUX go 3PL

‘They went.’

(b) w;-néµ-;s ÷é≥®t;n
if-go-3SUB 3PL

‘if they go’

(c) ˚ø⁄cnämx;s ce÷ ÷é≥®t;n.
˚øec-n-amx-;s ce÷ ÷é≥®t;n
see-TR-me-3TR FUT 3PL

‘They will see me.’

(d) néµ c;n ce÷ çéw-;t ÷é≥®t;n.
go I FUT help-TR 3PL

‘I’m going to help them.’

In a sentence with a third-person subject and a third-person object, ÷é≥®t;n
must refer to the subject, as in (e).

(e) ni÷ køél-x-;s ÷é≥®t;n.
AUX hide-TR-3TR 3PL

‘They hid it.’ (not ‘He hid them.’)

When ÷é≥®t;n pluralizes a possessor, it follows the possessive person marker,
as in (f) and (i).

(f) √a sïl-éwtxø-s ÷é≥®t;n t; sála÷ac.
BE3P canvas-house-3POS 3PL ART house.mat
‘The mats were their tents.’

If plurality is indicated by a plural noun, then ÷é≥®t;n cannot be used. Com-
pare (g) and (h) and (i) and (j):

(g) ni÷ œá≥y-t-;m ÷é≥®t;n.
AUX die-TR-INTR 3PL

‘They were killed.’

(h) ni œá≥y-t-;m t; sqø;mqø;mé¥.
AUX die-TR-INTR ART dogs
‘The dogs were killed.’

(i) √a lél;µ-s ÷é≥®t;n.
BE3P house-3POS 3PL

‘It’s their house.’
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(j) √a lél;µ-s t; xø;l;nít;m t;ní÷.
BE3P house-3POS ART white.people that
‘That one there is the White people’s house.’

But neither **ni÷ œá≥yt;m÷é≥®t;n t; sqø;mqø;mé¥ nor **√a lél;µs ÷é≥®t;n t;
xø;l;nít;m is possible.
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15
The Demonstrative System

339

Under this heading are included the various deictic elements that introduce
nominal adjuncts or else stand as nominal adjuncts. These elements are the arti-
cles and the demonstratives. The latter include three sets of words that are either
fuller forms of the articles or forms compounded of the articles and other ele-
ments. Together the articles and demonstratives form a system that pervades the
language.

15.1. THE ARTICLES
These are the unstressed particles that stand initially in nominal adjuncts (§3.4)
and adverbial adjuncts (§3.6). Some examples of usage will be found in sec-
tions describing each of these, where the focus is on syntactic functions. Other
examples appear below, where the focus is on the features of meaning the arti-
cles express.

With one exception, the articles may be seen (as in Table 15.1) as a set struc-
tured by the intersection of two genders and three positions or degrees of prox-
imity. The genders are non-feminine (more accurate than “masculine” but
under M below) and feminine (F). The positions are present and visible (p);
nearby, or somehow accessible, but invisible (n); and remote, out of reach, or
non-existent – as deceased persons or hypothetical events (r). The exceptional
article appears with oblique adjuncts of a few types only and does not express
gender or positions.1

1 It seems possible that historically the articles were formed from separate elements, perhaps t-, s-, 
kø, ®-, and glottalization. Viewed synchronically, however, the set cannot be easily analyzed into
meaningful components.
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Table 15.1

The articles 

Non-feminine (M) Feminine (F) Oblique (obl.) 

Present and visible (p) t; (©;) ƒ;

Nearby and invisible (n) køƒ;, kø;, kø ®;, kø®;, ®, kø® √ 

Remote or hypothetical (r) ˚ø;, ˚ø køs; 

The table notes one variation in form that is the result of Cowichan influence
at Musqueam. The usual Musqueam non-feminine present article is t;, but JP
and DK occasionally used ©; (phonetically [©;]), which is the usual Cowichan
form. There are also said to be variations in usage that are the result of Upriver
influence (Elmendorf and Suttles 1960, 12).

The glosses indicated by the table, non-feminine present (MP), feminine pres-
ent (FP), and so on, are no more than approximations. All of the distinctions that
may be conveyed by choices of articles have yet to be fully analyzed, as the fol-
lowing account of gender and position will show.

15.1.1. Gender
This distinction is relevant when the article is used with a noun or a relative
clause; nominalizations and adverbial phrases take only non-feminine forms.
The distinction is “natural” rather than “grammatical,” that is, whether a
Halkomelem speaker uses a non-feminine article or demonstrative with a noun
or relative clause depends, as does an English speaker’s choice of pronoun, on
facts external to the grammar. Halkomelem nouns, like English nouns and
unlike Chinook or French nouns, do not fall into grammatical classes of mas-
culine and feminine.

When the reference is to persons, the articles distinguish males and females.
Compare:

(a) t; n;m⁄∫; ‘my son (here)’
(b) ƒ; n;m⁄∫; ‘my daughter (here)’
(c) t; ni néµ ‘the (male) one who went’
(d) ƒ; ni néµ ‘the (female) one who went’

This distinction of males and females through the articles (and demonstra-
tives) is probably essential to the functioning of the kinship terms (see §21),
which nearly all, like m⁄∫; ‘child,’ make no sex distinction in themselves. In
fact, in the total lexicon there may be no more than seven words that can refer
to persons of one sex only. These are: sw⁄¥qe÷ ‘man/male,’ s®én;¥
‘woman/female,’ swí∑l;s ‘young man,’ œéµ;¥ ‘young woman,’ mén ‘father,’
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tén ‘mother,’ ßxø÷él;x ‘woman’s sister-in-law.’ The indication of sex through
the article is redundant for these seven words only.2

But this distinction can be made for singular males and females only. The
non-feminine is used for plurals of either sex and for female as well as male
persons when referred to in a generic since. Compare:

(e) t; †≈⁄m;l; s®;n®én;¥ ‘six women, the six women’

(f) ƒ; s®én;¥ ‘a woman, the woman’

(g) i ha÷ ni÷ t; œéµ;¥ ... (CC 19)
and if be.there ART(MP) girl 
‘and if there was any girl who ...’

(h) ƒ; œéµ;¥ ‘a girl, the girl’

The non-feminine article is also used with personal words regardless of the
sex of the referent:

(i) √a kø; ®⁄œ;ll;xøe≥n t; ÷é≥nƒ;, Mrs. Andrew Charles. (CC 12)
√a kø; ®⁄œ;l-l;xø-e≥n t; ÷é≥nƒ;
BE3P then know-TR-I ART(MP) I
‘That is what I, Mrs. Andrew Charles, know.’

With words referring to animals, in some elicited sentences the article seem
to refer to sex, but in narratives it seems that non-feminine forms are used for
larger animals and feminine forms for smaller ones. However, the distinction
between the generic and the specific may also determine choices; in an account
of sturgeon harpooning, JP used non-feminine articles for sturgeon in dis-
cussing general principles but switched to feminine forms when describing a
specific kind of situation.

With words for inanimate things, it also seems that feminine forms are pre-
ferred for smaller things, but there may well be other considerations that I have
not yet detected.

15.1.2. Position
When the reference is to tangible things, usually the difference between pres-
ent and near forms seems to be a matter of proximity and visibility. Compare
(a), (b), and (c):

341

2 The root of ßxø÷él;x ‘woman’s sister-in-law’ is ÷él;x ‘sibling of the opposite sex,’ i.e., a man’s
sister or a woman’s brother. For this word, too, perhaps the gender of the article is redundant
because the sex of the referent may be inferred from the sex of the speaker.
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(a) ni ÷⁄n;c; ®; n;wá∆. (CC)
ni÷ ÷⁄n;c; ®; n;-wá∆
be.there where ART(FN) my-watch
‘Where is my watch?’

(b) ÷í w;÷í t; n;s®;qø;÷él; ®; n;wá∆. (CC)
÷í w;-÷í [÷;] t; n;-s®;qø;÷él; ®;
be.here EST-be.here OBL ART(MP) my-pocket ART(FN)

n;-wá∆
my-watch

‘My watch is here in my pocket (on me).’

(c) n;w ní÷ ®; n;s®;qø;÷él; ®; n;wá∆. (CC)
ni÷ w;-ní÷ [÷;] ®; n;-s®;qø;÷él;
be.there EST-be.there OBL ART(FN) my-pocket

®; n;-wá∆
ART(FN) my-watch

‘My watch is there in my pocket.’

In the situations given in all three of these sentences, my watch is out of sight
and so marked by a nearby but invisible form. In (b), my pocket is in the jack-
et I am wearing and so my pocket is marked by a present and visible form. And
in (c), my pocket is in my jacket somewhere else and so my pocket marked by
a nearby but invisible form. My watch is consistently marked feminine, perhaps
because it is small. But my pocket is non-feminine in the second sentence and
feminine in the third. I do not know the reason for this change in gender.

Position is of course also indicated by the verbs ÷í ‘be here’ and ní÷ ‘be
there,’ which locate the speaker. This is seen in the previous sentences and in
(d), (e), and (f).

(d) ni÷ skøtéxø t; lél;µ køƒ; sqø;mé¥. (CC)
ni÷ skøtéxø [÷;] t; lél;µ køƒ; sqø;mé¥
be.there inside OBL ART(MP) house ART(MN) dog 
‘The dog is in the house.’

(e) ni÷ neµ kø;txøíl;m køƒ; sqø;mé¥. (CC)
ni neµ kø;txøíl;m køƒ; sqø;mé¥
AUX(be.there) go enter ART(MN) dog
‘The dog went in.’

(f) ÷i µi ÷⁄√q;l t; sqø;mé¥. (CC)
÷i ÷;µí ÷⁄√q;l t; sqø;mé¥
AUX(be.here) come exit ART(MP) dog
‘The dog came out.’
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In the situations given in all three of these sentences, the speaker is outside the
house. This is indicated by the choice of ÷i or ni÷ in all three sentences as well
as by the choice of ÷;µí or néµ in (e) and (f). (In the English, the choice of
come or go would establish the position of the speaker in [e] and [f], but is in
[d] would not.) In (d) the dog is invisible, being inside the house while the
speaker is outside. In (e), he is invisible, having gone in. But in (f), he is visi-
ble, having come out. The house is, of course, visible.

Although the choice of present or near forms of the article is usually deter-
mined by actual position, as in the examples just given, it is also possible to use
a near form to indicate former absence. For example, upon recovering a lost
pocketknife, one might – even while holding it – say:

(g) √a µ; kø®; n;h⁄¬kø. (CC)
√a µ; kø®; n;-h⁄¬kø
BE3P CERT ART(FN) my-pocketknife
‘It’s my (lost) pocketknife.’

On the other hand, in storytelling the narrator usually uses the present forms
for persons and things that are “present” in the narrative, but there may be
switching to convey other information, such as the deceased status of a charac-
ter (see below).

The near forms have variants. The non-feminine near forms are køƒ;, kø;,
and kø. When the reference is to persons and things, køƒ; is more usual but kø;
occasionally occurs. With nominalized clauses used as nominal adjuncts
(§4.3.2), the form is more often kø; or kø.

The feminine near forms are ®; and kø®;. The first occurs more commonly.
The second may imply greater distance or inaccessibility. Compare (h) and (i):

(h) ni÷ s÷é√q ®; n;-m⁄∫;. (CC)
be.there outside ART(FN) my-child
‘My daughter is outside.’

(i) ni ni÷ √ ş ám;s kø®; n;-m⁄∫;. (CC)
AUX be.there ART(OBL) Victoria ART(FN) my-child
‘My daughter is in Victoria.’

CC said that in the first sentence there would be no choice in the article, but in
the second there is a choice between ®; and kø®;. If she had been speaking of a
son, she said, in both sentences the form would be køƒ;.

The remote forms, ˚ø; and køs;, are used with persons to show they are
deceased, as in:

˚ø; n;sí¬; ‘my late grandfather/great uncle’
køs; n;sí¬; ‘my late grandmother/great aunt’
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However, deceased status may also be indicated by using the near forms while
adding the particle -;® ‘past’: 

køƒ; n;sí¬e≥® ‘my late grandfather/great uncle’
®; n;sí¬e≥® ‘my late grandmother/great aunt’

The feminine remote form køs; seems to be used for persons only. The non-
feminine ˚ø; or ˚ø, however, has several other uses.

In reference to location in space, t; and ˚ø; contrast in distinguishing simply
what is visible to the speaker and what is invisible, around in back, around the
corner, and so on, as in (j) to (n).

(j) ni t; n;÷éƒ;q;n
ni÷ [÷;] t; n;-÷éƒ;q;n
be.there OBL ART(MP) my-front
‘in front of me (in a canoe)’ (lit. ‘there at my front’)

(k) ni ˚ø; n;s®i÷á÷aqøt
ni÷ [÷;] ˚ø; n;-s®i÷á÷aqøt
be.there OBL ART(MR) my-rear
‘behind me (in a canoe)’ (lit. ‘there at my rear’)

(l) néµ c;n t; sp⁄®≈;n.
néµ c;n [÷;] t; sp⁄®≈;n
go I OBL ART(MP) prairie/pasture
‘I’m going to the pasture (not far and visible).’

(m)néµ c;n ˚ø; sp⁄®x;n.
néµ c;n [÷;] ˚ø; sp⁄®x;n
go I OBL ART(MR) prairie/pasture
‘I’m going to the pasture (way off, out of sight).’

CC explained that if the pasture is known to the listener, instead of (m), one
might say (n).

(n) néµ c;n køƒ; sp⁄®≈;n.
néµ c;n [÷;] køƒ; sp⁄®≈;n
go I OBL ART(MN) prairie/pasture
‘I’m going to the pasture (out of sight).’

The possibility that køƒ; and ˚ø; differ in their involvement of the listener in
other contexts deserves further consideration.

In reference to time, the contrast is between the present and the past. Com-
pare the following, which appear as adverbial adjuncts:
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t;∫a wéy;l ‘today’
˚ø c;léq;® ‘yesterday’
˚ø;∫a ®;∑;®né÷ ‘the day before yesterday’

(The demonstratives t;∫a and ˚ø;∫a are formed with t; and ˚ø;, as discussed
below.)

The article ˚ø; is also used for unknown and/or hypothetical things, as in (o),
(p), and (q).

(o) n;s√í÷ ˚ø; páy. (CC)
n;-s-c-√í÷ ˚ø; páy
my-NOM-do-value ART(MR) pie
‘I want some pie.’

(p) t;÷á≥m;x ˚ø; sw⁄¥qe÷. (CC)
t;÷á≥m;x [÷;] ˚ø; sw⁄¥qe÷
resemble OBL ART(MR) male
‘It looks like a man.’

(q) ÷⁄¥ køs néµct s⁄wœt ˚ø π⁄w;¥ t; cá∑c;∑. (AC 1)
÷⁄¥ kø s-néµ-ct s⁄wœ-t ˚ø π⁄w;¥
good ART(MN) NOM-go-our seek-TR ART(MR) flounder

[÷;] t; cá∑c;∑
OBL ART(MP) offing

‘We’d better go look for flounders offshore.’

The article ˚ø; also appears with nominalizations referring to hypothetical
events, as in (r).

(r) n;s√í÷ ˚ø; n;snéµ.
n;-s-c-√í÷ ˚ø; n;-s-néµ
my-NOM-do-value ART(MR) my-NOM-go
‘I want to go.’ (lit. ‘What I want is my hypothetical going.’)

(See also §4.3, “Nominalized Clauses.”)
Still another use of ˚ø; is to identify words as quoted terms presumably

unfamiliar to the listener, as in (s), (t), and (u).

(s) køíkø;xt;m ˚ø; m⁄ƒ;®. (JP 1)
is.being.named ART(MR) m⁄ƒ;®
‘It is called m⁄ƒ;® [possibly Indian hemp, Apocynum cannabinum].’

(t) t; køíkø;xt;m ˚ø; sésœ;c. (JP 2)
ART(MP) is.being.named ART(MR) sésœ;c
‘that which is called a “sasquatch”’
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(u) s;w ni÷s ƒ; ≈⁄†;st;m swe÷s st;lta¬;s køíkø;xt;s kø; xø⁄lm;xø ˚ø;
q;lq;lí®. (JP 2)

s-w;-ni÷-s ƒ; ≈⁄†;st;m swe÷-s
NOM-EST-be.there-3POS ART(FP) are.said.to.be property-3POS

st;lta¬;s[-s ?] køíkø;xt-;s kø; xø⁄lm;xø
spouses-3POS be.naming-3SUB ART(MN) Indian
˚ø; q;lq;lí®
ART(MR) q;lq;lí®

‘Then there were the ones said to be their wives, whom the Indians called 
q;lq;lí®.’

In (u), JP used the FP form before ≈⁄†;st;m ‘said to be,’ gender presumably
taking precedence over the plural ‘wives’; he used the MN form before ‘people’;
and he used the MR ˚ø; before the name q;lq;lí® (the Basket Ogress), perhaps
to mark it as a quoted form. In the narrative that followed, however, he used
feminine forms when he referred to her. 

From AG, I recorded:

(v) kø;køxít ct ce÷ ;˚ø ƒ;há≥yƒ;n.
kø;køxi-t ct ce÷ ÷; ˚ø; ƒ;há:yƒ;n
name(DUR)-TR we FUT OBL ART(MR) big.mouth
‘We shall call [keep calling] him “Bigmouth.”’

Here the oblique particle ÷;, which CC and JP often omitted, shows that these
quoted-term phrases (˚ø; m⁄ƒ;®, etc.) are syntactically oblique adjuncts, syn-
tactically like adverbial adjuncts.

However, when a quoted term is presumably familiar to the listener, the arti-
cle may be t; (for examples, see §17.15). 

In adverbial adjuncts (see §3.6), the article ˚ø; appears before adjectives, as
in (w).

(w)µ; ÷⁄√q;l ˚ø; ≈ø⁄m. (JP 24)
÷;µí ÷⁄√q;l [÷;] ˚ø; ≈ø⁄m
come exit OBL ART(MR) fast
‘He came out right away.’

So far, in nearly all of the examples given to illustrate how the articles dis-
tinguish position, they have preceded nouns. The same distinctions are made
when the articles precede relative clauses, as in (x), (y), and (z).

(x) stém kø; t; kø;nét;xø.
stém kø; t; kø;n-é-t-;xø
what then ART(MP) get-DUR-TR-you
‘What are you holding?’
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(y) ni c;n ˚ø⁄cn;xø køƒ; ni≥n;® çéw;t. (JP)
ni÷ c;n ˚ø⁄c-n;xø køƒ; ni÷-;n-;® çéw-;t
AUX I see-TR ART(MN) AUX-I-past help-TR

‘I saw the one I had helped.’

(z) wét ˚ø; ni çéç;w;ƒäµ;. (JP)
wét ˚ø; ni÷ çéç;w-;t-Sam;
who ART(MR) AUX be.helping-TR-you
‘Who helps you (when you are away at work)?’

In (x), what is being held is visible; in (y), the one who had been helped is not
visible; and in (z), the speaker is not familiar with the situation and the helper
is unknown. 

What appear to be the FN forms ® and kø®, with variants ÷;® (CC, DK) and
kø;® (DK), can appear after ÷⁄w; ‘not’ (§6.1.4) and ÷⁄w;te÷ ‘none’ (§6.3) fol-
lowed directly by a relative clause or followed by the interrogative words wét
‘who’ (§17.1) and stém ‘what’ (§17.3) followed by a relative clause, as in (aa)
and (bb).

(aa) ÷⁄w;te÷ kø® ÷ít;t. (JP 25)
none ART sleep
‘Nobody slept. There was no one who slept.’

(bb) ÷⁄w;te÷ kø® wét ˚ø⁄c-n;xø-e≥n. (AG)
none ART who look-TR-I
‘I haven’t seen anybody.’

There also seems to be a predicate particle kø® (§16.2.16), perhaps related to
this usage of the article in a way not yet clear.

15.1.3. The Contrast with English
Some of the examples given above may suggest that there is a tendency for the
Halkomelem t; and ƒ; to correspond to the English definite article the and for
the Halkomelem ˚ø; to correspond to the English indefinite article a/an (with
a singular count noun), some (with a mass noun), or zero (with a plural). But
there is really no parallel. In fact, any Halkomelem article can appear in a con-
text where it must be translated as indefinite in English, or in a context where
it must be translated as definite. Consider the articles in (a), (b), and (c).

(a) s;ct;w ˚ø⁄cn;xø t; ∆i∆í÷œ;n. (CC 8)
s-ni÷-ct w;-˚ø⁄c-n;xø t; ∆i∆í÷œ;n
NOM-AUX-our EST-see-TR ART(MP) mink
‘Then we saw a mink.’
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(b) kø⁄n-;t-;s t; køí÷xø. (JP 2)
get-TR-3TR ART(MP) pitch
‘She took (some) pitch.’

(c) néµ ç; ÷á≥® t; †≈⁄m-;l; s®;n®én;¥. (JP 4)
go QUOT embark ART(MP) six-person women
‘Six women embarked (it is said).’

In these sentences, the article t; must be translated as indefinite in English
because, in the narratives where the sentences appear, the mink, pitch, and six
women have not been mentioned before. But they appear all “present” in the
viewpoint of the narrator and so must take the article t; in Halkomelem.

The reverse is illustrated by (d) and (e).

(d) ... w;µí≥s køƒ; ƒí qø®é¥ (JP 9)
w;-÷;µí-;s køƒ; ƒí qø®é¥
if/that-come-3SUB ART(MN) big log
‘... when a big log comes.’

(e) stém ˚ø; skøíxs ti÷í. (CC)
stéµ ˚ø; skøíx-s t;÷í
what ART(MR) name-3POS this
‘What do you call this? What is the name of this?’

The conditional clause (d) is from a statement made by Scouring Rush to Mink
warning him of the dangers of standing beside him in the water. The log has not
been previously mentioned in the narrative and so the article must be indefinite
in English. The log is real though not yet visible to Scouring Rush and so takes
the Halkomelem køƒ; non-feminine near article. The more literal English trans-
lation of (e) requires the definite article, presumably because English speakers
take the existence of a name as given even though they do not yet know it,
while the Halkomelem sentence requires the ˚ø; precisely because the name is
not yet part of the real world of, or accessible to, the speaker.

However, the demonstratives do seem to be used for persons or things
already known and so may function as definite articles. (See §15.2.3.)

15.1.4. The Oblique Article
The article √, which is neutral as to gender and position, has the following uses:

(1) It is obligatory before proper names in oblique adjuncts (see §3.4), as in
(a), (b), and (c).

(a) çéw;t;m ce÷ √ Tom t; Jack. (JP)
çéw;t;m ce÷ [÷;] √ Tom t; Jack
be.helped FUT OBL ART(OBL) Tom ART(MP) Jack
‘Tom will help Jack.’ (lit. ‘Jack will be helped by Tom.’)
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(b) ÷i t;lí÷ ;√ Seattle. (CC)
÷i t;lí÷ ÷; √ Seattle
be.here from OBL ART(OBL) Seattle
‘He came from Seattle.’

(c) swé÷ µ; √ Andrew t; sqø;mé¥. (CC)
swé÷ µ; [÷;] √ Andrew t; sqø;mé¥
property CERT OBL ART(OBL) Andrew ART(MP) dog
‘The dog belongs to Andrew.’ (lit. ‘The dog is the property of Andrew.’)

(2) It is obligatory before personal words standing as oblique adjuncts, as in
(d), (e), and (f).

(d) wélx ∆xø xø;µi √ (~ ÷;√) ÷é≥nƒ;. (JP)
wél-x ∆xø xø-÷;µí ÷; √ ÷é≥nƒ;
throw-TR you toward-come OBL ART(OBL) be.me
‘Throw it to me.’

(e) ni c;n yá≥¥;s ni ÷;√ n⁄w;. (CC)
ni÷ c;n yá≥¥;s ni÷ ÷; √ n⁄w;
AUX I be.working be.there OBL ART(OBL) be.you
‘I am working for you.’

(f) t;w˚øí≥l; t;lí √ ®w⁄l;p. (JP 22)
t; w;-˚øín-;l; t;lí÷ [÷;] √ ®w⁄l;p
ART(MP) EST-how.many-person from OBL ART(OBL) you(pl.)
‘several of you’

(3) It provides an optional way of relating a possessed noun to its noun pos-
sessor, as in (g) and (h).

(g) ˚ø⁄l;∑ √ spé÷eƒ (JP)
hide ART(OBL) black.bear
‘bear hide, hide of a bear’ (cf. køƒ; ˚ø⁄l;∑s t; spé÷eƒ ‘a/the bear’s hide’

[AG])

(h) s®éw;n √ pipá≥m (CC, JP)
sleeping.mat ART(OBL) frog
‘broad-leaf plantain’ (lit. ‘frog mat’)

Such forms are not common, so it is not clear whether there are any restric-
tions on the kind of noun that may be used in them.

(4) The article √ has also been recorded in a few other sentences that may not
reflect general usage. JP gave (i) and (j), but AG would have to use a posses-
sive, saying (k).
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(i) c-q⁄≈ √ ÷éw˚ø. (JP)
get-much ART(OBL) wealth
‘He’s got lots of everything. He is well off.’ (lit. ‘He has much of wealth.’)

(j) c-q⁄≈ √ tél; tƒé÷. (JP)
get-much ART(OBL) money that.one(MP)
‘He has lots of money.’

(k) q⁄≈ køƒ; tél;-s tƒé÷. (AG)
much ART(MN) money-3POS that.one(MP)
‘He has lots of money.’ (lit. ‘Much is his money.’)

CC gave (l), but JP rejected this. Compare with his (m):

(l) niw® s®⁄µ √ ÷áp;n i ˚ø; n⁄ça÷. (CC)
ni÷ w;®-s®⁄µ √ ÷áp;n ÷;¥
be.there already-wearing.off ART(OBL) ten and

˚ø; n⁄ça÷
ART(MR) one

‘It’s half past eleven.’

(m)tá≈ø wilé∑ n⁄ça÷ (JP)
tá≈ø w;-y;lé∑ n⁄ça÷
be.dead.centre EST-past one
‘half past one’

The oblique article is restricted to these uses. Unlike the other articles, it can-
not introduce nominalizations or relative clauses.

15.2. THE DEMONSTRATIVES
These express the same categories of gender and proximity as the articles, and
also express definiteness. Further, they have plural forms and, in one set,
diminutives. Like the articles, most of the demonstratives can stand before
nouns as determiners. Unlike the articles, all of the demonstratives can also
stand alone as adjuncts with the functions of demonstrative pronouns, third-
person pronouns, and locatives.3

There are several sets of demonstratives. The total number of forms record-
ed is close to forty, and there may be a few not yet recorded. Because members
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3 The distinction between third-person and demonstrative pronouns and between pronouns and
locatives are, of course, distinctions of English. Whether a Halkomelem form such as tƒé÷ is
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of the different sets have parallel functions, it seems best to present them all
first and then discuss their functions.

The glosses given in the tables below are intended to show the range of func-
tions and meanings, but the list is not exhaustive. Many of the non-feminine
forms may appear as determiners with non-human plurals and so might also be
glossed ‘these’ or ‘those.’

15.2.1. The Simple Demonstratives
The forms recorded are given in Table 15.2.

Table 15.2

The simple demonstratives 

Non-feminine (M) Feminine (F) Plural (pl.

Present and visible (p) tƒé÷ ‘that, he, him, ƒé÷ ‘that, she, y;ƒé÷, y;ƒél;¥
it, there’ her’ ‘those, they, them’

Nearby and invisible (n) køƒé÷ ‘that, he, kø®é÷ ‘that, køƒél;¥ ‘those, 
him, it, there’ she, her’ they, them’

Remote or hypothetical (r) ˚øí ‘that, there’

The relationship of these forms with the articles is very close. Four of the five
singular forms (ƒé÷, køƒé÷, kø®é÷, and ˚øí) may be no more than stressed or
fuller forms of the corresponding articles (ƒ;, køƒ;, kø®;, and ˚ø;). Data from
other dialects are useful in interpreting the other forms. The Cowichan non-
feminine present article is ©; [©;], which seems closer to the Musqueam tƒé÷
than the Musqueam article t;. Chilliwack has a human plural article y; (Gal-
loway 1993, 390), which seems identifiable with the Musqueam plural element
y;-. The Musqueam plurals y;ƒél;¥ and køƒél;¥ are clearly formed with the
plural infix -l;-, but the Cowichan singular demonstratives ©é¥, ƒé¥, and so on
seem to provide better bases than the Musqueam singulars.

15.2.2. The Compound Demonstratives
These are words each composed of an article and a root, possibly with other
elements. They are probably all relative clauses that have become more or less
fossilized. We may distinguish, by the type of root, locative and third-person
demonstratives.

15.2.2.1. The Locative Demonstratives
These are formed with ÷í ‘be here’ and ní÷ ‘be there,’ which occur constantly as
locative and auxiliary verbs, a third element -∫á ‘be here’ (or possibly simply
‘exist’), otherwise unattested, and perhaps a fourth element -∫á≥ (or -ná≥) ‘be
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yonder,’ only tentatively suggested. In some forms there is also a final -n;,
which cannot be identified, although it seem possible that it might be an
unstressed -∫a ‘exist.’

This set of demonstratives seems to have no forms corresponding to the arti-
cles køƒ; and ®;. It distinguishes only two positions, perhaps simply visible and
invisible. There are plurals formed with -∫a, but no others. Forms recorded so
far are given in Table 15.3.

Table 15.3

The locative demonstratives 

Non-feminine (M) Feminine (F) Plural (pl.

Present and te÷í ‘this, here, ƒ;÷í ‘this’ t;∫á≥®t;n these,
visible (p) this way’ ƒ;÷ín; ‘this’ they, them’

t;÷ín; ‘this’
t;ní÷ ‘there, that way’
t;ní∫; ‘that’
t;∫á ‘this, he, him’ ƒ;∫á ‘this, she, her’ y;∫á ‘these, they,

them’
y;∫á≥®t;n ‘they, 
them, those’

t;∫á≥n; ‘that over 
there, over there’

t;ni÷[;]t;∫á≥n;
‘that way over there’

Remote or ˚ø;÷í ‘around that way’
hypothetical (r) ˚ø;∫á ‘he, him’ ˚øs;∫á ‘she, her’ ˚ø;∫á≥®t;n ‘they, 

˚ø;ná≥n; ‘way over them’
there’

The forms with ÷í and ní÷ are transparently relative clauses; for example, t;÷í
(usually pronounced [ti÷í]) is no doubt //t; ÷í// ‘the one who/that is here.’ If
the final -n; is (as tentatively suggested) a reduction of -∫a ‘exist,’ then t;÷ín;
may be ‘the one who/that exists here.’ The complex form t;ni÷;t;ná≥n; may be
something like ‘the one/who that is there at that which is way over there.’ (See
§17.17 for a comparable use of t; ÷⁄n;c;, lit. ‘the one that is where,’ for
‘which.’)

The plural markers are the y;- of the simple set and, very likely, the third-per-
son plural particle ÷é≥®t;n. Thus ˚ø;∫á≥®t;n is probably //˚ø; ∫á ÷é≥®t;n//,
meaning something like ‘the invisible ones who exist.’
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15.2.2.2. The Third-Person Demonstratives
These are based on √á ‘be third person.’ They form a set that has members in
all three positions. There are also forms with -;® ‘past’ for deceased persons and
there are diminutives (for at least the present visible position) formed by redu-
plication. And there are still other forms containing ni÷ ‘be there.’ Attested
forms are given in Table 15.4. There may well be others.

Table 15.4

The third-person demonstratives

Non-feminine Feminine Plural

Present and visible t;w√á ƒ;w√á t;w√ál;m 

Nearby and invisible køƒ;w√á ®;w√á køƒ;w√ál;m 

Remote or hypothetical ˚ø;w√á køs;w√á

Deceased ˚ø;w√á≥® køs;w√á≥® køƒ;w√ál;m;® 

Diminutive present t;w√á√;m ƒ;w√á√;m t;w√;√a√áµ 

ni÷ present t;n;w√á ƒ;n;w√á

These forms too, like the locative demonstratives, are probably relative
clauses in origin, t;w√á being a contraction of //t; w;-2 √á// ‘the one who is
third person’ and so on. In rapid speech, the stress falls equally on both sylla-
bles or may appear to fall on the first. The Cowichan counterparts are tƒ;wní®
and so on, based on ní®, the Island counterpart of Mainland √á.

The forms t;n;w√á and ƒ;n;w√a are probably //t; ni÷ w;-2 √á// ‘the one
who is third person there’ or ‘the one who is there being the third person’ and
so on. These forms seem to be rare; they occur in a few sentences given by CC
during elicitation but have not shown up in the texts.

15.2.3. Use as Determiners
It appears that nearly all of the demonstratives can stand before nouns as deter-
miners. (There may be restrictions on some of the plural forms.) As determin-
ers, the demonstratives may be translated ‘this,’ ‘that,’ ‘these,’ and ‘those,’ but
for all but the locatives formed with ÷í, ní÷, and -∫á≥, this deictic sense is weak.
Perhaps a demonstrative is often chosen over an article mainly because it is def-
inite, while the article is not. At any rate, demonstratives seem to appear more
often in Halkomelem than in English, and often a Halkomelem demonstrative
can be translated as easily with an English definite article. As determiners, the
demonstratives are also often unstressed.

The simple demonstratives (tƒé÷, etc.) generally have the sense of a weak
‘that’:
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(a) wét kø; tƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷. (CC)
who then DEM(MN) man
‘Who is that man?’

(b) sy⁄∑í∫ køƒe÷ skøíx. (JP 23)
spell.word DEM(MN) name
‘That [or ‘this’ or ‘the’] name is a spell word.’

(c) √a kø; kø®e÷ q;lq;lí®;® çtwa÷. (JP 2)
BE3P then DEM(FN) Basket.Ogress SPEC

‘It was that Basket Ogress [now deceased, known from tradition].’

(d) néµ c;n ˚øi sp⁄®≈;n. (CC)
go I DEM(MR) prairie/pasture
‘I’m going to that pasture.’

The fact that ˚øi implies that something is simply invisible and not necessar-
ily distant is clear from (e).

(e) ÷i ˚øi s÷é√q køƒ; n;ká≥. (JP)
÷i [÷;] ˚øi s÷é√q køƒ; n;-ká≥
be.here OBL that(MR) outside ART(MN) my-car
‘My car is outside.’

The ÷í tells us that the car is nearby while the ˚øí tells us that the outside is
invisible. We are in the house and the car is parked outside, out of sight.

The locatives t;÷í and t;÷ín; contrast with tƒe÷, and tƒé÷ contrasts with
t;ní÷, and so on. Compare the following:

t;÷i sqø;mé¥ ‘this dog’
tƒé÷ sqø;mé¥ ‘that dog’
t;÷í púkø ‘this book [in my hand]’
tƒé÷ púkø ‘that book [somewhere near me]’
t;ní∫; púkø ‘that book [over there]’
t;ni÷;t;ná≥n; púkø ‘that book way over there’
t;÷ín; ®éœ;m;x ‘this flat country [here in the Fraser Delta]’
t;ná≥n; sc;∑aƒ;n ‘the outer side over there [i.e., Tsawwassen]’

The forms t;∫á, ƒ;∫á, and so on seem to refer to what is simply present
rather than right at hand:

t;∫a swéy;l ‘this day, today’
÷i ; t;∫a t⁄m;xø ‘on this earth’
ƒ;∫a n;ßxø;mníkø ‘this aunt of mine’ (CC 12)
y;∫a y⁄¥s;l; ‘these two persons’

In (f) and (g), t;∫á contrasts with t;∫á≥n;.
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(f) µí ∆xø (≈øte÷ ;) t;∫a s;qí∫. (JP)
come you move.toward OBL DEM(MP) near.end
‘Come to this end of the house.’

(g) néµ ∆xø [÷;] t;∫á≥n; sn;qí∫. (JP)
go you OBL DEM(MP) far.end
‘Go to that end of the house.’

However, the nouns also contrast; s;qí∫ ‘near end of a house’ contains ÷í ‘be
here,’ while sn;qí∫ ‘far end of a house’ contains ní÷ ‘be there.’

In contrast with t;∫á≥n;, which implies distance but visibility, ˚ø;∫á≥n; can
refer to something distant and unseen:

(h) c˚øi˚øé¥;m køƒ; m;lstéy;xø ni ˚ø;∫á≥n; cakø. (JP)
be.starving ART(MN) persons be-there DEM(MR) far
‘People are starving in that far-off country.’

The forms ˚ø;∫á and køs;∫á indicate invisibility, but when referring to per-
sons do not imply deceased status as the corresponding articles (˚ø; and køs;) do.

(i) ≈⁄†; ˚ø;∫a bá≥s ... (JP)
be.saying DEM(MR) boss
‘The “boss” says ...’

The forms t;∫á and ƒ;∫á are unique among the demonstratives in that they
can also serve as contemptuous second-person pronouns in vocative phrases, as
in (j), (k), and (l).

(j) ÷a≥≥ t;∫a q⁄≥≥l sqø;mé¥ spá≥¬. (JP 4)
aah DEM(MP) baad dog raven
‘Oh, you baad dog Raven!’ (said by women from whom Raven has stolen 

salmonberries)

(k) ße÷, ƒ;∫a œéµ;¥. (JP)
hey DEM(FP) girl
‘Hey, you girl!’ (said to a young man who has done something effeminate, 

such as using ÷⁄ß instead of ßé÷ as an interjection)

(l) t;∫a q⁄l smiµxç;∫. (AG)
DEM(MP) bad lousy(DIM)
‘You lousy little thing!’

The third-person determiners (t;w√a, etc.) when used as determiners have a
weak deictic sense; they probably often serve simply to mark definiteness.
They are most frequently used with persons:

t;w√a swíwl;s ‘that/the young man’
ƒ;w√a œéµ;¥ ‘that/the young woman’
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t;w√a Andrew ‘(that) Andrew’ (CC 12)
køƒ;w√a sq;líc;m;s;® ‘the late Sq;líc;m;s’ (JP 1)
køƒ;w√ál;m n;s;lsí¬e≥® ‘my late grandparents’ (JP 25)
˚ø;w√a syál;xøa÷ ‘that [now deceased] old man’ (JP 25)
˚ø;w√;n sqé÷eq ‘my late junior cousin’ (CC 16)
t;w√;√a¬áµ sté÷exø;® ‘those little children’ (CC)

As determiners, however, they are not restricted to persons. They are also
used for animals:

(m)÷⁄w;te÷ kø; ßxønéµs t;w√a sm⁄y;ƒ. (CC 7)
÷⁄w;te÷ kø; ßxø-néµ-s t;w√a sm⁄y;ƒ
none ART(MN) OBLNOM-go-3POS DEM(MP) deer
‘The deer has/have no place to go.’

(n) ÷⁄w; køs kø⁄y≈ƒ;ts ƒ;w√a qøtá≥yƒ;n. (JP 23)
÷⁄w; kø s-kø⁄y≈-ƒ;t-s ƒ;w√a qøtá≥yƒ;n
not ART(MN) NOM-move-self-3POS DEM(FP) sturgeon
‘The sturgeon doesn’t move.’

They seem generally not used for inanimate things, but I have found two
exceptions in texts:

(o) s√í√;c t; s÷áƒ;s ni ;
designed ART(MP) face be.there OBL

t;w√a sxélm;xøc;s. (CC 19)
DEM(MP) ritualist’s.rattle

‘A face was carved on that/this [ritualist’s] rattle.’

(p) w;ná≥y ç; kø-s-ni÷-s sçéç;n w;-÷⁄w˚ø
be.only QUOT ART-NOM-AUX-3POS truly EST-be.used.up

t;w√a ¸⁄≈t;n. (JP 27)
DEM(MP) poison

‘It was only when that poison was truly used up that ...’

But these may not be exceptions after all. Both the rattle and the poison may
be seen as active entities.

As determiners, the third-person demonstratives seem to have the same
anaphoric restriction that they have as demonstrative pronouns. This is dis-
cussed below.

The use of plural forms of all sets of demonstratives seems to vary with the
kind of noun. If a noun that is plural in form or sense refers to human beings, a
demonstrative used as a determiner is almost always a plural form, as in exam-
ples above. There are exceptions, however, as in (q), where plurality is not
marked.
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(q) t;w√a ∆é≥ym;n (CC 12)
DEM(MP) Chinese
‘the Chinese’ [farmers renting reserve land]

With animals, the choice of a plural seems to be optional. Non-plural forms
may be used, perhaps especially when plurality is marked by other means.
Compare the following sentences from a single passage in JP 23.

(r) ni xém t;w√ál;m má÷;qø.
AUX come.to.surface DEM(PL) duck 
‘Those ducks came to the surface.’

(s) √a kø; ni ßxø˚øáqø;ts tƒe÷ má÷;qø.
√a kø; ni ßxø-˚øáqø;ts tƒe÷ má÷;qø
BE3P then AUX OBLNOM-club DEM(MP) duck
‘That’s what he used to club the ducks with.’

(t) sis;w néµ ÷a¬ l;køl⁄kø t; t⁄ps;ms t;w√a má÷;qø.
s-ni-s w;-néµ ÷a¬ l;køl⁄kø t; t⁄ps;m-s
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-AUX(go) just break(PL) ART neck-3POS

t;w√a má÷;qø
DEM(MP) duck

‘Then the necks of those ducks were just broken.’

(u) kø;nkø⁄n;t;s tƒe÷ má÷;qø.
kø;nkø⁄n-;t-;s tƒe÷ má÷;qø
be.taken(PL)-TR-3TR DEM(MP) duck
‘He took the ducks.’

The word má÷;qø ‘duck’ (really any larger bird) is not plural in form. In (r),
plurality is indicated by the demonstrative, in (s) by nothing, in (t) by ‘get bro-
ken,’ and in (u) by ‘take.’

Inanimate plurals generally take non-plural forms, as in (v).

(v) køƒe÷ sm;nmé≥nt (JP)
DEM(MN) rocks
‘the/those rocks’

But again there are exceptions, as in (w), in which plurality is indicated in all
three words.

(w)y;ƒél;¥ ƒém;xø;® s;níxø;® (JP)
DEM(PL) two.canoe canoes 
‘those two canoes’

Like the articles, the demonstratives can introduce relative clauses (see
§4.1.2). In this function, they seem to be used very much the same way as when
introducing nouns.
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15.2.4. Use as Adjuncts
The demonstratives can also stand alone as direct or oblique adjuncts, serving
as third-person pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, and locatives. There are dif-
ferences among the three sets of demonstratives in these functions. Demon-
stratives of the simple and locative sets, when standing as direct adjuncts and
as oblique adjuncts in many contexts, can refer to either human or non-human
entities and so serve as third-person or demonstrative pronouns, that is, be
translated as ‘he,’ ‘she,’ ‘this,’ ‘that,’ and so on. However, when standing as
oblique adjuncts following verbs implying location or motion in a particular
direction, demonstratives of the simple and third-person sets can refer to place
and serve as locatives, that is, be translated as ‘here,’ ‘there,’ and so on. When
used as adjuncts, demonstratives of the third-person set always refer to human
beings and so must be translated as third-person pronouns. For purposes of
exposition, it seems useful to separate pronominal from locative uses.

15.2.4.1. Pronominal Uses
In the following sentences, demonstratives of the simple set appear as direct
adjuncts and refer to either human or non-human entities.

(a) wét tƒé÷. (JP)
who that(MP)
‘Who is that/he?’

(b) stém kø; køƒé÷. (CC)
what then that(MN)
‘What is that?’

(c) y;-µí tƒé÷. (JP)
along-come that(MP)
‘He is coming.’

(d) √cés-;® ç; tƒé÷. (JP 1)
island-past QUOT that(MP)
‘It [Point Roberts] was an island, they say.’

(e) t;w-ní∫;œø;µ tƒé÷. (JP)
somewhat-soft(PL) that(MP)
‘They are soft.’

(f) há÷kø-;x ®e tƒé÷. (JP)
be.used-TR PER that(MP)
‘Use that!’

(g) ÷⁄w; s√í√q;®-;s ƒé÷. (JP)
not child-3SUB that(FP)
‘She is not a child.’
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(h) ni ç; kø⁄n-;ws-t-;m kø®e÷. (CC)
AUX QUOT be.taken-body-TR-INTR that(FN)
‘She was harmed by sorcery, they say.’

(i) s;w⁄¥qe÷ y;ƒél;¥. (JP)
men those(MP)
‘They are men.’

(j) néµ ç; †á˚ø y;ƒél;¥. (CC)
AUX(go) QUOT go.home those(MP)
‘They are going home, they say.’

(k) ni †á˚ø køƒél;¥. (CC)
AUX go.home those(MN)
‘They went home.’

In (l) to (p), the simple demonstratives are oblique adjuncts.

(l) ste÷é ÷e tƒe÷
st;÷é ÷; tƒé÷
like OBL that
‘thus, like that’

(m)xø;n≈;†é≥tƒe÷
xø;n-≈⁄†e ÷; tƒé÷
still-be.doing OBL that
‘while doing that, in the course of that’

(n) s®én;¥ √a ßxø-≈⁄†;-s [÷;] tƒé÷. (JP)
woman BE3P OBLNOM-be.doing-3POS OBL that
‘She’s a woman, that’s why she does that.’

(o) wél-x ∆xø neµ ÷; tƒé÷. (AG)
throw-TR you go OBL him
‘Throw it to him.’

(p) t;lí÷ ÷; køƒé÷ i ... (CC 21) 
t;lí÷ ÷; køƒé÷ ÷;¥
from OBL DEM(MN) and
‘from that [time, event], after that, from then on ...’

In (l) to (n), the st;÷é ‘be like’ and ≈⁄†; ‘be doing’ are intransitive but can
have objects in the oblique case. In (o), neµ is a verb denoting motion, but it
is used here as a preposition; the main verb denotes an action that normally has
a human recipient and so the demonstrative refers to a human being. In (p), the
demonstrative might also be interpreted as a locative.

The locative demonstratives formed with ÷i and ni÷ generally refer to things
and not to people.
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(q) stém ti÷í. (AG)
what this(MP)
‘What’s this?’

(r) há÷kø-;x ®e t;÷í. (CC)
be.used-TR PER this(MP)
‘Use this!’

(s) n;-s í̧÷ t;÷ín;. (JP)
my-loot this(MP)
‘This is my loot.’

(t) stém kø; t;ní÷. (CC)
what then that(MP)
‘What’s that?’

Those formed with -∫a more often refer to people.

(u) tém-c t;∫a. (AG)
what-tribe this(MP)
‘Where is this man from?’

(v) néµ ç; ÷a¬ ®í†;t;s ƒ;∫á t; shés t; s÷í¸;m ni hakø;x;s køs 
yéœ;w;®t;n. (JP)

néµ ç; ÷a¬ ®í†-;t-;s ƒ;∫á t;
go QUOT just distribute-TR-3TR she ART(MP)

shé-s t; s÷í̧ ;m ni hakø-;x-;s kø
remainder-3POS ART blanket AUX use-TR-3TR ART

s-yé-œ;w-;®t;n
NOM-along-pay-others

‘This woman will go around distributing the remainder of the blankets 
that she used to pay the people.’

(w)√a sé≥n√e y;∫a. (JP 29)
BE3P senior they
‘They are older ones.’

(x) √ál;m çtwa÷ y;ná≥®t;n. (JP)
BE3P(PL) SPEC they
‘They must be the ones.’

(y) √a ˚ø;∫á. (AG)
BE3P that(MR)
‘He’s the one [just out of sight].’

(z) ÷i qíq;w køs;∫á. (JP)
AUX be.menstruating that(FR)
‘She’s having her period.’
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The last sentence answers the question, “Why isn’t your wife helping?” The
auxiliary ÷i indicates that she is nearby but the form køs;∫á indicates that she
is out of sight.

The locative demonstratives in these examples are all direct adjuncts. In (aa),
a locative demonstrative is an oblique adjunct.

(aa) √e n;w ste÷é ÷a¬ ; t;÷ín;. (CC 28)
√e ni÷ w;-st;÷é ÷a¬ ÷; t;÷ín;
also AUX EST-like just OBL this
‘It’s the same as this.’

When used as either direct or oblique adjuncts, the third-person demonstra-
tives refer to persons only.

(bb) néµ ÷; kø; t;w√a. (CC)
go ROG then that(MP)
‘Is he going?’

(cc) s;w qøéls ƒ;w√a ... (CC)
s-w;-qøél-s ƒ;w√a
NOM-EST-speak-3POS that(FP)
‘Then she said ...’

(dd) néµ ÷; kø; t;w√ál;m.
go ROG then those(MP)
‘Are they going?’

(ee) çéw;t c;n ce÷ t;w√a. (CC)
çéw-;t c;n ce÷ t;w√a
help-TR I FUT that(MP)
‘I’ll help him.’

(ff) çéw;t;m ce÷ √ Tom t;w√a. (CC)
çéw-;t-;m ce÷ [÷;] √ Tom t;w√a
help-TR-INTR FUT OBL ART Tom that(MP)
‘Tom will help him.’ (lit. ‘He will be helped by Tom.’)

(gg) ni ≈øá∫x;n;m køƒ;w√ál;m i ... (JP)
AUX be.running those(MN) and
‘They were running when ...’

(hh) ˚ø⁄cna≥m ce÷ t;w√a. (CC)
˚øec-n-a≥m ce÷ [÷;] t;w√a
see-TR-you FUT OBL that(MP)
‘He’ll see you.’ (lit. ‘You will be seen by him.’)
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(ii) ni÷ c;n yá≥¥;s ni÷ [÷;] køƒ;w√a. (CC)
AUX I be.working be.there [OBL] that(MN)
‘I’m working for him.’

(jj) ste÷é c;n [÷;] t;w√a. (CC)
be.like I [OBL] that(MP)
‘I’m the same as him.’

(kk) s;w ˚ø⁄cn;xøs ˚ø;w√á t; n⁄ça÷ sm⁄y;ƒ √a y;wé∑;®;t;s t; 
st;lqáy;. (CC 16)

s-w;-˚ø⁄c-n;xø-s ˚ø;w√á t; n⁄ça÷ sm⁄y;ƒ √a
NOM-EST-see-TR-3POS DEM(MR) ART(MP) one deer BE3P

y;-wé∑;®-;t-;s t; st;lqáy;
along-be.chasing-TR-3TR ART wolves

‘Then he [deceased] saw a deer, which was the one that the wolves were 
chasing.’

In this last sentence, the narrator (AC) identified the principal character, his
deceased junior cousin, with a form that shows deceased status, but for the deer
and the wolves, he used present visible forms.

There is an anaphoric restriction, mentioned above, on the use of the third-
person demonstratives: after -;s ‘third-person transitive subject,’ t;w√a, and so
on can refer to the transitive subject only. The implications of this for syntax
are discussed in §3.4.2. 

15.2.4.2. Locative Uses
Demonstratives of the simple and the locative sets, standing as oblique adjuncts
after verbs denoting location or directional motion, serve as locatives.

With ÷í ‘be here’ and ní÷ ‘be there’ used both as main verbs and as preposi-
tions, these demonstratives have the senses ‘here’ and ‘there.’

(a) ni ç; ní÷ køƒé÷. (JP)
ni÷ ç; ní÷ [÷;] køƒé÷
AUX QUOT be.there OBL DEM(MN)
‘It’s reportedly here.’

(b) s;s;w ni÷ ; tƒé÷ é≥®t;n. (CC 11)
s-ni÷-s w;-ní÷ ÷; tƒé÷ ÷é≥®t;n
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-be.there OBL DEM(MP) 3PL

‘And so they stayed there.’
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(c) w;yáƒ c;n w;˚øé˚ø;cn;xø t;w√a ni÷ ; tƒé÷. (CC)
w;-yáƒ c;n w;-˚øé˚ø;c-n;xø t;w√a ni÷ ÷;
EST-always I EST-be.seeing-TR him be.there OBL

tƒé÷
DEM(MP)

‘I always see him there.’

(d) ni÷ c;n µe ˚ø⁄cn;xø køƒ;w√a køsni÷s ni÷;køƒé÷. (CC)
ni÷ c;n µ; ˚ø⁄c-n;xø køƒ;w√a kø s-ni÷-s
AUX I CERT see-TR him(MN) ART NOM-AUX-3POS

ni÷ ÷; køƒé÷
be.there OBL DEM(MN)

‘I saw him there.’ (lit. ‘I saw him when he was there.’)

(e) ÷í ÷; t;∫á t; púkø. (CC)
be.here OBL DEM(MP) ART(MP) book
‘The book is here.’

(f) ÷⁄m;t ®e ÷i ÷; t;÷í. (CC)
sit PER be.here OBL DEM(MP)
‘Sit here.’

(g) ha÷ c;n œá≥yt ÷i≥t;∫á [÷i ÷; t;∫a] ... (JP 22)
há÷ c;n œáy-;t ÷i ÷; t;∫á
if I die-TR be.here OBL DEM(MP)
‘If I kill it here ...’

Also, following ÷;µí ‘come’ and néµ ‘go’ used as prepositions, these
demonstratives have the sense ‘here’ and ‘there.’

(h) µí ®e µi ÷; t;÷í. (CC)
÷;µí ®e ÷;µí ÷; t;÷í
come PER come OBL DEM(MP)
‘Come here.’

(i) néµ ®e neµ ÷; t;ní÷. (CC)
go PER go OBL DEM(MP)
‘Go there.’

Following ≈øté÷ ‘go toward,’ nás;m ‘look toward,’ and perhaps some other
verbs, these demonstratives have the sense ‘this way,’ ‘that way,’ and so on.

(j) ≈øté÷ ct ce÷ [÷;] t;÷í. (CC 8)
head.for we FUT [OBL] this(MP)
‘Let’s head this way.’
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(k) ≈øté ∆xø [÷;] t;ní÷. (JP)
head.for you [OBL] that(MP)
‘Go that way.’

(l) ÷⁄w; ∆xø ≈øté÷-;xø [÷;] tƒé÷. (JP)
not you head.for-you [OBL] that(MP)
‘Don’t go that way.’

(m)÷i µi ≈øté÷ ; t;∫á. (JP)
AUX come head.for OBL this(MP)
‘He’s coming this way.’

(n) néµ ∆xø ≈øté÷ ; ˚ø;÷í. (JP)
go you head.for OBL that(MR)
‘Go around the other way.’

(o) nás;m ∆xø [÷;] t;ní÷. (JP)
face you [OBL] that (MP)
‘Look that way.’

15.3. THE DEMONSTRATIVE AUXILIARIES
There is a set of four words that play the same role syntactically as the locative
auxiliaries (§3.2.1), while calling attention to the existence of an entity or the
immediacy of an event and identifying it as to gender. Each of the four has an
initial element seemingly identifiable as a locative auxiliary. This is followed
by the oblique particle ÷; and an article t; (MP) and ƒ; (FP). The article agrees
in gender with whatever the word calls attention to. The demonstrative auxil-
iaries are shown in Table 15.5.

Table 15.5

The demonstrative auxiliaries 

Non-feminine Feminine Plural

÷í ‘be here’ ÷í÷;t; ~ ÷í÷;ƒ; ~
÷í;t; ~ ÷í≥t; ÷í;ƒ; ~ ÷í≥ƒ;

ná ‘be over there’ ná÷;t; ~ ná≥t; ná÷;ƒ; ~ ná≥ƒ; ná÷;¥e

The initial element ÷í- is certainly ÷í ‘be here.’ The ná- (or ná÷-) is probably
a variant of ní÷ ‘be there.’ The Cowichan forms (cf. Leslie 1979, 103), which
are used by AG, show a variant of ÷í as well; they are ÷é÷;t, ÷é÷;ƒ, ná÷;t,
ná÷;ƒ.

Like other auxiliaries, the demonstrative auxiliaries precede the predicate
head.
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(a) ÷í÷;t; πíπ;l;µ. (CC)
be.here(MP) be.overflowing
‘It’s overflowing.’

(b) ná÷;ƒ; y;mé≥mt. (CC)
be.there(FP) along-be.distributing
‘She’s passing something out.’

(c) ÷i;t; √;w® mi hé¸;m. (JP 22)
÷i÷;t; √; w;®-µi hȩ́ ;m
be.here again already-AUX(come) breathe
‘He’s starting to breathe again.’

(d) œøá≥≥œø;l;≈ ®e, ná÷;t; y;yé¥;œ t; ƒqét. (CC)
œøáœø;l;≈ ®e, ná÷;t; y;-yé¥;œ t; ƒqét
take.care PER be.there along-be.falling ART tree
‘Watch out, the tree is falling!’

In these examples, the gender of the auxiliary agrees with that of the subject,
but in (e) (a statement by a male speaker) it agrees with that of the object, which
is what attention is directed toward.

(e) ÷i÷;ƒ; c;n kø;n-é-t ƒ;∫a q⁄l ... (JP 25)
be.here I be.taken-DUR-TR this bad
‘I’m holding this bad thing that ...’

As with the locative auxiliaries, a demonstrative auxiliary can be followed by
a predicate head that is its lexical counterpart, as in (f) and (g).

(f) ÷í÷;t; ÷í t; n;-m⁄∫;. (CC)
be.here be.here ART my-child
‘My son is here [visible].’

(g) ÷i÷;ƒ;w ÷í ƒ; n;m⁄∫;. (CC)
÷i÷;ƒ; w;-÷í ƒ; n;-m⁄∫;
be.here EST-be.here ART my-child
‘My daughter is here [visible].’

Compare (h) and (i), in which the gender is shown by the article only.

(h) ÷í w;-÷í køƒ; n;-m⁄∫;. (CC)
AUX(be.here) EST-be.here ART my-child
‘My son is here [but not visible].’

(i) ÷í w;-÷í ®; n;-m⁄∫;. (CC)
AUX(be.here) EST-be.here ART my child
‘My daughter is here [but not visible].’
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In (j), (k), and (l), the locative is repeated again in the demonstrative follow-
ing the oblique particle.

(j) ná÷;t; ní÷ ; t;ní÷ (t;w√a). (CC)
ná÷;t; ní÷ ÷; t;ní÷ t;w√á
be.there be.there OBL that he
‘There he is. He is there.’

(k) ná÷;ƒ; ní÷ ; t;ní÷. (CC)
ná÷;ƒ; ní÷ ÷; t;ní÷
be.there be.there OBL that
‘There she is. She is there.’

(l) ÷i≥t; ÷i≥ t;÷ín; t;∫a q⁄l. (JP 27)
÷i÷;t; ÷í ÷; t;÷ín; t;∫a q⁄l
be.here be.here OBL this this bad
‘Here is this bad one.’

The plural form was recorded only once, in (m).

(m)ná÷;¥e h;nh⁄nqø. (CC)
be.over.there(PL) be.falling.asleep
‘They are falling asleep.’

Presumably the ¥e in the locative auxiliary is the element y; that appears in
other plural forms. I do not know why the /y/ is glottalized. 
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16
Predicate Particles and Tags

367

Under this heading, I have grouped three sets of particles (as defined in §2.7):
the clause-initial particles, the second-position predicate particles, and the
sentence-final tags.

16.1. CLAUSE-INITIAL PARTICLES
These are the two clause subordinaters w;-1 ‘if, when, that,’ and ÷;®- ‘whenever,
whatever, that,’ and the two clause nominalizers s- ‘nominalizer’ and ßxø-
‘oblique nominalizer.’ For uses of the first two, see §4.2, “Subordinate Clauses”;
for uses of the second two, see §4.3, “Nominalized Clauses.”

16.2. SECOND-POSITION PREDICATE PARTICLES
There are more than twenty particles that can appear within the predicate. Some
were introduced in §3.1.2. Here we will examine all that I have recorded. Most
of them are mobile, appearing after the first word of the predicate whatever that
may be. If the only word is the head, the particle will follow it; if the head is
preceded by an auxiliary, the particle will follow the auxiliary; if the auxiliary
is preceded by an adverb, the particle will follow the adverb. Two of these par-
ticles, however, can become more firmly attached to words and override this
principle. A few can also appear in nominal adjuncts.

Four of the second-position particles are main-clause subject markers, two
mark tense, one is restrictive in sense, while the rest are, broadly speaking,
modal. The subject markers are c;n ‘I,’ ∆xø ‘you,’ ct ‘we,’ and ce≥p ‘you plu-
ral’ (see §14.2.1). The two tense markers are -;® ‘past’ and ce÷ ‘future.’ The par-
ticle ÷a¬, often glossed ‘just, only,’ is restrictive in sense. The particles -;® ‘past’
and ÷a¬ ‘just’ are the ones that seem occasionally to behave like word suffixes.
The modal particles distinguish questions, requests, quality of information and
degree of certainty, relationship to previous assumptions, emotional tone, and
so on.

Semantically, the modal particles present greater problems than perhaps any
other feature of the language. Some are very common and their meanings are
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generally quite clear, and yet one of these can appear in a rare context and sud-
denly be pretty opaque. Others seem to occur in only a few contexts, and I have
too few examples to be sure of their meanings. All of them, of course, occur in
sentences with intonation patterns that have not yet been worked out, and some
of them no doubt convey feelings that are expressed by English intonation pat-
terns. An ideal description, therefore, would set the Halkomelem particles in
their intonational contexts and gloss them with English words and intonation
patterns.

Many of the second-position predicate particles can co-occur and do so in a
fixed order. When ÷; ‘interrogative’ and y;xø ‘inferential’ occur together, ÷;
always precedes y;xø; these two always precede the subject markers; µ; ‘cer-
tain’ always follows the subject markers; and so on. Some, like ce÷ ‘future’ and
®; ‘imperative,’ have never been discovered in the same clause and seem to
occupy the same position in relation to the others. Table 16.1 lists the second-
position predicate particles by the positions they occupy. In the materials avail-
able, however, not all appear often enough with others to make the ordering of
all of them certain.

Table 16.1

Order of second-position predicate particles

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

-;® ÷; y;xø c;n ç; ce÷ ÷a¬ µ; kø; kø® wa÷ ÷a÷a
‘past’ ROG INF ‘I’ QUOT FUT ‘just’ CERT ‘then’ ‘yet’ PRES ROG!

∆xø ÷e≥ ®; ÷ew;® çtwa÷ œ;
‘you’ PLPR PER REAS SPEC EMPH

ct ye® ƒ;®
‘we’ EXP ADV

ce≥p
‘you’

These particles, with the exception of the coordinate subject markers (c;n,
∆xø, etc.), are described below in the order in which they are listed in Table
16.1.

16.2.1. -;® ‘past’
Phonologically this behaves like a suffix, having no initial glottal stop and
always coalescing with a final vowel, and so I write it as such. Grammatically,
however, it is a particle in that it (usually) follows inflectional suffixes (but not
altogether consistently). It has, it seems, unusual freedom in where it can occur.
It can follow words of any type, including auxiliaries, adverbs, personal words,
demonstratives, and others that take few if any other particles or suffixes.
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Following a verb head in a predicate with no auxiliary, -;® indicates past
intention or incipient action, as in (a) and (b).

(a) çéw;t-;® c;n. (JP, AG, DK)
çéw-;t-;® c;n
help-TR-past I
‘I was going to help him.’

(b) çéw;t;® ÷; ∆xø.
céw-;t-;® ÷; ∆xø.
help-past ROG you
‘Were you going to help him?’

There are only two occurrences, (c) and (d), of this form in texts dictated by
CC, and she interpreted both as simple past.

(c) ˚øéc;t;® c;n n;cél;x i w;®s†;†íœø t; n;sn⁄≈c;s. (CC 12)
˚øéc-;t-;® c;n n;-cél;x ÷;y w;®-s†;†íœø t;
see-TR-past I my-hand and already-cut.through ART

n;-sn⁄≈c;s
my-finger

‘I looked at my hand and my finger was already cut through.’

(d) sá÷as;m;® w;®˚ø⁄cn;xø;s ... (CC 16)
sé÷-as-;m-;® w;®-˚øéc-n;xø-;s
raise-head-INTR-past already-see-TR-3TR

‘He lifted his head and saw ...’

However, in these contexts these forms could easily be reinterpreted as incipi-
ent past; (c) might better be ‘When I turned to look at my hand, my finger was
already cut through,’ and (d) might better be ‘He went to raise his head and 
saw ...’ or ‘As he raised his head, he saw ...’ In other contexts (with auxiliaries,
etc.) there seems to be no question that -;® is simply ‘past.’

Following auxiliaries, -;® produces what is often translated as an English per-
fect tense.

(e) ni;® (~ ni≥®) c;n çéw;t.
ni-;® c;n çéw-;t
AUX-past I help-TR

‘I had helped him.’

(f) ni≥® c;n w;®(h)áy qøáqø;¬ ˚ø xø;né÷ent ... (JP 8)
ni-;® c;n w;®-háy qøáqø;¬ ˚ø
AUX-past I already-finish be.speaking ART

xø;-né÷ent
become-being.night

‘I have already spoken to you last night ...’
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In relative clauses, it produces what is interpreted as a simple past.

(g) køƒ; ni≥® çéw;ƒämx
køƒ; ni-;® çéw-;t-Sämx
ART AUX-past help-TR-me
‘the one who helped me’

There seems to be, however, some variation in where it is placed and its rela-
tionship with a subordinate subject marker. Compare (h) and (i):

(h) køƒ; ni≥n;® çéw;t (JP)
køƒ; ni-;n-;® çéw-;t
ART AUX-I-past help-TR

‘the one I helped’

(i) t; ni;® çëw;té≥n sw⁄¥qe÷ (AG)
t; ni-;® çëw-;t-é≥n sw⁄¥qe÷
ART AUX-past help-TR-I man 
‘the man I helped’

In (h), the -;® follows the subordinate subject marker -;n (~ -é≥n) ‘I,’ but in (i),
the -;® seems to have pushed the subordinate subject marker over to the predi-
cate head.

In relative clauses, the -;® can also follow the predicate head:

(j) køƒ; ni háy;® s≈;≈;®nét (CC)
køƒ; ni háy-;® s≈;≈;®nét
ART AUX finish-past week
‘last week’

(k) ni c;n w;˚ø⁄cn;xø køƒ; ni há÷kø;x;s;® køsƒéœts t; qøtá≥yƒ;n.
(JP 23)

ni c;n w;-˚øéc-n;xø køƒ; ni há÷kø-;x-;s-;®
AUX I EST-see-TR ART AUX be.using-TR-3SUB-past

kø s-ƒéœ-t-s t; qøtá≥yƒ;n
ART NOM-be.getting.speared-TR-3POS ART sturgeon

‘I saw what he was using when he harpooned sturgeon.’

The following examples illustrate the freedom -;® has in its co-occurrence
with other types of words. Compare (l) and (m), (n) and (o), and (p) and (q):

(l) q;∑íc;n;® køƒ; n;mén;®.
q;∑íc;n-;® køƒ; n;-mén-;®
Cowichan-past ART my-father-past
‘My late father was Cowichan.’
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(m) q;∑íc;n køƒ; n;mén.
Cowichan ART my-father
‘My father is Cowichan.’

(n) ÷í≥® c;n w;cn⁄xø;®.
÷í-;® c;n w;-c-sn⁄xø;®
AUX-past I EST-get-canoe
‘I had a canoe.’

(o) ÷í c;n w;cn⁄xø;®.
÷í c;n w;-c-sn⁄xø;®
AUX I EST-get-canoe
‘I have a canoe.’

(p) ÷⁄wë≥® té÷ n;sn⁄xø;®.
÷⁄w;-;® té÷ n;-sn⁄xø;®
not-past appear my-canoe
‘I didn’t have a canoe.’

(q) ÷⁄w;té÷ n;sn⁄xø;®.
÷⁄w;té÷ n;-sn⁄xø;®
none (not.appear) my-canoe
‘I don’t have a canoe.’

(r) m⁄˚ø-;® n;-s-ném ...
all-past my-NOM-go
‘Whenever I went ...’

(s) ÷é≥nƒe≥® neµ ...
÷é≥nƒ;-;® neµ
be.I-past go
‘I was the one who went ...’

(t) stém;® y;xø ÷a÷a.
stém-;® y;xø ÷a÷a
what-past INF ROG!
‘I wonder what it could have been.’

(u) ˚ø;∫a≥® sp⁄nw; (DK)
˚ø;∫a-;® sp⁄nw;
that(MR)-past summer[?]
‘last summer’

With possessed nouns, the position of -;® ‘past’ in relation to the possessive
seems variable. Compare (v) and (w):
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(v) køƒ; s-y;∑é∫-;®-ct (CC)
ART NOM-before-past-our
‘our ancestors’

(w)køƒ; s-y;∑én-s-;® (JP)
ART NOM-before-3POS-past
‘his ancestors’

The -;® ‘past’ is followed by a lexical suffix in at least one word: ßxønét;®q;n
‘breakfast’ (< nét;® ‘morning,’ itself < nét ‘night’).

16.2.2. ÷; ‘interrogative’ (ROG)
This converts a statement or possible statement into a yes-or-no question. It
does not occur with an interrogative word.

(a) ni ÷; l⁄ç.
AUX ROG full
‘Is it full?’ (cf. ni l⁄ç. ‘It’s full.’)

(b) néµ ÷; ÷é≥®t;n.
go ROG 3PL

‘Are they going?’ (cf. néµ ÷é≥®t;n. ‘They’re going.’)

(c) spé÷eƒ ÷;.
bear ROG

‘Is it a bear?’ (cf. spé÷eƒ ç;. ‘It’s said to be a bear.’)

(d) ni ÷; ∆xø ˚ø⁄cn;xø.
ni ÷; ∆xø ˚øéc-n-;xø
AUX ROG you see-TR-you
‘Did you see him?’

(e) √a ÷; ÷;n-h⁄¬kø.
BE3P ROG your-be.breaking [pocketknife]
‘Is it your pocketknife?’

(f) çéw-;t-;® ÷; ∆xø.
help-TR-past ROG you
‘Were you going to help him?’

The interrogative particle tends to assume the quality of a preceding vowel
or to coalesce with it; thus √a ÷; may become √a ÷a, ni ÷; may become ni≥, and
so on. Following an unstressed schwa, the interrogative particle may cause the
stress to shift to it and may coalesce with it as a long e≥. Thus //÷⁄w; ÷;// quite
regularly becomes ÷;wé ÷e or ÷;wé≥, while //-ám; ÷;// may become -amé ÷e
or -amé≥, as in (g) and (h).
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(g) ÷;wé≥ c;n néµë≥n.
÷⁄w; ÷; c;n néµ-e≥n
not ROG I go-I
‘Can’t I go?’

(h) xø;yƒämé ÷e c;n.
xø;y-t-Sam; ÷; c;n
wake-TR-you ROG I
‘Shall I wake you?’

16.2.3. y;xø ‘inferential’ (INF)
This indicates that a statement is based on inference. In translations we often
find ‘must’ in the sense of necessary inference (e.g., ‘He must have gone’) as
opposed to obligation (e.g., ‘I must go’).

(a) ni y;xø w;®-háye÷.
AUX INF already-leave
‘He must have left.’

(b) ni y;xø kø⁄n-;t-;m.
AUX INF be.taken-TR-INTR

‘It must have been taken.’

(c) ni y;xø ct n;qø-nám;t.
AUX INF we fall.asleep-self
‘We must have fallen asleep.’

The combination ÷; ‘interrogative’ and y;xø ‘inferential’ is usually translated
‘I wonder if ...,’ as in (d) and (e).

(d) ÷i c;n xø¸œøál;s. ÷;wé ÷e y;xø ∆xø †é÷t;xø mé≥®c;m. (JP)
÷i c;n xø-¸;œø-ál;s ÷;wé ÷e y;xø ∆xø
AUX I inward-get.pierced-eye not ROG INF you

†é÷-t-;xø mé÷-®c-;m.
try-TR-you be.removed-BEN-INTR

‘I got something in my eye. I wonder if you would try to get it out for me.’

(e) ni ÷; y;xø ÷usƒ;ƒí÷ køƒ; sn⁄xø;®ct. (AG)
ni ÷; y;xø ÷u-sƒ;ƒí÷ køƒ; sn⁄xø;®-ct
AUX ROG INF EST-right ART canoe-our
‘I wonder if our canoe is all right.’

For other uses of y;xø with µ; and other particles, see those below.

16.2.4. ç; ‘quotative’ (QUOT)
This indicates that the statement is based on hearsay.
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(a) néµ ç; t;w√a.
go QUOT that(MP)
‘He is going, they say.’

(b) spé÷eƒ ç;.
bear QUOT

‘It is said to be a bear. It is supposed to be a bear.’

(c) s√él;q;m-;® ç;. (JP 6)
dangerous.being-past QUOT

‘It is said that it was a dangerous being.’

(d) ni c;n ç; néµ.
AUX I QUOT go
‘I’m supposed to have gone. It is said that I went.’

(e) ni ç; ¸;≈tén-t-;m.
AUX QUOT poison-TR-INTR

‘He was poisoned, according to rumour.’

Compare (e) with (f).

(f) ni µ; ¸;≈tén-t-;m.
AUX CERT poison-TR-INTR

‘He was certainly poisoned.’

Preceding the particles ce÷ ‘future’ and ƒ;® ‘adversative,’ ç; appears as ç. See
ce÷ for an example of çce÷ and ƒ;® for an example of çƒ;®.

16.2.5. ÷e≥ ‘plural imperative’ (PLPER)
This expresses a request or instruction to several. It may, but need not, be fol-
lowed by ®; ‘imperative-optative.’

(a) háy ÷e≥. (AG)
stop PLPER

‘Cut it out, you people!’

(b) ®í≥m ÷e≥. (AG)
pick PLPER

‘Pick (you several)!’

(c) ®í≥m ÷e≥ ®e, ®í≥m ÷e≥ ®e. (CC)
pick PLPER PER pick PLPER PER

‘You kids keep on picking.’

(d) kø⁄y≈-ƒ;t ÷e≥ ®e. (CC)
move-self PLPER PER

‘Do something about it, all of you.’
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(e) ÷⁄®t;n ÷ë≥ ®e. (JP)
eat PLPER PER

‘Go ahead and eat it, all of you.’ (to children at the table)

AG, in contrast to CC and JP, put the ÷e≥ after the ®e when using both in (f).

(f) ÷i ®é ÷e≥.
AUX PLPER PER

‘Let’s go.’

16.2.6. ce÷ ‘future’ (FUT)
This simply indicates future time.

(a) ˚øáqø ∆xø ce÷.
get.hit you FUT

‘You’ll get hit.’

(b) çéw-;ƒ c;n ce÷.
help-you I FUT

‘I’ll help you.’

(c) ÷é≥nƒ; ce÷ c⁄m-;t.
be.I FUT carry.on.back-TR

‘I will pack it. I will be the one who will pack it.’

(d) néµ ∆xø s⁄wœ;m ˚ø h⁄¥qøct ce÷.
néµ ∆xø s⁄wœ-;m ˚ø h⁄¥qø-ct ce÷
go you seek-INTR ART be.burning-our FUT

‘Go look for what will be our fire (i.e., firewood).’

(e) ÷;pé≥l; ct ce÷ w;ni≥t háye÷.
÷;p;n-é≥l; ct ce÷ w;-ni-;t háye÷
ten-person we FUT when-AUX-we leave
‘There will be ten of us when we go.’

(f) w;-nét-;s ce÷ ...
when-be.night-3SUB FUT

‘When it is night ...’

(g) n;-s-wé÷ ce÷ n;-s√píw;n.
my-NOM-own FUT my-shirt
‘It will be my shirt.’

(h) ni ÷; y;xø ce÷ w;néµ.
ni ÷; y;xø ce÷ w;-néµ
AUX ROG INF FUT EST-go
‘I wonder if he will go.’
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(i) kø⁄nn;xø y;xø c;n ce÷ ˚ø tél;. (JP)
kø⁄n-n;xø y;xø c;n ce÷ ˚ø tél;
take-TR INF I FUT ART money
‘I must be going to get some money.’ (because my hand itches)

(j) sçéç;∫ y;xø ce÷ w;q⁄≈ sπéœ;m. (CC)
sçéç;∫ y;xø ce÷ w;-q⁄≈ sπéœ;m
truly INF FUT EST-many flower
‘There should really be lots of flowers.’ (the tree being covered with buds)

(k) néµ ct √é÷t køƒ; m;stéy;xø ni køƒ; n⁄ça÷ ce÷ swéy;l. (JP 16)
néµ ct √é÷-t køƒ; m;stéy;xø ni [÷;]
go we gather-TR ART person be.there OBL

køƒ; n⁄ça÷ ce÷ swéy;l
ART one FUT day

‘We are going to call the people for a coming day.’ (for a potlatch)

(l) néµ çce÷. (AG)
néµ ç; ce÷
go QUOT FUT

‘They say he’ll go.’

The sequence y;xø ‘inferential’ and ce÷ ‘future’ also seems to have a special
meaning in the formal speeches of the winter dance house, as in (m) and (n).

(m)n⁄w; y;xø ce÷ xá÷®;m;t t; h⁄¥qø, w;néµ;s ce÷ œø;yíl;x t; 
≈;∑sálkø®.

n⁄w; y;xø ce÷ xá÷®;m-;t t; h⁄¥qø
be.you INF FUT agree-TR ART be.burning

w;-néµ-;s ce÷ œø;yíl;x t; ≈e∑s-álkø®.
when-AUX(go)-3SUB FUT dance ART new-dancer

‘You will (honour us to) be the one to look after the fire, when the new 
dancer dances.’

(n) ÷é≥nƒ; y;xø ce÷.
be.I INF FUT

‘I am (honoured to be) the one.’ (said in reply to the preceding)

The particle ce÷ is joined with w;-2 in (o).

(o) ha÷ cew s;w⁄¥qe÷ i w;®é≥lläm;t ni ˚ø;w ÷⁄n;c; ÷a¬. (JP 22)
ha÷ ce÷ w;-s;w⁄¥qe÷ ÷;¥ w;-®é≥l-näm;t ni ˚ø;
if FUT EST-men and EST-land-self be.at ART

w;-÷⁄n;c; ÷a¬
EST-where just

‘If they are men, they will be able to land somewhere.’
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16.2.7. ®; ~ ®e ‘imperative-optative’ (PER)
This expresses a request or a wish. A request or command can consist of the
verb alone or with a second-person subject particle or (if made to several) with
÷e≥ ‘plural imperative,’ as in (a) to (d).

(a) néµ. (b) néµ ∆xø.
go go you
‘Go!’ ‘(You) go!’

(c) néµ ce≥p. (d) néµ ÷e≥.
go you(PL) go PLPER

‘(You people) go!’ ‘(You people) go!’

But a request may also be expressed with ®;, as in (e) to (l).

(e) néµ ®;. (f) néµ ÷e≥ ®e.
go PER go PLPER PER

‘Go!’ ‘You all go!’

(g) hé¥ ®; néµ. (h) ÷;µí ®; çéw;ƒämx.
go.ahead PER go ÷;µí ®; çéw-;t-Sämx
‘Let’s go! Go ahead and go!’ come PER help-TR-me

‘Come and help me.’

(i) †á÷ƒ;t ®; c√⁄m. (j) ÷áxø;st ®; t;w√a.
†e÷-ƒ;t ®; c√⁄m ÷exø-;s-t ®; t;w√a
test-self PER jump give-RECIP-TR PER that(MP)
‘Try to jump.’ ‘Give it to him.’

(k) í̧xø;m ®; çéw-;t. (l) n⁄w;-s ®;.
pity PER help-TR be.you-PERM PER

‘Please help him.’ ‘You be the one.’

The particle ®; may combine with kø; ‘consequential’ as ®kø;:

(m)÷⁄m;t ®kø;.
÷⁄m;t ®; kø;
sit PER then
‘Sit down then. Try to sit down. Sit down and let’s see how it goes.’

It may also combine with œ; ‘emphatic’ as ®œ;:

(n) ÷⁄m;t ®œ;.
÷⁄m;t ®; œ;
sit PER EMPH

‘Sit down, won’t you! For Pete’s sake, sit down!’
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The combination of ®; and ÷a¬ ‘restrictive’ expresses hope. The usual trans-
lation is ‘I hope (that) ...,’ but a more literal translation might be ‘may it be
that ...’ Examples are (o) to (u).

(o) µí ®; ÷a¬ xø;-÷í.
AUX(come) PER just become-be.here
‘I hope he comes.’

(p) µí ∆xø ®; ÷a¬ xø;-÷í.
come you PER just become-be.here
‘I hope you come.’

(q) ni÷ ®; ÷a¬ ≈té÷-st;xø.
AUX PER just do-COM

‘I hope he does it.’

(r) ni÷ ∆xø ®; ÷a¬ ≈té÷-st;xø.
AUX you PER just do-COM

‘I hope you do it.’

(s) ni÷ c;n ®; ÷a¬ ˚ø⁄cn;xø.
ni÷ c;n ®; ÷a¬ ˚øec-n;xø
AUX I PER just see-TR

‘I hope I see it.’

(t) w;-ƒ;÷ít ®; ÷a¬ téc;l.
EST-true PER just arrive.here
‘I hope it’s true that he comes.’

(u) µí ®; ÷a¬ w;-ƒ;÷ít téc;l.
AUX(come) PER just EST-true arrive.here
‘I hope he really comes.’

The co-occurrence of ®; and ÷a¬ may, however, be accidental, as in

(v) w;-÷í ®; ÷a¬.
EST-be.here PER just
‘Stay here!’

in which ®; makes a command of w;÷í ÷a¬ ‘just be here.’
This particle appears stressed as ®é following ÷i or he¥ with the sense ‘Let’s’

(see §3.2.4).

16.2.8. ÷a¬ ‘just’
This often serves to limit in some way the word it follows. Often, though not
always, this word is preceded by w;-2 ‘established’ (§11.1.1). Often a trans-
lation is not needed, but if one is needed, it is usually ‘just’ or ‘only.’ The
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particle is unusual in that it commonly follows the predicate head rather than
simply the first word in the predicate.

When the predicate head stands alone, ÷a¬ appears in the order indicated by
its position in Table 16.1, namely, following ce÷ ‘future’ or ®; ‘imperative’ and
preceding µ; ‘certain’ or kø; ‘then,’ as in (a), (b), and (c).

(a) œ⁄l;m ce÷ ÷a¬ ÷é≥®t;n.
camp FUT just 3PL

‘They’ll just stay (camp) there.’

(b) ní÷ ce÷ ÷a¬ tƒé÷ køsçé¥xøs.
ní÷ ce÷ ÷a¬ tƒé÷ kø s-çé¥xø-s
AUX ROG just that/there ART NOM-dry-3POS

‘It will stay there to get dry.’

(c) ˚øé˚ø;c ce≥p ÷a¬ kø;.
be.looking you(PL) just then
‘Just watch then.’

Normally the ÷a¬ follows an auxiliary as in (c); however, a predicate head
enclosed by the combination w;-2 ... ÷a¬ can be preceded by an auxiliary, as
in (d).

(d) ni c;n w;tít;œøn;xø ÷a¬.
ni c;n w;-tít;œø-n;xø ÷a¬.
AUX I EST-be.bumping-TR just
‘I just kept accidentally bumping him.’

Moreover, as indicated elsewhere (§3.8.3), w;-2 ... ÷a¬ can enclose what are
simply adjective-like forms, in which this combination of prefix and particle
seems to have no lexical meaning at all.

(e) √a há÷kø ni køƒ;w sxéx;m ÷a¬ qá÷. (JP 23)
√a há÷kø ni [÷;] køƒ; w;-sxéx;m ÷a¬ qá÷
BE3P be.used be.at OBL ART EST-shallow just water
‘That was the one used in shallow water.’

(f) ÷i ÷; ∆xø w;-÷⁄¥ ÷a¬.
AUX ROG you EST-good just
‘How are you?’ (lit. ‘Are you well?’)

(g) ˚ø;w √;xølá÷as ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø
˚ø; w;-√;xølá÷as ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø
ART EST-of.no.account just person
‘any common people’

With háy ‘be singled out,’ ÷a¬ (without the w;-2) expresses the superlative, as
in (h), (i), and (j).
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(h) √a çkø; t; háy ÷a¬ ç;çí≥√ ... (JP 1)
√a ç; kø; t; háy ÷a¬ ç;çí≥√
BE3P QUOT then ART specifically just short
‘It was said to be the shortest ...’

(i) √a háy ÷a¬ ƒí t;∫a sqø;mé¥ (xønéµ ÷; t; ç®sqø;mqø;mé¥s). (AG)
√a háy ÷a¬ ƒí t;∫a sqø;mé¥ xønéµ ÷;
BE3P specifically just big this dog to OBL

t; ç®-sqø;mqø;mé¥-s
ART co-dogs-3POS

‘This dog is the biggest (of the dogs).’ (lit. ‘among his fellow dogs’)

(j) ÷i;® c;n cká≥ ÷; køƒ; háy ÷a¬ q⁄l. (AG)
÷i-;® c;n c-ká≥ ÷; køƒ; háy ÷a¬ q⁄l
AUX-past I get-car OBL ART specifically just bad
‘I had a car that was the worst.’

With a negative, ÷a¬ can have the force of ‘at all,’ as in (k).

(k) ÷⁄w; c;n ÷a¬ ˚ø⁄cn;xøë≥n.
÷⁄w; c;n ÷a¬ ˚øéc-n;xø-e≥n
not I just see-TR-I
‘I won’t see him at all.’

With interrogative words, ÷a¬ (usually with w;-2 ) forms their indefinite coun-
terparts, as in (l) to (q).

(l) ˚ø;w stém ÷a¬
˚ø; w;-stém ÷a¬
ART EST-what just
‘something’

(m)˚ø;w wét ÷a¬
˚ø; w;-wét ÷a¬
ART EST-who just
‘somebody’

(n) ˚ø;w ˚øín ÷a¬
˚ø; w;-˚øín ÷a¬
ART EST-how.many just
‘a few’

(o) ÷;®néµ;s ÷ál;≈;t;s køƒ;w stém ÷a¬
÷;®-néµ-;s ÷ál;≈-;t-;s køƒ; w;-stém ÷a¬
whenever-go-3SUB get.food-TR-3TR ART EST-what just
‘whenever they went out after anything’
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(p) køƒ;w m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ stëm
køƒ; w;-m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ stëm
ART EST-all just what
‘anything’ (cf. m⁄˚ø stëm ‘everything’)

(q) ÷;nc; ˚ø;n s®éœ;t. ÷⁄nc; ÷a¬. (DK)
÷;nc; ˚ø; n;-s-®éœ-;t. ÷⁄nc; ÷a¬
where ART my-NOM-lie-TR where just
‘Where shall I lay this? Anywhere.’

16.2.9. ÷ew;® ‘reassuring’ (REAS)
This is unusual in that it can bear a stress. It expresses the feeling that the hear-
er should already have the information.

(a) ni ÷ew;® kø⁄n;t;m ÷;√ John. (AG)
ni ÷ew;® kø⁄n-;t-;m ÷; √ John
AUX REAS take-TR-INTR OBL ART John
‘John took it (lit. “It was taken by John”), as I’ve already mentioned (or “as

you should know”).’

It is also used as a polite way of making a request, as in (b) to (e).

(b) ÷⁄®t;n ÷e≥ ÷éw;®, si≥÷éµ. (JP)
eat PLPER REAS Gentlefolk
‘Go ahead and enjoy your meal.’
‘Just go ahead and eat.’ (in a plaintive tone) (AG’s reading of JP’s sentence)

(c) hë¥ ÷éw;®.
go.ahead REAS

‘Goodbye.’

(d) ÷;swá÷ƒ;t;n;l;p ÷éw;®, si≥÷éµ. (CC)
÷;-s-wá÷ƒ;t;n-;l;p ÷éw;® si≥÷éµ
your-NOM-sing.along.with.dancer-your(PL) REAS honoured.ones
‘With your help, ladies and gentlemen.’

(CC used these words to thank the people when her husband danced in the
winter dance.)

(e) néµ ®e ÷éw;®. (AG)
go PER REAS

‘Go ahead then.’

16.2.10. ¥e® ‘expectable’ (EXP)
This expresses the feelings of familiarity, affection, or exasperation conveyed
by again, as usual, that old ..., and so on.
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(a) ÷i ∆xø w;ctám;t. ni[≥] ∆xø ¥e® cm;œm;œ;m. (JP 4)
÷i ∆xø w;-ctám;t ni ÷; ∆xø ¥e®
AUX you EST-do.what.with.oneself AUX ROG you EXP

cm;œm;œ;m
over.eat

‘What’s the matter with you? Have you overeaten as usual?’

(b) ni c;n ¥e® kø;ßúƒ;t.
ni c;n ¥e® kø;ßú-ƒ;t
AUX I EXT pig-self
‘I made a pig of myself as usual.’ (AG)

(c) √a ¥e® ˚øä˚ø;qøn;cí≥¬s. (CC 3)
√a ¥e® ˚øä˚ø;qø-n;c-í≥¬s
BE3P EXP be.striking-butt-ACT

‘It’s those Little Choppers [forest dwarves] again.’

(d) √a ¥e® Mary. (DK)
BE3P EXP Mary
‘It’s that old Mary. It’s Mary again.’

(e) µi ∆xø ¥e® hé÷kø ; ˚ø;∫ ç®wét. (JP)
µi ∆xø ¥e® hé÷kø ; ˚ø; ÷;n-ç®-wét
AUX(come) you EXP remember OBL ART your-fellow-who
‘Remember as usual your fellow being (the other poor guy like yourself).’

16.2.11. µ; (sometimes µe) ‘certain’ (CERT)
This indicates that there is no doubt about the statement.

(a) spé÷eƒ µ;.
bear CERT

‘It’s a bear.’ (certainly, observably, cf. spé÷eƒ ç; ‘It’s said to be a bear’;
spé÷eƒ çtwa÷ ‘It might be a bear’)

(b) w;®ƒí÷ƒ; µ; ƒ;w√a.
ritualist CERT she
‘She is a ritualist.’

(c) √a µ; køƒ; n;h⁄¬kø.
BE3P CERT ART my-be.breaking
‘It is my pocketknife.’ (that he has in his possession, as I noticed just now)

(d) √a µ; ÷é≥nƒ; sq;l⁄c;m;s.
BE3P CERT I sq;l⁄c;m;s
‘I am Sq;l⁄c;m;s.’
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(e) √a µ; n;s;w®néµ.
√a µ; n;-s-w;®-néµ
BE3P CERT my-NOM-already-go
‘I am going now.’

(f) ni ∆xø µ; çéw;ƒ.
ni ∆xø µ; çéw-;t-S
AUX you CERT help-TR-me
‘You did help me.’

(g) p⁄qø c;n ce÷ µ;.
go.broke I FUT CERT

‘I’ll go broke.’

(h) n;s√í÷ µ;.
n;-s-c-√í÷ µ;
my-NOM-make-valuable CERT

‘I want it.’

(i) ÷⁄w;te÷ µ; ®; n;wá∆, ni y;xø sqé∫.
÷⁄w;te÷ µ; ®; n;-wá∆ ni y;xø s-qé∫
be.none CERT ART my-watch AUX INF NOM-steal
‘My watch is not there; it must have been stolen.’ (lit. ‘something stolen’)

This particle can, and often does, occur with y;xø ‘inferential’ to add to the
certainty of the inference.

(j) spé÷eƒ y;xø µ;.
bear INF CERT

‘It must be a bear.’

(k) spé÷eƒ-;® y;xø µ;.
bear-past INF CERT

‘It must have been a bear.’

(l) ÷i≥® y;xø c;n µ; ÷í÷t;t.
÷i-;® y;xø c;n µ; ÷í÷t;t
AUX-past INF I CERT be.sleeping
‘I must have been asleep.’

It can also co-occur with ç; ‘quotative,’ as in the following, where it pre-
sumably indicates conviction in what someone else has reported.
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(m)÷a≥ ni ç; µ;w ƒ;÷ít, w;ƒ;÷ít ç; ni mé÷kø®. (JP)
÷a≥ ni ç; µ; w;-ƒ;÷ít w;-ƒ;÷ít ç; ni
oh AUX QUOT CERT EST-true EST-true QUOT AUX

mé÷kø®
be.injured

‘Oh, it’s true; he really got hurt.’

(n) ÷uƒ;÷ít ç; µ;. (AG, prompted by the last sentence)
w;-ƒ;÷ít ç; µ;.
EST-true QUOT CERT

‘It’s reported that it’s true.’

In a phrase introduced by the article ˚ø ‘indefinite,’ µ; has the effect of pos-
itively affirming an identity.

(o) w;∫án w;s√él;q;m, ˚ø;w st;lqáy; µ;. (JP 3)
w;-∫án w;-s√él;q;m ˚ø; w;-st;lqáy; µ;
EST-very EST-fierce ART EST-wolves CERT

‘They were too fierce – of course, they were wolves.’

(p) ˚ø;w spé÷eƒ µ;.
˚ø; w;-spé÷eƒ µ;
ART EST-bear CERT

‘Of course, it’s a bear.’ (which caused something such as a dog being
mauled) (JP)

‘What can you expect of a bear?’ (as when one has broken into a cooler) 
(CC)

16.2.12. çtwa÷ ‘speculative’ (SPEC)
This indicates that the statement is based on supposition. It is weaker than y;xø
‘inferential’ in sentences like the following:

(a) ni çtwa÷ w;®kø⁄n;t;m.
ni çtwa÷ w;®-kø⁄n-;t-;m
AUX SPEC already-be.taken-TR-INTR

‘It may have been taken by now.’ (cf. ni y;xø kø⁄n;t;m. ‘It must have 
been taken.’)

(b) spé÷eƒ çtwa÷
bear SPEC

‘It might be a bear.’ (cf. spé÷eƒ y;xø µ;. ‘It must be a bear.’)

(c) √ál;m çtwa÷ y;ná≥®t;n.
be.they SPEC those
‘These must [may] be the ones.’
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It occurs often in phrases referring to points in time or the passage of time to
indicate estimation, as in (d), (e), and (f).

(d) ni çtwa÷ w;®-täxø swéy;l.
AUX SPEC already-right.on day
‘It must be noon by now.’

(e) ni çtwa÷ w;®-≈;÷áƒ;n tínt;n i ...
AUX SPEC already-four clock and
‘It must have been four o’clock when ...’

(f) ni çtwa÷ isé¬; t; nét-;®.
AUX SPEC two ART night-past
‘It must have been about two in the morning.’

It also occurs in narratives in attributive phrases, evidently to indicate
that the attribution is based on the evidence of tradition rather than obser-
vation, as in (g).

(g) swé÷s skø⁄¥≈ƒ;t køƒ; ƒí≥® çtwa÷ m;stéy;xø, stám;x, qïy;plén;xø.
(JP 14)

s-wé÷-s s-kø⁄¥≈-ƒ;t køƒ; ƒí-;≥® çtwa÷
NOM-own-3POS NOM-move-self ART big-past SPEC

m;stéy;xø stám;x qïy;plén;xø
person warrior Capilano

‘It was the work of that great person that was, the warrior, Capilano.’ (or 
perhaps ‘the great person he must have been’)

16.2.13. k ø ; ~ k ø e ‘then’
This is a weak ‘then’ in the sense of ‘therefore, consequently, so,’ and so on. It
occurs very commonly in questions but also appears in instructions and in sim-
ple statements. In questions especially its effect is so weak that it may be bet-
ter omitted in a free translation.

(a) stém kø; tƒe÷.
what then that
‘What is that (then)? (So) what is that?’

(b) stém ce÷ køe.
what FUT then
‘What will it be (then)?’

(c) stém kø; t; kø;nét;xø.
stém kø; t; kø;né-t-;xø
what then ART hold-TR-you
‘What is it you are holding?’
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(d) wét kø; tƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷.
who then that man
‘Who is that man?’

(e) wét kø; kø; ÷i √é≥n;q.
who then ART AUX be.potlatching
‘Who is it (then) who is potlatching?’

(f) ctám;t c;n ce÷ køe.
do.what I FUT then
‘What shall I do (then)?’

(g) néµ ∆xø kø;.
go you then
‘Are you going (then)?’

(h) ÷⁄m;t ∆xø kø;, si÷éµ, ÷;®t;n.
sit you then sir eat
‘Sit down (then), sir, and eat.’

(i) hé¥ ∆xø kø;.
go.ahead you then
‘Go ahead (then).’

(j) √œé¥ kø;.
how.far then
‘My, it’s far!’

(k) ni÷ çtwa÷ kø; ≈;÷áƒ;n sy;lán;m i ...
AUX SPEC then four years and
‘It was about four years later when ...’ (CC 20)

(l) xø;ná c;n c; ÷a¬ kø; xø√¤ykø;sƒám; i w;®c√⁄m;t ∆xø køƒ; 
ná÷;nça÷ ¸éc;t. (JP 12) 

xø;ná÷ c;n ce÷ ÷a¬ kø; xø√¤ykø-;s-t-Sám; ÷;¥
first I FUT just then wink-RECIP-TR-you and

w;®-c√⁄m-;t ∆xø køƒ; ná÷;nça÷ ¸éc-;t
already-jump-TR you ART one.person pull.hair-TR

‘The moment (then) that I wink at you, you jump the one and grab him by
the hair.’

(m)néµ kø;.
‘Now go.’ (said in a low voice to someone impatient to leave, at a suitable

moment, as when a speaker has finished his speech [AG])
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16.2.14. œ; ‘emphatic’ (EMPH)
This gives emphasis to a statement and may also have an adversative quality.

(a) cá≥≥kø œ;.
far EMPH

‘It’s fa---r!’

(b) spé÷;ƒ œ;.
bear EMPH

‘It’s a bear!’

(c) ÷i c;n œ; ¸á¸;®;µ, m⁄∫;. 
AUX I EMPH cold child
‘I’m cold, child.’ (though you may be warm, so don’t open the door) (CC’s

sentence, AG’s interpretation)

(d) ÷⁄w; œ; xés;s tƒe÷. (JP 22)
÷⁄w; œ; xés-;s tƒe÷
not EMPH sea.lion-3SUB that
‘That isn’t a sea-lion!’ (in spite of what you thought) 

(e) ÷⁄¥ çtwa÷ œ; w;néµë≥n tá÷;lt.
÷⁄¥ çtwa÷ œ; w;-néµ-ë≥n tá÷;l-t
good SPEC EMPH EST-go-I learn-TR

‘I guess it would be better if I went to find out!’

(f) háy ∆xø œ;.
stop you EMPH

‘Thank you.’

(g) ná≥w œ;.
hey EMPH

‘Well, hello.’ (an acknowledging greeting)

16.2.15. ƒ;® ‘adversative’ (ADV)
This contrasts the statement or instruction with another existing condition and
is translatable as ‘however,’ ‘nevertheless,’ ‘but,’ ‘still,’ ‘even so,’ ‘instead,’
‘regardless,’ and so on.

(a) ÷⁄w; c;n µ; ÷i≥n t;w÷⁄¥, ÷i c;n t;wœáœ;¥ i w;néµ c;n ƒ;® skøúl.
÷⁄w; c;n µ; ÷i-;n t;w-÷⁄¥ ÷i c;n
not I CERT AUX-I somewhat-good AUX I

t;w-œáœ;¥ ÷;¥ w;-néµ c;n ƒ;® skøúl
somewhat-sick and EST-go I ADV go.to.school

‘I don’t feel well; I’m a little sick, but I’m still going to school.’
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(b) ß[xø]te÷é≥w;n køsni÷s ÷í÷t;t køsni÷s ÷í÷®t;n, i ni ƒ;® qé÷;nt;m √ 
st;lqáy;. (JP 7)

ß[xø]te÷é≥w;n kø s-ni÷-s ÷í÷t;t kø
think ART NOM-AUX-3POS be.sleeping ART

s-ni÷-s ÷í÷®t;n ÷;¥ ni ƒ;® qé÷;n-t-;m
NOM-AUX-3POS be.eating and AUX ADV steal-TR-INTR

[÷;] √ st;lqáy;
OBL ART wolves

‘He thought that while he was sleeping he had eaten, but instead he had 
been robbed by the wolves.’

(c) ÷i çƒ;® w;®s√;l;√ákøst;m t; ßxø;¬í≥l;n;s. (JP 27)
÷i ç; ƒ;® w;®-s√;l;√ákø-st-;m t;
AUX QUOT ADV already-grabbed.with.fingers-CAUS-INTR ART

ßxø;¬í≥l;n;-s
cheeks-3POS

‘But he already had their fingers digging into his cheeks.’

(d) ÷i yá¥;œø;µ køƒ; John ÷i ÷i c;n ƒ;® ¸á¸;®;µ t;∫a ÷é≥∫ƒ;. (AG)
÷i yá¥;œø;µ køƒ; John ÷;¥ ÷i c;n ƒ;®
AUX be.sweating ART John and AUX I ADV

¸á¸;®;µ t;∫a ÷é≥∫ƒ;.
cold this be.I

‘John was sweating, but I was cold myself.’

(e) √a ç;w s√él;q;m i w;m;stéy;xø ƒ;®. (JP 6)
√a ç; w;-s√él;q;m ÷;¥ w;-m;stéy;xø ƒ;®
BE3P QUOT EST-dangerous.being and EST-person ADV

‘He was said to be a dangerous being but still human.’

(f) ni çƒ;® néµ. (AG)
ni ç; ƒ;® néµ
AUX QUOT ADV go
‘He did go, though, I am told.’

(g) néµ c;n ce÷ ƒ;®. (AG)
go I FUT ADV

‘I want to go anyway.’

(h) ni µ; ƒ;® néµ ; køƒ; sqé÷eq-s. (AG)
AUX CERT ADV go ROG ART younger.brother-3POS

‘But he did go to his younger brother.’ (perhaps following ‘He did not go 
to the funeral ...’)

(i) ni çtwa÷ ƒ;® néµ. (AG)
AUX SPEC ADV go
‘I imagine he did go, though.’
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In instructions, ƒ;® has an urging sense what may be conveyed by ‘now, right
away,’ in contrast to whatever else one might be doing.

(j) néµ ƒ;®.
go ADV

‘Go ahead now!’ (said to someone who has stopped)

(k) ÷⁄n;xø ƒ;®.
stop ADV

‘Now stop!’ (said, in a stronger tone, to someone who has ignored earlier 
requests to÷⁄n;xø ‘stop’)

(l) ÷;µí ƒ;® ÷⁄®t;n.
come ADV eat
‘Come and eat now!’ (instead of standing there)

(m)÷⁄®t;n ƒ;®.
eat ADV

‘Go ahead and eat now!’ (instead of sitting there)

16.2.16. kø® ‘by now, by then’(?) 
This has been recorded in a few sentences following híƒ ‘be a long time.’

(a) híƒ kø®. (AG)
last.long yet
‘What a long time it has been!’

(b) híƒ kø® ye® sis xøkø⁄n y;ƒél;y. (JP)
híƒ kø® ye® s-ni-s xøkø⁄n y;ƒél;y
last.long yet after.which NOM-AUX-3POS lose one.person
‘It was a long while before they lost one of their number.’

This predicate particle kø® is distinct in function from the kø® that can appear
after ÷⁄w; ‘not’ or ÷⁄w;te÷ ‘none’ and be followed by a relative clause (§6.1.3,
6.3). That kø® is probably an article (§15.1). However, in sentences with
÷⁄w;te÷ kø® ..., it is easy to infer a meaning ‘yet, up to now,’ as in (c).

(c) ÷⁄w;te÷ kø® xø;÷ínsamx. (AG)
÷⁄w;te÷ kø® xø;-÷í-n;s-amx
none ART become-be.here-GOAL-me
‘Nobody has gotten to me [yet].’ (lit. ‘The one who has reached me here 

is none.’)

Such an ascription of meaning may possibly have led to the use of the article as
a predicate particle.
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16.2.17. wa÷ ‘presumptive’ (PRES)
This seems to indicate that the statement is presumed by the speaker or some-
one else to be true, while also indicating doubt or surprise. Not many examples
of usage have been recorded, however, and so this is one of the more elusive
particles. It may be a component in the particle çtwa÷ ‘speculative’ (§16.2.12)
and possibly in the adverbs ÷iwá∑; ‘maybe’ (§18.4.34) and wá≥¬; ‘probably’
(§18.4.35), all of which also express some qualification about the truth of a
statement.

In (a) and (b), wa÷ seems to have an inferential sense.

(a) híƒ-;® c;n kø® wa÷ ÷í÷t;t. (JP 10)
last.long-past I yet PRES be.sleeping
‘I must have been sleeping a long time.’

(b) híƒ-;® c;n wa÷. (AG)
last.long-past I PRES

‘I must have been there a long time.’

It appears with the prefix t;w- ‘somewhat,’ the combination having the sense
‘seem like,’ as in (c) to (f).

(c) t;w-m;√él c;n ce÷ wa÷. (CC)
like-faint I FUT PRES

‘I feel like I’m going to faint.’

(d) t;w-÷i wa÷ œáœ;¥. (CC)
like-AUX PRES sick
‘He looks sick.’

(e) stém, stém y;xø tƒé÷. t;wcí≥tm;xø wa÷. (DK)
stém stém y;xø tƒé÷ t;w-cí≥tm;xø wa÷
what what INF that like-great.horned.owl PRES

‘What can that be? It looks like an owl.’

(f) t;w-spé÷eƒ wa÷. (AG)
like-bear PRES

‘It appears to be a bear. Say, that looks like a bear.’

The combination kø; wa÷ has the sense ‘one assumes, contrary to fact,’ as in
(g) and (h).

(g) ni÷;® c;n kø; wa÷ xø⁄y kø;n;s÷i h⁄∫π;x. (AG)
ni÷-;® c;n kø; wa÷ xø⁄y kø; n;-s-÷i
AUX-past I then PRES awaken ART my-NOM-AUX

h⁄∫π-;x
be.eating-TR

‘You’d think I would have awakened while I was eating.’
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(h) néµ kø; wa÷ √xø⁄t. (AG)
néµ kø; wa÷ √;xø-⁄t
go then PRES be.defeated-TR

‘He thinks he’ll go and beat him (but we don’t believe it).’

In a question, kø; wa÷ can convey a feeling of outrage, as in (i).

(i) wét kø; wa÷ w;xøpásp;skø;st;xø ˚øe≥ƒyé¥; ƒ;∫a ≈;†e÷etƒe÷. (JP 15)
wét kø; wa÷ w;-xø-pásp;skø-;s-t-;xø ˚ø;
who then PRES that-inside-be.mocking-face-TR-you ART

÷;T-s-yé¥; ƒ;∫a ≈;†; ÷; tƒe÷
your-NOM-tightly.bound this be.doing OBL that

‘Who the hell are you to ridicule the face of your friend, you doing that?!’

The combination kø; wa÷ also occurs with exclamatory words (see §20.2), as
in (j).

(j) √íc kø; wa÷ t; ≈øí¬;m-s. (AG)
how.long then PRES ART rope-3POS

‘What a long rope he has!’

16.2.18. ÷á÷a ‘emphatic interrogative’ (ROG!)
This is used with interrogative words to emphasize the question. (These words
do not require any particle and cannot take ÷; ‘interrogative.’)

(a) stém ÷á÷a ti÷í.
what ROG! this 
‘What’s this?!’ (cf. stém ti÷í. ‘What’s this?’)

(b) stém ÷á÷a t; ni;xø kø;nét.
stém ÷á÷a t; ni-;xø kø;né-t
what ROG! ART AUX-you hold-TR

‘What’s that thing you have?’

(c) xøcél ∆xø ÷á÷a.
go.where you ROG!
‘Where are you going?’

Like ÷; ‘interrogative,’ it is also used with y;xø ‘inferential’ to express
curiosity, but with an interrogative word.

(d) stém y;xø ÷a÷a tƒe÷.
what INF ROG! that
‘I wonder what that is.’
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(e) c⁄st;xø y;xø ∆xø ÷a÷a køƒ; sqø;mqø;mé¥-s køƒ;
do.what.with INF you ROG! ART dogs-3POS ART

q⁄l m;stéy;xø. (JP 3)
bad person

‘I wonder what’s best to do (lit. “what you can do”) about the dogs of that 
bad person.’

Following a vowel, ÷á÷a appears as ≥¬; – for example, //ni ÷á÷a// becomes
ní≥¬;, as in (f).

(f) ní≥¬; ctám;t ®e∫ ÷ím;ƒ.
ní ÷a÷a ctám;t ®; ÷;n-÷ím;ƒ
AUX ROG! do.what.with.self ART you-grandchild
‘What happened to your granddaughter?’

The particle ÷á÷a is also used in sentences without interrogative words to
form confirming questions, as in (g), (h), and (i).

(g) ni≥¬; kø⁄n;t;s. (AG)
ni ÷a÷a kø⁄n-;t-;s
AUX ROG! be.taken-TR-3TR

‘Oh, so he did take it, did he?’

(h) √a≥¬;. (DK)
√a ÷a÷a
BE3P ROG!
‘Oh, so that’s why, is it?’

(i) ÷;wé≥¬; ni÷;s néµ køƒ; John.
÷;w; ÷a÷a ni÷-;s néµ køƒ; John
not ROG! AUX-3SUB go ART John
‘Oh, didn’t John go?’

The particle ÷á÷a also appears with exclamatory words (§20.2.5), as in (j)
to (m).

(j) lí¬;q ÷ä÷a. (JP 7)
easy ROG!
‘It’s tough!’ (lit. something like ‘Easy? Ha!’ said by Seagull to Raven in a 

myth)

(k) xø;wém ÷a÷a t; ÷;nlél;µ;l;p. (AG)
xø;wém ÷a÷a t; ÷;n-lél;µ-;l;p
how.big ROG! ART your-house-2PL

‘What a big house you people have!’
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(l) s√é√;¬ c;n ÷a÷a. (AG)
stuck I ROG!
‘What a fast runner I am!’

(m)÷á≥÷ä≥, ni y;xø ÷a÷a. (JP 7)
aah AUX INF ROG!
‘Oh, I guess that’s so.’ (Raven to Seagull)

16.3. SENTENCE-FINAL TAGS
These occur as final elements in sentences. Two have been recorded.

16.3.1. ÷ a ~ ÷ e ‘question tag’
This is added to a statement to seek confirmation.

(a) cákø køƒ; Darrington ÷a. cá≥≥kø œ;. (AG)
far ART Darrington eh? far EMPH

‘So Darrington is a long way, eh? Sure, fa---r!’

16.3.2. yé ‘taunting echo’
This expresses a thought supposedly held by another before his downfall.

(a) sw⁄¥qe÷ c;n yé. (AG)
man I eh?
‘I’m a man!’ or perhaps ‘I’m a man? Ha!’ (said to someone after he has 

been beaten in a contest of strength)

(b) ßxø⁄xøa÷ c;n yé. (AG)
light I eh?
‘So I’m a fast runner, eh?’ (lit. ‘I’m light, eh?’ said to the once-proud loser

of a footrace)

AG suggested that this may be identical to the response yé used by listeners
to a myth recital to encourage the narrator to continue, the common meaning
being ‘so you said.’
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17
Interrogative Words

394

These are words that ask questions eliciting information. In this context, some
correspond to the English interrogatives ‘who,’ ‘what,’ ‘when,’ ‘where,’ and so
on, while others correspond to verbal phrases such as ‘do what,’ ‘say what,’ ‘go
where,’ and so on. Interrogative words can also appear in embedded questions
and in indefinites such as ‘somebody,’ ‘anywhere,’ and so on.

In simple questions, interrogative words function as predicate heads, for
example, wét ‘who’ in (a), in which the subject is a relative clause.

(a) wét kø; kø; ÷i √é≥n;q. (CC)
wét kø; kø; ÷i √é≥n;q
who then ART AUX be.potlatching
‘Who is potlatching?’ (lit. ‘Who then is the one who is potlatching?’)

An embedded question, such as ‘who took it’ in ‘I know who took it,’ is
expressed by a subordinate clause with the interrogative word as its predicate
head, as in (b).

(b) ®;œ;ll;xø c;n ÷uwét;s køƒ; ni kø⁄n;t. (AG)
®⁄œ;l-l;xø c;n w;-wét-;s køƒ; ni÷ kø⁄n-;t
know-TR I that-who-3SUB ART AUX get.taken-TR

‘I know who took it.’

When interrogative words appear in adjuncts, they have an indefinite sense,
as wét ‘who’ in (c).

(c) w;kø⁄n;t;s ˚ø wét ... (CC 17)
w;-kø⁄n-;t-;s ˚ø; wét
if-get.taken-TR-3SUB ART who
‘if he takes anybody ...’

Usually they appear with other elements giving the sense ‘any,’ ‘every,’ and
‘no.’ Examples are given under the individual words below.
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It seems that an interrogative word can also appear as a predicate head and
have an indefinite sense if it bears a third-person subordinate subject suffix,
such as stém ‘what’ in (d).

(d) stém;s køƒ; ni≥n ˚ø⁄cn;xø. (CC)
stém-;s køƒ; ni÷-;n ˚øéc-n;xø
what-3SUB ART AUX-I look-TR

‘I saw something.’

It is not clear why there is a subordinate subject marker in what appears to be
a main clause. Perhaps a sentence like (d) is an ellipsis of something like ‘I
don’t know what it was I saw.’

As indicated in the section on particles (§16.2.2), interrogative words cannot
be followed by the simple interrogative particle ÷;, but they may be followed
by ÷a÷a ‘emphatic interrogative’ (§16.2.18). They are also often followed by the
particle kø; ‘then’ (§16.2.13), often left untranslated.

The interrogative words are listed in Table 17.1 after their roots. They are
described in the following sections in the order shown in the table. (Forms with
lexical suffixes are omitted here but will be included in the later discussion.)

Table 17.1

Interrogative words

Root Word Gloss

wet ‘who’ 1. wét ‘who?’
2. txøwét ‘whose?’

tem ‘what’ 3. stém ‘what?’
4. témc ‘what people?’
5. t;mtém ‘when?’
6. ctét;m ‘be doing what?’

c;- ‘do what’ 7. c⁄st;xø ‘do what with it? ... about it?’
8. ctám;t ‘do what with oneself?’
9. xøcél ‘go where?’

10. xøc⁄lƒ;t ‘go where?’
11. xøc⁄lst;xø ‘put it where?’
12. scékø;¬ ‘how? how much?’
13. sc;kø;¬íµ ‘how? how constructed/intended?’

÷i≥nt ‘say what’ 14. xø÷í≥nt ‘say what?’
15. sxø;÷í≥nt ‘what meaning?’
16. xø;÷í≥nst;xø ‘say what to him?’

÷⁄n;c; ‘where’ 17. ÷⁄n;c; ‘where?’
18. ÷⁄n;c;st;xø ‘put it where?’

n;cím ‘why’ 19. n;cíµ ‘why?’
˚øín ‘how many’ 20. ˚øín ‘how many?’
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17.1. wét (CC, JP, AG), t;wét (CC, DK) ‘WHO?’ wé÷;lt ‘WHO 
(PLURAL)?’ (AG)

The form t;wét, which CC used occasionally and DK regularly, is the usual
Upriver form (Galloway 1977, 345).1 A plural was recorded from AG only.
Examples of usage follow.

(a) wét tƒé÷. (JP)
who that
‘Who is that guy?’

(b) wét kø; tƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷. (CC)
who then that male
‘Who is that man?’

(c) wét ce÷ ˚ø; µi çéw;ƒäm;. (JP)
wét ce÷ ˚ø; µi çéw-;t-Sam;
who FUT ART AUX(come) help-TR-you
‘Who is going to help you?’ (lit. ‘The one who comes to help you will be 

who?’)

(d) wét kø; ˚ø;∫a y;µí. (CC)
wét kø; ˚ø;∫a y;-÷;µí
who then that along-come
‘Who is coming? Who is it then that’s coming?’

In the next three sentences, the subject is plural. CC and DK expressed plu-
rality with demonstratives, AG with a plural ‘who.’

(e) wét kø; ˚ø;∫á≥®t;n y;µí. (CC)
wét kø; ˚ø;∫á≥®t;n y;-÷;µí
who then those along-come
‘Who is coming? Who are those coming then?’

(f) t;wét y;ƒél;¥. (DK)
who they
‘Who are they?’

(g) √a wé÷;lt køƒ; ÷i y;-÷í≥µ;x. (AG)
BE3P who(PL) ART AUX along-be.walking
‘Who are those walking (along)?’

The interrogative wét ‘who’ is used in asking for personal names. (For names
of things, stém ‘what’ is used.)

396

1 That the t;- of t;wét is a prefix rather than the article t; is clearly indicated by such Upriver
forms as w;t;wét;s ‘who is it’ and ˚ø t;wét;s ‘someone’ (Galloway 1977, 349, 373).
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(h) wét køe ÷eƒkøíx. Jimmy. (JP)
wét kø; ÷eT-skøíx
who ART your-name
‘What is your name?’ ‘Jimmy.’

As illustrated earlier, wét as a nominal adjunct has the sense ‘somebody.’
With the limiting w;-2 ... ÷a¬, it forms ˚ø;w wét ÷a¬ ‘anybody.’

(i) ni ∆xø ˚ø⁄cn;xø ˚ø;w wét ÷a¬. (CC)
ni÷ [÷;] ∆xø ˚øéc-n;xø ˚ø; w;-wét ÷a¬
AUX ROG you look-TR ART EST-who just
‘Did you see anybody?’

A phrase composed of m⁄˚ø ‘all’ (with or without w;-2 ... ÷a¬ ) and wét has
the sense ‘everybody’ or (with a negative) ‘anybody.’

(j) néµ ∆xø y⁄ƒ;st ˚ø;w m⁄˚ø wét ... (JP 3)
néµ ∆xø y⁄ƒ-;s-t ˚ø; w;-m⁄˚ø wét
go you tell-RECIP-TR ART EST-all who
‘Go tell everybody ...’

(k) ÷⁄w; s√ís;s ˚ø;w m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ wét køs néµs ... (JP 3)
÷⁄w; s-c√í-s-;s ˚ø; w;-m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ wét kø;
not NOM-want-3POS-3SUB ART EST-all just who ART

s-néµ-s
NOM-go-3POS

‘He didn’t want anybody to go ...’

Following ÷⁄w;te÷ ‘none,’ which usually stands as a predicate, wét has the
sense ‘anybody.’ Or, the sequence can be rendered ‘nobody.’ The wét may
appear as a nominal adjunct, introduced by an article indicating absence and
followed by a relative clause, as in (l) to (n).

(l) ÷⁄w;te÷ ç; kø® wét néµ. (JP 3)
none QUOT ART who go
‘Nobody ever went, they say.’ (lit. ‘Was absent reportedly any who that 

went.’)

(m)÷⁄w;te÷ ˚ø wét ®⁄œ;l-l;xø køƒ; swéy;l ... (JP 2)
none ART who know-TR ART day
‘Nobody knew the day ...’

(n) ÷⁄w;te÷ kø® wét ˚ø⁄cn;xøe≥n. (AG)
÷⁄w;te÷ kø® wét ˚øéc-n;xø-e≥n
none ART who look-TR-I
‘I haven’t seen anybody.’ (lit. ‘There no who whom I see.’)
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Or wét may be preceded by no article, in which case it is presumably a part
of the predicate, as in (o) and (p).

(o) ÷⁄w;te÷ c; wét néµ. (DK)
÷⁄w;te÷ ce÷ wét néµ
none FUT who go
‘Nobody will go.’

(p) t;wét. ÷⁄w;te÷ wét. (DK)
who none who
‘Who is it?’ ‘Nobody.’

It should be added that ÷⁄w;te÷ alone can have the sense ‘nobody,’ more lit-
erally ‘there is none who,’ as in (q).

(q) ÷⁄w;te÷ kø® ˚ø⁄cn;xø. (JP 28)
÷⁄w;te÷ kø® ˚øéc-n;xø
none ART look-TR

‘Nobody sees them.’

See also ÷⁄w;te÷ (§6.3).

17.2. txøwét (AG), t;wét (JP) ‘WHOSE?’
The form txøwét is clearly wét ‘who’ with the prefix txø-2 ‘belonging to’ (see
§12.4.4), which occurs otherwise only with personal names. The t;- of t;wét is
not identifiable. (I recorded t;wét from JP only a few times, and unfortunately
I cannot find any form for ‘whose’ in material from CC. I would be inclined to
suppose that I might have misheard JP’s form except that Hill-Tout (1902, 420)
gives the Kwantlen forms as wet ‘who’ and too-wet ‘whose.’)

(a) txø-wét ti÷í. (AG)
belonging.to-who this
‘Whose is this?’

17.3. stém ‘WHAT?’ stél;m ‘WHAT (PLURAL)?’
This is evidently composed of a root tem ‘what’ and s- ‘nominalizer.’ The plu-
ral has been recorded from AG only. Example of usage are (a) to (f).

(a) stém ÷a÷a. (CC)
what ROG!
‘What is it?’

(b) stém ce÷ køe. (CC)
what FUT then
‘What will it be (then)?’
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(c) stém kø; køƒé÷. (CC)
what then that
‘What’s that?’

(d) stém ÷a÷a t; ni;xø kø;nét. (JP)
stém ÷a÷a t; ni÷-;xø kø;né-t
what ROG! ART AUX-you hold-TR

‘What is that thing you have?’

(e) stém ˚ø; skøíxs ti÷í. (CC)
stém ˚ø; skøíx-s t;÷í
what ART name-3POS this
‘What do you call this? What is the name of this?’

(f) stél;m t; ni y;≈;lxé¬q;m. (AG)
stél;m t; ni÷ y;-≈;l≈é¬q;m
what(PL) ART AUX along-be.briefly.appearing(PL)
‘What are those things we are glimpsing?’ (lit. ‘What [pl.] are those that 

are briefly appearing?’)

The word stém takes the variant xøi- of the prefix generally appearing as xø;-
‘become,’ as in (g).

(g) hé¥ xøi-stém. (CC)
go.ahead become-what
‘What’s next?’ (lit. ‘Go ahead become what?’)

The notion ‘what kind of a ... ?’ is expressed in two ways. One is with a con-
ditional clause (see §4.2.1) introduced by ÷;®- generally ‘when’ or ‘whenever,’
as in (h).

(h) stém ÷;®-sqø;mé¥-;s tƒe÷. (JP)
what whatever-dog-3SUB that
‘What kind of a dog is that?’ (lit. ‘What is that when it is a dog?’)

The other is simply with the article ˚ø;, which indicates that something is
unknown, as in (i).

(i) stém ˚ø l;plá≥ß ti÷í. (DK)
stém ˚ø; l;pláß t;÷í
what ART board this
‘What kind of board is this?’

To serve in an embedded question, stém appears as the predicate of a sub-
ordinate clause, as in (j), (k), and (l).
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(j) ˚ø⁄cstä¬xø ∆xø w;stém;s ˚ø; ÷;ƒxø÷⁄¥;l;p. (JP 1)
˚øéc-st-a¬xø ∆xø w;-stém-;s ˚ø;
look-CAUS-us you that-what-3SUB ART

÷;T-ßxø-÷⁄¥-;l;p
your-OBLNOM-good-your(PL)

‘Show us what you’re good for.’ (lit. ‘Make us see what is the reason for 
your being good.’)

(k) ≈ø⁄m køst⁄ll;xøs w;stém;s køƒ; swé÷s s÷⁄ly; køƒe÷ m;st⁄y;xø.
(JP 28)

≈ø⁄m kø; s-t⁄l-l;xø-s w;-stém-;s køƒ;
fast ART NOM-be.understood-TR-3POS that-what-3SUB ART

swé÷-s s÷⁄ly; køƒe÷ m;st⁄y;xø
own-3POS vision that person

‘They can immediately tell what the vision of that person is.’

(l) y⁄ƒ;sƒ ÷ustém;s ˚ø; ni œá≥yt. (AG)
y⁄ƒ-;s-t-S w;-stém-;s ˚ø; ni÷ œáy-;t
tell-RECIP-TR-me that-what-3SUB ART AUX die-TR

‘Tell me what killed him.’

In (m) (and for a similar one, see §20.3.7 [a]), there is no main verb indi-
cating an embedded question, but one seems to be implied.

(m)÷⁄m;t ®; w;stém;s køe ÷eƒ√í÷. (JP 3)
÷⁄m;t ®; w;-stém-;s kø; ÷;T-s-c√í÷
sit PER that-what-3SUB ART your-NOM-want
‘Sit down [and tell me] what it is that you want.’

Indefinites with stém are analogous to those formed with wét ‘who,’ as in
(n), (o), and (p).

(n) ha µí køƒ; stém ... (JP 9)
ha÷ ÷;µí køƒ; stém
if come ART what
‘If anything comes ...’

(o) ni ∆xø ˚ø⁄cn;xø ˚ø;w stém ÷a¬. (CC)
ni÷ [÷;] ∆xø ˚øéc-n;xø ˚ø; w;-stém ÷a¬
AUX ROG you look-TR ART EST-what just
‘Did you see anything?’

(p) stém ˚ø;s√í÷. stém ÷a¬. (DK)
stém ˚ø; ÷;-s-c√í÷ stém ÷a¬
what ART your-NOM-want what just
‘What do you want [e.g., of food laid out]? Anything.’
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As a modifier, (w;-)stém ÷a¬ has the sense ‘any kind of’ or ‘every kind of,’
as in (q).

(q) køƒ; stém ÷a¬ sm⁄y;ƒ (JP 1)
ART what just deer
‘any kind of [game] animal [lit. deer]’

The phrase (w;-)m⁄˚ø stém is ‘everything’ or, as a modifier, ‘every kind of,’
as in (r) and (s).

(r) q⁄≈ ç; køƒ;w m⁄˚ø stém, sm⁄y;ƒ, spé÷eƒ, i ˚ø;w stém ÷a¬ 
s÷⁄®t;n ... (JP 3)

q⁄≈ ç; køƒ; w;-m⁄˚ø stém, sm⁄y;ƒ,
plentiful QUOT ART EST-all what deer

spé÷eƒ, ÷;¥ ˚ø w;-stém ÷a¬ s÷⁄®t;n
bear and ART EST-what just food

‘They say there was everything – deer, bear, and all kinds of food ...’

(s) t;w m⁄˚ø stém sm⁄y;ƒ (JP 3)
t; w;-m⁄˚ø stém sm⁄y;ƒ
ART EST-all what deer
‘deer or anything, any kind of game’

The phrase ÷⁄w;te÷ stém means ‘nothing,’ as in (t) to (x).

(t) i w;®÷⁄w;te÷ stém (JP 2)
÷;¥ w;®-÷⁄w;te÷ stém
and already-none what
‘but there was already nothing there’

(u) txø-÷⁄w;te÷ ç; stém ... (JP 7)
remaining-none QUOT none
‘There was nothing left, it is said ...’

(v) ÷⁄w;te÷ ˚ø stém ni ˚ø⁄cn;xø;s ÷é≥®t;n. (JP 27)
÷⁄w;te÷ ˚ø stém ni÷ ˚øéc-n;xø-;s ÷é≥®t;n
none ART what AUX see-TR-3SUB 3PL

‘They didn’t see anything.’ (lit. ‘None was the something that they saw.’)

(w)÷⁄w;te÷ ˚ø stém s-mé÷kø®-s ... (JP 25)
none ART what NOM-get.hurt-3POS

‘There wasn’t any injury ...’ (lit. ‘None [was] his any hurt.’)

(x) stém kø; kø;né-t-;xø. ÷⁄w;te÷ stém. (DK)
what ART hold-TR-you(SUB) none what
‘What have you got?’ ‘Nothing.’
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The interrogative stém may be the basis for a word stám;ne ~ stám;ne
‘thing, thingy’ (something you can’t put a name to), as in (y), (z), and (aa).

(y) ÷;wé≥ ∆xø ni;xø ˚ø⁄cn;xø køƒ; n;stám;n;. (DK)
÷;w; ÷; ∆xø ni-;xø ˚ø⁄c-n;xø køƒ; n;-stám;n;.
not ROG you AUX-you see-TR ART my-thingy
‘Have you seen my thingy around?’

(z) mi ®œøa t; ni;xø kø;nét stám;ne. (JP)
mi ®; œ; wa÷ t; ni-;xø kø;né-t
come PER EMPH PRES[?] ART AUX-you hold-TR

stám;ne
thing

‘Bring me that thing you’ve got.’

(aa) †én ®e t; ÷;ƒstám;ne. (JP)
†én ®e t; ÷;T s-stám;ne
disappear PER ART your NOM-thing
‘Hide your thing.’ (lit. ‘Disappear your thing,’ said by mother to little 

boy with his fly undone)

17.4. témc (PL. tél;mc) ‘WHAT PEOPLE’
This is composed of the root tém ‘what’ and a suffix -c not otherwise attested.

(a) témc ∆xø. (CC, JP, AG)
what.people you
‘Where are you from? What reserve are you from? What tribe are you 

from? What nationality are you?’

(b) témc y;xø ÷a÷a tƒé÷. (JP)
what.people INF ROG! that
‘I wonder what nationality he is!’

(c) tél;mc t;∫á≥®t;n. (AG)
what.people(PL) they
‘Where are they from?’

(d) ˚ø;w m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ témc (JP 6)
˚ø w;-m⁄˚ø ÷a¬ témc
ART EST-all just what.people
‘any tribe’

17.5. t;mtém ‘WHEN?’
This comes from t;m- ‘time of’ and tém ‘what.’ To ask a question, it can appear
as a main-clause predicate with the questioned action expressed in a coordinate
clause linked by ÷;¥ ~ i ‘and,’ as in (a) and (b).
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(a) t;mtém ce÷ i néµ ∆xø. (DK)
t;mtém ce÷ ÷;¥ néµ ∆xø
when FUT and go you
‘When are you going?’ (lit. ‘When will it be and you go?’)

(b) t;mtém i ni ∆xø t⁄s. (CC)
t;mtém ÷;¥ ni÷ ∆xø t⁄s
when and AUX you arrive.there
‘When did you get there?’

This construction can be used for questions about both future and past. Alter-
natively, to ask a question about the future, t;mtém can be followed by a sub-
ordinate clause expressing the questioned action, as in (c) and (d).

(c) t;mtém ce÷ kø; w;-néµ-ë≥n. (CC)
when FUT then if/that-go-I
‘When shall I go?’ (lit. ‘When will it be then that I go?’)

(d) t;mtém ce÷ kø; w;ni;xø h⁄ye÷. (CC)
t;mtém ce÷ kø; w;-ni÷-;xø h⁄ye÷
when FUT then if/that-AUX-you leave
‘When are you leaving?’

Or, to ask a question about the past, t;mtém can alternatively be linked by
√a ‘be third person’ to a nominalization expressing the questioned action, as in
(e) and (f).

(e) √a kø t;mtém ÷;-s-÷i ˚ø⁄c-n-ämx. (CC)
BE3P ART when your-NOM-AUX see-TR-me
‘When did you see me?’ (lit. ‘Your having seen me is when?’)

(f) √a kø t;mtém ÷;-s-÷i téc;l. (CC)
BE3P ART when your-NOM-AUX arrive.here
‘When did you get here?’

In a subordinate construction, t;mtém can serve as the ‘when’ of an embed-
ded question, as in (g).

(g) ÷⁄w;té÷ ˚ø ®⁄œ;ll;xø w;t;mtém;s ce÷ i √;w mi téc;l. (JP 2)
÷⁄w;té÷ ˚ø ®⁄œ;l-l;xø w;-t;mtém-;s ce÷ ÷;¥
none ART know-TR if/that-when-3SUB FUT and

√e w;-÷;µi téc;l
again EST-come arrive.here

‘No one knew when she would come again.’

Or it can have an indefinite meaning, as in (h).
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(h) ... i néµ c;n ce÷ ƒ;® w;n⁄∑n;ct w;t;mtém;s ÷a¬. (JP)
÷;¥ néµ c;n ce÷ ƒ;® w;-n⁄∑n;c-t
and go I FUT ADV EST-pay-TR

w;-t;mtém-;s ÷a¬
if-when-3SUB just

‘... but I’ll still go and pay him sometime.’

The combination of a negative and t;mtém means ‘never,’ as in (i).

(i) sœíœ;s ce≥p køsté÷etƒe÷. ÷⁄w; t;mtém;s i q;lét ce≥p y⁄≈ø;ƒ;t. (JP)
sœíœ;s ce≥p kø; sté÷e ÷; tƒe÷ ÷⁄w;
knot you(PL) ART like OBL that not

t;mtém-;s ÷;¥ q;lét ce≥p y⁄≈ø-;ƒ;t
when-3SUB and again you(PL) be.united-self

‘You are knotted together. Never undo yourselves again.’ (said to a couple
at their wedding)

In (j), the t;mtém is nominalized.

(j) ÷⁄w; køs t;mtéms i ÷axø;st;s ... (JP 1)
÷⁄w; kø s-t;mtém-s ÷;¥ ÷exø-;s-t-;s
not ART NOM-when-3POS and give-RECIP-TR-3TR

‘They never gave them ...’

More commonly, however, ‘never’ is ÷⁄w; scékø;l;s (see §17.12 below).

17.6. ctét;m ‘BE DOING WHAT?’
This is probably composed of the verbalizing prefix c- ‘get, do, make’ and tém
‘what’ reduplicated for the progressive aspect. (A perfective *ctém has not
been recorded.)

(a) ctét;m kø;. (CC)
be.doing.what then
‘What is he doing?’

(b) ctét;m ∆xø. (CC)
be.doing.what you
‘What are you doing?’

(c) ÷i c;n kø; ctét;m. (CC)
AUX(here) I then be.doing.what
‘What am I doing?’ (as in a game – ‘guess what?’)

17.7. c⁄st;xø ‘DO WHAT WITH IT? DO WHAT ABOUT IT?’
This is evidently composed of a root c⁄- (reduplicated cékø;- for the progres-
sive aspect; see §1.5.10) ‘do what?’ and the suffix -st;xø2 ‘comitative’ (see
§10.4.1).
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(a) c⁄st;xø ∆xø køe. (CC)
do.what.with.it you then
‘What are you going to do with it?’

(b) ÷i ∆xø køe cékø;st;xø. (CC)
AUX you then be.doing.what.with.it
‘What are you doing with it?’

(c) c⁄st;xø y;xø ∆xø ÷a÷a køƒ; sqø;mqø;mé¥s køƒ; q⁄l m;st⁄y;xø. (JP 3)
c⁄st;xø y;xø ∆xø ÷a÷a køƒ;
do.what.about.them INF you ROG! ART

sqø;mqø;mé¥-s køƒ; q⁄l m;stéy;xø
dogs-3POS ART bad person

‘I wonder what you/we can do about the dogs of that bad person.’

(d) cékøst;xø ∆xø ce÷ ti kø;nét;xø w;néµ;xø t⁄s køe≥ƒy;xø⁄n;m. (JP)
cékøst;xø ∆xø ce÷ ti kø;né-t-;xø w;-néµ-;xø
do.what you FUT this hold-TR-you when-you

t⁄s [÷;] kø; ÷;T-s-y;-xø-h⁄∫;µ
arive.there OBL ART your-NOM-along-move.toward-be.going

‘What are you going to do with that you’re taking along when you get to 
where you’re going?’

17.8. ctám;t ‘DO WHAT WITH ONESELF?’
This word is usually translated ‘do what?’ or ‘have what happen to one?’ but
the progressive, c;køstáµ;t, suggests that the perfective has the underlying
form //c-stám;t//, and so this may be simply the reflexive of c⁄st;xø ‘do what
with/about it?’ – being composed of the root c;- ‘do what’ and a suffix -stám;t
‘with oneself, about oneself’ (cf. -st;nám;t ~ -st⁄n;m;t, §10.5.3), meaning
‘do what with oneself?’

(a) ctám;t ∆xø. (JP)
do.what.with.oneself you
‘What do you want to do?’

(b) c;køstáµ;t ∆xø. (JP)
be.doing.what.with.oneself you

‘What are you doing?’

(c) i ∆xø c;køstáµ;t. (CC)
÷i ∆xø c;køstáµ;t
AUX you be.doing.what.with.oneself
‘What are you up to?’
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(d) ctám;t c;n ce÷ køe. (CC)
do.what.with.oneself I FUT then
‘What shall I do? What am I going to do now?’

(e) ÷i ∆xø ctám;t. (CC)
AUX you do.what.with.oneself
‘What’s the matter with you?’ (lit. ‘What have you done with yourself?’)

(f) ni≥l; ctám;t ®e∫ ÷ím;ƒ. (CC)
ni÷ ÷a÷a(?) ctám;t ®; ÷;n-÷ím;ƒ
AUX(there) ROG! do.what.with.oneself ART your-grandchild
‘What’s the matter with your granddaughter?’

In a subordinate clause, ctám;t can serve as the predicate of an embedded
question.

(g) n;w® ®⁄œ;ll;xø;s i ˚øi ßxøqøél;w;ns w;ni≥s ctám;t køƒ; 
siyé¥;s;®. (JP 10)

ni÷ w;®-®⁄œ;l-l;xø-;s ÷i [÷;] ˚øi
AUX already-know-TR-3TR here OBL DEM

ßxøqøél;w;n-s w;-ni÷-;s ctám;t køƒ;
mind-3POS if-AUX-3SUB do.what.with.oneself ART

siyé¥;-s-;®
friends-3POS-past

‘He knew in his mind what had happened to his [deceased] friends.’

In (h), stám;t has the indefinite sense of ‘do anything.’

(h) s˚øéy køs ctám;ts. (JP 1)
s˚øéy kø s-ctám;t-s
impossible ART NOM-do.what.with.oneself-3POS

‘They couldn’t do anything.’ (lit. ‘Their doing what with themselves was 
impossible.’)

17.9. xøcél ‘GO WHERE?’
This is probably composed of xø- ‘motion toward,’ the root c;- ‘do what,’ and
-;l ‘move toward.’ AG gave the progressive xøcékø;l.

(a) xøcél ∆xø. ÷⁄w;te÷ n;-ßxø-néµ. (AG)
go.where you none my-OBLNOM-go

‘Where are you going?’ ‘Nowhere.’ (lit. ‘None is my destination.’)

(b) xøcél ∆xø ce÷ kø;. (CC)
go.where you FUT then
‘Where will you go (then)?’
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(c) ni y;xøcékø;l. (AG)
ni÷ y;-xøcékø;l
AUX along-be.going.where
‘Which way (on what road) is he going?’ (lit. ‘Where is he going along?’)

17.10. xøc⁄lƒ;t ‘GO WHERE?’
This is composed of xøcél ‘go where’ and -ƒ;t ‘oneself.’ The progressive is
xøcákø;lƒ;t. AG gave a perfective plural, xøc;cílƒ;t, and a progressive plural,
xøc;køcákøƒ;t.

(a) xøc⁄lƒ;t ∆xø. (JP)
go.where you
‘Where are you going?’

(b) y;-xøcákø;lƒ;t ∆xø. (JP)
along-be.going.where you
‘Where are you going?’ (said to someone seen walking and stopping)

Like other interrogative words, xøc⁄lƒ;t can also have an indefinite sense, as
in (c).

(c) m⁄˚ø;® n;snéµ xøc⁄lƒ;t ÷iw ˚ø⁄cn;xø c;n. (JP)
m⁄˚ø-;® n;-s-néµ xøc⁄lƒ;t ÷;¥ w;-˚ø⁄c-n;xø c;n
all-past my-NOM-go go.where and EST-see-TR I
‘Whenever I went somewhere, I saw him.’

17.11. xøcélst;xø ‘PUT WHERE?’
This is composed of xøcél ‘go where’ and -st;xø1 ‘causative.’ The only
instance I have of this word is the following reported exchange between a
husband and wife:

(a) ni ; ∆xø ®⁄œ;ll;xø w;ni≥n xøcélst;xø køƒ; n;qø®éyx;n. ÷i c;n 
ç;µé÷t. (JP)

ni÷ ÷; ∆xø ®⁄œ;l-l;xø w;-ni÷-;n xøcélst;xø
AUX ROG you know-TR if/that-AUX-I put.where

køƒ; n;-qø®éyx;n. ÷i c;n ç;µé÷-t
ART my-shoe AUX I be.holding.in.mouth-TR

‘Do you know where I put my shoes?’ ‘I’m holding them in my mouth.’

17.12. scékø;¬ ‘HOW? HOW MUCH? WHO?’
This is probably the resultative form of xøcél ‘go where,’ with a literal mean-
ing something like ‘where gone.’
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(a) ÷i scékø;¬ køƒ;∫ mén. (AG)
÷i scékø;¬ køƒ; ÷;n-mén
AUX how ART your-father
‘How is your father?’

(b) ni køe scékø;¬. (CC)
ni÷ køe scékø;¬
AUX then how
‘How was it?’

(c) w;-scékø;¬ ÷a¬ t; swéy;l. (JP)
EST-how just ART day
‘How is the weather?’

(d) y;-scékø;¬ ∆xø. (CC)
along-how you
‘How (by what means) are you going?’

(e) y;-scékø;¬ c;n ce÷ ˚ø; n;-s-néµ. (CC)
along-how I FUT ART my-NOM-go
‘How (by what means) shall I go?’

(f) scékø;¬ køs cákøs tƒe÷. (JP)
scékø;¬ kø s-cákø-s tƒe÷
how ART NOM-far-3POS that
‘How far is that?’ (lit. ‘How much is that’s being far?’)

(g) scékø;¬ kø; ˚ø; ni÷-;xø ®éœ-;t. (CC)
how.much then ART AUX-you lay.down-TR

‘How much did you put down [as down payment]?’ (lit. ‘How much then 
is what you laid down?’)

In certain, perhaps very limited contexts, scékø;¬ can mean ‘who’ or ‘what.’

(h) √a kø; scékø;¬. (CC)
BE3P then who
‘Who is he?’

(i) √a kø; scékø;¬ tƒe÷. (AG)
BE3P then who that
‘Who is that?’ (“Seems to be the same as wét tƒe÷,” according to AG)

The interrogative meaning is absent in (j).

(j) m⁄˚ø scékø;¬ (JP)
all how.much
‘everything’
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The negative ÷⁄w; scékø;¬;s is the usual form for ‘never’ (but see §17.5,
t;mtém above). A literal interpretation might be ‘it has not gone anywhere’ or
‘it has not reached any amount.’ The form usually appears as the first of a pair
of coordinate clauses. For examples, see §18.4.7.

In a subordinate clause, scékø;¬ can serve as the predicate of an embedded
question.

(k) ha÷ ÷;ƒ√í÷ køe ÷eƒ˚ø⁄cn;xø w;scékø;¬;s køs ƒís ... (JP 3)
ha÷ ÷;T-s-c-√í÷ kø; ÷;T-s-˚ø⁄c-n;xø
if your-NOM-make-value ART your-NOM-see-TR

w;-scékø;¬-;s kø s-ƒí-s
that-how-3SUB ART NOM-big-3POS

‘If you want to see how big it is ...’

The word scékø;¬ also appears, with the stressed vowel appearing as schwa,
as a stem with two lexical suffixes, -él;q;p ‘smell, taste’ and -ám;x ‘appear.’

(l) sc;kø;¬él;q;p. (JP)
‘How does it smell?’

(m) sc;kø;lám;x. ni ; ckøím ;y ni ; ¸e¸;xø;m. (JP)
sc;kø;¬ám;x ni÷ ÷; ckøím ÷;y ni÷ ÷;
how.appear AUX ROG red or AUX ROG

¸e¸;xø;m
blue

‘What colour is it? (lit. “How does it look?”) Is it red or is it blue?’

17.13. sc;kø;¬íµ ‘HOW? HOW CONSTRUCTED? HOW INTENDED?’
This is probably composed of scékø;¬ ‘how’ and -;m ‘intransitive,’ with the
stress shift to the last syllable because of its being a resultative form. (Cf. c;¬íµ
‘even,’ §18.4.39?) (CC and AG gave the word as sc;kø;¬íµ, JP as c;kø;¬íµ.)

(a) ni køe sc;kø;¬íµ. (CC)
ni÷ køe sc;kø;¬íµ
AUX then how
‘How was it?’

(b) c;kø;¬íµ ce÷ ˚øe ƒyá≥¥;s ≈øte ;køƒe ƒyé¥; ni neµ xø;sqíq;œ. (JP)
c;kø;¬íµ ce÷ ˚ø; ÷;T-s-yá≥¥;s ≈øte÷ ÷;
how.intended FUT ART your-NOM-be.working toward OBL

køƒ; ÷;T-syé¥; ni÷ neµ xø;-sqíq;œ
ART your-friend AUX go become-bound

‘What are you going to do about your friend who was taken to jail?’
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(c) sc;kø;¬íµ ˚øƒ; s-qø⁄¬qø;¬. (AG)
how.intended ART NOM-tell
‘How do you make out that message?’ (lit. ‘How intended is the telling?’)

17.14. xø;÷í≥nt ‘SAY WHAT?’
The progressive is xø;÷í÷;nt, the plural perfective xø;∫í≥nt (AG), and the plu-
ral progressive xø;∫í÷;nt (AG). These forms suggest that the word is composed
of a prefix xø;- and a root with the underlying form //÷ín;t//.

(a) ni xø;÷í≥nt. (AG)
ni÷ xø;÷í≥nt
AUX say.what
‘What did he say?’

(b) ÷i xø;÷í÷;nt. (AG)
AUX be.saying.what
‘What is he saying?’

(c) xø;÷í÷;nt kø; t; n;w√a. (CC)
be.saying.what then ART that.one
‘What is he [a person not known] talking about?’

(d) xø;÷í÷;nt køe ˚ø; ÷;swe÷ ÷;ßxøqøél;w;n. (CC)
xø;÷í÷;nt køe ˚ø; ÷;n-swe÷ ÷;n-ßxøqøél;w;n
be.saying.what then ART your-own your-mind
‘What do you think about it?’ (lit. ‘What is saying then your own mind?’)

(e) xø;÷í÷;nt ÷a≥ ƒ; ßxø-qøél-s t;
be.saying.what ROG! ART OBLNOM-speak-3POS ART

sy⁄w;n-s. (JP 1)
song-3POS

‘What are the words to his song?’ (lit. ‘What do the words of his song say?’)

17.15. sxø;÷í≥nt ‘WHAT MEANING?’
This is composed of s- ‘resultative’(?) (recorded as s-, not ß-) and xø;÷í≥nt ‘say
what.’

(a) sxø;÷í≥nt kø; t; kø®. (AG)
what.meaning then ART kø®
‘What does [the particle] kø® mean?’

(b) sxø;÷í≥nt-s kø; t; kø®. (AG)
what.meaning-3POS then ART kø®
‘What does he mean by kø® ?’
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(c) sxø;÷í≥nts ÷a÷a t; xø;nít;m t; watch. (JP)
mean.what ROG! ART White.person ART watch
‘What do the White people mean by the word watch?’

17.16. xø;÷í≥ntst;xø ‘SAY WHAT TO HIM?’ (AG), ‘SAY WHAT TO HIM 
ABOUT SOMETHING?’ (JP)
This is composed of xø;÷í≥nt ‘say what’ and -st;xø2 ‘comitative.’

(a) xø;÷í≥ntst;xø ∆xø ce÷. (AG)
say.what.to.him you FUT

‘What will you say to him?’

(b) ÷i ∆xø xø;÷í÷;ntstaµx. (AG)
÷i ∆xø xø;÷í÷;nt-st-aµx
AUX you be.saying-COM-me
‘What are you saying to me?’

(c) ÷⁄w;te÷ ˚ø xø;÷í≥ntstal; ÷;ƒy;∑én;l;p. (JP 8)
÷⁄w;te÷ ˚ø xø;÷í≥nt-stal; ÷;T-sy;∑é∫-;l;p
none ART say.what-to.you(PL) your-before-2PL

‘Nobody can say anything to you about your tradition.’ (lit. ‘your past’)

17.17. ÷⁄n;c; (CC, JP), ÷⁄nc; (AG, DK) ‘WHERE?’
This does not seem related to other interrogatives. The form ÷⁄nc; is probably
Cowichan.

(a) n; ÷⁄n;c; ®; n;wá∆. (CC)
ni÷ ÷⁄n;c; ®; n;-wá∆
AUX where ART my-watch
‘Where is my watch?’

(b) ni ÷⁄n;c; køƒ; ÷;ƒxé¥;®. (JP 1)
ni÷ ÷⁄n;c; køƒ; ÷;T-s-xé¥;®
AUX where ART your-NOM-senior.sibling/cousin
‘Where is your senior cousin?’

(c) ni ∆xø ÷⁄n;c;. ÷i c;n ÷í ÷; t;∫á. (CC)
AUX you where AUX I be.here OBL this
‘Where are you?’ ‘I am here.’

In a subordinate clause, ÷⁄n;c; serves as the predicate of an embedded ques-
tion, as in (d).
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(d) ni c;n √;w mélqt w;ni÷;s ÷⁄n;c; ƒ; tínt;n. (CC 21)
ni÷ c;n √e w;-mélq-t w;-ni÷-;s ÷⁄n;c;
AUX I too EST-forget-TR that-be.there-3SUB where

ƒ; tínt;n
ART bell

‘I too had forgotten where the bell was.’

The word m⁄˚ø ‘all’ serves to form m⁄˚ø ÷⁄n;c; ‘everywhere,’ as in (e).

(e) m⁄˚ø ÷⁄n;c; w;-qá÷ a¬. (JP 1)
all where EST-water just
‘Everywhere there was only water.’

The particle ÷a¬ ‘just’ forms ‘anywhere,’ as in (f).

(f) ÷⁄nc; kø;n s®éœ;t. ÷;nc; ÷a¬. (DK)
÷⁄nc; kø; n;-s-®éœ-;t ÷;nc; ÷a¬
where ART my-NOM-lie-TR where just
‘Where shall I lay it down?’ ‘Anywhere.’

The prefix t;l- ‘from’ forms t;¬⁄n;c; ‘come from where?’ as in (g).

(g) t;¬⁄n;c; ∆xø. t;lí÷ c;n [÷;] √ Vancouver. (CC)
from.where you be.from I OBL ART Vancouver
‘Where are you from? I’m from Vancouver.’

The prefix xø;- ‘become’ forms xø;÷⁄n;c; ‘get to where?’ as in (h).

(h) ÷⁄w; ni≥s ste÷é ˚ø;w xø;÷⁄n;c;. (JP 19)
÷⁄w; ni÷-;s st;÷é [÷;] ˚ø; w;-xø;÷⁄n;c;
not AUX-3SUB like OBL ART EST-get.to.where
‘He didn’t seem to get anywhere.’ (lit. ‘It was not like his getting anywhere.’)

An article and ÷⁄n;c; form the interrogative ‘which?’ which is structurally
and semantically the interrogative counterpart of the locative demonstratives
(see §15.2.2.1).

(i) √a ˚ø;-÷⁄n;c;. (JP)
BE3P ART-where
‘Which one is it?’

(j) √a kø; t;-÷⁄n;c; púk n;-swé÷. (CC)
BE3P then ART-where book my-own
‘Which book is mine?’

In (i), ˚ø;÷⁄n;c; is used pronominally, and in (j), t;÷⁄n;c; is used adjec-
tivally. In (i), ˚ø; indicates that the choices are not in view of the speaker,
while in (j), the t; indicates that the choice is among books that are present
and visible.
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17.18. ÷⁄n;c;st;xø ‘PUT IT WHERE?’
This is composed of ÷⁄n;c; ‘where?’ and -st;xø1 ‘causative.’

(a) ÷⁄nc;-st;xø ∆xø ce÷. (AG)
where-CAUS you FUT

‘Where will you put it?’

In (b), ÷;n;c;st;xø appears in the passive voice in a dependent clause:

(b) s⁄wœt ct ce÷ w;ni≥s ÷⁄n;c;st;m køs ni÷s skøékø;lt. (JP 12)
s⁄wœ-t ct ce÷ w;-ni÷-;s ÷⁄n;c;st;m kø
seek-TR we FUT if/that-AUX-3SUB be.put.where ART

s-ni÷-s skøékø;lt
NOM-AUX-3POS hidden

‘We’ll look for where they were put when they were hidden.’

17.19. n;cíµ ‘WHY?’
For a question ‘why do ..., why did ...,’ and so on, the interrogative word is fol-
lowed by a verb with the oblique nominalizer ßxø- (CC sometimes used x- in
this context) and a possessive.

(a) n;cíµ køe ÷;ßxønéµ. (CC)
n;cíµ køe ÷;-ßx-néµ
why then your-OBLNOM-go
‘Why are you going?’

(b) n;cíµ køe ÷;xni÷;l;p néµ. (CC)
n;cíµ køe ÷;-x-ni-÷;l;p néµ
why then your-OBLNOM-AUX-2PLPOS go
‘Why did you folks go?’

(c) n;cíµ køe x;s néµ. (CC)
n;cíµ kø; ßxø-ni÷-s néµ
why then OBLNOM-AUX-3POS go
‘Why did he go?’

In (c), x;s is probably a reduction of ßxøni÷s. However, n;cíµ may also be
followed by a coordinate clause, giving the sense ‘why should ...,’ as in (d).

(d) n;cíµ køe i néµ c;n. (CC)
n;cíµ køe ÷;¥ néµ c;n
why then and go I
‘Why should I go?’
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17.20. ˚øín ‘HOW MANY?’
In its usual sense, ˚øín stands as a predicate with whatever is asked about
standing as its subject.

(a) ˚øín ˚ø té®s ƒ; ÷;sw⁄lt;n. (JP)
˚øín ˚ø té®-s ƒ; ÷;T-sw⁄lt;n
how.many ART fathom-3POS ART your-net
‘How many fathoms is your net?’

The word ˚øín may also stand as the first of a pair of coordinate clauses and
mean ‘what time?’ – that is, ‘how many (hours)?’ (Cf. t;mtém ‘when’ above.)
Presumably this is a modern usage.

(b) ˚øín ce÷ i néµ ∆xø. (DK)
˚øín ce÷ ÷;¥ néµ ∆xø
how.many FUT and go you
‘What time are you going?’

In some other contexts, for example, as a noun modifier, ˚øín can mean ‘a
few, several, a number of,’ as in (c) and (d).

(c) køƒ; t;w-˚øín swá∑l;s (JP 14)
ART somewhat-how.many young.men
‘a few young men’

(d) i≥≥ ˚øín swéy;l i √; n;w® néµ tƒe÷. (JP 1)
÷i ˚øín swéy;l ÷;¥ √e ni÷ w;®-néµ tƒe÷
AUX how.many day and again AUX already-go he
‘After several days, he went again.’

The word ˚øín also takes a number of lexical suffixes, many of which also
appear with numerals. (For examples, see §19.2.) For canoes, instead of a lex-
ical suffix, there is the prefix y;- ‘along’ and the root is reduplicated: y;˚øí˚ø;∫
‘how many canoes/conveyances?’

Most, if not all, of these interrogatives can also appear in a context where
they mean ‘several,’ as in (e) to (i).

(e) t;w-y;˚øí˚ø;n (JP)
somewhat-how.many.canoes
‘several canoes’

(f) y;˚øí˚ø;n;s çtwa÷ sn;xø;®. (JP)
y;-˚øí˚ø;n-;s çtwa÷ sn;xø;®
along-how.many-3SUB SPEC canoe
‘There were I don’t know how many canoes.’
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(g) t;w-˚ø;né® (JP)
somewhat-how.many.times
‘several times’

(h) t;w-˚øí≥l;
somewhat-how.many.people
‘several people’

The last can be pluralized, as in (i).

(i) t;w-˚ø;l˚øí≥l; (JP 16)
somewhat-how.many.people(PL)
‘several groups of people’
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18
Adverbs and Adverbial and Modal 
Words and Phrases

416

Under this heading are included a number of words and phrases that can qual-
ify a predicate in ways that may be termed adverbial or modal. Some of these
words and phrases appear in but one kind of grammatical relationship to a pred-
icate, while others can appear in several kinds. Some have no function to per-
form other than adverbial or modal, while others may also function as
adjectives or verbs. Nevertheless, there seems to be a core of words (dis-
regarding now the phrases) here that cannot be placed anywhere else. Most of
these undergo no internal modification, that is, they are not inflected for aspect,
number, and so on, and they might be seen to form a class on that basis. On the
other hand, a few that seem to belong here on the basis of function are them-
selves inflected forms.

Adverbial and modal functions have already been identified in different con-
texts. Here, §18.1 reviews these functions, §18.2 considers adverbs as a cate-
gory, §18.3 reviews the grammatical relations of what are called here adverbial
and modal predicates, and §18.4 catalogues the words and phrases that have
been recorded serving as adverbs and as adverbial and modal predicates and
gives examples of usage.

18.1. ADVERBIAL AND MODAL FUNCTIONS
Adverbial functions are performed by modifiers standing in various relation-
ships to the predicates or clauses they modify. Adverbs (see §3.2.2) stand with-
in the predicate in ways reviewed in §18.2. Verbal adjuncts (analogous to
English prepositional phrases – see §3.5) and adverbial adjuncts (§3.6) stand
outside the predicate but within the clause. Subordinate clauses used as condi-
tional clauses (§4.2.1) and nominalized clauses used adverbially (§4.3.2) stand
outside the clause. In all of these, what is modified is a main clause predicate
or predicate head, and the adverbial modifier is grammatically dependent on or
subordinate to it.
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There is still another way, however, in which an adverbial modifier can relate
to the predicate it modifies. It can stand as a predicate and main clause itself
while the modified predicate (or clause) relates to it as a subordinate clause or
a coordinate clause. Adverbial modifiers of this sort may be said to function as
“adverbial predicates,” and the words and phrases that can function so are
called here “adverbial words and phrases.” Examples of adverbial predicates
appear in several places in §4 and §5. The kinds of grammatical relations they
have with predicates are reviewed in §18.3.

Functions termed “modal” (admittedly a vague concept) are performed by
some of the predicate particles (§16.2) and by the modal suffixes (§11.2). There
are also a few words that can stand in the same grammatical relationships to
predicates (or clauses) as do the adverbial words and that might be termed
“modal words” serving as “modal predicates.”

Actually, there is not a very clear distinction between the “adverbial” and the
“modal” in this context, it being a matter of semantics rather than grammar. In
English, grammar seems to make a clear distinction: “I cannot hear him” has a
modal auxiliary, while “I barely hear him” has an adverb. In Halkomelem, how-
ever, “cannot” and “barely” are both expressed by adverbial/modal predicates
with embedded qualified clauses.

Some of these adverbial and/or modal words can also function as subordi-
nating conjunctions. Examples are given in §18.4.

18.2. ADVERBS
Adverbs are identified in §3.2.2 as words that can stand within a predicate as
modifiers. They can appear in various positions. 

In verbal predicates, they commonly appear initially, as with yáƒ ‘always’
and qé÷is ‘recently’ in (a) and (b).

(a) w;-yáƒ-;® c;n w;-œáœ;¥. (DK)
EST-always-past I EST-sick
‘I was always sick.’

(b) qé÷is c;n ni ˚ø⁄c-n;xø. (JP)
recently I AUX look-TR

‘I saw him just now.’

Some can also appear between the auxiliary and the predicate head, as with
m⁄˚ø ‘all’ in (c).

(c) ni c;n w;-m⁄˚ø p⁄n-;t. (CC)
AUX I EST-all get.buried-TR

‘I buried them all.’

Or following the head, as with √e ‘also’ in (d).
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(d) sis w;œáyn;xø;s √e ÷é≥®t;n. (JP 12)
s-ni÷-s w;-œáy-n;xø-;s √e ÷é≥®t;n
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-die-TR-3TR also 3PL

‘Then they killed him too.’

In adjectival predicates (§3.7.1) and in nominal predicates with adjectival
modifiers (§3.7.3), an intensifying adverb can precede the adjective, as with
∫án ‘very’ and sçéç;∫ ‘really’ in (e) and (f).

(e) w;∫án;w ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ƒ;∫a sp;héls. (JP 24)
w;-∫án w;-˚øáµ˚ø;µ ƒ;∫a sp;héls
EST-very EST-strong this wind
‘This wind is very strong.’

(f) sçéç;n y;xø ce÷ w;-q⁄≈ sπéœ;m.
really INF FUT EST-many flower
‘There will really be lots of flowers.’

In nominal predicates, √e ‘also’ can appear either before or after the head, as
in (g) and (h).

(g) √;w;® táw;n. (AC)
√; w;®-táw;n
also already-town
‘It’s still town [way out there too].’

(h) w;≈pé¥ √e t; ni ßxøqπéq;ts. (JP 27)
w;-≈pé¥ √e t; ßxø-q;π-éq;n-t-s
EST-cedar also ART OBLNOM-stick-throat-TR-3POS

‘What he covered it with was also cedar.’

The words most often recorded functioning as adverbs specify frequency, rel-
ative time, intensity, specificity, and similar qualities. There are fewer than
twenty of these. They include: yáƒ ‘always,’ ®⁄œ ‘usually,’ át ‘earlier, long
ago,’ qé÷is ‘recently,’ √é ‘again, also,’ q;¬ét ‘again, also,’ há÷ ‘if, when,’ xø;∫á÷
‘first,’ y;∑én ‘before,’ ®i÷á÷aqøt ‘next,’ ∫án ‘very, too,’ sçéç;∫ ‘really,’ ƒ;÷ít
‘truly,’ tá≈ø ‘precisely,’ háy ‘specifically,’ w;náy ‘only,’ m⁄˚ø ‘all.’

Words that function as adverbs, however, do not constitute a clearly definable
class. It seems that there are very few words that serve as adverbs only, having
no other functions. Only há÷ ‘if, when,’ ®⁄œ ‘usually,’ ∫án ‘very, too,’ and
sçéç;∫ ‘really’ have been recorded as adverbs but nowhere else. Most words
that commonly serve as adverbs may also appear elsewhere, as noun modifiers
in nominal adjuncts (§3.8.3.3), such as √é ‘also’ and m⁄˚ø ‘all’; as heads of
adverbial adjuncts (§3.6), such as qé÷is ‘recently’; or as predicate heads, such
as yáƒ ‘always’ and tá≈ø ‘precisely, adjust.’ (Examples of usage of all of these
are found in §18.4.)
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Moreover, at least some words that function primarily as adjectives (see §9)
can also occasionally serve as adverbs, such as ƒí ‘big,’ cákø ‘far,’ and ≈⁄®
‘painful, hurt’ in (i), (j), and (k).

(i) sçéç;∫ c;n niw ƒí qøí≈ø ... (JP 24)
sçéç;∫ c;n ni÷ w;-ƒí qøí≈ø
really I AUX EST-big miss
‘I really made a big mistake ...’ (lit. ‘I really greatly missed ...’)

(j) ni c;n cá≥≥kø xø;-÷⁄¥. (CC 21)
AUX I far become-good
‘I am far better.’

(k) ≈⁄® œáœ;¥.
hurt/sore sick
‘He was very sick.’

These adjectives used as adverbs are not catalogued in §18.4.
There is still another construction in which the predicate contains a modifier

that may be identified as an adverb. In this construction (see §4.3.1), the pred-
icate head is a nominalized clause that is preceded by the modifier, as with yé®
‘just now’ in (l).

(l) yé® µ; s-néµ-s. (CC)
just.now CERT NOM-go-3POS

‘He’s just going.’

Only four words have been recorded functioning as modifiers in this con-
struction: m⁄˚ø ‘all’ (with the sense ‘whenever’), w;náy ‘only,’ c;lél ÷a¬ ‘barely,’
and yé® ‘just now, after which.’ Of these, m⁄˚ø and w;náy appear as adverbs
in the usual fashion, while c;lél (÷a¬) and yé® have not been so recorded.

18.3. ADVERBIAL AND MODAL PREDICATES
These are words and phrases that stand as main-clause predicates followed by
clauses that they in some way qualify. There are three kinds of grammatical
relationships that can exist between an adverbial or modal predicate and the
qualified clause:

(1) The qualified clause appears as a nominalized clause standing as a nom-
inal adjunct (identified in §4.3.2), as in (a) and (b).

(a) s˚øéy ˚ø;n snéµ. (JP)
s˚øéy ˚ø; n;-s-néµ
impossible ART my-NOM-go
‘I can’t go.’
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(b) híƒ ˚ø;ns÷íµ;x. (CC)
híƒ ˚ø; n;-s-÷íµ;x
last.long ART my-NOM-be.walking
‘I was walking a long time.’

In (a), the nominal adjunct is probably a subject, the sentence being more lit-
erally ‘My going is impossible.’ In (b), the nominal adjunct may be a subject
(‘My walking took a long time’), or it may be a nominalized clause used adver-
bially (‘It took a long time when I was walking’).

(2) The qualified clause stands as a subordinate clause (see §4.2), as in (c)
and (d).

(c) s˚øéy µ; w;÷⁄wë≥n (~ w;wé≥n) néµë≥n. (CC)
s˚øéy µ; w;-÷⁄w;-e≥n néµ-e≥n
impossible CERT that-not-I go-I
‘I must go.’

(d) w;®q≈é® ÷;®néµë≥n ˚øi sçám;s. (CC)
w;®-q≈é® ÷;®-néµ-e≥n [÷;] ˚øi sçám;s
already-many.times that-go-I OBL that Songhees
‘I have often gone to Victoria.’

In both of these the subordinate clauses are probably better identified as com-
plements rather than conditional clauses (lit. ‘It is impossible that I not go’
rather than ‘It will be impossible if I do not go,’ etc.).

(3) The qualified clause stands as the second of a pair of coordinate clauses
(see §5.2), as in (e) and (f).

(e) ç;xølé÷ ç; i néµ h⁄ye÷ t; cwé÷ t; lél;µ. (JP 12)
ç;xølé÷ ç; ÷;¥ néµ h⁄ye÷ t; cwé÷ [÷;]
sometimes QUOT and go leave ART own OBL

t; lél;µ
ART house

‘Sometimes the owner of the house went away.’

(f) ≈ø⁄m ÷; ∆xø ÷;¥ xø÷;wélc;s. (JP)
fast ROG you and make.string.figures
‘Can you make string figures?’

In both of these sentences, the ÷;¥ ~ i, which is ‘and’ in most contexts and
occasionally ‘but,’ might be better translated ‘when.’ The sentences might be
better translated ‘There were said to be occasions when the owner of the house
left,’ and ‘Are you fast when you make string figures?’

The words that have been recorded as adverbial predicates include a few that
have also been recorded as adverbs (yáƒ ‘always,’ y;∑én ‘first,’ háy ‘specifi-
cally,’ w;náy ‘only’). But most that have been recorded in one function have
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not been recorded in the other. A few of these adverbial words have been
recorded as simple predicates (híƒ ‘last long,’ néç ‘be different’). Some of the
adverbial and modal words have been recorded with more than one kind of
qualified clause, while others have been recorded with one kind only.

As with adverbs, the function of adverbial predicates can be assumed by
words that usually serve as adjectives, such as ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ‘strong’ and ÷áy;m
‘slow’ in (g) and (h).

(g) ˚øáµ˚ø;µ køs køáy;≈;ms. (JP 28)
˚øáµ˚ø;µ kø; s-køáy;≈;m-s
strong ART NOM-be.shaking-3POS

‘They shook strongly.’

(h) w;÷áy;m ÷a¬ køsni÷s néµ y;líl;qstxø;s. (JP 23)
w;-÷áy;m ÷a¬ kø; s-ni÷-s néµ
EST-slow just ART NOM-AUX-3POS AUX(go)

y;-líl;q-st;xø-;s
along-easy-CAUS-3TR

‘Slowly he eased it [the harpoon line] out.’

Here (g) may be more literally rendered either ‘Their shaking was strong’ or
‘They were strong when they shook,’ and (h) seems best as ‘He was slow when
he went easing it out.’

Some of the words considered here (háy ‘specifically,’ w;náy ‘only,’ txøáy
‘only remaining’) enter into a kind of construction in which they qualify the
subject rather than the predicate and so cannot be considered adverbs. In these
cleft sentences (§4.1.5.2), the subject is either a noun followed by a relative
clause or simply a relative clause, as in (i) and (j).

(i) w;náy ÷a¬ t; ˚øáxøa÷ ni kø;n-é-t-;s. (JP 3)
be.only just ART box AUX get.taken-DUR-TR-3SUB

‘It was only a box that he held.’

(j) w;náy ÷a¬ mi-;xø t⁄l-l;xø. (JP 28)
be.only just AUX(come)-you be.understood-TR

‘That’s all you came to know.’

In (j), the w;náy might be taken for an adverb, but the fact that what follows is
a relative clause suggests that (j) is a cleft sentence, even though the relative
clause is not preceded by an article. This suggests the possibility that sentences
in which these predicates take first- and second-person subject particles are also
cleft sentences. Compare (k) and (l):
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(k) txøáy qøáqø;lstamx. (DK)
txøáy qøáqø;l-st;xø-amx
only.remaining be.speaking-COM-me
‘He’s the only one who still speaks to me.’

(l) txøáy ct qøáqø;l-st;xø kø; ®-___. (DK)
only.remaining we be.speaking-COM ART portion___
‘We are the only ones who still speak to the ___s.’ (surname deleted)

In (k), the status of qøáqø;lstamx as a relative clause is indisputable (there
being no -;s ‘third-person transitive subject’ required by a main-clause verb),
and so the status of the whole as a cleft sentence is indisputable. In (l), with
other than a third person subject, qøáqø;lst;xø has a form appropriate for either
a main-clause or relative-clause predicate head. The presence of ct ‘we’ seems
to identify txøáy as an adverb and qøáqø;lst;xø as predicate head. However,
DK’s translation shows that she saw the second sentence as constructed like the
first.

18.4. CATALOGUE
This section lists forty-seven words and phrases that have been recorded serv-
ing as adverbs, adverbial predicates, or modal predicates, and gives examples
of the functions in which they have been recorded. The list is certainly not
exhaustive. These words and phrases are ordered by semantic categories. Num-
bers 1-8 express frequency, 9-23 express duration and relative time, 24-35 are
intensifiers and quantifiers, 36-40 are restricters and quantifiers, and 41-47 are
more purely modal terms. They are described in the order shown in Table 18.1.

Table 18

Adverbs and adverbial and modal words and phrases

Category Terms

Terms expressing frequency 1 yáƒ ‘always’
2 ®⁄œ ‘usually’
3 ç;xølé÷ ‘sometimes’
4 néç ‘other times’
5 n;çéxø ‘once,’ etc.
6 q≈é® ‘often’
7 ÷⁄w; scékø;¬;s ‘never’
8 m⁄˚ø swéy;l ‘every day,’ etc.
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Table 18

Category Terms

Terms expressing duration 9 híƒ ‘for a long time
and relative time 10 n⁄ça÷ swéy;l ‘for one day,’ etc.

11 †át ‘earlier’
12 qé÷is ‘recently’
13 yé® ‘just now’
14 wéy;l ‘tomorrow,’ etc.
15 √é ‘again, also’
16 q;¬ét ‘again, also’
17 há÷ ‘if, when’
18 m⁄˚ø ‘whenever’
19 xø;∫á÷ ‘first’
20 y;∑é∫ ‘before’
21 ®i÷á÷aqøt ‘after’
22 tá≈ø ‘later’
23 xø;n≈; e÷e(tƒe÷) ‘meanwhile’

Intensifiers and quantifiers 24 ∫án ‘very, too’
25 sçéç;∫ ‘really’
26 ƒ;÷ít ‘truly’
27 tá≈ø ‘precisely’
28 c;lél ‘nearly’
29 c;lél ÷a¬ ‘barely’
30 xøél;q ‘nearly’
31 (w;)qéq;l ÷a¬ ‘barely’
32 sní÷;n® ‘enough’
33 √;xølá÷as ‘no matter’
34 ÷iwá∑; ‘maybe’
35 wá¬; ‘probably’

Restricters and quantifiers 36 háy ‘specifically’
37 w;náy ‘only’
38 txøáy ‘only remaining’
39 c;¬íµ ‘even’
40 m⁄˚ø ‘all’

Modal words 41 ≈ø⁄m ‘fast, can’
42 s√á√;m ‘enough, can’
43 s˚øéy ‘impossible’
44 sc;wét ‘capable’
45 sqí÷q;¬ ‘unable’
46 ÷⁄¥ ‘better’
47 s√í÷ ‘want  
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18.4.1. yáƒ ‘always, frequently’
This has been recorded as an adverb only. It may precede the predicate head, as
in (a).

(a) w;-yáƒ-;® c;n w;-œáœ;¥. (DK)
EST-always-past I EST-sick
‘I was always sick.’

Or it may follow the head (but with a different meaning), as in (b).

(b) w;-œáœ;¥-;® c;n w;-yáƒ. (DK)
EST-sick-past I EST-frequently
‘I was frequently sick.’

Or it may be followed by a nominalized clause, as in (c).

(c) yáƒ ˚ø; n;sni∑ y;®;÷é. (JP)
yáƒ ˚ø; n;-s-ni÷ w;-y;-®;÷é
always ART my-NOM-AUX EST-along-following
‘I always go the same way.’

In the question (d) and the answer (e), the order changes.

(d) w;yáƒ ÷; ∆xø ni∑ y;h⁄∫;µ. (JP)
w;-yáƒ ÷; ∆xø ni÷ w;-y;-h⁄∫;µ
EST-always ROG you AUX EST-along-be.going
‘Do you always go that way (or there)?’

(e) ni c;n w;yáƒ w;yh⁄∫;µ. (JP)
ni÷ c;n w;-yáƒ w;-y;-h⁄∫;µ
AUX I EST-always EST-along-be.going
‘Yes, I always do.’

18.4.2. ®⁄œ ‘usually, generally, habitually’
This has been recorded as an adverb only. It appears initially, as in (a) and (b).

(a) ®⁄œ ÷; œíœ;˚ø;¬s t;∫ sqø;mé¥. (DK)
®⁄œ ÷; œíœ;˚ø-;¬s t; ÷;n-sqø;mé¥
usually ROG be.biting-ACT ART your dog
‘Does your dog bite?’

(b) ®⁄œ ni n⁄ç;q;n lísek t; ˚øí÷xø. (CC 5)
usually AUX one.container sack ART pitch
‘It usually takes one sack of pitch.’ (lit. ‘The pitch is usually one sack.’)

(For other examples, see §3.2.2. There is a related noun, ®éœ ‘fashion, cus-
tom,’ as in t; ®éœs t; m;st⁄y;xø ‘the people’s ways.’)
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18.4.3. ç;xølé÷ ‘sometimes, there are times when’
This is probably more than a simple root, but its composition is unclear. It has
been recorded in one construction only, as the first in a pair of coordinate claus-
es, as in (a) and (b).

(a) ç;xølé÷ i néµ c;n t; néç ßxøimél;. (CC)
ç;xølé÷ ÷;¥ néµ c;n [÷;] t; néç ßxøimél;
sometimes and go I OBL ART different store
‘Sometimes I go to other stores.’

(b) ç;xølé÷ i œ⁄yn;xø;s t; sm⁄y;ƒ. (JP7)
ç;xølé÷ ÷;¥ œáy-n;xø-;s t; sm⁄y;ƒ
sometimes and die-TR-3TR ART deer
‘Once in a while he killed a deer.’

18.4.4. néç ‘at other times, sometimes’
The basic meaning of néç is ‘differ, be different, be strange.’ It has inflected
forms, néçt ‘change it,’ náçƒ;t ‘change (oneself),’ and so on, and many forms
with derivational suffixes. It can appear as a noun modifier with the sense ‘dif-
ferent’ or ‘other,’ as in (a) in §18.4.3. Followed by a nominalized clause intro-
duced by kø, it has the meaning ‘at other times,’ as in (a) below.

(a) néç køs néµs ≈ø;nxén;m neµ t; ßn;wí® i ... (JP 1)
néç kø; s-néµ-s ≈ø;nxén;m neµ [÷;]
other.times ART NOM-AUX(NOM)-3POS run go OBL

t; ßn;wí® ÷;¥
ART far.side and

‘At other times they would run to the other side and ...’

Repeated in two clauses, it may have the senses ‘at one time’ and ‘at another
time,’ as in (b).

(b) néç køs n⁄ça÷ swéy;l i µi téc;l xø;÷áµ;t i néç køs ni÷s isé¬; 
swéy;l i µi xø;÷áµ;t ÷é≥®t;n. (JP 12)

néç kø; s-n⁄ça÷[-s] swéy;l ÷;¥ µi
sometimes ART NOM-one-3POS day and come

téc;l xø;-÷áµ;t ÷;¥ néç kø;
arrive.here become-be.seated and sometimes ART

s-ni÷-s ÷isé¬; swéy;l ÷;¥ µi
NOM-AUX-3POS two day and come
xø;-÷áµ;t ÷é≥®t;n
become-be.seated 3PL

‘Sometimes they came home after one day, and other times they came 
home after two days.’
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18.4.5. n;çéxø ‘once, one time’ and so on
This word (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’), ƒ;mé ‘twice’ (< ƒem- ‘two’), ®xøé® ‘three times’
(< ®íxø ‘three’), t;w˚ø;né® ‘a number of times’ (< ˚øín ‘how many’), and prob-
ably other words referring to numbers of times (see §19.2 [2]) can occur fol-
lowed by nominalized clauses introduced with kø, as in (a) and (b).

(a) n;çéxø ç; køsmis t⁄q t; sxixé÷®. (JP 12)
n;çéxø ç; kø; s-µi-s t⁄q
once QUOT ART NOM-AUX(come)-3POS get.blocked

t; sxixé÷®
ART Sechelt

‘Once the Sechelt were taken by surprise.’

(b) ƒ;mé køs h⁄n;m;stø;s t; sy⁄w;ns. (JP)
ƒ;mé kø; s-h⁄∫;µ-;stø;xø-;s t; sy⁄w;n-s
twice ART NOM-be.going-CAUS-3TR ART song-3POS

‘Twice he sang his song.’

They can also occur as the first of two coordinate clauses, as in (c) and (d).
In (c), n;çéxø is translated ‘once in a while,’ but such an interpretation is not
likely for ƒ;mé and so on.

(c) n;çéxø i ni t;wkø⁄nn;xø;s ˚ø;w stém ÷a¬ s÷⁄®t;ns. (JP 12)
n;çéxø ÷;¥ ni÷ t;w-kø⁄n-n;xø-;s ˚ø;
once and AUX somewhat-get.taken-TR-3TR ART

w;-stém ÷a¬ s÷⁄®t;n-s
EST-what just food-3POS

‘Once in a while they found something to eat.’

(d) ®xøé® i ni s√á√;m. (JP 21)
®íxø-é® ÷;¥ ni÷ s√á√;m
three-times and AUX enough
‘Three times would be enough.’

In (e), n;çéxø ‘once’ is the subject of the first clause, followed by a nomi-
nalized clause in which the first word is √é ‘again,’ which is followed by anoth-
er nominalized clause.

(e) ni çkø; t⁄s køƒ; n;çéxø køs√es;w mi téc;l t;w√al;m s;níxø;®.
(JP 14)

ni÷ ç; kø; t⁄s køƒ; n;çéxø kø;
AUX QUOT then arrive.there ART one.time ART

s-√e-s [s-]w;-µi téc;l t;w√al;m
NOM-again-3POS [NOM-]EST-AUX(come) arrive.here those
s;níxø;®
canoes

‘There came (then, it is said) another time when those canoes came again.’
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18.4.6. q≈é® ‘often, many times’
Composed of q⁄≈ ‘many’ and -é® ‘times,’ this can occur with a conditional
clause introduced with ÷;®- ‘whenever,’ as in (a).

(a) w;®q≈é® ÷;®néµe≥n ˚øi sçám;s. (CC)
w;®-q≈é® ÷;®-néµ-e≥n [÷;] ˚øi sçám;s
already-many.times whenever-go-I OBL that Songhees
‘I have often been to Victoria.’ (lit. ‘It is many times that I go to Victoria.’)

18.4.7. ÷⁄w; scékø;¬;s ‘never’
Composed of ÷⁄w; ‘not’ and scékø;¬ ‘how, how much’ (lit. ‘not to any extent’),
this can appear as the first of a pair of coordinate clauses, as in (a).

(a) ÷⁄w; scékø;¬;s i √e c;n w;qø⁄lstäm;. (CC)
÷⁄w; scékø;¬-;s ÷;¥ √e c;n w;-qøel-st-am;
not how.much-3SUB and again I EST-speak-COM-you
‘I’ll never speak to you again.’

18.4.8. m⁄˚ø swéy;l ‘every day’ and so on
This term (composed of m⁄˚ø ‘all’ and swéy;l ‘day’), m⁄˚ø nét;® ‘every
morning,’ and similar terms can occur followed by a nominalized clause intro-
duced by kø, as in (a), (b), and (c).

(a) m⁄˚ø swéy;l køs w;néµs køá¥≈ƒ;t t; stál;ss. (JP 20)
m⁄˚ø swéy;l kø; s-w;-néµ-s køé¥≈-ƒ;t t;
all day ART NOM-EST-go-3POS be.moving-self ART

stál;s-s
spouse-3POS

‘Her husband went out every day.’

(b) ni≥ tƒe÷ køs≈é≥µs m⁄˚ø swéy;l. (JP 20)
ni÷ ÷; tƒe÷ kø; s-≈é≥µ-s m⁄˚ø swéy;l
be.there OBL that ART NOM-be.crying-3POS all day
‘There she cried every day.’

(c) m⁄˚ø nét;® ˚øe ÷eƒyá≥¥;s kø ste÷é ÷e tƒe÷. (JP 21)
m⁄˚ø nét;® kø; ÷;T-s-yá≥¥;s [÷;] kø;
all morning ART your-NOM-be.working OBL ART

st;÷é ÷e tƒé÷
like OBL that

‘Every morning you do the same thing.’

In (d), however, ‘every day’ appears in an adverbial phrase following the
predicate.
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(d) ÷i≥® ct spáp;t;n ˚ø; m⁄˚ø swéy;l. (DK)
÷i-;® ct spáp;t;n [÷;] ˚ø; m⁄˚ø swéy;l
AUX-past we be.sailing OBL ART all day
‘We were sailing constantly every day.’

18.4.9. híƒ ‘last long, be a long time’
This can appear as a predicate head, with an auxiliary as in (a) and with an
adverb as in (b).

(a) neµ t;w-híƒ. (JP 3)
AUX(go) somewhat-last.long
‘Some time passed.’

(b) w;-∫án çtwa÷ w;®-híƒ. (JP 15)
EST-very SPEC already-last.long
‘It must have been very long ago.’

It can precede the predicate head as an adverb where the head is a verb, as in
(c), and where the head is a noun, as in (d).

(c) híƒ;® c;n kø® wa÷ ÷í÷t;t. (JP 10)
híƒ-;® c;n kø® wa÷ ÷í÷t;t
last.long-past I by.then PRES be.sleeping
‘I must have been sleeping a long time.’

(d) w;®íƒ s≈ø;¥éµ. (JP 15)
w;®-híƒ s≈ø;¥éµ
already-last.long story
‘It’s an old story.’

It can appear as a predicate head followed by a nominalized verb, as in (e),
or by a nominalized clause, as in (f) and (g).

(e) w;®íƒ ÷a¬ sq⁄lq;l;ƒ;ns. (CC 16)
w;®-híƒ ÷a¬ s-q⁄lq;l;ƒ;n-s
already-last.long just NOM-dream-3POS

‘For a long time he had been dreaming.’

(f) w;®íƒ ˚ø;ns÷í ; t;∫a. (JP)
w;®-híƒ ˚ø; n;-s-÷í ÷; t;∫a
already-last.long ART my-NOM-be.here OBL this
‘I’ve been here a long time.’ (lit. ‘My being here has lasted long.’)
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(g) ÷⁄w; híƒ;s køe ÷eƒ÷é¬m;¥. (JP 3)
÷⁄w; híƒ-;s kø; ÷;T-s-÷é¬m;¥
not last.long-3SUB ART your-NOM-be.waiting
‘You won’t have long to wait.’ (lit. ‘Your waiting will not be long.’)

It can be followed by a subordinate clause, as in (h).

(h) w;®íƒ ®⁄œ;ll;xøë≥n køƒé÷. (JP)
w;®-híƒ ®⁄œ;l-l;xø-ë≥n køƒé÷
already-last.long know-TR-I that
‘I’ve known him for a long time.’

It can appear as a predicate in a pair of coordinate clauses, as in (i) and (j).

(i) híƒ i ye® sis t;w˚øáµ˚ø;µƒ;t. (JP 24)
híƒ ÷;¥ yé® s-ni÷-s t;w-˚øáµ˚ø;µ-ƒ;t
last.long and now NOM-AUX-3POS somewhat-strong-self
‘It took some time before he became strong.’

(j) ÷⁄w; ni≥s y;híƒ i ni xø;÷áµ;t t;s t; lél;ms. (JP)
÷⁄w; ni÷-;s y;-híƒ ÷;¥ ni÷
not AUX-3SUB along-last.long and AUX

xø;-÷áµ;t t⁄s [÷;] t; lél;µ-s
become-be.sitting arrive.there OBL ART house-3POS

‘It didn’t take long for him to get home to his house.’

It can also appear in an adverbial adjunct (§3.6), as in (k).

(k) s˚øé¥ køs√es w;÷⁄n;xø ˚ø; híƒ. (JP 22)
s˚øé¥ kø; s-√e-s w;-÷⁄n;xø ˚ø;
impossible ART NOM-be.again-3POS EST-stop ART

híƒ
last.long

‘They could not stop again for long.’

In (l), the adverbial adjunct appears to stand as a sentence by itself. Compare
(m), which is all one clause. 

(l) ˚ø;w®íƒ;® çtwa÷. w;®˚øí∫ çtwa÷ køs néç;∑;cs méqe÷. (JP 1)
˚ø; w;®-híƒ-;® çtwa÷ w;®-˚øí∫ çtwa÷
ART already-last.long-past SPEC already-how.many SPEC

kø; s-néç;∑;c-s méqe÷
ART NOM-hundred-3POS snow

‘It must have been long ago. It must have been hundreds of years ago.’
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(m)˚ø;w®íƒ;® çtwa÷ køsxø;ns≈ø;¥éµs;® ç; ÷a¬ ˚ø;w m;˚ø stem ÷i 
÷; t;∫a t⁄m;xø ... (JP 6) 

˚ø; w;®-híƒ-;® çtwa÷ kø; s-xø;n-s≈ø;¥éµ-s-;®
ART already-last.long-past SPEC ART NOM-still-myth-3POS-past

ç; ÷a¬ ˚ø; w;-m;˚ø stem ÷ ÷; t;∫a
QUOT just ART EST-all what be.here OBL this
t⁄m;xø
earth

‘Long ago, when everything was still myth on this earth ...’ (i.e., before 
the coming of ˛é≥¬s)

18.4.10. n⁄ça÷ swéy;l ‘one day’ and so on
This and other measures of time can be followed by nominalized clauses, as
in (a) to (d).

(a) n⁄ç;s ®qélç køs;s ní÷ køs; n;tén. (CC 21)
n⁄ç;s ®qélç køs; s-ni÷-s ní÷ køs;
one.face moon ART NOM-AUX-3POS be.there ART

n;-tén
my-mother

‘My late mother was there for one month.’ (lit. ‘My late mother’s being 
there was one month’ or ‘It was one month that my late mother was 
there.’)

(b) ≈a÷áƒ;n nét;® ≈a÷áƒ;n xø;né÷ent køs ≈;≈⁄l;ts. (CC 10)
≈a÷áƒ;n nét;® ≈a÷áƒ;n xø;né÷ent kø;
four morning four evening ART

s-≈;≈⁄l-t-s
NOM-be.painting-TR-3POS

‘She paints him four mornings and four evenings.’

(c) w;®˚øín sy;¬án;m kø; n;s÷⁄we≥® cy⁄w;n. (CC)
w;®-˚øín sy;¬án;m kø; n;-s-÷⁄w;-;®
already-how.many year ART my-NOM-not-past

[®] c-y⁄w;n
ART do-possessing.song

‘For a number of years I have not sung.’

(d) niw;® ÷áp;n sy;¬án;m kø;nsni≥® ˚ø⁄cn;xø. (DK)
ni÷ w;®-÷áp;n sy;¬án;m kø; n;-s-ni÷-;®
AUX already-ten years ART my-NOM-AUX-past

˚ø⁄c-n;xø
look-TR

‘It was ten years ago that I saw him.’
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They can serve as the first of a pair of coordinate clauses, as in (e).

(e) isé¬; ÷a¬ swéy;l i µi xø;÷áµ;t. (CC 13)
y;sé¬; ÷a¬ swéy;l ÷;¥ µi xø;-÷áµ;t
two just day and AUX(come) become-be.sitting
‘In two days they were home.’

And they can appear in verbal adjuncts, as in (f).

(f) s;w xøqø;lqøél;w;n t; si÷éµ i t;∫a n⁄ça÷ swéy;l. (JP 22)
s-w;-xøqø;lqøél;w;n[-s] t; si÷éµ ÷i [÷;] t;∫a
NOM-EST-be.thinking-3POS ART leader be.here OBL this

n⁄ça÷ swéy;l
one day

‘Then one day the headman was thinking.’ (lit. ‘Then the headman was 
thinking in this one day,’ the ‘in’ being expressed with ÷i ‘be here’)

(For other examples, see §5.2.1, [a] and [b]. For measures of time, see §22.2.) 

18.4.11. †át ‘long before, from long ago, earlier’
This usually appears with w;-2 ‘established.’ It can appear before the predicate
head, as in (a) and (b).

(a) w;†át w;há÷kø;x;s t; xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m køƒ; ste÷é ÷e tƒe÷. (JP)
w;-†át w;-há÷kø-;x-;s t; xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m
EST-long.before EST-get.used-TR-3TR ART Musqueam

køƒ; st;÷é ÷; tƒé÷
ART like OBL that

‘The Musqueams have been using something like that from long ago.’

(b) w;†át ÷; ∆xø w;hé˚øn;s køƒ; ste÷é ÷e tƒe÷. (JP)
w;-†át ÷; ∆xø w;-hé˚ø-n;s køƒ; st;÷é
EST-long.before ROG you EST-remember-TR ART like

÷; tƒé÷
OBL that

‘Do you remember anything like that from before?’

In (c), it appears to modify a noun.

(c) køƒ; w;-†át-;® m;st⁄y;xø (JP 1)
ART EST-long.before-past people
‘the old-time people’

Alternatively, one might identify the phrase as a relative clause, ‘the ones who
were people long before,’ ‘people’ being a predicate head.
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18.4.12. qé÷ i s (probably //qé¥;s//) ‘recently, just a short time ago,
formerly’
This can appear before the auxiliary, as in (a) and (b), and in (c), which is a rel-
ative clause. 

(a) qé÷is c;n ni t⁄ll;xø ti÷í. (JP)
qé¥;s c;n ni÷ t⁄¬-l;xø ti÷í
recently I AUX be.understood-TR this
‘I just found that out now.’

(b) qé÷is n; xø;kø;nát;¬ ÷é≥®t;n. (JP)
qé¥;s ni÷ xø;-kø;n-é-t;¬ ÷é≥®t;n
recently AUX become-get.taken-DUR-RECIP 3PL

‘They recently got together.’

(c) t; qe÷is ÷i≥n kø⁄nn;xø sqø;mé¥ (JP)
t; qe¥;s ÷i-;n kø⁄n-n;xø sqø;mé¥
ART recently AUX-I get.taken-TR dog
‘the dog I’ve just acquired’

The phrase t;∫a qé÷is, translated ‘recently,’ may follow the predicate head,
as in (d).

(d) n;w® ste÷é ˚ø;w xøçsí≥m ÷a¬ t;∫a qé÷is i ni ƒ;® w;≈áça÷. (JP 13)
ni÷ w;®-st;÷é [÷;] ˚ø; w;-xø-çis-í≥m
AUX already-like OBL ART EST-inward(?)-grow-die.from

÷a¬ [÷;] t;∫a qé¥;s ÷;¥ ni÷ ƒ;® w;-≈áça÷
just OBL this short.time.ago and AUX ADV EST-lake

‘It’s become sort of grown-in recently, but there’s still a lake there.’

The phrase w;qé÷is ÷a¬ ‘for a short time’ can appear as a predicate in a sim-
ple sentence, as in (e).

(e) w;qé÷is c;n ce÷ ÷a¬. (JP)
w;-qé¥;s c;n ce÷ ÷a¬
EST-recently I FUT just
‘I’ll be right back. I’ll be only a moment.’

Or it can appear as an adverbial phrase following a predicate, as in (f) and (g).

(f) ÷élm;¥ ∆xø ˚ø;w qe÷is ÷a¬. (JP)
÷élm;¥ ∆xø ˚ø; w;-qe¥;s ÷a¬
wait you ART EST-recently just
‘Wait a little while.’
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(g) xø;∫kø;nét ∆xø ÷a¬ t; ÷;ƒqø;mqø;mé¥ w;qé÷is ÷a¬. (JP 3)
xø;n-kø;n-é-t ∆xø ÷a¬ t; ÷;T-sqø;mqø;mé¥
still-be.taken-DUR-TR you just ART your-dogs

w;-qé¥;s ÷a¬
EST-recently just

‘Just hold your dogs for a moment.’

But a great difference in meaning is seen in (h), where the w;®- ‘already’
implies past and the particle çtwa÷ may imply that the statement is based on
tradition.

(h) w;®qé÷is ÷; çtwa÷ (JP 13)
w;®-qé¥;s ÷; çtwa÷
already-formerly ROG SPEC

‘It must have been long ago.’

18.4.13. yé® ‘only now, only then’
This is followed by a nominalized verb. As the head of a single clause, it has
the sense ‘just now, only now,’ as in (a). (For other examples see §4.3.1 [a]
to [e].)

(a) w;yé® sis téc;l. (CC)
w;-yé® s-÷i-s téc;l
EST-only.now NOM-AUX-3POS arrive.here
‘He’s just arrived.’

As the head of the second of a pair of coordinate clauses, it is often translat-
ed ‘before’ with the sense ‘after which, only then,’ as in (b) and (c).

(b) t;whíƒ ç; i yé® sis néµ. (JP)
t;w-híƒ ç; ÷;¥ yé® s-ni÷-s néµ
somewhat-last.long QUOT and only.then NOM-AUX-3POS go
‘It took a while before he went.’

In (c), the first yé® appears to have the first sense and the second yé® the sec-
ond sense.

(c) yé® s÷ict st;té÷e. táxø snét ÷i yé® s;s h;n®élt køƒ; xø⁄¥qø;l;®. (AG)
yé® s-÷i-ct st;té÷e táxø snét ÷i
only.now NOM.AUX.our stay(PL) precisely night and

yé® s-÷i-s h;n-®él-t køƒ;
only.then NOM-AUX-3POS come-move.shoreward-STAT ART

xø⁄¥qø;l;®
steamer

‘There we were waiting. It was midnight before the ship came in.’
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18.4.14. wéy;l ‘tomorrow’ and so on
Two words, wéy;l ‘be day’ and nét ‘be night,’ are the basis of several terms for
times of day and night, such as swéy;l ‘day’ (also ‘daylight, sky’), t;∫a wéy;l
‘today,’ y;wé∑;y;¬ ‘dawn’ (lit. ‘becoming daylight’), nét;® ‘morning’ (lit.
‘night-past’), xø;né÷;nt ‘evening’ (lit. ‘becoming night’), and so on. These are
considered in §22.2.1. Here I will simply review the roles of these words in
syntax.

As illustrated in §4.2.4 (a), wéy;l ce÷ (lit. ‘it will be day’) with the sense
‘tomorrow’ can appear as a main clause referring to the future with the quali-
fied predicate as an accompanying subordinate clause. This is seen also in (a).

(a) wéy;l ce÷ w;-†á˚ø-;xø w;-ni÷-;s ce÷ neµ
become.day fut may-go.home-you when-AUX-3SUB FUT go

÷⁄w˚ø t; spí∑ ni ÷; t; stá¬;∑. (CC 7)
be.exhausted ART ice be.there OBL ART river

‘Tomorrow you will go home, if the ice in the river is all gone.’

As illustrated in §4.2.4 (b), w;wéy;l;s (lit. ‘when it is day’) with the sense
‘tomorrow’ can appear as a subordinate clause with the qualified predicate as
the main clause. This is seen also in (b).

(b) ÷⁄¥ køs;w® néµct xøíw;l w;wéy;l;s. (CC 1)
÷⁄¥ kø; s-w;®-néµ-ct xøíw;l w;-wéy;l-;s
good ART NOM-already-go-our move.upstream when-day-3SUB

‘We’d better start going upriver tomorrow.’

The temporal modifier can also be the first of two coordinate clauses, as in
(c) and (d).

(c) ni ç;w® y;wé∑;y;l i ye® sis ®é≥l ÷é≥®t;n. (JP 14)
ni÷ ç; w;®-y;-wé∑;y;l ÷;¥ ye®
AUX QUOT already-first-becoming.day and only.then

s-÷i-s ®é≥l ÷é≥®t;n
NOM-AUX-3POS go.ashore 3PL

‘It was early in the morning when they went ashore.’

(d) xø;nnét;® i w;®÷⁄m;t t; Dave. (CC 6)
xø;n-nét-;® ÷;¥ w;®-÷⁄m;t t; Dave
still-night-past and already-get.up ART Dave
‘Early in the morning Dave got up.’

These words referring to time also appear in adverbial adjuncts, as in (e).

(e) ni≥® c;n w;®áy qøáqø;¬ ˚ø xø;né≥nt ... (JP 8)
ni÷-;® c;n w;®-háy qøáqø;¬ ˚ø; xø;né÷;nt
AUX-past I already-finish be.speaking ART evening
‘I have already spoken last night ...’
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Or they may follow a prepositional verb (§3.5), as in (f).

(f) √a ni÷e≥p ˚ø⁄cn;xø i t;∫a wéy;l tƒe÷ ni≥n ne÷ém;st;xø. (JP 26)
√a ni÷-e≥p ˚ø⁄c-n;xø ÷i t;∫a wéy;l
BE3P AUX-you(PL) look-TR be.here this become.day

tƒe÷ ni÷-;n néµ-;st;xø
that AUX-I go-CAUS

‘What I’ve talked about is what you have seen today.’

18.4.15. √e (CC, JP), √e÷ (AG) ‘again, also, too’
This tends to join with w;-2 ‘established’ as √;w and with w;® ‘already’ as
√;w®. It can appear initially before a predicate head, as in (a) ...

(a) √;w si≥÷éµ. (JP 16)
√; w;-si≥÷éµ
also EST-honoured.persons
‘They were also important people.’

... before an auxiliary, as in (b), (c), and (d) ...

(b) √e c;n ce÷ niw ste÷é. (JP)
√e c;n ce÷ ni÷ w;-st;÷é
also I FUT AUX EST-like
‘I’ll be the same.’

(c) ni ÷; √;w néµ. (CC)
ni÷ ÷; √; w;-néµ.
AUX ROG also EST-go
‘Did he go too?’

(d) s;w ÷⁄w;s √e≥s n;w ˚ø⁄cn;xø. (JP2)
s-w;-÷⁄w;-s √e-;s ni÷ w;-˚ø⁄c-n;xø
NOM-EST-not-3POS again-3SUB AUX EST-look-TR

‘Then they did not see them again.’

... after an auxiliary, as in (e) ...

(e) ÷i ni √;w® q;¬ét qá÷qa÷. (CC 21)
÷;¥ ni÷ √e w;®-q;¬ét qá÷qa÷
and AUX again already-do.again drink
‘And he would drink again.’

... or after the predicate head, as in (f).

(f) s;s;w kø⁄llext;s √e. (CC 3)
s-ni÷-s w;-kø⁄llex-t-;s √e
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-shoot-TR-3TR also
‘Then he shot them too.’
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18.4.16. q;¬ét ‘do again, again,’ or with a negative ‘(no) more, (no) longer’
This can appear as a predicate head, as in (a) and (b) ...

(a) q;¬ét ÷; ∆xø. (JP)
do.again ROG you
‘Will you have more?’

... before the head, as in (b) and (c) ...

(b) q;¬ét n;÷ém;stxø;s køƒ; sy⁄w;ns. (JP)
q;¬ét néµ-;st;xø-;s køƒ; sy⁄w;n-s
again go-CAUS-3TR ART possessing.song-3POS

‘Again he sang his song.’

(c) neµ ∆xø q;¬ét xø;-÷;xøí∫, n;-sqé≈;. (JP 3)
AUX(go) you again become-small my-dog
‘Become small again, my dog.’ (not the usual word for ‘dog’ in this 

magical command)

... or after the head, as in (d) and (e).

(d) s;w xá˚ø;ms q;¬ét. (CC 10)
s-w;-xá˚ø-;m-s q;¬ét
NOM-EST-get.bathed-INTR-3POS again
‘Then he bathes again.’

(e) ÷⁄w; c;n ÷i≥n œáœ;¥ q;¬ét. (CC)
÷⁄w; c;n ÷i-;n œáœ;¥ q;¬ét
not I AUX-I sick longer
‘I am no longer sick.’

It can appear together with √é ‘again,’ as in (f).

(f) køs;w® ÷í˚ø t; ≈á÷≈¸¤lt;n, ÷⁄w;te÷ √ q;¬ét s√él;q;m ßxøné÷em. (CC 11)
kø; s-w;®-÷í˚ø t; ≈á÷≈¸¤lt;n ÷⁄w;te÷ √
ART NOM-already-be.lost ART Pierre be.not ART

q;¬ét s√él;q;m ßxøné÷em
again powerful shaman
‘After Pierre died, there was no longer any powerful shaman.’

18.4.17. ha÷ ‘if, when’
This appears exclusively as the first word in a predicate that is usually a condi-
tional clause in a compound sentence (see §5.2.3), as in (a), (b), and (c).

(a) ha÷ c;n ce÷ ÷⁄yqt q;¬ét i xø;œáœ;¥. (CC 20)
ha÷ c;n ce÷ ÷⁄yq-t q;¬ét ÷;¥ xø;-œáœ;¥
if I FUT be.out.of.way-TR again and become-sick
‘If I put it [his song] aside again, he’ll become sick.’
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(b) ha÷ ce≥p ce÷ ÷⁄w; háye≥p i néµ c;n qíœ;täl;. (CC 21)
ha÷ ce≥p ce÷ ÷⁄w; háy-e≥p ÷;¥ néµ c;n
if you FUT not stop-you and AUX(go) I

qíœ-t-äl;
be.bound-TR-you

‘If you don’t stop, I’ll have you arrested.’ (lit. ‘I’m going to arrest you’)

(c) ha≥® c;n ÷⁄w; ni≥n néµ ;y ÷⁄we≥® c;n ni≥n ˚ø⁄cn;xø. (JP)
ha÷-;® c;n ÷⁄w; ni÷-;n néµ ÷;¥ ÷⁄w;-;® c;n
if-past I not AUX-I go and not-past I

ni÷-;n ˚ø⁄c-n;xø
AUX-I look-TR

‘If I had not gone, I would not have seen him.’

In (d), the conditional clause is followed by what could stand as a compound
sentence.

(d) ha÷ c;n néµ i ç;xølé÷ i ˚ø⁄cn;xø c;n. (CC)
ha÷ c;n néµ ÷;¥ ç;xølé÷ ÷;¥ ˚ø⁄c-n;xø c;n
when I go and usually and look-TR I
‘When I go, I generally see him.’

See also §5.2.3 (a) and (b).

18.4.18. m⁄˚ø ‘whenever’
This is the gloss that can be given m⁄˚ø ‘all’ when it appears first in a predi-
cate, followed by a nominalized clause, the whole construction standing as the
first of two coordinate clauses, as in (a).

(a) m⁄˚ø n;snéµ ÷ím;x i w;˚ø⁄cn;xø. (JP)
m⁄˚ø n;-s-néµ ÷ím;x ÷;¥ w;-˚ø⁄c-n;xø
all my-NOM-go walk and EST-look-TR

‘Whenever I go about, I see him.’

A more literal translation of this sentence might be ‘It is my every going walk-
ing when I see him.’ (See also §5.2.3 [d], and for other uses of m⁄˚ø, see
§18.4.40.)

18.4.19. xø;∫á÷ ‘first, when first, as soon as’
When followed by ÷a¬ ‘just’ in a single clause, this has the sense ‘first,’ as in (a)
and (b).

(a) xø;∫á≥® çtwa÷ ÷a¬ køíkø;xt;m ˚ø T. (JP 23)
xø;∫á÷-;® çtwa÷ ÷a¬ køíkø;x-t-;m [÷;] ˚ø; T
first-past SPEC just being.named-TR-INTR OBL ART T
‘He was the first to be named T.’
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(b) t; smé≥nt xø;∫á ÷a¬ ni wélx;s (JP 6)
t; smé≥nt xø;∫á÷ ÷a¬ ni÷ wél-x-;s
ART rock first just AUX throw-TR-3SUB

‘the rock he threw first, the first rock he threw’

Without ÷a¬, in the first of two coordinate clauses, it has the sense ‘when
first,’ as in (c) and (d).

(c) xø;∫á÷ c;n ÷i téc;l i ni÷ c;n w;®˚ø⁄cn;xø køƒ;w√a. (CC)
xø;∫á÷ c;n ÷i téc;l ÷;¥ ni÷ c;n
first I AUX arrive.here and AUX I

w;®-˚øéc-n;xø køƒ;w√a
already-look-TR him

‘When I first came here, I saw him.’

(d) xø;∫á÷ µi téw;l i w;®÷⁄m;t t; swá≥∑l;s t; neµ ce÷ y;÷⁄µm;x. (CC 6)
xø;∫á÷ µi téw;l ÷;¥ w;®-÷⁄m;t t;
first AUX(come) become.light and already-get.up ART

swá≥∑l;s t; neµ ce÷ y;-÷⁄µm;x
boys ART AUX(go) FUT along-be.hunting

‘When it first became light, the boys, the one who would be going 
hunting, got up.’

With ÷a¬, in a simple clause followed by a nominalized clause introduced by
s;w®, it has the sense ‘as soon as, the moment that,’ as in (e).

(e) xø;∫á÷ ç; ÷a¬ xøís;ƒ;t, s;w® µa≥¬ çís;m. (JP 3)
xø;∫á÷ ç; ÷a¬ xøís-;ƒ;t, s-w;®-µi ÷a¬
first QUOT just shake-self NOM-already-AUX(come) just

çís-;m
grow-INTR

‘The moment it shook itself, it began to grow.’

It also occurs with the sense ‘when first’ within nominalized clauses intro-
duced with kø; (cf. §4.3.2 [7]), as in (f) and (g).

(f) køsxø;∫á÷s;® çtwa÷ téc;l t; xø;nít;m, ÷⁄we≥® te÷ stíqïw. (CC)
kø; s-xø;∫á÷-s-;® çtwa÷ téc;l t; xø;nít;m,
ART NOM-first-3POS-past SPEC arrive.here ART European

÷⁄we-;® te÷ stíqïw
not-past appear horse

‘When the White people first came, there were no horses.’

(g) kø;ƒni÷ xø;∫á ÷a¬ ˚ø⁄cn;xø ... (JP 3)
kø; ÷;T-s-ni÷ xø;∫á÷ ÷a¬ ˚ø⁄c-n;xø
ART your-NOM-AUX first just look-TR

‘When you first saw it ...’
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It can also appear alone as a noun modifier, as in (h).

(h) køƒ; xø;∫á÷a® xø;nít;m (AG)
køƒ; xø;∫á÷-;® xø;nít;m
ART first-past European
‘the first White people’

18.4.20. y;∑é∫ ‘before’
This has the meaning ‘before, ahead, go first’ in both spatial and temporal sens-
es, the second no doubt stemming from the first. It can appear as a predicate
head in a simple sentence, as in (a), where the sense is both, and (b), where it
might be either.

(a) néµ ®e y;∑é∫. (CC)
go PER first
‘Go ahead.’ (or ‘Go first.’)

(b) ni÷ y;∑é∫. (CC)
AUX go.before
‘He’s ahead.’ (or ‘He went first.’)

It can precede a nominalized clause, as in (c), where it has a temporal sense.

(c) y;∑é∫ ç; køs µis π⁄kø køƒ; sít;ns;® c;mé÷t;s. (JP 16)
y;∑é∫ ç; kø; s-µi-s π⁄kø køƒ;
first QUOT ART NOM-AUX(come)-3POS come.to.surface ART

sít;n-s-;® c;m-é÷-t-;s
basket-3POS-past carry.on.back-DUR-TR-3SUB

‘First the basket she carried on her back comes to the surface.’

It may also appear within a clause before the head, as in (d), where the context,
a myth, indicated that the sense is temporal.

(d) ÷⁄w;te÷ køƒ; ni≥® y;∑é∫ neµ csét;m. (JP 10)
÷⁄w;te÷ køƒ; ni÷-;® y;∑é∫ neµ csé-t-;m
absent ART AUX-past before AUX(go) commission-TR-INTR

‘There was no sign of the one who had been sent before.’ (lit. ‘The one 
who had been sent before was none.’)

In (e), it bears the suffix -;® ‘past,’ which makes the reference clearly temporal.

(e) kø®; y;∑é∫;® ç®kø;nát;¬s tƒe÷ (JP)
kø®; y;∑é∫-;® ç®-kø⁄n-e-t;¬-s tƒe÷
ART earlier-past fellow-get.taken-DUR-RECIP-3POS that
‘the former wife of that person’

There is also a nominalization, sy;∑é∫ ‘ancestors, heritage.’ (See also
§22.1.8.4.)
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18.4.21. ®i÷á÷aqøt (probably //®;¥á÷;qøt//) ‘after’
This has the meaning ‘after, later, behind, next’ in both temporal and spatial
senses. It is possibly a resultative form composed of √®e¥ ‘degrade’ (cf. ®é÷it
//®é¥;t// ‘put him down,’ ®e¥st⁄nm;t ‘feel cheap’), -aqø ‘head,’ and -t ‘sta-
tive.’ (See also §22.8.1.4.) It can appear as the predicate head in a simple sen-
tence, as in (a).

(a) ni ®i÷á÷aqøt. (JP)
ni÷ ®i÷á÷aqøt
AUX go.last
‘He’s behind [as one walking].’

Or it can appear before the predicate head either before an auxiliary, as in (b),
where the predicate is a relative clause, or after an auxiliary, as in (c).

(b) køƒ; smé≥nt ni ®i÷á≥qøt wélx;s (JP 6)
køƒ; smé≥nt ni÷ ®i÷á÷aqøt wél-x-;s
ART rock AUX next throw-TR-3SUB

‘the second rock that he threw, the rock that he threw next’

(c) køƒ; ®i÷á÷aqøt ni yá≥¥;s kø; sté≥ ÷e tƒe÷ s√⁄n;q (JP 16)
køƒ; ®i÷á÷aqøt ni÷ yá≥¥;s [÷;] kø; st;÷é ÷;
ART last AUX be.working OBL ART like OBL

tƒe÷ s√⁄n;q
that potlatch

‘the last one who did such a thing as a potlatch’

18.4.22. tá≈ø (CC, JP, DK), táxø (AG) ‘occur later, later, follow 
(an example)’
This (cf. the possible homophone in §18.4.27) can appear as the predicate of a
simple sentence, as in (a) and (b).

(a) tá≈ø ce÷. (CC, DK)
occur.later FUT

‘It will occur later.’

(b) niw tá≈ø ÷a¬ ; t; sœ;œá÷s. (DK)
ni÷ w;-tá≈ø ÷a¬ ÷; t; sœ;œá÷-s
AUX EST-follow.example just OBL ART accompanying-3POS

‘He was only following his companions.’

Or it can precede a predicate head, as in (c).

(c) tá≈ø ∆xø ÷a¬ ≈té÷-st;xø. (CC)
later you just do-COM

‘Do it later.’
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18.4.23. xø;n;≈;†é÷etƒe÷ ‘meanwhile, in the course of that, after some
time, finally’
This is in origin xø;n≈⁄†; ÷; tƒé÷ ‘be still doing that.’ However, the shift in
stress and optional omission of tƒé÷ ‘that’ with retention of the oblique particle
(hanging there without an “object”) suggests that the literal meaning gets lost.
It has been rendered ‘all of a sudden’ where suddenness was not implied by the
context (the literal meaning of the English phrase having perhaps also been
lost) or ‘finally.’

(a) xø;n≈;†é÷etƒe iw;® qøél t; sá÷s;qøt ... (AC 1)
xø;n-≈⁄†; ÷; tƒe÷ ÷;¥ w;®-qøél t; sá÷s;qøt
still-be.doing OBL that and already-speak ART junior
‘All of a sudden the junior cousin spoke ...’

(b) xø;n≈;†é÷e ƒ; s®én;¥ i w;®˚ø⁄cn;xø;s t; s÷⁄ly;s ... (CC 11)
xø;n-≈⁄†; ÷; ƒ; s®én;¥ ÷;¥ w;®-˚øéc-n;xø-;s t;
still-be.doing OBL ART woman and already-look-TR-3TR ART

s÷⁄ly;-s
vision-3POS

‘Finally the woman saw her vision ...’ (lit. ‘The woman was still doing it 
when she saw her vision.’)

18.4.24. ∫án ‘too, very, very much’
This has been recorded as an adverb only, and nearly always with w;-2 ‘estab-
lished’ preceding both it and the word it modifies (see also §3.7.1 [g] and [i]).

(a) w;∫án;w ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ƒ;∫a sp;héls. (JP 24)
w;-∫án w;-˚øáµ˚ø;µ ƒ;∫a sp;héls
EST-very EST-strong this wind
‘This wind is very strong.’

(b) ÷⁄w; ∆xø w;-∫án-;xø neµ xø-cíc;®. (JP 24)
not you EST-too-you AUX(go) move.toward-high
‘Don’t go too high.’

(c) w;∫án ∆xø w;n;s√í÷. (CC)
w;-∫án ∆xø w;-n;-s-c-√í÷
EST-very.much you EST-my-NOM-do-value
‘I love you very much.’ (lit. ‘You are very much what I want.’)

(d) w;®˚øá˚ø;¥ çƒ;® w;∫án. (JP 9)
w;®-˚øá˚ø;¥ ç; ƒ;® w;-∫án
already-be.hungering QUOT ADV EST-very
‘He was very hungry, however.’
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(e) nán;w s˚øéy. (DK)
∫án w;-s˚øéy
very EST-impossible
‘It’s completely impossible.’

(f) s√él;q;m, w;∫an;w ˚ø⁄∫˚ø;∫ t; sxi÷í∑s. (JP)
s√él;q;m w;-∫an w;-˚ø⁄∫˚ø;∫ t; sxi÷í∑s
fierce EST-very EST-contagious ART smallpox
‘Smallpox is fiercely catching.’

18.4.25. sçéç;∫ ‘really, certainly’
This is a resultative form, literally ‘straightened’ (cf. çén ‘lie straight,’ çé≥nt
‘straighten it’). It usually occurs initially, as in (a) to (d).

(a) sçéç;∫ w;-cákø. (CC)
really EST-far
‘It was really far.’

(b) sçéç;∫ ce≥p w;-÷él;¥ s;ww⁄¥qe÷. (JP 12)
really you EST-good(PL) men
‘You’re really good men.’

(c) sçéç;n w;-®é∑. (JP 12)
really EST-flee
‘They were really escaping.’

(d) sçéç;n-;® w;-c;wét køƒ; n;-mén-;®. (JP 23)
really-past EST-smart ART my-father-past
‘My father was really smart.’

(e) sçéç;n niw lé≈;l t; swéy;l ÷; kƒ; sxø;xøá÷as ni x⁄n;œ. (AG)
sçéç;n ni w;-lé≈;l t; swéy;l ÷; kƒ;
really AUX EST-open.to.light ART sky OBL ART

sxø;xøá÷as ni x⁄n;œ
thunder AUX open.eyes

‘The sky really lit up when the thunder(bird) opened its eyes.’

It can occur following an auxiliary, as in (f).

(f) ha≥® q⁄l swéy;l i ni≥® sçéç;n w;œáy. (JP 17)
ha÷-;® q⁄l swéy;l ÷;¥ ni÷-;® sçéç;n w;-œáy
if-past bad day and AUX-past really EST-die
‘If it had been a bad day, he would surely have died.’
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18.4.26. ƒ;÷ít ‘truly’
This is perhaps from ƒ⁄y ‘come into existence’ (‘become real’ ?) with the
suffix -t ‘stative’ that appears in some adjectives. It occurs initially or after an
auxiliary, and perhaps always with w;-2 ‘established’.

(a) w;-ƒ;÷ít kø⁄n-n;xø-;s køƒ; sœ⁄m;l ÷is;l⁄¬we÷s. (JP 12)
EST-truly get.taken-TR-3TR ART paddle two.paddles
‘They truly did get two paddles.’

(b) w;-ƒ;÷ít y;xø s√él;q;m. (JP)
EST-truly INF dangerous.being
‘It truly must be a monster.’

(c) niw ƒ;÷ít ç⁄wn;xø. (JP 27)
ni÷ w;-ƒ;÷ít çew-n;xø
AUX EST-truly help-TR

‘It really helped him.’

It is used adjectivally in (d).

(d) ni ç;w sçéç;∫ w;sté≥÷e˚ø;w ƒ;÷ít xés. (JP 22)
ni÷ ç; w;-sçéç;∫ w;-st;÷é ÷; ˚ø; w;-ƒ;÷ít
AUX QUOT EST-really EST-like OBL ART EST-real

xés
sea.lion

‘It really looked like a real sea lion.’

18.4.27. tá≈ø ~ táxø (CC, JP), t⁄≈ø (DK), táxø (AG) ‘adjust, exactly,
just’
This variation in recorded form is unusual. A seemingly related resultative
form, st;tí≈ø ‘true,’ implies a base form t⁄≈ø. For a possible homophone see
§18.4.22. This appears as a predicate head in (a).

(a) táxø ∆xø ce÷. (CC)
adjust you FUT

‘You’ll adjust.’

(This sentence was actually rendered ‘You’ll get used to him’ and identified as
something said to a newly married daughter.)

Used adverbially, it can precede an auxiliary, as in (b) and (c).

(b) táxø y;xø ç; ÷a¬ niw xø;l;œé®. (JP 22)
táxø y;xø ç; ÷a¬ ni÷ w;-xø;-l;œé®
exactly INF QUOT just AUX EST-become-be.accurate
‘It must have just hit the mark.’
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(c) tá≥≥≈ø n;w néµ nét i n; ct t⁄s. (CC 3)
tá≈ø ni÷ w;-néµ nét ÷;¥ ni÷ ct
exactly AUX EST-AUX(go) become.night and AUX we

t⁄s
arrive.there

‘It had juuust become night when we got there.’

18.4.28. c;lél ‘nearly, about to’
This appears as the predicate of the first of a pair of coordinate clauses, as in
(a) and (b).

(a) c;lél ∆xø i ni n⁄qø. (JP)
c;lél ∆xø ÷;¥ ni÷ n⁄qø
nearly you and AUX fall.asleep
‘You nearly fell asleep.’

(b) c;lél i πéœ;m køƒ; n;qø;÷áp;®p. (CC)
c;lél ÷;¥ πéœ;m køƒ; n;-qø;÷áp-;®p
nearly and bloom ART my-apple-plant
‘My apple tree is about to bloom.’

In (a) the pronoun subject appears in the first clause, but in (b) the noun subject
appears in the second clause.

18.4.29. c;lél ÷a¬ ‘barely’
This appears with nominalized clauses introduced with kø, as in (a).

(a) c;lél ÷a¬ køsmis çiç®ém;t;m t; sq;líc;m;s. (JP 1)
c;lél ÷a¬ kø; s-µi-s çiç®ém-;t-;m t;
barely just ART NOM-AUX(come)-3POS hear-TR-INTR ART

sq;líc;m;s
sq;líc;m;s

‘Sq;líc;m;s could barely be heard.’

18.4.30. xøél;q ‘nearly’
This can appear as the predicate head in the first clause of a compound sen-
tence, as in (a).

(a) ni c;n w;ƒ;÷ít neµ xøél;q i xø;níns køƒ; nin ßxøœáy ... (JP 27)
ni÷ c;n w;-ƒ;÷ít neµ xøél;q ÷;¥
AUX I EST-truly AUX(go) nearly and

xø;-ní÷-n;s køƒ; ni÷ n;-ßxø-œáy
become-be.there-GOAL ART AUX my-OBLNOM-die 

‘I truly nearly came to my death ...’
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(For another example see §5.2.4 [g].)
There is an iterative form seen in (b), from a myth, said by Hemlock in a

storm.

(b) ÷i c;n w;®xø⁄¬xø;¬;q i yéœ. (JP 24)
÷i c;n w;®-xø⁄¬xø;¬;q ÷;¥ yéœ
AUX I already-getting.near and fall
‘I’m almost falling now.’

18.4.31. w;œéœ;l ÷a¬ ‘barely’
This appears to be based on a root œél, not identifiable. It can stand before a
nominalized predicate head, as in (a).

(a) w;œéœ;l ça¬ sqø;nám;ts t;w√a qëy;plén;xø ;¥ t; sœá÷s ná÷;nça÷.
(JP 14)

w;-œéœ;l ç; ÷a¬ s-qøe-nam;t-s t;w√a
EST-barely QUOT just NOM-penetrate-manage-3POS that

qëy;plén;xø ÷;¥ t; sœá÷-s ná÷;nça÷
Capilano and ART companion-3POS one.person

‘Capilano and one companion barely got through.’

I have no other examples.

18.4.32. sní÷;n® ‘enough, just enough, permitting’
This is a resultative form (cf. ní®;t ‘set a time for it, establish a plan for it’). It
can occur as a simple predicate head, as in (a).

(a) wá≥l; ni≥s w;sní÷;n®. (JP 3)
wá≥¬; ni÷-;s w;-sní÷;n®
perhaps AUX-3SUB EST-enough
‘I guess it’s enough [payment].’

It can also introduce a nominalized clause with kø, as in (b).

(b) niw sqø;l;qøést;m sní÷;n® ÷a¬ køsµis ÷é√q;l køƒ; s®é˚ø;ms 
÷é≥®t;n. (JP 1)

ni÷ w;-sqø;l;qøé-st-;m sní÷;n® ÷a¬ kø;
AUX EST-hole.punched-CAUS-INTR permitting just ART

s-µi-s ÷é√q;l køƒ; s®é˚ø;m-s
NOM-AUX(come)-3POS be.coming.out ART breath-3POS

÷é≥®t;n
3PL

‘They [two large boxes] had holes made in them just enough so their [the 
cousins’] breath could come out.’
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18.4.33. √;xølá÷as (÷a¬) ‘worthless, of no account, no matter that, 
even if’
This can be used as a noun modifier with the sense ‘common’ with the impli-
cation of ‘not much worth,’ as in (a).

(a) ˚ø;w √;xølá÷as ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø (JP 14)
˚ø; w;-√;xølá÷as ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø
ART EST-no.matter just person
‘any common people’

In this sense, it is the base of √;xøla÷asíl;m ‘go to nothing, become worthless.’
It can appear as a predicate with a subordinate clause, the whole construction

standing as the first of two coordinate clauses, as in (b) and (c).

(b) √;xølá÷as ÷a¬ w;÷í≥s ÷é≥®t;n i w;néµ c;n. (CC)
√;xølá÷as ÷a¬ w;-÷í-;s ÷é≥®t;n ÷;¥ w;-néµ
no.matter just if-be.here-3SUB 3PL and EST-go

c;n
I

‘Even if they stay, I’ll go.’

(c) √;xølá÷as µ; w; á¬;≈ø;ƒ;xø i w;néµ c;n. (CC)
√;xølá÷as µ; w;- á¬;≈ø-;t-S-;xø ÷;¥ w;-néµ c;n
no.matter CERT if-chase.away-TR-me-you and EST-go I
‘Even if you chase me back, I’ll still go.’

Or it can appear as a predicate with a nominalized clause as a nominal
adjunct. In (d), no conjunction was recorded, so perhaps what follows is a sec-
ond sentence, although JP translated it as one.

(d) √;xølá÷as køsmis w;ƒé÷t snét, mi≥≥÷é≥¥ xø;÷íns;s t; ni÷;® ßxøni÷s 
køsni÷s neµ kø;nkø⁄n. (JP 12)

√;xølá÷as kø; s-µi-s w;-ƒé÷t snét
no.matter ART NOM-AUX(come)-3POS EST-dark night

µi y;-÷é≥¥ xø;-÷í-n;s-;s t;
AUX(come) along-be.continuing become-be.here-GOAL-3TR ART

ni÷-;® ßxø-ni÷-s kø; s-ni÷-s neµ
AUX-past OBLNOM-be.there-3POS ART NOM-AUX-3POS AUX(go)
kø;nkø⁄n
be.captured 

‘Even if it became a dark night, they kept going toward the place where 
they had been taken captive.’ (perhaps more literally, ‘No matter that it
became a dark night. On they came toward what had been the place 
where they were taken captive.’)
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18.4.34. ÷iwá∑; (CC), ÷iwá∑;÷ ~ ÷iw⁄∑w; (JP), ÷iwá∑a÷ (AG) ‘maybe,
perhaps’
(The first form listed above for JP may have been an error for ÷iwá∑a÷.) This
term occurs initially only, as in (a) to (d).

(a) ÷iwá∑; spé÷eƒ ˚ø; ni ˚ø®ét. (CC)
÷iwá∑; spé÷eƒ ˚ø; ni÷ ˚ø;®-ét
perhaps black.bear ART AUX spill-TR

‘It might be a bear that spilled it.’

(b) ÷iwá∑;÷ ç⁄œø ∆xø. (JP)
perhaps get.shot you
‘You might get shot.’

(c) ÷iwá∑a÷ ni néµ. (AG)
÷iwá∑a÷ ni÷ néµ
perhaps AUX go
‘He may have gone.’

(d) ÷iw⁄∑w;. (JP)
‘Maybe. Possibly [but who knows?]’

After giving (d), JP added that some people say (e).

(e) ÷iw⁄∑w; µe.
perhaps certain

Presumably it means something like ‘I believe it’s possible.’
This term looks as if it may be a contraction of elements. In (a), it might be

interpreted as being composed of the auxiliary ÷i, the particle wa÷ ‘presump-
tive’ (§16.2.17), and w;- ‘established.’ This interpretation is hard to reconcile
with the other examples, however.

18.4.35. wá¬; (CC, JP, AG), wá≥¬; (DK) ‘probably, presumably, I guess’
This functions in two different ways. When it stands initially, the predicate head
has a subordinate subject suffix, as in (a).

(a) wá¬; œís;c;n-e≥n ce÷. (JP)
probably make.net-I FUT

‘I guess I’d better make a net.’

But when it appears after an auxiliary, there is no such suffix. The meaning
appears to be identical. Compare (b) and (c), (d) and (e), and (f) and (g):

(b) wá¬; spé÷eƒ;s ˚ø; ni ˚ø®ét. (CC)
wá¬; spé÷eƒ-;s ˚ø; ni÷ ˚ø;®-ét
probably black.bear-3SUB ART AUX spill-TR

‘It was probably a bear that tipped it over.’
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(c) spé÷eƒ wá¬; ˚ø; ni ˚ø®ét. (AG)
spé÷eƒ wá¬; ˚ø; ni÷ ˚ø;®-ét
black.bear probably ART AUX spill-TR

‘I guess it was a bear that tipped it over.’

(d) wá¬; ni÷-;s-;® néµ. (AG)
probably AUX-3SUB-past go
‘I guess he had gone.’

(e) ni wá¬; néµ. (AG)
ni÷ wá¬; néµ
AUX probably go
‘I guess he must have gone.’

(f) wá¬; ÷i≥∫;® ÷í÷t;t. (AG)
wá¬; ÷i-;n-;® ÷í÷t;t
probably AUX-I-past be.sleeping
‘I guess I must have been sleeping.’

(g) ÷i≥® c;n wá¬; ÷í÷t;t. (AG)
÷i-;® c;n wá¬; ÷í÷t;t
AUX-past I probably be.sleeping
‘I guess I must have been sleeping.’

It can also appear after the predicate head, as in the relative clause at the end
of (h).

(h) c;µé≥µ ç; t; sít;n ƒ;w√a œéµ;¥ ¸í≥µ wá¬;. (JP 15)
c;µé≥µ ç; [÷;] t; sít;n ƒ;w√a
be.carrying.on.one’s.back QUOT OBL ART basket that

œéµ;¥ í̧≥µ wá¬;
young.woman be.picking.berries presumably

‘That girl who was presumably picking berries carried a basket on her 
back.’

Perhaps wá¬; has two different sources. The wá¬; that appears initially may
contain ÷⁄w; ‘not,’ which requires a subordinate subject suffix on the predicate
head. It may be //÷;w; ÷a÷a//, though this can appear as ÷;wé≥¬; (see §16.2.18
[i]). The wá¬; that appears after an auxiliary or the predicate head may be com-
posed of wa÷ ‘presumptive’ (§16.2.17) and ÷a÷a ‘emphatic interrogative.’

18.4.36. háy ‘specifically, uniquely, as for, more’
This is homophonous but probably not identical with háy ‘stop, finish.’ It has
several uses. As an adverb, it seems to select the subject for emphasis or focus,
as in (a).
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(a) ha ∆xø µe w;÷í ÷a¬ i háy c;n ce÷ w;néµ. (CC)
ha÷ ∆xø µ; w;-÷í ÷a¬ ÷;¥ háy c;n
if you CERT EST-be.here just and specifically I

ce÷ w;-néµ
FUT EST-go

‘Even if you stay here, I will go.’

Often háy appears in pairs indicating a contrast between two subjects, as
in (b).

(b) háy w;®míµ;®; t; xøl⁄m;¥ i háy ÷⁄w; t; q;∑íc;n. (DK)
háy w;® míµ;®; t; xøl⁄m;¥ ÷;¥
specifically already be.winter.dancing ART Lummi and

háy ÷⁄w; t; q;∑íc;n
specifically not ART Cowichan

‘The Lummies are already dancing but the Cowichans are not.’

It can be a predicate head with a noun subject that is the subject of a follow-
ing clause, as in (c).

(c) i háy ƒ; sá÷s;qøt, kø⁄n;t;s t; †éw;®, s;w ... (JP 1)
÷;¥ háy ƒ; sá÷s;qøt kø⁄n-;t-;s t; †éw;®
and specifically ART junior get.taken-TR-3TR ART shell

s-w;-
NOM-EST-

‘But as for the younger, she took a shell and ...’

In (c), the second clause is a main clause, as indicated by the transitive sub-
ject marker -;s. In other sentences, the second clause may be a relative clause,
in which case we have a kind of cleft sentence (see §4.1.5.2). A clear example
of this is (d).

(d) háy ƒ; s⁄n√e÷ ®élq-t t; s;qé≥n ... (AC 1)
specifically ART senior dip-TR ART feather
‘It was the older who dipped a feather ...’

In (e), háy precedes a noun head, which is followed by a subject that is a rel-
ative clause. Here it functions like √á in similar cleft sentences (§4.1.5.2).

(e) háy ce÷ s÷á≈øa÷ ˚ø; néµ-;t ç⁄¥xø-t. (CC 1)
specifically FUT butter.clam ART go-we dry-TR

‘It will be butter clams that we will dry [in contrast to others who will dry
salmon].’

Preceding an adjective (as indicated in §3.7.1), háy gives a comparative (or
superlative) sense, as in (f) and (g).
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(f) háy n; ≈ø⁄m køs;s µi w;œøíl;m. (CC 1)
háy ni÷ ≈ø⁄m kø; s-÷i-s µi
more AUX fast ART NOM-AUX-3POS AUX(come)

w⁄œø-il;m
drift-move.toward

‘It was faster when they came downstream.’

(g) køƒe÷ háy ÷a¬ ç;çí≥√ s÷⁄n;m (JP 23)
that more just short shaft
‘that shortest [harpoon] shaft’

18.4.37. w;náy ‘only’
In this word, the w;- may be w;-2 ‘established,’ but this is the only form record-
ed. It can appear as an adverb, as in (a), where the predicate head appears to be
the final word.

(a) w;náy ct ce÷ ÷a¬ ÷⁄¬w;µ. (DK)
only we FUT just left.home
‘We’ll be the only ones left at home.’

It has not often been recorded as such, however. It more often appears as a
predicate head. In this function, w;náy can be simply followed by a noun sub-
ject, as in (b) and (c).

(b) w;náy ÷a¬ køƒ;w xø⁄lm;xø ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø. (JP 2)
w;náy ÷a¬ køƒ; w;-xø⁄lm;xø ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø
only just ART EST-Indian just person
‘There were only Indian people.’

(c) w;náy ti÷í n;sœ⁄m;l. (JP)
w;náy t;÷í n;-sœ⁄m;l
only this my-paddle
‘This is the only paddle I have.’ (lit. ‘It is only this one that is my paddle.’)

The noun subject can be followed by a relative clause, making a kind of cleft
sentence (see §4.1.5.2), as in (d).

(d) w;náy t; swéy;l w;-ƒ;÷ít ≈é≈e÷. (JP 21)
only ART daylight EST-truly holy
‘Only the Daylight is truly holy.’ (lit. ‘It is only the Daylight that is truly 

holy.’)

In (e), the subject is not a noun but a relative clause with a noun head, which
is modified by another relative clause, to which a subordinate clause is
attached.
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(e) w;náy ÷a¬ køƒe÷ ni ßxøqø⁄lt;ns ni÷;xø çiç®ém;t w;ni;xø ÷íµ;x 
ni ÷; t; smé≥nt. (JP)

w;náy ÷a¬ køƒe÷ ni÷ ßxø-qøél-t;n-s ni÷-;xø
only just that AUX OBLNOM-speak-INSTR-3POS AUX-you

çiç®ém-;t w;-ni÷-;xø ÷íµ;x ni÷ ÷; t;
hear-TR when-AUX-you be.walking be.there OBL ART

smé≥nt
mountain

‘It’s only that which is its voice that you hear when you are walking in the
mountains.’

The word w;náy can also appear as a predicate head followed by a nomi-
nalized clause, as in (f).

(f) w;ná≥≥y µ; n;sni÷ t⁄ln;xø køsis w;®xø;xø⁄t;s n;cél;x. (CC 12)
w;náy µ; n;-s-ni÷ t⁄l-n;xø kø; s-÷i-s
only CERT my-NOM-AUX understand-TR ART NOM-AUX-3POS

w;®-xø;-xø⁄t;s [t;] n;-cél;x
already-become-numb ART my-hand

‘I realized it only when my hand became numb.’

This construction appears a few times in CC’s texts.
More commonly, w;náy appears as a predicate followed by a nominalized

clause introduced with kø, as in (g).

(g) w;náy køs;w mict ÷a¬ ®é∑. (JP 3)
w;náy kø; s-w;-µi-ct ÷a¬ ®é∑
only ART NOM-EST-AUX(come)-our just flee
‘The only thing we can do is run away.’

This construction may serve as a kind of conditional clause in relation to a fol-
lowing coordinate clause, as in (h).

(h) w;náy køs÷á≥ƒäm;t i yé® ÷;ƒnéµ. (JP 3)
w;náy kø; s-÷á-;t-Sam-;t ÷;¥ yé®
only ART NOM-call-TR-you(PAS)-SUBPAS and now

÷;T-s-néµ
your-NOM-go 

‘Only if you were invited, then you might go.’ (lit. something like ‘Your 
being invited is the only thing and then [or after which] it is your 
going.’)

In (i), no conjunction was recorded and so grammatically there are two sen-
tences, yet in sense the first sentence (or clause) is subordinate to the second.
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(i) w;náy ç; køsnis sçéç;∫ w;÷⁄w˚ø t;w√a ⁄̧≈t;n. xøc⁄l;wt;s ÷é≥®t;n.
(JP 27)

w;náy ç; kø; s-ni÷-s sçéç;∫ w;-÷⁄w˚ø
only QUOT ART NOM-AUX-3POS really EST-get.used.up

t;w√a ⁄̧≈t;n xø-c⁄l;w-t-;s ÷é≥®t;n
that poison inward-turn.over-TR-3TR 3PL

‘Only when that poison was really used up, they turned it [the poison bag]
inside out.’

The word w;náy can also appear as a predicate followed by a conditional
clause, this whole standing as the first of two coordinate clauses (cf. √;xølá÷as,
§18.4.33), as in (j).

(j) w;náy w;ni;xø kø;∫ém ˚ø;w stém ÷a¬ s÷⁄®t;n ÷;ƒ÷éxøe÷t i yé® 
÷;ƒw;÷⁄¥ ÷a¬. (JP)

w;náy w;-ni÷-;xø kø;n-é-m [÷;] ˚ø; w;-stém
only if-AUX-you get.taken-DUR-INTR OBL ART EST-what

÷a¬ s÷⁄®t;n ÷;T-s-÷éxøe÷-t ÷;¥ yé®
just food your-NOM-give.food-TR and then
÷;T-s-w;-÷⁄¥ ÷a¬
your-NOM-EST-good just

‘Only if you had something to eat to give him, were you safe.’

As a predicate, w;náy can also be followed by a relative clause alone, as in
(k) and in the second sentence in (l).

(k) w;náy ÷a¬ ni÷-;xø t⁄l-l;xø. (JP 28)
only just AUX-you be.understood-TR

‘That’s all you came to know.’

(l) w;náy køs¸;≈øíltct t; l;pát i t; l;lá÷ƒ;n. w;náy ßxøhá÷kø;xct 
køƒe÷ qá÷. (JP)

w;náy kø; s-¸;≈ø-wíl-t-ct t; l;pát ÷;¥
only ART NOM-get.washed-vessel-TR-our ART cup and

t; l;lá÷ƒ;n w;náy ßxø-há÷kø-;x-ct køƒe÷ qá÷
ART dishes only OBLNOM-get.used-TR-our that water

‘It is only when we wash our cups and dishes. That’s the only thing we 
use that water for.’

18.4.38. txøáy ‘only remaining’
This is probably txø- ‘remaining’ and háy ‘specifically.’ It can appear as an
adverb, as in (a).

(a) txøáy c;n ÷a¬ ÷áµ;t. (DK)
only.remaining I just be.sitting
‘I’m the only one at home.’
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It can appear as a predicate head with a noun subject, as in (b).

(b) txøáy ÷a¬ t; ßxøq⁄÷;l;qø. (JP 4)
only.remaining just ART juice
‘Only the juice was left.’

Or it can appear with a pronoun (or demonstrative) subject followed by a rel-
ative clause, as in (c).

(c) w;-txøáy ce÷ ÷a¬ t;w√a y;-÷í÷x;l. (JP 9)
EST-only.remaining FUT just he along-be.paddling
‘It will be only he [the man in the bow] who paddles.’

Or it can be followed by a relative clause only, as in (d).

(d) txøáy qøáqø;lstamx. (DK)
txøáy qøáqø;l-st;xø-amx
only.remaining be.speaking-COM-me
‘He’s the only one who still speaks to me.’

The word txøáy can also appear in a verbal adjunct (see §3.5) as a kind of
prepositional verb with the sense ‘except for,’ as in (e).

(e) sçéç;n niw xø⁄mn;c køƒ; smál;¥a® xø⁄lm;xø txøáy ˚ø;∫a Paddy. 
(JP)

sçéç;n ni÷ w;-xø⁄mn;c køƒ; s-mál;¥-a÷®
really AUX EST-become.extinct ART NOM-Mali-ATT

xø⁄lm;xø txøáy ˚ø;∫a Paddy
people except that Paddy

‘The Mali people are all gone except for Paddy.’

As a verbal adjunct, however, this is exceptional in that the noun that follows
the txøáy is its subject, whereas other prepositional verbs are followed by
oblique objects.

18.4.39. c;¬íµ ‘even’
This has been recorded in only one construction, as a predicate with a nominal
adjunct as subject followed by a coordinate clause, as in (a) and (b).

(a) ni ¸œøámƒ;t t; prunes. c;¬íµ t; peaches i ni √;w ¸œøámƒ;t. (CC)
ni÷ ¸áœø;m-ƒ;t t; prunes c;¬íµ t; peaches ÷;¥
AUX rotten-self ART prunes even ART peaches and

ni÷ √; w;-¸áœø;m-ƒ;t
AUX also EST-rotten-self

‘The prunes are rotten. Even the peaches have also become rotten.’
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(b) c;¬íµ tƒe÷ w;÷⁄w;te÷ a¬ ßxø®⁄˚ø®;˚øs i √;w µi xátqƒ;t. (JP)
c;¬íµ tƒe÷ w;-÷⁄w;te÷ ÷a¬ ßxø®⁄˚ø®;˚ø-s ÷;¥ √;
even that EST-none just connection-3POS and also
w;-µi xétq-ƒ;t
EST-AUX(come) interfere-self
‘Even that guy who has no connection is also interfering.’

18.4.40. m⁄˚ø ‘all’
This was discussed under §18.4.18, when it had the sense ‘whenever.’ With the
sense ‘all,’ it is used as an adverb to refer, for some speakers, to the object of a
transitive or the subject of an intransitive predicate, but not the subject of a tran-
sitive. It can appear before or after the head.

(a) m⁄≥≥˚ø n⁄w;x;s neµ t; sít;ns. (JP 22)
m⁄˚ø n⁄w-;x-;s neµ [÷;] t; sít;n-s
all enter-TR-3TR go OBL ART basket-3POS

‘He put them all into his basket.’

(b) ni c;n w;m⁄˚ø p⁄n;t. (CC)
ni÷ c;n w;-m⁄˚ø p⁄n-;t
AUX I EST-all get.buried-TR

‘I buried them all.’

(c) mi ∆xø xø;xøét m⁄˚ø. (JP)
µi ∆xø xø;xøé-t m⁄˚ø
AUX(come) you be.descending-TR all
‘Bring them all down.’

(d) n;w m⁄˚ø sp;pí∫. (CC)
ni÷ w;-m⁄˚ø sp;pí∫
AUX EST-all buried
‘They are all buried.’

(e) m⁄˚ø w;çé∫;µ t; mi téc;l t;li÷ √ s÷ám;n;. (CC 12)
m⁄˚ø w;-çé∫;µ t; µi téc;l t;li÷ [÷;]
all EST-Shaker ART AUX(come) arrive.here from OBL

√ s÷ám;n;
ART Duncan

‘Those who came from Duncan were all Shakers.’

In her translation, CC gave one sentence, (f), in which m⁄˚ø refers to a tran-
sitive subject.

(f) m⁄˚ø µ; n;w køékø;¬x;s ÷é≥®t;n. (CC)
m⁄˚ø µ; ni÷ w;-køékø;¬-x-;s ÷é≥®t;n
all certain AUX EST-be.hiding-TR-3TR 3PL

‘They are all hiding it.’
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To AG, however, this sentence seemed to mean ‘They are hiding all of them.’
To match CC’s translation, he offered (g).

(g) m⁄˚ø ÷é≥®t;n ni køékø;¬x. (AG)
m⁄˚ø ÷é≥®t;n ni÷ køékø;¬-x
all 3PL AUX be.hiding-TR

‘They are all hiding it.’

This is literally ‘It is all of them who are hiding it.’ The predicate m⁄˚ø ÷é≥®t;n
refers to an unexpressed subject, the absent head of the relative clause ni
køékø;¬x. This type of cleft sentence seems to provide a way of letting m⁄˚ø
refer to what is semantically a transitive subject.

The word m⁄˚ø can appear as a noun modifier either following the article
(and preceded by w;-2), as in (h).

(h) néµ y;®é®;q;t;s t;w m⁄˚ø t; sté÷exø;®. (JP 2)
néµ y;-®é®;q-;t-;s t; w;-m⁄˚ø t;
AUX(go) along-be.whispering-TR-3TR ART EST-all ART

sté÷exø;®
children

‘He went and whispered to all the children.’

Or it can appear before the article, as in (i).

(i) s;w ˚ø;˚øi÷xøál;st;s m⁄˚ø t; sté÷exø;®. (JP 2)
s-[ni÷-s] w;-˚ø;˚øi÷xø-ál;s-t-;s m⁄˚ø t; sté÷exø;®
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-be.pitching-eye-TR-3TR all ART children
‘Then she pitched up the eyes of all of the children.’

However, it can be argued that in this last sentence m⁄˚ø is an adverb and part
of the predicate rather than a noun modifier and part of the subject.

Similarly, for the following two sentences, (j) and (k), two interpretations
seem possible: either m⁄˚ø modifies a noun predicate head or m⁄˚ø is the pred-
icate (cf. similar sentences with háy and w;náy) and the noun is the subject. In
either case, the noun is followed by a relative clause that shows that it is an
extracted transitive subject.

(j) m⁄˚ø t; xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m n;w xø†køéc;st y;ƒé÷ i m;kø;txøéls t; 
ß≈⁄ll;s. (CC)

m⁄˚ø t; xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m ni÷ w;-xø-†køé-c;s-t y;ƒé÷
all ART Musqueam AUX EST-OBL-caulk-hand-TR those

÷i µi køt⁄xø-éls [÷;] t; ßxø≈⁄ll;s
AUX come enter-ACT OBL ART picture

‘All of the Musqueams filled the hands of [gave fifty cents each to] those 
who brought in the picture.’ (lit. ‘It was all the Musqueams who ...’ or 
‘All were the Musqueams who ...’)
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(k) s;s;w m⁄˚ø t; Catholic m;st⁄y;xø xø;q⁄lst;xø t; n;ßxøwél;y 
køs√as t; ni sqøáqø;ls t; Father Chirouse. (CC 21)

s-ni÷-s w;-m⁄˚ø t; Catholic m;st⁄y;xø
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-all ART Catholic people

xø;-q⁄l-st;xø t; n;-ßxøwél;y kø; s-√a-s
become-bad-CAUS ART my-parents ART NOM-BE3P-3POS

t; ni÷ s-qøáqø;l-s t; Father Chirouse
ART AUX NOM-be.speaking-3POS ART Father Chirouse

‘Then all of the Catholic people came to dislike my parents because of 
what Father Chirouse was saying.’ (lit. ‘Then it was all the Catholic 
people who ...’ or ‘All were the Catholic people who ...’)

18.4.41. ≈ø⁄m ‘move fast, be quick, immediately, be able to’
As a predicate with a noun or pronoun subject, this has the sense ‘move fast, be
quick,’ as in (a) and (b).

(a) ≈ø⁄m køƒ; œ⁄w;t-s. (AG)
fast ART drum-3POS

‘His drum [beat] is fast.’

(b) ÷i ∆xø w;nán;w µi ≈ø⁄m. (JP)
÷i ∆xø w;-∫án w;-µi ≈ø⁄m
AUX you EST-very EST-AUX(come) move.fast
‘You came very fast.’

As a predicate with a nominalized clause as subject, it has the sense ‘imme-
diately,’ ‘can immediately,’ or perhaps simply ‘can,’ as in (c), (d), and (e).

(c) ≈ø⁄m ˚ø;n;snéµ. (CC)
≈ø⁄m ˚ø; n;-s-néµ
move.fast ART my-NOM-go
‘I will go quickly. I can go right away.’

(d) ≈ø⁄m køsmis csét;s køƒ; sqø;mqø;mé¥s i w;®µi ÷;yé÷ƒä≥m. (JP 3)
≈ø⁄m kø; s-µi-s cse-t-;s køƒ;
fast ART NOM-AUX(come)-3POS send-TR-3TR ART

sqø;mqø;mé¥-s ÷;¥ w;®-µi
dogs-3POS and already-AUX(come)
÷;yé÷-t-Sam-;m
attack-TR-you(PAS)-INTR

‘He would immediately send his dogs and they would attack you.’
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(e) ha÷ ct ce÷ xí¬;s i ≈ø⁄m køs qøénäm;tct. (JP 12)
ha÷ ct ce÷ xí¬;s ÷;¥ ≈ø⁄m kø;
if we FUT succeed and fast ART

s-qøé-nam;t-ct
NOM-penetrate-manage-our

‘If we succeed [in this plan], we can get through.’

As a predicate followed by a coordinate clause (with the same subject), it has
the sense ‘can, may, likely to,’ as in (f) and (g).

(f) ≈ø⁄m c;n i kø⁄ll;xƒäm;. (JP)
≈ø⁄m c;n ÷;¥ kø⁄ll;x-t-Sam;
fast I and shoot-TR-you
‘I could shoot you.’

(g) ≈ø⁄m ∆xø i mé÷kø®. (JP)
≈ø⁄m ∆xø ÷;¥ mé÷kø®
fast you and get.injured
‘You’re liable to get hurt.’

(For other examples, see §5.2.4 [c] and [d].)
It also appears in adverbial adjuncts, as in (h).

(h) s;w neµ ˚ø;w ≈ø⁄m kø⁄n;t;s t; s√í√q;®. (JP 2)
s-w;-neµ[-s] ˚ø; w;-≈ø⁄m kø⁄n-;t-;s t; s√í√q;®
NOM-EST-go-3POS ART EST-fast get.taken-TR-3TR ART child
‘Then she went quickly and took the child.’

For other examples, see §3.6. 

18.4.42. s√á√;m ‘enough, ought, can’
This is the resultative of √ám ‘get enough.’ It can mean simply ‘enough,’ as in
(a).

(a) niw® s√á√;m ste÷é ; tƒe÷. (JP)
ni÷ w;®-s√á√;m st;÷é ÷; tƒe÷
AUX already-enough like OBL that
‘It’s enough like that. That’s plenty now.’

As a predicate followed by a nominalized clause, it has the sense ‘ought, had
better,’ as in (b).

(b) s√á√;m ˚ø;n snéµ. (CC)
s√á√;m ˚ø; n;-s-néµ
enough ART my-NOM-go
‘I’d better go.’
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With an auxiliary, however, it has the sense ‘can,’ as in (c).

(c) niw s√á√;m ˚ø; n;snéµ w;wéy;l;s. (CC)
ni÷ w;-s√á√;m ˚ø; n;-s-néµ w;-wéy;l-;s
AUX EST-enough ART my-NOM-go when-become.day-3SUB

‘I can go tomorrow.’

18.4.43. s˚øéy ‘impossible, unable’
When this is a modal predicate and the qualified clause is affirmative, the qual-
ified clause is nominalized, as in (a), (b), and (c).

(a) s˚øéy ˚ø;nsnéµ. (JP)
s˚øéy ˚ø; n;-s-néµ
impossible ART my-NOM-go
‘I can’t go.’

(b) s˚øéy ç; køsnéµs ˚ø;w t;¬⁄n;c; ÷a¬ m;st⁄y;xø. (JP 3)
s˚øéy ç; kø; s-néµ-s ˚ø; w;-t;l-÷⁄n;c; ÷a¬
impossible QUOT ART NOM-go-3POS ART EST-from-where just

m;st⁄y;xø
person

‘Those from elsewhere didn’t dare go.’

(c) s˚øéy µ; køs˚ø⁄cnï≥t. (CC)
s˚øéy µ; kø; s-˚øéc-n-i-;t
impossible CERT ART NOM-look-TR-3SUBPAS-SUBPAS

‘He can’t be seen.’

The combination s˚øéy and a negative, literally ‘cannot not,’ has the sense
‘must.’ The negative can be a nominalized clause, as in (d).

(d) s˚øéy ˚ø;ns÷⁄w; néµë≥n. (JP)
s˚øéy ˚ø; n;-s-÷⁄w; néµ-e≥n
impossible ART my-NOM-not go-I
‘I must go.’

Or the negative can be in a subordinate clause, as in (e) and (f).

(e) s˚øéy w;we≥s çéw;ƒë≥lt. (JP)
s˚øéy w;-÷⁄w;-;s çéw-;t-Sel-;t
impossible if-no-3SUB help-TR-I(PAS)-SUBPAS

‘I have to be helped.’

(f) s˚øéy;® w;wé≥s;® ni≥s çéw;t;m. (JP)
s˚øéy-;® w;-÷⁄w;-;s-;® ni÷-;s çéw-;t-;m
impossible-past if-not-3SUB-past AUX-3SUB help-TR-INTR

‘He had to be helped.’
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As a predicate with a noun or pronoun subject, s˚øéy has the sense ‘very ill,’
as in (g).

(g) ÷i scékø;¬ køƒ;∫ mén. s˚øéy. (DK)
÷i scékø;¬ køƒ; ÷;n-mén s˚øéy
AUX how ART your-father very.ill
‘How is your father?’ ‘Very ill.’

18.4.44. sc;∑ét ‘smart, capable, able’
With a noun or pronoun subject, this is rendered ‘smart, clever.’ With a nom-
inalized clause following, as a kind of complement or adverbial clause, it is
rendered ‘capable of’ (perhaps only in the sense ‘know how to do’), as in (a)
and (b).

(a) sc;∑ét køs cn⁄xø;®s. (JP)
sc;∑ét kø; s-c-n⁄xø;®-s
capable ART NOM-make-canoe-3POS

‘He’s a good canoe-maker.’ (perhaps lit. ‘He is clever when he makes 
canoes.’)

(b) ni ÷; ∆xø w;sc;∑ét kø;ƒ xø⁄lm;xøq;n. (JP)
ni÷ ÷; ∆xø w;-sc;∑ét kø; ÷;T-s-xø⁄lm;xø-q;
AUX ROG you EST-capable ART your-NOM-Indian-speech
‘Can you speak Indian?’

18.4.45. sqí÷q;¬ (CC), sqíq;¬ (JP), ‘unable, ignorant (of how to do 
something)’
This seems to be a resultative form but the root is not identifiable.

(a) sqí÷q;¬ c;n ˚ø; n;-s-ƒ⁄y-t. (CC)
unable I ART my-NOM-be.created-TR

‘I don’t know how to do it.’

(b) sqíq;l køs çá÷;ms y;ƒél;y. (JP)
sqíq;l kø; s-çá÷-;m-s
unable ART NOM-explain.genealogical.connection-INTR-3POS

y;ƒél;¥
they

‘They don’t know how to explain how they’re related.’

18.4.46. ÷⁄¥ ‘better’
As an adjective, ÷⁄¥ is ‘good,’ but it can appear as a modal predicate, followed
by either a nominalized clause adjunct or a subordinate clause and rendered ‘it
would be good/well if’ or ‘one had better.’
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(a) ÷⁄¥ køs†í≥tct ƒ;w√a ... (CC 11)
÷⁄¥ kø; s-†i-;t-ct ƒ;w√a
good ART NOM-beg-TR-our her
‘We’d better ask her ...’

(b) ÷⁄¥ køs q;¬étct neµ ®í≥m ˚ø;w ÷;xøí∫ ÷a¬. (JP 4)
÷⁄¥ kø; s-q;¬ét-ct neµ ®í≥m ˚ø; w;-÷;xøí∫
good ART NOM-again-our go pick ART EST-little

÷a¬
just

‘We’d better go again and pick [berries] a little.’

(c) ÷⁄¥ çtwa÷ w;-√⁄n;q-ë≥n. (JP 16)
good SPEC if-potlatch-I
‘I think I’d better put up a potlatch.’

(d) sçéç;n w;÷⁄¥ w;xø;nh⁄ye÷es ƒ;∫a n;ßxø;mníkø. (CC 12)
sçéç;∫ w;-÷⁄¥ w;-xø;n-h⁄ye÷-;s ƒ;∫a
really EST-good if-still-leave-3SUB this

n;-ßxø;mníkø
my-living.parent’s.sibling

‘It would certainly be good if this aunt of mine were gone.’

18.4.47. s√í÷ ‘want, like’
Evidently always bearing a possessive affix, this is probably a nominalization
of c√í÷ ‘want’ and a relative clause with extracted oblique object (see §4.1.1.2
and §12.2.1), that is, n;s√í÷ is literally ‘what I want.’ It can appear as a predi-
cate with a noun subject, as in (a) and (b).

(a) n;s√í÷ ˚ø; páy. (CC)
n;-s-[c-]√í÷ ˚ø; páy
my-NOM-do-value ART pie
‘I want some pie.’ (lit. ‘Pie is what I want.’)

(b) n;s√í÷ t;÷ín;. (CC)
n;-s-[c-]√í÷ t;÷ín;
my-NOM-do-value this
‘I want this one.’ (lit. ‘This one is what I want.’)

Or it can appear in the usual position of a relative clause in a cleft sentence, as
in (c).

(c) √a ti÷ín; n;s√í÷. (CC)
√a t;÷ín; n;-s-[c-]√í÷
BE3P this my-NOM-do-value
‘This is the one I want.’ (lit. ‘It is this one that is what I want.’)
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In (d), it is the predicate head with an adverb taking a subject particle and no
noun subject.

(d) w;∫án ∆xø w;n;s√í÷. (CC)
w;-∫án ∆xø w;-n;-s-[c-]√í÷
EST-very.much you EST-my-NOM-do-value
‘I love you very much.’ (lit. ‘You are very much what I want.’)

It can appear as a predicate with a nominalized clause as subject, as in (e),
(f), and (g).

(e) n;s√í÷ ˚ø; n;snéµ. (JP)
n;-s-[c-]√í÷ ˚ø; n;-s-néµ
my-NOM-do-value ART my-NOM-go
‘I want to go.’ (lit. ‘My going is what I want.’)

(f) ÷⁄w; n;s√í≥s ˚ø; n;snéµ. (JP)
÷⁄w; n;-s-[c-]√í÷-;s ˚ø; n;-s-néµ
not my-NOM-do-value-3SUB ART my-NOM-go
‘I don’t want to go.’ (lit. ‘My going is not what I want.’)

(g) ÷;ƒ√í÷ ; ˚ø;n sçéw;ƒäm;. (JP)
÷;T-s-[c-]√í÷ ÷; ˚ø; n;-s-çéw-;t-Sam;.
your-NOM-do-value ROG ART my-NOM-help-TR-you
‘Do you want me to help you?’ (lit. ‘Is my helping you what you want?’)
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19
Numerals

462

Halkomelem is like other Native languages of northwestern North America in
having a decimal system of numerals capable of generating numbers into the
thousands.

19.1. SIMPLE FORMS
The numerals from one to ten are:

n⁄ça÷ ‘one’ †≈⁄m ‘six’
÷isé¬; ~ y;sé¬; ‘two’ ¸á÷køs ‘seven’
®íxø ‘three’ tqéce÷ ‘eight’
≈;÷áƒ;n ~ ≈a÷áƒ;n ‘four’ tú≥xø ‘nine’
®œéc;s ‘five’ ÷áp;n ten’

The first two numerals have bound alternate forms, néç;w- ‘one-,’ which
appears in one or two words, and ƒém- ~ ƒ;m- ‘two-,’ which appears in six or
seven words.

A traditional way of reckoning is to count on the fingers, starting with the lit-
tle finger of the left hand as ‘one,’ proceeding to the left thumb (‘five’), cross-
ing to the right thumb (‘six’), and finishing with the right little finger (‘ten’).
Because the direction is consistent, each finger is identified with a number and
so the outstretched hands may become a device for visualizing numerical rela-
tions. It is my impression, although I do not have the data to support it, that this
practice also made it possible to signal numbers easily and consistently with the
hands.

The linkage of numbers and hands makes etymological speculation about
three of these numerals inviting (cf. Elmendorf 1962; Galloway 1977, 418-20).
‘Five’ seems to consist of the root of ®œét ‘wide’ and the suffix -c;s ‘hand,’
probably referring to the display of a spread-out hand. ‘Six’ may contain a root
†;≈ ‘bifurcate’ (cf. †≈⁄ƒ;t ‘branch out’), perhaps referring to the shift to the
right hand. ‘Eight’ may have the root t⁄q ‘be closed in, be surrounded,’ with a
suffix not otherwise attested in Halkomelem but possibly identifiable with
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‘hand’ in several other Coast Salish languages. (The Cowichan dialect has
té÷c;s ‘eight,’ possibly with a root té÷ ‘appear’ and -c;s ‘hand.’) Elmendorf
(1962, 8) suggests that the Musqueam (and Upriver) word is a loan from
Lushootseed. Hess (1976, 468) identifies the Lushootseed tqá∆i ‘eight’ as “lit.
‘closed hand.’” Possibly the source of this word was a gesture in which the
right middle finger (“eight”) met the thumb in a circle.

The numerals from eleven to nineteen run: ÷áp;n ÷i t; n⁄ça÷ ~ ÷áp;n ÷i ˚ø
n⁄ça÷ ‘eleven’ (lit. ‘one and ten’) and so on, the article varying with the posi-
tion of the referent.

‘Twenty’ is ç˚ø⁄x. The word is unique in the system and not transparent in
Halkomelem; however, the Clallam word is n;çxø˚ø⁄s ‘twenty,’ lit. ‘one count’
(Thompson and Thompson 1971, 270), and the Halkomelem word almost cer-
tainly has the same etymology (from n⁄ça÷ ‘one’ and ˚ø⁄x ‘count’), referring
to the twenty digits of the human body.

Multiples of ten from ‘thirty’ to ‘ninety’ are formed from unstressed variants
of the numerals three to nine with the suffix -;®sxé ~ -®sxé (CC) or -;®cyé (JP)
‘times ten.’ The forms given by CC are:

®;xø;®sxé ‘thirty’ ;̧køs;®sxé ‘seventy’
≈;ƒ;n®sxé ‘forty’ t;q;c;®sxé ‘eighty’
®;œ;cs;®sxé ‘fifty’ tu≥xø;®sxé ‘ninety’
†≈;m;®sxé ‘sixty’

The hundreds are:

néç;∑;c ‘one hundred’ ®íxø néç;∑;c ‘three hundred,’ etc.
ƒéµ;c ‘two hundred’ ÷áp;n néç;∑;c ‘one thousand’

‘One hundred’ and ‘two hundred’ are formed with the bound forms of ‘one’ and
‘two’ and a suffix -;c (-÷;c?), which cannot be identified.

These are the simple forms of the numerals. They are used both substanti-
vally and attributively in reference to many kinds of things. In the following
sentence from a text (CC 14) on fishing, they refer to fish and days.

(a) s;w cx⁄∫ce÷s ÷iwáwa÷ ÷áp;n ÷iwáwa÷ ç˚ø⁄x ÷iwáwa÷ ®œéc;s t; 
n⁄ça÷ swéy;l. (CC 14)

s-w;-c-x;∫ce÷-s ÷iwáwa÷ ÷áp;n ÷iwáwa÷ ç˚ø⁄x
NOM-EST-get-prey-3POS maybe ten maybe twenty

÷iwáwa÷ ®œéc;s t; n⁄ça÷ swéy;l
maybe five ART one day

‘Then he made a catch, maybe ten, maybe twenty, maybe five in one day.’

And in one from a text on hunting, the numeral refers to animals.
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(b) s;s;w ˚ø⁄cn;xø;s t; ÷isé¬; m;ll;s. (CC 8)
s-ni-s w;-˚øec-n;xø-;s t; ÷isé¬; m;ll;s
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-see-TR-3TR ART two racoon
‘Then he saw two racoons.’

There are also, however, several sets of complex forms that are used for par-
ticular classes of things.

19.2. COMPOUND FORMS
These are mostly composed each of a numeral stem and a lexical suffix, but
there are a few formed in other ways. Perhaps all of the lexical suffixes that
appear in these forms can also occur with ˚øín ‘how many’ (§17.20) and near-
ly all with q⁄≈ ‘many.’A few suffixes may be limited to use with numerals and
these two roots, and so might be identified as “numerical classifiers,” but most
have no such limitation. A few of these sets of complex forms have member-
ship running to ten and beyond, but others are limited to fewer members. The
following may not be a complete list.

(1) Persons. ‘One person’ and ‘two persons’ are reduplicated forms of ‘one’
and ‘two,’ while the rest are formed with the suffix -él; ~ -;l; ‘person.’

ná∫;çe÷ (CC) ‘one [person]’ tqec;÷él; ‘eight’
y⁄¥s;l; ‘two [persons]’ tu≥xøél; ‘nine’
®;xøél; ‘three [etc.]’ ÷;pé≥l; ‘ten’
≈;ƒí≥l; ‘four’ ÷áp;n i ˚ø ná∫;çe÷ ‘eleven,’ etc.
®œecsél; ‘five’ ç˚øxél; ‘twenty’
†≈⁄m;l; ‘six’ ˚øí≥l; ‘how many?’
a̧køsél; ‘seven’

For JP, ‘one person’ was ná∫;ça÷ or ná≥nça÷. These are used to refer to any
human beings, as in (a) and (b).

(a) ≈;ƒí≥l; ce÷ køƒ; sœøáœø;®. (CC 7)
≈;÷áƒ;n-;l; ce÷ køƒ; sœøáœø;®
four-person FUT ART ready
‘There will be four [men] lying in wait.’

(b) néµ ç; ÷á≥® t; †≈⁄m-;l; s®;n®én;¥. (JP 4)
go QUOT embark ART six-person women
‘Six women are said to have embarked.’

For multiples of ten above twenty, the simple numerals are used, such as
®;xø;®sxé m;stéy;xø ‘thirty people.’ ‘One person’ and ‘two persons’ are fur-
ther reduplicated in n;çná≥nça÷ ‘one by one’ and y;sy⁄¥s;l; ‘two by two.’

(2) Times. The numerals for ‘times’ are irregular for ‘once’ and ‘twice’ but
others recorded are formed with the suffix -é®. They are: n;çéxø ‘once,’ ƒ;mé
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‘twice,’ ®xøé® ‘three times,’ ≈;ƒ;né® ‘four times,’ ®œ;csé® ‘five times,’ †≈;mé®
‘six times,’ ¸akøsé® ‘seven times,’ ÷ap;né® ‘ten times,’ ˚ø;né® ‘how many
times?’ ‘Eight times’ and ‘nine times’ were thought to be irregular but not
remembered. (For use, see §18.4.3.)

(3) Round objects. These are formed with the suffix -;s ~ -ás ‘face, round
object’ (which produces a shift from é to á in a root). They are used for count-
ing months (moons) and dollars. Those recorded are: n⁄ç;s ‘one,’ ÷isál;s
‘two,’ ®íxø;s ‘three,’ ≈;ƒín;s ‘four,’ ÷;pán;s ‘ten,’ ˚øín;s ‘how many
(months, dollars)?’ It is likely that there are more forms in the set and that they
can be used for other round objects.

(4) Canoes and vehicles. Forms recorded are: néç;xø;® ‘one canoe,’
ƒém;xø;® ‘two canoes,’ y;®í®;xø ‘three canoes,’ y;≈á÷aƒ;n ‘four canoes,’
y;®;œéc;s (CC), ÷i®⁄œ;c;s (JP) ‘five canoes.’ ‘One canoe’ and ‘two canoes’
have the bound forms of ‘one’ and ‘two’ with a suffix that may be a variant of
-w;® ‘vessel’ (perhaps also appearing in sn⁄xø;® ‘canoe,’ the root of which is
unidentifiable). The three other members of this set have the prefix y;- ‘(mov-
ing) along’ and expanded forms of the roots, possibly progressive forms. 

(5) Houses. Only three numerals have been recorded: néç;wtxø ‘one house,’
ƒémtxø ‘two houses,’ ®xø⁄∑txø ‘three houses,’ plus ˚øín;wtxø ‘how many
houses?’ The suffix is -éwtxø ~ -;wtxø~ -txø ‘house.’

(6) Containers. Numbers from ‘one’ through ‘six’ have been recorded:
n⁄ç;q;∫, ÷isél;q;∫, ®íxø;q;∫, ≈;ƒín;q;∫, ®œécs;q;∫, †≈;m;q;∫. The suffix
may be the same as -q;n ‘throat.’ These are used for baskets, cups, and so on,
usually meaning ‘containerful.’

(7) Birds. The suffix is -í∑s ~ -;∑s ‘body.’ These may also be used for count-
ing rabbits and other small game. A full set from ‘one’ to ‘ten’ and ‘twenty’ have
been recorded: n;çí∑s, ÷is;lí∑s, ®xøí∑s, ≈;ƒíni∑s, ®œéc;∑s (probably
®œécs;∑s), †≈⁄m;∑s, ¸akøsí∑s, tqéce÷i∑s, tu≥xøí∑s, ÷;pén;∑s, ç˚øxí∑s,
plus ˚øín;∑s ‘how many?’

(8) Trees. ‘One’ to ‘five’ have been recorded: sn⁄ç;®p, s÷isé÷e®p, s®íxø;®p,
s≈;ƒí≥®p, s®œécs;®p. The suffix -;®p ‘vegetation’ is very productive. I cannot
account for the prefix s-, presumably ‘nominalizer.’

(9) Parts or kinds. The suffix -mat seems to have these several meanings; cf.
n⁄ça÷mat ‘one piece, whole,’ ÷isé¬;mat ‘two pieces,’ ®⁄xømat ‘three pieces,’
˚ø⁄nmät ‘how many kinds,’ q⁄≈mät ‘many kinds’ are the only numerals
recorded.

(10) Kinds. JP gave this set as ‘kinds,’ but I am uncertain of the suffix and
the gloss. He gave only ‘one’ to ‘three’: xøn;çáw;ƒ, xøis;lá∑aƒ, and
xø®xøá∑aƒ, and ˚øín;waƒ ‘how many kinds of animals?’

(11) Years. I have recorded only ‘one’ to ‘three’: n;çawí≥nxø, ƒ;mí≥nxø,
®xø;wínxø. The suffix is -;wí≥nxø except with the bound form of ‘two’; cf.
˚ø;n;wí≥nxø ‘how many years.’
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(12) Paddles. Only one form has been recorded: ÷is;lé¬we÷s ‘two paddles.’
The suffix is -;lwe÷s ‘paddle.’ There are probably more in the set.

(13) Bundles. Only one form has been recorded: n;ç;lé÷c ‘one bundle.’ The
suffix is -;lé÷c ‘bundle.’ There are probably more in the set.

(14) Net mesh. Four forms have been recorded: ç˚ø;xál;s ‘twenty mesh,’
®;xø;®cyé÷äl;s ‘thirty mesh,’ ≈;ƒ;n®cyé÷äl;s ‘forty mesh,’ and ˚ø;n®cye÷ál;s
‘how many tens of mesh?’ The suffix is -ál;s ‘eye.’ These are used in giving
the depth of a gill net, the length being given in fathoms.

(15) Days. Days are usually counted with the simple numerals, but these two
forms are also used, perhaps usually in counting ahead: ƒ;m;nt ‘two days,’
meaning also ‘day after tomorrow,’ ®;xø;®nét ‘three days.’ For -;®nét, see
§22.2.3.

(16) Long objects. Only n;çém;¸ ‘one’ has been recorded. The suffix is 
-ém;¸ ~ -;m; ,̧ which appears in s˚øín;m;¸ ‘how many long things (poles,
pilings, toothpicks, hairs),’ √;qtém;¸ ‘tall (as a person),’ and so on.

See Gerdts et al. 2002 for a discussion of numeral classifiers in Halkomelem,
and Shaw et al. 2002 for greatly expanded lists in Musqueam.

19.3. ORDINALS
These are formed from compound numerals with s- ‘nominalizer’ and -s ‘third-
person possessive,’ as in (a) to (d).

(a) t⁄s køƒ; s≈;ƒí≥l;s ... (CC 17)
t⁄s køƒ; s-≈;÷´åƒ;n-;l;-s
arrive.there ART NOM-four-person-3POS

‘until the fourth person ...’

(b) √a køƒ; s≈;ƒ;né®s ce÷ ... (CC 17)
√a køƒ; s-≈;÷áƒ;n-é®-s ce÷
BE3P ART NOM-four-time-3POS FUT

‘It will be the fourth time ...’

(c) √a s-y⁄¥s;l;-s. (JP 10)
BE3P NOM-two.persons-3POS

‘That was the second person.’

(d) t;s t; s;pé≥l;s i t; ná÷;nça÷ (JP 10)
t;s t; s-÷áp;n-;l;-s ÷;y t; ná÷;nça÷
arrive.there ART NOM-ten-person-3POS and ART one.person
‘until the eleventh (person)’

The use of s- ‘nominalizer’ to form ordinals has a parallel in English: true –
truth; four – fourth. The -s ‘third-person possessive’ may be interpreted as ‘of
them,’ that is, of whatever set the ordinal belongs in.
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It may be that these forms can be used only substantivally and not attribu-
tively, cf. (e), in which the simple numeral modifies ‘morning’ but with the
meaning ‘fourth.’

(e) √a t; ≈a÷áƒ;n nét-;®. (CC 17)
BE3P ART four night-past
‘It’s the fourth morning.’

Some of the names of the days of the week appear to be ordinals (see
§22.2.3).
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20
Exclamations and Interjections

468

20.1. EXCLAMATIONS
Exclamatory sentences seem to have no distinctive features of syntax. They
probably do have a distinctive intonation (not yet analyzed), but otherwise they
may be marked simply by particles. (See œ;, kø®, wa÷, and ÷á÷a, §16.1.14,
16.1.17, and 16.1.18.)

Some exclamations are notable, however, for their use of words of a special
class, here termed exclamatory-interrogative adjectives. A few of these seem to
have literal meanings opposite those intended.

Examples of words used for their opposite meaning, in a kind of sarcasm, are
the following with lí¬;q ‘easy’ and s√é÷√;¬, seemingly identifiable with
s√é√;¬ ‘stuck (in one place)’ or a diminutive of it.

(a) ÷a≥, lí¬;q ÷a÷a. (JP 7)
oh easy ROG!
‘Oh, it’s hard!’ (lit. more like ‘Easy? Ha!’)

(b) s√é÷√;¬ c;n ÷a÷a. (AG)
stuck I ROG!
‘What a fast runner I am!’

20.2. EXCLAMATORY-INTERROGATIVE ADJECTIVES
These are words that identify qualities of an undetermined degree. They appear
in exclamatory sentences with the sense ‘how ___!’ They (or some of them) can
also have the sense ‘however ___,’ ‘___ to whatever extent,’ or ‘nobody knows
how ___.’ Seven words of this sort have been noted.

20.2.1. √œé¥ ‘how far! however far, for an unknown distance’
(a) √œé¥ kø;. (CC, JP)

how.far then
‘My, that’s far! Gee, that’s far!’
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(b) √œé¥ ÷e çtwa÷ kø;. (JP 22)
how.far ROG SPEC then
‘You don’t know how far.’

(c) √œé¥ kø; wa÷ t; ÷iw;® mi ßxø÷ím;xct. (AG)
√œé¥ kø; wa÷ t; ÷i w;®-µi ßxø-÷ím;x-ct
how.far then PRESUM ART AUX already-come OBLNOM-walk-our
‘What a distance we have walked!’ (lit. ‘How far must be then the place 

to which we have already walked!’)

(d) ÷a≥, ßxøá≥xø¸ ∆xø. xø;√œé¥ ÷e ∆xø çtwa÷ w;néµ;xø ÷á≥® t; ni;xø 
ƒ⁄yt. (JP)

÷a≥, ßxøá≥xø¸ ∆xø. xø;√œé¥ ÷; ∆xø çtwa÷ w;-néµ-;xø
aw crazy you how.far ROG you SPEC if-go-you

÷á≥® [÷;] t; ni÷-;xø ƒ⁄y-t
travel.in OBL ART AUX-you be.made-TR

‘Aw, you’re crazy. How far do you think you’ll go with that thing you’ve 
made?’

20.2.2. léq ‘how fast! however fast, at an unknown speed’
(a) léq kø;. (CC)

how.fast then
‘My, what speed!’

(b) ÷én;cë, léq kø; t; xø;¥qø;l;®. (JP)
oh.my! how.fast then ART steamship
‘My, the steamer’s not slow! Wow, how fast the steamer is!’

(c) léq ÷;. (JP)
how.fast ROG

‘It wasn’t slow!’

(d) ÷a≥, léq ÷; ∆xø ce÷. (JP)
aw how.fast ROG you FUT

‘Aw, you haven’t got that speed!’ (said to someone boasting that he’ll run 
a certain distance in a certain time)

(e) léq ÷e køis neµ xtám;stäl;m. (JP 22)
léq ÷; kø; s-ni÷-s néµ
how.fast ROG ART NOM-AUX-3POS AUX(go)

xtém-st;xø-al-;m
swim-CAUS-we-INTR

‘Nobody knows how fast we were taken away.’ (lit. ‘It was an unknown 
speed when we were swum away with.’)
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20.2.3. t;÷é∫ ‘how wonderful! what a ___! how powerful!’
(a) t;÷é∫ kø; t; s√él;q;m. (JP)

how.wonderful then ART fierce.being
‘What a monster!’

(b) t;÷é∫ kø; kø®; sxø;xøá÷as i køéy≈ƒ;t
how.wonderful then ART thunder AUX be.moving.self

˚ø;∫a xø;né≥nt. (JP)
that evening

‘Boy, that was some thunder last night!’

(c) t;÷é∫ kø; t; sn⁄xø;®-s. (CC)
how.wonderful then ART canoe-3POS

‘What a wonderful canoe he has!’

20.2.4. wéw; ‘how wonderful!’ (synonymous with §20.2.3?)
(a) wéw; kø; t; s√él;q;m. (JP)

how.wonderful then ART monster
‘What a monster!’

20.2.5. xø;wém ‘how big!’
(a) xø;wém ÷a÷a t; ÷;n-lél;µ-;l;p. (AG)

how.big ROG! ART your-house-your(PL)
‘What a big house you guys have!’

20.2.6. √íç ‘how long!’
Compare ç;çí≥√ ‘short,’ of which this may be the root. Perhaps this is another
instance of a word used for the opposite meaning.

(a) √íç kø; wa÷ t; ≈øí¬;m-s. (AG)
how.long then PRES ART rope-3POS

‘What a long rope he has!’

20.2.7. çi√;m;¸ ‘how tall!’
Compare ç;çí≥√;m;¸ ‘short in stature,’ < ç;çí≥√ ‘short,’ -; m;¸ ‘long object.’

(a) çí√;m;¸ kø; tƒe÷ sw⁄¥qe÷. (JP)
how.tall then that man
‘Boy, that fellow is tall!’

20.3. INTERJECTIONS
An interjection can appear either alone as a complete utterance or before a sen-
tence but without any syntactic relationship to it. Interjections express affirma-
tion and denial, some emotional quality, or simply some acknowledgment of a
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second person. They include a few sounds that do not appear elsewhere. The
following is probably not a complete list. The ordering is arbitrary.

20.3.1. hé÷e ‘yes’
(a) ®⁄œ ÷; œíœ;˚ø;¬s t;∫ sqø;mé¥. hé÷e, œíœ;˚ø;¬s. (DK)

®⁄œ ÷; œíœ;˚ø;¬s t; ÷;n-sqø;mé¥ hé÷e
habitually ROG be.biting.something ART your-dog yes

œíœ;˚ø;¬s
be.biting.something

‘Does your dog bite?’ ‘Yes, he bites.’

20.3.2. ÷⁄w; ‘no’
Identical with ÷⁄w; ‘not,’ which does have a syntactic role (§6.1). 

(a) ÷⁄w;, √a n;-swé÷ n;-m⁄∫;. (JP 1)
no BE3P my-own my-child
‘No, it’s my child.’

20.3.3. ná ‘what, yes’ (as in answer to hearing one’s name called)

20.3.4. n á ∑ ~ n á ≥ ∑ ~ n ⁄ w ‘yes’ (in answer to one’s name), ‘hey’
(to get someone’s attention)
In the second sense, this is used especially with a spouse or a close friend, and
may take the particle œ; ‘emphatic.’ In (a), AG explained, it shows that the
speaker knows that the person addressed is there.

(a) ná≥∑ œ⁄ si÷éµ.
‘Hello!’ ‘Well, hello!’

To a spouse it may imply affection, as in (b).

(b) néµ c;n w;®yá≥ys, na∑. (AG)
‘I’m going to work now, dear.’

20.3.5. n í ÷ ~ n í ‘hey there, excuse me’
This is probably identical with ni÷ ‘be there.’

(a) ni÷, si÷éµ, ÷⁄we≥ ∆xø neµ;xø †é÷t ... (JP 19)
ni÷ si÷éµ ÷⁄w; ÷; ∆xø neµ-;xø †é÷-t
hey.there sir not ROG you AUX(go)-you try-TR

‘Say, sir, wouldn’t you try ...’

20.3.6. ÷í ‘here’ (to attract attention)
This is probably ÷í ‘be here.’
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(a) ÷í ÷í ÷í, ÷⁄w; ∆xø kø;kø⁄n-;t-;xø. (JP 19)
here here here not you being.taken-TR-you
‘Hey, hey, hey! Don’t touch it.’

20.3.7. y é ~ y é ≥ ‘well, all right’
This is said in urging someone to speak, and is also used by the audience in a
myth telling to urge the teller to continue. (Cf. yé ‘taunting echo,’ §16.3.2.)

(a) yë≥, q⁄l;m;x, stém;s ˚øeƒ xø;µí. (JP 9)
yë≥, q⁄l;m;x, [w;-] stém-;s ˚ø; ÷;T-ßxø-;µí
all.right pal that what-3SUB ART your-OBLNOM-come
‘All right, pal, tell me what you’ve come for.’

(b) ye, ÷;yí≥t ce≥p kø; ÷;ƒqø⁄lqø;l ni≥p c;lstám;t. (JP 22)
ye, ÷e≥¥-í-t ce≥p kø; ÷;T-s-qø⁄lqø;l
all.right continue-DUR-TR you(PL) ART your-NOM-tell

ni÷-;p c;lstám;t
AUX-you(PL) happen.to(PL)

‘Well, proceed with your story of whatever happened to you.’

20.3.8. ÷á≥ ‘ah, oh, aw, well’
This often seems to have no function other than to begin a statement. It is often
followed by a term of address (such as si÷éµ ‘sir, ma’am,’ or a kinship term).
In narratives with dialogue, ÷a may serve primarily to indicate to the audience
that a new speaker is speaking.

(a) ÷a≥, ni c;n w;s√á√;µ ... (JP 9)
÷a≥ ni÷ c;n w;-s√á√;µ
ah AUX I EST-enough
‘Well, I’m ready ...’

(b) ÷a≥ si÷éµ, wi÷é≥¥ ∆xø ÷a¬. (JP 3)
÷a≥ si÷éµ w;-y;-÷é≥¥ ∆xø ÷a¬
ah sir EST-along-continue you just
‘Well, sir, just continue.’

(c) ÷a≥ ÷⁄w; ∆xø ≈⁄†e≥xø tƒé÷. (JP 4)
÷a≥ ÷⁄w; ∆xø ≈⁄†;-;xø [÷;] tƒé÷
ah not you be.saying-you OBL that
‘Oh, don’t say that.’

20.3.9. ÷o≥, ÷øø≥ ‘oh’
These are perhaps only variants of the last.
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(a) ÷o≥ m⁄∫;, ÷i c;n xø;çé∫;µ. ni c;n cá≥≥kø xø;÷⁄¥. (CC 21)
÷o≥ m⁄∫; ÷i c;n xø;-sçé∫;µ ni c;n cákø
oh child AUX I become-Shaker AUX I far

xø;-÷⁄¥
become-good

‘Oh, child, I have become a Shaker. I have become far better.’

(b) ø≥ sçéç;n ce≥p w;-÷él;¥ s;w⁄¥qe÷. (JP 12)
oh really you(PL) EST-good(PL) men
‘Oh, you’re really good men.’

20.3.10. ÷áä÷, ÷á÷ä ‘ahhhh! aha!’
(a) ÷áä÷ na;t; w;ƒ;÷ít xø;s;¬íkø t; ƒáƒ;ns t; s√él;q;m. (JP 6)

÷áä÷ na ÷; t; w;-ƒ;÷ít xø;-s;¬íkø t;
ahhh be.there OBL ART EST-truly become-broken ART

ƒáƒ;n-s t; s√él;q;m
mouth-3POS ART fierce.being

‘Ahhh! There the mouth of the monster is truly broken.’

(b) ÷á÷ä≥, s;w ƒ⁄t t; spá≥¬, ni÷ y;xø a÷a ... (JP 7)
÷á÷ä≥ s-w;-ƒ⁄t[-s] t; spá≥¬, ni÷ y;xø a÷a
ahhh NOM-EST-say-3POS ART raven be.there INF ROG!
‘“Aha”, said Raven, “It must be so ...”’

20.3.11. ÷ ~~; ‘hmm’
This is perhaps a more casual ÷á≥.

(a) ≈÷~; s;méµ¸;n, ƒ⁄y;ls;m c;n ce÷ i neµ
hmm proud(DIM) prepare.weapons I FUT and go

c;n ... (JP 7)
I

‘Hmmm, proud little thing, I’ll prepare and I’ll go ...’

Raven here is speaking to Seagull. Raven, Mink, and some other characters pre-
fix ≈- to some words.

20.3.12. ÷⁄ß ‘well!’
This expresses disapproval. It is used mainly by women. If a woman sees a girl
working with male motions (pulling toward herself rather than pushing away),
she might say:

(a) ÷⁄ß, ßté≥w;n ÷; ∆xø ˚ø;ƒsw⁄¥qe÷. (JP)
÷⁄ß ßxøte÷éw;n ÷; ∆xø ˚ø; ÷;T-s-sw⁄¥qe÷
well think ROG you ART your-NOM-man
‘Well, do you think you’re a man?!’
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20.3.13. ßé÷ ‘well!’
Like the last, but used by both sexes. If a man heard a boy say ÷;ß, he might
say:

(a) ßé÷, ƒ;∫a œéµ;¥. (JP)
well this young.woman
‘Hey, are you a girl?!’

20.3.14. ßá≥, ßá ≥ ? ‘pshaw! oh, heck, etc.’ (DK)
Perhaps the same as the last.

20.3.15. ÷éc;në ‘oh my!’ (JP)
An expression of surprise.

20.3.16. ÷énene ‘oh my!’ (AC)
The same as the last?

20.3.17. yá≥÷ ‘my!’
An expression of surprise, as in (a).

(a) ÷a÷ yá≥≥≥÷ (CC)
‘Oh my!’ (as when seeing big fish)

20.3.18. yu≥ ‘wow!’ [?] (JP)
An expression of surprise and perhaps appreciation or condemnation.
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21
Kinship Terms

475

In every language, terms for relatives constitute a small, semantically struc-
tured group of words that are of cultural interest because they reflect features
of the social structure of the speakers. In Musqueam and other Halkomelem
dialects, the simple terms for relatives constitute an especially small set, only
two of which, mén ‘father’ and tén ‘mother,’ have precise English equivalents,
there being no simple Musqueam equivalent of ‘brother,’ ‘sister,’ ‘grandfather,’
‘aunt,’ ‘cousin,’ and so on. This lack of correspondence is the result of differ-
ences in semantic principles, which are probably related to social structure, and
of differences in grammar.

Differences of the first kind will be discussed with each group of terms
below. Grammar is relevant in that it has allowed for some of what is probably
historically a great reduction in the number of Proto-Salish terms.1 Most Eng-
lish terms (and terms in several other Salishan languages) distinguish the sex of
the referent – for example, a ‘brother’ is invariably male and a ‘sister’ female;
of the bare terms in Musqueam, only those corresponding to ‘father’ and ‘moth-
er’ make such a distinction. For all of the Musqueam terms, the article or
demonstrative identifies the sex of the referent, as well as other facts ignored
by English. On the other hand, several Musqueam terms make distinctions,
such as whether the linking relative is living or dead or whether the speaker
(“ego”) is male or female, that English terms ignore.

We can distinguish terms for consanguineal (“blood”) relatives from those
for affinal relatives (‘in-laws”). In Musqueam the two sets are structured dif-
ferently. We can further distinguish three sets of each of the following: (1)
terms of personal reference, (2) terms of address, and (3) terms of impersonal
reference.

1 See Elmendorf 1961 on the reduction of Proto-Salish kinship terms, and my comments in
Suttles 1965.
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Terms of personal reference appear with possessive affixes and in grammat-
ical contexts that require articles. Terms of address are the terms of personal
reference without any prefixes other than possessives; they may or may not take
possessive affixes, and they appear without articles. Terms of impersonal refer-
ence appear in grammatical contexts with articles, but like the verb forms that
they probably are, they cannot take possessive affixes. Three of the most com-
mon of these bear no relationship to the terms of personal reference; the rest are
derivatives of the terms of personal reference. The terms of personal reference
and address are described in §21.1 and §21.2, and those of impersonal reference
in §21.3.

21.1. CONSANGUINEAL RELATIVES
I will first present the terms of personal reference and address for parents, chil-
dren, siblings, and cousins, then the terms of impersonal reference for these,
and finally all sets for other relatives. 

21.1.1. Parents and Children
The basic terms are:

mén ‘father’ (pl.?, dim. mém;∫, address mé÷, mém;∫)
tén ‘mother’ (pl.?, dim. tét;∫, address té÷, tét;∫)
m⁄∫; ‘child’ (pl. méµ;∫;, dim. míµn;, address m⁄∫;)

The terms of address for father and mother, especially the diminutives, which
have the sense of ‘dear little father’ and ‘dear little mother,’ may be used in talk-
ing to a little boy or little girl. The term mé∫; is ‘child’ in the sense of ‘son,
daughter, offspring,’ not in the sense of ‘baby’ (sqéq;l;) or ‘child’ (s√í√q;®) as
a life-status term. An adult is still the m⁄∫; of his or her parents. However, there
is a related or derived form, ÷;µ⁄m;∫ ‘little.’

When used in reference, the basic terms must have possessives (my, your,
etc.): n;mén ‘my father,’ ÷;ntén ‘your mother,’ m⁄∫;s ‘his child, her child,
their child.’And they must also be preceded by articles (t;, ƒ;, etc.) or demon-
stratives: t; n;mén ‘my father (who is here now),’ ƒ; n;tén ‘my mother (who
is here now),’ ƒ; n;m⁄∫; ‘my daughter (who is here now),’ t; n;m⁄∫; ‘my son
(who is here now).’ Thus the articles indicate whether the person referred to is
male or female and whether present and visible, somewhere not visible, or
deceased.

If a relative is deceased, this must be indicated either though the article or
through the particle -;® ‘past.’A deceased parent is referred to as ˚ø; n;mén or
køƒ; n;mén;® ‘my late father,’ køs; n;tén or ®; n;tén;® ‘my late mother.’

There is also a word ßxøwé÷ ‘parent’ (from wé÷ ‘own,’ meaning ‘someone to
whom one belongs.’ In its plural form, this term is probably more commonly
used with a wider meaning than simply parent: ßxøwél;y ‘parents, uncles and
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aunts, those to whom one belongs,’ that is, relatives of an older generation.
Because it is plural, it takes the masculine (non-feminine) article: t;
n;ßxøwél;y ‘my parents (who are here now).’ This term is used in addressing
parents or uncles and aunts in formal speeches, as in (a).

(a) t; ®w⁄l;p n;ßxøwél;y, y;ƒ;stál; c;n køƒ; n;ßxøqøél;w;n.
t; ®w⁄l;p n;-ßxøwél;y y;ƒ;s-t-ál; c;n køƒ;
ART you(PL) my-to.whom.belong tell-TR-you(PL) I ART

n;-ßxøqøél;w;n
my-thought

‘My parents (or my uncles), I will tell you my feelings.’

A deceased parent may be referred to with the term ßxøt⁄¬e (lit. ‘origin’?), as
in: ˚ø; n;ßxøt⁄¬e ‘my late father,’ køs; n;ßxøt⁄¬e ‘my late mother.’

The term for ‘child’ has a derivative, sm;∫é≥m ‘children and other junior rel-
atives.’ It is used in addressing a group of younger relatives that might include
children, nephews, and nieces, and grandchildren. These are the relatives whom
one might take responsibility for and lecture to.

21.1.2. Siblings and Cousins
Halkomelem does not have separate words for siblings and cousins. The terms
used for siblings can also be used for relatives in one’s own generation as dis-
tant as fourth cousins, persons who share a great-great-great-grandparent. In
theory, at least, a marriage between a couple related to that degree was still
incestuous.

There are four basic terms:

sx÷éy;® ‘older sibling, senior cousin’ (pl. sx÷;x÷éy;®, address ÷éy;®, possibly
related to the suffix -éy;® ‘child’)

sqé÷;q (sqé÷eq, sqé≥q) ‘younger sibling, junior cousin’ (pl. sq;lé≥q, address
qé÷;q, qé≥q, possibly related to qéq;l;, identified as ‘baby’ by CC and as
‘boy baby’ by JP, and qéq, identified as Cowichan for ‘baby’ by CC and as
‘girl baby’ by JP)

÷él;x ‘sibling or cousin of the opposite sex’ (that is, sister or female cousin of a
male, brother or male cousin of a female) (pl. ÷;¬él;x, address not recorded)

ßxø÷áœøa÷ ‘sibling or cousin (older or younger of either sex)’ (pl. ßxø÷ál;œøa÷,
also used in address, reciprocal ÷;œøí÷t;¬, ÷iœøí÷t;¬, y;œøí÷t;¬ ‘related as sib-
lings or cousins’)2

The first two terms distinguish siblings on the basis of their relative age –
older brothers and sisters from younger brothers and sisters. Your older broth-
er is your sx÷éy;®, and your younger brother is your sqé÷;q. When these terms
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are used for cousins, they distinguish senior from junior lines of descent, that
is, your father or mother’s older brother or sister’s child is your sx÷éy;®, even
if that cousin is younger than you, and your parent’s younger sibling’s child is
your sqé÷;q, even if that cousin is older than you. This principle is used to
maintain seniority over the generations. If you have a distant cousin whose
father or mother was a cousin of your father or mother, and you know that your
father or mother called his or her father or mother ÷éy;®, then you must call that
distant cousin ÷éy;® no matter what the age difference. This principle is consis-
tent with primogeniture, the transmission of names and other property to the
eldest child, which may have been generally followed in Aboriginal society.3

Again, when used in reference, these terms must have possessives and arti-
cles. And like ‘child,’ the article shows whether the person you are referring to
is a female or a male.

ƒ; n;sx÷éy;® ‘my older sister/senior female cousin (who is here)’
køƒ; n;sqé≥q ‘my younger brother/junior male cousin (who is not here)’
t; n;÷él;x ‘my brother/male cousin (who is here) (a woman speaking)’
®; n;÷él;x ‘my sister/female cousin (who is absent) (a man speaking)’

Thus, while the bare terms do not distinguish brothers (or male cousins) from
sisters (or female cousins), the terms in a grammatical context do.

The plural of the term ßxø÷áœøa÷ is used in speeches addressed to groups
identified, at least for purposes of establishing solidarity, as relatives, as in (a).

(a) ÷á≥ si≥÷éµ n;-ßxø÷ál;œøa÷
o honoured.ones my-siblings/cousins
‘O my honoured brothers and sisters.’

The root of ßxø÷áœøa÷ is probably the basis for s÷äœø;÷⁄y;® ‘youngest child
of a pregnant mother, next older sibling of an unborn child,’ that is, the child
who is about to be replaced as youngest by the one in the womb.4

Other terms for siblings will be given later, in §21.3, “Terms of Impersonal
Reference.”

21.1.3. Uncles and Aunts, Nephews and Nieces
As one might expect from the terms for siblings and cousins, the terms for par-
ents’ siblings include their cousins, and the terms for siblings’ children include
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3 However, this principle is seen in kinship terminologies of peoples in, among other regions, the
Great Basin, for whom property was not especially important. It is characteristic of Spier’s
“Yuman” type of kinship terminology (Spier 1925, 75-76).

4 This term appeared in a text some time after I had elicited what I had supposed to be a full set of
kinship terms in part by the traditional genealogical method, asking, “What do you call your
father’s brother Sam’s wife Jane,” and so on. As I could not possibly have thought of such a term,
it shows the value of texts in filling out what might seem to be well-known areas of the lexicon.
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cousins’ children. The Musqueam terms also differ from English in that there is
one set of terms while the linking relative is alive and another if the linking rel-
ative has died. Thus we have the following four terms:

ßxø;µníkø (CC), ßxø;mníkø (JP) ‘parent’s sibling or cousin during the life-
time of the parent’ (pl. ßxø;µnél;kø, ßx;mnél;kø, address níkø or níkøiye)

stíw;n ‘sibling or cousin’s child during the lifetime of the sibling or cousin’
(pl. st;tíw;n, dim. stítw;n, dim. pl. st;l;t;tíw;n, address tíw;n, títw;n)

ßxøm;ƒ;¥é® ‘parent’s sibling or cousin after the death of the parent’ (pl.
ßxøm;lm;lƒ;¥é®, address m;ƒ;¥é®)

sw;nméy®, sw;nméy;® (< wén;m ‘orphan,’ -éy;® ‘child’) ‘sibling or cousin’s
child after the death of the sibling or cousin’ (pl. not recorded, address
w;nméy®, w;nmé≥y®)

Thus while my mother was alive I would have referred to her brother (my
uncle) as n;ßxø;mníkø, and he would have referred to me (his nephew) as
n;stíw;n. But after my mother was gone, I would have referred to him as
n;ßxøm;ƒ;¥é®, and he would have referred to me as n;sw;nméy®. Similarly,
while my brother was alive, I would have referred to his daughter (my niece)
as n;stíw;n, but after his death, I would have had to call her n;sw;nméy®. Pre-
sumably, when people change from the first pair of terms to the second, they
are reminded of the link between them and their responsibility for keeping the
kinship tie.

In the system of classification used by anthropologists (e.g., Murdock 1949),
Halkomelem kinship terms for relatives in parents’ generations are “lineal,”
that is they distinguish between parents and parent’s siblings but do not distin-
guish mother’s siblings from father’s siblings. In this, Halkomelem and other
Coast Salish terms are like English and unlike those of Interior Salish lan-
guages, which are “bifurcate collateral,” that is, they distinguish parents,
father’s siblings, and mother’s siblings, and they are unlike those of the North-
ern Coast, which are “bifurcate merging,” that is, they have a single term for
father and father’s brother and a single term for mother and mother’s sister. Lin-
eal and bifurcate collateral terminologies are consistent with bilateral descent,
while a bifurcate merging terminology is consistent with unilineal descent, the
principle basic to the system of matrilineal clans of the Northern Coast.

21.1.4. Grandparents, Grandchildren, and Beyond
Just as the terms for siblings also refer to other relatives in one’s own genera-
tion, that is, to cousins, so too do the terms for grandparents, grandchildren,
great-grandparents, and so on refer to others of these relatives’ generations. The
basic terms are:

sí¬; ‘grandfather, grandmother, great uncle, great aunt,’ that is, ‘relative in the
second ascending generation’ (pl. s;lsí¬;, address sí¬;)
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÷ím;ƒ ‘grandson, granddaughter, grandnephew, grandniece,’ that is, ‘relative in
the second descending generation’ (pl. ÷;µím;ƒ, address ÷ím;ƒ, ÷ím;y;)

sçáµ;qø ‘great-grandparent, great-grandparent’s sibling or cousin, great-
grandchild, sibling or cousin’s great grandchild,’ that is, ‘relative of the third
ascending or descending generation’ (pl. sçá¬;m;qø, dim. sçá÷ç;m;qø, dim.
pl. sç;lá÷ç;m;qø, address çáµ;qø)

÷⁄kø;y;qø (CC), ÷⁄kø;yäqø (JP) ‘great-great-grandparent, etc.,’ that is, ‘relative
of the fourth ascending or descending generation’

¸⁄π;y;qø (CC), ¸⁄π;yäqø (JP) ‘great-great-great-grandparent, etc.,’ that is,
‘relative of the fifth ascending or descending generation’ (also refers to the
cap at the stem of a strawberry or salmonberry)

The diminutive sçá÷ç;m;qø might be used, JP said, by a great-grandparent
addressing a great-grandchild. I did not record terms of address for relatives in
the fourth and fifth ascending or descending generations. Probably one does not
ordinarily meet a lineal ancestor or descendant of such status, but collaterals
could be contemporaries. 

21.1.5. Relatives and Kin Groups
Kinship was and is of great importance in Coast Salish society. The most gen-
eral term referring to kinship is syé¥; (< yé¥; ‘secure, tightly tied’) ‘friend, rel-
ative’ (pl. siyé¥; //sy;yé¥e//). This term perhaps literally means ‘bond.’ In the
old days, friendship without kinship may have been uncommon. When non-
relatives wanted to establish close ties, they soon negotiated marriages and thus
established kinship. And so the meaning ‘relative’ is probably more basic than
‘friend.’ The term has a reciprocal yá÷it;¬ //yá¥;t;¬// ‘be related.’ JP said that
one might address a “distant sí¬;” as yé≥y; as a sign of respect. In the big house,
speeches commonly begin: ÷á≥ si≥÷éµ n;siyé¥; ‘O my honoured friends/
relatives.’

There is a noun, çá÷ ‘genealogical connection,’ and a verb derivative, çá÷;m
‘explain a relationship,’ which JP remembered hearing his mother use in the
following:

(a) ni ÷; ∆xø ®⁄œ;ll;xø kø çá÷ct ≈øté≥ y;ƒél;y √;w n;siyé¥;. (JP)
ni ÷; ∆xø ®⁄œ;l-l;xø kø çá÷-ct ≈øté ÷;
AUX ROG you know-TR ART connection-our toward OBL

y;ƒél;y √e w;-n;-siyé¥;
those also EST-my-relations

‘Do you know how we’re related to those ones who are my relatives?’

(b) qí÷q;¬ køsçá÷;ms y;ƒél;y.
qí÷q;¬ kø s-çá÷;m-s y;ƒél;y
ignorant ART NOM-explain.genealogy-3POS those
‘They don’t know how to explain how they’re related.’
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Ancestors are referred to as:

sy;∑é∫ (< y;∑é∫ ‘before’) (lit. ‘what was before,’ also ‘heritage’)
køƒ; µi≥t y;÷é≥¥eqt ‘those whom we are replacing’ (CC 1)

Descendants are referred to by several terms:

s¸áqø;m ‘offspring, descendants’ (‘suckling’?; cf. ¸áqø;t ‘suck it’)
s÷;¥éq ‘descendant’ (lit. ‘replacement’) as in (c)

(c) √aw®mi s÷;¥éqs køƒ; xø;nç⁄lw;m;®. (JP)
√a w;®-mi s÷;¥éq-s køƒ; xø;nç⁄lw;m-;®
BE3P already-come replacement-3POS ART one.family-past
‘They are descendants of one family.’

The only term elicited for ‘family’ is xøn;çálw;m ~ xøn;ç⁄lw;m ~
xø;nç⁄lw;m (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’ + ?) ‘one family.’ JP believed that this term refers
to the descendants of one couple, now not necessarily the residents of one
house.

(d) ÷⁄nƒ; w;®mi s¸áqø;ms køƒ; xø;nç⁄lw;m;® (~ køƒ; xø;nç⁄lw;m;® 
m;st⁄y;xø). (JP)

÷⁄nƒ; w;®-mi s¸áqø;m-s køƒ; xø;nç⁄lw;m-;® 
be.I already-come descendant-3POS ART one.family-past

(~ køƒ; xø;nç⁄lw;m-;® m;st⁄y;xø)
ART one.family-past person

‘I am the descendant of that one family (~ the people of that one family).’

21.2. AFFINAL TERMS
Under this heading I will deal with terms for spouses and relationships result-
ing from marriage, as well as terms for in-laws.

21.2.1. Spouses
There is a single term for spouse: stá¬;s ‘spouse, husband, wife’ (pl. st;ltá¬;s,
dim. stá÷t;l;s, stát;l;s).

The diminutive may be used affectionately, as in ƒ; n;sœán;q n;stát;l;s
‘my dear little wife,’ or derisively to refer to a married woman’s lover. A spouse
may be addressed simply with ná∑ ‘hey.’ There is a reciprocal form, tit;¬ást;¬
‘related as husband and wife’ or simply ‘married couple.’

Because in the old days a man could have more than one wife, there is a term
sxá¥; ‘co-wife’ (pl. sx;xá¥e).5 This term has a reciprocal form, x;xø;yí÷t;¬
(JP) or x;xø;yá÷t;¬ (CC) ‘be co-wives, be wives of the same man.’ Something
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of the relations between women married to the same man is suggested by the
belief that while eating either swíw;, the Fraser River eulachon (“hooligan”),
or s÷áy;n;xø, the smaller variety that runs in the Squamish River, you should
not mention the other, “because they are co-wives.”

Although a woman could not have two husbands, there is also a term,
sx;yé≥seq, which refers to another man with whom one shares (or has shared?)
a woman, as a husband and a wife’s lover (perhaps a former husband), not a sit-
uation that men would openly agree to. The term may contain the root of y;sél;
‘two’ and the suffix -eq ‘penis.’ Some people regard it as obscene.

There are terms for having multiple wives:

xø÷;ysé≥lt;xø ‘have two wives’ (< y;sé¬; ‘two’)
xø®xøé≥lt;xø ‘have three wives’ (< ®íxø ‘three’)

A person who has lost a spouse is a syé÷t;n ‘widow, widower.’ In the old
days, a person who has lost a spouse was encouraged or even obliged to marry
a close relative of the deceased, following practices technically called “the levi-
rate” and “the sororate.”

21.2.2. Primary Affines
There are four terms that refer to the relatives called in English ‘mother-in-law,’
‘father-in-law,’ ‘sister-in-law,’ ‘brother-in-law,’ ‘daughter-in-law,’ and ‘son-in-
law.’ However, while the English terms are simply based on the consanguineal
terms used by the spouse, the Musqueam terms follow a different pattern. They
are:

ß˚øí®;∑ (ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer’? ˚øí®;∑ ‘to live with one’s in-laws’)
‘father-in-law, mother-in-law, wife’s brother’ (pl. ß˚øé≥®;∑)

sc;wté® ‘son-in-law, daughter-in-law, man’s sister’s husband’ (pl. sciw;té®)
smét;xøt;n ‘sibling-in-law of the opposite sex,’ that is, ‘(man’s) brother’s

wife, (woman’s) sister’s husband, wife’s sister, husband’s brother’ (pl.
smé÷;lt;xøt;n, address mét;xøt;n)

ßxø÷él;x (< ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer,’ ÷él;x ‘sibling/cousin of opposite sex,’
i.e., ‘one who has a woman’s brother’) ‘sister-in-law (woman speaking),’ i.e.,
‘husband’s sister, brother’s wife (woman speaking)’ (pl. ßxø÷;¬él;x)

Musqueam terms for blood relatives, like English terms, keep the generations
apart. Except for ÷él;x ‘sibling/cousin of the opposite sex,’ they mean the same
thing when used by either men or women. For males but not for females, how-
ever, the Musqueam terms for in-laws follow an overriding principle.

For a man, the term used for his wife’s parents applies also to a man in his
own generation – his wife’s brother, while the term used for his child’s spouse
applies also to a man of his own generation – his sister’s husband. The princi-
ple here is probably one that reflects the nature of marriage in aboriginal soci-
ety: a man (with his family) was responsible for his wife to her parents and to
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her brothers (his ß˚øé≥®;∑), while the men responsible to him for their wives
were the husbands of his daughters and his sisters (his sciw;té®). His male
ß˚øé≥®;∑ are men from whom he received his wife, while his male sciw;té® are
men who received their wives from him or his family.

For a woman, the terms for in-laws keep the generations separate. A woman’s
ß˚øé≥®;∑ are simply her husband’s parents, and her sciw;té® are simply her
children’s spouses. She refers to both her husband’s brother and her sister’s
husband as smét;xøt;n, and they refer to her by the same term. She refers to
both her husband’s sister and her brother’s wife as ßxø÷él;x, and they refer to
her by the same term.

The term that is used reciprocally between the sexes, smét;xøt;n ‘sibling-in-
law of the opposite sex,’ is used by persons that might marry in the event of the
death of a spouse. If one of a married couple dies, the four terms in-law are
replaced by a single term: çé≥¥e ‘deceased spouse’s relative, spouse of deceased
relative’ (pl. ç;¥çé≥¥e, impers. ç;çë¥é).

There is a verb derived from this term: çé≥¥em ‘marry ones çé≥¥e’. Such a
marriage was common in the old days. If a husband or wife died, the family of
the deceased might provide a close relative of the deceased as a new spouse.
This provided for children to the marriage and kept up the alliance between
families.

21.2.3. Secondary Affines
There is another in-law term for which there is no equivalent in English
(although some other European languages have one): s˚ø⁄lw;s ‘co-parent-in-
law,’ that is, ‘child’s spouse’s parent (or other close relative)’ (pl. s˚ø;l˚øílw;s
[CC], s˚ø;˚øílw;s [JP]; reciprocal ˚øí≥¬wast;¬ [CC], s˚øi˚ø;lwást;¬ [JP] ‘be
allied through the marriage of children’).

This is a very important term. Marriages were alliances between families,
arranged by and maintained by the people who became co-parents-in-law.
Another term for this kind of affine is snéç;®txø (< néç ‘different’ + -;®txø ?;
cf. -txø ‘house,’ -eltxø ‘spouse’) ‘opposite friend’ (JP’s gloss) (pl. sné÷;lç;®tø)
(JP).

After the death of one of a married couple, the co-parents-in-law became
ç®≈é≥µ ‘deceased child’s spouse’s parent, child’s deceased spouse’s parent,’ lit.
‘co-weeper’ (pl. ç®≈;≈é≥µ).

And there is still another term for which there is no English equivalent:
sn;ç⁄ll;q ~ s;nç⁄ll;q (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one’ or néç ‘different’ + ?) ‘spouse’s sibling’s
spouse,’ that is, ‘husband’s brother’s wife, wife’s sister’s husband, etc.’ (pl. not
recorded, address n;ç⁄ll;q).

There are also a few terms that correspond to persons sometimes called “rel-
atives by marriage” in English:
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xcépƒ ‘uncle by marriage (aunt’s husband), aunt by marriage (uncle’s wife)’
ßxøsí¬; ‘step-grandparent, great uncle/aunt by marriage’
ßxø÷ím;ƒ ‘grandchild’s spouse’

21.2.4. Step, Half, and Adopted Relatives
A few terms refer to relationships coming from second and plural marriages:

sn;ç⁄w;y;® (< n⁄ça÷ ‘one,’ -eye® ‘child’) ‘half-sibling’ (reciprocal hinç;wyá®t;¬
‘related as half-siblings’). This term, JP thought, was perhaps restricted to
half-siblings born of the same mother.

ç®mánt;¬ (< ç®- ‘co-,’ mén ‘father,’ -t;¬ ‘reciprocal’) ‘half-sibling sharing the
same father’ (JP). I did not elicit a tén ‘mother’ counterpart.

c®ilé÷em ‘step-parent’
sqé≥qst;näm;t ‘step-sibling’ (< sq´÷;q ‘younger sibling, etc.’ + causative

reflexive suffix [see §10.5.3], lit. ‘pretend younger sibling’)
s˚øáµi÷®;m (CC), ˚ø;mí÷®;m (AG) (< √ of ˚ø⁄m;t ‘raise,’ -;y;® ‘child’)

‘adopted child’
sciµné÷em (< ?) ‘adopted child’

21.3. TERMS OF IMPERSONAL REFERENCE
In narratives, terms other than those given above are often used for relatives of
the characters, identifying them in relation to one another. The two such terms
most commonly used are:

s⁄n√e÷ ‘older sibling, cousin senior in descent’ (pl. sé≥n√e÷, dim. not recorded)
sá÷s;qøt ‘younger sibling, cousin junior in descent’ (pl. not recorded, dim.

s;÷á≥s;qøt)

These terms cannot take possessives, and so they cannot be used for one’s
own relatives or another’s. You cannot say **n;s⁄n√e÷ or **n;sá÷s;qøt. And
because they cannot refer to one’s own relatives, they cannot be used in talking
to a relative. To call out to your older brother, you have to say ÷á≥ ÷éy;®. You
cannot call out **÷á≥ s⁄n√e÷. For these reasons, I have called them (Suttles
1965) “terms of impersonal reference.” In narratives these terms follow arti-
cles, as t; s⁄n√e÷ ‘the older (of a pair of brothers), the senior (of a pair of
cousins)’ and t; sás;qøt ‘the younger (of a pair of brothers), the junior (of a pair
of cousins),’ referring to persons who have already been identified in the story.

They can, however, be used as modifiers of terms of personal reference, as in
(a) and (b).

(a) køƒ; s⁄∫√e÷ n;-sx÷éy;®
ART senior my-older.sibling
‘my oldest brother’
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(b) √a s;÷á≥s;qøt n;-sx÷éy;®
BE3P junior(DIM) my-older.sibling
‘It’s my youngest older brother.’

There are also derivatives that can take possessives, such as:

(c) køƒ; n;s;n√e÷mí≥n (CC)
‘my next older brother’

(d) n;s;n√é÷t;n (CC)
‘my older sister’ (pl. sé≥n√e÷t;n [JP])

Two derivatives refer to groups:

sa÷s;qøté≥n ‘younger group’ (used for the first run of chum salmon) (JP)
s;n√e÷é≥n ‘older group’ (used for the second run of chum salmon) (JP)

And these can have plural forms, as in (e).

(e) √aw m;˚ø s;lá÷s;qøte≥n. (JP)
‘They are the younger ones.’ (referring to three younger siblings)

In not taking possessive affixes, these terms are like verbs rather than nouns.
In fact, they may be verb forms. The term s⁄∫√e÷ looks like a resultative form
and sá÷s;qøt like a progressive form, but I cannot identify the roots.

For ‘parent’ and ‘child’ the terms of impersonal reference are:

cí÷c;t ‘parent’ (pl. c;lí÷c;t) (CC), syí÷;l ‘parent’ (pl. siyí÷;l) (JP)
s;µné÷ ‘parent, one who has a child’ (CC)
míµne÷ ‘child’ (pl. m;lé≥µne÷) (CC)

The term cí÷c;t may be historically related to Clallam c;t ‘father,’ and if it is
a progressive form, it may mean something like ‘one who is parenting.’ This
term was given by CC; JP believed it was Cowichan and said that the
Musqueam word was syí÷;l. The term s;µné÷ is a resultative meaning
‘childed.’ The term of impersonal reference for ‘child’ is also derived from
m⁄∫; ‘child,’ the term of personal reference.

Again, the sibling terms can be used with this term, as in køƒ; s⁄∫√e÷
míµne÷ ‘the oldest child (who is male).’ The plural appears in t;lí÷ ÷; køƒ;
m;lé≥µne÷ ‘one of the children.’

It was CC who first led me to an understanding of the difference between
these terms and the set that appears with possessives. After we had established
a basis for identifying them, I asked her for more, and she produced a full set,
which I give below in the right column, following the personal set (with gloss-
es abbreviated in standard anthropological fashion).

÷él;x ‘sb of op sex’ ÷⁄¬;x
ßxø;µníkø ‘pa sb’ ßxø;µn⁄∫;kø
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stíw;n ‘sb ch’ st⁄t;w;n
ßxøm;ƒ;¥é® ‘dec pa sb’ ßxø;m;¬;ƒéy;l®
sw;nméy;® ‘dec sb ch’ sw⁄w;nm;¥®
sí¬; ‘gr pa’ s⁄s;l;
÷ím;ƒ ‘gr ch’ ÷⁄µ;ƒ
sçáµ;qø ‘gt gr pa’ sç;çáµ;qø
ß˚øí®;∑ ‘sp pa, wi br’ ß˚ø⁄˚ø;®;∑, pl. ß˚ø⁄l;˚ø;®;∑
sc;wté® ‘ch sp, si hu’ sc;wít;¬®
smét;xøt;n ‘hu br, wi sis, etc.’ s;µtéxøt;n
ßxø÷él;x ‘hu sis, br wi’ ßxø÷⁄léx (probably ßxø÷⁄¬;x)
çé≥y; ‘dec sp rel, dec rel sp’ ç;çë¥é, pl. ç;l;çë¥é
s˚ø⁄lw;s ‘ch sp pa’ pl. s˚ø;˚ø;¬wés
sn;ç⁄ll;q ‘sp sb sp’ s;∫ç;¬éq

Clearly, these terms of impersonal reference are all derived from those of per-
sonal reference, but the question remains as to how. In the impersonal set, there
is usually reduplication of the first consonant, a full first vowel is reduced to
schwa, the stress may fall on this vowel or on a later one, possibly a stressed
full vowel, and resonants may be glottalized. In these respects, these forms
resemble one or another aspect of the verb, but it is not possible to say unequiv-
ocally that they are progressive, durative, or what. One of the problems for
analysis is that several of the personal set are composed of roots and affixes that
cannot be identified. Most of these terms of impersonal reference have not
appeared in the texts I have recorded, and, unfortunately, I did not try to elicit
them from other speakers. They remain a problem for further analysis and com-
parative work.
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22
Space and Time

487

Distinctions involving space and time are required by the grammar in nearly
every utterance in ways that have been described at various places in the pre-
ceding sections. Here I will simply summarize these and then describe the treat-
ment of time and space in the lexicon.

22.1. SPACE
Grammar often requires the expression of location or direction in relation to the
speaker or to the focus of interest in a narrative. Many predicates require aux-
iliaries, and thus the speaker must choose between ÷i ‘be here’ and ni÷ ‘be
there,’ which identify an event as appearing or occurring near the speaker or
away from the speaker, or between ÷;µi ~ µi ‘come’ and neµ ‘go,’ which iden-
tify any movement as toward the speaker or away from the speaker (see §3.2.1).
Every nominal adjunct must be introduced by an article or demonstrative or
consist of a demonstrative that locates it in relation to the speaker or the focus
of interest by indicating whether it is present and visible, nearby but invisible,
or remote, non-existent, or hypothetical (see §15.1.2). The locative demonstra-
tives (§15.2.2.1) and demonstrative auxiliaries (§15.3), formed with ÷í ‘be here’
(with a variant ÷é) and ní÷ ‘be there’ (and a variant na÷), distinguish a ‘yonder’
position as well as a ‘here’ and a ‘there.’

In the lexicon, direction and location are also expressed by about fifty roots
and their derivatives. Many of these roots are verbs that can stand alone (with-
out affixes) to express motion or, less often, position. Many have progressive
and resultative forms and can take transitive, causative, reflexive, and recipro-
cal suffixes. The resultative forms usually express location. There are also some
roots that can only be inferred from complex forms and cannot be classified.

Most of these roots take one or more affixes that have a spatial meaning. The
most common of these are the suffixes -;l ~ -íl, -íl;m ‘move toward’ (§12.3.1),
-á¬w;®, -⁄¬w;®, -wí® ‘side’ (§13.6, 90), -ic, -ic;n ‘back, upper surface’ (§13.6,
64), -e÷c ~ -é¬e÷c ‘route across’ (§13.6, 64.1), -;s ~ -as ‘face, front’ (§13.6, 28),
-é≈;n ‘arm, side’ (§13.6, 76), and -a÷ƒ, -aƒ, -aƒ;n ‘lip, edge, margin’ (§13.6,
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26), and the prefixes xø;- ‘become’ (§12.2.2), y;-1 ‘along’ (§11.1.5.), xø-2

‘move toward’ (§12.2.7), and h;n-, h;m-, ÷;m- ‘come’ (§12.4.10). To econo-
mize I will not gloss these affixes in the following three sections.

We will first consider terms referring to location or direction in relation to
features of the environment and to the house, fire, and canoe, before consider-
ing terms of general reference.

22.1.1. The Expression of Movement and Location in Relation to Water
The direction of movement and location on land or water are commonly indi-
cated with words that refer to the shore and the flow of water. In many contexts,
these words are the counterparts of cardinal directional terms in English. The
basic terms are illustrated in the following diagram.
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Diagram 4

cá¬;qø
‘inland’

cám †áxø
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _céc;∑

‘shore’
®;®ás w;œøíl;m xøíw;l ÷;hí∑

‘downstream’ ‘upstream’

tá≥l ®é≥l

‘current’
c⁄∑c;∑

‘offshore’

These terms1 can be categorized as follows:

DIRECTION LOCATION

1 On land in relation to the shore
cám ‘go/come up inland’ cá¬;qø ‘inland, up in the bush’
†áxø ‘go/come down toward the shore’ céc;∑ ‘down on the shore’

1 See Hess 1979a for comparable terms in Northern Straits and Lushootseed.
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2 On water in relation to the shore
tá≥l ‘go/come out seaward’ c⁄∑c;∑ ‘out at sea, out from 

shore, out on the tide flats’
®é≥l ‘go/come in shoreward, ashore’

3 On land or water in relation to the flow of water
xøíw;l ‘go/come upstream’ ÷;hí∑ ‘upstream’
w;œøíl;m ‘go/come downstream’ ®;®ás ‘downstream’

The terms xøíw;l and w;œøíl;m are used for movement both on the river and
on land along the river. On Burrard Inlet, to go toward the head is xøíw;l ‘go
upstream,’ but to go toward open water is ÷⁄√qaƒ ‘go out.’ Out on Georgia
Strait (“the Gulf”), according to JP, you can only specify where you are going
or use the terms t⁄yw;t ‘north’ or yíx ‘south.’ (See §22.1.1.4.) The terms tá≥l
and ®é≥l are used for movement on both the river and the salt water. 

The directional terms are verbs, as in (a) and (b). 

(a) ni µ; y;c;køcákø;µ. (CC)
‘They are going up from the shore.’

(b) ÷i w;®µi †á†;xø. (JP)
‘He’s coming down to the shore.’

The locational terms were used with articles as nouns by CC and JP, as in (c)
and (d).

(c) ni ni÷ [÷;] ˚ø; céc;∑. (CC)
‘He’s down on the beach.’

(d) ÷⁄¥ køsneµct s⁄wœt ˚ø π⁄w;¥ [÷;] t; cé∑c;∑. (AC 1)
‘Let’s go look for flounders out from shore.’

AG, however, used some of them as predicate heads and had plural forms, as
in (e) and (f).

(e) ni céc;∑. (AG)
‘He’s down.’

(f) ni c;l⁄∑c;∑. (AG)
‘They are out offshore.’

Inflected and derived forms are given in the next three sections.

22.1.1.1. Inland versus Shoreward
The directional terms cám ‘go/come inland’ and †áxø ‘go/come toward the
shore’ are simple verb roots with progressive, causative, and other forms; cám
has a progressive cákø;µ, plural cál;m, progressive plural c;køcákø;µ, and
causative c⁄mst;xø ‘take/bring it up from the shore,’ and †áxø has a progressive
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†á†;xø, plural †á¬;xø, progressive plural †áxø†;xø, and causative †⁄xøst;xø
‘take/bring it down to the shore.’ What appear to be forms in the dispositional-
iterative aspect (§7.6) are c⁄mc;m ‘move one’s residence inland’ and †⁄xø†;xø
‘move one’s residence down to the shore.’

The root of the locational term cá¬;qø is not identifiable; céc;∑ is from the
root cew- ‘shore.’ These two also have verbal derivatives, h;ncá¬;qø ‘get up to
the house from the beach’ (AG) and h;∫céw ~ h;µcéw ~ ÷;µcéw ‘get down
to the shore’ (JP). The latter has a transitive with -n;xø, implied by a recorded
passive ÷;µcéwn;m ‘be brought down from the bush (as a deer),’ a causative
implied by a recorded passive h;µcé∑st;m ‘be brought down from the bush
(as a dead animal or the body of someone who had been lost),’ and a derivative
÷;mcáw;y;s ‘come back to life’ (with -;y;s ‘circular figure’).

As this last word implies, movement to and from inland can also refer
euphemistically or metaphorically to movement to and from the grave, as in (a)
and (b).

(a) niw® néµ c⁄mst;m. (CC)
‘They have taken the body to the graveyard.’ (lit. ‘He was taken inland.’)

(b) ni ÷;µcáw;y;s kø; ni≥® ÷í˚ø. (JP)
‘The one who was lost has (unexpectedly) returned.’

Reference to the bush (the woods) is more specific in xçíl;m ‘enter the
woods’ (cf. xíç;t ‘put it in the bush,’ sxíx;ç ‘the bush,’ the root of which may
mean simply ‘thrust into’; cf. also xøç⁄t ‘put it in the middle,’ ßxø;xøíç ‘with-
in, among’).

The two locational terms are the bases of the contrasting pair sc;¬qøá¬w;®
‘uphill side’ and sc;wá¬w;® ‘shore side.’ The root cew- also appears in
sc;∑é¬;c ‘out on the river bank’ (also a place name at Musqueam) and
sc;∑áƒ;n ‘Tsawwassen’ (lit. ‘shore margin,’ < -aƒ;n ‘mouth’), and in other
derivatives given below.

22.1.1.2. Offshore versus Shoreward
The directional terms tá≥l ‘go/come offshore/seaward’ and ®é≥l ‘go/come shore-
ward’ are composed each of a root (probably √ta- ‘out’? and √®el- ‘back,
behind’) and the suffix -;l ‘move toward.’ The progressives are t;tá≥l (CC) or
t;tí≥¬ (JP) and ®;®í≥¬. (AG also used t;tá≥¬, but JP believed this was the
Cowichan progressive.) Causatives are tá≥l;st;xø ‘take/bring it out from shore’
and ®é≥l;st;xø ‘take/bring it ashore.’ (The root ®él- also has a transitive form
®élx – see §22.1.4.)

The locational term c⁄∑c;∑ ‘out on the water, out on the tide flats’ looks
like a form of cew- ‘shore’ in the iterative aspect, but it is not clear why this
might be so. This term also has a verbal form, xø;c⁄∑ce∑ ‘get out in the
water,’ as in (a).
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(a) ni ∆xø w;∫án;w xø;ç⁄∑c;∑. (JP)
‘You got out too far.’

An adjectival form appears in scewcé∑a® œø;lít;q “offshore seagull” (pos-
sibly the long-tailed jaeger) (JP). There is a derivative ci∑c;∑ás ‘be looking
out to sea’ with -as ‘face.’

A term ®é≥lt ‘ashore’ (landed but still aboard the vessel as opposed to œøí≥m
‘disembark’) was given as the locational counterpart of ®é≥l ‘go/come ashore.’
It appears to be ®é≥l plus -t ‘stative’; the resultative is s®é®;lt ‘ashore, shore’
(JP), s®é®;¬t (AG). Derivatives are s®;¬tá¬w;® ‘shore side (as the side of an
island facing the mainland)’ (JP) and ßxø®é≥¬ëm;xø ‘sea hunter and fisher,
expert at getting fish and sea mammals’ (JP).

22.1.1.3. Upstream versus Downstream
The directional term xøíw;l ‘go/come upstream’ (progressive xøí∑;l) is com-
posed of the prefix xø- ‘move toward,’ the root √hiw ‘ahead,’ and the suffix -;l
‘move toward,’ while w;œøíl;m ‘go/come downstream’ (progressive
h⁄∑œø;l;m) is composed of the root w⁄œø ‘drift with the current’ and the com-
pound suffix -íl;m ‘move toward.’ There is another, evidently less frequently
used term, ç⁄l;xø ‘go/come upstream’ (progressive ç⁄¬;xø), which appears in
the names sç;léxø, that of the upper part of the Musqueam village, and
sç;lxøí÷qø ‘Chilliwack.’

The locational ÷;hí∑ is from √hiw ‘ahead,’ perhaps a resultative form with-
out the usual s- ‘resultative,’ and ®;®ás is possibly from a root √®e- or √®i-
‘back, behind.’ (For other derivatives of hiw, see §22.1.8.4.) 

The Cowichan counterpart of ÷;hí∑ is t⁄yt (< t;y- ‘upstream’ and -t ‘stative’;
cf. t⁄y;l ‘go/come upstream’). The root √t;y appears in several Musqueam
terms, contrasting with w⁄œø ‘drift with the current,’ as in st;¥tá¬w;®
[sti÷táw;®] ‘upstream side’ versus s;∑œøá¬w;® ‘downstream side,’ used for
something outside other than a house and t;¥tás [ti÷tás] ‘facing upstream’ ver-
sus h;∑œøás ‘facing downstream.’

22.1.1.4. The Regional Axis
The terms t⁄yw;t and yíx are often identified as ‘north’ and ‘south,’ but actu-
ally refer to the two ends of the great inland sea that the Halkomelem language
straddles, t⁄yw;t to the northern end of the Strait of Georgia and yíx to Puget
Sound. 

The term t⁄yw;t may be derived from the √t;y- of t⁄yt ‘upstream’ and t⁄y;l
‘go/come upstream,’ the northern end of the Strait of Georgia being perceived
as the upstream end of the waterway leading out the Strait of Juan de Fuca to
the ocean. The term may also refer to a westerly direction, as when JP said,
skøíkø;m t; t⁄yw;t ‘It’s kind of red in the west,’ and its derivative st⁄yw;t
refers to a wind that varies from place to place (see §22.1.7). The related term
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xøt⁄yw;l, usually glossed ‘Northern Indians,’ refers to the peoples from the
northern end of the Strait of Georgia on northward. 

The term yíx (//y⁄x//?) may be cognate with the l;ß of Lushootseed
(dxøl;ßúcid) the language of Puget Sound. A derivative, xøyíx;l, is said to
refer to the people “from around La Conner south,” that is to the speakers of
Lushootseed, although sometimes the Samish, who spoke Northern Straits, are
included. The adjectival form syíxa÷® refers to the canoe type favoured by
Puget Sound peoples.2

These terms also appear in two names for winds, given in §22.1.5. (For a
more extended discussion, see Suttles 1987c.)

22.1.2. In Relation to the House and Fire
The traditional house was a large wooden structure, rectangular in form and
with a single-pitched (shed) roof, standing parallel to the shore. Until the latter
half of the nineteenth century, it consisted of a permanent framework of posts
and beams covered with removable roof and wall planks, which could be laid
across canoes to make “rafts” and be used at other sites. A smaller house may
have had an entrance at one end and another on the side facing away from the
water; a larger house may also have had one or more on the side facing the
water. In winter the walls were lined with mats, which could also be removed
for summer use over poles as temporary structures. Inside the house, a bed plat-
form (lé≥¬we÷s, probably from √le÷ ‘put away,’ -e¬we÷s ‘paddle’) wide enough
for two adults and a baby extended around the walls, and partitions extended
partway out from it to divide the house into family sections. Each family had a
fire within its section, but for ceremonial occasions these were combined into
a single fire in the centre of the house. 

After milled lumber became available in the late nineteenth century, the walls
and roofs became permanent features of the house and two-pitched (gable)
roofs were usual, but these houses were generally built with the same orienta-
tion. Some of these structures continued to be used for winter dances long after
they had been abandoned as residences, until the middle of the twentieth cen-
tury, when they were replaced by more “modern” structures. The term for any
structure lived in is lél;µ ‘house.’ The term for a large old-style house, espe-
cially one used for the winter dance or other ceremonial activities, is sƒé≥wtxø
‘big house’ (< ƒí ‘big,’ -;wtxø ‘-house’).3
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2 A Clallam, Sam Ulmer, identified n;xøy⁄ß as the people of Whidbey Island, at Coupeville, that
is, the Skagit proper. On the other hand, Gibbs (1863, vi) wrote that the Skagits called the Lummi
“NuŒkh-lésh.”

3 At the time that I was doing most of my research, the English term for this structure was either
“big-house” or “smoke-house.” In recent years, the term “longhouse” seems to have widely
replaced these terms, but I do not remember ever hearing “longhouse” used by Native people
before the 1960s or ’70s. I believe it came into general use about the same time as “elder,” which
I also never heard until the 1960s or ’70s.
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Terms expressing direction and location in relation to the house are illustrat-
ed in the following diagram.

493

Diagram 5

ßxøc;¬qøé≈;n
‘landward side’

bed platform

doorway
centre (fire)

ßxø;∑œøé≈;n ßxøt;¥té≈;n
‘downstream side’ ‘upstream side’

xøíw;l ®;¬íl;m
híwx ®é¬x 

tá≥l;st;xø
‘ahead, out’ ‘back’

bed platform

ßxøc;∑ás
‘shore side’

Direction in relation to the house is expressed with derivatives of the roots
referring to the shore and the flow of water, with the suffixes -ás ~ -;s ‘-face, 
-front’ and -é≈;n ‘-upper arm, side.’

xc;wás (CC) (< x-, probably ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer,’ c;w- ‘shore’) ‘front
(water side) of house’ (lit. ‘facing the shore’)

xc;¬qøé≈;n (CC), ßxøc;¬qøé≈;n (JP) (< cá¬;qø ‘inland’) ‘back (inland side) of
house’

t;¥té≈;n [ti÷té≈;n], ßxøt;¥té≈;n (< t;yt ‘upstream’) ‘upstream side (of house)’
h;∑œøé≈;n, ßxø;∑œøé≈;n (< h⁄∑œø progressive of w⁄œø ‘go with the current’)

‘downstream side (of house)’

(I did not record ‘front of the house’ from JP but assume he would have used an
initial ßxø- instead of CC’s x-.) These terms are used as in (a) and (b).

(a) ni ni÷ ; ˚ø; xc;wás. (CC)
‘He is in front of the house.’

(b) ni ni÷ ; ˚ø; xc;lqøé≈;n. (CC)
‘He is in back of the house.’
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They can be used to identify the corners of the house, as in (c) and (d).

(c) ni ÷; ˚øƒe ßxø;∑œøé≈;n sc;¬qøé≈;n ßxø®;køé≈;ns køƒ; lél;µ. (AC)
‘He’s at the lower back corner of the house.’

(d) ni ni÷ ; køƒ; ßtité≈;ns køƒ; lél;µ ni÷ ; køƒ; ßl;køé≈;n. (AC)
‘It’s in the corner of the upstream side of the house.’

In (d), AC used ß®;køé≈;n for an inside corner, but JP distinguished
ßxøl;køé≈;n ‘corner of the outside of a house’ from ßxøçéq;∫ ‘corner inside
the house,’ as in (e) and (f).

(e) ni ní t; ßxøçéq;∫.
‘It’s way in the corner.’

(f) nist;xø ∆xø t; ßxøçéq;∫. (JP)
‘Put it away in the corner.’

Within the house, direction in relation to the centre is expressed with some
of the same terms or with terms derived from the same roots as those used in
relation to water.

The term xøíw;l ‘move upstream’ also means ‘move out into the centre of
the house, toward the fire.’ Other derivatives of √hiw (see §22.1.8.4) with relat-
ed meanings are híwx or xøíwx (-x ‘transitive’) ‘take/bring him/her forward (a
person to the centre of the house in front of people), bring it out (as food stored
in the back),’ xøíwx ‘move it over into the centre of the fire, move it onto the
flame (as something being cooked),’ ÷;hí∑st;xø ‘place it at the edge of the fire,
put it upriver,’ xø;xøí∑ ‘front (as of the bed platform), side toward the fire,’
xø;xøí∑st;xø ‘keep it close to the fire,’ xø;xøí∑;q;n ‘front (of a person, that
is, nearer the fire),’ as in (a) and (b).

(a) ÷i≥® ÷aµ;t ÷i ÷; t;n xø;xøí∑;q;n. (CC)
‘He was sitting in front of me.’

(b) ni xø;xøí∑;q;n køs ÷;µá≥m;t[s]. (JP)
‘They’re sitting in front of the bed platform.’

The term tá≥l ‘move out onto the water, seaward’ has a causative tá≥l;st;xø,
which can mean ‘move it out (as a table into the middle of the room).’

The root of ®é≥l ‘move shoreward’ appears in ®;¬íl;m ‘move back (from the
centre of the house toward the bed platform, into the crowd, away from the fire,
as at a big event),’ and ®élx ‘take/bring back (from the centre of the house, from
the fire, as to seat a dancer),’ ®;®él ‘back, toward the wall,’ as in (c) and (d).

(c) ni ®;®é¬. (JP)
‘He is in the back.’
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(d) ni ®;l;®é¬ køis ÷;µá≥m;t. (JP)
‘They are sitting in the back.’

One can also use ®;®a≥¬w;® ‘behind, on the side away from the fire,’ as in (e)
and (f).

(e) ÷i ÷áµ;t ÷i ˚ø;n ®;®á≥¬w;®. (CC)
‘He’s sitting behind me (in the big house).’

(f) nin ®;®á¬w;® ƒ;n stá¬;s.
‘My wife is behind me (nearer the wall in the bed).’

Terms for location relative to the speaker are derivatives of ÷i ‘be here’ and
ni÷ ‘be there’ (see §22.1.8.1), such as s;qí∫ ‘this end of the house’ and sn;qí∫
‘that end of the house,’ s÷;há÷alc;p or s;há≥lc;p ‘this side of the fire’ and
sn;÷á÷alc;p ‘that side of the fire,’ s;há¬w;® ‘this side’ and sn;há¬w;® ‘that
side.’ The last is illustrated in (g).

(g) néµ c;n ce÷ ˚ø; sn;÷á¬w;®s t; lél;µ.
‘I’m going to the other side of the house.’

One can also use ®;œqín ‘other end of the house.’
Going around inside the house is xøœáqs;m ‘make a complete circuit,’ a term

also used for completing a full year. For the ceremonial circuit, see §22.1.3.
Coming or going in and out and inside and outside the house are expressed

by the general terms køt⁄xø and √÷⁄√q- and their derivatives given in
§22.1.8.5, and leaving and returning by those given in §22.1.8.3. There are two
terms relating more specifically to the house: †á˚ø ‘go/come home,’ which has
a causative †⁄˚øst;xø ‘take it home.’The term ÷⁄m;t ‘sit down (if standing), get
up (if lying), be at home’ has the derivational forms ßxø÷áµ;t ‘house site, bed’
and h;∫⁄m;t ‘get home.’

Usually the houses in a village stood in a row along the shore. On a stream,
the upriver end of the row was called st;yté≥n ‘upper end’ or t⁄yt;≈;n ‘upper
side,’ and the lower end was called the s;∑œøé≥n ‘lower end’ or w⁄œø;≈;n
‘lower side.’ The houses at the ends of the row at sç;léxø at Musqueam were
called t⁄yt;≈;n and w⁄œø;≈;n. On the salt water, as at Tsawwassen, the ends
of the village were st;yté≥n ‘north end’ and syi÷xé≥n ‘south end.’

22.1.3. The Ceremonial Circuit
As elsewhere in this region, the ceremonial circuit is counterclockwise. Partici-
pants in the smí®e÷, the winter dance, move around the house in a counter-
clockwise direction. The dancers in a s≈øáy≈ø;y performance circle
counterclockwise. Participants in a Shaker service proceed around the church
to shake each others’ hands and pass before the prayer table in a counterclock-
wise direction. Even a lady serving tea to her friends, CC explained, should
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proceed around the table in a counterclockwise direction. To move clockwise is
qíœ;ƒ;t ‘bind oneself’ (< qíœ ‘get bound’; cf. qíœ;t ‘bind it’) and to move
counterclockwise is y⁄≈ø;ƒ;t ‘free oneself’ (< y⁄≈ø ‘get free’ (cf. y⁄≈ø;t ‘free
it, untie it’; cf. also yá≈ø ‘thaw’). Thus, if you move clockwise you are tying
yourself up, but if you move counterclockwise you are freeing yourself. The
winter dancers moving counterclockwise around the house are “unwinding.”

It seems likely that these reflexive terms are extensions in meaning arising
from the practice of binding something, such as an arrow shaft, with a clock-
wise motion, requiring that it must be freed with a counterclockwise motion. (I
am assuming that this was the ancient practice.) Once the meaning was extend-
ed from the action of binding and unbinding to the direction of the circuit, the
implications of the terms would likely have reinforced the practice.

In the big house, there is another reason for moving in a counterclockwise
direction, especially when you are entering for the first time and greeting peo-
ple. If you turn to the right as you enter, you have the people seated along the
wall at your right (the honoured side) and you can (in the modern tradition)
shake their hands more easily.

The ceremonial circuit in this region contrasts with that of much of the rest
of Native North America, where it is clockwise. This direction is often identi-
fied as “sun-wise” or “with the sun,” because the sun is seen, especially at high-
er latitudes (in the Northern Hemisphere), as moving in a clockwise direction.
(Indeed, it must be the movement of the shadow on a sundial that makes clock-
wise “clockwise.”) The direction in this region, whatever its origin, is consis-
tent with the importance of the house as the theatre of ceremonial activity, and
with the absence of any special concern for the cardinal directions.4

22.1.4. In Relation to the Canoe
A few words seem to apply specifically to movement and location in relation to
and within a canoe, or in recent times perhaps to any conveyance. 
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4 This discussion is taken from Suttles 1987c.

Diagram 6

s÷;¥á¬w;®
‘starboard side’

œ®án ÷éƒ;q;n ÷⁄nw;® s®i÷áqøt ÷íle≥q
‘bow’ ‘forward’ ‘amidships’ ‘aft’ ‘stern’

s¸ikøa÷á¬w;®
‘port side’

÷á≥® œøím
‘embark’ ‘disembark’
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Terms for movement in relation to a canoe are:
(1) á≥® (probably //÷al;®//) ‘embark, go/come aboard,’ the durative (?) of

which is ÷;¬á÷;® ‘be aboard.’ Compare (a) and (b):

(a) néµ c;n ÷á≥®.
‘I’m going aboard.’

(b) ÷i c;n ÷;¬á÷a®.
‘I am aboard.’

This has the causative ÷á≥®st;xø ‘put him aboard’ and derivatives ÷;l®⁄le÷c;m
‘load aboard’ and ÷;l®⁄le÷ct ‘load it aboard’ (< -;le÷c ‘bundle’). (Compare the
suffix -a≥® ‘travel by,’ §12.3.3.)

(2) œøím ‘disembark, go/come ashore,’ which has the transitive œøím;t ‘let
him off, take it out of the water,’ the resultative sœøíœø;m ‘ashore, disem-
barked,’ and the derivative œøím;¬e÷ct ‘unload it.’

Terms for position in a canoe are: œ®án, sœ®án ‘bow,’ ÷íle≥q ‘stern,’ and
÷⁄nw;® ‘centre, amidships.’ Example of use are:

(c) néµ ∆xø ÷íle≥q. (JP)
‘Go to the stern.’

(d) neµ ∆xø t; ÷⁄nw;®. (JP)
‘Go sit in the middle.’

(e) ni shá≥y køƒ; ßxøní÷s køƒe÷ h⁄¥qø ni ÷; tƒe sçéç;∫ w;sœ®áns t; 
sn⁄xø;®. (JP 23)

‘A place was prepared for that fire in the very bow of the canoe.’

(f) kø⁄y≈ƒ;t t; ßxœ;œ;wá® ni køƒ; ÷íle≥q, ÷⁄x;l sçéç;∫ w;tím;ƒ;t 
÷⁄x;l. (JP 23)

‘The partner in the stern acts and paddles with all his might.’

Relative positions fore and aft in a canoe are expressed by ÷éƒ;q;n ‘forward,’
s®i÷áqøt or ®i÷á÷aqøtm;n ‘aft, behind.’

The two sides of a canoe are s÷;¥á¬w;® [s÷i÷á¬w;®] ‘starboard side, right
side’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good,’ -á¬w;® ‘side,’ and sΩ;kø;÷a¬w;® ‘port side, left side’ (< í̧køa÷
‘left’).

The terms for movement by canoe are:

÷⁄x;l ‘paddle (v.; cf. sœ⁄m;¬ ‘paddle,’ n.), row (a skiff),’ also ‘take food to
one’s affines’ (probably composed of a root √÷;x- and the suffix -;l ‘move
toward’), s÷⁄x;l ‘gift of food for affines,’ ÷;xí≥ls //÷;x;léls// ‘tow,’
÷;xíl;st;m ‘be paddled (used of either a canoe or a person being taken
somewhere ).’

w⁄œø ‘drift with the current.’ This is the root of w;œøíl;m ‘go/come down-
stream’ and other terms given in the previous sections.
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xø;wqínt ‘go ahead with it’ (< xø- hiw- ‘ahead,’ -qin ‘head, forward end,’ -t
‘transitive’)

yá÷t ‘back it up’ (< √ya÷ ‘reverse?’ -t ‘transitive’)
≈á√;ƒ;t ‘turn aside, swing around’ (< √≈e√ ‘be at right angles’; cf. ≈é√;t

‘cross him, contradict him,’ ßxø≈é√ ‘weir,’ ≈√⁄lw;®t;n ‘canoe thwart’ [CC];
cf. ®≈⁄lw;®t;n ‘canoe thwart’ [JP])

y;p;néc ‘go with the wind’ (< y;- ‘along,’ p;néc ‘fair wind,’ composed of pá
‘get blown on’ and -n;c ~ -néc ‘base, butt’)

y;qsín ‘go against the wind’ (< y;- ‘along,’ -qs;n ‘nose’?)
≈;≈√;né÷e ‘go with a wind from the side’ (< ≈e√ ‘be at right angles,’ -;néc

‘ear, side’)

The terms for ‘move upstream’ and ‘move downstream’ apply equally to
movement on water and movement on land. There are very likely several, per-
haps many, other terms relating to movement in a canoe and of a canoe that I
have not noted.

22.1.5. Directions and Winds
While there are no simple terms for the cardinal directions, there are several
terms identified as ‘north wind,’ ‘west wind,’ and so on. However, these gloss-
es are inaccurate or incomplete. Direction is only one component of meaning;
others are season, temperature, and precipitation. Nine winds were identified by
either AC or JP or both:

(1) st⁄yw;t (< t⁄yw;t ‘north’), a wind that blows mainly in summer, from
the west to northwest, and brings good weather. Both AC and JP identified it as
‘west wind.’ At the Musqueam village, it comes from over Point Grey, accord-
ing to AC, from up the gulf (the Strait of Georgia), according to JP. Upriver,
where some of the Musqueam used to go for a supply of fish (see §23.1), it pro-
vided ideal conditions for drying the fish; it is said that it blows upriver every
day in the daytime and is pretty strong after 10:00 AM, lasting through the day.

(2) h;∑œøé®;®, a wind that blows downstream at night during the fishing sea-
son on the Fraser River. It is said to be caused by the flow of the river.

(3) sc⁄s, a wind identified by JP as a south-to-southwest wind and described
as swinging around past Victoria and coming up through the gulf. The name
means or implies that it swings around, he said.

(4) t;ncá¬;qø (t;n- ‘from,’ cá¬;qø ‘inland, the “bush”’), a southwest wind
that blows from over Vancouver Island and may bring squalls. It is said to be
called a “bush wind” by some whites on Vancouver Island.

(5) t;¬⁄ƒn;c (t;l- ‘from,’ ÷⁄ƒn;c ‘bay’), a southeast or south wind that brings
rain, sometimes for weeks at a time. At the Musqueam village, it comes from
the southeast, “from where the sun rises,” according to JP, from over San Juan
Island (due south), according to AC. (The very destructive Typhoon Frieda of
October 1962 was identified as this wind.)
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(6) t;ny⁄x (t;n- ‘from,’ y⁄x ‘“south,” Puget Sound’), a south wind that
sometimes but not always brings showers. Both AC and JP identified it as com-
ing over Point Roberts (south southeast).

(7) t;nyá®m;≈, identified by JP as a warm and wet wind that blows from the
south in the winter and fights the cold. It is sent by yá®m;≈, “a big, black, ugly
man at the south end” who appears in a myth JP told. CC did not know the
name. (See Suttles 1987c for more on the name.)

(8) sát;c, a cold winter wind from the north to northeast. It blows only in
winter and brings a cold snap with ice and snow. AC called the wind sás;t;c,
but JP called it sát;c and used t;msás;t;c for a period of continuing cold
weather.

(9) sqø⁄≈ø;m;x (< sqø≈øám;x ‘Squamish’), a north wind that may blow in
the summer. JP said that a wind from the same direction as sát;c in summer
would not be called by this name because it would not be cold, but AG said a
sqø⁄≈ø;m;x is also cold.

22.1.6. Measurement of Space
Perhaps only artifacts were measured in earlier times. The té® ‘fathom,’ the
space that can be covered by the outstretched arms, was the unit for measuring
the length of a line or canoe or the length and breadth of a house. The t⁄®c;s
‘span’ (< té® ‘fathom,’ -c;s ‘hand’), the length covered by the outstretched
hand, was the unit for measuring pieces of blanket and other smaller things.

The s≈⁄∫; ‘foot’ was also used by JP to describe the length of a harpoon
shaft, among other things. He identified this unit as the distance between the
knuckles of the little fingers when the two hands form fists with the thumbs out
and touching at their tips. The length measured by one hand held this way is a
®s⁄œ s≈⁄∫; ‘half foot’ or ® ⁄œø s≈⁄∫; ‘cut portion of foot.’ It is possible, if not
likely, that this is a calque of the English measure.

The distance between two places could be expressed by the time taken to
travel there.

22.1.7. Place Names
Musqueam place names do not differ in pattern from those of other peoples in
this region. Typically there are names for every minor feature of the landscape
that people know intimately. Often there are no names for some of the major
features, such as large islands and bodies of salt water, probably because peo-
ple’s movements were directed toward specific places for specific purposes.
But there are names for distant mountains and mountain ranges, perhaps
because these were used in setting courses on longer trips or used to mark sea-
sonal changes in the path of the sun.

Generally, most place names are analyzable, but there are always a few that
defy analysis. These may be either old worn-down names in the local language
or else names adopted from another language. One common kind of analyzable
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name is descriptive of the place. Some are simple terms such as ÷⁄lqs;n ‘point’
for Point Grey and ÷⁄ƒn;c ‘bay’ for Burrardview. Some are composed of the
name of some plant or animal found there with the prefix xø- and the suffix 
-;m. The name xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m, that of the Musqueam village, is an example,
being composed of m⁄ƒkø;¥, the name of a plant, and the prefix and suffix.
Another common type is a term that reflects some event in the remote past,
especially one involving ≈é≥¬s, the Transformer, such as œé∑;m ‘howling,’ the
name of a rock near Point Grey said to have been given this name because a
dog there was going to bite the Transformer.

Appendix 2 contains a list of names of places and peoples.

22.1.8. General Terms
These are terms referring to direction and location without regard to specific
features of the environment. They are ordered by concepts that are admitted-
ly based on English and not necessarily on Halkomelem. While the roots list-
ed here are general in usage, some of their derivatives refer to features of the
environment.

22.1.8.1. The Concepts “Here” and “There” and “To” and “From”
The two pairs of verbs used as auxiliaries can also function as simple predi-
cates, and each is the base of several other forms. The verbs ÷í ‘be here’ and ní÷
‘be there’ are the bases of terms that contrast the here and the there, as in xø;÷í
‘get here’ versus xø;ní÷ ‘get there’; xø;÷ínxø ‘bring here,’ xø;÷íns ‘reach it
(here)’ versus xø;níns ‘reach it (there)’; s;há¬w;® ‘this side’ versus sn;÷á¬w;®
‘that side (of house, log, etc.)’; s;híc;n ‘this side’ versus sn;÷íc;n ‘that side,
the other side’; ÷;hás ‘look this way, turn this way’ versus n;÷ás ‘look toward,’
ná÷;s;m ‘go toward.’ Others based on ni÷ include n;÷é≈;n ‘reach an end,’
sn;÷áƒ;n ‘far side (of a road, creek, etc.),’ sn;÷⁄¬w;® ‘other side (of a log,
etc.),’ and sné≥¬ic ‘other side (as of a hill).’

The ÷i and ni÷ with the prefix ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer’ and a possessive
form what are essentially relative clauses (see §4.1.1.2) that express ‘place
where,’ as in (a) to (d).

(a) √a n;ßxøní÷ ˚ø; n;syá≥¥;s. (AG)
‘That’s where I work.’

(b) √a ßxøní÷s;® køs yá≥¥;ss. (AG)
‘That’s where he used to work.’

(c) √a ßxøní÷s køs ˚øánn;xøs køƒ; ƒíƒ; qøtá≥yƒ;n. (JP 23)
‘That’s where they used to get the biggest sturgeons.’

(d) t;∫a lél;µ ÷i ßxø÷íct (JP 5)
‘this house where we are’
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The verb ÷í with the prefix t;l- ‘from’ (see §12.4.3) forms t;¬í (also record-
ed t;lí÷ and t;lí from CC) ‘be from,’ as in (e).

(e) t; ®w⁄l;p t;¬í≥ ˚øi ßxøní÷ct (JP 5)
‘You people from down where we come from’ (lit. ‘You [pl.] who are 

from that [remote] place where we are,’ said by speaker addressing 
fellow Musqueam in a speech made upriver)

The second pair of auxiliaries, ÷;µi ‘come’ and néµ ‘go,’ are derived from
the first pair; ÷;µí is composed of ÷í and the prefix ÷;m- ‘come,’ and néµ is
composed of ní÷ and the suffix -;m ‘intransitive.’ As a command, ÷;µí has an
alternative form, ÷;µé ‘come!’ Both have causative forms, ÷;µíst;xø ‘bring it’
and n;÷ém;st;xø ‘take it.’ (The form of both the stem and the suffix of the lat-
ter indicate that néµ is not a simple root [see §10.3], as do the transitive
n;÷éµn;s ‘go after him’ and a reflexive form, n;÷;mnám;t ‘get to a destina-
tion.’ The progressive h⁄∫;µ ‘be going’ suggests the underlying form
//n⁄÷;m//.)

Motion toward is also expressed by ≈øté÷ ‘head for, go toward.’ Its causative
≈øté÷st;xø seems to mean simply ‘take it away.’

A pair of verbs, téc;l ‘arrive here, reach here’ and t⁄s ‘arrive there, reach
there,’ indicate the end point of motion. The first, téc;l, has not been recorded
with transitive or causative suffixes, but t⁄s has inflected forms with the sense
‘near’ (see §22.1.8.2).

Five of these verbs, ÷í, ní÷, ÷;µí, néµ, and ≈øté÷ and the derivative t;¬í are
used as prepositional verbs with the senses ‘in,’ ‘at,’ ‘to,’ ‘toward,’ and ‘from.’
This use of t;¬í is seen in (f).

(f) m⁄˚ø w;sçé∫;µ t; µi téc;l t;lí √ s÷ám;n;. (CC 6)
‘The ones who had come from Duncan were all Shakers.’

For examples of the others, see §3.5.
Hereafter in this section, terms are simply listed under semantic categories.

The word or root (preceded by a bullet) is followed by inflected and derived
forms and their glosses and, for most, by examples of usage. The symbol √ pre-
cedes morphemes that I have recorded with affixes only, but some or all of
these may be independent words not yet recorded.

22.1.8.2. The Concepts “Near” and “Far”
• t⁄s ‘arrive there.’ ts⁄t ‘approach it,’ t;snéxø ‘get close to it,’ ts⁄ƒ;t

‘approach,’ st;tés ‘near.’
(a) ni÷ st;tés. (CC)

‘He’s close.’
(b) néµ c;n st;tés. (CC)

‘I’m going close.’
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• √çím- ‘approach.’ çim;¬ ‘get close,’ çím;ƒ;t ‘go near,’ çím;t ‘put it close.’

• √π®iœ ‘beside.’ sπ®íœ ‘along side,’ π®íœƒ;t ‘go alongside,’ sπ®íœt;¬ ‘beside
each other.’
(c) ni÷ sπ®íœ. (CC)

‘He’s alongside.’
(d) ni ct w;π®íœt;¬ ÷a¬ t; ®ním;®. (JP 22)

‘We came alongside one another.’
(e) ni÷ ct ÷áµ;t sp®íœt;¬. (CC)

‘We sat together.’

• √ †;n- ‘sit beside.’ †⁄n;st ‘sit beside him/her,’ s†⁄n;s ‘sitting beside,’
†;nást;¬ ‘sit together’ (cf. also ßxø†⁄n;≈;n ‘neighbour’).
(f) ÷i t;n s†⁄n;s. (CC)

‘He’s sitting beside me.’

• cákø ‘far.’ xøcákø ‘go far,’ xøckøíl;m ‘go far away,’ xøckøíl;m;st;xø ‘take
someone far away,’ cáckøt;¬ ‘be far apart,’ y;®cákø ‘far behind (while mov-
ing)’ (< y;- ‘along,’ and possibly ®-2 ‘portion’). (For others see §22.2.5, “The
Tide.”)
(g) sçéç;n w;cákø. (CC)

‘It’s really far.’
(h) scékø;l køs cákøs. (CC)

‘How far is it?’
(i) ni÷ c;n cákø xø;÷⁄¥. (CC)

‘I’m much better.’ (lit. ‘I’ve become far better.’)
(j) ni y;®cákø t; pést;n ÷;√ Australia II. (AG)

‘The Americans were far behind the Australia II.’

22.1.8.3. The Concepts “Leaving,” “Staying Away,” and “Returning”
• √÷ey- (?) ‘away.’ ÷éy;l ‘come/go away,’ s÷éy;l ‘be away,’ ÷éy;l;s ‘leave

him/her/it.’
(a) ÷éy;l t;¬i t; ßxø˚øcást;n. (JP)

‘Come away from the window.’

• √køe¥- ‘stay away.’ køá¥;ƒ;t [køá÷iƒ;t] ‘move away, stay away,’ skø;¥é÷
‘stay away.’
(b) skø;yé÷ ∆xø ÷a¬. (JP)

‘Keep away.’

• √x;n- (?). x;nxé∫ ‘out of the way, isolated’ (this appears to be an s-less
resultative), x;nxénst;xø ‘put it out of reach.’
(c) neµ ct ce÷ ˚ø x;nxé∫. (JP)

‘We’ll go out of their way (e.g., to talk privately).’
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• h⁄ye (also recorded háye÷) ‘go away, leave,’ h;yé÷st;xø ‘take away.’
(d) néµ c;n háye÷. (JP)

‘I’m going away.’
(e) ni y;h⁄¥;.

‘He’s leaving.’
(f) ni h;liyé÷.

‘They went away.’
(g) ni y;h;yh⁄¥; køƒ; xø;l;nít;m. (AG)

‘The White people are going away.’

• hé≥∑; ‘away, not at home, be hunting, absent.’ ÷;hé≥∑; ‘hunt deer,’
n;xøahé≥∑; ‘land hunter’ (cf. ßxø®é≥¬em;xø ‘sea hunter’), s;wí ‘gone, away,’
h⁄wë≥nxø ‘poor year (for salmon)’ [absent season], opposite of q≈é≥nxø
‘good year’ (> q⁄≈ ‘many’).
(h) ni÷ hé≥∑;. (CC)

‘He’s away.’
(i) ni s;wí. (JP)

‘He’s gone for a while. He’ll be away for a while.’

• √œen- ‘return.’ œ⁄nn;xø ‘get it back,’ œ⁄nst;xø ‘return it,’ œá≥nƒ;t ‘return.’
(j) ÷⁄w; ct ce÷ w;∫án;t neµ xøcák i mi ct œá≥nƒ;t. (JP 22)

‘We won’t go far and we’ll come back.’
(k) m;œá≥nƒ;t t; s÷⁄®t;n ni÷;® neµ s÷éxøe÷tct t;w√ál;m. (CC)

‘The food that was our gift to them has returned.’
(l) néµ ∆xø œá≥nƒ;t neµ køƒe ÷;ƒxø÷áµ;t. (JP)

‘Go back to bed.’

22.1.8.4. The Concepts “Before,” “Behind,” and “Pass”
• y;∑é∫ ‘before, ahead, first (in both spatial and temporal senses).’ y;∑ánƒ;t

‘move ahead,’ y;∑é∫m;n ‘front.’ (See also §18.4.20.)

• √hiw ‘ahead (in space only?).’ hí∑aqø ‘headman, leader’ (-aqø ‘head’),
xø;wqín;m ‘move up (as toward the pillow, to a child in bed)’ (xø-, -q;n
‘head, front end,’ -;m ‘intransitive’), xø;wqínt ‘move it ahead,’ xøá∑q;∫t
‘be moving it ahead.’ For other derivatives, see §22.1.1.3 and §22.1.2.

• l;œé® ‘hit the mark, get it just right.’ l;œé®t ‘put it in place,’ l;œá®ƒ;t ‘get in
the way, get on the right bearing,’ l;œá®t;¬ ‘jibe,’ xø;l;œé® ‘move in front,
come into place,’ l;œé®m;n ‘just opposite, directly in front (in line with
something).’

• y;¬é∑, y;léw ‘pass (in space or time).’ y;¬é∑x, y;léwx ‘pass him,’ y;léw;l
‘get past.’
(a) ni÷ y;lew. (CC)

‘It’s passed.’
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(b) néµ c;n y;léw;l. (CC)
‘I’m going by, I’m going to pass.’

• √®el- ‘back’ (see §22.1.1 and §22.1.2).

• ®i÷á÷aqøt ‘behind, after, next, last (in both spatial and temporal senses).’
s®i÷á÷aqøt ‘behind,’ ®i÷á÷aqøtm;n ‘behind.’ (See also §18.4.21.)
(c) ÷i y;®i÷á÷aqøt ÷;√ ÷é≥nƒ;. (CC)

‘He’s behind me (going along).’
(d) ÷i ÷áµ;t ÷i ˚ø;n ®i÷á÷aqøt. (CC)

‘He’s sitting behind me (outside or in a canoe).’
(e) ÷i ÷i ˚ø;n ®;÷á÷aqøtm;n køsis ÷i ÷áµ;t.

‘He’s sitting behind me (in a canoe).’
(f) ni ç; t;wy;®cákø y;®i÷á÷;qøt t; na÷;nça÷. (JP 14)

‘There was one who was kind of far behind the other.’

22.1.8.5. The Concepts “In,” “Out,” “Middle,” “Between,” and “Among”
• køt⁄xø ‘get inside, enter abruptly.’ køtéxøt ‘take/bring it in,’ skøtéxø ‘inside

(anything),’ kø;txøíl;m ‘go/come in.’

• √÷;√q- ‘move out.’ ÷⁄√q;l ‘go/come out,’ ÷;√qílt ‘eject, throw out (as a
sponger or a spouse),’ ÷;√qáƒ ‘go out into open water from an inlet,’ s÷é√q
‘outside,’ s÷;√qá¬w;® ‘outside (as outside of the family).’

• √n;∑- ‘enter.’ n⁄∑;x ‘insert it,’ s;∫í∑ ‘inside,’ ÷;∫wín;s ‘middle,’ etc. (This
is the root of the Cowichan n;∑il;m ‘enter,’ for which Musqueam has
kø;txøíl;m, but Musqueam has both resultatives, s;∫í∑ and skøtéxø, for
‘inside.’)

• √xø;ç- ‘be within.’ xøç⁄ƒ;t ‘go among, go between,’ xøç⁄t ‘insert it,’
ßxøíxø;ç ‘within, among,’ ßxøçí∑;n ‘slipped in between’ (-íw;n ‘middle’).
(a) ni÷ ßxø;xøíç. (CC)

‘It’s in between.’
(b) ni neµ ≈ø;nxén;m t; pús xøç⁄ƒ;t t; l;tém i t; xøçén;ct;n.

‘The cat ran between the table and the chair.’

• √x;ç- ‘be within.’ xíç;t ‘put it in the woods,’ xçíl;m ‘enter the woods,’
sxíx;ç ‘in the woods.’

• c®áqø ‘pass through.’ c®áqøƒ;t ‘go through,’ c®áqøt ‘poke it through,’ sc®áqø
‘through.’
(c) niw;® c®áqø. (CC)

‘He is through.’
(d) n; ≈ø;nxén;m t; pús c®áqøƒ;t t; lél;µ.

‘The cat ran through the house.’
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• √÷e¥e÷ ‘middle?’ ßxø÷é¥e÷ or ßxø÷⁄ye÷ ‘middle,’ ßxø÷é¥e÷st;m ‘be placed in
the middle.’
(e) ni÷ ßxø÷é¥e. (CC)

‘It’s in the middle.’

22.1.8.6. The Concepts “Along,” “By Way of,” “Across,” and “Around”
• √œ;t- ‘go following a natural feature.’ œ;tnéc ‘go around (as a lake or bay),’

œ;táƒ;n ‘go along the bank,’ œ⁄t;st ‘go back and forth in front of it,’
œ;tƒín;m;t ‘go along through the village inviting people,’ œtéw;® ‘go across
(a small bridge),’ ßxøœ⁄t;w;® ‘foot bridge,’ y;œ⁄t;q;n ‘stay (be staying?) at
the same level (on a hillside).’
(a) néµ c;n œ;tnéc t; ≈áca÷ (s÷⁄ƒn;c). (CC)

‘I’m going around the lake (bay).’

• √®;÷é ‘go by way of.’ y;®;÷é (JP), y;®;¬é (CC) ‘go the same way, go by way
of.’
(b) neµ y;®;¬é ÷; t; céc;w. (CC)

‘Go along the beach.’
(c) neµ c; ce÷ n⁄p;c y;®;lé≥ √ Andy. (DK)

‘I’ll send it with Andy.’

• √†ékø-, †ékø;l ‘go across (a road, stream, the gulf).’

• √®;œ- ‘broad, opposite side, straight ahead.’ ®œét ‘wide,’ ®œéc;s ‘five’ (< -c;s
‘hand,’ i.e., ‘the spread-out hand’), ®éœ;m;x ‘flats, flat country (as the Fras-
er delta),’ ®œé≥n ‘other end (of a line),’ ®;œ;líc ‘other side (as of a peninsu-
la),’ ®;œqín ‘other end of a house’ (JP), ®⁄œq;n ‘head of a big river like the
Fraser, people living way upriver as around Kamloops,’ ®œé≈;n ‘one
house’[?], ®œá≥÷iƒ;n ‘one side of the mouth’ (CC), s®⁄œ;w;® ‘back (of body),
back (location),’ ®;œ;néc ‘rump,’ xø®⁄®œ;s ‘go straight ahead.’
(e) w;xø®⁄®œ;s ∆xø ÷a¬. (JP)

‘Just go straight ahead.’

• s⁄lç ‘go around.’ s⁄¬çst;xø ‘surrounded,’ sálç;lw;® ‘around,’ s;lç;lw⁄lt
‘go around.’
(f) néµ c;n s⁄lç. (CC)

‘I’m going to go around.’
(g) n; ≈ø;nxén;m t; sqø;mé¥ s;¬ç t; lél;µ. (CC)

‘The dog ran around the house.’
(h) ni÷ sélç t; qá÷. (CC)

‘There’s water all around.’
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22.1.8.7. The Concepts “Turn,” “Left,” and “Right”
• √≈a√ ‘be at right angles.’ ≈é√;t ‘cross him, contradict him,’ ≈á√;ƒ;t ‘turn

aside, swing around (as when travelling in a canoe),’ y;≈⁄√≈;√ƒ;t ‘be
zigzagging (as while running),’ ßxø≈é√ ‘weir (built across a stream),’
≈√⁄lw;®t;n ‘thwart in canoe’ (< -w;® ‘canoe,’ -t;n ‘instrument’), ≈;≈√;né÷e
‘go with the wind from the side.’

• √çal- ‘turn, switch, reverse.’ ç;lqín;m ‘turn a canoe around,’ çál;s;m ‘turn
the head, turn and look back,’ ç⁄lq;t ‘get him to turn around,’ ç;lqínt ‘make
it turn around,’ ç;¬ç;¬qín;m ‘topple over,’ ç⁄lc;s ‘switch sides when pad-
dling,’ çál;ws ‘switch sides when felling a tree or a spring-board (-í∑s ~ ;∑s
‘body’).

• ¸í˚øa ‘left.’ s¸;˚ø;÷í∑s (CC), ¸˚ø;÷í∑s (JP) ‘left hand, left shoulder, left
side of body,’ s¸˚ø;÷é¬w;® ‘left side, left (direction).’
(a) nás;m ∆xø t; ƒ¸˚ø;÷á¬w;®. (JP)

‘Look to your left.’
(b) néµ ∆xø te÷e s¸í˚ø;. (CC)

‘Go to the left.’

• ÷;¥í∑s ~ s÷;¥í∑s ‘right hand, right (direction).’ (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good,’ -i∑s ‘body’).
(c) néµ ∆xø te÷e s÷;¥í∑s. (CC)

‘Go to your right.’

22.1.8.8. The Concepts “Up” and “Down,” and “Above” and “Below”
• √ci®- ‘above.’ cíc;® ‘above, high,’ sc®íc;n ‘top, surface,’ c®íct ‘put it on top,’

sc®á¬w;® ‘above.’
(a) ni÷ cic;®.

‘He’s up above.’
(b) sqø;qøé ni÷ t; cíc;®

‘perforated at the top’

• √⁄p ‘deep.’ √píl ‘go down, sink,’ √pílx ‘sink it,’ s√píq;n ‘bottom of a hill,’
√;pqén;m ‘descend a mountain, go downhill,’ s√pá¬w;® ‘underside, under-
neath,’ √pa¬wíl;m ‘go under.’
(c) ni÷ √í√;p.

‘He’s down below (as someone in a hole). It’s low (a ship in the water).’
(d) ni÷ s√pá¬w;® køƒ; píp; ÷; køƒ; púkø.

‘There is paper under the book.’
(e) ni ≈ø;nxén;m t; pús y;s√pá¬w;® t; lél;µ.

‘The cat ran under the house.’

The terms cíc;® ‘above’ and √í√;p ‘below’ are also used attributively, as in
cíc;® smé≥nt ‘high mountain,’ cíc;® si÷éµ ‘God’ (lit. ‘Lord Above,’ probably
in origin a calque of the Chinook Jargon sá≈ali tayí), and √í√;p h⁄¥qø ‘Hell’
(lit. ‘fire below’). There is also a true attributive form scí®a÷® ‘of the heights,’
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as in scí®a÷® m;má÷aqø ‘birds of the heights (as vultures, ravens, golden
eagles).’

• ˚øí÷ ‘ascend.’ ˚øí÷st;xø ‘raise it,’ ˚øí÷q;n ‘climb (a mountain), go uphill,’
˚ø;÷ás ‘look upward,’ ˚ø⁄qs;n;m ‘turn up one’s nose, sniff’ (< -;qs;n
‘nose,’ -;m ‘intransitive’), ßxø˚øí÷t;n ‘ladder’ (< ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer,’
-t;n ‘instrument’).
(f) ni÷ c;n ˚øí÷.

‘I climbed up.’
(g) ÷i c;n ˚ø;˚øí÷.

‘I’m climbing.’

• çe÷ ‘land on top.’ çé÷t ‘put it up on something,’ çá≥¬w;® ‘go over,’ çá≥¬;c ‘go
over (an island, a hill),’ xøçé∫;c;m ‘sit on a chair,’ çíl;m ‘climb up, mount
(a horse),’ sçeçé÷ ‘on top, mounted (as on a horse), put up on something.’
(h) néµ c;n çá≥¬w;®. (CC)

‘I’m going over (a log, canoe, etc.), to the far side (of a car, etc.).’
(i) néµ c;n çá≥¬;c. (CC)

‘I’m going over (a hill, etc.).’

• √se÷ ‘raise.’ sé÷t ‘lift it up,’ sá÷ƒ;t ‘raise oneself.’

• √xøe ‘lower.’ xøét ‘lower it,’ xøá÷ƒ;t ‘go down’ (lit. ‘lower oneself’), ßxø;xøé
‘down below, on the ground,’ ßxø;néc ‘seated on the floor,’ and ßxøén;c ‘the
drop-off (the edge of a shallow shelf, where deep water begins).’

• √hiq ‘move under.’ híq;t ‘put it under, shove it out into the water,’ sí÷q
‘underneath.’
(j) ni÷;® µe sí÷q t; l;tém ®; pús.

‘The cat was under the table.’
(k) ni ≈ø;nxén;µ t; pús y;sí÷q t; lél;µ.

‘The cat ran under the house.’

22.1.8.9. The Concept “Everywhere”
• †é ≥¸ ‘everywhere’ (cf. Cowichan †é ;̧ t ‘scatter it’). †á ;̧ƒ; t ‘scatter (intr.),’

†é†;¸ ‘go from one place to another,’ s†é†;¸ ‘spread out, all over, every-
where.’
(a) ni÷ c;n †é≥¸ ˚ø;n s⁄wœ ÷i ÷⁄w;te÷. (CC)

‘I looked everywhere and there isn’t anything.’

• ÷;séπ ‘complete, completely (spatially), be finished (temporally).’ ÷;s⁄πn;xø
‘complete it (as something being studied),’ s÷é÷s;π ‘all over.’
(b) y⁄mœƒ;t ∆xø ÷;séπ te ÷eƒl;xøí∑s. (JP 21)

‘Rub yourself all over your body.’
(c) i ni ÷;séπ t; s≈ø;¥éµ. (JP 1)

‘And the story is finished.’
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(d) s÷é÷s;π t;w√a ni ƒ⁄yn;xø;s ≈pé¥ (JP 22)
‘all over that cedar he had made’

• m⁄˚ø ÷⁄n;c; ‘everywhere’ (see §17.17).

22.2. TIME
The time of an event relative to the present is expressed by the particles -;®
‘past’ and ce÷ ‘future’ (see §15). The use of -;® to express the past is not oblig-
atory, but the use of ce÷ for the future may be. Duration, frequency, and itera-
tion are expressed by internal modifications of the verb root that distinguish
perfective, progressive, durative, and other aspects.

The auxiliaries ÷i ‘be here’ and ni÷ ‘be there’ may appear to refer to time, but,
as explained in §3.2.1, this is only because ‘the here’ is more often ‘now’ and
‘the there’ more often ‘then.’

The demonstrative system expresses spatial relations, but in some contexts
may imply temporal relations. What is present spatially may be present tempo-
rally, as in t;∫a wéy;l ‘today,’ and what is remote may be past, as in ˚ø c;léq;®
‘yesterday’ (see §15.1.2).

Verbs of coming and going can be used in referring to a point in time. In an
account of his family history, JP said:

(a) ne÷ém;st;xø c;n køe ÷; køƒ; y;wén;® ßxø;n√as køƒ;n sçám;qø;®.
(JP 23)

néµ-st;xø c;n køe ÷; køƒ; y;∑é∫-;®
go-CAUS I then OBL ART before-past

ßxø-xø;n-√a-s køƒ; n;-sçáµ;qø-;®
OBLNOM-still-BE3P-3POS ART my-great.grandfather-past

‘I’ll go back to the time of my late great-grandfather.’ (lit. ‘I’ll take it to 
the past when my late great-grandfather still was.’)

And later he said:

(b) µa¬ téc;l t⁄s køƒ; swé÷s swéy;l køƒ; n;swé≥® n;mén. (JP 23)
÷;µi ÷a¬ téc;l †⁄s køƒ; swé÷-s swéy;l køƒ;
come just arrive.here arrive.there ART own-3POS day ART

n;-swé÷-;® n;-mén.
my-own-past my-father

‘We come now to the time of my own father.’ (lit. ‘It arrives here to the 
day of my own late father.’)

The compound prefix ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer’ (§4.3.3, §12.1.4) with t⁄s
‘arrive there, reach’ can refer to a point in space, as in (c). 
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(c) ni t⁄s køƒ; ßxøt⁄s i n; xø;né÷ent. (CC 1)
lit. ‘They arrived where they arrived and it became night.’ (translated 

freely by DK as ‘They went as far as they could go by the time night 
came.’)

Or it can refer to a point in time, as in (d).

(d) ... ÷;®ni≥s t⁄s køƒ; ni ßxøt⁄ss. (JP 17)
whenever-AUX-3POS arrive.there ART AUX OBLNOM-arrive.there-3POS

‘... whenever there came a time for it’

That time itself “comes” is implied by (e).

(e) t;∫a ce÷ y;µi s≈⁄≈;®net
‘this coming week’

Adverbs are part of the lexicon, but have been described in their grammati-
cal context in §18. There are some twenty-three adverbs and adverbial phrases
that express frequency, duration, and relative time (see §18.4.1 to 18.4.23). See
also y;∑é∫ ‘before’ and ®i÷á÷aqøt ‘after’ (in §22.1.8.4) and ÷;séπ ‘complete’ (in
§22.1.8.9).

22.2.1. Day and Night
The ‘day’ as a period of time is swéy;l (< wéy;l ‘be day’), also ‘daylight, sky.’
The daylight is distinct from the ‘sun,’ syáqø;m (< y⁄qø ‘burn’?). The daylight
comes in the morning before the sun, which is, of course, not visible every day.
The daylight was regarded as a powerful force, perhaps a deity. In a text dic-
tated by JP, a grandfather instructs his grandson to face the direction from
which the sun rises and before it does to ask the daylight to grant his wishes.
The grandfather says:

(a) w;náy t; swéy;l w;ƒ;÷ít ≈é≈;. (JP21)
‘Only the Daylight is truly holy.’

The term swéy;l can also be translated ‘weather,’ as in (b).

(b) w;scékø;l ÷a¬ t; swéy;l. q;¬q⁄¬;µ t; swéy;l. (JP)
‘How is the weather?’ ‘It’s changing for the worse.’

(Possibly related to this sense is cw;ywéy;l ‘get caught in a storm.’)
The night as a period of time is snét (< nét ‘be night’). The two roots wéyel

and nét are the basis for terms for periods of the day and night:

y;wé∑;y;¬ ‘dawn’ (lit. ‘becoming daylight’)
tá≈ø swéy;l ‘noon’ (< tá≈ø ‘adjust, fit, be just so’)
y;lé∑ tá≈ø swéy;l ‘after noon’
nét;® ‘morning’ (lit. ‘night-past’)
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xø;né÷;nt ‘evening’ (lit. ‘becoming night’)
w;®híƒ snét ‘late at night’

Other terms for the break of day are ®œ⁄n;p ‘daybreak,’ referring to the com-
ing light, not to the sun (etymology unclear; JP said that -;n;p was not the suf-
fix for ‘ground’), and té≥w;l ‘dawn, get light,’ recorded in xøna÷ µi té≥w;l
‘when daylight came’ (cf. stét;w ‘bright,’ téw;t;m ‘be lit, have light thrown
on’).

Present, future, and past days are expressed differently. ‘Today’ is
t;∫awéy;l, lit. ‘this day.’ ‘Tomorrow’ is either w;wéy;l;s (lit. ‘when it
becomes day’), a conditional clause, or wéy;l ce÷ (‘day will break’), a main
clause accompanied by a conditional clause (see §4.2.4 for examples). ‘Yester-
day’ is ˚ø c;léq;® (composed of the article ˚ø implying remote or absent status,
a root not now identifiable, and, probably, the particle -;® ‘past’). Other such
terms are: ˚ø;∫a ®⁄∑;®ne÷ ‘the day before yesterday’ (< ˚ø;∫a ‘that absent,’
possibly ®é∑ ‘escape’ + -;®ne÷ ?), ˚ø y;∑é∫;® snét ‘the night before last,’
ƒ⁄m;nt ‘day after tomorrow,’ lit. ‘two days,’ i.e., ‘in two days’ (< ƒ;m- ~ ƒem-
‘two’ + -;nt ?).

Days are usually counted with the simple numerals, but the following two
forms are also used, perhaps usually in counting ahead: ƒ⁄m;nt ‘two days,’
meaning also ‘day after tomorrow,’ and ®;xø;®nét ‘three days.’ For -;®nét see
§22.2.3, “The Week.”

The rising of the sun or moon is expressed by ˚øá∫;s, ˚øá∫;s;m (> ˚øén ‘go
over,’ -;s ‘-face’) ‘rise, come into view,’ as in (c), (d), and (e).

(c) w;˚øá∫;s t; syáqø;m. (AG)
‘The sun has risen over the hills.’

(d) w;ye® smis ˚øá∫;s;m t; ®qélç. (AC)
‘The moon is just coming up.’

(e) µi y;˚øá÷˚ø;n;s;m t; syáœø;m. (CC)
‘The sun is rising.’

A term, w;®œ;yílt ‘be up’ (etymology unclear) was also used by JP in (f).

(f) ÷⁄m;t ÷é≥® œ;, w;®œ;yílt.
‘Get up. The sun is up (said by a mother to children).’

The setting of the sun or moon is expressed by ⁄̧≈ø ‘get used up, worn out,
burnt up,’ as in (g) and (h) ...

(g) néµ y;¸;¸á≈ø t; syáqø;m. (CC)
‘The sun is setting.’

(h) ni w;®¸⁄≈ø t; ®qélç. (JP)
‘The moon has set.’
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... by †⁄nn;c (< †én ‘disappear,’ -n;c ‘-base’) as in (i) ...

(i) niw;® neµ †⁄nn;c t; ®qélç. (AC)
‘The moon has just gone down.’

... and by ˚øén ‘go over,’ as in (j).

(j) ni ˚øén t; syáqø;m. (AG)
‘The sun set.’

If the moon rises later than expected, it is said that:

(k) niw;® ®;˚øx;n t; ®qélç. (AC)
‘The moon got tripped.’

Answering a question on eclipses, AC gave (l) and (m).

(l) ni÷ye® [ni÷;®] w;®†át;¬ t; ®qélç i t; syáqø;m.
‘The moon and the sun have gone behind each other.’ (a solar eclipse)

(m)xøç⁄ƒ;t ;¥e® t; t⁄m;xø (;) t; syáqø;m i t; ®qélç.
‘The earth comes between the sun and the moon.’ (a lunar eclipse)

These sentences must reflect a recent understanding of the phenomena. 

22.2.2. Time by the Clock
For several generations, speakers of Halkomelem have reckoned the time of
day by hours with clocks. The terms for ‘hour’ and ‘minutes’ are ÷áw; and
m⁄n;c from English. The term for ‘clock, o’clock’ and ‘bell’ is tínt;n from
Chinook Jargon. Examples of usage are:

(a) scé˚ø;¬ kø; ˚ø; ÷;sœéœ;w;®t;∫. n⁄ç;s ÷;y ˚ø;
how then ART your-be.paying-people. one-face and ART

®s⁄œ ˚ø; néça÷ ÷áw;. (CC)
half ART one hour

‘How much are you paying?’ ‘A dollar and a half an hour.’

(b) txø÷áp;n m⁄n;c i ÷áp;n i ˚ø; n⁄ça÷. (CC)
remaining-ten minutes and ten and ART one
‘It’s ten minutes to eleven.’ (lit. ‘There are ten minutes more and it will be

eleven.’)

(c) niw® s®⁄µ √ ÷áp;n i ˚ø; n⁄ça÷. (CC)
AUX already-worn.off OBL ten and ART one
‘It’s half past eleven.’

(d) tá≈ø wilé∑ n⁄ça÷. (JP)
tá≈ø w;-y;¬é∑ n⁄ça÷
just.at EST-pass one
‘It’s half past one.’
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(e) tá≥xø w;®s⁄œ tínt;n køs y;¬é∑s ≈a÷áƒ;n t; xø;né≥nt. (AC)
‘It was just half past four in the afternoon.’

22.2.3. The Week
The week was introduced along with Christianity in the nineteenth century, and
so the names of the days of the week must have been devised at that time. These
names are:

s≈⁄≈;®net ‘Sunday,’ lit. ‘holy day,’ < ≈é÷≈e ‘holy’
sy;¬éw;®net ‘Monday,’ lit. ‘after day,’ < y;¬éw ‘past’
sƒ⁄m;nts ‘Tuesday,’ lit. ‘second day’
s®íxøs ‘Wednesday,’ lit. ‘third’
s≈a÷áƒ;ns ‘Thursday,’ lit. ‘fourth’
s®œéc;s[s?] ‘Friday,’ lit. ‘fifth’
†œøát;m ‘Saturday,’ lit. ‘be cut off’

The word s≈⁄≈;®net is also used for ‘week,’ as in t;∫a s≈⁄≈;®net ‘this
week,’ køƒ; ni háy;® s≈⁄≈;®net ‘last week’ (lit. ‘the week that has finished’),
t;∫a ce÷ y;µí s≈⁄≈;®nét ‘this coming week,’ n⁄ça÷ s≈⁄≈;®net ‘one week,’
÷isé¬; s≈⁄≈;®net ‘two weeks.’

The ending -;®net also appears in t⁄s;®net ‘week’ (< t⁄s ‘arrive there’?),
n⁄ç;s®net ‘one week’ (presumably a contraction of n⁄ça÷ s≈⁄≈;®net),
s˚ø⁄n®net ‘what day of the week is it?’ (< ˚øín ‘how many’), and ®;xø;®net
‘three days’ (< ®íxø ‘three’). Thus it appears that we may have here a new lex-
ical suffix with the possible meanings ‘week,’ ‘day of the week,’ and ‘day.’ A
similar ending appears in ˚ø;∫a ®;∑;®ne÷ ‘the day before yesterday’ (< ®é∑
‘flee’?). (See also §13.3.)

22.2.4. The Month
The month, that is, the lunation or lunar month, is ®qélç ‘moon,’ reckoned as
beginning with the new moon, ≈é∑s ®qélç. Phases of the moon were given by
AC as follows:

(a) w;®≈é∑s ƒ; ®í÷®q;lç.
‘The moon is new.’

(b) nat;w® y;q;q⁄c t; ®qélç.
‘The moon is in the first quarter.’ (lit. ‘The moon is swelling.’)

(c) w;c;lé¬ i xø;®s⁄œ t; ®qélç.
‘It’s a quarter moon.’

(d) ni÷ w;®xø;®séœ t; ®qélç.
‘It’s a half moon.’
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(e) niw;® y;léw;®s⁄œ [y;lé∑ w;®séœ ?] t; ®qélç.
‘The moon is three-quarters full.’

(f) w;®q⁄c t; ®qélç.
‘The moon is full.’

Months may be identified as t;∫a ®qélç ‘this month,’ and t; niw;® ¸⁄≈ ®qélç
‘last month.’ JP could give no further such terms.

Months are counted with the suffix -;s ‘face, moon, dollar,’ as in ÷isá¬;s ‘two
months, two dollars’ (< y;sé¬; ‘two’). A pregnant woman might be asked (g).

(g) ni ∆xø w;®˚øín;s.
‘How many moons have you gone?’

And the answer might be (h).

(h) ÷i c;n w;®≈;ƒín;s.
‘I have four moons.’ (i.e., ‘I am four months along.’)

The mother of a baby might be asked (i).

(i) niw;® ˚øín;s ®qélç t;∫a s√í√q;®.
‘How old is the child?’

And the answer might be (j).

(j) niw;® ÷isá¬;s ®qélç.
‘Two months.’

For the names of the months, see §22.2.8.

22.2.5. The Tide
It is important to know the state of the tide and to predict the tide for shellfish
gathering, several kinds of fishing and hunting, and travel on water, both on the
sea and on the river. Pacific tides have diurnal inequality; each day, full highs
and lows alternate with half tides. As everywhere, the full highs and lows vary
through the lunar cycle, the highest and lowest coming with the new moon and
the full moon. In addition to the monthly cycle, there is an annual cycle. The
timing of the highest highs and lowest lows moves through the year, the lowest
tides coming during the middle of the night in winter and the middle of the day
in summer, the lowest of all being near the winter and summer solstices.

There is no term corresponding precisely to English ‘tide,’ but qá÷ ‘water’ is
often so translated, as is the suffix -;®c; ‘water.’ Terms for tidal conditions are
sq⁄m;l ‘flooding tide,’ q⁄q;m;l ‘be flooding,’ s ȩ́µ ‘ebbing tide,’ ȩ́ ;̧µ ‘be
ebbing,’ s;l;líç ‘high tide’ (< l⁄ç ‘full’), l⁄çl;ç ‘be just high water,’ sx⁄µx;µ
‘low tide,’ xøcákø ‘long run-out (of tide),’ c⁄køc;kø ‘low water,’ ckøál;s
‘place that has lots of sandbars and/or mudflats,’ xø√⁄n;xø;m ‘be slack water
(that is, at the turn of the tide).’ The period between the new and full moon is a
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period of half tides called ˚øi˚øéc;m, possibly from ˚øéc ‘see,’ because this is
a time when the water in the river is clear and fish can see nets.

The relevance of moonlight to activity on the shore or just offshore is reflect-
ed in the terms ®q⁄lç;®c; ‘moonlit low tide’ (< ®qélç ‘moon,’ -;®c; ‘-water’)
and ƒá÷t;®c; ‘low tide on a moonless night’ (< ƒé÷t ‘dark’).

The annual cycle is reflected in the terms n⁄tc;m ‘shift from low tides in the
daytime to low tides at night (in the fall)’ (< nét ‘become night,’ -c ‘-back, -sur-
face,’ -;m ‘intr.’) and wéy;lc;m ‘shift from low tides at night to low tides in
the day (in the spring)’ (< wéy;l ‘become day’).

Tidal conditions are important not only on the saltwater shore but also on the
river. The Fraser rises and falls with the tide. When the river is low, the flood
tide is said to produce slack water as far up as Mission, about 80 kilometres (50
miles) from its mouth and at about the boundary between the Downriver and
Upriver dialects of Halkomelem. Pitt Lake in Katzie country has a tide. Under
optimal conditions, as in December, when the river is lowest and the tides high-
est, it is said that taking a canoe from Musqueam, you could catch the up-bound
tide and on one flood tide make it to the Katzie village at Port Hammond. Dur-
ing the summer freshet, however, the water slacks to New Westminster only.

22.2.6. The Year
The word for ‘year’ is sy;¬án;m (cf. syá¬;xøa÷ ‘old person,’ y;¬éw ‘past,’ suf-
fix not identifiable). It appears in t;∫a sy;¬án;m ‘this year.’ Another word,
sp⁄nw; (sp⁄nwe÷?) (‘another year’?), appears in w;sp;nw;÷;s ce÷ 
~ w;sp;nwe÷es ce÷ ‘next year’ (JP), ˚ø sp⁄nw; ‘last year’ (JP), and ˚ø;∫a≥®
sp⁄nw; ‘last summer’ (DK).

The suffix -í≥nxø ~ -wí≥nxø ‘year’ is suffixed to numerals to count years and
forms a few other terms: n;çawínxø ‘one year,’ ƒ;mí≥nxø ‘two years’ (< ƒem-
~ ƒ;m- ‘two’), ˚ø;n;wí≥nxø ‘how many years?’ (< ˚øín ‘how many?’), 
˚ø n;wí≥nxø ~ ˚ø n;w≥ínxø;® ‘year before last’ (the article ˚ø, ni÷ ‘be there’),
˚øx;wí≥nxø ‘age (of someone or something)’ (cf. ˚øxét ‘count them’).

Years may also be counted as méqe÷ ‘snow (on the ground),’ as in the
response (b).

(a) ni ∆xø w;®˚ø;n;wí≥n;xø.
‘How old are you?’

(b) ni c;n w;®≈;ƒ;n®∆é méqe÷.
‘I am forty years old.’ (lit. ‘forty winters’)

To the question asked about a child, the answer might be (c).

(c) ni m;w® n;çá∑inxø.
‘One year.’

Or xøœáqs;n ‘make a circuit’ may be used, as in (d).
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(d) ni m;w® t⁄s køƒ; ßxøœáqs;ns. (JP)
‘He has reached the day he was born, he is exactly one year old.’ (lit. ‘He 

has reached his complete circuit.’)

The age of an object can be expressed the same way as that of a person.

(e) ni÷;s çtwa÷ w;®˚ø;n;wí≥n;xø t; lél;µ. (JP)
‘I wonder how old the house is.’

Years can also be counted with the ordinary word for ‘year,’ as in (f).

(f) niw® ®qéc;s syi;lán;m kø;nsni ßxøç;léxø;m.
‘I have been a dancer for five years.’ (lit. ‘It has been five years that I 

have been a dancer.’)

22.2.7. The Seasons 
A division of the year into four seasons may not have been Aboriginal. Both CC
and JP gave t;m˚øá¬;˚ø;s ‘summer’ (t;m- ‘season’; cf. ˚øa÷˚ø;s ‘hot’) and
t;m≈⁄¥√ ‘winter’ (< ≈⁄¥√ ‘cold’), and for ‘this summer’ JP gave t;∫a
s˚øá˚ø;s (s- ‘nominalizer,’ ˚ø´å˚ø;s ‘hot’). For ‘spring’ CC gave a descriptive
sentence, (a).

(a) ÷;µí y;˚øé˚ø;l;s.
‘It’s becoming warmer.’

But JP gave œøí¬;s ‘spring’ (lit. ‘uncover’; cf. œøí÷;lt ‘uncover it,’ -;s ‘face’)
or t;mœøí¬;s ‘spring.’

For fall CC gave haylén;xø, which JP said was the name of a month; he also
said, “There is no real word,” but you can refer to xøis;lén;xø, which is the
name of a moon, or you can say y;lœ⁄n;p (< yeœ ‘topple over’ + -;n;p
‘ground’), which means that “the grass and other things go down.”

Periods of time are distinguished by means of a prefix or one of two suffix-
es. The prefix is t;m- ~ t;n- ~ t;∫- ‘season for, time of,’ which appears in the
words for ‘summer’ and ‘winter’ given above and in the following:

t;mlíle÷ ‘salmonberry season’ (< líle÷ ‘salmonberry’)
t;mƒ⁄q;y ‘sockeye season’ (cf. sƒ⁄q;y ‘sockeye’)
t;m˚øá¬;xø ‘dog [chum] salmon season’ (< ˚øá¬;xø ‘chum salmon’)
t;msás;t;c ‘a period of continuing cold weather’ (< sás;t;c ‘cold northeast 

wind’)
t;mq;qá÷ ‘the freshet (when the Fraser rises in the spring)’ (< qá÷ ‘water’)
t;m í̧≥m ‘berry-picking time’ (< í̧ ≥m ‘pick berries’; cf. s í̧≥m ‘berries’)
t;mháps ‘hop-picking time’ (< E. hops)
t;nmí®; ~ t;mmí®; ‘winter dancing season’ (< mí®; ~ mi®e÷ ‘dance with 

one’s sy⁄w;n’)
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t;∫qø⁄tqø;tx;n ‘period of continuous fog’ (cf. sqø⁄tx;n ‘fog,’ qøiqøtíµx;n
‘drizzle’)

w;®t;m÷íy;s, t;m÷i÷íy;s, t;m÷;¥⁄¥;s (< ÷íy;s ‘enjoy oneself’) in early 
spring when the weather improves (JP) 

The two suffixes are probably related. One is -;lén;xø ~ -lén;xø ‘season,’
which appears in:

xø;s;lén;xø ‘a month in the fall when leaves fall’ (cf. xøís;t ‘shake it’)
h;ylén;xø ‘the following month in the fall’ (< háy ‘stop, be finished’)

The other is -é≥nxø ~ -é≥n;xø ~ én;xø ‘fish, fish run, season,’ and possibly
‘food,’ which appears in:

p˚øé≥nxø ‘smoke fish (as salmon)’ (cf. pé˚ø;t ‘warm it’)
ç;¥xøé≥n;xø ‘smoke little fish (herring, etc.)’ (< ç⁄¥xø ‘dry’)
q≈é≥nxø ‘big run of fish, good year’ (< q⁄≈ ‘many’)
t;mhú≥∫ë≥nxø ‘humpback year’ (< hú≥∫ ‘humpback [pink] salmon,’ which run

in alternate years)
≈e≥̧ én;xø ‘Mt. Baker’ (lit. ‘measures the fish run’ or ‘measures the season’? 

cf. ≈é≥ ţ ‘measure it’)

22.2.8. The Calendar
In earlier times the moons were named, but neither of my principal sources, AC
(with CC) and JP, could give very many names for the moons. JP gave the
names of seven moons; AC remembered only four, three the same as JP’s, for
a total of eight names. These are, of course, names of lunar months, which can-
not correspond to the names of months in the Gregorian (solar) calendar, hence
my sources identified them as coming “about” when a Gregorian month came.
The names were:

xø;s;lén;xø (CC), xøis;lén;xø (JP) (cf. xøís;t ‘shake it,’ referring to the
wind blowing leaves off the trees) around October

h;ylén;xø (< háy ‘stop, be finished’) around November (JP)
xç;lwést;n (CC) (probably xç;lwé÷st;n ‘put paddles away,’ < √ of xíç;t

‘put it in the bush’ + -;lwe÷s ‘paddle’) about December
p;néq (CC, JP) (probably p;∫éq ‘slow match’) about January5

mím;∫ ®qélç (‘small moon’) (JP) about February
w⁄®≈;s “when you begin to hear the frogs” (JP) about March
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5 JP believed that the name means ‘covered,’ from p⁄n ‘be buried,’ referring to snow on the
ground, and he added that the name was avoided by women. Probably the suffix has been iden-
tified as that for ‘penis.’ However, Lummi, Katzie, and Cowichan sources all identified this
moon name as the term for ‘slow match,’ a device for carrying fire in a canoe, a coil of twisted
cedar bark rope lit at one end, which was kept in a horse-clam shell.
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lí≥m;s (cf. slí≥m ‘sandhill crane’) when the sandhill cranes come to the cran-
berry bogs, about May (JP), lí≥m;s ‘September’? (AC/CC) (They came for
the “crane-berries,” JP said.)

√éqt ®qélç (‘long moon’) “about June or July” (JP)

In earlier times there may have been more names for moons. However, there
may not have been complete agreement on which names to use for each moon,
different families naming them differently according to their activities, and
there may have been names for no more than ten moons. 

The problem with naming moons after natural events, like the croaking of
frogs or the migration of cranes, is that these events are determined by the solar
year. The only natural events determined by the phases of the moon are the
tides. The solar year is about ten days longer than twelve lunar months, and if
we had names for twelve moons and counted them continuously, after three
years it would appear that the frogs and cranes were both a month late. In a few
more years, the names of the moons would no longer make any sense at all.

One way of adjusting a lunar calendar to the solar year is to insert a thirteenth
month every four years or so, as the Jewish and Chinese calendars do. Anoth-
er, probably more common way is to begin counting moons with some event
that is determined by the solar year, count up to, say, ten moons, stop counting,
and then begin again when the event that you started with comes again. In this
way a “Sandhill Crane Moon” will correspond to the coming of the sandhill
cranes.

Counting moons, leaving a gap, and beginning the count again with the
observation of something determined by the solar year is just what was done by
people upriver from the Musqueam. According to Diamond Jenness (1955, 
7-9), the Katzie, who spoke a Downriver Halkomelem dialect very close to that
of the Musqueam, counted ten months beginning with the arrival of the sock-
eye in August of the Gregorian calendar, leaving a period covering June and
July with two names but not regarded as part of the count. The Chehalis, an
Upriver Halkomelem–speaking people, as reported by Charles Hill-Tout (1904,
334-35), began a count of moons with the chinook salmon spawning in Octo-
ber, counted ten moons, and stopped counting in July, leaving a period called
by a term said to refer to the coming together of the ends of the year. Neither
Jenness nor Hill-Tout gave any reason for this uncounted period. But James Teit
(1900, 339), describing the practice of the Ntlakapmux (Thompson), is very
clear about it. The Ntlakapmux began a moon count with the rutting of the deer
or some other animal in the fall, counted eleven months, and left a period as
“the rest of the year.” “This indefinite period of unnamed months,” Teit
explains, “enabled the Indians to bring the lunar and solar years into harmony.”

On Vancouver Island, lists of twelve and thirteen names of lunar months have
been recorded from Cowichan speakers among others (Donckele 1882; Jenness
1934; 1955, 87; Suttles Cowichan notes). These lists may simply have been the
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result of attempts to make the old moon names fit the Gregorian calendar, or
they may reflect a lunar calendar that was adjusted twice during the solar year,
perhaps at the summer and winter solstices. Jenness (1934) reports that the
Cowichan observed the winter solstice.

The calendar used by the Musqueam in earlier times must have been of
this sort, although it is not clear what observation or observations may have
been made. Timekeepers could have observed some biological event or some
astronomical event. According to JP, there was a “weatherman” who watched
progression of the sun along the horizon at sunrise and observed the solstices
when the sun appeared to stand still or waver in the point at which it rises. The
name given Mount Baker, ≈e≥̧ én;xø ‘measure fish’ or ‘measure season,’ seems
to imply its use as a marker of the seasons. People also observed changes in the
stars and noted in particular the rising of the constellation called ş ⁄n; ‘bull-
head,’ probably the Pleiades, just before dawn.6

JP made two statements about the beginning of the year. On one occasion, he
said that the year begins with œøí¬;s (‘spring’), right before w⁄®≈;s. On anoth-
er occasion, shortly after the first, he said that xøçál;w;n ‘the turn of the year,’
that is, the beginning of the new year, was in the fall, explaining that “the word
really means the turn from old to new” and adding that “the next is œøí¬;s.” His
translation of the first term implies that the root is ç;l- ‘turn round,’ but it seems
possible that it could be xø;ç- ‘insert,’ which could imply a gap in the moon
count. His two statements suggest that there may have been two times during
the year when a moon count was started, but these do not correspond to the sol-
stices. We can only conclude that at this time we really do not know how the
old calendar worked.
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6 The fish is probably the cabezon, a large species of sculpin. The constellation is often called
“Little Dipper” in English.
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23.1. GETTING WINTER SUPPLIES (CC 1)

køƒ; ßxøte÷és køƒ; sy;∑é∫;®ct køs;w® néµs 1
køƒ; ßxø-t;÷é-s køƒ; s-y;∑é∫-;®-ct kø s-w;®-néµ-s
ART OBLNOM-be.like-3POS ART NOM-go.before-past-our ART NOM-already-go-

3POS

It is the way of our ancestors when they went

÷ál;≈;t;s køƒ; sœí¬;s ÷i køƒ; ç⁄¥xø s÷á≈øa÷s. 2
÷ál;≈-;t-;s køƒ; s-œí¬;-s ÷;¥ køƒ; ç⁄¥xø s÷á≈øa÷-s
provide-TR-3TR ART NOM-supply-3POS and ART dry butter.clam-3POS

to get their winter supplies of dried salmon and their dried butter clams.

kø⁄y≈ƒ;t køƒ; sy;∑é∫;®ct. s;w qø⁄¬qø;¬t;¬s, 3
kø⁄y≈-ƒ;t køƒ; s-y;∑é∫-;®-ct s-w;- qø⁄¬qø;¬-t;¬-s
move-self ART NOM-go.before-past-our NOM-EST-tell-RECIP-3POS

Our ancestors acted. They told each other,

“÷⁄¥ køs;w® néµct xøíw;l w;wéy;l;s 4
÷⁄¥ kø s-w;®-néµ-ct xøíw;l w;-wéy;l-;s
good ART NOM-already-go-our move.upstream when-become.day-3SUB

“We’d better start going upriver tomorrow

køs;w® néµct cœí¬;.” 5
kø s-w;®-néµ-ct c-œí¬;
ART NOM-already-go-our get-supply
to get started drying salmon.”

s;w qøéls t; ®ƒ⁄l;q, “÷⁄¥. h⁄ye÷ct w;wéy;l;s. 6
s-w;-qøél-s t; ®-ƒ⁄l;q ÷⁄¥ h⁄ye÷ ct w;-wéy;l-;s.
NOM-EST-speak-3POS ART part-divide good leave we when-day-3SUB

Then some said, “Good. We’ll leave tomorrow.
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√a ce÷ kø; s;w® √œø⁄tct ÷a¬ køƒ; hákø;x;t.” 7
√a ce÷ kø; s-w;®-√œø-⁄t-ct ÷a¬ køƒ; hákø-;x-;t
BE3P FUT then NOM-already-prepare-TR-our just ART use-TR-we
Now then we’ll just start preparing what we will use.”

wéy;l, s;w® ÷á≥®s ÷a¬ ÷é≥®t;n. s;w qøéls t; ®ƒ⁄l;q, 8
wéy;l s-w;®-÷á≥®-s ÷a¬ ÷é≥®t;n s-w;-qøél-s t; ®-ƒ⁄l;q
day NOM-already-embark-3POS just NOM-EST-speak-3POS ART

3PL PART-divide
In the morning they just started to Then some said,

get into their canoes.

“t⁄s ce÷ ÷; √ œøá≥∫√;¬ ÷i ƒ⁄l;qƒ;t ct. háy ce÷ ®ním;® 9
t⁄s ce ÷; √ œøá≥∫√;¬ ÷;y ƒ⁄l;q-ƒ;t ct háy ce÷ ®ním;®
arrive.there FUT OBL ART Kwantlen and specify FUT we

divide-self we
“At Kwantlen we will separate. It will be we

≈øté÷ e køƒe ßxø⁄˚ø;w;® néµ ct háy ce÷ 10
ce÷ ;√ smáœø;c.

≈øté÷ ÷; køƒ; ßxø-xø⁄˚ø-;w;® néµ háy ce÷
ct ce÷ ÷; √ smáœø;c.

head.for OBL ART specify FUT OBLNOM-be.
dragging-canoe go we FUT OBL ART

Point.Roberts
who will head for the portage and go It will be

to Point Roberts.

s÷á≈øa÷ ˚ø; néµ;t ç⁄¥xøt. háy ce÷ kø; t; ®w⁄l;p 11
s÷á≈øa÷ ˚ø; néµ-;t ç⁄¥xø-t. háy ce÷ kø; t; ®w⁄l;p
butter.clam ART go-we dry-TR specify FUT then ART you(PL)
butter clams that we will go and dry. It will be you folks

w;y;÷é≥¥ ÷a¬ néµ ç;¥xøéls kø ßxø®íç;s.” 12
w;-y;-÷é≥¥ ÷a¬ néµç;¥xø-éls kø s-xø-®íç-;s
EST-along-continue just go dry-ACT ART NOM-within-cut-face
who will continue on to go and dry scored fish.”

s;w h⁄ye≥≥÷s t;w√ál;m xøíw;l. ni t⁄s køƒ; 13
s-w;-h⁄ye÷-s t;w√ál;m xøíw;l ni t⁄s [÷;] køƒ;
NOM-EST-leave-3POS they move.upstream AUX arrive.there [÷;] ART

Then away they went upstream. They got to a certain place (as
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ßxøt⁄s i n; xøné÷ent. s;w qøéls ÷é≥®t;n, 14
ßxø-t⁄s ÷;¥ ni÷ xø;-né÷;nt s-w;-qøél-s ÷é®t;n,
OBLNOM-arrive.there and AUX become- NOM-EST-speak-3POS 3PL

being.night
far as they could) by the time it became Then they said, 

night.

“÷⁄¥ ˚øs œ⁄l;µct.” s;w ®é≥ls ÷é≥®t;n. 15
÷⁄¥ ˚ø s-œ⁄l;µ-ct s-w;-®é≥l-s ÷é≥®t;n
good ART NOM- camp-our NOM-EST-move.ashore-3POS 3PL

“We had better camp.” Then they landed.

s;w ƒ⁄yti≥t t; sála÷ac. √a sílewtxøs 16
s-w;-ƒ⁄y-t-;y-;t t; sála÷ac √a síl-ewtxø -s
NOM-EST-be.created-TR-3PAS-SUBPAS BE3P canvas-house-3POS

ART house.mat 
Then they put up the house-mats. The house-mats were

÷é≥®t;n t; sála÷ac. s;w há≥yƒ;ns t; xø;né÷entq;n. 17
÷é≥®t;n t; sála÷ac s-w;-háy-;ƒ;n-s t; xø;-né÷ent-q;n
3PL ART house.mat NOM-EST-finish-mouth-3POS ART

their tents. become-being.night-throat
Then they finished eating supper.

s;w ÷a÷;lt;t. xø;nnét;® ÷i w;®÷i÷ím;t. 18
s-[ni÷-s] w;-÷a÷;lt;t. xø;n-nét-;® ÷i w;®-÷i÷ím;t
NOM-AUX-3POS-EST-sleep(PL) still-night-past and already-get.up(PL)
Then they slept. When it was still dark they got up.

s;w y⁄qø;¬c;ps t; s;w⁄¥qe÷. s;w ≈té÷ems t; s®;n®én;¥ t; 19
s-w;-y⁄qø-;¬c;p-s t; s;w⁄¥qe÷ s-w;-≈té÷-;m-s t; s®;n®én;¥ t;
NOM-EST burn-firewood-3POS ART NOM-EST-make-INTR-3POS ART

men women ART

Then the men lit fires. Then the women made

ßxønét;®q;n ÷i y;÷é≥¥ t; s;w⁄¥qe÷ h⁄µ;x;m t; sála÷ac. 20
ßxø-nét-;®-q;n ÷;y y;-÷é≥¥ t; s;w⁄¥qe÷ h⁄µ-;x-;m t; sála÷ac
OBLNOM-night-past-throat and along-be.continuing ART men

be.removing-TR-INTR ART house.mat
breakfast and the men went on removing the house-mats.

s;w ste÷é≥ tƒé÷ ÷⁄®t;n ÷é≥®t;n s;w há≥yƒ;n. 21
s-[ni÷-s] w;-st;÷é ÷; tƒé÷ ÷⁄®t;n s-w;-háy-;ƒ;n[-s]

÷é≥®t;n
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-like OBL that eat 3PL NOM-EST-finish-mouth-3POS

And thus they ate. And they finished eating.
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s;w ÷;l®⁄le÷c;m. √a s;s√;w® híq;ƒ;t 22
s-[ni÷-s] w;-÷á≥®-⁄le÷c-;m √a s-[ni÷]-s √e w;®-híq-;ƒ;t
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-aboard- BE3P NOM-AUX-3POS

container-INTR again already-go.under-self
And they loaded up. Then they shoved off again

w;y;≈⁄†; ÷a≥≥¬ tƒé÷ ÷i n;w t⁄s ÷a¬ œøá≥∫√;¬. 23
w;-y;-≈⁄†; ÷a≥≥¬ tƒé÷ ÷;y ni÷ w;-t⁄s ÷a¬ [÷; √] œøá≥∫√;¬
EST-along-be.doing just and AUX EST-arrive.there just OBL ART

that Kwantlen
and just doing that they reached Kwantlen,

s;s;w ƒ⁄l;qt;¬ y;ƒé÷ neµ †xøá≥®. 24
s-[ni÷]-s w;-ƒ⁄l;q-t;¬ y;ƒé÷ neµ ®xøá≥®
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-separate-RECIP those go dig.clams
Then the ones who were going to dig clams separated

xø;nsté÷e ÷i w;®t⁄s ÷;√ Hope y;ƒé÷ ni neµ ∆xø®íç;s 25
xø;n-sté÷e ÷;y w;®-t⁄s ÷; √ Hope y;ƒé÷ ni neµ c-xø-®íç-;s
still-stay and already-reach OBL ART Hope they AUX go do-within-cut-face
The ones who were going to make scored fish continued on to Hope.

√a s;s;w® cœí¬; ÷a¬ køsnis ce÷ ç⁄¥xø 26
√a s-[ni÷]-s w;®-c-œí¬; ÷a¬ kø s-ni÷-s ce÷ ç⁄¥xø
BE3P NOM-AUX-3POS already-do-supply just ART NOM-AUX-3POS FUT dry
Right away they started to get their winter supply so it would become dry.

i ye® s÷;µis w;œøíl;m y;lá÷a®;¬e÷c t; sœí¬;s. 27
÷;y ye® s-÷;µi-s w;œøíl;m y;lá÷;®⁄le÷c t; s-œí¬;s
and after.which NOM-come-3POS move.downstream loaded ART NOM-supply
And then they came downstream loaded with their dried fish.

háy n; ≈ø⁄m køs;sµi w;œøíl;m. 28
háy ni÷ ≈ø⁄m kø-s-[÷i]-s ÷;µi w;œøíl;m
specify AUX fast ART NOM-AUX-3POS come downstream.
Coming downstream was faster.

÷isél; ÷a¬ swéy;l ÷i µi xø;÷áµ;t. 29
÷isél; ÷a¬ swéy;l ÷i µi xø;-÷áµ;t
two just day and come become-be.sitting
In just two days they were home.

÷i háy køƒ; ni÷ †;†xøá÷a® n;w xø;nhé≥w;. 30
÷i háy køƒ; ni÷ †;†xøá÷a® ni÷ w;-xø;nhé≥w;
and specify ART AUX be.clamming AUX EST-still-be.absent
But those who were clamming were still away.
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háy ÷áy;m t; s÷á≈øa÷ køs ç⁄¥xøs. q⁄≈ syá≥ys. 31
háy ÷áy;m t; s÷á≈øa q⁄≈ s-yá≥ys

s-ç⁄¥xø-s
specify slow ART butter.clam ART NOM- much NOM-work

dry-3POS

Butter clams are slower when they dry. It’s a lot of work.

s;s;w xø;l÷áµ;t y;ƒé÷ ni≥® cœíœ;l;, 32
s-[ni÷]-s w;-xø;-÷áµ;t y;ƒé÷ ni÷-;® c-œíœ;l;
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-become-home they AUX-past get-supply
When those who had been getting winter supplies got home,

s;s;w ÷;¥áqt;¬ t; s÷⁄®t;ns ÷é≥®t;n, t; sœí¬; 33
s-[ni÷]-s w;-÷e¥eq-t;¬ t; s-÷⁄®t;n-s ÷é≥®t;n t; s-œí¬;
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-exchange-each.other ART NOM-eat-3POS 3PL ART NOM-

supply
they exchanged their foods, the dried salmon

i t; s÷á≈øa÷. √a ßxøte≥és;® køƒ; µi≥t 34
÷;¥ t; s÷á≈øa÷ √a ßxø-te÷é-s-;® køƒ; µi-;≥t
and ART butter.clam BE3P OBLNOM-be.like-3POS-past ART AUX-we
and the butter-clams. That is the way it was with those whom we

y;÷é≥¥eqt køsh;¥ƒ;sta¬xøs køƒ; ßxø;wél;y;®ct 35
y;-÷é≥¥eq-t kø s-h;¥ƒ;s-t-a¬xø-s køƒ; ßxø-wél;y-;®-ct
along-exchanging-TR ART NOM-be.telling-TR-us-3POS ART

OBLNOM-belong(PL)-past-our
are replacing as our parents were telling us.

This text was dictated by Christine Charles on 23 November 1960 and
reviewed with Della Kew in November 1972.

Line
1-2. This is a statement of what is going to follow, perhaps a kind of title.
1. √t;÷é ‘be like’ appears in st;÷é (usually pronounced ste÷é), meaning ‘be

like, resemble, be the same as,’ and in ßxøt;÷é ‘way, manner,’ lit. ‘that which is
like.’ Compare sté÷e ‘remain, stay put, continue as before,’ as in line 25.

2. ÷al;≈;t ‘get it, prepare it, provide it’ usually refers to food. √œí¬; has not
been recorded without an affix. The noun sœí¬;, often glossed ‘winter supplies,’
refers to any kind of preserved food but especially dried or smoked salmon. The
verb cœí¬; means ‘preserve food,’ especially ‘dry salmon.’ The s÷á≈øa÷ is the
butter clam (Saxidomus giganteus).

3. kø⁄y≈ƒ;t, lit. ‘move oneself,’ is often used to begin a narrative or a new
segment of one. sy;∑é∫, lit. ‘what has gone before,’ can mean ‘ancestors’ or
simply ‘heritage.’
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9. œøá≥∫√;¬ ‘Kwantlen’ is the name of the people at or near the mouth of the
Salmon River, near the second site of Fort Langley. They have often been called
“the Langley people.”

10. The Musqueam who were going to dig clams went up the Fraser as far as
Kwantlen, went up the Salmon River, portaged across the prairie to the
Nicomekl, and down that stream to Boundary Bay. Although smáœø;c is the
name for Point Roberts, CC initially translated it here as “Boundary Bay.” This
must have been a well-known route. In 1824, the first Hudson’s Bay Company
expedition to the Fraser was guided through it by Snohomish and Skagit peo-
ple from Puget Sound. The term for ‘portage’ is probably ßxø-xø⁄˚ø;w;®, but
it is given in the first line as recorded.

12. ßxø®íç;s was made by removing the backbone and scoring the flesh so
that it could open up and dry more readily. Mrs. Charles described the catching
and processing of salmon after dictating this text. For a description and photo-
graphs, see Wilson Duff’s The Upper Stalo Indians, Anthropology in British
Columbia, Memoirs 1, BC Provincial Museum, Victoria, 1952, 63-66. 

16. sála÷ac ‘house-mat’ refers to the larger mat used for lining the walls of
the plank house or for making temporary shelters at camping sites, as here.
These were made of tules (wí≥¬) or of cattails (s¸é÷q;n). The s®éw;n ‘bed-mat’
was a smaller cattail mat used for sleeping or simply sitting on. Both were made
by sewing with a long matting needle and a mat creaser. síl ‘canvas’ is from the
English sail.

22. ÷;l®⁄le÷c;m ‘load up’ probably consists of ÷á≥® ‘board (a vessel),’ which
probably has the underlying form //÷al;®//, the suffix -;le÷c ‘container,’ and 
-;m ‘intransitive.’ The resultative of ÷á≥® is ÷;¬á÷;® ‘aboard,’ for which CC gave
an unusual plural, y;¬á÷a®. The form in line 27, y;lä÷;®⁄le÷c ‘loaded,’ appears
to be based on this form.

32. Recorded xø;l÷åm;t, but more likely xø;÷áµ;t with xø;- ‘become’ or
xø;n÷áµ;t with xø;n- ‘already.’

34-35. ‘Those whom we are replacing’ is another respectful term for the
ancestors.

23.2. THE DEER DRIVE (CC 2)

néµ ct xøá÷aƒ néµ ÷; √ Halfway. ÷;pé≥l; ct ce÷ 1
néµ ct xøá÷aƒ néµ ÷; √ Halfway ÷;p;n-el; ct ce÷
go we deer.drive go OBL ART Halfway ten-persons we FUT

We are going on a deer drive at Halfway. There will be ten of us

w;ní≥t háye÷. néµ ct wék;nä≥®. sœ;lím ct ce÷. 2
w;-ní÷-;t háye÷ néµ ct wék;n-ä≥® sœ;lím ct ce÷
EST-AUX-we leave go we wagon-by camped.out we FUT

when we leave. We’ll go by wagon. We’ll be camped out.
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≈;ƒí≥l; ce÷ køƒ; sœøáœø;®. √á ce÷ 3
≈;÷áƒ;n-el; ce÷ køƒ; sœøáœø;®. √á ce÷
four-persons FUT ART lying.in.wait BE3P FUT

Four will be lying in wait. They will be the ones who will 

kø⁄l;xt køƒ; sm⁄y;ƒ w;µí≥s ce÷ w;®c®áqøƒ;t. 4
kø⁄l;x-t køƒ; sm⁄y;ƒ w;-µí-;s ce÷ w;®-c®áqø-ƒ;t
shoot-TR ART deer when-come-3SUB FUT already-pass.through-self
shoot the deer when they start coming through.

i √á ce÷ kø; t; s;∑á≥wl;sä≥l® néµ n;sœá÷ ˚ø;ns néµ xøá÷aƒ 5
÷;¥ √á ce÷ kø; t; s;∑á≥wl;s-ä≥l® néµ n;-sœá÷ ˚ø; n;-s-néµ xøá÷aƒ
and BE3P FUT then ART youths-young go my-company ART my-NOM-go 

deer.drive
And then it will be the boys who go with me when I go to drive the deer,

y;œé∑;m ce÷ ÷é®t;n ste÷é ÷; ˚ø st;qéye 6
y;-œé∑;µ ce÷ ÷é®t;n st;÷é ÷; ˚ø st;qéye
along-be.howling FUT 3PL like OBL ART wolf 
howling like wolves as they go along. 

√á ce÷ s;w y;tát;s;ts kø; smé≥nt ÷é≥®t;n 7
√á ce÷ s-w;-y;-tát;s-;t-s kø; smé≥nt ÷é≥®t;n
BE3P FUT NOM-EST-along-be.hitting.together-TR-3POS ART stone 3PL

They’ll be the ones striking stones together

w;µí≥s w;®wé®;t;s køƒ; sm⁄y;ƒ. 8
w;-µí-;s w;®wé®-;t-;s køƒ; sm⁄y;ƒ
when-come-3SUB be.chasing-TR-3SUB ART deer
when they come chasing the deer.

stœøíq;n t; smé≥nt i √;w st;tíœø t; stá¬;w. 9
stœøíq;n t; smé≥nt ÷;¥ √e w;-st;tíœø t; stá¬;w
steep ART mountain and also EST-sheer ART river
The mountainside is steep and too the river bank is sheer.

s˚øéy kø; køsnéµs hí≥lƒ;t. w;∫án w;√⁄p w;∫án w;cíc;®. 10
s˚øéy kø; s-néµ-s hí≥l-ƒ;t w;-∫án w;-√⁄p w;-∫án w;-cíc;®
impossible then ART NOM-go-3POS EST-too EST-deep EST-too EST-high

roll-self
They can’t let themselves go. It is too far down and too far up.

÷⁄w;te÷ kø; ßxønéµs t;w√a sm⁄y;ƒ. 11
÷⁄w;te÷ kø; ßxø-néµ-s t;w√a sm⁄y;ƒ
none ART OBLNOM-go-3POS that deer 
The deer have no place to go. 
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n;w néµ ÷a¬ ≈ø;nxén;m t;w√a sm⁄y;ƒ 12
ni÷ w;-néµ ÷a¬ ≈ø;nxén;m t;w√a sm⁄y;ƒ 
AUX EST-go only run that deer
The deer can only run 

néµ ÷; køƒél;y n;w® sœøáœø;®. 13
néµ ÷; køƒél;y ni÷ w;®-sœøáœø;®
go OBL those AUX already-lying.in.wait
to those who are already lying in wait.

s;s;w h;lkø⁄l;xt;s ÷é≥®t;n. 14
s-[ni÷] -s est-h;lkø⁄l;x-t-;s ÷é≥®t;n
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-shoot(PL)-TR-3TR 3PL

And so they shoot them.

køs;s;w® há≥y kø; se÷kø⁄l;x s;s;w ˚øíç;t;s 15
kø s-[ni÷]-s w;®-há≥y kø; s-he÷kø⁄l;x[-s] s-[ni÷]-s 

w;-˚øíç-;t-;s
ART NOM-AUX-3POS already-finish ART NOM-shoot-3POS NOM-AUX-3POS

EST-cut.open-TR-3TR

When they have finished shooting, they draw

t; s;míy;ƒ. s;s;w® ®íp;t;m. s;s;w †á≈;t;l 16
t; s;míy;ƒ. s-[ni÷]-s w;®-®íp-;t-;m s-[ni÷]-s w;-†á≈-;t;¬
ART deer(PL) NOM-AUX-3POS already-quarter-TR-INTR NOM-AUX-3POS

EST-divide-RECIP

the deer. Then when they are quartered, they divide them up.

÷é≥®t;n. i √á s;s;w® híl;kø ÷a¬ ÷é≥®t;n. 17
÷é≥®t;n ÷;¥ √á s-[ni÷]-s w;®-híl;kø ÷a¬ ÷é≥®t;n.
3PL and BE3P NOM-AUX-3POS already-get.ready just 3PL

And that’s when they just get ready.

køs;w® há≥y køs†á†;≈;t;l t; sx⁄∫c;s, 18
kø s-w;®-há≥y[-s] kø s-†á†;≈-;t;¬ t; sx⁄∫c;-s
ART NOM-already-finish-[3POS] ART NOM-divide-RECIP ART game-3POS

When they have finished their division of the game,

køs;w® snéµs †á˚ø. 19
kø s-w;®-[0]-néµ-s †á˚ø
ART NOM-already-NOM-go-3POS return.home
then they go home.

This text was narrated by Andrew Charles Sr. on the Musqueam Reserve on
26 October 1960, with Mrs. Charles repeating more slowly to allow me to write
it down. The translation is based on work with CC. Although we had used a
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tape recorder on two or three previous occasions, this was our first attempt at
writing down a dictated narrative. I had asked AC if he would give me an
account of some activity he participated in when he was young. He said he
would think about it, and the next day he gave the first thirteen lines. I believe
this is a thought-out composition. He added lines 14 to 19 after I requested
information on the distribution of the game.

Although AC was Musqueam, he had lived as a boy on one of the Cowichan
reserves near Duncan. He was fourteen when he went with “the bunch” on a
deer drive. They had rifles then, but at an earlier time they would have used
bows and arrows. “Halfway” is on the Cowichan River about halfway between
“Duncan’s” and Cowichan Lake. That was the only place where they got deer
by driving them. They had tried other places but these were too open and so
they couldn’t get any deer. Above the pass at Halfway was a place that was all
alders and grass, where the deer fed. The boys chased the deer from there into
the pass. 

AC once watched the men who waited space themselves out. They took
places on both sides of the trail, spaced out alternately so that they were not
shooting at each other. The first man usually hit the most; the last man might
not have much chance. They might get five or six at one time. If only a few per-
sons were driving the deer, they could not get many, because the deer would
hide. Deer are smart. They prefer the open to shelter under the trees – even in
the rain. It is said that they don’t like the heavy drops from the trees because
they soak through. 

The division of the deer was even, but if, say, five persons came from the
same house, they might not quarter their carcass but take it home whole.

Line
2. sœ;lím ‘encamped, camped out,’ resultative of œ⁄l;m ‘camp.’ The root

appears in œ⁄¬m;n ‘campsite,’ œ;l⁄cƒ;t ‘go under shelter,’ xøœ;léc ‘shelter (as
for a fire to protect it from the wind),’ and probably œ⁄l;≈;n ‘stockade, fence’
and sœ;lé≈;n ‘stockaded, fenced in.’

3. sœøáœø;® ‘lying in wait, be ready,’ resultative of œá®;t ‘lie in wait for
him/them, get ready for it (as an attack).’

4. The word for ‘shoot’ or ‘spurt out’ was recorded as kø⁄l;x, kø⁄ll;x,
kø¤léx, and kø¤lléx. It has an irregular progressive, recorded ÷é÷kø;¬;x,
÷e÷kø;ll;x, and possibly he÷kø⁄ll;x ‘be shooting, be spurting,’ which appears
in line 14. The transitives are kø⁄l;xt ~ kø⁄ll;xt ‘shoot him (deliberately)’ and
kø;lléxn;xø ‘shoot him accidentally, manage to shoot him.’ The plural is
h;¬kø⁄ll;xt or ÷;lkø⁄l;xt ‘shoot several,’ which appears in line 13. A noun
derivative, skø;léx (plural s¤lkø;léx) means ‘arrow’ or ‘gun.’

5. In writing ‘and’ as i, I am following DK (see §1, note 9). s;∑á≥w;l;s ‘young
men’ is the plural, as given by CC, of swí∑l;s ‘young man.’ (JP gave the plural as
swá≥∑l;s.) The suffix -a≥l® ‘young’ added to the name for an animal produces
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the term for the young of that species. Added to young man or œém;¥ ‘young
woman,’ it produces ‘boy’ or ‘girl.’A ‘boy’ is between 10 and 20 years old. sœá÷
is a nominalization of œá÷ ‘accompany.’

6. œé∑;m (also recorded œé∑;µ) ‘be howling,’ progressive of œ⁄w;m
‘howl.’ st;÷é ‘like, the same as, accordingly,’ is probably the resultative of a
root √te÷ ‘be alike(?), appear(?).’ Cf. t;÷á≥m;x ‘resemble,’ st;híµ ‘manner,
way,’ ßxøt;cís ‘way (of doing something),’ ßxøte÷é≥∑;n ‘think,’ ÷⁄w;te÷
‘none.’

7. tét;s;t ‘be hitting together,’ progressive of tás;t ‘hit together,’ < tás (also
recorded [thás]) ‘get hit, get bumped.’

8. w;®wé®;t ‘be driving, chasing away,’ progressive of wé®;t ‘drive away,’
root not recorded.

9. stœøíq;n ‘steep, sheer (in slope of land)’ < t;œø ‘be cut off, be broken off,’
-íq;n ‘front, slope.’ st;tíœø ‘cut up, cut off, cut straight, sheer,’ resultative of
t⁄œø ‘be cut off.’

14-15. See note for line 4.
16. s;míy;ƒ ‘deer,’ plural of sm⁄y;ƒ ‘deer.’ †á≈;t;¬ ‘divide, distribute (a

catch or game),’ < †á≈, -t;¬ ‘reciprocal’; cf. †á≈;st ‘share with him,’ †≈⁄ƒ;t
‘branch out (as a trail or stream).’

18. †á†;≈;t;¬ ‘be dividing,’ progressive of †á≈;t;¬. sx⁄∫c; ‘game (of hunter),
catch (of fisherman), prey (of predator)’; cf. cx⁄∫c; ‘take as game, catch, prey.’

19. It seems to me that the second nominalizer should not be there.

23.3. NIGHT HUNTING IN THE GULF ISLANDS (CC 3)

ni÷ neµ h⁄yqøƒ;s ˚ø neµ h⁄¬≈;we÷. 1
ni÷ neµ h⁄yqø-t-S-;s ˚ø; neµ h⁄¬≈;we÷3

AUX AUX(go) recruit-TR-me-3TR ART AUX(go) be.night.hunting
Someone came to get me to go night hunting with him. 

s;ct w;h⁄ye÷ †ékø;l neµ ÷e √ sqƒáqa≥®. 2
s-ni÷-ct w;-h⁄ye÷ †ékø;l neµ ÷; √ sqƒáqa≥l®
NOM-AUX-our EST-leave cross go OBL ART Active.Pass
So we left and crossed over to “Plumper’s Pass” [Active Pass].

tá≥≥≈ø n;w neµ nét i n; ct t⁄s. 3
tá≈ø ni÷ w;-neµ nét ÷;¥ ni÷ ct t⁄s
exactly AUX EST-AUX(go) be.night and AUX we arrive.there
It had just become night when we got there.

s;ct w;køú≥kø t; ßxøné÷entq;nct. 4
s-ni÷-ct w;-køú≥kø[-t] t; ßxø-né÷;nt-q;n-ct
NOM-AUX-our EST-cook-TR ART OBLNOM-evening-meal-our
Then we cooked our supper.
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s;w qøél t; gíb, “≈øté÷ ct ce÷ t;÷í. √a w;yáƒ;® 5
s-w;-qøél[-s] t; gíb ≈øté÷ ct ce÷ t;÷í √a w;-yáƒ-;®
NOM-EST-speak-3pos ART Gabe head.for we BE3P EST-always-past

FUT this
Then Gabe said, “We’ll go this way [pointing south]. It’s where I always

n;ßxø⁄∫;µ.” s;ct;w ˚ø⁄cn;xø t; ∆i∆í÷œ;n. 6
n;-ßxø-h⁄∫;µ s-[ni÷]ct w;-˚øec-n;xø t; ∆i∆í÷œ;n
my-OBLNOM-be.going NOM-AUX-we EST-look-TR ART mink
used to go.” Then we saw a mink.

s;s;w kø⁄ll;xøt;s. ÷á≥≥ s;ct √;w® h⁄ye÷. 7
s-[ni÷]-s w;-kø⁄ll;xø-t-;s ÷a≥≥≥ s-[ni÷]-ct √e w;®-h⁄ye÷
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-shoot-TR-3TR well-NOM-AUX-our again

already-leave
Then he [Gabriel] shot it. Well, then we went off again.

s;s;w ˚ø⁄cn;xø;s t; isé¬; m⁄ll;s. s;s;w 8
s-[ni÷]-s w;-˚øec-n;xø-;s t; y;sé¬; m⁄ll;s s-[ni÷]-s w;-
NOM-[AUX]-3POS EST-look-TR-3TR ART two raccoon NOM-AUX-3POS EST-
Then he saw two racoons. So he

kø⁄ll;xt;s √e. s;ct;w m⁄˚ø ÷;¬á≥® 9
kø⁄ll;x-t-;s √e s-[ni÷]-ct w;-m⁄˚ø ÷;¬á≥®
shoot-TR-3TR also NOM-AUX-our EST-all aboard
shot them too. Then we all were aboard [the canoe].

s;ct;w h⁄ye÷, i ct t;wxø;ny;÷é≥¥ 10
s-ni÷-ct w;-h⁄ye÷ ÷i ct t;w-xø;n-y;-÷é≥¥
NOM-AUX-our EST-leave AUX we somewhat-still-along-be.continuing 
Then we left and we were still leisurely

y;÷;x÷í÷x;l i ct w;®ç®éµ;t ˚ø; ÷i≥ síq;s 11
y;-÷;x÷í÷x;l ÷i ct w;®-ç®éµ-;t ˚ø; ÷i y;-síq;s
along-be.paddling(PL) AUX we already-hear-TR ART AUX along-whistle
paddling along when we heard something whistling.

(kø;s;w® háy køs;s síq;s 12
kø; s-[ni÷]-s w;®-háy kø; s-[ni÷]-s síq;s
ART NOM-AUX-3POS already-stop ART NOM-AUX-3POS whistle
(When the whistling stopped

køs;ct;w® ç®éµ;t køs;s ˚øqøéls 13
kø; s-[ni÷]-ct w;®-ç®éµ-;t kø; s-[ni÷]-s ˚øaqø-éls
ART NOM-AUX-our already-hear-TR ART NOM-AUX-3POS get.struck-ACT

we heard something chopping
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“pxø≥≥ pxø≥≥ ≈≥≥≥≥”) s;w qøéls gíb, 14
s-w;-qøél-s [t;] gíb
NOM-EST-speak-3POS ART Gabe

“pow! pow! swooooosh.”) Then Gabe said,

“√a ¥e® ˚øä˚ø;qøn;cí≥¬s. s˚øéy køs cx⁄nc;ct 15
√á ¥e® ˚øá˚ø;qø-n;c-í≥¬s s˚øéy kø; s-c-x⁄∫c;-ct
BE3P EXP be.getting.struck-base-ACT impossible ART NOM-get-game-our
“It’s those Little Choppers. We can’t get anything.

ni ct w;®ç®éµ;t køsis yé≥≥œ t; lé≥¥;®p. 16
ni÷ ct w;®-ç®ém-;t kø; s-ni÷-s yéœ t; lé≥¥;®p
AUX we already-hear-TR ART NOM-AUX-3POS fall ART mature.Douglas.fir
We just heard a big Douglas-fir fall.

÷⁄¥ ˚øs œá≥nƒ;tct. néµ ct ce÷ t; ÷;xøí∫ √í√c;s.” 17
÷⁄¥ ˚ø; s-œén-;ƒ;t-ct néµ ct ce÷ [÷;] t; ÷;xøí∫ √í√c;s
good ART NOM-return-self-our go we FUT OBL ART little islet
We’d better go back. We’ll go to the little island.”

s;ct;w t⁄s. s;ct;w œøál;m. 18
s-[ni÷]-ct w;-t⁄s s-[ni÷]-ct w;-œøál;m
NOM-AUX-our EST-arrive.there NOM-AUX-our EST-disembark(PL)
Then we got there. Then we [Gabe and I] got off.

txøay Henry Louie ÷;¬á÷a® s;w kø⁄y≈ƒ;t t; Gabriel. 19
t; sn⁄xø;®.

txøáy H.L. ÷;¬á÷;® [÷;] t; sn⁄xø;® s-w;-kø⁄y≈-ƒ;t[-s] t; G.
only H.L. be.aboard OBL ART canoe NOM-EST-move-self-3POS ART G
Only Henry Louie stayed aboard Then Gabriel started off.

the canoe.

s;w ˚ø⁄cn;xø;s t; sm⁄y;ƒ. s;w kø⁄ll;xt;s. 20
s-[ni÷-s] w;-˚øec-n;xø-;s s-[ni÷-s] w;-kø⁄ll;x-t-;s

t; sm⁄y;ƒ
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-look-TR-3TR NOM-AUX-[3POS] EST-shoot-TR-3TR

ART deer
And he saw a deer. And he shot it.

s;s;w hí≥≥l;m t; sm⁄y;ƒ tá≥≥≈ø w;xø;÷;¬á÷a® t; 21
s-[ni÷-s] w;-híl-;m t; sm⁄y;ƒ tá≈ø w;-xø;-÷;¬á÷;® [÷;] 
NOM-AUX-3POS EST-roll-INTR ART exactly EST-become-aboard OBL

deer
Then the deer rolled down right into
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t; sn⁄xø;® tá≥≥≈ø w;xø;˚ø;˚øcá≥≥st;m t; sm⁄y;ƒ. 22
t; sn⁄xø;® tá≈ø w;-xø;-˚øé˚ø;c-ás-t-;m t; sm⁄y;ƒ
ART canoe exactly EST-become-be.looking-face-TR-INTR ART deer
the canoe, so he was looking right into its face.

÷⁄w;te÷ s®⁄œ;ll;xøs w;ni÷;s ctám;t ti÷í xø;÷;¬á÷a®. 23
÷⁄w;te÷ s-®⁄œ;l-l;xø-s w;-ni÷-;s ctám;t t;÷í xø;-÷;¬á÷;®
none NOM-know-TR-3POS that-AUX-3SUB do.what.with.self this become-

aboard
He didn’t know what happened to this thing that came aboard.

This account was told by Andrew Charles, speaking fairly fast, and relayed
at dictation speed by Christine Charles on 2 November 1960. The incident hap-
pened when AC was a young man and living at Cowichan. The three of them,
Gabriel Joe, Henry Louie, and Andrew, went by canoe from the Cowichan
River out around Saltspring Island to “Plumper’s Pass.” Only Gabriel had a
gun. In earlier times, hunters used pitch flares, but Gabriel had a “pit lamp,” a
miner’s lamp worn on the forehead.

Line
1. The Halkomelem is literally ‘went and recruited me,’ but ‘came and

recruited me’ seems more normal English. Perhaps in English the reference
point of ‘come’ and ‘go’ moves with the speaker, while in Halkomelem it is the
focus of the speech event, so that if I am no longer where I was recruited, they
‘went’ and recruited me.

h⁄¬≈;we÷, progressive of l;≈í∑; ‘hunt with a torch’ (or in recent times with
a miner’s pit lamp, hence h;¬≈;wé÷ is often rendered ‘be going pit-lamping.’

2. h⁄ye÷ ‘leave,’ originally recorded háye÷. sqƒáqa≥®, probably should be
sqƒáqa≥l®, place name, ‘Active Pass’; older people used to call it “Plumper’s
Pass,” from sq;ƒéq ‘pass’ (on water as between islands) and the place name
“Porlier Pass” (“Cowichan Gap”) and the suffix -á≥l® ‘young,’ so ‘little pass’ or
‘Little Porlier Pass.’

3. tá≈ø ‘exactly,’ so recorded from CC; recorded t⁄≈ø from DK and táxø
from AG.

4. køúkø ‘cook,’ from English. The -t ‘transitive’ was not recorded but was
probably there; grammar requires either -t or ÷; ‘oblique.’ ne÷;nt, progressive
of nét ‘be night.’

6. h⁄∫;µ, progressive of néµ ‘go.’ ˚ø⁄cn;xø ‘see it,’ < ˚øéc ‘see.’ The full
vowel of the root appears as schwa before -n;xø ‘limited control transitive.’

9. ÷;¬á≥® ‘aboard,’ probably a durative of ÷á≥® (//÷al;®//?) ‘go aboard.’
10-11. There are three instances here of i or ÷i in a context where, because

the place is elsewhere and the time is past, I would expect ni÷. Perhaps the ÷i
makes the action more immediate.
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10. ÷é≥¥ ‘be continuing,’ progressive of ÷éy ‘continue.’
11. ÷;x÷í÷;l, plural progressive of ÷⁄x;l ‘paddle (v.).’
12-14. The material in parentheses was added after the rest of the text was

dictated. This was at my request that the story include the sounds that AC had
used in an earlier discussion. The pxø is sharp with gradually decreasing vol-
ume. CC remarked on its echoing quality. The ≈≥≥≥ rises in volume and then
gradually falls and fades like the sound of a tree falling and echoing.

14. An article seems required, Gabe being the subject.
15. The particle ¥e® ‘expectable’ perhaps gives the feeling of ‘It’s those pesky

Little Choppers again!’ ˚øä˚ø;qøn;cí≥¬s is literally ‘be striking at the base of
something with a clubbing or chopping motion.’ ‘Little Choppers’ was CC’s
term. They are forest dwarves who fell trees. (For a discussion of these and sim-
ilar beings, see Suttles 1987, 73-99.)

16. lé≥¥;®p, from the root of slé≥¥ ‘Douglas-fir bark’ (thick bark suitable for
fuel) and -;®p ‘plant,’ and hence ‘mature Douglas-fir tree.’

17. √í√c;s ‘islet,’ diminutive of √cés ‘island.’
18. œøál;m, plural of œøím ‘disembark.’
19-20. According to CC’s stated preference, the verb following the first two

instances of s;w ought to be followed by -s ‘third-person possessive,’ but
because the third instance is followed by -;s ‘third-person transitive subject,’ it
ought to be s;s;w. Apparent errors of this sort may have been mine in the
course of taking dictation.

22. ˚ø;˚øcást;m is a passive form, ‘is being looked at in the face.’ The deer
is the subject of this passive. The agent must be Henry Louie, who was in the
canoe.

23.4. MINK, BEAVER, AND SCOURING RUSH (JP 9)

néµ ç; t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ √néç;wtxø neµ t; lél;µs t; sq;¬é∑. 1
néµ ç; t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ √néç;wtxø neµ [÷;] t; lél;µ-s t; sq;¬é∑.
go QUOT ART mink visit to [OBL] ART house-3POS ART beaver
It is told that Mink made a visit to the house of Beaver.

w;xø˚ø´⁄l; ç; ÷a¬ t; çíç;s;µ ni t; s÷;√qá¬w;®s t; lél;µ √ sq;¬é∑. 2
w;-xøkø´⁄l; ç; ÷a¬ t; çíç;s;µ ni÷ [÷;] t; s÷;√qá¬w;®-s t; lél;µ

[÷;] √ sq;¬é∑.
EST-scouring.rush QUOT just ART be.growing at [OBL] ART outside-3POS ART

house [OBL] ART beaver
It was all scouring rushes, the growth outside of the house of Beaver.

néµ ç;w køt⁄xø t;w√a ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ t; lél;µ √ sq;¬é∑. 3
néµ ç; w;-køt⁄xø t;w√a ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ [÷;] t; lél;µ [÷;] √ sq;¬é∑.
go QUOT suddenly-enter that mink OBL ART house OBL ART beaver
Mink went into the house of Beaver.
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÷i ç; sc;∫é∑;s t; sq;¬é∑. y;w˚øá˚ø;y ç; t;w√a ∆;∆í÷œ;∫. 4
÷i ç; sc;∫é∑;s t; sq;¬é∑ y;-w;-˚øá˚ø;y ç; t;w√a ∆;∆í÷œ;∫.
AUX QUOT reclined ART beaver along-EST-hungry QUOT that mink
Beaver was reclining. Mink was hungry.

s;w qøéls t; sq;¬é∑, “yé≥, q⁄l;m;x, stém;s køeƒ xø;µí.” 5
s-w;-qøél-s t; sq;¬é∑ yé≥ q⁄l;m;x stém-;s kø; ÷;T-ßxø-÷;µí
NOM-EST-speak-3POS ART beaver well fellow what-3SUB ART

your-OBLNOM-come
Then Beaver spoke, “Well, Pal, what might be the reason for your coming?”

“÷á≥,” s;w qøéls t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫, “≈≥w;®≈®ín;s c;n. ≈÷⁄w;te÷ stém 6
÷á≥ s-w;-qøél-s t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ ≈≥w;®-≈;®-ín;s c;n ≈÷⁄w;te÷ stém
Ah NOM-EST-speak-3POS ART mink kkhh-already-hurt-chest I kkhh-none 

what
“Ah,” said Mink,” my khhh-chest hurts. I kkhh-haven’t any

n;s÷⁄®t;n. ≈√a kø; w;÷i≥xø t;wcœí¬; ˚ø stém ÷a¬ 7
n;-s-÷⁄®t;n ≈√a kø; w;-÷i-;xø t;w-c-œí¬; ˚ø stém ÷a¬
my-NOM-EAT kkhh-BE3P then if-AUX-you somewhat-get-store ART what just
khhh-food. The khh-chance that you might have something stored away

≈n;ßxø÷i w;®;µí kø;txøíl;m.” 8
≈-n;-ßxø-÷i w;®-÷;µí kø;txíl;m
kkhh-my-OBLNOM-AUX already-come enter 
is khh-why I came in.”

“÷á≥,” ƒ⁄t ç; t; sq;¬é∑, “÷;ƒxø÷;wé ÷e kø; ÷⁄yë÷t;xø 9
÷á≥  ƒ⁄t ç; t; sq;¬é∑ ÷;T-ßxø-÷;w; ÷; kø; ÷⁄yë÷-t-;xø
Aw say QUOT ART beaver your-OBLNOM-not ROG then devour-TR-you
“Aw,” said Beaver, “How could you begin to eat ...

t;n swe÷ n;s÷⁄®t;n. ˚ø;w syá® ÷a¬ µ; t;n swé÷ sœí¬;. 10
t; n;-s-we÷ n;-s-÷⁄®t;n ˚ø; w;-syá® ÷a¬ µ; t; n;-s-wé÷ s-œí¬;.
ART my-NOM-own my-NOM-eat ART EST-wood just CERT ART my-NOM-own 

NOM-supply
... my food? After all, my own supplies are just wood. 

s˚øéy ˚ø;ƒœ⁄˚ø;n;xø ÷iwá∑; l⁄køl;kø ÷a¬ te∫ y⁄n;s.” 11
s˚øéy ˚ø; ÷;T-s-œ;˚ø-n;xø ÷iwá∑; l⁄køl;kø ÷a¬ t; ÷;n-y⁄n;s
impossible ART your-NOM-bite-TR likely break(PL) just ART your-tooth
You couldn’t bite it without your teeth very likely breaking.”

“≈÷á≥≥ si÷éµ, ÷á≥≥,” ƒ⁄t t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫. s;w ÷⁄√q;l. t;s køs÷é√q. 12
≈ -÷á≥≥-si÷éµ ÷á≥≥ ƒ⁄t t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ s-w;÷⁄√q;l[-s] t;s [÷;] 

kø[~ ˚øi] s÷é√q
khhh-ah Sir ah say ART mink NOM-EST-exit[-3POS] reach OBL ART outside
“Kkhh-yes, Sir, yes,” said Mink. And he went out. When he got outside,
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s;w xøi√á t; xø˚ø⁄¬;. qø⁄lstxø;s, h⁄˚øn;s;s t;w√a ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ 13
s-w;-xøi-√a t; xø˚ø⁄¬; qøel-st;xø-;s he˚ø-n;s-;s t;w√a ∆;∆í÷œ;∫
NOM-EST-become-BE3P ART scouring.rush speak-COM-3TR remember-GOAL-3TR

that mink 
it became Scouring Rush’s turn. Mink spoke to him. He remembered

køs w;yáƒs w;s®é¬q t; xø˚ø⁄¬;. s;w ®œílt;s 14
kø s-w;-yáƒ-s w;-s®é¬q t; xø˚ø⁄¬; s-[ni-s] w;-®œíl-t-;s
ART NOM-EST-always-3POS EST-immersed ART scouring.rush NOM-AUX-3POS

EST-ask-TR-3TR

that Scouring Rush was always under water, so he asked him, 

“s˚øéy ÷; w;†í†;näst;l;t. √án s;w çéç;w;ƒäµ; 15
s˚øéy ÷; w;-†i†;näs-t;¬-;t √á n;-s-w;-çéç;w-;t-Sam;
impossible ROG if-be.sitting.beside-each.other-we BE3P my-NOM-EST-be
helping-TR-you 
“Couldn’t we sit beside one another? Then I will be helping you

w;µi≥s ˚ø s¸qøá¥.” 16
w;-µi-;s ˚ø s¸qøá¥
if-come-3SUB ART small.fish
when any little fish come.”

w;®˚øá˚ø;¥ çƒ;® w;∫án. √a ßxø≈⁄†;s tƒé÷ t;w√a ∆;∆í÷œ;∫. 17
w;®-˚øá˚ø;¥ ç; ƒ;® w;-∫án √a ßxø-≈⁄†;-s tƒé÷ t;w√a ∆;∆í÷œ;∫
already-hungry QUOT though EST-very BE3P OBLNOM-be.saying-3POS that 

that mink
But Mink was very hungry. That’s why he said that.

s;w qøéls t; xø˚ø;¬;, 18
s-w;-qøél-s t; xø˚ø;¬;
NOM-EST-speak-3POS ART scouring.rush
Then Scouring-rush spoke,

“≈;÷mm, ÷;ƒxø;wé ÷; kø; ≈⁄†e≥xø t;n swe÷ n;skø⁄y≈ƒ;t. 19
≈;÷mm ÷;T-ßxø-÷;w; ÷; kø; ≈⁄†;-;xø t; n;-s-we÷ n;-s-kø⁄y≈-ƒ;t.
kkhh-hmm your-OBLNOM-not ROG then be-doing-you ART my-NOM-own 

my-NOM-move-self
“Khhh-hmm, how could you do as I do?

ha÷ µi køƒ; stém ÷i w;xøkøá¥ƒ;s;m c;n ÷a¬. 20
ha÷ µi køƒ; stém ÷;¥ w;-xøkøá¥ƒ;s;m c;n ÷a¬
if come what and EST-be.shaking.head I just
When something comes, I just shake my head.
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÷⁄n;c; ∆xø kø; w;µi≥s køƒ; ƒí qø®é¥. 21
÷⁄n;c; ∆xø kø; w;-µi-;s køƒ; ƒí qø®é¥
where you then if-come-3SUB ART big log
Where would you be if a big log comes?

í̧œ;ƒä≥m, né≥µ y;≈álçƒ;t. s˚øéy ˚øeƒ h;lí.” 22
¸íœ-;t-Sä≥m néµ y;-≈álç-ƒ;t s˚øéy ˚ø; ;T-s-h;lí.
be.stepped.on-TR-you(PAS) AUX along-be.turning-self imposssible ART

your-NOM-live
You’ll get stepped on. It will go rolling along. You couldn’t live.”

“≈≥÷ ~;≥≥.” s;w ƒ⁄t t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫, “÷⁄w; ∆xø ®ni œáy t; n⁄w;, 23
≈≥÷n≥≥ s-w;-ƒ⁄t[-s] t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ ÷⁄w; ∆xø ® ni œáy t; n⁄w; 
kkhh-hmm NOM-EST-say-3POS ART mink not you yet AUX die ART you
“Kkhh hmm,” said Mink, “You haven’t died yet,

÷i ÷é≥∫ƒ; çtwa÷ ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ≈øte≥ √ n⁄w;.” 24
÷;¥ ÷é≥∫ƒ; çtwa÷ ˚øáµ˚ø;µ ≈øte ÷; √ n⁄w;
and I SPEC strong toward OBL ART you
and I must be stronger than you.”

“÷a≥≥,” s;w ƒ⁄ts ç; t; xø˚ø⁄¬;, “ha÷ neµ y;¬é∑ køƒ; qø®é¥ 25
÷a≥≥  s-w;-ƒ⁄t-s ç; t; xø˚ø⁄¬; ha÷ neµ y;¬é∑ køƒ; qø®é¥
ah NOM-EST-say-3POS QUOT ART scouring.rush if go pass ART log
“Well,” said Scouring Rush. “If a log passes

køsµis ¸íœ;ƒämx;s ÷i √e÷ c;n w;÷⁄m;t ÷a¬, 26
kø s-µi-s ¸íœ-;t-Sämx-;s ÷;¥ √e÷ c;n w;-÷⁄m;t ÷a¬
ART NOM-AUX-3POS step.on-TR-me-3TR and again I EST-sit.up just 
when it has rolled over me, I just get up again and 

n;s√;w xøkø⁄yƒ;s;m ÷a¬.” 27
n;-s-√e÷ w;-xøkø⁄yƒ;s;m ÷a¬
my-NOM-again EST-shake.head just
then I just shake my head again.”

“≈÷Į́ ≥≥,”ƒ⁄t ç; t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫, “÷⁄¥ çtwa÷ ˚ø;n sw;†é÷t.” 28
≈÷nn≥≥ ƒ⁄t ç; t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ ÷⁄¥ çtwa÷ ˚ø; n;-s-w;-†é÷-t
kkhh-hmm say QUOT ART mink good SPEC ART my-NOM-EST-try-TR

“Kkhh-hmm,” said Mink, “Perhaps I’d better try it.”

“hé¥ ƒ;® ÷éw;®,” s;w ƒ⁄ts ç; t; xø˚ø⁄¬;. 29
hé¥ ƒ;® ÷éw;® s-w;-ƒ⁄t-s ç; t; xø˚ø⁄¬; 
proceed though REAS NOM-EST-say-3POS QUOT ART scouring.rush 
“Go ahead then,” said Scouring Rush. 
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“µi ∆xø ÷⁄m;t st;tés √ ÷é≥nƒ;.” 30
µi ∆xø ÷⁄m;t st;tés [÷;] √ ÷é≥nƒ;
come you sit near [OBL] ART me
“Come sit near me.”

s;w ÷⁄m;ts t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ neµ †⁄n;st;m t;w√a xø˚ø⁄¬;. 31
sw;-÷⁄m;t-s t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ neµ †⁄n;s-t-;m t;w√a xø˚ø⁄¬;
NOM-EST-sit-3POS ART mink AUX sit.beside-TR-INTR that scouring.rush
So Mink sat down next to Scouring Rush.

÷⁄w; ç; ni≥s y;híƒ ÷iw;® µi wíl t; qø®é¥. ƒí qø®é¥. y;≈á≥≥lçƒ;t. 32
÷⁄w; ç; ni-;s y;-híƒ ÷;¥ w;®-µi wíl t; qø®é¥ ƒí qø®é¥ y;-≈álç-ƒ;t
not QUOT AUX-3SUB along last.long and already-come appear ART log big log 

along-be.turning-self
It wasn’t long when a log appeared, a big log, rolling along.

“syá≥≥ ∆xø køe,” s;w ƒ⁄ts t; xø˚ø⁄¬;. “÷i≥t;w® y;µi t;÷;ƒ x;mén.” 33
syá≥ ∆xø kø; s-w;-ƒ⁄t-s t; xø˚ø⁄¬; ÷i÷;t; w;®-y;-µi t; ÷;T-sx;mén
be-warned you then NOM-EST-say-3POS ART scouring.rush here already-along-

come your-enemy
“Be careful,” said Scouring Rush. “Here comes your enemy.”

“≈÷ó≥≥, ÷ó≥≥,” s;w ƒ⁄ts ç; t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫. 34
“≈÷ó≥≥ ÷ó≥≥ s-w;-ƒ⁄t-s ç; t; ∆;∆í÷œ;∫
kkhh-oh oh NOM-EST-say-3POS QUOT ART mink
“Kkhh-oh, oh,” said Mink.

w;®µí t; qø®é¥, ¸íœ;t;m ÷é≥®t;n, neµ y;¬é∑. ÷⁄m;t t; xø˚ø⁄¬; 35 
w;®-µí t; qø®é¥ ¸íœ-;t-;m ÷é≥®t;n neµ y;¬é∑ ÷⁄m;t t; xø˚ø⁄¬;
already-come ART log step.on-TR-INTR 3PL go pass sit.up ART scouring.rush
When the log came, they got rolled over, and it went past. Scouring Rush 

sat up,

xøkø;yƒ;s;m ste÷et;wyáƒ w;skø⁄y≈ƒ;ts, 36
xøkø;yƒ;s;m ste÷é [÷;] t; w;-yáƒ w;-s-kø⁄y≈-ƒ;t-s 
shaking.the.head like [OBL] ART EST-always EST-move-self-3POS

shaking his head as he always did,

çál;s;m s⁄wœt;s køƒ; s†⁄n;s;® ∆;∆í÷œ;∫. 37
çál;s;m s⁄wœ-t-;s køƒ; s†⁄n;s-;® ∆;∆í÷œ;∫
turn.to.look seek-TR-3TR ART sitting.beside-past mink
and he looked back seeking Mink, who had been sitting beside him,

÷i ni ç;w® neµ y;h⁄∑œø y;xø˚ø;÷íq;∫ s¸;≈nís. 38
÷;¥ ni ç; w;®-neµ y;-h⁄∑œø y;-xø˚ø;÷íq;∫ s¸;≈nís
but AUX QUOT already-go along-drifting along-belly.up teeth.showing
But he was gone, drifting along downstream, belly up, teeth showing.
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ni ÷;séπ t; s≈ø;yém √ ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ ÷i t; sq;¬é∑ ÷i t; xø˚ø⁄¬;. 39
ni ÷;séπ t; s≈ø;¥éµ [÷;] √ ∆;∆í÷œ;∫ ÷;¥ t; sq;¬é∑ ÷;¥ t; xø˚ø⁄¬;
AUX end ART story [OBL] ART mink and ART beaver and ART scouring.rush
So ends the story of Mink, Beaver, and Scouring Rush.

This text was dictated by James Point on 22 March 1963, and reviewed with
Arnold Guerin in 1983.

Line
1. √néç;wtxø ‘visit.’ Composed of the prefix √- ‘go to,’ the root néç ‘differ,

be different,’ and the lexical suffix -;wtxø ~ -éwtxø ‘house.’
2. xø˚ø⁄¬; ‘scouring rush’ – the species Equisetum hiemale, a relative of the

horsetail; it and dogfish skin were used like sandpaper. The word xø˚ø⁄¬; has
the same root as xøá˚ø;t ‘polish it.’

çíç;s;µ. Progressive of çís;m ‘grow.’
s÷⁄√qálw;®. Composed of the prefix s- ‘nominalizer,’ the root √÷e√q ‘out,’

and the lexical suffix -á¬w;® ‘side.’ AG pronounced the word s÷;√qálwe÷®.
3. The phrase t; lél;µ [÷;] √ sq;¬é∑ is an alternate way of saying ‘the house

of Beaver’ or perhaps ‘the house of the beaver.’ However, because the article √
must appear before a proper noun or a pronoun in the oblique case, the use of
it here suggests that Beaver, Mink, and Scouring Rush are proper nouns, the
names of characters. 

4. sc;∫é∑;s ‘reclining.’ Probably a resultative form, composed of s- ‘resul-
tative,’ the root c;∫ ‘lean against, be propped up,’ and the lexical suffix -i∑s
‘body.’ JP said that the word implied that Beaver was lying back with his hands
clasped behind his neck, looking self-satisfied, we may assume.

y;- ‘along.’ Generally implies movement or duration; here it may suggest
that Mink’s hunger was an ongoing condition.

5. yé ‘well.’ This interjection might also be translated ‘all right’ or ‘go
ahead.’ It is used to urge someone to speak or to continue, as by the audience
listening to a story being told.

q⁄l;m;x ‘pal.’ Evidently a familiar, perhaps patronizing, form of address.
AG thought the root might be q⁄l ‘bad,’ but it looks like an Interior Salish word
for ‘person.’

stém;s. The -;s is ‘third-person subordinate subject’ (3SUB). The subordinate
subject series appears in subordinate clauses. Here there is probably an implied
main clause such as ‘I wonder ...’

6. In stories, Mink, Raven, and perhaps some other disreputable characters
begin words with the sound ≈ ...

9. ÷;ƒxø÷;wé÷e kø; ÷⁄yët;xø ... This is literally ‘Is it then the reason for your
not eating my food?’ The same construction appears in line 19 with a similar
interpretation, ‘How could you ...?’
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10. swé÷ with the s- ‘nominalizer’ is literally ‘property’; cwé÷ with the c-
‘verbalizer’ is ‘to own.’ Speakers vary in whether they use the possessive with
both the swé÷ and the noun that follows. Here JP used the possessive with the
following noun the first time and omitted it the second. When AG read the
story, he put in a possessive where JP had omitted it.

˚ø;w syá® ÷a¬ µ;. The ˚ø; implies hypothetical existence, indicating that
Beaver is referring to some wood, not necessarily any that Mink can see. How-
ever, the particle µ; (CERT) implies that the statement is based on direct expe-
rience, as opposed to hearsay. Beaver of course knows that’s what his food is.
The interpretation ‘of course, it is’ was given to the same construction in anoth-
er text.

11. l⁄køl;kø is the plural of l⁄kø ‘break, get broken.’
14. s®é¬q. Resultative of the root ®;lq, seen in ®⁄lqt ‘immerse it, dip it.’
15. †í†;näst;¬ ‘be sitting beside each other,’ the progressive of †;nást;¬ ‘sit

beside each other,’ which is the reciprocal of †⁄n;st ‘sit beside him/her.’
16. Some people identify ş qøá¥ as ‘trout,’ others as any small fish.
17. ≈⁄†;. Progressive of both ƒ⁄t ‘say,’ as it is here, and ≈té÷ ‘do,’ as in

line 19.
21. qø®é¥ is usually glossed ‘log,’ but it is composed of the root qø⁄® ‘wash

ashore’ and -é¥, an old lexical suffix meaning ‘tree’ or ‘plant,’ and so the word
probably originally meant specifically a driftwood log.

23. The ~; is a nasalized schwa. 
26. ÷⁄m;t is ‘sit down’ if one is standing or ‘sit up, get up’ if one is lying down.
30. st;tés ‘near,’ the resultative of t⁄s ‘arrive there.’
31. Mink is the subject of ÷⁄m;t ‘sit down,’ but †⁄n;st;m is the third-person

passive form of †⁄n;st ‘sit beside,’ and its subject is Scouring Rush. This shift
to the passive may occur when the previous verb is intransitive. See also line
35. The use of t;w√a also indicates that Scouring Rush is the subject.

33. syá≥ ‘careful,’ lit. ‘warned,’ the resultative of yá≥t ‘warn him/her.’
35. ¸iœ;t;m is a passive form. Mink and Scouring Rush, indicated by

÷é≥®t;n ‘third-person plural’ (3PL) are its subject. 
38. s†⁄n;s, the nominalization of †⁄n;s ‘sit beside.’ The phrase køƒ;

s†⁄n;s;® ∆i∆í÷q;∫ might also be translated ‘the one who sat beside him, who
was Mink.’

The conjunction ÷i ~ ÷;¥ can mean either ‘and’ or ‘but’ depending on context.
h⁄∑œø is the progressive of w⁄œø ‘drift downstream.’
≈ø˚ø;÷íq;n ‘belly up’ is composed of the prefix xø-, which seems often

required when the reference is to a body part, the root ˚øí÷ ‘ascend, upward,’
and the suffix -íq;n ‘front.’

s¸;≈nís ‘with teeth showing’ is composed of s- ‘resultative,’ a root ⁄̧≈, not
identifiable, and -⁄n;s ~ -nís ‘tooth.’ There is a verb ¸;≈nís;m ‘show the teeth,
grin.’
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23.5. THE ORIGIN OF THE NAME “MUSQUEAM” (JP 13)

w;®qé÷is ÷; çtwa÷ t; sqøí≥¬qø;¬s køƒ; y;∑é∫;® m;st⁄y;xø. 1
w;®-qé¥;s ÷; çtwa÷ t; s-qøí≥¬qø;¬-s køƒ; y;∑é∫-;® m;st⁄y;xø
already-formerly ROG SPEC ART NOM-be.telling-3POS ART before-past 

people
It must have been long ago, according to what the people of the past 

used to tell.

ni ç; ˚ø; ÷i køíkø;xt;m ˚ø; xøm;µqøé≥m. n;w® ste÷é 2
ni ç; ÷˚ø; ÷i køíkø;x-t-;m ˚ø; xøm;µqøé≥m ni÷ w;®-ste÷é
AUX QUOT ART AUX be.naming-TR-INTR ART mumquaam AUX already-like
There was a place called “Mumquaam.” It is somewhat

˚ø;w xøçsí≥m ÷a¬ t;∫a qé÷is i ni ƒ;® w;≈áca÷. 3
˚ø; w;-xø-çsí≥m ÷a¬ [÷;] t;∫a qé÷is ÷;¥ ni÷ ƒ;® w;-≈áca÷ 
ART EST-within-grow just [OBL] this time.past and AUX but EST-lake
grown in now, but is still a lake.

sxéx;m, ÷;xøí∫, qø;mcáls køƒ; ni çíç;s;µ ni ÷; køƒe÷. 4
sxéx;m ÷;xøí∫ qø;mcáls køƒ; ni çíç;s;µ ni ÷; køƒe÷
shallow small cranberry ART AUX be.growing be.there OBL that 
It is shallow, small, and cranberries are what is growing there. 

÷;wé≥´®te≥® çƒ;® ˚ø stém ni ÷; køƒe÷. w;≈áca÷ ÷a¬, ÷;xøí∫ ≈áca÷. 5
÷;w;-;®-te÷-;® ç; ƒ;® ˚ø stém ni ÷; køƒe÷ w;-≈áca÷ ÷a¬ ÷;xøí∫ ≈áca÷
not-past-appear-past QUOT but ART what be.there OBL that EST-lake just small

lake
There was nothing there, though. There was just a lake, a small lake

√a kø; ≈⁄†;st;m ßxø;ní÷s køƒe÷ s√él;q;m;®. s÷i≥®q;¥. 6
√a kø; ≈⁄†;-st-;m ßxø-ní÷-s køƒe÷ s√él;q;m-;®. s÷i≥®q;¥.
BE3P ART be.saying-CAUS-INTR OBLNOM-be.there-3POS ART fierce-past seelthkey
It was said to be where that monster was. It was a seelthkey.

w;yáƒ w;sqøí≥¬qø;¬. s˚øéy ç; køs neµs ts⁄ƒ;t ˚ø; ÷íµ;x. 7
w;-yáƒ w;-sqøí≥¬qø;¬. s˚øéy ç; kø s-neµ-s t;s-ƒ;t ˚ø; [y;-]÷íµ;x
EST-always EST-told impossible QUOT ART NOM-go-3POS reach-self ART

[along-]be.walking
They were always telling. It was impossible for someone walking to go 

near there.

xø;∫a÷ a¬ mi çís;m t; s√í√q;® iw;® y⁄ƒ;st;m, yá≥t;m. 8
xø;na÷ a¬ µi çís;m t; s√í√q;® ÷;¥ w;®-y⁄ƒ-;s-t-;m yá≥-t-;m
when.first just come grow ART child and already-tell-RECIP-TR-INTR

As soon as a child grew up, he was told about it and warned.
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“÷⁄w; ∆xø h⁄n;µ;xø kø®e ≈áca÷ ni ˚øi cá¬;qø. s√él;q;m. 9
÷⁄w; ∆xø h⁄n;µ-;xø kø®e ≈áca÷ ni [÷;] ˚øi cá¬;qø s√él;q;m
not you be.going-you that lake in [OBL] that inland fierce.being
“Don’t be going to that lake back up there. There is a monster.

s÷í≥®q;¥ kø®; ni ní ÷; køƒe÷. ha÷ ∆xø w;µé≥n i neµ ∆xø, 10
s÷í≥®q;¥ kø®; ni ní÷ ÷; køƒe÷ ha÷ ∆xø w;-µé≥n ÷;¥ neµ ∆xø,
seelthkey ART AUX be.there OBL that if you EST-weak and go you
It’s is a seelthkey that is there. If you’re foolish enough to go,

s˚øéy ˚ø;ƒ√;w µi œá≥nƒ;t. √a ç; ;ƒw;néµ çím;¬, 11
s˚øéy ˚ø; ÷;T-s-√e w;-µi œá≥nƒ;t √a ç; ÷;T-s-w;-néµ çím;¬
impossible ART your-NOM-also EST-AUX(come) return-self BE3P QUOT

your-NOM-EST-go approach
you won’t be able to return. They say if you go near,

w;®≈;l≈⁄lçƒä≥m. √a ÷;ƒniw œáy.” 12
w;®-≈;l≈⁄lç-t-Sä≥m √a ÷;T-s-ni÷ w;-œáy
already twist(PL)-TR-you(PAS) BE3P your-NOM-AUX EST-die
you will get twisted up, and you will die.”

√a ßxøs˚øéys ˚ø wét néµ. w;ƒ;÷ít s√él;q;m. 13
√a ßxø-s˚øéy-s ˚ø; wét néµ w;-ƒ;÷ít s√él;q;m
BE3P OBLNOM-impossible-3POS ART who go EST-true fierce 
That’s why no one could go there. It was truly a monster. 

néç ç; køs w;®néµs xø;né≥nt, c;lél i ƒ;tíl, 14
néç ç; kø s-w;®-néµ-s xø;-né÷;nt c;lél ÷;¥ ƒ;t-íl
different QUOT ART NOM-already-go-3POS become-being.night nearly 

and dark-become
Sometimes when it was evening, nearly dark,

iw;® ç®éµ;t ∆xø køƒ; má÷aqø w;ni;xø y;÷íµ;x t;wst;tés. 15
÷;¥ w;®-ç®éµ-;t ∆xø køƒ; má÷;qø w;-ni÷-;xø y;-÷íµ;x t;w-st;tés
and already-hear-TR you ART duck if-AUX-you along-be.walking

somewhat-near
you heard a duck if you were walking fairly near.

“qø·≥≥ qø·≥≥ qø·≥≥” ste÷é≥ ˚ø t⁄n;qs;n. √a çƒ;® køs w;∫áns w;xøƒíq;n. 16
qø·≥≥ qø·≥≥ qø·≥ ste÷é ÷; ˚ø t⁄n;qs;n √a ç; ƒ;® kø s-w;-∫án-s 

w;-xø-ƒí-q;n
quack quack quack like OBL ART mallard BE3P QUOT but ART NOM-EST-very-3POS

in-big-throat
“Quack! Quack! Quack!” It was like a mallard, but it was very loud.
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ni ßxø≈;÷é¸s ˚øs ÷⁄w;s má÷aqø;s, 17
ni÷ ßxø-[c]-≈;÷é¸-s ˚ø s-÷⁄w;-s má÷aqø-;s
AUX OBLNOM-[make-]distinct-3POS ART NOM-not-3POS duck-3SUB

That’s how you could tell it was not a duck,

≈⁄†; køƒ; niw ®;œ®⁄œ;ll;xø;® çtwa÷. s˚øéy køs néµs m⁄lm;l 18
≈⁄†; køƒ; ni÷ w;-®;œ®⁄œ;l-l;xø-;® çtwa÷ s˚øéy kø s-néµs m⁄lm;l
be.saying ART AUX EST-know(PL)-TR-past SPEC impossible ART NOM-go-3POS

mistake
those who used to know said. They couldn’t miss their way 

i neµ ts⁄ƒ;t. w;náy køƒ; ÷⁄w;te÷ s®⁄œ;ll;xøs t;nnéç m;st⁄y;xø, 19
÷;¥ neµ t;s-ƒ;t w;náy køƒ; ÷⁄w;te÷ s-®⁄œ;l-l;xø-s t;n-néç 

m;st⁄y;xø
and go reach-self only ART none NOM-know-TR-3POS

from-different person
and go close. Only those who knew nothing, people from another place,

≈ø⁄m i néµ m⁄lm;l, ßxøte÷éw;n ˚øs w;ƒ;÷íts má÷aqø. 20
≈ø⁄m ÷;¥ néµ m⁄lm;l ßxte÷éw;n ˚ø s-w;-ƒ;÷ít-s má÷aqø
fast and go mistake think ART NOM- EST-true-3POS duck
could be mistaken and think it was a real duck.

√a kø; ni œáœ;yn;xø;s køƒ;w√a s√él;q;m, køƒe÷ m;st⁄y;xø 21
√a kø; ni÷ œáœ;y-n;x-;s køƒ;w√a s√él;q;m køƒe÷ m;st⁄y;xø
BE3P then AUX be.dying-TR-3TR that fierce that person
They were the ones that monster managed to kill, those people

ni÷ neµ má≥¬m;¬. i hay køƒ;w t;¬i≥t;∫a xø⁄lm;xø;® çtwa÷, 22
ni÷ neµ má≥¬m;¬ ÷;¥ hay køƒ; w;-t;l-÷i ÷; t;∫a xø⁄lm;x-;® çtwa÷
AUX go being.mistaken and specify ART EST-from-be.here OBL this 

people-past-SPEC

who were mistaken. But the people of that time from here,

s˚øéy ˚øs néµs ts⁄ƒ;t. ha÷ ç®éµ;t;s køƒe÷, ste≥ ˚ø t⁄n;qs;n 23
s˚øéy ˚ø s-néµ-s t;s-ƒ;t ha÷ ç®éµ-;t-;s køƒe÷ st;÷é ÷; ˚ø t⁄n;qs;n
impossible ART NOM-go-3POS reach-self if hear-TR-3SUB that like OBL ART

mallard
they couldn’t go near. If they heard that sound, like a mallard

÷;®qøáqø;¬;s i nay ˚øs;w µis ÷a¬ ®é∑. 24
÷;®-qøáqø;¬-;s ÷;¥ nay ˚ø s-w;-µi-s ÷a¬ ®é∑
whenever-be.speaking-3SUB and only ART NOM-EST-come-3POS just flee
whenever it was sounding, the only thing they did was get away.
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ni ç;w híƒ køsni÷s ní ÷; køƒe÷ ≈áca÷;® çtwa÷, i ye® 25
ni÷ ç; w;-híƒ kø s-ni÷-s ní÷ ÷; køƒe÷ ≈áca÷-;® çtwa÷ ÷;¥ ye®
AUX QUOT EST-last.long ART NOM-AUX-3POS be.there OBL ART lake-past 

SPEC and after.which
It was quite a while that it was there in what was then a lake before

sisµi, √;w sqøí≥¬qø;¬s køƒ; sïyá¬;xøa≥® çtwa÷. µi≥≥ q;yá÷ƒ;t, 26
s-÷i-s µi √e w;-s-qøí≥¬qø;¬-s køƒ; sy;yá¬;xøa-;® çtwa÷ µi≥≥ 

q;yá÷-ƒ;t,
NOM-AUX-3POS come again EST-NOM-tell-3POS ART old.people-past SPEC

come leave.den-self
it came out, according to what the old people also said. It left its den

µi †á≥≥xø. w;s≈;÷é¸. t;wq⁄≈ m;st⁄y;xø w;s≈;≈í÷st;xø, 27
µi †áxø w;-s≈;÷é¸ t;w-q⁄≈ m;st⁄y;xø w;-s≈;≈í÷-st;xø
come down.shoreward EST-marked somewhat-many person 

EST-revealed-CAUS

to come down to the shore. It was in plain view. There were quite a few 
people who had the chance to see it

køis w;®µi y;÷é≥¥. w;≈i≥≈®éµ;t;m køƒ; niw®íƒ 28
kø s-÷i-s w;®-µi y;-÷é≥¥ w;-≈i≥≈®éµ-;t-;m [÷;] køƒ; ni÷ w;®-híƒ
ART NOM-AUX-3POS already-AUX along-be.continuing EST-be.watching-

TR-INTR [OBL] ART AUX aleady-last.long
as it came along. It was being watched by people who had known about

køs®⁄œ;ll;xø;s m;st⁄y;xø. 29
kø s-®⁄œ;l-l;xø-;s m;st⁄y;xø
ART NOM-know-TR-3TR person
it for a long time.

“s√él;q;m. s√él;q;m, ®w⁄l;p, køá÷;yƒ;t ce≥p. ÷⁄w; ce≥p i 30
sx;∫c;÷e≥p.”

√él;q;m s√él;q;m ®w⁄l;p køá÷;y-ƒ;t ce≥p ÷⁄w; ce≥p 
y;-sx;∫c;÷-e≥p

fierce fierce you.folks keep.away-self you(PL) not you(PL) before-
be.victim you(PL)

“It’s a monster. A monster, you folks. Move away. Don’t let it catch you.”

s;w ste÷é køƒe xø⁄lm;xø;® çtwa÷. ne≥≥µ ƒ⁄l;qt;¬ t; xø⁄lm;xø;® 31
çtwa÷.

s-w;-ste÷é køƒe xø⁄lm;xø-;® çtwa÷ neµ ƒ⁄l;q-t;¬ t; 
xø⁄lm;xø-;® çtwa÷

NOM-EST-like ART people-past SPEC go divide-each.other ART people-
past SPEC

So the people remained that way. The people divided
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ste÷é ÷e ˚ø;w cxé®st;m t;w√a s√él;q;m køíkø;xt;m ˚ø; s÷í≥®q;¥. 32
ste÷é ÷; ˚ø; w;-c-xé®-st-;m t;w√a s√él;q;m køíkø;x-t-;m 

˚ø; s÷í≥®q;¥
like OBL ART EST-make-path-CAUS-INTR that fierce.one be.naming-TR-INTR

ART seelthkey
so as to make a path for that monster that is called the seelthkey.

s;w neµ y;÷é≥¥ ne≥≥µ t; ƒí stá¬;∑. neµ xø;ßxøtá¬;∑ëm;n 33
s-w;-neµ[-s] y;-÷é≥¥ neµ [÷;] t; ƒí stá¬;∑ neµ 

xø;-ßxø-tá¬;∑-ëm;n
NOM-EST-go-3POS along-be.continuing go OBL ART big river AUX(go) 

become-OBLNOM-river-track
It continued on to the big river. Where it went became the course

t; ni ßxøy;®e÷és. m;˚ø stem t; ni ¸íœ;t;s çíç;s;m, sá≈ø;l, 34
ptékø;m,

t; ni ßxø-y;-®;÷é-s m;˚ø stem t; ¸íœ-;t-;s çíç;s;m sá≈ø;l ptékø;m
ART AUX OBLNOM-along-follow-3POS all what ART AUX step.on-TR-3SUB

be.growing grass fern
of a stream. Everything that it passed over, grass, ferns,

køƒ;w m¤˚ø ÷a¬ stém, n; œáy, køsnis w;®neµ y;¬é∑ kø®;w√a 35
s√él;q;m.

køƒ; w;-m¤˚ø ÷a¬ stém ni÷ œáy kø s-ni÷-s w;®-neµ y;¬é∑ 
kø®;w√a s√él;q;m

ART EST-all just what AUX die ART NOM-AUX-3POS already-go pass that 
fierce.one

everything, died as that monster passed by.

t;wq⁄≈ ç; mst⁄y;xø køƒ; niw sçéç;∫ w;˚øcál;s. 36
t;w-q⁄≈ ç; m;st⁄y;xø køƒ; ni÷ w;-sçéç;∫ w;-˚øec-ál;s
somewhat-many QUOT person ART AUX EST-really EST-see-eye 
There were many people who saw it with their own eyes.

÷⁄¥ s≈®éms. isé¬; t; s≈⁄¥;ss y;kø;nát;l køsnis y;≈øá˚øƒ;t. 37
÷⁄¥ s-≈®ém-s y;sé¬; t; s≈⁄¥;s-s y;-kø;nát;l kø s-ni÷-s y;-≈øá˚ø-ƒ;t
good NOM-watch-3POS two ART head-3POS along-together ART NOM-AUX-3POS

along-be.dragging-self
They had a good view. It had two heads together as it was dragging itself 

along. 

st;÷é çe ˚ø ƒí ßxøkøé÷em t; s÷;nxøíc;ns ƒ;w√a s√él;q;m. 38
st;÷é ç; ˚ø ƒí ßxøkøé÷em t; s÷;nxøíc;n-s ƒ;w√a s√él;q;m
like QUOT ART big storage.basket ART middle-3POS that fierce.one
The middle of that monster was like a big storage basket.
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y;pá¬xø;µ ç;. √a kø; ≈⁄†;st;m ßxøq;nxøél;s, 39
y;-pá¬xø;µ ç; √a kø; ≈⁄†;-st-;m ßxøq;nxøél;-s
along-be.steaming QUOT BE3P ART be.saying-CAUS-INTR stomach-3POS

It was steaming. That is what is called the stomach,

ßxøni÷s t;wm;˚ø stem sm⁄œs t;w√a s√él;q;m. 40
ßxø-ni÷-s t;w-m;˚ø stem s-m⁄œ-s t;w√a s√él;q;m
OBLNOM-AUX-3POS somewhat-all what NOM-swallow-3POS that fierce.one
where everything which that monster swallows goes.

s;w ≈⁄†;s køƒ;w√ál;m;® siyá¬;xøa÷, √a ßxøni÷s w;∫án 41
s-w;-≈⁄†;-s køƒ;w√ál;m-;® sy;yá¬;xøa÷ √a ßxø-ni÷-s w;-∫án
NOM-EST-be.saying-3POS those-past old.persons BE3P OBLNOM-AUX-3POS

EST-very
Then the old people were saying, that is why this creek is very

w;spä¥p;¥ t;∫a stá÷tl;∑. ni ßxøy;®;÷és køsnis neµ ÷⁄√qa÷ƒ 42
w;-spä¥p;¥ t;∫a stá÷tl;∑ ni÷ ßxø-y;-®;÷é-s kø s-ni÷-s neµ 

÷⁄√q-a÷ƒ
EST-crooked this creek AUX OBLNOM-along-follow-3POS ART NOM-AUX-3POS

go.out-mouth
crooked. It is the path it followed when it went out,

køƒ;w√a s√él;q;m;®. 43
køƒ;w√a s√él;q;m-;®
that fierce-past
that monster.

i≥≥ ç kø; mi≥≥ xøçál;w;n, s;w mi çís;m t; sá≈ø;l ÷; t; ni÷;® 44
÷i ç; kø; µi xøçál;w;n s-w;-µi[-s] çís;m t; sá≈ø;l ÷; t; ni÷-;®
AUX QUOT then come next.year NOM-EST-AUX-3POS grow ART plant OBL

ART AUX-past
When the next year came, then grass grew at what had been the place 

where

ßxøy;®;÷és køs neµ y;÷é≥¥ køƒ;w√a s√él;q;m;® çtwa÷ 45
ßxø-y;-®;÷é-s kø s-[ni÷]-s neµ y;-÷é≥¥ køƒ;w√a s√él;q;m-;® çtwa÷
OBLNOM-along-follow-3POS ART NOM-AUX-3POS go along-be.continuing 

that fierce.one-past SPEC

it had passed when it went along, that monster

køíkø;xt;m ˚ø; s÷í≥®q;¥. néç sá≈ø;l køƒé÷. køíkø;x;t;s 46
køíkø;x-t-;m [÷;] ˚ø; s÷í≥®q;¥ néç sá≈ø;l køƒé÷ køíkø;x-;t-;s
be.naming-TR-INTR OBL ART seelthkey different grass that be.naming-TR-3TR

that was called a seelthkey. That was a different plant. The people called it
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t; xø⁄lm;xø;® çtwa÷ ˚ø m⁄ƒkø;¥. µi≥≥ q;¬ét y;¬án;m, 47
mi xøçál;w;n,

t; xø⁄lm;xø-;® çtwa÷ ˚ø m⁄ƒkø;¥ µi q;¬ét y;¬án;m µi xøçál;w;n
ART people-past SPEC ART muthkwey come again year come next.year
muthkwey. When it was another year, next year,

niw;® neµ †é¸ køis neµ çís;m t;w√a sá≈;l, m⁄ƒkø;¥. 48
ni÷ w;®-neµ †é¸ kø s-ni÷-s neµ çís;m t;w√a sá≈;l m⁄ƒkø;¥
AUX already-go everywhere ART NOM-AUX-3POS go grow that grass muthkwey
then that plant muthkwey spread out when it grew.

niw πéπ;œ;m st;÷é ÷; ˚ø √;w néç sá≈ø;l. ÷⁄w;te÷ ˚ø; √;w st;÷é 49
ni÷ w;-πéπ;œ;m st;÷é ÷; ˚ø √e w;-néç sá≈ø;l ÷⁄w;te÷ ˚ø; √e 

w;-st;÷é
AUX EST-be.blooming like OBL ART again EST-different grass none ART again 

EST-like 
It bloomed like any other plant. But it was not like any other

sá≈ø;l. ÷;wé≥® ç; køs ¸íœ;ts køƒ;w †át;® m;st⁄y;xø. ≈é÷≈e÷st;m. 50
sá≈ø;l ÷;w;-;® ç; kø s-¸íœ-;t-s køƒ; w;-†át-;® m;st⁄y;xø 

≈é÷≈e÷-st-;m.
grass not-past QUOT ART NOM-get.stepped.on-3POS ART EST-ancient-past 

person holy-CAUS-INTR

plant. The old people did not step on it. It was thought sacred.

swe÷s sq;lq;¬ílƒ;ts çtwa÷ [÷;] ®; s√él;q;m;® çtwa÷, s÷í≥®q;¥. 51
s-we÷-s s-q;lq;¬íl-ƒ;t-s çtwa÷ [÷;] ®; s√él;q;m-;® çtwa÷ s÷í≥®q;¥.
NOM-own-3POS NOM-soil-self-3POS SPEC OBL ART fierce past SPEC seelthkey
It was from the droppings of the monster, the seelthkey.

µi≥≥ sw;c√án;ms tƒe÷ sá≈ø;l ni≥t køíkø’x;t ˚ø; m⁄ƒkø;¥, 52
µi s-w;c√án;m-s tƒe÷ sá≈ø;l ni÷-;t køíkø;x-;t ˚ø; m⁄ƒkø;¥
come NOM-fall-side[?]-3POS that plant AUX-we be.naming ART muthkwey
It is what fell, that plant that we call muthkwey,

niw xø;q⁄≈ s†é†;¸ køs çíç;s;ms. √a kø; ßxøis køíx;t;s 53
ni÷ w;-xø;-q⁄≈ s†é†;¸ kø s-çíç;s;m-s √a kø; ßxø-ni÷-s køíx-;t-;s
AUX EST- become-spread.out ART NOM-be.growing-3POS BE3P then 

OBLNOM-AUX-3POS name-TR-3TR

which came to be growing plentifully all over. So that is why

køƒ;w †át;® xø⁄lm;xø t;∫a t⁄m;xø i ßxø÷ict 54
køƒ; w;-†át-;® xø⁄lm;xø t;∫a t⁄m;xø ÷i ßxø-÷i-ct [÷;]
ART EST-ancient-past people this land be.here OBLNOM-be.here-our OBL

the people of long ago named this place where we are
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˚ø; xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m. w;® y;¬él ÷; çtwa÷. w;®híƒ, i c;n mi s√í√q;® 55
˚ø; xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m w;®-y;¬é¬ ÷; çtwa÷ w;®-híƒ ÷i c;n µi s√í√q;®
ART having-muthkwey-INTR already-long.time SPEC already-last.long AUX

I come child
“Musqueam.” A long time must have passed. When I was a child

t; ÷é≥∫ƒ; i n;w® køíkø;xt;m ˚ø xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m t;∫a. 56
t; ÷é≥∫ƒ; ÷;¥ ni÷ w;®-køíkø;x-t-;m ˚ø xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m t;∫a.
ART be.I and AUX already-be.naming-TR-INTR ART Musqueam this
myself, they had already been calling this “Musqueam.”

≈⁄†; kø®;n sí¬e≥® π;líqø;ye. 57
≈⁄†; kø®; n;-sí¬;-;® π;líqø;ye.
say ART my-grandparent-past Peliqwiye
So said my grandmother Peliqwiye.

This text was dictated by James Point on 1 April 1963 and checked with Arnold
Guerin on 27 August 1983. 

Line
1. qøí≥¬qø;¬ ‘be telling,’ progressive of qø⁄¬qø;¬ ‘tell, relate.’
2. AG said he would have begun the sentence with ni ç; ÷; køƒ; rather than

JP’s ni ç; ˚ø;, but reconsidering this, I think JP’s original is consistent with the
syntax of the sentence as I understand it: ‘There was, it is said, what was called
Mumquaam.’ An oblique particle ÷; would be appropriate if there were a dif-
ferent subject, identified as at the place called Mumquaam.

xøm;µqøé≥m, from máqø;m ‘bog’; a place name, that of a bog near Chalde-
cott Park. The name may be based on the diminutive máµqø;m ‘little bog’ with
the combination of the prefix xø- and the suffix -;m, the underlying form being
//xø-maµqø;m -;m//, with the medialm lost and a shift in stress. This com-
bination of affixes with the meaning ‘place where there are’ is common in place
names over the region.

3. xøçsí≥m ‘grown up,’ from çís;m ‘grow,’ perhaps with the xø- and -;m seen
in place names. The underlying form would be //xø-çis;m-;m// ‘place where
there are growing things.’ I have inserted, in square brackets, an oblique parti-
cle that AG would have used.

4. çíç;s;µ ‘be growing,’ progressive of çis;m ‘grow.’
6. ≈⁄†;st;m ‘said to be, so-called.’ JP used this term fairly often as a modifi-

er, as he did here.
ß≈ø;ni÷ ‘place where.’ AG indicated that this is pronounced either ßxøni÷ or

ßxø;ni÷.
s√él;q;m. This word can be translated in various ways. JP may have sug-

gested ‘monster’ in this context, but in another narrative he referred to the war-
rior Capilano as s√él;q;m, meaning ‘fierce’ or ‘dangerous,’ and CC used it in
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the context s√él;q;m ßxøné÷;m, which I translate ‘powerful shaman.’ AG
commented on how broadly the term is used and how hard to give it a single
gloss. He suggested ‘fearsome being’ in this context and said it could be used
for feared things such as a whale at sea or a ghost; a little bug is a s√í÷√;l;q;m
(the diminutive).

s÷í≥®q;¥ ‘seelthkey.’ This is the two-headed serpent known to the speakers of
Northern Straits as the s÷ín;®q;¥ and to the speakers of Kwakwala as the
sisiu®. The name in Halkomelem and Northern Straits appears to be composed
of an unidentifiable element and ÷⁄®q;y ‘snake.’

10. kø®;, JP was not consistent in which gender he used with the seelthkey,
but often, as here, it was feminine. w;µé≥n ‘foolish, not having good judg-
ment,’ probably composed of w;- ‘established’ and µé≥n ‘weak.’

12. ≈;l≈⁄lçƒä≥m ‘you’ll get twisted up,’ probably a plural form, that is,
‘you’ll get twisted in several places’; cf. ≈⁄lçt ‘turn it around, twist it,’ ≈élçt
‘be turning it.’ A seelthkey was said to cause a kind of paralysis that contorts
the body of its victim.

13. ßxøs˚øé¥s ‘cause of its being impossible, reason why it is impossible’
15. má÷;qø, usually translated ‘duck,’ this term really refers to any larger

bird; the eagle is a má÷;qø.
16. t⁄n;qs;n ‘mallard,’ composed of an unidentifiable root and the suffix 

-;qs;n ‘nose, bill.’
17. ßxøc≈;÷é¸s ‘means by which it is made evident.’ The root is that of ≈é≥̧ t

‘measure it’ and s≈;÷é¸ ‘measured, marked, known, evident.’ I heard JP say
ßxø≈;÷e¸s here and in another context, but AG (on tape) clearly said
ßxøc≈;÷é¸s. The verbalizing prefix c- seems reasonable.

18. ®;œ®⁄œ;ll;xø is the plural of ®⁄œ;ll;xø ‘know it.’
-;® çtwa÷- ‘past speculative.’ JP used this fairly often when referring to

people of the past. If any translation is needed, it would be ‘who must have
been.’

20. má≥¬m;¬. Progressive of m;lm;l ‘make a mistake, lose one’s way.’
27. s≈;÷é .̧ See 17 above. s≈;≈í÷st;xø ‘witness it,’ causative of s≈;≈í÷ ‘vis-

ible, seen’; cf. ≈í÷ ‘appear, be revealed,’ ≈í÷t ‘reveal, disclose.’
28. ≈i≈®éµ. Progressive of ≈®ém ‘watch.’
30. AG corrected what I had written i sx⁄∫c; as y;sc⁄∫c;, and identified the

y;- as ‘before,’ saying that the y;- could be omitted and in fact the sentence
would be better without it.

33. The ‘big river’ is of course the Fraser. The ‘river-track’ became the bed
of the creek that flows past sç;léxø.

34. sá≈ø;l is often translated ‘grass,’ but it has a wider meaning, since it
includes flowering plants that die down in the fall, as seen in what follows.

37. s≈®ém ‘sight, view,’ nominalization of ≈®ém ‘watch.’AG pronounced the
word s≈®éµ.
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38. ßxøkøé÷;m ‘storage basket,’ also given as skøé÷;m.
39. pá¬xø;µ. Progressive of pál;xø;m ‘steam, come to a boil.’
39. ßxøq;nxøél; ‘stomach.’ Composed of ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer,’ q⁄n;xø

‘throat, gullet,’ and -él; ‘container’; cf. sq⁄n;xø ‘greedy,’ c®q;nxøíl;m ‘die of
overeating.’ sm⁄œs ‘that which it swallowed,’ a relative clause, from m⁄œ
‘swallow.’

41. sy;yá¬;xøa÷ [siyá¬;xøa÷] plural of syá¬;xøa÷ ‘old person.’
42. spá¥p;¥ ‘crooked, winding,’ plural of spáp;¥ ‘bent,’ resultative of

pá≥yt ‘bend it.’
42. stá÷tl;∑ ‘creek,’ diminutive of stá¬;∑ ‘river.’ ÷⁄√qa÷ƒ ‘go out into open

water’ (as from Burrard Inlet into the gulf).
44. xøçél;w;n ‘turn of the year’ was JP’s gloss, presumably from √çal-

‘turn’; cf. çál;s;m ‘turn the head (to look in another direction),’ said to come
in the fall.

45. køs. AG said he would have used køis instead. This is short for køsni÷s.
47. m⁄ƒkø;y. The identity of this plant, for which Musqueam was named, is

not clear. (See Appendix 2, under the name “Musqueam.”)
51. q;lq;¬ílƒ;t ‘soil oneself, defecate’; cf. q;lq;lílt ‘spoil it,’ from q⁄l ‘bad,’

used today as a euphemism for œ⁄ ;̧≈.
52. w;c√án;m ‘fall beside’(?), from w;c⁄√ ‘fall’ (also recorded w;ç⁄√, cf.

Cowichan w;√⁄ç), -an;m ‘-side’? (cf. -é≥n ‘side,’ -;n; ~ -;ne÷ ‘ear’).
55. xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m ‘Musqueam,’ formed with xø- and -;m, ‘place of

m⁄ƒkø;¥.’
57. kø®; n;si¬e≥® ‘my deceased grandmother.’ JP used both the feminine

remote article kø®; and -;® ‘past.’ Some older people speaking English nearly
always use poor to convey the fact of deceased status. Others say late. I have
generally ignored this in a free translation.

π;líqø;y; (also recorded p;líqø;y;) was JP’s mother’s mother, and she was
AG’s great-great-aunt, the sister of his father’s mother’s mother.
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Appendix 1

Index of Grammatical Elements 
and Lexical Affixes

549

This index lists all prefixes and suffixes, both grammatical and lexical, all par-
ticles, and words (and a few phrases) of special classes the functions of which
are described in this grammar. Each entry gives the number of the section
where the item is identified. In a few cases, other numbers refer to sections
describing special uses.

The entries are ordered in a phonological (rather than alphabetical) order.
Glottalized resonants are not given separate status but are ordered with the plain
resonants. Suffixes with initial vowels are distinguished thereby, but otherwise
vowels are ignored in the ordering. The order is as follows:

p π m t † n ƒ © ¸ s S ß ® √ l c ∆ ç x kø ˚ø xø q œ ≈ qø œø ≈ø y w h ÷ ; e a i 

m
m;- ‘come’ (< ÷;µí ‘come’), lexical prefix, §12.4.1.
µ; ~ µe ‘certainty’ (CERT), predicate particle, §16.2.11.
µi ‘come’ (< ÷;µí ‘come’), directional auxiliary (AUX), §3.2.1; prepositional

verb, §3.5.
-m;t ~ -;m;t ~ -mit ~ -met ~ -me÷t ‘concern’ (CON), applicative suffix,

§10.4.5.
-m;t ‘appearance’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 4.
-mat ‘kind, piece, part,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 5.
-m;n ~ -;m;n ~ -;m;∫ ~ -mín ‘instrument,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 6. 
-m;n ~ -ém;n ~ -mín ‘residue,’ lexical suffix, §13.6.8 (cf. -éµ;n ‘extracted 

liquid’). 
-m;x ~ -ám;x ~ -áµ;x ‘country, person,’ lexical suffix, §13.6.11 (cf. -m;xø,

etc. ‘place, people’). 
m⁄˚ø ‘all, every,’ §18.4.40, §18.4.8; ‘whenever,’ §18.4.18, §4.3.1. 
-m;xø ~ -ém;xø ~ -⁄lm;xø ~ -⁄wm;xø ~ -á∑m;xø ‘place, people, cluster’(?),

lexical suffix, §13.6.12 (cf. -⁄lm;xø ‘breast, etc.’).
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t
-t ~ -;t ~ -ét ~ -át ‘transitive’ (TR), §10.1.1.
-t ‘stative’ (STAT), §12.1.6.
t; ‘a, the (non-feminine, present and visible),’ article (ART), §15.1.
t;m- ~ t;n- ~ t;∫- ‘time of, season for,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.2.
√tém ‘what.’ See stém ‘what?’ §17.3.
t;mtém ‘when?’ interrogative word, §17.5.
témc ‘what people?’ interrogative word, §17.4.
t;n- ~ t;∫- ~ t;m- ‘time of, season for,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.2.
t;n- ~ t;l- ‘from,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.3.
-t;n ~ -t;∫ ~ -tén ~ -té∫ ‘instrument,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 16.
t;ní÷ ‘there, that way,’ locative demonstrative, non-feminine, visible, §15.2.2.1.
t;ní∫; ‘that,’ locative demonstrative, non-feminine, visible, §15.2.2.1.
t;∫á ‘this, he/him,’ locative demonstrative, non-feminine, visible, §15.2.2.1.
t;∫á≥n; ‘that over there, over there,’ locative demonstrative, non-feminine, vis-

ible, §15.2.2.1.
t;∫á≥®t;n ‘they/them,’ locative demonstrative, plural, visible, §15.2.2.1. 
t;n;w√á ‘he/him, that,’ third-person demonstrative, §15.2.2.2.
tƒé÷ ‘that, he/him, it, there,’ simple demonstrative, non-feminine, visible,

§15.2.1.
t;l- ~ t;n- ‘from,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.3.
t;lí÷~ t;¬í ‘be from, from,’ as prepositional verb, §3.5.
-t;¬ ~ tá¬ ‘each other,’ reciprocal suffix (RECIP), §10.6.
txø-1 ‘buy,’ verbalizing prefix, §12.2.3.
txø-2 ‘(something) belonging to,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.4.
txø-3 ‘remaining, only,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.5.
-txø ~ -;∑txø ~ -éwtxø ~ -;lt;xø ‘house,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 18.
txøáy ‘only remaining, except for,’ §18.4.38, §4.1.5.2.
txøwét ~ t;wét ‘whose?’ interrogative word, §17.2.
tú≥xø ‘nine,’ §19.
tqéce÷ ‘eight,’ §19.
tá≈ø ~ táxø ‘later, occur later, follow (an example),’ §18.4.22.
tá≈ø ~ táxø ~ t⁄≈ø ‘adjust, exactly, just,’ §18.4.27.
t;w- ‘like, somewhat, a bit, sort of (like),’ aspectual prefix, §11.1.3.
t;wét ~ wét ‘who?’ §17.1.
t;wét ~ txøwét ‘whose?’ §17.2.
t;w√á ‘he/him, it, that,’ non-feminine, visible third-person pronoun and

demonstrative, §15.2.2.2.
t;w√ál;m ‘they/them, those,’ plural third-person pronoun and demonstrative,

§15.2.2.2.
t;w√á√;m ‘that little one,’ non-feminine diminutive third-person pronoun and

demonstrative, §15.2.2.2.
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t;w√;√a√áµ ‘those little ones,’ plural diminutive third-person pronoun and
demonstrative, §15.2.2.2.

t;÷í ~ ti÷í ‘this, here, this way,’ locative demonstrative, non-feminine, visible,
§15.2.2.1.

t;÷ín; ‘this,’ locative demonstrative, non-feminine, visible, §15.2.2.1.
t;÷én ‘how wonderful! what a ___! how powerful!’ exclamatory-interrogative

adjective, §20.2.3.

†
-† (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 3.
†át (usually w;†át) ‘long before, from long ago, earlier,’ §18.4.11.
-†é∫ (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 4.
†≈⁄m ‘six,’ §19.
†á÷ƒ;t ‘try,’ §3.2.3.

n
-n- ~ -n;xø ‘limited control transitive suffix’ (LCTR), §10.1.2.
n;- ‘my,’ first-person singular possessive prefix, §14.2.4.
ní÷ ‘be there, some,’ preceding a noun in a pseudo-cleft sentence, §4.1.5.1.1.
ni÷ ~ ni ~ n; ‘there,’ locative auxiliary verb, §3.2.1.
ní÷ ~ ní ‘in, at, on, onto by, with, for,’ prepositional verb, §3.5.
ní÷ ~ ní ‘hey there, excuse me,’ interjection, §20.3.5.
ná ‘what? yes?’ in reply to call, §20.3.3.
-∫a ‘be here’(?), ‘exist’(?), follows the articles in a series of locative demon-

stratives, §15.2.2.1
-∫a≥ ~ -na≥ ‘be yonder,’ in locative demonstratives, §15.2.2.1
néµ ‘go.’
néµ ~ neµ ‘go,’ directional auxiliary (AUX), §3.2.1; ‘to (away from speaker),’

prepositional verb, §3.5.
-nám;t ~ -lám;t ‘oneself (limited control),’ reflexive suffix corresponding to -

-n;xø ‘limited control transitive,” §10.5.2.
∫án (usually w;∫án) ‘too, very, very much,’ §18.4.24.
-n;s ‘goal’ (GOAL), applicative suffix, §10.4.2.
-nís ~ -;n;s ~ -;l;s ‘tooth,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 23.
-n;c ~ -néc ~ -l;c ~ -;ll;c ‘butt, tail, base, bay, price,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 24.
n;çíµ ‘why?’ interrogative word, §17.19.
néç ‘different, strange, at other times, sometimes, there are different times

(when),’ §18.4.4.
n;çéxø ‘once, one time, once in a while,’ §18.4.5.
néç;w- ‘one’ (combining form), §19.
n⁄ça÷ ‘one,’ §19, §18.4.10.
-n;xø ~ -néxø ~ -n- ~ -l;xø ~ -l- ‘limited control transitive’ (LCTR), §10.1.2.
n;xø- (identical with xø- ‘inward’?) lexical prefix, §12.4.8.
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n;xøs- ~ xøs- ‘habitually’ (HAB), aspectual prefix, §11.1.8.
náy (usually w;náy) ‘only,’ §18.4.37.
ná∑ ~ ná≥∑ ~ n⁄w ‘yes (in answer to call), hey,’ §20.3.4.
n⁄w; ‘you,’ second-person singular personal word, §14.2.7.
ná÷;t; ‘there,’ demonstrative auxiliary verb, non-feminine, §15.3.
ná÷;ƒ; ‘there,’ demonstrative auxiliary verb, feminine, §15.3.

ƒ
-ƒ realization of -t ‘transitive’ and -S ‘me, you (singular),’ §14.2.5.
ƒ; ‘a, the,’ article, feminine, present and visible (ART), §15.1.
ƒém- ~ ƒ;m- ‘two’ (combining form), §19.
ƒ;mé ‘twice,’ §18.4.5, §19.2, 2.
-ƒam- realization of -t ‘transitive’ and -Sam- ‘you,’ second-person passive sub-

ject, §14.2.6.
-ƒamx realization of -t ‘transitive’ and -Samx ‘me,’ §14.2.5.
-ƒam; realization of -t ‘transitive’ and -Sam; ‘you,’ second-person singular

object, §14.2.5.
ƒ⁄t ‘intend, try,’ §3.2.3.
ƒ⁄t ‘say.’
-ƒ;t ~ -ƒát ‘oneself,’ reflexive suffix corresponding to -t ‘transitive,’ §10.5.1.
-ƒ;n ~ -a÷ƒ ‘mouth,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 26. 
-ƒín ~ -a÷ƒ, etc. ‘mouth, lip, margin, edge,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 26.
ƒ;∫á ‘this, she/her,’ locative demonstrative, feminine, visible, §15.2.2.1.
ƒ;n;w√a ‘she/her, that,’ third-person demonstrative, §15.2.2.2.
ƒ;® ‘however, nevertheless, but, still, etc.,’ adversative predicate particle (ADV),

§16.2.15.
-ƒél- realization of -t ‘transitive’ and -Sél- ‘I,’ first-person singular passive sub-

ject, §14.2.6.
ƒ;w√á ‘she/her, that,’ third-person demonstrative, §15.2.2.2.
ƒ;w√á√;µ ‘that little one,’ third-person feminine diminutive demonstrative,

§15.2.2.2.
ƒé÷ ‘that, she/her,’ simple demonstrative, feminine, visible, §15.2.1.
ƒ;÷í ‘this,’ locative demonstrative, feminine, visible, §15.2.2.1.
ƒ;÷ít (usually w;ƒ;÷ít) ‘truly, really,’ §18.4.26.

©;
©; ‘a, the,’ article, Cowichan equivalent of t;, occasionally used by some

Musqueam speakers, §15.1.

¸
-¸(?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 7.

í̧xø;m ‘pity, be so kind as to ..., please ...,’ §3.2.3.
¸xøím;t ‘pity him, be so kind as to ... for him,’ §3.2.3.
¸á÷køs ‘seven,’ §19.
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s
s-1 ‘nominalizer’ (NOM), derivational prefix, §12.1.1; in nominalized clauses,

§4.3; in relative clauses with extracted oblique objects, §4.1.1.2.
s-2 ‘resultative’ (RES), derivational prefix, §12.1.2. Cf. resultative aspect, §7.7.
-s1 ‘his, her, its, their,’ third-person possessive suffix, §14.2.4.
-s2 ‘permissive,’ §10.7; following ÷⁄w; ‘not,’ §6.1.1.
s- ... -a÷® forming adjective-like words, §3.8.3.4.
-sím ‘berry’(?), possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 8.
-st- ≠ -st;xø1 ‘causative’ (CAUS), §10.3.
stém ‘what?’ interrogative word, §17.3.
st;tés ‘near,’ as prepositional verb, §3.5.
-st;xø1 ~ -stéxø ~ -;st;xø ~ -st- ‘causative’ (CAUS), §10.3.
-st;xø2 ‘comitative’(COM), applicative, §10.4.1.
-st;nám;t ~ -st;n;m;t ~ -st;nm;t ‘oneself,’ causative reflexive suffix corre-

sponding to -st;xø1 causative, §10.5.3.
st;÷é ~ ste÷é ‘resembling, like,’ as prepositional verb, §3.5.
sní÷;n® ‘enough, just enough, permitting,’ §18.4.32.
s;s;w ~ sis;w ‘then he/she/it/they,’ composed of s-1 ‘nominalizer,’ the auxil-

iary ni÷ or ÷i, the third-person possessive -s1, and the aspectual prefix w;-2

‘established,’ §4.3.4.
s√í÷ ‘want, like,’ §18.4.47.
s√á√;m ‘enough, ought, can,’ §18.4.42.
sc- compound of s- ‘nominalizer’ and the verbalizing prefix c- ‘get, make, etc.,’

§12.2.1.
scékø;¬ ‘how? how much? who?’ interrogative word, §17.12.
sc;kø;¬íµ ‘how? how constructed? how intended?’ interrogative word, §17.13.
sc;wét ‘smart, capable, able,’ §18.4.44.
sçéç;∫ ‘really, certainly,’ §18.4.25.
s˚øéy ‘impossible, unable,’ §18.4.43.
sxø;÷í≥nt ‘what meaning?’ §17.15.
sqí÷q;¬ ~ sqíq;¬ ‘unable, ignorant (of how to do something),’ §18.4.45.
sœeœá÷ ‘accompanying, with,’ as prepositional verb, §3.5.
s;w ‘then,’ composed of s- ‘nominalizer’ and the aspectual prefix w;-2 ‘estab-

lished,’ §4.3.4.
swé÷ ‘one’s own,’ basis of possessive words other than ‘ours,’ §14.2.8.
s÷á≥® ~ s÷á≥÷® ‘ours,’ first-person plural possessive word, §14.2.8.

S
-S ‘me, you (sing.),’ first- and second-person singular object suffix following 

-t ‘transitive,’ the sequence realized as -ƒ, §14.2.5.
-Samx ~ -S ‘me,’ first-person singular object suffix following -t ‘transitive,’

§14.2.5.
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-Sam- ‘you (sing.),’ second-person passive subject suffix following -t ‘transi-
tive,’ §14.2.6.

-Sam; ~ -S ‘you,’ second-person singular object suffix following -t ‘transitive,’
§14.2.5.

-Sél- ‘I,’ first-person singular passive subject suffix following -t ‘transitive,’
§14.2.6.

ß
ßxø- ‘oblique nominalizer’ (OBLNOM) (‘place where, time when, means of, rea-

son why’), derivational prefix composed of s- ‘nominalizer’ and xø-
‘oblique,’ §12.1.4; in relative clauses with extracted oblique nominal
adjuncts, §4.1.1.2; in nominalized clauses, §4.3.3.

®
®-1 ‘partake, experience,’ verbalizing prefix, §12.2.4.
®-2 ‘portion,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.6.
®; ~ ®e ~ ®- ‘imperative-optative’ (PER), predicate particle, §16.2.7.
®; ~ kø®; ‘a, the,’ article (ART), feminine, near or accessible but invisible, §15.1.
® ~ kø® ~ ÷;® same as last, introducing relative clauses following negatives,

§6.3, (s) to (x). 
®ním;® ‘we, us,’ first-person plural personal word, §14.2.7.
-®nét ~ -®né÷ ‘day of the week, day,’ lexical suffix, §13.6.34.
-®sxé ~ -®cyé ‘tens,’ lexical suffix §13.6, 35.
-®;® ~ -;®;® ~ -®él- ‘throat, breath, wind, food,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 31.
-®él- ‘fire,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 36.
-®c- ‘benefactive’ (BEN), applicative suffix, §10.4.4.
-®cyé ~ -®sxé ‘tens,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 35.
®íxø ‘three,’ numeral, §19.
®xøé® ‘three times,’ §18.4.5.
®qéc;s ‘five,’ §19.
®⁄œ ‘usually, generally, habitually,’ §18.4.2.
®;w√á ‘she/her, that,’ third-person demonstrative, §15.2.2.2.
®w⁄l;p ‘you (pl.),’ second-person plural personal word, §14.2.7.
®i÷á≥aqøt ‘after, next, following, behind, last, go last,’ §18.4.21.

√
√ oblique article, §15.1.4.
√- ‘go to,’ verbalizing prefix, §12.2.5.
-√ (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 11.
√á ‘he, she, it (is),’ third-person singular personal word, §14.2.7; in the forma-

tion of demonstratives, §15.2.2.2; in nominalized narrative sentences (i.e.,
with s;w, s;s;w, etc.), §4.3.4; followed by s- w;®- with the sense ‘be about
to, be now starting,’ §4.3.1; in cleft sentences, §4.1.5.2.
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√ál;m ‘they (are),’ third-person plural personal word, §14.2.7.
√e ~ √e÷ ‘again, also, too,’ §18.4.15.
√íç ‘how long!’ exclamatory-interrogative adjective, §20.2.6.
√;xølá÷as (÷a¬) ‘worthless, of no account, no matter that, even if,’ §18.4.33.
√œé¥ ‘how far! however far, for an unknown distance,’ exclamatory-interroga-

tive adjective, §20.2.1.

l
-l- ~ -l;xø (≠ -n;xø) ‘limited control transitive’ (TR), §10.1.2.
-lám;t (≠ -nám;t) ‘oneself (limited control),’ §10.5.2.
-lén;xø ~ -;lén;xø ‘season,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 25.1.
-l;c (≠ -n;c) ‘base, etc.,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 24.
-líc ~ -e÷c, etc. ‘route across,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 64.1.
-l;xø (≠ -n;xø) ‘limited control transitive’ (LCTR), §10.1.2.
léq ‘how fast! however fast, at an unknown speed,’ exclamatory-interrogative

adjective, §20.2.2.
-lí÷c ~ -;¬e÷c ~ -;le÷c ‘container,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 50.

c
c- ‘get, have, make, do,’ verbalizing prefix, §12.2.1.
-c ‘origin’(?), possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 16.
-c ‘low tide,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 64.2.
-c;p ~ -;lc;p ~ -⁄¬c;p ‘fire, firewood,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 67.
ce≥p ‘you (pl.),’ second-person plural subject particle, §14.2.1.
ct ‘we,’ first-person plural subject particle, §14.2.1.
-ct ‘our,’ first-person plural possessive suffix, §14.2.4.
ctét;m ‘be doing what?’ interrogative word, §17.6.
ctám;t ‘do what with oneself? do what? have what happen to one?’ interroga-

tive word, §17.8.
c;n ‘I,’ first-person singular subject particle, §14.2.1.
-c;s ~ -cs- ~ -cís ‘hand, branch (of tree)’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 68.
c⁄st;xø ‘do what with it? do what about it?’ interrogative word, §17.7.
c®- ‘die of,’ verbalizing prefix, §12.2.6.
c;lél ‘nearly, about to,’ §18.4.28.
c;lél ÷a¬ ‘barely,’ §18.4.29.
c;¬íµ ‘even,’ §18.4.39.
-cala÷ ~ -;∆ále÷ (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7.17.
ce÷ ‘future,’ predicate particle, §16.2.6.

∆
∆xø (//c-xø//) ‘you,’ second-person singular subject particle, §14.2.1.
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ç
-ç ~ -;ç (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 18.
ç; ~ ç- ‘quotative’ (QUOT), predicate particle, §16.2.4.
çtwa÷ ‘speculative’ (SPEC), predicate particle, §16.2.12.
ç®- ‘fellow, co-,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.7.
çi√;m;¸ ‘how tall!’ exclamatory-interrogative word, §20.2.7.
ç˚ø⁄x ‘twenty,’ numeral, §19.
ç;xølé÷ ‘sometimes, there are times when,’ §18.4.3.

x
-x ‘transitive’ (TR), §10.1.3.
-x;n ~ -x;- ~ -xén ~ -xin ‘foot, leg, brim (of hat),’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 69.
-x;n ‘drop, droplet,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 69.2.

kø
kø; ‘then,’ predicate particle, §16.2.13.
kø; ~ kø ‘a, the,’ article (ART), non-feminine, near and accessible but invisible

(cf. køƒ;), usual with nominalizations rather than tangibles, §15.1.
køƒ; ‘a, the,’ article (ART), non-feminine, near and accessible but invisible,

§15.1.
køƒél;¥ ‘those, they/them,’ simple plural demonstrative, near, invisible,

§15.2.1.
køƒ;w√á ‘he/him, it, that,’ third-person demonstrative, non-feminine, near,

invisible, §15.2.2.2.
køƒ;w√ál;m ‘they/them, those,’ third-person plural demonstrative, near, invis-

ible, §15.2.2.2.
køƒ;w√ál;m;® ‘they/them (deceased),’ third-person demonstrative, §15.2.2.2.
køƒé÷ ‘that, he/him, it, there,’ simple demonstrative, non-feminine, near and

accessible but invisible, §15.2.1.
køs; ‘a, the,’ article (ART), feminine, remote, §15.1.
køs;∫á ‘she/her,’ locative demonstrative, feminine, invisible, §15.2.2.1.
køs;w√á ‘she/her,’ third-person demonstrative, feminine, remote, §15.2.2.2.
køs;w√á≥® ‘she/her (deceased),’ third-person demonstrative, §15.2.2.2.
kø® ‘by now, by then’(?), predicate particle, §16.2.16.
kø®; ~ ®; ‘a, the,’ article (ART), feminine, near and accessible but invisible,

§15.1. Cf. ®;.
kø®é÷ ‘that, she/her,’ simple demonstrative, feminine, near or accessible but

invisible, §15.2.1.

˚ø
˚ø; ~ ˚ø ‘a, the,’ article (ART), non-feminine, remote, §15.1.
-˚ø (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 20.
˚øí ‘that, there,’ simple demonstrative, non-feminine, remote, §15.2.1.
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˚øín ‘how many?’ interrogative word, §17.20.
˚ø;∫á ‘he/him,’ locative demonstrative, non-feminine, invisible, §15.2.2.1.
˚ø;∫á®t;n ‘they/them,’ locative demonstrative, plural, invisible, §15.2.2.1.
˚ø;ná≥n; ‘way over there,’ locative demonstrative, non-feminine, invisible,

§15.2.2.1.
˚ø;w√á ‘he/him, that,’ third-person demonstrative, non-feminine, remote,

§15.2.2.2.
˚ø;w√á≥® ‘he/him (deceased),’ third-person demonstrative, §15.2.2.2.
-˚øe÷ ~ -˚øa÷ ‘dead person’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 70.
˚ø;÷í ‘around that way,’ locative demonstrative, non-feminine, invisible,

§15.2.2.1.

xø
xø-1 ‘oblique relater’ (OBREL), derivational prefix, §12.1.3.
xø-2 ‘move toward,’ verbalizing prefix, §12.2.7.
xø-3 ‘inward, inhering, possessing, vulva,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.8.
xø;- ~ xøi- ‘become,’ aspectual prefix, §12.2.2.
xø;µí ‘to (toward speaker),’ prepositional verb, §3.5; ‘than,’ §3.7.1.
xø;n- ‘still, soon,’ aspectual prefix, §11.1.4.
xønéµ ‘to (away from speaker), for,’ prepositional verb, §3.5; ‘than,’ §3.7.1.
xø;ntéc;l ‘early’; cf. xø;n-, §11.1.4.
xø;n≈;†é÷;tƒe÷ ‘meanwhile, in the course of that, after some time, finally,’

§18.4.23.
xø;∫á÷ ‘first, when first, as soon as,’ §18.4.19.
xø;né÷;nt ‘become evening,’ §18.4.14. ˚ø xø;né÷;nt ‘last evening.’
xøs- ~ n;xøs- ‘habitually’ (HAB), aspectual prefix, §11.1.7.
-xø;® ‘canoe,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 73.
xøél;q ‘nearly,’ §18.4.30.
xøcél ‘go where?’ interrogative word, §17.9.
xøc⁄lƒ;t ‘go where?’ interrogative word, §17.10.
xøcélst;xø ‘put where?’ interrogative word, §17.11.
xø;∑é ‘not yet,’ §6.2.
xø;wém ‘how big!’ exclamatory-interrogative adjective, §20.2.5.
xø;÷í≥nt ‘say what?’ interrogative word, §17.14.
xø;÷í≥ntst;xø ‘say what to him? say what to him about something?’ interroga-

tive word, §17.16.

q
-q ~ -;lq (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 25.
-q;n ~ -qín ‘head, end, bow of canoe,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 75.
-q;n ~ -qen ~ -íq;n ‘front, slope,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 75.1.
-q;n ~ -q;- ~ -qín ‘throat, voice, speech, meal, opening facing upward,’ lexical

suffix, §13.7, 75.2.
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-qs ~ -;qs ~ -;qs;n ~ -⁄qs;n ~ -qsín ‘nose, snout, point (of land),’ lexical suf-
fix, §13.6, 76.

q;¬ét ‘do again, again, (no) more, (no) longer,’ §18.4.16.
q≈é® ‘often, many times,’ §18.4.6.
qé÷is (//qé¥;s//?) ‘recently, just a short time ago, formerly,’ §18.4.12.

œ
-œ (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 25.
œ; ‘emphatic’ (EMPH), predicate particle, §16.2.14.

≈
-≈ (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 26.
-≈én ~ -é≈;n ‘arm, side, branch, perimeter,’ lexical suffix §13.6, 77
≈;÷áƒ;n ~ ≈a÷áƒ;n ‘four,’ numeral, §19.

qø
-qø ~ -÷qø ~ -;qø ~ -a÷qø ~ -⁄l;qø ~ -áwaqø ‘head,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 78.

œø
-œø ‘fully, vigorously’(?), possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 27.

≈ø
≈ø⁄m ‘move fast, be quick, immediately, be able to, §18.4.41.
≈øté÷ ‘head toward, toward,’ as prepositional verb, §3.5; ‘than,’ §3.7.1.

y
y;-1 ‘along, while moving, simultaneously,’ aspectual prefix, §11.1.5.
y;-2 ‘first, before doing anything else, above all,’ aspectual prefix, §11.1.6.
y;-3 ‘plural’ in demonstratives, §15.2.1, §15.2.2.
yé ‘taunting echo,’ sentence-final tag, §16.3.2.
yé ~ yé≥ ‘well, all right,’ interjection, §20.3.7.
y;∫á ‘these, they/them,’ locative demonstrative, plural, visible, §15.2.2.1.
y;∫á®t;n ‘they/them,’ locative demonstrative, plural, visible, §15.2.2.1.
y;ƒé÷ ‘those, they/them,’ simple demonstrative, plural, present, visible,

§15.2.1.
yáƒ (often w;yáƒ) ‘always, frequently,’ §18.4.1.
y;sél; ~ ÷isél; ‘two,’ numeral, §19.
yé® ‘only now, only then,’ §18.4.13, §4.3.1.
ye® ‘expectable’ (EXP), predicate particle, §16.2.10.
y;xø ‘inferential’ (INF), predicate particle, §16.2.3.
y;∑é∫ ‘before,’ §18.4.20.
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w
w;-1 ‘if, when, that,’ subordinating particle, §4.2.
w;-2 ‘established, continuing, now’ (EST), aspectual prefix, §11.1.1.
w;-2 ... ÷a¬ forming adjectival phrases, §3.8.3.3.
w;-3 ‘suddenly, with a burst,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.9. 
wét ~ t;wét ‘who?’ interrogative word, §17.1.
w;†át ≠ †át.
w;∫án ≠ ∫án.
w;náy ‘only, be only,’ §18.4.37, §4.1.5.2, §4.3.1.
-wí≥nxø ~ -í≥nxø ‘year,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 25.2.
w;ƒ;÷ít ≠ ƒ;÷ít.
w;®- ‘already,’ aspectual prefix, §11.1.2.
-w;® ~ -;w;® ~ -éw;® ~ -áw;® ~ -wí® ~ -w;l- ~ -wíl- ‘canoe, vessel, mind’(?),

lexical suffix, §13.6, 90.
-wí® ~ -á¬w;® ~ -⁄¬w;® ~ -;lw;l- ~ -;lwíl- ‘side,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 91.
wa¬; ~ wá≥¬; ‘probably, presumably, I guess,’ §18.4.35.
w;qé÷is ÷a¬ ‘for a short time,’ §18.4.12.
w;œéœ;l ÷a¬ ‘barely,’ §18.4.31.
wéy;l ‘become day, tomorrow’ §18.4.14. t;∫a wéy;l ‘today.’
wéw; ‘how wonderful!’ exclamatory-interrogative adjective, §20.2.4.
wa÷ ‘presumptive (it seems that ...)’ (PRES), predicate particle, §16.2.17.
-we÷® ~ -;wé÷® ‘back,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 92.

h
h;µ- ~ h;∫- ~ h;n- ~ ÷;µ- ‘come,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.10.
híƒ ‘last long, be a long time,’ §18.4.9.
hé¥ ‘go ahead’; hé¥ ®e ‘Let’s go. Let’s ...,’ §3.2.4.
háy ‘stop, finish’; w;®háy ~ w;®áy ‘have already ...,’ §3.2.3.
háy ‘specifically, uniquely, as for, more,’ §18.4.36; in cleft sentences, §4.1.5.2;

háy ÷a¬ ... ‘most, -est,’ with superlative sense, §3.7.1.
ha÷ ‘if, when,’ §18.4.17. 
hé÷e ‘yes,’ §20.3.1.

÷
÷; oblique particle (OBL), §2.7, §3.4, §3.8.1. 
÷; ‘interrogative’ (ROG), predicate particle, §16.2.2.
÷;- (≠ ÷;n-) ‘your,’ second-person possessive prefix, §14.2.4.
÷a ~ ÷e question tag (‘eh? isn’t it? etc.’), sentence-final tag, §16.3.1.
÷e≥ plural imperative (PLPER), predicate particle, §16.2.5.
÷í ‘be here,’ lexical verb.
÷i ‘here,’ locative auxiliary verb (AUX), §3.2.1; ‘in, at,’ prepositional verb, §3.5.
÷í ‘here,’ interjection, §20.3.6.
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÷i ®é ‘let’s go, let’s ...’ (cf. hé¥ ®é), §3.2.4.
÷áp;n ‘ten,’ numeral, §19.
÷;m- (≠ h;m-) ‘come,’ lexical prefix, §12.4.10.
÷;µí ‘come,’ lexical verb.
÷;µi ~ µi ‘come,’ directional auxiliary verb (AUX), §3.2.1; ‘to (toward speak-

er),’ prepositional verb, §3.5.
÷;n- ~ ÷;T- ~ ÷;- ‘your,’ second-person possessive prefix (singular if there is no

suffix, plurality being indicated by -;l;p), §14.2.4.
÷⁄nƒ; ~ ÷é≥nƒ; ~ ÷é≥∫ƒ; ‘I,’ first-person singular personal word, §14.2.7; in

pseudo-cleft sentences, §4.1.5.1.2.
÷⁄n;c; ~ ÷⁄nc; ‘where?’ interrogative word, §17.17.
÷⁄n;c;st;xø ‘put it where?’ interrogative word, §17.18.
÷;ƒ- realization of ÷;T- ‘your’ and s- ‘nominalizer,’ §1.5.7, §14.2.4.
÷isél; ~ y;sél; ‘two,’ numeral, §19.
÷;®- ‘whenever, whatever, that,’ subordinating particle, §4.2.
÷;® variant of ®; ~ kø®; ?, which see. 
÷é≥®t;n third-person plural particle, §14.2.9.
÷a¬ ‘just,’ predicate particle, §16.2.8.
-;qø, etc. ‘head,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 77
÷⁄¥ ‘good, better,’ §18.4.46.
÷;¥ ~ i ‘and,’ conjunction linking nominal adjuncts, §3.8.4; ‘and, but, and at

that time,’ conjunction linking clauses in compound sentences, §5.
÷é≥¥ ‘continue,’ §3.2.3.
÷⁄w; ‘not,’ §6.1; ‘no,’ §20.3.2.
÷⁄w; scékø;¬;s ‘never,’ §18.4.7.
÷⁄w;te÷ ‘absent, non-existent, none,’ §6.3.
÷éw;® ‘reassuring’ (REAS), predicate particle, §16.2.9.
÷iwáw; ~ ÷iwá∑;÷ ~ ÷iw⁄∑w; ~ ÷iwá∑á÷ ‘maybe, perhaps,’ §18.4.34.
÷á÷a ‘emphatic interrogative’ (ROG!), predicate particle, §16.2.18.
÷í÷;t; ‘here,’ demonstrative auxiliary verb, non-feminine, §15.3.
÷í÷;ƒ; ‘here,’ demonstrative auxiliary verb, feminine, §15.3.

;
-;p ~ -é≥p ‘you (pl.),’ second-person plural subordinate subject suffix, §14.2.3.
-;p ~ -ép ‘base, bottom’(?), possible lexical suffix, §13.6, 1.
-;p ~ -ép ‘hair’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 2.
-⁄ps;m ~ -;psém ‘neck, nape,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 3.
-;m ~ -⁄m ~ -ém ‘intransitive’ (INTR), §10.2.1.
-;m;t (≠ -m;t) ‘concern’ (CON), applicative suffix, §10.4.5.
-⁄m;n ~ -⁄m;∫ ~ -m;n ~ -mín ‘instrument,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 6.
-;m;  ̧~ -ém;¸ ‘long object,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 10.
-;t ‘we,’ first-person plural subordinate subject suffix, §14.2.3.
-;t ‘subordinate passive,’ §10.8.
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-;n ~ -é≥n ‘I,’ first-person singular subordinate subject suffix, §14.2.3.
-;n ~ -;∫ ‘instrument,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 20.
-;n; ~ -;ne÷ ‘ear, side’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 19.
-;n;p ‘ground,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 21.
-;nt ‘day’(?), possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 5.
-;n;s ~ -ín;s ~ íl;s ‘chest, beach,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 22.
-;n;s ~ -;l;s ~ -nís ‘tooth,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 23.
-;n;q ‘someone else, another person,’ intransitive suffix, §10.2.3.
-;ƒ ~ -a÷ƒ ~ -á÷ƒ ~ -áƒ;n ~ ƒín ‘mouth, edge, margin,’ lexical suffix,

§13.6, 26.
-;s ‘he, she, it, they,’ third-person transitive subject suffix, §14.2.2.
-;s ‘he, she, it, they,’ third-person subordinate subject suffix, §14.2.3.
-;s ‘recipient’ (RECIP), applicative suffix, §10.4.3.
-;s ~ -ás ‘face, round object, moon, dollar, bow of canoe, bank,’ lexical suffix,

§13.6, 28.
-;® ‘past,’ predicate particle, §16.2.1.
-;®p ‘plant, bush, tree, vegetation,’ lexical suffix,’ §13.6, 33.
-;®t;n ~ -;®tín- ‘someone, another,’ intransitive suffix, §10.2.4.
-;®txø lexical suffix, §13.6, 18.2.
-;®;® ~ -®;® ~ -®él- ‘throat, breath, wind, food,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 31.
-;®c; ‘water,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 37.
-;®q;¥ ‘snake,’ possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 9.
-;®≈e (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 10.
-;l ~ -íl ‘move toward, turn to, become,’ verbal suffix, §12.3.1.
-;l; ~ -él; ‘place for, container for,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 40.
-;l; ~ -él; ‘person,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 41.
-;¬; ‘standing object’(?), possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 12.
-;l;p second-person possessive plural suffix, always occurs with ÷;n- ~ ÷;- 

~ ÷;T- ‘your,’ §14.2.4.
-⁄lm;n ‘want to, intend to, seem about to,’ modal suffix, §11.2.1.
-;lm;xø ~ -m;xø, etc. ‘place, people, cluster’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 12.
-⁄lm;xø ‘breast, milk, spring (of water),’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 13.
-;lt;xø (≠ -txø) ‘house,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 18.
-;lén;xø ~ -lén;xø ‘season,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 25.1.
-;¬s ‘activity’ (ACT), equivalent of -éls in the progressive aspect, §10.2.2.
-;ls ~ -ls ‘weapon,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 45.
-;l;s (≠ -;n;s) ‘tooth,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 23.
-;l;® ~ -;¬íl- ‘crotch, between the legs,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 46.
-;l;®c; ~ -a≥®c; ‘belly, mind,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 38.
-;l;®c; ~ -a≥®c; ‘giant,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 39.
-⁄ll;c ≠ -n;c ‘butt, tail, base, bay, price,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 24.
-;l;c ≠ -e÷c ‘route across,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 64.1.
-;¬;c ‘dung,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 49.
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-;lc;p ≠ -c;p ‘fire, firewood,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 67.
-;l;c;n ≠ -éc;n ‘testicle(s),’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 66.
-;lc® ‘mind, feelings,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 38. 
-;¬x;n ‘line,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 53.
-;lkø® ~ -álkø® ‘winter dancer, possessing song,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 54.
-⁄¬q;n ‘pelt, fur, hide,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 58.
-;lq® ~ -élq® ‘catch, game,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 59.
-;lé≈;n ‘arm,’ lexical suffix, §13.5, 77.1.
-;l;≈;  ̧~ -él;≈;¸ ‘barrier,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 60.
-;¬y;n ~ -é¥;n ‘net, trap,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 83.
-;lw;m ~ -álw;m (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 15.
-⁄lw;t ‘garment,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 61.
-;lw;s ‘heart, side of chest,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 62.
-;l;∑s ~ -í∑s ‘body, bird,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 88.
-⁄¬w;® ~ -;lw;l- ≠ -wí® ‘side,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 91.
-;le÷ ~ -;lí ~ -;yí ‘game, sport’(?),lexical suffix, §13.6, 42.
-;le÷c ~ -e¬e÷c ~ -li÷c ‘container,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 50.
-;lé÷c ‘bundle,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 50.1.
-;c ‘hundred,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 65.
-;c;n ~ -;c- ≠ -íc;n ‘back, surface, top,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 64.
-;çale÷ ~ -çala÷ (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 17.
-;ç ~ -ç (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 18.
-;x (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 19.
-;xø ‘you,’ second-person singular subordinate subject suffix, §14.2.3.
-;xø (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 21.
-;xøƒ;® ~ -él;xøƒ;® ‘tongue,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 72.
-;xøa÷ (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 23.
-;q;n ~ -íq;n, etc. ‘front, slope,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 75.1.
-;q;n ~ -;q;∫ ‘container,’ lexical suffix, §13.7, 75.3.
-;qs ~ -;qs;n ~ -qs, etc. ‘nose, snout, point (of land),’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 76.
-;≈;n ~ é≈;n ~ -≈én ‘arm, side, branch, perimeter,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 77.
-;qø ~ -qø, etc. ‘head,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 78.
-;y ~ -i ‘third-person subordinate passive subject suffix,’ §14.2.6.
-;¥ ~ -é¥ ‘plant, tree, wood,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 79.
-;¥ ‘someone who does (agent)’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 80.
-;¥ ~ -a¥ ‘fish’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 81.
-;ye ~ -;¥e ~ -á¥e ‘dear one(?), small creature(?),’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 82.
-;yí ~ ;lé÷ ~ -;lí ‘game, sport’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 42. 
-;y;t ~ -i≥t realization of -;y- ‘third-person subordinate passive subject’ and -;t

‘subordinate passive,’ §14.2.6.
-;yás ~ -;¥ás ~ -;y;s ‘circular figure,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 84.
-⁄y;® ~ -éy;® ~ -e¥® ‘child, people, ceremony,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 85.
-;¥e÷q ~ -a¥e÷q ~ -ay;q ‘projection,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 74.1.
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-;wm;xø ≠ -m;xø ‘place, people, cluster’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 12.
-;wtxø ≠ -txø ‘house,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 18.
-;w;n ~ -íw;n ‘inside, middle, waist, behind, rump, trunk (of tree),’ lexical suf-

fix, §13.6, 86.
-;w;ƒ ~ -a∑;ƒ ‘kind, ingredient,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 87.
-;∑s ≠ -i∑s ‘body, bird,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 88.
-;w;® ≠ -w;® ‘canoe, vessel, mind’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 90.
-;we÷® ~ -we÷® ‘back,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 92.
-;wíc ~ -;w;c ‘back,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 64.3.

e
-é ‘times’(?), possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 28.
-ép ~ -;p ‘base, bottom’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 1.
-ép ~ -;p ‘hair’(?),lexical suffix, §13.6, 2.
-é≥p ~ -;p ‘you (pl.),’ second-person plural subordinate subject suffix, §14.2.3.
-éµ;n ~ -m;n ~ -min ‘residue,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 8.
-éµ;n ‘extracted liquid,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 9.
-ém;  ̧~ -;m;¸ ‘long object,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 10.
-ém;xø ≠ -m;xø ‘place, people, cluster’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 12.
-é≥n ~ -;n ‘I,’ first-person singular subordinate subject suffix, §14.2.3.
-é≥n ‘side, component, tip, feather,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 19.1.
-é≥nxø ~ -é≥n;xø ~ -én;xø ‘fish, food, fish run, season, (bad) weather’(?), lexi-

cal suffix, §13.6, 25.
-é® ‘times,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 29.
-él- ~ -Sél- ‘I,’ first-person singular passive subject suffix, §14.2.6.
-él; ~-;l; ‘place for, container for,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 40.
-él; ~ -;l; ‘person,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 41.
-é≥lt realization of -él-, first-person singular passive subject suffix, and -;t sub-

ordinate passive suffix, §14.2.6.
-é≥lt;xø ‘spouse,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 18.1; §21.2.1.
-é≥ļ e÷ ~ -i̧ e÷ ‘blanket, wealth,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 27.
-éls ‘activity’ (ACT), §10.2.2.
-él;c ‘person,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 48.
-é¬;c ~ -e÷c, etc. ‘route across,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 64.1.
-él;c;n ~ -;l;c;n ~ -éc;n ‘testicle(s),’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 66.
-é¬ç ~ -;¬ç ‘hair, line,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 52.
-él;q ‘wave,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 55.
-él;q;p ‘smell, taste, sound’ (perhaps ‘trace’), lexical suffix, §13.6, 56.
-é¬;q;n ~ -él;q;n ‘line, stream,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 57. 
-élq® ~ -;lq® ‘catch, game,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 59.
-él;≈;  ̧~ -;l;≈;¸ ‘barrier,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 60.
-él;∑s ≠ -i∑s ‘body, bird,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 88.
-é¬we÷s ~ -;¬we÷s ‘paddle,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 63.
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-é¬e÷c ~ -;le÷c ~ -li÷c ‘container,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 50.
-éc;n ~ él;c;n ~ -⁄l;c;n ‘testicle(s),’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 66.
-éxø ‘times’(?), possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 22.
-eq ‘penis, projection, rear,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 74.
-é≈;n ~ -;≈;n ~ -≈ín ‘arm, side, branch, perimeter,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 77.
-é¥ ~ -;¥ ‘plant, tree, wood,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 79.
-é¥;n ~ -;¬y;n ‘net, trap,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 83.
-é¥;® ~ -;y;® ~ -é¥® ‘child, people, ceremony,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 85.
-éwtxø ≠ -txø ‘house,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 18.
-éw;s ‘figure, back, trunk (of body),’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 89.
-éw;® ≠ -w;® ‘canoe, vessel, mind’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 90.
-é÷® ‘bed, bedding,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 30.
-e÷® ‘throat, breath, wind, food,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 31.
-e÷c ~ -é¬;c ~ -;¬;c ~ -lic ‘route across,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 64.1.

a
-am- ~ -Sam- ‘you,’ second-person singular passive subject suffix, §14.2.6.
-a≥m realization of -am- ~ -Sam- ‘you,’ second-person singular passive subject

suffix, and -;m ‘intransitive,’ §14.2.6.
-am; ~ -Sam; ‘you,’ second-person singular object suffix, §14.2.5.
-amx ~ -Samx ‘me,’ first-person singular object suffix, §14.2.5.
-ám;x ~ -áµ;x ~ -m;x ‘country, person,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 11.
-á≥m;x ~ -amx ‘look, appear,’ verbal suffix, §12.3.4.
-áma÷ ‘body,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 14.
-an;m (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 6.
-áƒ;n ~ -;ƒ, etc. ‘mouth, lip, margin, edge,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 26.
-ás ~ -;s ‘face, round object, moon, dollar, bow of canoe, bank,’ lexical suffix,

§13.6, 28.
-á≥® ‘travel by,’ verbal suffix, §12.3.3.
-a≥®c; ~ -;l;®c; ‘belly, mind,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 38.
-a≥®c; ~ -;l;®c; ‘giant,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 39.
-al- ‘we, you (pl.),’ first- and second-person plural passive subject suffix,

§14.2.6.
-al; ‘you (pl.),’ second-person plural object suffix, §14.2.5.
-a≥lt realization of -al-, first- and second-person plural passive subject, and -;t,

subordinate passive suffix, §14.2.6.
-a¬xø ‘us,’ first-person plural object suffix, §14.2.5.
-ál;s ~ -;l;s ‘eye, mesh (of net), star, appearance, tendency’(?), lexical suffix,

§13.6, 43.
-áls ‘rock, spherical, object, round berry,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 44.
-al® ~ -a¬® ‘young,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 47.
-álkø® ‘winter dancer, possessing song,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 54.
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-á¬kø® ‘child of,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 54.1.
-alw;m (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 15.
-ál;∑c;s ‘finger,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 68.1.
-ál;∑x;n ‘toe,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 69.1.
-aqø ~ -a÷qø ~ -qø, etc. ‘head,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 78.
-å¥e ~ ;y; ~ -;¥; ‘dear one (?), small creature (?),’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 82.
-ayaƒ ~ -a¥a÷ƒ ‘head of weapon’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 26.1.
-á≥yƒ;n ~ -a÷ƒ, etc. ‘mouth, lip, margin, edge,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 26.
-a¥e÷q ~ ;¥e÷q ~ -á¥;q ‘projection,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 74.1.
-a∑m;xø ~ -m;xø ‘place, people, cluster’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 12.
-á∑;ƒ ~ -;w;ƒ ‘kind, ingredient,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 87.
-áw;® ≠ -w;® ‘canoe, vessel, mind’(?), lexical suffix, §13.6, 90.
-á¬w;® ~ -alwíl- ~ -wí®, etc. ‘side,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 91.
-awaqø ≠ -qø ‘head,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 78.
-á∑aqø ‘hat,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 78.1.
-a÷ƒ ≠ -ƒ;n ‘mouth, lip, margin, edge,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 26.
-a÷® ‘attribute formative’ (ATT), derivational suffix, §12.1.5.

i
-i- ~ -;y third-person subordinate passive subject suffix, §14.2.6.
-i≥m ‘die from,’ verbalizing suffix, §12.3.2.
-i≥ma÷ (?) lexical suffix, §13.6, 15.
-i≥t realization of -;y;-, third-person subordinate passive subject, and -;t, sub-

ordinate passive suffix, §14.2.6.
-i≥n (?) lexical suffix, §13.6, 19.2.
-ín;s ~ -íl;s ~ -;n;s ‘chest, beach,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 22.
-í≥nxø ~ -wí≥nxø ‘year,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 25.2.
-i̧ e÷ ~ -e≥ļ e÷ ‘blanket, wealth,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 27.
-i≥® ~ -i;® ‘arrange to, seek to (arrange),’ modal suffix, §11.2.2.
-íl ~ -;l ‘move toward, turn to, become,’ verbalizing suffix, §12.3.1.
-íl;m compound of -íl ‘move toward’ and -;m ‘intransitive,’ §12.3.1.
-íl;s ~ -ín;s ~ -;n;s ‘chest, beach,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 22.
-í≥¬s ‘activity’ (ACT), equivalent of -éls in the progressive aspect following a

lexical suffix, §10.2.2.
-íl;x (?) possible lexical suffix, §13.7, 13.
-íl;∑s ≠ -i∑s ‘body, bird,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 88.
-íc;n ~ -;c;n ~ -ic- ~ -;c- ‘back, surface, top,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 64.
-íq;n ~ -;q;n ~ -q;n ~ -qén ‘front, slope,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 75.1.
-íw;n ~ -;w;n ~ íw;- ‘inside, middle, waist, behind, rump, trunk (of tree),’ lex-

ical suffix, §13.6, 86.
-í∑s ~ -;∑s ~ -íl;∑s ~ -;l;∑s ‘body, bird,’ lexical suffix, §13.6, 88.
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Appendix 2

Names of Places and Peoples

566

I will list first the names recorded from Musqueam sources for places or fea-
tures within the territory that the Musqueam people regard as having been their
own in the recent past. This territory extends from the north shore of Burrard
Inlet south to the main channel of the Fraser River and eastward to where the
North Arm separates from the main channel. Some of this territory may be dis-
puted by others. While Musqueam traditions tell that they once had villages on
Burrard Inlet at the Capilano River and at Jericho, for several generations
Squamish people have been settling there. Kuipers (1969, 32-38) and others
have recorded a greater number of Squamish place names on Burrard Inlet
than I have recorded Musqueam place names.1 What I have recorded for the
whole territory is probably only a fraction of the names that were once in use,
however.

These names were given by Andrew Charles (AC) and Christine Charles
(CC) in the late 1950s, by James Point (JP) in the 1960s, by Arnold Guerin
(AG) in the early 1980s, and by Ed Sparrow (ES) in 1994. I have also includ-
ed names recorded by David Rozen (R) in 1979 from an unidentified source or
sources, transliterated into the orthography used here. Where there are several
versions of a name, I have listed first the one I believe to be most accurate. I
will begin with the Musqueam village and its immediate environs and then list
names to the north, east, and south. 

The Musqueam Village
(1) xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m (< m⁄ƒkø;¥ ‘a rush-like plant’) Musqueam, the village

and the people. 
In the middle of the nineteenth century, Musqueam consisted of two settle-

ments, mál;¥ and sç;léxø, on the north bank of the North Arm, within the pres-
ent Musqueam Reserve. The settlement of mál;¥ was near the bank of the

1 See Suttles 1996 for a comparison of Musqueam and Squamish place names around Burrard
Inlet.
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river, below the cemetery. A few hundred metres upriver was the mouth of a
stream with two tributaries, one a creek flowing out of the forest to the north,
the other a slough flowing from the east. The settlement of sç;léxø was within
the conflux of these two streams, a few hundred metres above the mouth of the
creek. There may have been only a single large house at mál;¥, but there may
have been as many as a dozen at sç;léxø. By the mid-1890s, the space between
the two settlements was partly filled with new houses.

The name “Musqueam” was first recorded, as “Misquiame,” on 2 July 1808
by Simon Fraser, who was guided “up a small winding river to a lake to the vil-
lage.” After an hour in the village, Fraser’s party found their canoe stranded by
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an ebbing tide and had to drag it “some distance” to the water. Downriver they
saw a second village, but did not land (Lamb 1980, 106). It is likely that the vil-
lage Fraser visited was sç;léxø. The one he only saw may have been mál;¥, or
it may possibly have been œ⁄l;≈;n.

The plant for which the village is named has been described variously. The
Charleses said that the plant, which they had never seen, was said to have been
grasslike, with an edible root. It no longer exists because of grazing cattle. JP
said it had sharp thorns, and possibly small violet flowers, and it was now gone
because of burning and dyking. However, Kinkade (1986) has shown that com-
parative linguistic evidence indicates that the name originally designated the
blackcap, which, aside from its thorns, does not fit either description. 

The Charleses said that the plant underwent cycles of abundance; it could be
reduced to small numbers and then increase greatly in a short time, and the
Musqueam people were pleased to compare themselves to the plant in this
respect. JP told a story of how a two-headed serpent came down out of a small
lake at xøm;µqøé≥m and through the village, making the winding bed of the
stream and leaving the plant m⁄ƒkø;¥, which was regarded as sacred. (See
§23.5 for the text.) During my work with them, however, the Charleses did not
mention this story, but they learned from an older person that the name
xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m properly applies to a site between mál;¥ and sç;léxø where
Mink was playing with a log and got tangled in this grass and got stuck to the
log. 

Some of the named sites within the village were identified by references to
houses that existed in the period when the work was done, from the late 1940s
to the early 1970s. I have omitted references to occupants of earlier houses.

(2) xøqíµ;˚ø;m (‘octopus place’ [AC]), sqim;˚ø⁄lm;xø (‘octopus breast’
[JP] < sqíµ;˚ø ‘octopus, “devilfish,”’ -;lm;xø ‘breast, milk, spring’). A spring
near mál;¥, where ≈é≥¬s destroyed a giant octopus.

(3) mál;¥ (< ?) below the cemetery (AC, CC). From the west end of the
occupied area below the cemetery to Cornelius Johnny’s house (JP).

(4) xø√;píc;n (AC, CC, JP) (> √;p ‘deep, down, below,’ -ic;n ‘-back, -sur-
face’). From the last to Nelson Dan’s (AC, CC). Between mál;¥ and ¸í ;̧≈; t
(JP). 

(5) xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;m (see [1] above). From Nelson Dan’s to Alice Louie’s (AC, 
CC).

(6) ¸í ;̧≈;t (‘midden’? < ¸⁄≈;t ‘white beach of mixed shell and pebbles’).
Extending from Alice Louie’s to the creek (AC, CC). From the site of the new
smokehouse along the beach upriver (JP).

(7) pípqø;c;n (‘sandy on high land,’ < pqøíc;n ‘sand on the beach,’ < p⁄qø
‘break,’ -ic;n ‘back, surface’). From George Robert’s house to the creek (AC,
CC). Two big houses stood here, east of the church (JP).

(8) ßxøkø⁄µ√ (‘ridge,’ < √kø;m-, cf. ßxøkø⁄m√;s ‘with unflattened head,
with forehead sticking out,’ skø⁄m¸ ‘lump,’ køáµ;c;n ‘humpbacked’). The
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ridge behind Alice Louie’s house (AC, CC). There was just one big house here
(JP).

(9) stá÷tl;∑ (‘creek’) (AC, CC, JP). The creek that flows through
Musqueam, separating sç;léxø from mál;¥ and the other named sites.

(10) s†élq;y (AC, CC) (< √†;lq ‘get muddy’?). A stream that flows from the
northwest into the creek.

(11) sc;∑é¬;c (AC, CC) (< √ce∑ ‘shore,’ -é¬;c ‘route across’). The grassy area
along the mouth of the creek, also called sp⁄®≈;n ‘meadow, prairie, pasture.’

(12) sç;léxø (‘upstream,’ resultative of c⁄l;xø ‘go upriver’). The upper vil-
lage. According to the Charleses, it consisted of two rows of houses, the gap
between them filled by another house at the east end, the whole forming a rec-
tangle open at the west end. The creek from the north flowed just to the west of
this rectangle. The front row of houses was on a ridge running parallel to the
slough. Unless the tide was low, canoes could be brought up the creek and into
the slough. The space within the rectangle formed by the houses was a play-
ground, in which the stone trophy called qiscám stood. JP identified the hous-
es along the front ridge, but was less clear about location of the others. The
house sites were sites 13 to 20 below.

(13) w⁄œø;≈;n (AC, CC, JP) (‘downstream side,’ < w⁄œø ‘drift with current,’
-é≈;n ‘arm, side’). The lower (western) end of the ridge. AC and CC thought
that two or three houses had stood here. JP thought that before his time there
may have been four houses on this segment of the ridge, one or two of them
standing at right angles to it. When he was a boy, there were two houses there.
The upper one he identified as s;mé∫; (see next).

(14) s÷;mé∫; (AC, CC), s;mé∫e (JP) (“seems to mean ‘missing one ear,’” 
< √÷em- ‘give,’ -é∫; ‘ear’). AC and CC identified this as a site above
w⁄œø;≈;n. JP identified it as a part of that segment.

(15) títm;®qs;n (AC, CC) (‘painted end,’ < t⁄m;® ‘red ochre, red paint,’
-;qs;n ‘-nose, -point ). So called because a beam end was painted to prevent rot
(AC). This house was said to have been built at right angles to the ridge and the
other houses. It had three posts in front and sloped upward to the rear. It was
gone before JP’s time. Vincent Stogan’s house was there in 1962 (JP).

(16) œ;láµq;n (AC, CC, JP) (< ?).
(17) t⁄yt≈;n (‘upstream side,’ < t⁄yt ‘upstream,’ -e≈;n ‘-arm, -side’). There

were two houses on this segment of the ridge.
(18) xøl⁄µl;µ;s (AC, CC, JP) (< láµ ‘get struck by something thrown,’ -;s

‘-face’). The site of a house oriented at right angles to the front row. The ball
used on the playing field used to strike the side of the house, hence the name
(AC, CC). JP thought that this house may have been on the hillside to the east
rather than where the Charleses indicated.

(19) sc;lqøáƒ;n (‘woods-edge’ < cá¬;qø ‘inland,’ -aƒ;n ‘-lip, margin’). A
row of houses parallel to the first (AC, CC). JP thought this site lay east of the
ridge with sites 13 to 17, along the slough, at about a 45° angle to the ridge.
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(20) ˚ø;˚øqø;lé≈;n (AC, CC) (< ˚øáqø ‘get hit by something held in the
hand,’ -é≈;n ‘-arm, side’). A house at the upper (eastern) end of sc;lkøáƒ;n,
opposite t⁄yt≈;n.

(21) ≈ác;l;qø (R) (‘lake at the head,’ < ≈áca÷ ‘lake,’ -;l;qø ‘-head’). A small
lake that is the source of Musqueam Creek, near 25th Avenue and Camosun
Street, according to Rozen’s source.

(22) xøm;µqøé≥m (AC, JP) (‘boggy place,’ < máqø;m ‘bog’). A swamp
where the Catholic School is now (AC). A bog that was until recently a small,
shallow lake, from which the two-headed serpent came in an account of how
Musqueam got its name (JP; see §23.5). This is probably the same as the name
Rozen recorded as m;qøé≥m, off Crown Street and 25th Avenue.

North Shore of North Arm Below the Village
(23) h⁄µl;s;µ (AG), h⁄µl;s;m (CC, JP). A big rock at the west end of the

reserve. The name is said to mean ‘bend over to drink directly from the water,’
but this word was given as h;µá≥ys;m. A person doing this was turned into
stone by ≈é≥¬s.

(24) ßxø⁄¥t;n (AG), ßxøáyt;n (CC), ßxøé¥t;n (JP) (‘chamber pot’). A
smaller rock next to the last, to whom it had belonged. It was spilled at the time
of the transformation (AG).

(25) ≈;(p)≈pá¥;®p (R) (‘cedar trees’). A place near Point-No-Point.
(26) syé÷t;n (CC) (‘widow, widower’). A rock below the Simon Fraser mon-

ument, a widow turned into stone by ≈é≥¬s (AC).
(27) œíœ;l;≈;n (CC), œíœl;≈;∫ (AG) (dim. of next). A place near Wreck

Beach (in its earlier sense, not in its recent extension).
(28) œ⁄l;≈;n (‘stockade,’ probably < √œ;l- ‘camp,’ -é≈;n ‘arm, side’). A

place south of Point Grey, where Capilano had a fort (JP).
(29) ÷⁄lqs;n (AC, AG) (cf. s÷⁄lqs;n ‘point’). Point Grey.
(30) ¸⁄c;liqø (AC), ¸c;líqø (JP), ¸;c;líqø (R) (possibly from ȩ́c;t ‘grab by

the hair,’ or possibly a plural of çí÷qø ‘hard head’). AC identified the name as
that of a rock seen at low tide where people would poke the bottom and sing,
÷a≥ stéy;w;t ÷a ‘Oh, West Wind, Oh,’ to bring the west wind. JP identified the
name as ‘Point Grey,’ saying that the name implies that the point is stormy,
always rough. August Jack, a Squamish source, identified this as a man who
had intended to blow away “the great man” (presumably ≈é≥¬s) but was instead
transformed into a rock, the biggest on the shore at Point Grey (Matthews 1955,
394).

(31) œé∑;m (JP, AG) (‘howling’). A rock near Point Grey that was a dog
about to bite ≈é≥¬s.

(32) á̧ ;̧®;m (JP) (‘shivering,’ progressive of ¸á®;m ‘feel cold’). A rock of
white granite below the University of British Columbia. According to JP, it was
an old lady who was crying here (presumably when ≈é≥¬s came and trans-
formed her). Tim Moody, a Squamish source, identified the name as that of a
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little ravine with a spring directly below the BC Tel cable hut (Matthews 1955,
395).

Burrard Inlet
(33) p;qø⁄c;n, pípqø;c;n (R) (‘sand on the beach,’ < p⁄qø ‘be broken’ and

-ic;n ‘back, surface’). A sandbar off Spanish Banks.
(34) ßxøsíç;m (ES) (so recorded, probably ‘sandy place’ < ßxø-, syíç;m

‘sand’). Spanish Banks.
(35) qø;÷áp;®p, qøá÷ap;®p (R) (‘crabapple tree’). A creek at Spanish Banks.
(36) ÷;¥álm;xø or ÷i÷álm;xø (AC, JP, ES) ÷iyé≥lm;xø (AG) (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good’

and either a connective -al- plus -m;xø ‘earth, people’ or -;lm;xø ‘breast, milk,
spring,’ thus either ‘good place’ or ‘good spring water’). Jericho Beach.
According to Musqueam tradition, this was the site of a Musqueam village at
the time of the warrior Capilano. (The Northern Straits version of the name
refers to a place at American Camp on San Juan Island that was a parklike
prairie and also the site of a good spring.)

(37) ;̧m¸ám;¬s (AG), ;̧m¸ám;ls (JP, R) (‘grindstone,’ from the root of
¸⁄m;ls ‘file’). A creek at Bayswater Street.

(38) s˚øáyus, s˚ø⁄y;∑s (R). Kitsilano Beach. The Squamish is sœøáyus,
possibly ‘burnt face,’ < œøáy ‘burn, scorch’ and -us ‘face,’ which might have
referred to the hillside after a logging operation there. If the Musqueam is cor-
rectly transcribed, it would seem to mean ‘disabled body,’ < s˚øéy ‘disabled,’
-;∑s ‘body.’

(39) s;∫áqø (AC, JP, AG, ES, R) (according to information obtained by
Donna Gerdts, the resultative of n;÷áqø ‘direct the head there’). The site of the
Kitsilano Reserve at the entrance to False Creek.

(40) ÷⁄¥;lx;n (ES) (< ÷⁄¥ ‘good,’ -x;n ‘-foot,’ hence probably ‘good under
foot’). English Bay.

(41) s†í†;w;œø (R) (dim. of s†⁄w;œø ‘fuller’s earth’). Second Beach.
(42) s®≈í¬;x (s- ‘nominalizer,’ ®≈í¬;x ‘be standing’). Siwash Rock.
(43) ≈á÷≈c; (ES), ≈á≈c; (R) (probably ≈á÷≈ca÷, dim. of ≈áca÷ ‘lake’).

Beaver Creek and Lake.
(44) ≈øáy≈ø;y (JP), ≈øá¥≈ø;¥ (ES) (< s≈øáy≈ø;y ‘masked dance perform-

ance’). Lumberman’s Arch. The name is from the tradition that an ancestor
received the privilege there.

(45) spáp;y;œ (ES) (the final œ may be an error for q, cf. Squamish
pápiyaq, possibly < √pay ‘be bent’ and -a¥;q ‘projection,’ i.e., ‘bent at the
end’). Brockton Point.

(46) s˚øƒé÷ (R). Deadman’s Island. The name is probably an error for skøƒé÷
or skøƒé÷s, the Island Halkomelem for ‘island.’ The Squamish name for the
islet is the cognate skøcá÷s ‘island.’ The Musqueam for ‘island’ is √cés.

(47) πœá¬s (R) (‘white rock’ < π⁄œ ‘white,’ -a¬s ‘rock’). The foot of Granville
Street.
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(48) œ;mœ⁄m;l;®p (ES, R) (‘bigleaf maple trees,’ < œ⁄m;l ‘paddle’). Hast-
ings Mill.

(49) ≈;≈ípi(÷;®p) (R) (< ≈pé¥ ‘Western red cedar’). Cedar Cove. The
Squamish given by Rozen (recorded by Randy Bouchard) is ≈ap≈ápa¥ay,
which appears to be the plural of ≈ápa¥ay ‘young cedar.’ The Musqueam
form recorded by Rozen is not one I have recorded, but it looks like a possi-
ble plural.

(50) t;mt;míxøt;n. CC gave this for the Burrard Reserve, but it is properly
the name for Belcarra. The name is the same in Squamish and seems to be from
Squamish t;míxø ‘earth, land,’ reduplicated, probably for plural, with the suf-
fix -t;n ‘instrument.’ The Halkomelem for ‘earth’ is t⁄m;xø. AG identified
t;míxøt;n, the unreduplicated form, as referring to crossed logs filled with
earth to prevent erosion. The similar name t;míxøt;n is the name in the Nook-
sack language of a Nooksack village near Sumas, Washington, said to have
consisted of pit houses. The name suggests this use, but it is not the term for pit
house, which is sq;mín in Nooksack and in Squamish (so given by Hill-Tout
1900, 485), sq⁄m;l in Halkomelem, also sp;néwtxø in Musqueam. The village
at Belcarra is said to have been the earlier home of the Burrardview people.
Probably for this reason CC identified the name with the Burrardview Reserve.

(51) s;¬ílw;ta÷® (ES), s;lí¬w;ta® (JP), s÷;¬ílw;ta÷® (AG). Indian Arm and
Indian River. This is also said to be the name of the Burrardview people, whose
earlier home was at Belcarra and whose salmon stream was Indian River, which
was also used by the Musqueam. According to Musqueam and Katzie sources,
they formerly spoke Halkomelem and later adopted Squamish. The name is
probably derived, by R⁄- ≠ h⁄ R- reduplication and the combination s- ‘nom-
inalizer’ and -a÷® ‘attributive,’ from the name of the group identified by Boas
(1887, 132) as the “Lel’elot” (in modern symbols probably l;¬ílut), the
Squamish “family” on Burrard Inlet. The Squamish name is s;l÷íl÷utu®. The
affixes correspond to those of Halkomelem, but since this type of reduplication
is usual in Halkomelem but rare if present at all in Squamish, the name is prob-
ably Halkomelem in origin.

(52) ÷⁄ƒn;c (ES) (cf. s÷⁄ƒn;c ‘bay’). Burrardview Reserve. The Squamish is
the cognate ÷ácna∆ or ÷⁄cna∆ ‘bay.’ CC gave the name of the Burrardview
Reserve as t;mt;míxøt;n, no doubt because this is the name of the earlier vil-
lage of the Burrard people. 

(53) √⁄®;m⁄®q;÷ (R) (< √é®;m ‘salt’?). Mackay Creek. Kuipers translates the
Squamish name √a®;má÷;lkø as ‘salt water,’ composed of Squamish √á®;m
and a suffix containing the formative -kø ‘found in words connected with 
the sea,’ and he adds that the name “is otherwise not quite clear.” The suffix in
the Musqueam name Rozen recorded is not identifiable, unless it is an error for
-;®c; ‘water.’

(54) xøm⁄l;çƒ;n (AC), xøm⁄lçƒ;n (JP, AG). Capilano River. According to
AC, the name is from m⁄l;ç ‘horsefly,’ because these were numerous there. AG
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believed the root to be m;lç ‘roll,’ which appears in m⁄lçƒ;t ‘roll (as salmon
when spawning),’ and the suffix -ƒ;n ‘mouth, lip, margin.’ The name may thus
mean ‘horseflies at the mouth’ or ‘where they [presumably salmon] roll at the
mouth.’ According to Musqueam traditions, this was a Musqueam village site.
Simon Pierre of Katzie gave the name of the Capilano River as
xøm⁄ƒkø;y;ma® (probably more accurately transcribed xøm⁄ƒkø;¥;ma÷®)
meaning ‘[river] of the Musqueam.’

Up the North Arm
(55) ßxø;µqø;yém (AC) (< máqø;m ‘bog’?). Celtic.
(56) ç;sná÷am (CC, AG), ç;sná÷;m (JP). Marpole. JP knew two stories

about the people who lived here, people who spoke the same as the Musqueam.
They were wiped out by smallpox.

(57) skøtéxøq;∫ (AG), skøtéxøq;n (AC) (‘entering the throat,’ < skøtéxø
‘inside,’ -q;n ‘throat’). Wiggins Drift. A place where a creek runs into the Fras-
er near the site of the bridge to Lulu Island, so called in English from the name
of a settler and the fact that fishermen made a drift from there down.

(58) ßxø˚ø;l√él; (‘coupling place,’ < ˚øé√ ‘copulate,’ -el; ‘-place for’). A
creek that flows into the North Arm, so called because it was used as a lovers’
lane.

(59) ç;∑≈él;m;® (R) (< ?). The east end of Mitchell Island. Rozen identified
this name as ‘whistling (people),’ but cf. (63).

Islands between the North Arm and South Arm (Richmond)
(60) xø;yéy;t (AC), xøiyé¥´t (AG) (< ?). Iona Island.
(61) sqøsáƒ;n (AC, JP) (‘sloping into the water, sunken shore,’ < qø⁄s ‘enter

the water,’ -áƒ;n ‘lip, margin’). IR #3, on the northwestern tip of Sea Island,
sometimes used for the whole island.

(62) xiç;má¬s;m (R) (perhaps xç;má¬s;m, < ?). A place on the western
shore of Sea Island.

(63) xø⁄¥q;ƒ;n (AG), xøáyq;ƒ;n (JP), xøáy;q;ƒ;n (CC), w⁄yq;ƒ;n (R)
(means ‘crook of land’ [JP], < ?). A place on the southwestern tip of Sea Island,
at the mouth of the Middle Arm. It is said that there were once people here who
whistled when they talked. They came from the black ducks that whistle (the
xáp;l;ƒ ‘American scoter,’ < √xep ‘whistle’). They did not behave correctly
when ≈é≥¬s came, and so disappeared (JP).

(64) sπ⁄l;˚ø;qs (AG), sp⁄l;kø;qs (AC, JP) (‘boiling point’ < π⁄l;˚ø ‘boil
up,’ -;qs ‘-nose, -point’). The northwestern tip of Lulu Island, at the mouth of
the Middle Arm, site of the Terra Nova cannery. It was once a Musqueam vil-
lage site, and continued to be used as a campsite. There were graves there.

(65) ÷;nxøíc;∫ (R) (? < ÷⁄n;xø ‘stop,’ -íc;n ‘back, surface’). On the western
shore of Lulu Island, halfway between Terra Nova and Garry Point (R).
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(66) œøéya÷≈ø (JP, AG) (< ?). Garry Point. A summer campsite for some of
the Musqueam people. JP’s father stayed there and so took “Point” as his sur-
name (JP).

(67) œø⁄ya≈ø stá¬;w (AC). The main channel at Steveston. 
(68) qø®á¥;m (R) (probably qø®é¥;m or xøqø®é¥;m, ‘driftwood place,’ <

qø®é¥ ‘driftwood log’). Another campsite at the southwestern end of Lulu
Island, east of Garry Point.

(69) √;q;tín;s (AC, JP, AG) (‘long shore,’ < √éqt ‘long,’ -ín;s ‘-chest,
beach’). On the south shore of Lulu Island, above where Ladner ferry was
(AC), Woodward’s Landing (AG). This was the great summer village of the
Cowichan-speaking people of Vancouver Island.

Westham Island and South Shore of South Arm
(70) ÷;léqs;n (JP, R) (‘points’? < s÷⁄lqs;n ‘point’; cf. ÷⁄lqs;n ‘Point Grey’).

The northwestern point of Westham Island (JP), the south end of Westham
Island (R).

(71) xø®íç;m (AG, R), xø®íc;m (JP) (‘cut inside out,’ < xø- ‘inside,’ √®iç
‘cut’). Canoe Pass. According to AG, the name comes from the practice of cut-
ting rushes to let salmon pass through.

(72) sç⁄l;xøq;∫ (JP, AG, R) (< ç⁄l;xø ‘go upstream,’ -q;∫ ‘throat’). Ladner.
(73) p;®≈;ném;x (JP, AG) (‘meadow land’? cf. sp⁄®≈;n ‘prairie, meadow,’

-ém;x ‘-country’). An area a little above Ladner. AG translated the name as
‘meadow flat.’ Rozen recorded p;®≈;né≥wm;xø ‘meadow land’ as the name for
the western end of Deas Island and simply sp⁄®≈;n ‘meadow’ for “The Delta
Area.” 

(74) xøméç;n;®p (JP) (‘black haw trees,’ < méç;n ‘black haw fruit’). The
high land from Sunbury down to Mud Bay.

(75) qø;qø;÷áp;®p (AC) (‘crabapple trees’). The site of St. Mungo’s Cannery.
(76) s;∑œøéqs;n (R) (‘drifting away point,’ < h⁄∑œø ‘be drifting with cur-

rent,’ -;qs;n ‘nose, point’). The southwestern side of Annacis Island.

At and Above the Forks
(77) y⁄l;®kø;, yél;®kø; (R) (< ?). The western end of “Tree Island” (Poplar

Island?).
(78) skøtéxøq;n (R). The eastern end of “Tree Island”; but cf. (57).
(79) w⁄œøa≈;n s≈øáym;® (AC). Usual designation for IR below New West-

minster.
(80) s≈ø;yém (AC) (‘story, myth’). A rock on the western side of the Patul-

lo Bridge.
(81) s≈øéy;m;® (AG) (< s≈ø;yém ‘myth’). New Westminster.
(82) qiqéyt (JP, AG), q;yq⁄yt (AC). South Westminster IR.
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Place Names and Tribal Names
These names for peoples, marked (tr), are also place names in the sense that
they may be used to refer to the home territories of the peoples they name.

To the east:
køíkø;√;m Coquitlam (tr), skø√⁄ma≥® (≈áxa÷) (the lake) belonging to the

Coquitlam (JP).
œíç;¥ (‘moss’) Katzie (tr).
œøá÷a∫√;¬ ‘Langley’ (Kwantlen) (tr).
méƒxø;¥ Matsqui (tr).
s;méƒ Sumas (tr).
sç;lxøí÷qø (< ç⁄l;xø ‘go upstream,’ -i÷qø ‘head’) Chilliwack (tr).
sœ;wœín (√œiw ‘go round a point,’ -q;n ~ -qín ‘head’) Skulkayn IR.
sœá∑n;c (< √œiw ‘go round a point,’ -n;c ‘butt bay’) Scowlitz, ‘Harrison

Mills’ (tr).
sç;÷ín;s (< çé÷ ‘land on,’ -in;s ‘chest, beach’) Chehalis (tr).
sƒqøá® (< ?) Douglas and other Lillooet (tr).
xøsé÷eq (< sé÷eq ‘bracken root’) Nooksack (tr), ßxøsé÷eqa÷® sm;nmé≥nt

‘Nooksack Mountains,’ i.e., the North Cascades.
≈e≥̧ én;xø (< √≈e≥̧ ‘measure, mark,’ -en;xø ‘season, fish’) Mount Baker.
®⁄œ;te÷ (< Klickitat?) Plateau tribes, described by JP as a “belt” of people

from “our ®⁄œq;n” (the Upper Fraser River) to Yakima; according to AG, the
term refers to people with braids, cowboy hats, and teepees (tr).

To the north:
sqø≈øáµ;x (AC), sq≈øáµ;x (DK) Squamish (tr), sqø≈øáµ;xa÷® (AC, JP)

(‘Squamish’ + -a÷® ‘attributive’) Howe Sound, especially the eastern shore,
where Musqueam hunters went for mountain goats (also the Squamish-style
canoe).

≈øté≥køi ®;®á¬w;®-ct sm;nme≥nt ‘mountains behind us,’ i.e., the Coast Moun-
tains north and east of Vancouver.

sxi÷xé÷® (JP) Sechelt (tr).
∂iyát;li∆ (JP) Skookumchuck Narrows, in Sechelt country.
s≈ø;÷íti Lasquiti Island (AG), Texada Island (JP).
çí÷çs;µ (dim. of çíçs;µ ‘be growing’) Texada Island (AG).
œø⁄wm;xøs (AG) The Comox (tr).
y⁄qø;®te÷≈ (JP) (< Kwak’wala líGøi®da÷≈ø, probably via Comox, which has

/y/ for /l/) Lekwiltok (the people now at Campbell River and Cape Mudge) (tr).
køékøe÷® (AG) (< Kwak’wala køágyu®) The Kwakiutl, the people of Queen

Charlotte Strait (tr).2
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xøt⁄y;w;l (AC) (< √t;y ‘upstream’; cf. t⁄yt ‘upstream,’ t⁄y;l ‘go
upstream,’ t⁄yw;t ‘west wind,’ ‘north’) The northern peoples (Comox and
Cape Mudge northward [AC]). 

To the west:
ßxøn;wí®a÷® sm;nmé≥nt ‘far-side mountains,’ i.e., the mountains on Van-

couver Island.
xø˚øá¬;xø;m (< ˚øá¬;xø ‘chum salmon’) Qualicum.
sn;∑n⁄∑;s (AC) (‘looking inward,’ < √n;w- ‘enter,’ -;s ‘-face’) Nanoose (tr).
sn;néym;xø (AC) (< ?, probably not < néy;m ‘laugh’) Nanaimo (tr).
†é≥†;qe÷ (AC) Valdez Island (tr).
p;né¬;≈;¸ (AC) Kuper Island (tr).
xç;mín;s (AC) Yellow Point (‘Chemainus Bay,’ the Kulleet Bay of charts) (tr).
xøç⁄s;¥ (AC) Westholm (tr).
q;∑ic;n (‘warm the back,’ < √q;w ‘warm,’ -ic;n ‘-back’) (AC) Cowichan

(tr). This name, or rather its Cowichan form q⁄∑;c;n, was identified by
Cowichan speakers as that of Mt. Tzouhalem (named by the Whites after a
famous warrior) because of its bare side facing the sun. Cowichan villages
(identified by AC and CC) are: s÷ám;ne÷ Duncan, køáµ;c;n Quamichan,
xø;lœøsél; Koksilah, œø;m;yéq;n Komiaken, ≈ín;ps;m Kanipsim,
®;m®⁄m;l;ç Clemclemalitz.

s÷ám;ne÷ ≈áce Cowichan Lake.
xsén;c (CC) Saanich (tr). Villages are: mél;≈;® Malahat, actually a

Cowichan-speaking reserve, but it is generally classified as Saanich, πákø;c;n
Cole Bay, xøs⁄¥œ;m Patricia Bay, s¸é≥wtxø ‘East Camp.’

ş ám;s Victoria (also m;túli;).
l;˚ø⁄m;n Victoria people (tr).
sá÷akø Sooke (tr).
m;ƒél;m;xø West Coast (tr).

To the south:
sc;∑áƒ;n (JP) Tsawwassen (tr).
smáœø;c (JP) Point Roberts.
xøl⁄m;¥ (JP) Lummi (tr).
swé¬;≈ (JP) Orcas Island.
xøyíx;l (CC) the people from LaConner south, i.e., the speakers of Lushoot-

seed (tr). ßxøyíx;la÷® sm;nmé≥nt the Cascades east of Puget Sound (JP).
ßxø√é¬;m Clallam (tr), ßxø√é¬;ma÷® sm;nmé≥nt ‘Clallam mountains,’ i.e.,

the Olympic Mountains (JP).
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Early Vocabularies
Probably the earliest published example of Halkomelem is a short Cowichan
word list, one of a number of Northwest Coast vocabularies collected by W.F.
Tolmie, probably in the late 1830s, and appended by John Scouler to “Obser-
vations on the Indigenous Tribes of the N.W. Coast of America” (Scouler
1841). The words are poorly recorded and some are wrongly identified, no
doubt because of the difficulties Tolmie must have had eliciting them through
the recently introduced Chinook Jargon. 

From the late 1850s, we have lists in the Cowichan and Chilliwack dialects
collected by Charles Wilson and published in what is the earliest ethnographic
article on the Halkomelem area (Wilson 1866), and we have lists in the
Nanaimo and Tait dialects (about 1,100 words) collected by George Gibbs and
published in his “Comparative Vocabularies” (Gibbs et al. 1877, 270-83). From
the 1870s, we have word lists collected by Tolmie and G.M. Dawson and
included in their Comparative Vocabularies of the Indian Tribes of British
Columbia (1884, 38B-49B). These later vocabularies were recorded with some-
what greater accuracy in the identification of the words but without much
improvement in transcription. If Tolmie and Dawson heard the difference
between glottalized (ejective) and unglottalized plosives or between velars and
uvulars, or had sorted out the laterals and the back fricatives, they give no indi-
cation of it in their spellings. The same symbol (letter or sequence of letters)
may represent several sounds and the same sound may be represented by sev-
eral symbols, and their words are generously sprinkled with gratuitous
hyphens.

In 1882 the Roman Catholic missionary priest Fr. G.C. Donckele collected a
vocabulary, now in the British Columbia Provincial Archives (Donckele 1882),
of “la langue sauvage Cowichan” to complete a printed form evidently
designed for use in French Oceania. It contains some interesting items but it is
no better in the way it represents the sounds of the language. Fr. Donckele may
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have left other manuscripts on Halkomelem. I was told that he tried preaching
in Halkomelem rather than the usual Chinook Jargon but was not very fluent.
A Protestant missionary, the Reverend C.M. Tate, is also said to have learned
Halkomelem well enough to translate hymns (see Pilling 1893, 67, where
Halkomelem appears as “Ankomelum”). I was told that he could indeed com-
municate in the native language but amused people by mixing dialectal forms.
The Reverend Thomas Crosby may also have spoken some Halkomelem
(which he wrote “An-ko-me-num”), but the few words given in his book
(Crosby 1907) suggest that he too did not make the distinctions that the
Native phonological system requires. Anything recorded by these and other
nineteenth-century missionaries would certainly be useful in establishing the
times and places when particular words were in use, but given the inadequacy
of systems of transcription then available, it seems unlikely that they could con-
tribute much to our understanding of Halkomelem grammar.

“Comparative vocabularies” such as those of Gibbs and Tolmie and Dawson
did serve to suggest relationships among languages and had allowed Hale and
Gallatin to propose a “Salish” or “Selish” family (Powell 1891, 102-5). But
they were certainly not adequate for any more refined taxonomy. Even in the
1890s, it seems that the various samples of Salishan all stood coordinate, with
dialects of the same language given equal status with separate languages. Pow-
ell (1891, 104-5) lists as Salishan sixty-four “principal tribes,” of which six
(Cowichan, Kwantlen, Nanaimo, Nanoose, Sumas, and Tait) are names for
groups of Halkomelem speakers. Pilling (1893) lists as Salishan “languages”
five names (Kawichan, Kwantlen, Snanaimuk, Stalo, and Tait) that actually
designate groups of Halkomelem speakers.

Boas
In 1886, just two years after the publication of Tolmie and Dawson’s Compar-
ative Vocabularies, a profound change occurred. Franz Boas, then a young
man, made his first trip to British Columbia, where he met Tolmie, then an old
man soon to die. Later Boas wrote home that he had managed in a few weeks
to learn more about the Indians than Tolmie had in over fifty years on the
Northwest Coast (Rohner 1969, 69). With respect to language, this extravagant
statement was probably correct. In recording Native words and in discovering
linguistic relations, Boas had moved far ahead.

Boas’s earliest transcriptions are certainly not wholly accurate (nor perhaps
are anyone’s), but his earliest publications (e.g., Boas 1888) show that he was
aware of the opposition of glottalized and unglottalized plosives and of velars
and uvulars and was using an orthography that permitted him to make most of
the distinctions that are phonemic, that is, significant to speakers of the Native
languages. His principal faults were that he did not record glottal stops after
vowels or distinguish labialized back consonants in all environments. During
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the next few years he corrected these faults, so that by the time he was produc-
ing the reports of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, around 1900, his tran-
scriptions of Kwakiutl were meticulously accurate phonetically. Unfortunately,
however, he did not continue work on the Salishan languages of the Strait of
Georgia into that period, and so we have only his earlier transcriptions for
Halkomelem and neighbouring languages, far superior to what came before and
to much of what was done later but still not altogether accurate.

Boas’s classification of the Coast Salish of Georgia Strait was also far supe-
rior to any before it. In 1887 he published an article (Boas 1887) in German that
accurately distinguished the languages and presented a map that has not been
excelled (and has been almost wholly ignored). The taxonomy was modified
only slightly when presented again in later works (Boas 1890, 805-6; 1897,
320-21). As a statement of what forms of speech were spoken where, it needs
no correction today.

Unfortunately, however, Boas always referred to the languages of the region
as “dialects,” using that word simply in the sense of “related forms of speech”
(Thompson 1973, 992), while in recent decades the word has been used for
mutually intelligible forms of speech (e.g., Sapir 1931), forms not mutually
intelligible being called “languages.” Boas almost certainly knew that his
“dialects” such as “Sqxo-´mic” (Squamish), “Qau´etcin” (Cowichan, i.e.,
Halkomelem), and “Lku´ñgEn” (Songhees, i.e., Northern Straits) were not
intelligible; that they “diverge unusually strongly from one another” (weichen
ausserordentlich stark voneinander ab). Some later anthropologists (e.g., Bar-
nett 1942, 380), however, seem not to have understood Boas’s usage and to
have supposed that all of the “Coast Salish” speak dialects of a single Coast
Salish language.

Boas is also the author of the first published material on Halkomelem gram-
mar, less than three pages on the Nanaimo dialect, presented as one of a num-
ber of sketches published in his report to the British Association for the
Advancement of Science (Boas 1891, 680-83). Short though it was, it showed
that roots undergo internal modification for plural, diminutive, and progressive
forms; it identified some of the affixes and auxiliaries expressing tense and
mode and some of the pronominal and demonstrative elements; and it noted the
categories of gender, presence versus absence, and visibility versus invisibility.

Boas seems to have done no further work with Halkomelem. He left a few
pages of manuscript.

Hill-Tout
Boas was succeeded among the Coast Salish of British Columbia by Charles
Hill-Tout, a local scholar who worked in archeology, ethnography, and linguis-
tics. Among his many publications are three (Hill-Tout 1903, 1904, 1907) that
present Halkomelem material. These contain: (1) notes on the grammar of the
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Chilliwack dialect, with a glossary of about a thousand words (1902, 369-400);
(2) notes on the Kwantlen dialect, with a short vocabulary and two texts (1902,
415-41); (3) notes on the Chehalis (“StsEélits) dialect, with one text (1904, 334-
39); (4) five texts in the Scowlitz (“Sk≥aúlits”) dialect (1904, 368-76); and (5)
two texts in the Cowichan dialect (1907, 366-72). The whole, including trans-
lations of the texts, amounts to a total of about seventy-five pages, which was
fairly respectable for the time, being more than the shortest sketches that appear
in the Handbook of American Indian Languages (Boas 1911). It has serious
defects, however.

Phonologically, Hill-Tout’s work is retrogressive. It suffers from the same
faults as Boas’s of the 1880s – the failure to record glottal stops after vowels
and with resonants and to record labialization of back consonants except before
vowels – while it also suffers from Hill-Tout’s own failure to distinguish glot-
talized plosives, which Boas did from his first work. (Hill-Tout’s raised com-
mas simply separate consonant clusters, presumably to mark the absence of a
vowel where English speakers might expect one.) Moreover, Hill-Tout was
often inaccurate in distinguishing dentals from palatals, uvulars from velars,
and even back fricatives from stops. Hill-Tout refers to Boas’s earlier work and
must have been influenced by it, but he met Boas only once and clearly did not
get much encouragement from him (Maud 1978, 1:15, 4:9). It seems that Hill-
Tout did not fully grasp principles that Boas had discovered, and was unable to
move ahead on his own.

Hill-Tout did go beyond Boas in his exploration of Halkomelem grammar,
although not in the direction Boas would have gone. Rather than seeking to
describe the language in its own terms, Hill-Tout pretty well kept to the cate-
gories of traditional grammar. And rather than analyzing forms and identifying
sets of morphemes, Hill-Tout simply gave extensive paradigms. He did not
account for all of the morphemes in his material; for example, subordinate sub-
ject pronominal suffixes occur in his paradigms, but he nowhere identified
them and listed them parallel to their coordinate counterparts. Perhaps because
of the defects in his transcription he could not have accounted for everything.
One verb root, which he does identify, occurs in five different forms – not in
reality but in Hill-Tout’s inconsistent spelling.

Nevertheless, Hill-Tout’s work is useful. It attests to the existence of words
and features of grammar at the times when and places where he recorded them.
His texts were, I believe, recorded carefully – within the limits of his capacity
to transcribe the language. I found it possible, working with James Point, to
reconstruct one of Hill-Tout’s Kwantlen texts. Mr. Point found only a few
places where he might have used a different term or construction.

Twentieth-Century Ethnographers
For half a century after Hill-Tout’s work, Halkomelem was almost wholly neg-
lected. Hill-Tout’s last publication reporting work on the language appeared in
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1907; the next publication reporting work on it was that of Elmendorf and Sut-
tles in 1960.

During this time, a few ethnographers worked in the Halkomelem area – Cur-
tis and his associates around 1912, Barnett and Jenness in the mid-1930s, Mar-
ian Smith and her students in the mid-1940s, Lane in the late 1940s, Duff in
1949 and 1950. Most recorded Native terms deemed culturally significant as
well as proper names, but the quality of their transcriptions is quite variable.
Terms in Curtis (1913) are spelled in a system that is not wholly adequate to the
task but that is at least used consistently and (within its limits) fairly accurate-
ly. Those appearing in Barnett (1955) are more in the tradition of Tolmie and
Dawson. Those appearing in Jenness (1934-35), Smith (1949), and Duff (1952)
are somewhat better but still sometimes quite inconsistent. All are, of course,
useful in documenting the existence of the terms but are not reliable for any
study that requires phonetic accuracy.

This Study
My own work on Halkomelem grew rather gradually out of the practice of
ethnography and the conviction, dating back to student days, that ethnography
ought to be based on more than “a smattering of knowledge” of the Native lan-
guage (Boas 1911, 60). As a student at the University of Washington, I had had
some experience with the Northern Straits language working on Northern
Straits ethnography for my dissertation (Suttles 1951). I first recorded some
Halkomelem in 1952, while teaching at the University of British Columbia,
when I undertook the task of re-eliciting from Simon Pierre of Katzie (see Sut-
tles 1955) the Native terms recorded by Diamond Jenness in the 1930s in the
course of doing ethnographic work with Simon’s father, Peter Pierre – the “Old
Pierre” of The Faith of a Coast Salish Indian (Jenness 1955). I did not proceed
very far linguistically with Simon because, while he was a pleasure to work
with on ethnography, his lack of interest in language (to say nothing of his lack
of teeth) made linguistic work difficult. There are certainly errors in my tran-
scription of Katzie words.

The opportunity to work with people more suitable for my purposes came in
1957, when Harry Hawthorn suggested that I continue ethnographic work that
he had begun with Andrew and Christine Charles at Musqueam, which is very
near the university. Mr. Charles was an excellent source of traditional knowl-
edge, and Mrs. Charles proved to be an ideal teacher of her language, patient
with my ignorance and yet intolerant of my mistakes.

During 1957 I elicited a fairly extensive vocabulary, reviewing what I had
gotten from Simon Pierre, getting Halkomelem equivalents of Northern Straits
terms I had recorded still earlier, and adding many new items. I also got some
grammatical material and a good deal of ethnography.

During the summer of 1958, William W. Elmendorf was at the university
and joined me in working with the Charleses. We re-elicited much of the
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vocabulary that I had recorded the previous year, expanded on it in some areas,
and matched the Musqueam with forms in Cowichan, from Mr. Charles, and
Chilliwack, from Mrs. Charles and several people we interviewed briefly in the
Chilliwack area. The result of this collaboration was an article (Elmendorf and
Suttles 1960) in which we showed something of the phonological and lexical
differences among these three dialects and discussed apparent evidence for
recent change in the use of the articles. In particular, we showed that the three
dialects seem to differ lexically to different degrees in different semantic cate-
gories.

I continued to work with the Charleses, for a few days only in 1959 and early
1960, then more frequently during the fall of 1960, when Mrs. Charles dictat-
ed nine texts of ethnographic and historical interest. I had hoped to continue
this work during my sabbatical year of 1961-62 but Mr. Charles died during the
summer of 1961 and Mrs. Charles, understandably, did not want to continue
immediately with the work that we had all enjoyed so much together. And so
during that year I collected materials, mainly on tape, in the Cowichan and Tait
dialects, wrote a brief sketch of Musqueam grammar (essentially the first draft
of the present work), and mainly observed and studied the winter ceremonial-
ism, which had been developing and expanding for some years.

During the academic year 1962-63, I worked again briefly with Mrs. Charles,
who dictated three more texts. In September 1962, I also began with James
Point of Musqueam. Mr. Point was born in 1881. Although older than the
Charleses, he was less traditional in his outlook. Nevertheless, he had a good
knowledge of myths and, like Mrs. Charles, he was a patient and conscientious
teacher. I worked with him often during 1962-63, and by July 1963 he had dic-
tated twenty-seven texts totalling just 300 handwritten pages.

During the summer of 1963, I left the University of British Columbia to teach
at the University of Nevada at Reno, where I taught for three years before
going, in 1966, to Portland State University. While at Nevada, I was able to
spend one short period at Musqueam, in 1965, working on problems in mor-
phology with both Mrs. Charles and Mr. Point and recording one more text
from Mr. Point.

After I went to Portland State, my work with Halkomelem had its productive
and unproductive periods. During the summer of 1967, I worked again very
briefly with Mrs. Charles (for the last time), Mr. Point, and Mrs. Della Kew, the
daughter of Andrew and Christine Charles. During the academic year 1968-69,
I experimented with teaching Halkomelem to university students. For the class,
I ran off ditto copies of several texts and of grammatical notes, which might be
seen as the second draft of the present work. During the summer of 1969, one
of the students, Bonnie McCay, was able to spend a month at Musqueam elic-
iting and tape-recording materials from Mr. Point and also several people with
whom I had not worked, among them Ed Brown and Steven August. In July
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1971, I worked again with Mr. Point, mainly going through my lexical file,
rechecking, and filling out paradigms. We worked very hard. He was then 90
but insisted on putting in around six hours a day with only an occasional day
off. This was our last extended work together, although I consulted him again
briefly in 1973. He died in 1979 at the age of 98 (older according to some). In
the fall of 1973, Della Kew visited Portland, and we worked through her moth-
er’s texts, checking transcription and translation.

In June 1975, Dr. Barbara Efrat, then Curator of Linguistics at the British
Columbia Provincial Museum, invited me to write a reference grammar of
Halkomelem for a series of publications that the museum was planning. I
accepted the invitation, but a number of other obligations slowed down the
work. I did, however, spend several short periods between 1979 and 1983
working with Arnold Guerin, and worked again briefly with Della Kew in 1979.
I finally turned in the last portions of the grammar in January 1985. Soon after-
ward, however, the museum abandoned the planned series, and this version of
the grammar was never published. Because I had other work to do, I did noth-
ing further with it for several years.

I had typed the version I submitted to the Provincial Museum (now the Royal
British Columbia Museum) on an IBM Selectric typewriter. This version has
been consulted by several linguists. When I went back to it, however, I felt that
it had to be revised and redone on a computer. I had sent a copy of the typed
version to Brent Galloway; he had it entered into a computer, using a font that
he had devised for Upriver Halkomelem, and he sent it to me on disks in June
1993. By this time I was using a computer, but in spite of heroic efforts on
Brent’s part, I never found it possible to use his font. However, the format and
the English were there and available, so in the end I simply retyped the pho-
netic symbols using the Straight font devised by Charles Ulrich. The present
version differs from the typed version principally in formatting, but I have
added more examples and made several changes in terminology and in the
interpretation of the data.

Recent Linguistic Work
Since the mid-1960s, a good deal of work has appeared on Halkomelem, espe-
cially on the Upriver and Island dialects. For Upriver we have a vocabulary col-
lected by a non-linguist, Oliver Wells (1965), a master’s thesis on phonology
by Jimmy Harris (1966), and a doctoral dissertation and a series of articles
describing the grammar and a number of semantic domains by Brent Galloway
(1971, 1973). For Island Halkomelem we have a master’s thesis on Cowichan
phonology by Tiiu Kava (1969), a master’s thesis on the Cowichan aspect sys-
tem by M.K. Jones (1976), a doctoral dissertation on Cowichan grammar by
Adrian Leslie (1979), a series of articles on grammatical problems by Thomas
Hukari beginning in the mid-1970s, a text in Cowichan by Hukari, Ruby Peters,
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and Ellen White (1977), a Cowichan dictionary by Hukari and Peters (1995),
and a doctoral dissertation by Donna B. Gerdts (1981, 1988), author of a series
of articles on problems in syntax. Gerdts’s master’s thesis (1977) was a survey
of lexical differences among a number of dialects. Nancy C. Turner and
M.A.M. Bell (1971) assembled ethnobotanical data that include Island
Halkomelem plant names. David Rozen (1977a, 1977b, 1978a, 1978b) gath-
ered both Island and Downriver place names and Cowichan ethnozoological
data and transcribed Catholic prayers and hymns.

For much recent work on Island dialects by Gerdts, Hukari, and Mercedes
Hinkson, on Musqueam by Patricia Shaw, Susan Blake, and Jill Campbell, and
on Upriver dialects by Galloway and Marina Wiltschko, see the bibliographies
in Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade 1998 and Mithun 1999.
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Adjective-like forms, §3.8.3.4
Adjective-like words, §9.7
Adjectives, §3.8.3.1, §9

complex, §9.6
diminutive plurals of, §9.4
diminutives of, §9.3
exclamatory-interrogative, §20.2
plurals of, §9.2
shapes of the root, §9.1

Adjuncts, adverbial, §3.6
nominal, §3.4
verbal, §3.5

Adverbial adjuncts, §3.6
Adverbial predicates, §18.3
Adverbs, §18, §18.2, §3.2.2, §3.8.3.3
Affixes, §2.3

ordering of, §2.5
Alternation

of /n/ and/l/, §1.5.9
of /c/ and /kø/, §1.5.10
of /x/ and xø/, §1.5.10

Alveolar consonants, §1.1.1
Animal talk, §1.6
Applicative suffixes, §10.4
Apposition, §3.8.5
Articles, §15.1
Aspect

dispositional-iterative, §7.6
durative, §7.5
perfective, §7.2 
progressive, §7.2

Aspectual prefixes, §11.1
Auxiliary verbs, §3.2.1

Baby talk, §1.6
Calendar, §22.2.8
Canoe, expression of motion and location

in relation to, §22.1.4
Causative suffix, §10.3
Ceremonial circuit, §22.1.3
Clause-initial particles, §2.7
Cleft sentences, §4.1, §4.1.5.2
Coalescence of glottal stop and resonant,

§1.5.5
Commands, indirect, §4.2.2
Compound sentences, §5

coordinate, §5.1
qualifying, §5.2

Compounds, §2.1, §12.3.3, §13.3 
Conditional clauses, §4.2.1
Conjunction, §2.7 
Consonants, §1.1
Coordination, §3.8.4
Day and night, expression of, §22.2.1
Demonstrative auxiliaries, §15.3
Demonstratives, §15.2
Derivational affixes, §12
Diminutive duratives, §7.5.2
Diminutive plurals

of adjectives, §9.4
of nouns, §8.5
of resultative forms, §7.7.9

Diminutives
of adjectives, §9.3
of dispositional-iterative forms, §7.6.3
of nouns, §8.4
of resultative forms, §7.7.8
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of verbs, §7.4
Direction and location, general terms

expressing, §22.1.8
Directions and winds, §22.1.5
Dispositional-iterative aspect, §7.6
Durative aspect, §7.5
Ejectives, §1.1.1
Ellipsis with the negative, §6.1.6
Emergent /ƒ/, §1.5.7
Exclamations, §20.1
Exclamatory-interrogative adjectives,

§20.2
Fire, expression of motion and location

in relation to, §22.1.2
First-person plural imperatives, §3.2.4
Gender, §15.1.1
Glottal stop, §1.1.1

coalescence with resonant, §1.5.5
Glottalization, §1.1.1 
Glottalized resonants, §1.1.2
Glottalized resonant disengagement,

§1.5.4
Hortative forms, §3.2.4
House, expression of motion and location

in relation to, §22.1.2
Inchoatives

xø;-, §12.2.2
-;l, -il, §12.3.1
-ƒ;t, §10.5.1

Indirect commands, §4.2.2
Indirect questions, §4.2.3
Interjections, §20.3
Interrogative words, §17
Intransitive suffixes, §10.2
Intrusive /h/, §1.5.8
Kinship terms, §21
Labial consonants, §1.1.1.
Labialized uvular consonants, §1.1.1
Labialized velar consonants, §1.1.1
Lateral consonants, §1.1.1
Lexical prefixes, §12.4
Lexical suffixes, §13
Location and direction, general terms

expressing, §22.1.8
Locative demonstratives, §15.2.2.1
Metathesis of non-labial resonant and

schwa, §1.5.3
Modal predicates, §18.3

Modal suffixes, §11.2
Month, §22.2.4
Morphophonemics, §1.5
Necessity, expression of, §6.4.2.2
Negation, §6

with ÷;w;, §6.1
with ÷⁄w;te÷, §6.3
with xø;∑é, §6.2

Nominal adjuncts, §3.4
Nominalized clauses, §4.3

in negated predicates, §6.4.3
in negative constructions, §6.1.1, §6.1.4
with ßxø-, §4.3.3

Nominalized narrative sentences, §4.3.4
Nominalizer s-1, §12.1.1
Noun diminutive plurals, §8.5
Noun diminutives, §8.4
Noun plurals, §8.3
Nouns

inflection of, §8
resultative forms, §8.7
shapes of the root, §8.2
types of, §8.1

Numerals, §19, §3.8.3.2
ordinal, §19.3

Numerical classifiers, §19.2 
Oblique article, §15.1.4
Oblique nominalizer ßxø-, §12.1.4
Oblique particle, §2.7 
Obstruents, §1.1.1
‘Or,’ expression of, §6.4.2.3
Palatal consonants, §1.1.1
Paradigms of verbs, §7.8
Particles

clause initial, §16.1
definition of, §2.7
following nouns, §3.8.2
second-position predicate, §3.1.2, §16.2
subordinating (w;1- and ÷;®-), §4.2
third-person plural, §14.2.9

Permissive suffix, §10.7
Person markers, §14

subordinate subject, §4.2
Person system, §2.4, §14
Personal words, §14.2.7
Phonology, §1
Phonotactics, §1.4
Pitch, §1.3
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Place names, §22.1.7, Appendix 2
Plosives, §1.1.1
Plural diminutive verbs, §7.4.1
Plural duratives, §7.5.1
Plural verbs, §7.3
Plurals

of adjectives §9.2
of dispositional-iterative forms, §7.6.2
of nouns, §8.3
of resultative forms, §7.7.7

Position, as expressed by articles, §15.1.2
Possession, §3.8.1
Possessive affixes, §14.2.4
Possessive words, §14.2.8
Predicate heads, §3.1.1
Predicates, §3.1

active transitive, §3.3.2
adjectival, §3.7.1
intransitive, §3.3.1
nominal, §3.7.2
passive, §3.3.3
verbal, §3.3

Prepositions, see Verbal adjuncts, §3.5
Progressive aspect, §7.2
Progressives of dispositional-iterative

forms, §7.6.1
Pronouns, see Person markers
Pseudo-cleft sentences, §4.1.5.1
Questions, indirect, §4.2.3
Rapid speech, losses in, §1.5.1
Reciprocal suffix, §10.6
Reflexive suffixes, §10.5
Regional axis, §22.1.1.4
Relative clauses, §4.1

in negative constructions, §6.1.5
with negated predicates, §6.4.1

Resonants, §1.1.1, §1.1.2
loss of first of two identical, §1.5.6

Resultative forms of the verb, §7.7
Resultative prefix, §12.1.2
Roots, §2.2

internal modification of, §2.2
Schwa, §1.2

assimilation of, §1.5.2
loss of in rapid speech, §1.5.1

Seasons, §22.2.7
Sentences

complex, §4
compound, §5

simple, §3
Space

grammatical elements and terms
expressing, §22.1
measurement of, §22.1.6

Spirants, §1.1.1
Stress, §1.2, §1.3
Subordinate clauses, §4.2

in negative constructions, §6.1.1,
§6.1.2, §6.1.3
referring to the future, §4.2.4
with ÷;®- meaning ‘kind of,’ §4.2.6

Subordinate passive suffix, §10.8
Tags, sentence-final, §16.3
Texts, §23
Third-person demonstratives, §15.2.2.2
Tide, §22.2.5
Time

by the clock, §22.2.2
expression of in grammar, §22.2
grammatical elements and terms
expressing, §22.2

Transitive suffixes, §10.1
Uvular consonants, §1.1.1
Velar consonants, §1.1.1
Verb complements, §3.2.3
Verb forms as modifiers, §3.8.3.5
Verb plurals, §7.3
Verb roots

canonical shapes, §7.1.1
inherent voice, §7.1.2

Verbal adjuncts, §3.5
Verbal predicates, types of, §3.3
Verbal suffixes, §12.3
Verbalizing prefixes, §12.2
Verbs derived from nouns, inflection of,

§8.8
Verbs formed from adjective roots, §9.5
Verbs that act as nouns, §8.9
Verbs, diminutive forms, §7.4
Verbs, resultative forms, §7.7
Visibility, as expressed by articles,

§15.1.2 
Voice, §10

inherent in verb roots, §7.1.2
Vowel gradation, §1.5.11
Vowel length, §1.2.1

sources of, §8.6 
Vowel mutation, §1.5.12
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Vowels
full, §1.2

Water, expression of motion and location
in relation to, §22.1.1

Week, §22.2.3
Winds, §22.1.5 
Word

definition of, §2.1
classes of §2.1

Year, §22.2.6
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